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Pref ace 

Objective 

The objective of this text is to provide training material for com
munications engineers in the transmission field. Specifically, it is 
designed to serve as the text for a one-year basic course of 64 class
room hours in transmission systems design. An evolving version of 
this course has been taught for many years by Members of the 
Technical Staff as part of the in-house continuing education program 
for technical employees of Bell Telephone Laboratories. 

The background assumed is an MS degree in electrical engineering 
or in a closely related field, but the course is intended to accommodate 
participants with a considerable range of prior training, and many 
students with backgrounds in physics, mechanical engineering, and 
other disciplines have completed the course without undue difficulty. 
A few pre-course introductory lectures in terminology and the gen
eral concepts of telecommunications have been found useful. 

Plan of Text 

In this edition, broadly useful basic information has been separated 
from specific system applications to a much greater extent than in 
earlier editions. Thus, the first eleven chapters, about one-third of 
the total, are devoted to this fundamental material. It is recognized 
that there is some risk of student frustration in the consequent delay 
in getting to applications, especially in what is advertised as a design 
course, but it is felt that the risk is more than offset by the advantages 
of a more orderly development of the subject. 

The first three chapters describe the environment in which trans
mission systems operate, establish basic definitions and terminology, 
and describe the methods by which the transmission objectives for 
the message channels are established. Chapter 4 deals with voice
frequency transmission. Chapters 5 through 11 treat the methods of 
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processing signa.ls into forms suitable for transmission over high
frequency lines, the characteristics of multiplexed speech signals, 
and the major impairment mechanisms of noise, nonlinearities, and 
crosstalk. At present, and for at least the next several years, voice 
signals will continue to make up the bulk of the traffic. Therefore, 
these chapters emphasize voice signal transmission even though other 
messages, such as data and PICTUREPHONE @, are becoming in
creasingly important. 

Following this essentially introductory materia.l are three major 
sections on systems applications, divided according to the principal 
modes of transmission in use today, i.e. analog AM, analog FM, and 
digital. The text concludes with a discussion of some special tech
niques and more detailed treatments of the characteristics of video 
and wideband data transmission. 

The presentation throughout is firmly based on the realities of 
current practice. The authors and editors are fully aware that the 
students· will be designing transmission systems for the future, but 
experience suggests that these are most likely to be realized by the 
advance and evolution of present techniques rather than by a whole
sale discarding of these methods. It is also necessary to recognize 
that, to be useful, any new system must be compatible with the 
enormous existing plant. The approach to system design therefore 
is based on what is in actual use, or what has a very high probability 
of use in the relatively near future. 

State of the Art 

Despite the seeming conservatism of the last statements, trans
mission design is moving rapidly in new and exciting directions. 
Over the last decade a complete generation of systems based on dis
crete solid state devices has been designed, manufactured, and placed 
in service. So complete has been the revolution from the electron 
tube technology of the 1940s and early 1950s that hardly a tube 
can be found in the new systems. Even the last holdouts, the higher 
power transmitting stages in microwave radio systems, may soon 
be replaced by bulk effect solid state devices. 

We are now beginning to see the first widespread use of thin film 
tantalum and monolithic silicon integrated circuits. Circuits an order 
of magnitude more complex than those in use a few years ago and 
components with precision previously unattainable are becoming 
available in inexpensive and reliable devices. There is no doubt that 
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we are at the start of a new generation of systems as different from 
those based on discrete solid state devices as they in turn differed 
from the old electron tube systems. As always, when such basic 
changes occur, the great challenge lies not in designing just some
what better or less costly versions of the old systems, but in exploiting 
the opportunities presented by the new devices to realize systems that 
would be completely impractical without them. 
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Chapter 1 

Transmission System Environment 

A transmission system in its simplest form is a pair of wires con
necting two telephones. More commonly, a transmission system is 
a complex aggregate of electronic gear and the associated medium, 
which together provide a multiplicity of channels over which many 
customers' messages and associated control signals can be transmitted. 

In general, a call between two points will be handled by connecting 
a number of different transmission systems in tandem to form an 
overall transmission path or connection between the two points. The 
way in which these systems are chosen and interconnected has a 
strong bearing on the characteristics required of each system. This 
is true because each element in the connection will degrade the mes
sage to some extent. It follows that the relationship between per
formance and cost of a transmission system cannot be considered in 
terms of that system alone but must also be viewed with respect to 
the relation of the system to the building up of a complete connection. 

To provide the service which permits people or machines to talk 
together at a distance, the telephone system must supply the means 
and facilities for connecting the particular customer stations at the 
beginning of the call and disconnecting them when the call is com
pleted. Switching, signaling, and transmission functions are in
volved. The switching function includes identifying and connecting 
the customers to a suitable transmission path. The signaling function 
involves supplying and interpreting the control and supervisory sig
nals needed to perform this operation. The transmission aspect, 
which is the concern of this text, deals with the transmission of the 
customer's message and these control signa1s. 

The design of new transmission systems is constrained by the fact 
that they must be compatible with an existing multibillion dollar 
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plant and by the fact that they must perform a number of functions, 
such as transmission of signaling information and transmission of 
various messages, e.g., telephone, narrowband and wideband data, 
telephoto, or television. Thus, the solution of design, manufacturing, 
and operations problems for a specific system will generally require 
knowledge of other systems in the telephone plant, both existing 
and planned. Moreover, it is necessary to design systems having good 
performance with very high reliability and simple maintenance pro
cedures, and to provide equipment which will verify the performance 
by tests made on a routine basis. 

1.1 TELEPHONE SERVICE 

Connection Description 

A connection may involve merely voice-frequency transmission be
tween telephones through a single end (central) office, or it may 
involve a multiplicity of links including several offices, voice-frequency 
paths, and carrier systems. 

The telephone set converts acoustic energy into an electrical analog 
signal. The set also converts a received signal to its acoustic form. 
In addition, it generates supervisory signals (on-hook and off-hook) 
and the address information used by the switching system to estab
lish connections. 

The customer loop provides a path for the two-way speech signals 
and the ringing, switching, and supervisory signals. Since the tele
phone set and customer loop are permanently associated, their com
bined transmission properties can be adjusted to meet their share 
of the message channel objectives. For example, the greater efficiency 
of an improved telephone set compensates for increased loop loss and 
thus permits longer loop lengths or use of finer gauge wire. 

The small percentage of the time (of the order of 10 per cent during 
busy hours) that a customer loop is used has led to the consideration 
of line concentrators for introduction between the customer and the 
central office. The concentrator allows many customers to share a 
limited number of lines to the central ·office. The line from the con
centrator to the central office is, in effect, a trunk. The essential differ
ence between a loop and a trunk is that a loop is permanently associ
ated with a particular customer, whereas a trunk is a common usage 
connection. 
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Trunks of various types are used to interconnect end offices and 
toll centers. A direct interoffice trunk connects one end office to 
another end office; a tandem trunk connects an end office to an inter
mediate or tandem office ; and a toll-connecting trunk connects an end 
office to a toll office. In toll transmission language, toll-connecting 
trunks are also described as terminating trunks. 

Up to the point where the signals ar.e connected to intertoll trunks 
in the toll office, the message and supervisory signals may be handled 
on a two-wire basis (the same pair of wires is used for both directions 
of transmission), or on a four-wire basis (separate transmission paths 
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for each direction). At the toll office after appropriate switching and 
routing, the signals are generally connected to intertoll trunks by 
means of a four-wire terminating set, which splits apart the two 
directions of transmission so that the long-haul transmission may be 
accomplished on a four-wire basis. Through these intertoll trunks, 
the signals are transmitted to remote toll-switching centers (which 
in turn may be connected by intertoll trunks to other switching 
centers) and ultimately reach the recipient of the call through a 
toll-connecting trunk, an end office, another four-wire terminating 
set and local switching equipment, and a final customer loop, as 
indicated by Fig. 1-1. 

In the present toll-switching plan there are five ranks or classes 
of switching centers. The highest rank is the regional center. The 
lowest rank, called the end office, is the telephone exchange in which 
the customer loops terminate. The chain of switching centers and an 
illustration of how a call might be routed is shown in Fig. 1-2. The 
order of choice at each control center is indicated in the figure by the 
numbers in parentheses. In the example, there are ten possible routes 
for the call, only one of which requires the maximum of seven inter
mediate links (toll trunks in tandem, excluding the two terminating 
links at the ends of the connection). Note that the first choice route 
involves two intermediate links. In many cases a single direct link, 
which would be the first choice, exists between the two toll centers. 

The types of facilities that might be involved in various connections 
can be seen by reference to Fig. 1-3. The simplest connection would 
be a call between telephone sets 1 and 2, both working out of end 
office 1, in which no trunks would be involved. An interoffice call 
between sets 1 and 3 in city A would use two trunks, the connection 
being made via a tandem office. These trunks could be either voice
frequency circuits, possibly equipped with repeaters, or carrier cir
cuits which combine a number of telephone channels into a single 
wideband channel. 

Next, consider a call originating at telephone set 1 in city A and 
reaching telephone set 4 in city E. The path begins at a customer loop 
working into end office 1. From there it uses a toll-connecting trunk 
to the toll center. Between city A and city E there are a number of 
routes. If the two cities have a high community of interest, there 
would be direct trunks between them. Figure 1-3 shows that in this 
case the two cities are linked by N carrier.* An alternate route, which 

*Different types of carrier systems are identified by letter designations. Many 
of these types are discussed in later chapters. 
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happens to employ K carrier, is also shown, via a primary center. 
Out of this primary center (class 3) there might be direct, high-usage 
trunks on 0 carrier to city E. Alternatively, use would be made of 
final trunks* to a sectional center (class 2) at city C, from which 
connection might be made to city E through another primary center. 
These latter trunks might be provided by a coaxial carrier system 
or a microwave radio system. 

*In this instance, final has the connotation that these trunks are the last means 
chosen to get the message through, not being used unless all other circuits are 
busy. Very often, however, the final route is the only one provided; in that case 
it is, of course, the first choice. 
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Switching Plan for Distance Dialing 

The plan used to connect toll offices has a large bearing on the per
formance required of both local and toll transmission systems. In early 
practice, toll circuits were operated manually by operators on a so
called ringdown basis. With such arrangements the number of cir
cuits that could be connected in tandem was severely limited, and 
relatively little use was made of alternate routing. Speed of service 
was comparatively slow, and trunks were inefficiently used in many 
cases. 

Automatic switching of toll circuits permits the use of alternate 
routes, so that small trunk groups can be operated at large trunk 
group efficiency with attendant economies. An example of the impact 
of toll dialing on the trunk layout is shown in Fig. 1-4. The upper 
diagram (a) shows the circuit groups that would be required to handle 
an assumed flow of traffic on a manual ringdown basis. The lower 
diagram (b) shows the circuit groups that would be required for the 
same traffic using toll dialing. Final trunk groups are provided 
between each lower ranking office and the higher ranking office on 
which it homes. All regional centers are interconnected with final 
trunk groups. High-usage groups are provided between any two offices 
that have sufficient community of interest. Final trunk groups carry 
traffic for which they are the only route, and also overflow traffic 
for which they are the "last choice" route. In (a) there are 42 
different circuit groups. In (b) there are 24 circuit groups used on 
a more efficient basis. 

The probability that a call will require more than n links in tandem 
to reach its destination decreases rapidly as n increases from 2 to 7. 
First, a large majority of toll calls are between end offices associated 
with the same regional center. The maximum number of toll trunks 
in these connections is therefore less than seven. Second, even a call 
between telephones associated with different regional centers is routed 
over the maximum of seven intermediate toll links only when all of 
the normally available high-usage trunk groups are busy. The prob
ability of this happening in the case illustrated in Fig. 1-2 is only p5 , 

where pis the probability that all trunks in any one high-usage group 
are busy. Finally, many calls do not originate all the way down the 
line since each higher class of office will usually have class 5 offices 
homing on it and will act as a class 4 office for them. 

Figure 1-5 makes these points more specific. The middle column of 
this table shows, for the fictitious system of Fig. 1-2, the probability 
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that the completion of a toll call will require n or more links between 
toll centers, for values of n from 1 to 7. In computing these prob
abilities, the assumptions are: (1) the chance that all trunks in 
any one high-usage group are simultaneously busy is 0.1; (2) the 
solid line routes are always available; and (3) of the available routes 
the one with the fewest links will always be selected. The figures 
in Fig. 1-5 illustrate that connections requiring more and more links 
become increasingly unlikely. These numbers are, of course, highly 
idealized and simplified. Actual figures from a Bell System study 
made in 1961 are shown in the last column of Fig. 1-5. These numbers 
represent the probability of encountering n links in a completed 
toll call between an office near White Plains, New York, and an 
office in the Sacramento, California region. The assumption was made 
that all traffic had alternate routing available and that blocking due 
to final groups was negligible. Note that at that time 50 per cent of 
the calls were completed over only one intermediate link. This is not 
possible in the system shown in Fig. 1-2, where it may be assumed 
that the traffic volume does not yet justify a direct trunk between 
toll centers. The maximum number of links involved in this par
ticular system was five, and this number was required by only 1 per 
cent of the calls. 

The switching pattern that has been described imposes strict 
transmission requirements on the toll trunks. Up to seven toll trunks 
may be connected in tandem, and successive calls between the same 
two telephones may take different routes and encounter different 
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numbers and kinds of circuits. When calls are routed over the maxi
mum number of links, the loss must not be excessive. Also, the 
transmission quality should not vary greatly over the different possible 
routes that a call might take. If unsatisfactory transmission should 
occur, it will not be observed by an operator as in the past, and the 
customer's attempt to report unsatisfactory transmission will dis
connect the impaired circuit, making identification of the source of 
trouble very difficult. It is therefore necessary to provide equipment 
which will test trunks on a routine basis. 

1.2 SPECIAL SERVICES 

Services other than residence, coin, or non-PBX business tele
phones are, broadly speaking, special services. Most of these are 
used for voice communication and differ from standard service prin
cipally in the arrangements for connecting into the direct distance 
dialing (DDD) network (some do not connect at all). In order to 
meet customer-to-customer transmission objectives, it is usually 
necessary to furnish specially engineered circuits for such service. 
Some special services may require more or less bandwidth than is 
commonly used for voice transmission. 

Data Service 

In addition to voice, program, and television channels, the Bell 
System provides facilities for the transmission of telephotograph, 
facsimile, teletypewriter, and digital data. These facilities may in
clude special transmitting equipment which encodes the machine 
information into electrical analog or digital signals for transmission, 
and decoding equipment which translates the signal back into the 
original machine language. 

The speed at which data can be transmitted is a direct function 
of the bandwidth available. The usual voice channel will transmit 
data at speeds of about 2000 bits per second without special treat
ment. Speeds of 4800 bits per second and higher can be achieved in 
a single voice channel by adding gain and delay equalization. Since 
data is usually transmitted in the form of pulses, impulse noise and 
delay distortion may cause errors. Thus, channels which meet voice 
transmission requirements may have limited application for data. 

Voiceband data may be transmitted either over regular switched 
telephone channels or over specially equalized private line facilities. 
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Wideband data channels are obtained by using the frequency spec
trum normally assigned to 6, 12, or 60 telephone channels. Special 
terminals and equalization are required and generally are supplied 
on a private line basis. Switched service is available between some 
large cities, and rapid expansion is anticipated. 

Television Service 

Television transmission in the Bell System involves connecting 
studios, the broadcaster's master control center, transmitters, and 
telephone company television operating centers (TOC) within cities, 
and then interconnecting cities by means of nationwide television 
facilities. Figure 1-6 shows a typical intracity layout for a large broad
caster. The local television links are usually video frequency systems 
rather than carrier or radio. Two-way connections between the 
master control location and the studio are often required for pro
gramming purposes. For network operation, connecting circuits are 
required between the master control room and the TOC where con
nection to the intercity facility is made. 

Broadcaster's 
radio 

transmitter 

-[>-
A2A video 

systems 

Broadcaster's 
master 
control 

Studio no. 2 

FIG. 1-6. Intracity television circuits. 
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The intercity channels may be either direct connections between 
cities or round robin channels with cities connected in a closed loop. 
These connecting facilities are formed and reformed each day, de
pending on the broadcaster's requirements. Thus, links must be 
connected in tandem in different ways on a day-to-day or hour-to-hour 
basis. It is therefore not usually practicable to line up, or equalize 
on an overall basis. Instead, each link must be capable of a trans
mission quality such that when all the necessary links are connected 
in tandem, the signal will have a very small probability of being 
unduly degraded. 

1.3 IMPACT OF SYSTEM MULTIPLICITY 

In the preceding discussion it was seen that customer-to-customer 
communications channels can involve a multiplicity of different 
systems connected in many ways. It also was seen that local plant 
(i.e., telephone sets, customer loops, and end offices) is basic to every 
connection; its efficiency and uniformity with respect to loss, noise, 
and impedance (to mention but a few of the factors that must be 
considered) affect the entire system. Transmission systems used to 
interconnect central and toll offices often include terminals and sec
tions of line which in turn are composed of numerous more-or-less 
identical repeater sections. 

This composition of the overall connection gives rise to two prob
lems that have a major bearing on everything that is done in the 

. design of transmission systems. First, the accumulation of per
formance imperfections from a large number of systems leads to 
severe requirements on individual units and to great concern with 
the mechanisms causing imperfections and the ways in which imper
fections accumulate. Second, the variable complement of systems 
forming overall connections makes the problem of economically 
allocating tolerable imperfections among these systems quite complex. 
Deriving objectives for a connection of fixed length and composition 
is a problem involving customer reactions and economics. However, 
when the transmission objectives must be met for connections of 
widely varying length and composition, the problem of deriving ob
jectives for a particular system becomes an even more complex 
statistical study involving consiaerable knowledge of plant layout, 
operating procedures, and the performance of other systems. 



Chapter 2 

Transmission Fundamentals 

The primary function of a transmission system is to provide 
circuits having the capability of accepting information-bearing elec
trical signals at one point and delivering related signals bearing 
the same information to a distant point. Some present-day trans
mission systems, such as N carrier, TD2 radio, etc., have been 
mentioned in Chap. 1. It has been emphasized that long distance 
conversations often require the tandem connection of several such 
systems. 

System design is concerned primarily with the terminals which 
process the signals at each end of the transmission medium and with 
the repeaters which perform related functions at intermediate points. 
The properties of the transmission medium are basic considerations 
in every system design. More often than not, however, a new system 
design will be constrained to a choice among a limited number of 
standardized transmission media. The areas in which the system 
designer will find the greatest challenge to his skills, imagination, 
and ingenuity are the terminals and repeaters. This chapter intro
duces some of the language and concepts used in the evaluation of 
transmission performance, illustrates their application in defining 
the properties of typical transmission media and circuits, and con
cludes with a discussion of signal magnitudes, their measurement 
and manipulation. 

2.1 POWER AND VOLTAGE RELATIONS IN LINEAR CIRCUITS 

Since most of a transmission system is comprised of a tandem 
connection of several two-port networks, it is necessary to briefly 

13 
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review many of the relationships commonly used with such circuits. 
The input-output relations or transfer characteristics of the indi
vidual two-port networks are of primary interest for system analysis. 
The resulting transfer characteristic of the tandem connection of 
several two-ports can then be found by a simple product of the 
appropriate transfer characteristics of the networks. 

Some of the mathematical relations necessary for the evaluation 
of system performance can be explained in terms of the simple 
circuit diagram of Fig. 2-1. A source (generator) is characterized 
by its open circuit voltage, Vs, and its internal impedance, Zs. A 
load is characterized by its impedance, Z L· 

v,) Linear 
two-port 

FIG. 2-1. Terminated two-port circuit. 

Energy is transferred from source to load via a linear transducer. 
The transducer may take on a wide variety of forms, ranging from 
a simple pair of wires to a complex assortment of cables, amplifiers, 
modulators, filters, and similar circuits. The four terminals are 
associated in pairs ; the pair connected to the source is commonly 
called the input port, and the pair connected to the load is referred 
to as the output port. 

The circuit is linear if the relation between the output signal 
(response) and the input signal (stimulus) is determined by a set 
of linear differential equations with constant coefficients. In a linear 
circuit, signals may be represented by the Fourier series as a summa
tion of terms of the form 

(2-1) 

or, more conveniently, as a summation of terms of the form 

(2-2) 

The input-output relation for each term in such a summation is not 
dependent on the presence or magnitude of other similar terms. 
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For example, if the generator voltage of Fig. 2-1 is represented 
by 

(2-3) 

the ratio of V1 to V2 is given by 

(2-4) 

The ratios encountered in telephone transmission are often very large, 
and the numerical values involved are awkward. Moreover, it is fre
quently necessary to form the products of several ratios. The ex
pression and manipulation of voltage or power ratios is simplified by 
the use of logarithmic units. The natural logarithm of the ratio of 
Eq. (2-4) is a complex number. 

()=a+ jf3 = ln(E1/E2) + j(<fl1 - <Pz) (2-5) 

The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (2-5) are uniquely identifiable, 
which is to say, 

(2-6) 

When this measure of a volta.ge (or current) ratio is used, a is said 
to be expressed in nepers and f3 in radians. 

The Decibel 

The lo.garithmic unit of signal ratio which finds wide acceptance 
is the decibel. Strictly speaking, the decibel (dB) is defined only 
for power ratios; however, as a matter of common usage, voltage 
or current ratios also are expressed in decibels. The precautions 
required to avoid misunderstanding of such usage are developed. 

If two powers, P1 and p2, are expressed in the same units (watts, 
microwatts, etc.), then their ratio is a dimensionless quantity, and 
as a matter of definition, 

D = 10 log (P1/P2) dB (2-7) 
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where log denotes logarithm to the base 10, and D expresses the 
relative magnitudes of the two powers in decibels.* If an arbitrary 
power is represented by Po, then 

D = 10 log (p1/Po) - 10 log (P2/po) dB (2-8) 

Each of the terms on the right of Eq. (2-8) represents a power ratio 
expressed in dB, and their difference is a measure of the relative 
magnitudes of P1 and p2. Clearly, the value of this difference is 
independent of the value assigned to po. In short, Eq. (2-7) is a 
measure of the difference in dB between P1 and p2. 

When a voltage, expressed as in Eq. (2-1), appears across an 
impedance, Zk = Rk + fXk, the power dissipated in the impedance 
is equal to 

Substitution in Eq. (2-7) gives 

1 + X12/R12 
D = 20 log(E1/E2) - 10 log(R1/R2) - 10 log l + Xz2/Rz2 

Let 

DE= 20 log(E1/E2) 

DR= 10 log(R1/R2) 

dB 

Dx = 10 log (1 + X12/R12)/(1 + X22/R22) 

(2-9) 

dB 

(2-10) 

(2-11) 

(2-12) 

Consider the statement: The difference between E1 and Ez is 20 dB. 
What is meant? There are three possibilities : 

In this case DR = Dx = 0, D =DE = 20 dB and the meaning is 
clear. 

*It follows that one neper = 8.686 dB, or very roughly 1 be!. 
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2. Z1 =F Z2, but (X1/R1) = (X2/R2) 
This is a common case occurring most often with X1 = X2 = 0. 
Voltmeters calibrated in dB can give DE, but the value should 
be corrected by subtracting DR. 

3. (X1/R1) =F (X2/R2) 
Clearly Z1 =F Z2 even if R1 = R2. In this case both DR and Dx 
need to be evaluated and subtracted from DE in order to obtain 
D. 

Situations represented by cases 2 and 3 can (and usually do) result 
in misunderstanding when voltage or current ratios are expressed in 
dB.* Statements of the type just quoted must be qualified if the 
recipient of this information is to be sure that the value quoted is 
in fact D and not the uncorrected value, DE. 

Loss, Delay, and Gain 

There are several different methods of describing the transfer 
characteristic of a two-port network. In general, this will require 
specification of four complex quantities such as y or h parameters. 
However, in many cases where the network environment (such as 
source and load impedances) is controlled, the transfer can often be 
characterized by a frequency-dependent complex number describing 
the loss (or gain) and phase shift through the network. Since such 
description is of limited flexibility, several different means of describ
ing such a characteristic have come into use, each having merit for 
a particular set of circumstances. 

Insertion Loss and Phase Shift. Referring again to Fig. 2-1, 
suppose that for a particular value of the voltage, V., it has been 
determined that power, P2, is delivered to the load, ZL. Suppose then 
that the transducer has been removed and the source connected 
directly to the load, and the power delivered to ZL has been deter
mined to be po. The difference in dB between Po and P2 is called the 
insertion loss of the transducer, i.e., 

Insertion loss in dB = 10 log (po/P2) (2-13) 

Since the first condition is satisfied, there is no ambiguity in ex
pressing insertion loss as a voltage ratio. If V. is expressed by Eq. 
(2-3), then Vo and V2, corresponding respectively to Po and P2, are 

*This remark applies equally to values expressed in nepers, but these units 
usually are encountered in situations which satisfy condition 1. 
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expressed by Eq. (2-2). Proceeding as in Eqs. (2-4) and (2-6) yields 
a restatement of the insertion loss and a definition of the insertion 
phase shift: 

Insertion loss = 20 log (Eo/E2) 

Insertion phase= 57.3 (cf>o - </>2) 

dB 

degrees 

(2-14) 

(2-15) 

If the transducer of Fig. 2-1 furnishes gain, then E2 > Eo, and 
the insertion loss values are negative. In order to avoid talking about 
negative loss, it is customary to write 

Insertion gain = 20 log(E2/Eo) dB (2-16) 

If complex gain is expressed in the form of Eq. (2-5), the phase will 
be the negative of the value found in Eq. (2-15). Unfortunately, 
there is no standard name which clearly distinguishes between the 
phase calculated from a loss ratio and that calculated from a gain 
ratio. The ambiguity is entirely a matter of algebraic sign and can 
always be resolved by observing the effect of substituting a shunt 
capacitor for the transducer. This gives a negative sign to the value 
of cf>2 and a positive change in the phase of Eq. (2-15). 

Phase and Envelope Delay. The phase delay and envelope delay 
of a circuit are defined as 

Phase delay = {3/w 

Envelope delay = df3/ dw 

where {3 is in radians, w is in radians per second, and delay is there
fore expressed in seconds. In accordance with the sign convention 
adopted previously, both the phase and the envelope delay of an 
"all-pass" network are positive at all finite frequencies. 

Phase and Group Velocity. For cables or similar transmission 
media, the phase shift is usually quoted in radians per mile. In 
this case, phase and envelope delays are expressed in seconds per 
mile. Their reciprocals are called phase velocity and group velocity, 
respectively, and the units are miles per second. 

Available Gain. The maximum power available from a source of 
internal impedance, z., is obtained when the load connected to its 
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terminals is equal to Zs*; i.e., if 

Zs Rs+ jXs 
(2-17) 

Zs* Rs - jXs 

For an open circuit generator voltage having an rms value, E, the 
maximum available power is 

(2-18) 

The power actually delivered to ZL in Fig. 2-1 also will be maximized 
if the output impedance of the transducer (the equivalent Thevenin 
generator impedance) is conjugate to ZL. Designating this power as 
Pa2 leads to a definition of available gain, ga, as: 

(2-19) 

Transducer Gain. Ordinarily the impedances do not meet the con
jugacy requirements, and it is necessary to define the transducer 
gain, gt, of the two-port circuit as: 

(2-20) 

where PL is the power actually delivered to the load. Transducer 
gain is dependent on load impedance and can never exceed available 
gain. Transducer gain is equal to available gain only when the 
load impedance is equal to the conjugate of the network output 
impedance. 

Power Gain. Finally, power gain, gp, is defined as: 

(2-21) 

where P1 is the power actually delivered to the input port of the 
transducer. The power gain is equal to the transducer gain of a 
network when the input impedance of the network is equal to the 
conjugate of the source impedance. The power gain is equal to the 
insertion gain of the network when the input impedance of the net
work is equal to the load impedance connected to the output of the 
network. 
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2.2 TRANSMISSION LINES 

Today, the functions of the transmission line usually are realized 
by using cable pairs or coaxial conductors. Since their characteristics 
are described properly by parameters and equations originally de
veloped for open wire lines, it is common practice to include such 
media under the broad classification, transmission lines. 

Uniformly Distributed Lines 

The transmission characteristics of lines are determined by such 
properties as conductivity, diameter and spacing of conductors, and 
the (lossy) dielectric constant of the insulation. These properties 
in turn determine the electrical primary constants, R, L, G, and C, 
representing the uniformly distributed series resistance, series in
ductance, shunt conductance, and shunt capacitance. It is common 
practice to express these constants in ohms, henries, etc. per mile 
of cable. The transmission characteristics, or secondary constants, 
are calculated from the primary constants by use of the following 
equations: 

Characteristic impedance, Z1, = f~ t ::~ (2-22) 

Propagation constant, y =a+ jf3 = y(R + jwL) (G + jwC) (2-23) 

The characteristic impedance is a complex quantity, expressed in 
ohms and independent of length. Its value approaches a constant, 
Zo = yL/C, as the frequency is raised. The propagation constant 
expresses the attenuation, a, in nepers per mile and the phase shift, 
{3, in radians per mile. 

If the terminating impedances, z. and ZL., of Fig. 2-1 are both 
equal to Z1, then the insertion loss (and phase) of a length l of 
cable is equal to yl. If these impedances have some other value, say 
Zr, then the insertion loss [1] is given by the voltage (current) ratio: 

(2-24) 

where 

(2-25) 
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The variation of Zr and y with frequency will usually result in a 
significant difference between the attenuation and the insertion loss. 
Moreover, the insertion loss will not be proportional to cable length. 

The term p in Eq. (2-24) is called the reflection coefficient. Its 
magnitude is a measure of the fractional energy loss at an impedance 
mismatch. In the present example, there are equal reflections at the 
input and output ports. Reflection effects also may be stated in dB 
by defining a return loss: 

Return loss= 2.0 log (1/ Jp J) (2-26) 

Only the magnitude of the reflection coefficient, I p I , is of interest 
in ordinary situations. However, the numerator of Eq. (2-25) has 
been written in a form which gives the correct sign to voltage 
reflections. 

The actual voltage across the load is equal to the voltage which 
would be delivered to a matched impedance plus the voltage reflected 
back to the source. As ZT approaches zero, the reflection coefficient 
approaches -1, and the (measured) voltage, V2, approaches zero. 
Conversely, as ZT approaches infinity, p approaches +1, and the load 
voltage approaches its open circuit value equal to twice the load 
voltage under matched conditions. 

Finally, the reflected energy is subject to multiple reflections at 
both ports. These reflections are accounted for by the interaction 
factor, the denominator of Eq. (2-24). 

Twisted Pair Cable 

A cable pair is made by twisting together two insulated conductors, 
usually of high purity copper. The insulation may be wood pulp 
formed on the conductors in a process similar to paper making, or 
it may be plastic formed by an extrusion process. (Polyethylene is 
a widely used plastic insulation.) Neighboring pairs are twisted 
with different pitch (twist length) in order to limit electrical inter
ference (crosstalk) between them. The pairs are stranded in units, 
and the units are then cabled into cores. The cores are covered with 
various types of sheaths depending on the intended use. Polyethylene
insulated cables (PIC) are made in sizes from 6 to 900 pairs while 
pulp-insulated cables come in sizes from 300 to 2700 pairs. Unit sizes 
range from 6 to 50 pairs for PIC, and 25 to 100 pairs for pulp cables. 
Common wire sizes used are 19-, 22-, 24-, and 26-gauge, and in rare 
instances 16-gauge is used. 

The primary constants of twisted pair cable are subject to manu
facturing deviations, and change with the physical environment such 
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as temperature, moisture, and mechanical stress. The inductance, 
L, is of the order of 1 millihenry per mile for low frequencies; and 
the capacitance, C, has two standard values of 0.066 and 0.083 micro~ 
farads per mile although lower capacitance cables are under develop
ment. 

Of the primary constants, only C is relatively independent of fre
quency; L decreases to about 70 per cent of its initial value as fre
quency increases from 50 kHz to 1 MHz and is stable beyond; G is 
very small for PIC and roughly proportional to frequency for pulp 
insulation; and R, approximately constant over the voiceband, is 
proportional to the square root of frequency at higher frequencies 
where skin effect and proximity effect dominate. 

Loading. A detailed study of the attenuation of cable pairs, based 
on Eqs. (2-22) and (2-23) and typical values for the primary con
stants, shows that a substantial reduction of attenuation can be ob
tained by increasing the value of L. Minimum attenuation requires a 
value of L nearly 100 times the value obtained in ordinary twisted 
pair. The realization of such a value on a uniformly distributed basis 
is impractical. Instead, the desired effect is obtained by "lumped" 
loading, that is, by inserting series inductance periodically along 
the pair. 

Loading arrangements are specified by a code letter designating 
the distance between loading coils and by numbers which indicate 
the inductance value and wire gauge. For example, the designation 
of one loading arrangement is 19H88. The number 19 specifies 19-
gauge wire; H indicates the spacing between coils; the number 88 
refers to the inductance (in millihenries) of the coils. Loading ar
rangements that may be found in use include H44, H88, D88, and 
Bl35, where H is the designation for 6000-foot, D for 4500-foot, and 
B for 3000-foot spacings. Figure 2-2 illustrates the improvement 
obtainable in loss and loss-frequency characteristic with loading. 

Similar effects can be obtained by negative impedance loading. In 
this approach, a two-terminal active circuit is connected in series 
with the conductors of the pair. The inserted impedance gives a 
very good approximation to a negative resistance having a value 
slightly less than the series resistance of the pair. 

In terms of the equations given previously, loading may be thought 
of as a means of approximately realizing the available gain of the 
system [Eq. (2-19)] or of realizing reflection gain [Eq. (2-24)] by 
introducing discontinuities at which I p I > 1. Detailed calculations 
of the performance of loaded cables are more conveniently made by 
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matrix methods, and these have been used to produce tables of the 
characteristics of common cables for a variety of loading conditions. 
Each type of loading has associated with it a cutoff frequency above 
which the attenuation increases very rapidly. The negative im
pedance devices require power at each loading point. 

Bridged Taps. An irregularity frequently found in cables serving 
customer locations is the bridged tap. This consists of another pair 
of wires which are connected in shunt to the main cable pair at any 
point along its length. This pair may or may not be used at some 
future time, depending on the way in which service demands develop. 
In any case only one of the pairs going away from the bridging point 
is likely to be used at any given time. The other hangs open-circuited 
across the working pair and introduces bridging loss. In order to 
limit transmission impairment, there are rigid rules concerning the 
number, length, and location of bridged taps allowable on pairs 
assigned to various kinds of service. 
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Shielding. The possibility of electrical interference (crosstalk) 
between cable pairs has already been mentioned. When signal fre
quencies of the order of 1 MHz or higher are involved, crosstalk 
coupling may become a dominant design consideration. In such cases, 
the transmission medium may be isolated from interfering circuits 
by shielding. 

Shielded, balanced pairs are frequently included in twisted pair 
cable in order to provide a satisfactory medium for the transmission 
of baseband television (video) signals. In video service the signal 
spectrum extends from near 0 to about 4.5 MHz. The 16 PEVL pair 
consists of two 16-gauge conductors insulated with expanded polyeth
ylene and surrounded by a longitudinal-seam copper shield. Both the 
balance and the shielding are needed for interference reduction at 
low frequencies. The heavy gauge of the conductor and the low 
capacitance result in relatively low loss, about 18 dB per mile at the 
top of the band. 

Coaxial Cable 

At higher frequencies, the isolation between transmission paths can 
be achieved very efficiently by the use of coaxial conductors. The 
coaxial unit consists of a center conductor surrounded by a concentric 
outer conductor. For long-haul service, the standard unit has an 
inner conductor of 10-gauge copper wire and an outer conductor of 
solid copper with a diameter of 0.375 inch. The center conductor is 
supported by insulating discs located at approximately 1-inch inter
vals. A coaxial cable may contain 20 coaxial conductors and groups 
of twisted pairs which can be used to pass control and alarm signals 
to or from remote repeaters. 

At normal operating frequencies, the coaxial outer conductor pro
vides excellent shielding against extraneous signals. However, at 
low frequencies where skin depth is comparable to the thickness of 
the outer conductor, the shielding is ineffective. For this and economic 
reasons, the coaxial conductor, which is very desirable at radio fre
quencies, usually loses favor to twisted pair cable at lower fre
quencies. 

The primary constants of a coaxial transmission line are under 
better control and are less frequency dependent than those for 
twisted pairs. This is because of the inherently more consistent 
mechanical structure and because of the shielding from outside in
fluences provided by the outer conductor. The capacitance, C, is in
dependent of frequency and is a function of the conductor diameter 
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ratio and the permittivity of the dielectric. The inductance, L, is 
also practically independent of frequency over the normal fre
quency ranges used with coaxial lines. This inductance increases at 
very low frequencies (audio and below), but the poor shielding quali
ties of the outer conductor at these frequencies make the use of 
coaxial lines at these low frequencies unattractive. The conductance, 
G, is a function of the dielectric used between the coaxial conductors. 
For air-insulated lines, this conductance is negligible at all frequencies 
usually used on such cables. The resistance, R, remains as the im
portant frequency-dependent primary constant. Because of skin 
effect, R increases as the square root of frequency over the frequency 
range usually of interest. Rewriting Eq. (2-23) in its real and 
imaginary parts yields : 

{ 1 . } 1/2 
y=a+jf3= -2 [v(R2 +w2L2) (G2 +w2C2 ) +RG-w2LC] 

+j{~ [y(R2 +w2L2) (G2 +w2C2)-RG+w2LCJ} 112 

Evaluating the real part, a, for G = 0 and R < < wL 

nepers/unit length 

The loss in nepers (or dB) per unit length is thus directly propor
tional to R, making the loss in dB per unit length of coaxial cable 
directly proportional to the square root of frequency for the fre
quencies of common interest. 

Doubling the cross-sectional dimensions of the coaxial conductors 
halves the resistance (skin effect causes the resistance to be inversely 
proportional to conductor surface area rather than cross-sectional 
area). As a consequence, the loss in dB per unit length is inversely 
proportional to the conductor diameters providing their ratio remains 
the same. (It can be easily shown that Zo is a function of the con
ductor diameter ratio.) As a calibration point, the loss of the 0.375-
inch coaxial conductor at 1 MHz is approximately 4 dB per mile. 

2.3 TRANSFORMERS AND HYBRID CIRCUITS 

A simple transformer consists of two closely coupled inductive 
windings wound around some magnetic material chosen for its high 
permeability and low loss at specified signal levels and frequencies. 
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Transformers provide efficient coupling between circuits of different 
impedance levels or between balanced circuits and unbalanced cir
cuits. A common application is shown in Fig. 2-3, which illustrates 
two transformer-coupled balanced circuits. Signals transmitted in 
normal fashion over circuit No. 1 or No. 2 are not affected by cur
rents entering and leaving via the indicated center taps of the trans
former windings. In earlier days such circuits were actually used 
for speech transmission and were called phantom circuits. Today, 
they are used mainly for transmitting d-c power or signaling informa
tion and are called simplex circuits. 

Circuit~ q d ~uit#l 
Simplex circuit Simplex circuit 

Circuit~ p g c=:uit#2 

FIG. 2-3. Simplex circuit schematic. 

The use of the precisely balanced transformer windings to obtain 
conjugacy between transmission paths results in the so-called hybrid 
circuits. These can be realized with a single transformer structure, 
but the impedance levels required are usually inconvenient. The more 
common realization uses two transformers connected as shown by 
the simplified diagram of Fig. 2-4. Transformers Ti and T2 each 
consist of at least three tightly coupled windings. 

If Z1 = Z2 and Z3 = Z4, a proper choice of turns ratios will make 
port 1 conjugate to port 2, and port 3 conjugate to port 4. That is, 
if Z1 is a source delivering power to port 1, a negligible part of this 
power will be received by impedance Z2 and vice versa. Power flow
ing into the circuit at either port 1 or port 2 will be delivered to 
impedances Z3 and Z4 equally. 

In one practical application, Z3 is a bilateral two-wire line, and Z4 
is a fixed network whose only function is to match Z3 and provide the 
necessary conjugacy. Impedances Z1 and Z2 represent a four-wire line 
using separate pairs for the two directions of transmission. The terms 
trans-hybrid loss and through-balance are used to describe the effec-
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tiveness of this circuit. Losses of 50 dB between impedances Z1 and 
Z2 are realizable. In central offices where Zs is different for every 
call that is set up, much lower values are common. 

2.4 TRANSMISSION LEVEL 

Throughout this chapter, the discussion has been in terms of rela
tive signal magnitudes, e.g., the magnitude of the output signal 
relative to that of the input signal. In a long system where a string of 
losses and gains produced by cable sections, repeaters, and other trans
ducers is encountered, it is necessary to account for the signal magni
tude at many points relative to its magnitude at other points. This 
is accomplished by choosing a datum, called the transmission level 
point, and determining the relative signal magnitude at any 
other point by the simple process of forming the algebraic sum of 
the gains, expressed in dB, encountered by any signal traversing the 
system. The resulting summation is a number which defines the 
transmission level (in dB) at that particular point. It must be em
phasized that although absolute magnitudes are determined by the 
applied signal, the relative magnitudes within the system are uniquely 
determined by the transmission level. 
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In the interest of convenience and uniformity, the reference point 
is defined as the 0-dB transmission level point. Although the refer
ence point was at one time a point accessible to probes and measuring 
instruments, it is seldom so today. As a consequence of improving 
transmission, it is now customary to consider the outgoing side of 
the toll-transmitting switch as the -2 dB transmission level point. 
Signal magnitudes measured at this switch are 2 dB lower than 
would be measured at the reference level point if such a measurement 
were possible. The following abbreviations for 0-dB transmission 
level point are frequently encountered : zero level, zero level point, 
0-dB TL, and 0 TLP. To put the concept of transmission level in the 
form of a definition : 

The transmission level of any point in a transmission system is 
the ratio (in dB) of the power of a signal at that point to the 
power of the same signal at the reference point. 

Typical levels encountered in class 4 or higher offices are shown 
in Fig. 2-5. Here it is assumed that switching is on a two-wire basis 
and that transmission between the offices is on a four-wire basis. The 
via net loss (VNL), to be defined in a later chapter, can be assumed 
to be of the order of 1 dB. Each direction of transmission has its 
own reference level point, and these are at different places in the 
two-wire portion of the trunk. In addition, four-wire transmission 
systems have standardized voice-frequency input and output level 
points. These levels are -16 dB and +7 dB, respectively. This 
standardization is necessary for proper administration and operation 
of the telephone network. For instance, it permits interchanging 
(patching) different carrier systems for restoration of service. 

When two or more trunks are connected in tandem, the level is 
redefined as -2 dB at the outgoing side of each outgoing toll switch, 
as shown in Fig. 2-6 for one direction of transmission. 

It should also be noted that, although the power at the outgoing 
toll-office switch will be at an audio frequency, the corresponding 
signal power at any given point in a broadband carrier system may 
be at some carrier frequency. This signal power, nevertheless, can 
be measured or computed, thus specifying the transmission level in 
accordance with the definition. Unless otherwise stated, the trans
mission level is determined at a frequency of 1000 Hz or at a corre
sponding frequency obtained by modulation of 1000 Hz in the system. 
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2.5 SIGNAL AND NOISE MEASUREMENT 

A means of characterizing the signals to be handled by a trans
mission system is just as important as a knowledge of how these 
signals are affected by the circuits comprising the system. A detailed 
discussion of the nature of typical signals found in telephone message 
channels is given in Chap. 3; however, before such factors can be 
discussed, it is necessary first to define some of the various measures 
of signal magnitude and to combine and relate these measures to the 
transfer characteristics discussed so far. 

Magnitudes 

Since telephone circuits operate with signal powers which rarely 
are as large as 0.1 watt and which may be lower than 10-12 watts, 
the use of the watt as a unit of measurement is awkward. A more 
convenient unit is the milliwatt, or 10-3 watts. Many operations 
with signal magnitudes can be further simplified by expressing power 
in relative dB. This is accomplished by setting Po in Eq. (2~8) equal 
to 1 milliwatt. Then, the terms on the right side express the powers 
Pi and P2 in dB relative to 1 milliwatt, abbreviated dBm. Proceeding 
in analogous fashion from Eq. (2-4) yields expressions for Ei and E2 
in dB relative to 1 volt, abbreviated dBV. 

Expressing signal magnitude in dBm and system level in dB pro
vides a simple method of determining signal magnitude at any point 
in a system. In particular, if the signal magnitude at 0 TLP is So 
dBm, then the magnitude at a point whose level is Lx dB is 

Sx =So+ Lx dBm 

The abbreviation dBmO is commonly used to indicate the signal 
magnitude in dBm at 0 TLP. 

Volume 

A periodic current or voltage can be characterized by any of three 
related values: the rms, the peak, or the average. The choice depends 
upon the particular problem for which the information is required. 
It is more difficult to deal with complex, nonperiodic functions like 
speech in simple numeric terms. The nature of the speech (or pro
gram) signal is such that the average, rms, and peak values, and the 
ratio of one to the other, are all irregular functions of time, so that 
one number cannot easily specify any of them. Regardless of the 
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difficulty of the problem, the magnitude of the telephone signal must 
be measured and characterized in some fashion that will be useful 
in designing and operating systems involving electronic equipment 
and transmission media of various kinds. Signal magnitudes must 
be adjusted to avoid overload and distortion, and gain and loss must 
be measured. If none of the simple characterizations is adequate, a 
new one must be invented. The characteristic unit used is called 
volume and is expressed in vu (volume units). It is an empirical 
kind of measure evolved to meet a practical need and is not definable 
by any precise mathematical formula. The volume is simply the read
ing of an audio signal on a volume indicator, called the vu meter, 
when the meter is read in a carefully specified fashion. 

The development of the vu meter was a joint project of the Bell 
System and two large broadcasting networks. It was decided that the 
principal functions required of such a measuring device are: 

1. Measuring signal magnitude in a manner which will enable the 
user to avoid overload and distortion. 

2. Checking transmission gain and loss for the complex signal. 
3. Indicating the relative loudness with which the signal will be 

heard when converted to sound. 
In practice it is found that the vu meter can be used equally well 

for all speech, whether male or female. There is some difference 
between music and speech in this respect, and so a different reading 
technique is used for each. 

For convenience, the meter scale is logarithmic, with a 10-log scale. 
That is, readings bear the same relationship to each other as do 
decibels ; however, the scale units are in vu, not in dB. It is true 
that the meter will measure a continuous sinusoid imposed upon it. 
It is also true that a correlation between the volume of a talker 
and his long-term average power or his peak power can be established. 
Such correlations are valuable, but the fact that they exist should 
not be allowed to confuse the real definition of volume and vu. Putting 
it as simply as possible, a -10 vu talker is one whose signal is read 
on a volume indicator (by someone who knows how) as -10 vu. It 
should be noted that the vu meter has a fiat frequency response 
over the audible range and is not frequency weighted in any fashion. 

Noise 

The measurement of noise, like the measurement of volume, is an 
effort to characterize a complex signal. The noise measurement is 
further complicated by an interest, not in the absolute magnitude of 
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the noise power, but rather in how much it annoys the telephone user. 
Consider the requirements of a meter which will measure the sub
jective effects of noise: 

1. The readings should take into consideration the fact that the 
interfering effect of noise will be a function of frequency spec
trum as well as of magnitude. 

2. When dissimilar noises are present simultaneously, the meter 
should combine them to properly measure the overall interfering 
effect. 

3. When different types of noise cause equal interference as deter
mined in subjective tests, use of the meter 'should give equal 
readings. 

The 3-type noise measuring set is essentially an electronic volt
meter with (1) frequency weighting, (2) a detector approximating an 
rms detector, and (3) a transient response similar to that of the 
human ear. These three characteristics cause the noise measurement 
to approximate the interfering effect that the noise would create for 
the average telephone user. 

Interference is made up of two components: annoyance and the 
effect of noise on intelligibility. Both are functions of frequency, 
and therefore frequency weighting is included in the set. Annoyance 
Is measured in the absence of speech by adjusting the level of a given 
tone until it is as annoying as a reference 1000-Hz tone. This is done 
for many tones and many observers, and the results are averaged 
and plotted. A similar experiment is done in the presence of speech 
at the average received volume to determine the effect of noise on 
articulation. The results of the two experiments are combined and 
smoothed, resulting in the C-message weighting curve shown in 
Fig. 2-7. The experiments are made with a 500-type telephone; there
fore, the weighting curve includes the frequency characteristic of 
this telephone as well as the hearing of the average subscriber. The 
remainder of the telephone plant is assumed to provide transmission 
which is essentially flat across the band of a voice channel. There
fore, the C-message weighting is applicable to measurements made 
almost anywhere except across the telephone receiver. 

The significance of the weighting curve of Fig. 2-7 is that, for 
example, a 200-Hz tone of given power is 25 dB less disturbing than 
a 1000-Hz tone of the same power. Hence, the weighting network 
incorporated in the noise meter will have 25 dB more loss at 200 Hz 
than at 1000 Hz. 

Other weighting networks can be substituted on a plug-in basis. 
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Fm. 2-7. C-message frequency weighting. 

For example, the 3 KC FLAT network may be used to measure the 
power density of white noise. This network has a nominal low-pass 
response down 3 dB at 3 kHz and rolls off at 12 dB per octave. The 
effective response to white noise is almost identical to that of an 
ideal (sharp cutoff) 3 kHz low-pass filter. 

Bands of noise are used in the determination of how different noises 
contribute to interference. Closest agreement between the judgment 
of the telephone user and the reading of the noise measuring set is 
obtained if the noises are added on a power basis. That is, if two 
tones have an equal interfering effect when applied individually, then 
the effect when both are present would be 3 dB worse than for each 
separately. 

The third subjective factor which affects the manner in which 
noise must be measured is the transient response of the human ear. 
It has been found that, for sounds shorter than 200 milliseconds, the 
human ear does not fully appreciate the true power in the sound. 
For this reason the meter on the noise measuring set (as well as 
the vu meter) is designed to give a full indication on bursts of noise 
longer than 200 milliseconds. For shorter bursts, the meter indication 
decreases. 

These three characteristics of the 3-type noise measuring set
frequency weighting, power addition, and transient response-essen
tially prescribe the way message circuit noise is to be measured. 
This is not yet enough ; a noise reference and a scale of measurement 
must also be provided. 
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The chosen reference is 10-12 watts or -90 dBm. The scale mark
ing is in decibels and measurements are expressed in decibels above 
reference noise (dBm). A 1000-Hz tone at a level of -90 dBm will 
give a 0 dBm reading regardless of which weighting network is used. 
For all other measurements the weighting must be specified. The 
notation dBmc is commonly used when readings are made using the 
C-message weighting network. 

As with dBm power readings, the vu and dBrn readings may be 
taken at any transmission level point and referred to 0 dB TLP by 
subtracting the level from the meter reading. Thus a typical noise 
reading might be 25 dBm at 0 dB TLP, abbreviated 25 dBrnO. 
Similarly, values of dBmc referred to 0 TLP are identified as dBmcO. 

2.6 POWER AND VOLTAGE SUMMATION 

The preceding discussion has emphasized the merits of expressing 
signal magnitudes in relative dB or in dBm. However, when the 
need arises to determine the sum of two signals stated in dBm, there 
are disadvantages. Although the necessary steps are straight
forward, they also are time consuming. Specifically, suppose it is 
known that powers Pi and P2 are flowing in a circuit but these powers 
are expressed as P1 and P2 dBm, respectively. It is desired to express 
the sum, p, of Pt and P2 as P dBm. The shorthand notation 

P =Pt"+" P2 (2-27) 

will be used to indicate the procedure: 

P = 10 log [log- 1 (Pt/10) + log-t(P2/lO)] (2-28) 

Assume that Pt :2::: P2 and write 

(2-29) 

which is equivalent to 

P=Pt+D (2-30) 

where 

D = 10 log (1 + P21Pt) (2-31) 
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The maximum value of D is 10 log 2 or about 3 dB. Values of this 
function are shown by Fig. 2-8. The curve is plotted with D as the 
ordinate and P1 - P2 as the abcissa. In effect, it is a curve of relative 
dB. If only the difference, P1 - P2, is known, the graph still provides 
the information that P exceeds P1 by D dB. 
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Occasionally, it is necessary to determine the power of the sum 
of two voltage or current waveforms. Obviously, if the two waveforms 
are uncorrelated, the total power is simply the sum of the powers of 
the components. However, if the waveforms are correlated, the sum 
can lie anywhere between zero and 3 dB more than the power addition 
result. For example, consider two waveforms of equal frequency and 
amplitude, but 180 degrees out of phase. The power of the sum of 
the waveforms is obviously zero. If instead, the two waveforms are 
exactly in phase, the resulting voltage is exactly doubled and the 
power quadrupled. Such addition is called in-phase or voltage 
addition. 
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To emphasize the voltage summation, Eq. (2-27) may be replaced 
by 

(2-32) 

to serve as a reminder that, in Eqs. (2-28) and (2-31), the value 10 
is replaced by 20. Otherwise, the same procedure is followed and 
the curve of Fig. 2-9 is developed. 
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Difference between two voltages (dB) 

FIG. 2-9. Sum of two voltages expressed in dB. 

There are many situations where an adequate estimate of D can 
be made by recalling that 

x2 x3 
log (1 + x) = 0.4343 (x - 2 + --s· - · · · ) (2-33) 

and that for small x, terms beyond the first can be neglected. For 
example, in summing the in-phase voltages E1 and E2 with E1 > E2, 

D = 20 log (1 + EdE1) = 8.686 E2/E1 (2-34) 

If the difference between E1 and E2 is 20 dB, then the difference be
tween their sum and E1 is about 0.9 dB. 
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Chapter 3 

The Message Channel 

The basic building block of the telephone transmission system is 
the message channel. In the broad, classical sense, a message is 
considered to be the entity to be transmitted from source to ultimate 
destination, whether this entity be speech, pictures, written word, 
or data [1]. In telephone terminology, the word message has often 
been used to denote speech and to distinguish speech channels from 
other types such as teletype, program, or video. In this book, a 
message channel is defined as a standard voice-frequency telephone 
channel whose performance requirements are primarily determined 
by the necessity of providing adequate telephone service, although 
other voice-frequency messages such as voiceband data and signaling 
must also be considered. 

3.1 NATURE OF THE MESSAGE CHANNEL SIGNAL 

Basically, the message channel is capable of satisfactorily carrying 
any of the following messages : 

1. Telephone speech signal 
2. Voice-frequency signaling 
3. Voiceband data 

The telephone speech signal is, of course, the most commonly 
encountered. 

The Telephone Speech Signal 

The telephone set, described in Chap. 4, serves as the transducer 
for converting the acoustic energy from the customer to an electrical 
signal which can be transmitted along wires. Generally, a direct 

38 
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current is sent from the telephone office over the wires leading 
to a customer's set. Changes in the acoustic pressure cause changes 
in the resistance of the carbon transmitter which in turn modulates 
the direct current. The signal delivered to a telephone office consists 
of a direct current (which indicates off-hook conditions) modulated 
at an audio rate. It is this modulated current which is commonly 
referred to as the telephone speech signal. 

The telephone speech signal at the central office has most of its 
energy concentrated in a band of frequencies from about 100 Hz 
to 5 kHz. This is a result of both the characteristic of the human 
voice and the bandlimiting introduced by the telephone set and loop. 
This bandwidth is much more than is needed for intelligibility, and 
it is advantageous to further limit the bandwidth to improve per
formance in the presence of interference and noise. The optimum 
trade-off between economics and quality of transmission generally 
occurs when the telephone speech signal is bandlimited to the range 
of 200 to 3300 Hz. Thus, it can usually be assumed that the tele
phone speech signal has all of its significant energy contained in 
this frequency band. 

The time-varying waveform associated with the speech signal 
is not as easy to characterize. The audio frequencies making up the 
basic speech signal are amplitude modulated at a syllabic rate (several 
times per second). In addition, the speaker's pauses between phrases 
and sentences result in the speech energy being concentrated in "talk
spurts" of about 1 second average duration separated by gaps of a 
second or so. Thus, the speech signal consists of randomly spaced 
bursts of energy of random duration. As a consequence, accurate 
measure of the speech signal is difficult at best. 

Regardless of these problems, the magnitude of the telephone 
speech signal must be measured and characterized in some fashion 
which will be useful in designing and operating transmission systems. 
As discussed in Chap. 2, the vu meter was developed for this purpose. 
The vu meter is designed to measure the approximate rms voltage 
averaged over a syllabic interval. As a consequence, the meter gives 
no indication of the activity of the talker but only tells how loud he 
is when he talks. A talker who pauses a lot may have a higher 
volume in vu than one who talks endlessly, yet the endless talker 
may have a higher average power. Relating volumes in vu to average 
power is usually done by first converting a continuous talker from 
vu to average dBm by the relation: 

Average power = vu - 1.4 dBm (3-1) 
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where the 1.4-dB conversion factor is the result of empirical tests 
with a variety of talkers reading text. The average power of a 
telephone talker who listens part time is related to that of a con
tinuous talker by introducing a load activity factor, TL, to obtain: 

Average power = vu - 1.4 + 10 log TL dBm (3-2) 

The peak factor for speech, defined as the ratio of peak to average 
power, is relatively high and is a function of talker activity. It has 
been empirically determined that the peak factor for a typical con
tinuous talker is approximately 19 dB. For a talker of lower activity, 
peak magnitudes are not affected, but average power is lowered by 
the load activity factor, TL. 

Talker volumes in the telephone plant have been found to be 
normally distributed in vu with a mean between -14 and -25 vu 
at 0 TLP and a standard deviation between 4 ·and 6.5 dB depending 
upon the geographical area and type of talker. The telephone load 
activity factor, TL, is also subject to some variations. A value of 
0.25 has been traditionally used for a typical load activity factor. 

From these considerations, it would not be unusual to expect a 
transmission system to accommodate a -40 vu talker having an 
average power of -41.4 dBm and not distort on a +10 dBm peak 
due to a louder talker. Signal-to-noise ratios, which are often used 
as a performance criterion for communication systems, are usually 
of very limited use in characterizing a telephone transmission channel. 
This is primarily due to two factors. As has already been discussed, 
signal power can fluctuate widely so that the signal-to-noise ratio is 
far from constant. Then too, subjective tests have shown that noise 
or any disturbance is most annoying on a telephone channel during 
the quiet intervals when no one is talking. It has become standard 
in the Bell System to specify the maximum noise power allowed in a 
message channel rather than to use signal-to-noise ratios. In the 
case of data signals, where the levels are much more closely controlled 
and noise during "quiet" intervals is not so important, signal-to
noise ratios could be used advantageously. However, the levels are 
such that the proper signal-to-noise ratio results if absolute noise 
power is controlled. 

Voice-Frequency Signaling 

In addition to the speech signal, a telephone transmission system 
must also pass special supervisory signals to the far end. In the 
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transmission loop between a central office and the customer, this 
signaling takes the form of direct currents for supervision (on- or 
off-hook) and for addressing (dial pulsing), and 20-Hz alternating 
currents for ringing. This information at the central office may be 
transferred to special signaling leads called E and M leads. The d-c 
state of the M lead at the originating station determines the state of 
the E lead at the called station and vice versa. Although a separate 
channel could be established for signaling (and common channel 
signaling may be very attractive in the future), it has been found 
most convenient to send this information through the standard voice 
message channel. Since the channel has a low-frequency cutoff in 
the vicinity of 200 Hz, the d-c state of the E and M leads must be 
converted. The Single Frequency Signaling System (SF) is the 
standard supervisory system for carrier transmission systems. 

SF Supervision. The SF system uses the M lead status to key a 
2600-Hz sinusoid on the line. The presence of this wave signifies an 
on-hook condition, whereas its absence indicates the off-hook condi
tion. This means that an idle message circuit presents a 2600-Hz 
sinusoid on each direction of the transmission system. The level of 
each of these waves is nominally -20 dBmO so that a 1000 channel 
system carrying only idle circuits must handle 10 dBmO of idle power 
in each direction. It is essential that consideration of these super
visory signals be made part of the system design requirements. 

Addressing. The address or number of the called party is generated 
by the customer at the telephone. This can be done in a variety of 
ways including dictating the number to an operator, dialing, and 
TOUCH-TONE®. With the centralized automatic message accounting 
(CAMA) system, the address may also include the calling number. 

Dialing of a telephone interrupts the loop current between the 
central office and the customer. In some types of offices, this is used 
to pulse the M lead and in turn pulse the 2600-Hz tone. When this 
dial pulsing is used on toll facilities, the level of the tone when 
present is nominally -12 dBmO. 

A more common means of sending address information over toll 
facilities is to convert the dial pulsing or TOUCH-TONE signals 
into the Multifrequency Keypulse System (MF or MFKP). This 
system uses six audio frequencies (700, 900, 1100, 1300, 1500, and 
1700 Hz) to transmit the address information. The system operates 
at seven digits per second with each digit transmitted as a 68-milli
second burst of two of the six frequencies. These signals are trans
mitted at -6 dBmO for each frequency or -3 dBmO for the pair. 
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Such high levels are tolerable because of their short duration. In 
order to utilize expensive trunks efficiently, the MF address is usually 
transmitted in a 1 to 1-1/2 second burst. This means that the cus
tomer dialed number is stored at the office until completely dialed 
and then transmitted. Similarly, operator dialed calls are placed on 
MFKP buttons and transmitted when the operator signifies the 
address is complete. 

The Voiceband Data Signal 

The growth of data signals in the telephone plant has been sig
nificant in the past several years and is expected to become even 
more important in the future. There are two approaches to the 
problem of successful data communication. The first is to design 
a data transmission plan that is compatible with existing transmission 
facilities. This is a problem of optimum data set design rather than 
system design and is not pursued here. The other approach is the 
placement of additional restraints on a communication channel for 
data communications. If carried to extremes, this second approach 
would lead to the requirements of ideal transmission channels. As 
a practical matter, the degree of "tailoring" of voice message circuits 
to accommodate data must be severely limited by economics. How
ever, the requirements on transmission systems have been upgraded 
continuously to reflect improvements in both telephone service and 
data service. Thus, new requirements have been devised in such a 
way as to optimize the channel performance for both data and voice 
telephone transmission. 

An example is the case of impulse noise in a telephone system. Such 
impulses are commonly encountered near switching offices due to 
operation of relays and may be coupled into transmission systems. 
The effect of such impulse noise in voice telephone circuits is the 
introduction of "clicks" which are subjectively acceptable unless the 
power of the impulse becomes significant. In a data circuit, however, 
the presence of impulses results in errors which are rather serious 
even if the average power of the impulse train is low due to the low 
duty cycle of the impulses. Obviously, if voice circuits are to be 
compatible with data transmission, they must meet impulse noise 
requirements for data. 

Another example is the restriction on waveform distortion for data 
transmission. As will be seen in Chap. 5, the demodulation of an SSB 
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signal requires reinsertion of the carrier at the exact modulating car
rier frequency. Any phase or frequency error results in quadrature 
distortion of the signal waveform. Such waveform distortion has little 
effect on the speech signal but is serious for data transmission. In the 
interest of making voice circuits more compatible with data transmis
sion, the reinserted carrier frequency stability requirement for new 
multiplex equipment has been tightened considerably. Although the net 
result is an improvement of the quality of the circuit, the sub
jective improvement on voice circuits is smaller than would justify 
the additional design effort required. However, existing technology 
in phase-locked oscillators makes the additional effort well worthwhile 
for the improvements in data transmission, even if data presently 
makes up a small percentage of the total system load. In general, 
improvements made in the telephone transmission system to accom
modate data are limited by economic and practical considerations. 

Types of Voiceband Data. It is necessary when designing systems 
to have knowledge of the waveforms of data signals that are com
monly encountered. The basic digital data signal consists of a train 
of pulses which represent in coded form the data to be transmitted. 
This basic waveform consists of frequency components from direct 
current to some reasonably high frequency determined by the "sharp
ness" of the pulse edges. To transmit this information on a telephone 
channel requires that this bandwidth be confined to the range of a 
message channel, i.e., 200 to 3300 Hz, and that t;h.e data signal tolerate 
significant phase distortion near the band edges. The high-frequency 
components are controlled by suitable pulse shaping and by restrict
ing the maximum pulse repetition frequency. The low-frequency 
components are transmitted by modulating a voice-frequency carrier 
with the data signal. 

A simple, but not often used, form of data transmission is ampli
tude modulation of an audio carrier as embodied in an on-off system 
for transmitting binary data ( n-ary data can be transmitted with n 
different transmission levels allowed for the carrier). The peak 
power of such a signal is 3 dB above the highest allowed carrier 
power. The long-term average power is dependent on the probability 
of the various pulse levels .. 

A more common means of converting a data signal for transmission 
on a message channel is to shift the frequency of an audio carrier 
by the digital signal. This approach, called frequency shift keying, 
is used by the 202-type data set to generate a binary signal with 
1200 Hz corresponding to "mark" and 2200 Hz corresponding to 
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"space." The standard power of the carrier when present in such 
systems is -13.0 dBmO. The peak values of such signals are, of 
course, only 3 dB higher than the average value so that data peaks 
are of considerably lower amplitude than voice signal peaks. 

Another means of preparing the data signal for transmission is 
to shift the phase of the audio frequency carrier. Such a plan is 
generally more efficient than amplitude or frequency modulation and 
thus is often used to provide higher capacity on message channels. 
The 201 family of data sets uses a four-phase modulation method. 
Basically, carrier amplitudes are the same as discussed for frequency
shift systems, and the previous comments apply. 

Narrowband Data. The use of teletype (TWX) and telegraph re
quires the transmission of digital data at relatively low speeds (less 
than a few hundred bits per second). For these applications, multi
plex systems have been developed whereby several narrowband data 
signals share a single message channel. Constraints must be placed 
on the multiplexing details to assure that the multiplexed narrow
band data signal approximately resembles a typical voice signal 
regarding average power, single frequency energy, and the distri
bution of energy across the message channel bandwidth. 

For example, the average power on each of N narrowband channels 
being multiplexed on a message channel must be 10 log N dB less 
than that allowed for a message channel. Similarly, wideband data 
occupying N message channels must also approximately satisfy mes
sage channel constraints with an ailowable total average power of 
10 log N dB greater than that allowed for a single message channel 
but without concentration of the energy at a single frequency. 

3.2 MESSAGE CHANNEL OBJECTIVES 

The telephone speech signal is usually delivered to the telephone 
company in the form of audible sounds impinging on the telephone 
transmitter. It is the telephone company's responsibility to deliver 
a replica of this sound to the ear of the called customer. How well 
a customer can talk and hear over a channel and his opinion of the 
grade of transmission, will depend on: 

1. Received acoustic speech pressure, which is a function of the 
efficiency of the transmitter and receiver and of the electrical 
loss between them, as well as of the acoustic speech pressure 
of the talker. 
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2. The amount and character of the noise introduced. 
3. The frequency response, bandwidth, amplitude distortion, and 

(to a small extent) phase or delay distortion. 
4. The magnitude and delay of the echo. 
5. The crosstalk heard, especially crosstalk which is either in

telligible or seems nearly so. 
There are imperfections other than those listed which should be 

considered in a study of message channel objectives. Tones of various 
frequencies and character, rapid gain and phase changes, and clicks, 
for example, impair message transmission. Furthermore, other special 
services such as telegraph, program, and telephotograph impose addi
tional requirements beyond those set by voice telephone service. 

The relationship between message channel performance objectives 
and design requirements for a specific transmission system is not as 
simple as it seems on first examination. One of the reasons for 
this is that the objectives are for the extensive Bell Telephone 
System while the largest subunit of this system to be designed at 
any one time is a particular transmission system or facility. Thus, 
the overall objectives must be allocated to particular parts of the 
system with the particular allocation plan determined by both 
economic and feasibility factors. This allocation is further compli
cated by the fact that the Bell System objectives are constantly being 
upgraded. It is important that any system design be compatible with 
these objectives for the life of the system. Thus, performance require
ments for a specific system may include allowances for anticipated 
changes in future objectives. Because of the wide scope of Bell 
System objectives, a significant segment of effort is devoted to setting 
and evaluating such objectives as well as relating them to specific 
system design requirements. 

Grade of Service Concept 

A concept known as grade of service is commonly used to determine 
acceptable message channel objectives. It combines the distribution 
of customer opinion with the distribution of plant performance to 
obtain the expected percentage of customer opinion in a given cate
gory. Grade of service is defined by the integral 

('" P(R I x) f (x) dx (3-3) 
•-"" 

where P (R j x) is the probability distribution that a customer would 
place a given stimulus in a given opinion category, R, and f (x) is the 
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probability density function of obtaining that stimulus. The distri
bution function, P(R [ x), is obtained through subjective tests which 
reveal typical customer reactions to various controlled levels of the 
given stimulus (which may be noise, volume, bandwidth, or any other 
stimulus for which objectives are to be obtained). The remaining 
density function, f ( x) , characterizes overall system performance for 
a given stimulus. In setting equipment performance criteria, the 
problem must be worked backwards to determine an adequate f (x) 
for a given grade of service. The grade of service for an existing 
system is generally obtained through the process shown in Fig. 3-1. 

Subjective 
Survey 

of 
tests 

connections 

1_ _t 
Opinion Distribution 
curves of 

performance 

Grade 

I+ L+ of 
service 

FIG. 3-1. Approach used in deriving the grade of service. 

The evaluation of Eq. (3-3) is simplified if, as is often the case, 
the distribution P(R [ x) and density f (x) are both normal. For 
example, on the basis of subjective testing, assume that for good 
or better service P (R [ x) is 0.5 when x equals Po (the mean) and has 
a standard deviation (due to differences in subjects) of O'p. Assume 
further that the facility provides a stimulus of mean Fo with a 
standard deviation of O'F. What is the grade of service for good 
or better performance? In most practical cases, the stimulus will be 
expressed in logarithmic (dB) quantities and will be normally dis
tributed in dB. For this example, it is assumed that the stimulus is 
such that the higher it is, the more undesirable (this would be true 
for noise or loss but not necessarily for talker volumes). Under 
these conditions, a simple technique may be used to calculate grade 
of service. 

Assume that both f (x) and P(R Ix) are normal in dB with means 
Fo and Po and standard deviations O'F and O'p, respectively. Sub-
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stitution of these distributions into Eq. ( 3-3) results in a double 
integral which must be evaluated to obtain grade of service. It 
can be shown that the resulting distribution of satisfaction, Z (x), 
is also normally distributed in dB with a mean given by 

Zo=Fo-Po (3-4) 

and a standard deviation given by 

(3-5) 

An illustration of the probability of Z (x) is given in Fig. 3-2: 

l -l(I -z0 l 2 /Zaz 2 1 
--_-___ e 
<Tz y27r 

r 
Zo 0 Z(x) 

FIG. 3-2. Normal probability density function. 

Clearly, when Z (x) is less than zero, the stimulus is less than 
that which still gives good or better service. Thus, it is only for 
Z (x) greater than zero that the stimulus is too great to give good 
or better service. Then, as indicated in Fig. 3-2 

Grade of service _ 1 _ 1 1"' e - [ <x - z//2<J/ J dx (3-6) 
good or better - er , 121T 

z v 0 

This integral is tabulated in normal tables for a given Zo and crz. 
Generally, the telephone system goal is to provide a grade of service 
of about 95 per cent good or better, i.e., less than 5 per cent in the 
fair category and a negligible number in the poor category. 

The implication so far is that grade of service can be related to 
the transmission performance for any single stimulus while all other 
possible degradations to transmission are ignored. The assumption 
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that these stimuli are independent of each other is, of course, not 
usually valid. Such interaction effects are usually minimized by 
holding all stimuli (other than the one under investigation) at typical 
or nominal values and changing the one stimulus under investigation. 
This is the basic approach used in subsequent discussions of the 
most important transmission stimuli, although often other stimuli 
must also be considered. 

Received Volume 

The basic transmission problem is to provide the proper signal 
magnitude at the receiver. This is achieved by controlling the loss 
of the telephone connection over reasonable limits and, of course, 
is a strong function of the design of the telephone station sets them
selves. Expected ranges of such losses can be determined by a 
series of subjective tests. The results of one series of tests are 
shown in Fig. 3-3. The mean value for each transition is determined 
by reading the volume at the 50 per cent point. The standard devi
ation of the nearly normal distribution can be found by noting the 
difference (in vu) between the 50 per cent point and the 84 (or 16) 
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per cent point. From Fig. 3-3, this amounts to about 5 vu (or 5 dB). 
From this data, an estimate of customer satisfaction for a particular 
distribution of received volumes over a number of calls can be made 
to determine the quality. 

Noise 

Noise, in the most genera.I sense, is any signal present in a com
munication channel other than the wanted signal. Its effect will 
depend upon the receptor of the wanted signal, be it a human ear 
or a machine. In order to provide good service to all classes of 
service, it is necessary to measure the noise on a scale which reflects 
the amount of impairment introduced. In general, the impairment 
introduced in speech transmission is reflected in the short-term 
rms average value of the noise. The 3-type noise measuring set with 
C-message weighting was designed to measure noise in this manner. 
In general, the impairment introduced in data transmission is re
flected in the peak values of noise above a given level. The 6-type 
noise measuring set was designed to count these peak values. Each 
of these types'is discussed in turn. 

Message Circuit Noise. The value of noise read on the 3-type noise 
measuring set is a normalized measure of the annoying effects of 
noise on speech transmission. Message circuit noise is defined as the 
short-term average noise level as measured with a 3-type noise 
measuring set, or its equivalent, using C-message frequency weight
ing. The relationship between the meter reading and customer opinion 
of the impairment was determined by subjective tests. 

The customer-to-customer noise objectives are based on the ap
proach discussed previously whereby subjective tests are performed 
to provide estimates of customer opinion of various levels of mes
sage circuit noise, and noise surveys are independently made to deter
mine the noise performance of the plant. These results are combined 
to give insight to the present customer satisfaction in terms of 
grade of service and to indicate areas where an increase in customer 
satisfaction is necessary. 

The subjective tests were conducted using 500-type telephone sets 
with constant received volume and varying noise which was a com
posite of power hum, switching office noise, and thermal noise [2]. 
The quality of the circuit with noise was judged as excellent, good, 
fair, poor, or unsatisfactory. The results of these tests plotted in 
cumulated categories are shown in Fig. 3-4. Presented in this way, 
the curves show the proportion of excellent, good or better, fair or 
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better, and poor or better judgments at the particular noise levels. 
A good model of opinion is obtained by fitting normal distribution 
functions to the data points. As such, each curve is defined by the 
50 per cent point (the mean) and the standard deviation of a nor
mally distributed random variable. 
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FIG. 3-4. Noise judgment curves. 

A survey ·of noise performance of toll connections was also taken 
and is shown in Fig. 3-5 [3]. The result of this survey combined with 
subjective tests gives the grade of service, also shown in Fig. 3-5. 
This indicates that although the grade of service is an impressive 
97 per cent good or better overall, it is only 88 per cent good or better 
in the long calls. The reason for the poorer performance in the long 
calls is that mean noise doubles with a doubling of airline distance. 
Since the number of calls made decreases rapidly with distance, 
these long distance calls, although individually important, have a 
small effect on the total grade of service calculation. 

Carrier Objectives. The long-haul and short-haul carrier noise 
objectives were derived to satisfy the customer-to-customer require
ments when these systems are switched together to form connections 
of 1000 to 4000 circuit miles. They specify not only the noise due 
to the facility portion of a trunk but also that due to a representative 
set of multiplex terminals. 
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A short-haul carrier system is defined as one designed for use 
over distances less than 250 miles. A long-haul carrier system is 
defined as one designed to be used for distances greater than 250 
miles. The optimum allocation of the total noise between short-haul 
and long-haul facilities is not directly proportional to length. 
Economic considerations for short-haul facilities make it desirable 
to allow more noise per mile on such facilities. Since the overall 
connection is very unlikely to include more than a few short-haul 
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facilities in tandem, the higher allowed noise per mile for the short 
distances does not seriously tighten the noise requirements on the 
long-haul facilities. 

The long-haul and short-haul carrier facilities are assumed to 
have noise distributions which are normally distributed at any given 
route mileage. The mean values of these distributions are assumed 
to vary as a function of distance as shown in Fig. 3-6; the standard 
deviations are assumed to be a constant 4 dB at all distances. 
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c c 0 0 

~ 28 " ~ 

60 250 250 1000 4000 

Trunk length in route miles 

FIG. 3-6. Length dependence of the mean values of the carrier noise 
objectives (standard deviation = 4 dB for all lengths). 

Mean values of the noise objective are chosen at 60 route miles 
and 1000 route miles for short-haul and long-haul carrier, respec
tively. This mean value was chosen for a grade of service of 95 per 
cent good or better and is 28 dBrncO for a 60 route-mile short-haul 
carrier system and 34 dBrncO for a 1000 route-mile long-haul 
carrier system. The mean noise for a system of other lengths is 
then obtainable from Fig. 3-6 and is directly proportional to length 
for all systems longer than 60 route miles. 

The division of allowed noise between short-haul and long-haul 
systems was based upon the noise performance of the types of 
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systems presently under development and the economics of noise 
reduction in those systems. A different pairing of the objectives 
could also give the 95 per cent good or better grade of service but 
would not result in the most economical solution. 

It should be noted that the objectives are stated at 60 and 1000 
route miles rather than at the traditional maximum lengths of 250 
and 4000 miles. The reason for this shift is to reduce the sensitivity 
of the objectives on the assumed slope of 3 dB per double distance. 
Some of the future systems, particularly PCM systems, do not exhibit 
a 3-dB noise increase with doubling distance. Thus, the new objec
tives based on more typical system lengths are much less sensitive 
to changes in noise slope with distance. 

Impulse Noise. Impulse noise is defined as any burst of noise which 
exceeds the rms noise level by a given magnitude. This magnitude 
is nominally 12 dB for a 3-kHz bandwidth. 

Impulse noise objectives are based primarily on the error sus
ceptibility of data signals. This susceptibility depends upon the type 
of data set used and the characteristics of the transmission media. 
Data sets that employ different types of modulation, that operate at 
different bit rates, etc., will not all perform in the same manner when 
subjected to impulse noise. The important characteristics of the 
transmission media are the amount of delay and attenuation distor
tion, and the rms signal-to-peak impulse noise amplitude ratio. The 
impulse noise objectives are therefore determined by the Bell System 
data sets which are most susceptible to impulse noise and by the 
knowledge of other transmission impairments of the plant. 

It is impractical to measure the exact peak amplitude of each 
noise pulse or to count the number that occur. Large numbers of 
detailed measurements have shown that certain bounds exist for the 
distributions of peak noise amplitudes in the ranges of interest. 
Studies have shown that expected digital error rates in the absence 
of other impairments are approximately proportional to the number 
of impulses which exceed the rms data signal by about 2 dB. The 
objectives are therefore stated in terms of the number of counts 
above a given threshold. Thus, if system objectives on loss, back
ground noise, etc., are met, and if the impulse counts at the specified 
thresholds are within the limits given, the data transmission error 
rate should be small. 

Voiceband Data. For the higher speed voiceband data sets, an 
error rate of 10-5 results from an average impulse rate of 1.5 per 
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minute. Allowances must be made for finite counting rates of prac
tical impulse counters, and a sufficient measurement interval must 
be provided. Impulse noise threshold is therefore defined as that 
threshold at which the observed number of counts on a 6-type counter 
is 5 in 5 minutes (for trunk groups, etc.) or 15 in 15 minutes (for 
loops or single channels). 

The sporadic nature of impulse noise requires that one of two 
conditions be met in measurements made to estimate it. Either a 
long measurement interval is needed or several similar channels 
must each be measured for a relatively shorter interval. This is the 
reason for requiring 15-minute measurements on loops but only 
5-minute measurements on trunks. 

The overall customer-to-customer objective is no more than 15 
counts in 15 minutes on at least 80 per cent of all calls at a threshold 
6 dB below the received signal. To meet this overall objective, it is 
necessary to establish the threshold for a loop measurement at 59 
dBrncO for no more than 15 counts in 15 minutes. The trunk alloca
tion is somewhat more involved since the threshold is dependent on 
trunk length, hence trunk loss. The basic objective to be applied to 
trunk groups is 5 counts or less in 5 minutes on at least 50 per cent of 
the trunks in each group at the thresholds tabulated in Fig. 3-7. In de
termining acceptable impulse noise, the relative performance of the 
various carrier systems is recognized. 

Trunk length Threshold level 
(miles) (dBrncO) 

0-125 58 

125-1000 59 

1000-2000 61 

over 2000 64 

FIG. 3-7. Impulse noise threshold for no more than 5 counts in 5 minutes on 
carrier trunk facilities. 

Other Data Bandwidths. Impulse noise objectives for narrowband 
and wideband data are set in a manner similar to that used for 
voiceband data. The basic difference is in the bandwidth of the 
impulse counter. In all cases, the counter bandwidth corresponds to 
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that of the desired data channel. Because the impulse noise en
countered in the telephone plant does not have a flat :frequency 
spectrum, frequency corrections cannot be easily made for different 
bandwidths. 

Frequency Response 

Frequency response objectives are specified in the frequency 
domain and are usually broken into two parts: (1) limiting fre.;. 
quencies and (2) inband amplitude distortion. Limiting frequencies 
define the points at the edges of the transmission band where the 
loss relative to 1000 Hz is 10 dB or less. Inband amplitude distortion 
defines permissible deviations in the amplitude response from the 
1000-Hz value. 

Limiting Frequencies. From the standpoint of transmission quality, 
the bandwidth should not change appreciably for different connec
tions. The major constraints on bandwidth are: (1) the 4-kHz chan
nel spacing used in most carrier facilities, (2) the state of the art 
in filter design, and (3) cost. The limiting frequency objectives are 
a compromise among these factors. 

The frequency response performance of trunks depends on the com
posite effect of carrier facilities in tandem, signaling equipment, 
terminating sets, office wiring, and other equipment which may be 
in a trunk.* As a result of the variability among trunks, there has 
been limited application of limiting frequency objectives. Where 
objectives have been expressed, they have typically indicated that 
the loss at 200 and 3300 Hz shall not exceed the 1000-Hz loss by 
more than 10 dB on some percentage of the trunks. Statistical con
trol is usually maintained indirectly by the design objectives for the 
individual pieces of equipment. These objectives must be better 
than those for a complete trunk. For example, the bandwidth objec
tive for the N3 system is 3 dB at 200 Hz and 3450 Hz [5]. 

Inband Distortion. Variations in the loss across. the message chan
nel must be controlled to give good quality voice transmission and 
reasonable error performance for data transmission. When a trunk 
is placed into service, circuit tests are frequently made to check the 
transmission at selected frequencies. The frequencies and acceptable 
limits depend on the· type· of facility. 

*Frequency response distortions for Bell System intertoll trunks have been 
measured [4]. 
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Echoes and Loss 
To this point, delay has been ignored as a source of transmission 

impairment. Subjective tests have indicated that delay, as such, 
does not unduly impair conversation if the round-trip delay is less 
than 600 milliseconds. Delays of this magnitude do not occur in 
land-based plant but are significant in satellite systems. As dis
cussed in the following, it is the effect of echoes in the presence of 
delay that introduces transmission impairment. 

Echoes and Singing. An echo may be produced in a transmission 
system wherever there is an impedance discontinuity. In general, a 
telephone transmission system is composed of a number of transmis
sion facilities in tandem with flexible switching possible between 
facilities. A typical end-to-end connection is shown in simplified form 
in Fig. 3-8. Note that the signal can encounter a significant imped
ance discontinuity at every switching office. However, it is economically 
feasible and highly desirable to design the trunk plant to avoid serious 
impedance discontinuities at these switches. This is accomplished by 
building out the office wiring and using suitable padding with the 
trunks. By these means, return losses of about 20 dB are obtained 
in class 4 and higher offices. 

The final end office (class 5) presents a different problem. Here the 
customer loops present a large variation from one loop to the next. 
This is due to differences in loop lengths, wire gauges, environment, 
etc. As a consequence, it is economically unattractive to maintain 
an average return loss at the end office of more than 11 dB with a 
standard deviation of 3 dB over that portion of the voice-frequency 
spectrum which is most important from the echo standpoint, i.e., 
500 to 2500 Hz. This impedance mismatch causes a reflection, or 
echo, of a talker's signal to be returned to him on the channel to 
which he is listening. Figure 3-8 illustrates such an echo path. 
If the echo is not delayed (i.e., if the connection is short enough), 
it is indistinguishable from sidetone and is not annoying. If, however, 
it is sufficiently delayed in making the round trip, it can be annoying 
and can interfere with the talker's normal process of speech. 

An echo traveling in the opposite direction to the signal is often 
called a talker echo when it is heard by the talker. If the talker 
echo is again reflected so that it travels in the same direction as the 
desired signal, it is called a listener echo when it is heard by the 
listener. It has been observed that telephone circuits designed to 
limit talker echo usually provide adequate listener echo performance 
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for voice transmission. However, this is not necessarily true for 
data transmission, and return loss on some data loops must be im
proved by the use of impedance correcting networks. 

At frequencies outside the 500- to 2500-Hz band, the return losses 
may be poorer than the 11 dB figure quoted previously. Experience 
indicates that the important frequency bands are from 250 to 500 Hz 
and from 2500 to 3200 Hz. At these frequencies, the return loss is 
usually degraded although circuit transmission is still appreciable. 
Multiple echoes at these frequencies, although not subjectively annoy
ing, may lead to a sing or near-sing condition, especially under special 
termination conditions, e.g., when an operator's set is connected to 
the line. It is not sufficient to prevent singing-it is further necessary 
in a customer connection to provide enough margin to avoid the 
hollow or "rain-barrel" effect which is characteristic of circuits hav
ing the poor transient response associated with a near-sing condition. 
It is, therefore, necessary to provide some loss (of the order of 4-dB 
one-way loss) even with short toll lines where delay is negligible and 
echo is unimportant. In general, on longer circuits, echo objectives 
rather than singing protection determine the required loss. 

There is no distinction between two-wire and four-wire portions 
of the system shown in Fig. 3-8. However, an echo is only annoying 
if it is heard. Thus, in a two-wire system, any reflections will result 
in an echo. On the other hand, a four-wire system will not transmit 
an echo unless it can appear in the opposite transmission path. Such 
appearances can only come about at terminating sets which convert 
two-wire to four-wire or vice versa. Thus, the terminating sets are 
often incorrectly blamed for the echo which is basically a result of 
poor return loss. 

Echo Objectives. The magnitude of the echo that a talker hears 
will depend on the echo path loss, which is the sum of the return 
loss at the distant hybrid and the round-trip loss in the circuit. For 
the present, the losses of the loop at the talker's end of the connection 
will be ignored. As previously mentioned, however, the customer's 
tolerance of the echo depends not only on the echo magnitude, but 
also on the round-trip delay between echo and original signal. If the 
delay cannot be reduced and if return losses have been improved 
as much as economically possible by impedance balancing, the echo 
magnitude can be decreased by increasing the electrical loss between 
the talker and the point where the mismatch occurs, at the unavoid
able cost of reducing received volumes. 
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The objective which has been selected is that the probability of 
customer dissatisfaction with the echo performance of a circuit shall 
be held to 1 per cent or less when echo is present. The value of loss 
which must be inserted to meet this objective for an echo of given 
delay can be determined by taking into account the following: 

1. The average value and standard deviation of the customer's 
tolerance to echoes as a function of delay. 

2. The average return loss producing the echo and the standard 
deviation of this distribution. 

3. The deviations in toll trunk losses from an assigned nominal 
value. 

A distribution resulting from the combination of these component 
distributions (which are nearly normal) makes it possible to select 
the average loss required to reduce to 1 per cent the chance of 
customer annoyance by echo (customer and circuit being selected 
at random). 

The method of computing this average loss must begin with some 
knowledge of the results of subjective tests. Figure 3-9 gives the 
round-trip loss required by the average person as a function of 
delay [6]. 

Round-trip delay (ms) Mean required loss (dB) 

0 1.4 

20 11.1 

40 17.7 

60 22.7 

80 27.2 

100 30.9 

FIG. 3-9. Subjective reaction to echo delay. 

It was also found that reaction to echo was normally distributed 
with a standard deviation of 2.5 dB for all delays. By combining 
this statistical distribution with those of return-loss and trunk loss 
deviations, it can be shown that the value of the overall loss which 
just meets the talker echo requirements is given by the following 
equation: 

Loss= ME(d) - MRL + 2.33 y<TE2 + <TRL2 + Nar,2 ( 3_7) 
2 
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where 
Me ( d) = echo tolerance in dB as a function of delay (Fig. 3-9) 

MRL =average return loss (11 dB) 

<re = standard deviation of echo tolerance distribution (2.5 dB) 
0-RL = standard deviation of the return loss distribution ( 3.0 dB) 

<TL= standard deviation of the two-way loss per trunk (2.0 dB) 

N = number of trunks 

The values given after each parameter are those used in the original 
derivation of the overall loss. 

From these values, curves of the required loss as a function of 
delay and number of trunks are obtained as shown in Fig. 3-10. 
The increase in required loss with number of trunks is compensation 
for the increased loss variability with increased number of trunks. 
In practice, a series of linear approximations to the curves of Fig. 
3-10 is used. The approximate curve for a single trunk was derived 
by considering: 

1. The need for increased loss at low delays to prevent near
singing. 

2. The need for control of noise, crosstalk, and system loading. 
The approximate curves for more than one trunk are derived by 
adding 0.4 dB for each additional trunk to the loss required for a 
single trunk. This loss is approximately the difference between the 
exact loss curves. The approximate curves are given by : 

Net loss = 0.102 X round-trip delay+ 0.4 X number of 
trunks + 4.0 (3-8) 

This equation is used for connection round-trip delays of up to 
45 milliseconds. Above that delay, the required loss may preclude 
adequate received volume, and the trunk is equipped with an echo 
suppressor. 

Via Net Loss. It is desirable to assign the overall net loss so that 
each trunk of a connection operates at the lowest loss practicable 
considering its length and the type of facilities. The procedure is to 
assign half of the constant in Eq. (3-8) to each toll-connecting trunk 
( 4 dB total on each connection)* and to assign the remainder of the 

*The recent change in the method of defining the losses of toll-connecting 
trunks has necessitated assignment to the toll-connecting trunk of equipment 
having 0.5-dB loss, resulting in a design value equal to VNL + 2.5 dB. Since 
this equipment was previously assigned to the loop, the customer-to-customer 
loss has not changed. 
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net loss to all trunks, including toll-connecting trunks, in proportion 
to the echo path delay of each trunk. This remainder is defined as 
via net loss and is commonly abbreviated VNL. 

VNL = 0.102 X echo path delay of trunk+ 0.4 dB (3-9) 
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Since the echo path delay of a circuit is related to the length of 
the circuit, this equation is usually given in terms of length and via 
net loss factor (VNLF) as: 

VNL = VNLF X one-way distance + 0.4 dB (3-10) 

where 

VNLF - 2xo.102 
- velocity of propagation 

The velocity of propagation must allow for the delay in an average 
number of terminals as well as that of the facilities. The accepted 
value for the VNLF for most carrier facilities is 0.0015 dB per mile. 

Echo Suppressors. As discussed in Chap. 4, echo suppressors are 
used to reduce the amount of loss needed in a trunk. However, they 
are economically justifiable only in long-delay connections. 

In the DDD network, the maximum round-trip delay within any 
regional center area is sufficiently short so that echo suppressors are 
not needed. However, there is a possibility of greater than 45-
millisecond delay in calls routed between regional center areas. Thus, 
all regional center-to-regional center trunks are equipped with echo 
suppressors as are high-usage trunks which are over 1565 miles 
long or have a VNL calculation of 2,.6 dB or greater. 

Crosstalk 

When a customer places a call, he expects that his conversation 
will not be overheard by others. The reception of intelligible cross
talk creates annoyance and violates privacy. Although nonintelligible 
crosstalk does not violate privacy, it is annoying; because of its syllabic 
nature, the customer thinks he could understand it if he were to 
listen intently. Thus, the amount of crosstalk has to be kept to a 
minimum. 

Whether crosstalk is actually heard or not will depend upon many 
factors. These factors can be divided into two classes: (1) those 
which affect the volume and frequency of occurrence of the received 
crosstalk, and (2) those which affect the listener's ability to hear it. 

The factors which affect the volume and frequency of occurrence 
of crosstalk can be best shown by considering a simplified pair of 
telephone circuits having crosstalk as shown in Fig. 3-11. A more 
realistic picture would contain more disturbing circuits; however, 
the factors would be the same. For this picture, the disturbed circuit 
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Disturbing circuit 

Volume of talker 

Transmitter 

Losses and gains to point 
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Disturbed circuit -r 
Coupling 

)_ 
Losses and gains to listener 

FIG. 3-11. Factors controlling the received crosstalk volume. 
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will receive crosstalk only if the disturbing circuit is active. The 
crosstalk received during this time will depend upon the volume of the 
disturbing talker, the loss to the point of crosstalk, the coupling loss 
between the two circuits, and the loss from the point of crosstalk to 
the listener. The ability of a customer to hear a given magnitude of 
crosstalk will depend upon his listening acuity in the presence of noise.* 

Only one of these factors is uniquely associated with crosstalk and 
is controllable by the designer. This factor is the coupling loss. Thus, 
the crosstalk objectives are designed to restrict the coupling losses 
in a system to an amount that would limit the received crosstalk to 
a tolerably low amount. 

*Implicit in the measurement of the crosstalk volume and listener acuity 
is the efficiency of the telephone set transmitter and receiver. 
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Trunk Objectives. The trunk crosstalk objectives are based on 
considerations of the effect of intelligible crosstalk. Very little in
formation is known concerning the annoyance effects of non
intelligible crosstalk. It is suggested that the intelligible crosstalk 
objective be used for nonintelligible crosstalk except in two special 
cases, "babble" and "staggering advantage," where several dB more 
crosstalk can be tolerated. 

In placing a call, a customer is assigned a trunk randomly. Thus, 
the event of a listener hearing intelligible crosstalk is a random event 
with a certain probability of occurrence. This probability or cross
talk index can be calculated by assuming values for the distributions 
of factors given in the previous paragraphs. The objective is a 
crosstalk index of 1 ( 1 per cent) for intertoll trunks and an index 
of 0.5 for all other trunks. 

0.010,.__..____....___ ......... _ _.___.__.._ ________ .__...___.._._...._.._._ __ _._ __ _._ _ ____. 

-11.00 -10.00 -9.00 -8.00 -7.00 -6.00 -5.00 -4.00 -3.00 -2.00 -1.00 
Parameter M 

Note: Ti, == 0.25, and for each value of R, the parameter B assumes from 
left to right the value 0.5 and 1.0. 

FIG. 3-12. Generalized crosstalk index chart (100 disturbers). 
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Generalized crosstalk index charts provide a graphical method for 
determining the crosstalk index from the coupling loss for any set of 
values for the distributions of the factors given previously. They 
were obtained by assuming that each of the parameters was normally 
distributed, and then showing that the defining integral for the cross
talk index was a function of five parameters. Two of these parameters 
are the activity factor and the number of disturbers. It was com
putationally convenient in making these charts to assume that the 
activity factor was a constant 0.25 and to make a separate chart 
for each value of the number of disturbers. For example, the cross
talk index chart for 100 disturbers is shown in Fig. 3-12. The re
maining three parameters of the chart have no physical significance 
and have been given the symbols M, R, and B. They are related to the 
mean and variance of the various parameters. Charts are available 
for different values of the number of disturbers and activity factors. 

Use of the Generalized Crosstalk Charts. As an example of the use 
of these charts, the mean near-end coupling loss is calculated using 
the following set of values* to yield a crosstalk index of 1 for 100 
disturbers: 

Talker volume at class 5 
office 

Loss of circuit, class 5 
to class 5 

Coupling loss 

Equivalent loop loss 

Noise at listener's 
telephone set 

Equivalent loop noise 

Listener acuity without 
noise 

Disturbing circuit 
activity factor 

Mean 

MTv = -16.8 vu 

Mi =8.0 dB 

Mei= (to be 
determined) 

Mw= 2.1 dB 

20.0 dBrnc 

MN= 20.5 dBrnc 

M1NT = -80.3 vu 

TL= 0.25 

Sigma 

CTTV =6.4 dB 

CT!= 3.0 dB 

CTci = 4.5 dB 

CT10 = 2.2 dB 

3.0 dB 

CTN= 3.0 dB 

CTINT = 4.5 dB 

*These values have been chosen as an example and should not be thought of 
as a representative set of values for an actual problem. 
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In order to determine the parameters M, R, and B, the following 
formulas are needed: 

where 

M= Mv-M1 
<r1 

Mv = Mrv - Mn - Met - M12 - Mw 

Mr= MINr +MN - 6.0 

By noting that for near-end crosstalk, <rn2 + a-122 equals the variance 
of the total loss ( 3 dB) , the values for R and B are: 

R = \/(6.4) 2 + (3.0)2 + (4.5) 2 + (2.2) 2 = 1.60 
\/(4.5) 2 + (3.0)2 

5 
B = = 0.576 

\/(6.4) 2 + (3.0)2 + (4.5) 2 + (2.2) 2 

With a crosstalk index of 1.0 and these values, Fig. 3-12 gives a 
value of -6.13 for M. Since for near-end crosstalk Mn + M12 equals 
M1, the total loss of the circuit, the mean coupling loss is 

Mei= -<r1M - MINr-MN + Mrv - M1-Mw + 6.0 

= - (5.40) (-6.13) - (-80.3) - 20.5 + (-16.8) 

- 8.0 -2.1 + 6.0 

= 72.0dB 

Means of relating specific facilities to a coupling loss are covered 
in greater detail in Chap. 11. 
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Chapter 4 

Voice-Frequency Transmission 

The generation, transmission, and reception of voice-frequency 
telephone signals are the oldest and most basic processes in the 
practice of telephone transmission. The evolution of methods and 
theory· has provided a vast body of knowledge covering in great 
.detail the solutions to many of the problems encountered. This 
chapter describes the essential parts of the voice-frequency plant, the 
important problems encountered in voice-frequency system design, 
and the solutions that are being applied to some of these problems. 

The performance and limitations of the elements of the voice
frequency telephone plant are gaining a new importance that goes 
beyond the simple fact that they form a part of every telephone con
nection. New services, such as the transmission of data signals and 
the application of wideband transmission to existing plant, along 
with the need for improved transmission performance, require in
creased understanding of the voice-frequency plant. 

4.1 TELEPHONE SET 

The telephone set is composed of a transmitter, a receiver, an 
electrical network for equalization, and associated circuitry to control 
sidetone and to connect power and signaling. In the present day 
telephone transmitter, granules of carbon are held between two elec
trodes-one, a cup holding the granules and the other, a diaphragm. 
The contact resistance between the granules is changed by varying 
the sound pressure on the diaphragm. The resulting resistance 
variation modulates a battery current flowing between the electrodes, 
thereby translating the acoustic message into an electrical signal. 

68 
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In the telephone receiver, the varying component of this current 
passes through a winding on a permanent magnet. The alternate 
strengthening and weakening of the magnetic field causes the 
diaphragm to vibrate; this generates sound waves corresponding 
to those delivered to the transmitter by the talker. 

The transmission circuit of the telephone set [1] must separate the 
transmitter and receiver circuits to limit the amount of the talker's 
signal appearing in his own receiver (sidetone) and to block the 
direct current in the transmitter from the receiver. Subjective tests 
have shown that some coupling must be allowed between the trans
mitter and receiver to provide a controlled amount of sidetone. Too 
much sidetone causes the talker to lower his voice, thereby reducing 
the volume which the listener receives; too little sidetone makes 
telephone conversation seem unnatural and tends to cause people 
to talk too loudly. A common-battery anti-sidetone circuit for accom
plishing this purpose is shown in Fig. 4-1. The three-winding trans
former and the sidetone balancing network form a hybrid which 
places the transmitter in conjugate with the receiver. Capacitors 
in the balancing network prevent the direct current flowing in the 
transmitter from appearing in the receiver. 

Receiver 

Induction coil 

c 

A B 

To loop 

Transmitter 

,------ -, 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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FIG. 4-1. Diagram of transmission circuit of 500D-type telephone set illustrating 
sidetone balance. 

Figure 4-1 is a functional schematic drawn to illustrate the prin
ciple of the anti-sidetone circuit. The schematic circuit of the 500D
type telephone set is shown in Fig. 4-2. When the handset is on its 
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FIG. 4-2. Schematic diagram of 500D-type telephone set. 

Chap. 4 

B 

c 

mounting, switchhook contacts Sl and S2 are open, and S3 is closed 
to protect the transmitter and receiver from ringing currents. Re
moval of the ·handset allows direct current from the central office 
(or a local battery) to pass through the transmitter and removes 
the short circuit from across the receiver. Dial contact S5 inter
rupts the battery current to form the dial pulses required to control 
the central office equipment. During dialing, contact S6 across the 
receiver is closed. 

The 500-type telephone set incorporates a number of characteristics 
and features that represent improvements over earlier sets. Trans
mitting efficiency and receiving efficiency have been increased, and 
the frequency responses of both the transmitter and receiver have 
been extended. Components added to the basic common-battery anti
sidetone circuit are ( 1) a dial pulse filter to suppress high-frequency 
interference into radio sets, (2) a varistor, Va, to suppress clicks in 
the telephone receiver, (3) an improved sidetone balancing network 
(necessitated by the improved transmission characteristics of the 
instruments), and ( 4) an equalizer employing two additional 
varistors, V1 and V2, to reduce transmitting and receiving efficiency 
on short loops. 

This equalizer helps to solve an important transmission problem 
in telephone set design, namely, the interdependence of the trans
mitting and receiving efficiencies and the wide range of transmitter 
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currents caused by the large allowable variation in the resistances 
of customer loops. On long loops the direct current from the central 
office battery is low ; the varistor impedances are therefore high, and 
the maximum telephone set efficiency is obtained. On short loops the 
high direct current results in low varistor impedances which shunt 
the speech currents and reduce the set efficiency. As Fig. 4-3 shows, 
the combined receiving response of a 26-gauge loop, station set, 
and equalizer is nearly constant for any loop length between 
0 and 12,000 feet. The transmitting response variations are substan
tially less than would occur without the varistors. The overall effect 
is to make speech volumes at the central office and at the customer 
receivers less dependent on loop length. These volumes are highly 
variable because of the differences in customer talking habits and 
in the manner in which people hold the telephone transmitter to the 
mouth. 

., 
~ 
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 

~ -1oi--~~-+-~~--if--~~-t-~~--1~~~~~_,.~ ...... ~~+-~~~ 
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- - 500-type set (no equalizer) 

Length (feet) (no. 26-gauge loop) 

FIG. 4-3. Relative response of 500D-type telephone set. 

Varistors V1 and V2 serve an additional purpose. By a mechanism 
similar to the one described for the equalizing function, they com
pensate for differences in customer loop impedances which would 
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otherwise tend to produce unbalance in the sidetone circuit. Pre
vention of significant unbalance is necessary since the greater effi
ciency of both the receiver and transmitter makes excessive sidetone 
more objectionable. 

Connection and Performance 

The quality of transmission over a telephone connection will depend 
on the received volume, the relative response at different frequencies, 
and the interferences. In a typical connection, the ratio of the 
acoustic pressure at the transmitter input to the corresponding pres
sure at the receiver output will depend upon : 

1. The translation of acoustic pressure into an electrical signal 
across the customer loop. 

2. The losses of the two customer loops, the central office equip
ment, and the trunks. 

3. The translation of the electrical signal at the receiving telephone 
set to acoustic pressure at the receiver output. 

Figure 4-4 shows the transmission-versus-frequency characteristics 
(normalized at 1000 Hz) at four separate points in a connection. 
Since, in this illustration, the trunk is assumed flat with frequency, 
the characteristic shown at point D shows somewhat less deviation 
from flat than would normally be encountered in practice. 

The importance of speech volume and the losses in various parts 
of a telephone connection can be seen by examining the power level 
diagram for a typical telephone connection. Figure 4-5 shows the 
speech power at various points in a local connection involving a trunk 
between two central offices. Additional losses in the trunks or loops 
could further reduce the received volume and, depending on the 
magnitude of room noise at the receiving end, might require the 
talker to speak louder. 

4.2 EXCHANGE AREA PLANT 

An exchange area is sometimes defined as the area served by a 
single central office. More generally, the exchange area includes the 
metropolitan area served by one or more central offices. In the ex
change area, customer loops connect each telephone with its central 
office, and trunks interconnect the offices. A typical pattern of loops 
and interoffice trunks is shown in Fig. 4-6. Loop and trunk trans
mission objectives are allocated separately. 
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Loop Design 

The selection of wire sizes and loop lengths is based on loop 
resistance and a set of rules which take into account the correlation 
between resistance and attenuation, the type of office being engi
neered, the limitations of supervisory signaling and transmission, 
the use of loading coils, and the effects of resistance variations due 
to temperature changes. In panel and step-by-step offices, supervisory 
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signaling limits loops to maximum values of approximately 1200 
ohms. In No. 5 crossbar and ESS offices, signaling would ~rmit 
a loop resistance of about 1600 ohms. However, these offices ordi
narily are engineered to a 1300-ohm limit for transmission reasons, 
and loading is required on loop·s 18,000 feet and longer. An allowance 
must be made for the resistance of loading coils and for cable 
resistance variations due to temperature changes. 

For greatest economy in new plant layout, 26-gauge pairs are 
used wherever possible, but on a resistance design basis the maximum 
length of such loops is 15 kilofeet. A design concept known as 
Unigauge allows the exclusive use of 26-gauge pairs for loops of 
30 kilofeet or less [2]. This is made possible by the use of a 72-volt 
office battery and a range extender. Loops longer than 24 kilofeet 
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require some loading, but the first loading point is 15 kilofeet from the 
office. The range extender gives satisfactory transmission by provid
ing gain and equalization in the talking path. Supervision and ringing 
signals bypass the voice repeater. 

Range extenders are used on a "concentration" basis. That is, the 
number of range extenders available for a group of lines is sub
stantially less than the number of lines served. The common control 
portion of the switching machine (No. 5 crossbar, for example) 
determines which calls require range extenders, and connects and 
enables them when required. 

A comparison of the cable gauges and loading coil requirements for 
resistance design and Unigauge layouts is shown in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8. 

No. 5 crossbar 
central office 

26 NL 

48 V ----+------.. 15 kft (80% of customers) 

RE 5 dB 

26 NL 26 NL 

RE 5 dB 

26 NL 

30 kft (3%) 

lvl Range extender 
~ (2500-ohm range, 5-dB midband gain) 

f}; 500-type set 

D 88 mH loading coil 

FIG. 4-8. Uniform gauge loop plant layout. 
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These figures show also the cable gauges and loading required to 
extend the loop length to 52 kilofeet. 

Trunks in the Exchange Plant 

The layout of the trunk plant is governed by transmission objec
tives because transmission loss compensation is usually required on 
exchange facilities before the d-c resistance limits for supervisory 
signaling are exceeded. A trunk extends from the outgoing side of 
the switch, or its equivalent in the originating office, to the outgoing 
side of the switch in the terminating switching office to which the 
trunk is connected. It therefore includes the switching path at the 
terminating end, the office equipment at each end, and the trans
mission media between the two offices. Transmission objectives for 
trunks between central offices (i.e., interoffice trunks) call for an 
average loss of 5 dB, with a maximum value of 7 dB. Variation 
of attenuation with frequency must be minimized. Meeting present 
objectives calls for loading many trunks between central offices 
and often necessitates the installation of repeaters. 

The objectives for trunks between local and tandem offices are 
for a 3-dB nominal loss with maximum value of '4,dB. Trunks between 
tandem offices have a via net loss objective which provides sufficient 
loss (0.5 to 1.5 dB) to assure adequate stability and echo performance. 
Four-wire repeatered lines generally will be required to achieve this 
low loss. 

Figure 4-9 gives the maximum length in miles and the correspond
ing resistance for various cable facilities having an insertion loss 
of 6 dB. Loss or resistance may govern, depending on the type of 
office involved; usually, unless repeaters are used, the transmission 
performance is the limiting factor. It should be noted that the data 
in Fig. 4-9 is illustrative only. Limiting values of cable length and 
resistance (last two columns) should include the effects of central 
office equipment. These are not included in the table because their 
values vary somewhat among systems. 

Return Loss. The interconnections among loops and trunks set up 
by switching systems, and the infinitely variable nature of the inter
faces thus created lead to one of the most difficult problems in voice
frequency system design, namely, the control of return losses at these 
interfaces. 

As discussed in Chap. 3, there are two phenomena associated with 
return loss. In one case, a poor return loss may cause instability 
(singing) or near-instability of amplifiers in the circuit. In the 
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d-c Length for 5-dB Total 
Gauge Attenuation resistance insertion loss at resistance 

and at 1000 Hz (ohms per 1000 Hz between of cable 
loading (dB per mile) mile) 900 ohms (miles) (ohms) 

26NL 2.8 440 2.2 960 

26H88 1.8 448 2.9 1280 

24NL 2.3 274 2.8 760 

24H88 1.2 282 4.2 1190 

22NL 1.8 172 3.4 590 

22H88 0.8 180 6.3 1140 

19NL 1.3 85 4.3 370 

19H88 0.42 93 11.8 1100 

FIG. 4-9. Cable loss and resistance characteristics. 

second case, echoes are produced which are subjectively objectionable 
in varying degrees. Echo return loss is defined as a weighted return 
loss over the band of frequencies between 500 and 2500 Hz, while 
singing return loss is important at all frequencies. The concern here 
is primarily with echo return loss and its control through voice
frequency system designs. 

The impedance of a local loop terminated by a telephone set varies 
as a function of frequency, cable design, and loop length. Figure 4-10 
illustrates these variations, showing how the impedance varies for 
three typical loops. Theoretically, these impedances could be adjusted 
by the inclusion of suitably designed networks, but this is econom
ically unattractive because each loop would have to be so treated. 

Individual loops, which may have different impedances, are con
nected by end-office (class 5) switching systems to trunk facilities, 
which may also have different impedances. However, there are 
fewer trunks and their costs are shared by many customers. Control 
of trunk impedance is therefore somewhat more economical; pre
cision networks and impedance compensating networks of various 
designs are provided for this purpose. 

Figure 4-11 illustrates two of the interfaces at which return losses 
are important. In Fig. 4-11 (a), the compromise balancing network 
must of economic necessity be designed to an impedance value that 
represents a reasonable compromise in matching a large number of 
the highly variable impedances of connected local loops. In Fig. 
4-11 (b), the two-wire trunks can be treated economically to approach 
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a more nearly constant impedance by the use of suitable building-out 
capacitors (BOC) and impedance-correcting networks. Typical echo 
return-loss values with large variations about the average are 11 dB 
at class 5 offices where loops are terminated, as shown in Fig. 4-11 (a), 
and 15 dB at class 4 offices where intertoll and toll-connecting trunks 
are interconnected, as shown in Fig. 4-11 (b). 
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The present design for toll-connecting trunks calls for a minimum 
loss of 2.5 dB in each trunk to pad out the generally poor impedances 
of the local plant. When necessary, the return loss of the trunk is 
increased by adding impedance-correcting networks at the toll office. 
The maximum loss of the toll-connecting trunks in the present plant 
is 4 dB. These transmission objectives can be achieved by any one 
of the following means : 

1. If the normal. loss of the trunk is less than 2 dB, a 2-dB loss 
is added at the toll office. 

2. If the trunk has a normal loss of 2 to 4 dB, it will adequately 
mask the impedance mismatches of the local plant. Its own 
impedance, however, may not be very good, and in such cases 
it is necessary to add an impedance-correcting network at the 
toll office. 
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3. If the trunk loss exceeds 4 dB, one or more repeaters must be 
added and the trunk loss adjusted to equal the quantity 
(VNL + 2.5 dB). Here, VNL represents the via net loss 
computed for the toll-connecting trunk facility as if it were 
an intertoll trunk. The toll-connecting trunks entering four
wire switching centers frequently fall in this category since 
the hybrid (approximately 3.5-dB loss) is considered part of 
such a trunk. For typical lengths of toll-connecting trunks, the 
VNL will be 1 dB or less, so that the addition of 2 dB puts 
the trunk loss into the required 2- to 4-dB range. An impedance
correcting network is added to the trunk at the toll office if 
necessary. 

In addition to these procedures, most voice-frequency toll-connecting 
trunks are loaded to minimize the attenuation variation across the 
voice channel. Where round-trip delays of more than 45 milliseconds 
are encountered, echo suppressors are used. 

Echo Suppressors. An echo suppressor [3] is basically a pair of 
voice-operated switches which, while one subscriber is talking, insert 
a loss of 35 dB or more in the echo return path. In case both parties 
talk simultaneously, the talker whose signal is stronger at the echo
suppressor will control the switch and will be heard. Although they 
effectively suppress echoes, echo suppressors can introduce trans
mission impairments by sometimes clipping the beginning of words. 
There are two basic types, the full and the split echo suppressor. The 
full echo suppressor controls both directions of transmission. It 
seldom is located at the mid-point of the circuit. Typically, the delay 
between the near talker and the echo suppressor is 5 to 10 milli
seconds while the distant talker may have as much as 35 milliseconds 
delay between him and the echo suppressor. The imbalance of switch
ing control resulting from this arrangement is avoided in the split 
echo suppressor. This provides a sensing circuit and switch near each 
talker. Normally switch operation is controlled by the distant talker 
and introduces high loss in the return (echo) path. This blocks 
transmission from the talker nearer the switch. However, the 
sensing circuit continually compares signal levels in the transmitting 
and receiving paths, and in case of simultaneous talking it always 
gives the low-loss path to the louder talker. In the latest designs, this 
type of break-in occurs in 2 to 5 milliseconds. In older designs the 
louder talker had to persist for 50 milliseconds or longer in order 
to break in. 
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The normal operation of the echo suppressor must be inhibited 
for certain types of data transmission. This is accomplished by the 
"tone disabler" section of the echo suppressor circuit. A short burst 
of single-frequency energy, sent over the circuit immediately after 
the connection is set up, activates the disabler and prevents subse
quent operation of the echo suppressor. Another type of disabling 
feature found in some offices permits the switching machine to con
trol this function and prevent the buildup of circuits having two 
echo suppressors in tandem. 

Under the present toll-switching plan, echo suppressors are used 
only between regional centers or on trunks between regions which 
otherwise would have a VNL design of more than 2.5 dB. When 
echo suppressors are used, the VNL is set equal to 0.5 dB or less. 

Insertion Loss in an Exchange Area Telephone Connection 

Intertoll trunks usually are designed to provide good impedance 
matches at their terminals and at intermediate points. Furthermore, 
intertoll trunks generally introduce no appreciable frequency dis
tortion. Thus, the attenuation of an intertoll trunk usually deter
mines its contribution to the effective loss of a circuit. 

In the exchange plant, loops and trunks are normally electrically 
short and, as mentioned earlier, do not have particularly good im
pedance matches at junctions. Thus, the impedance at a particular 
point of a built-up connection will depend on the impedance termi
nations at remote points. Likewise, the power loss will be a function 
of the attenuation of the components and the reflection gains and 
losses at the numerous junctions [ 4]. 

Figure 4-12 shows a particular exchange area connection with 
the 1000-Hz impedance seen at each junction as computed from the 
equivalent tee network for each component. The 1000-Hz attenuation 
of each component is also shown. In this instance, the impedance 
requirement for maximum power transfer (namely, conjugate im
pedances) is approximately met at the junction between the trunk 
and the central office. At the other junctions, the situation becomes 
less ideal in proceeding toward the customer. A detailed computation 
shows the 1000-Hz insertion loss between the telephone sets in this 
connection to be 10.9 dB. The sum of the attenuations is 13.4 dB. 
This illustrates the fact that multiple reflections between component 
parts of an exchange area circuit combine in such a way as to make 
the summation of individual attenuations an unreliable measure of 
total loss. 
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Realization of the correct 1000-Hz insertion loss is, of course, only 
a first step toward the realization of a satisfactory transmission 
system. Insertion loss across the entire voice-frequency band and, 
for some types of signals, delay· distortion must be controlled. In 
addition, circuit noise, crosstalk, and nonlinear distortion are a few 
of the factors which must be considered in the determination of over
all circuit quality. 

4.3 VOICE-FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS 

Telephone instruments and the voice-frequency facilities to which 
they connect may be either two-wire or four-wire circuits. The 
economic advantage of using only half as much copper dictates the 
use of the two-wire circuits in many voice-frequency trunks and in 
most loops, although some special applications (certain military in
stallations, for example) have required the use of four-wire telephone 
sets and loops. The use of four-wire trunks is becoming of greater 
importance, but many trunks are still two-wire because of the copper 
savings. 

Two-Wire Voice-Frequency Circuits 

In order to meet the tandem and toll trunk loss requirements, it 
is often necessary to add gain to the transmission path. A number of 
special problems are encountered when this is required in a two-wire 
circuit. The gain introduced must be independent of the direction 
of transmission; i.e., the circuit must retain its bilateral properties 
for speech signals. Dial pulses must not be impaired and the equip
ment must be able to withstand the high voltage used to ring the 
customer's bell. 

E-Type Repeaters. The most commonly used repeaters for this type 
of service are known as the E-type negative impedance repeaters. 
A composite schematic of E-type repeaters is shown in Fig. 4-13 [5]. 
Some of the designs omit some of the elements shown. The gain
producing circuits are called negative impedance converters (NIC). 
Each of these is a two-port amplifier with regenerative (positive) 
feedback. The impedance seen at one of the ports is approximately 
the negative of the impedance of the network connected to the second 
port. The relative magnitudes and phase angles of the impedances 
connected to the two ports interact to determine the amount of feed
back, and improper combinations will cause oscillation. The manner 
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FIG. 4-13. Block schematic of E-type repeater. 

in which the feedback is derived permits a loose classification into 
series ( -Z) type and shunt ( -Y) type converters. The distinction 
is between the extremes of impedance which can be connected to the 
input port without causing oscillation. The series type is open-circuit 
(Z = oo) stable while the shunt type is short-circuit ( Y = oo) 
stable. Clearly, this is a matter of which port is defined as input, 
and, in general, interchanging the ports will invert the type of the 
converter. 

The general E-type repeater is shown in Fig. 4-13. The electrically 
identical El and E2 repeaters insert series negative impedance in 
the line. They contain only those elements shown within the dotted 
lines labeled E2. Similarly, the E3 repeaters insert shunt negative 
impedance across the line and contain only the elements shown 
within dotted lines at the bottom of the figure. Either of these 
repeaters can be used by itself to provide bilateral gain; however, 
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a substantial impedance irregularity will be introduced in the line. 
Even with careful attention to spacing and gain adjustment, changes 
in cable characteristics with temperature can cause large variations 
in the loss of the circuit. 

Improved performance can be obtained by using both types in a 
combination called the E23 repeater. The boxes labeled network in 
Fig. 4-13 contain a variety of resistors, inductors, and capacitors, 
with provision for connecting various combinations of these to the 
indicated terminals of the converters. When the proper combination 
is used, the repeater will provide the desired gain and a reasonably 
good match to the cable impedance. 

In the E6 repeater [6] only resistors are used in the adjustable net
works, and the impedance matching function is performed by a 
passive line-building-out (LBO) network separate from the gain 
unit. The LBO builds out the cable impedance, for any end section 
from zero to nearly a full loading section of cable, to appear as a 
fixed resistance of 900 ohms in series with 2 microfarads of capaci
tance, the desired impedance. The gain unit can then be designed as 
a simple 900-ohm, 2-µ,F converter with negative series resistances 
and negative shunt conductances to vary the amount of gain. 

22-Type Repeaters. The 22-type repeater takes the general form 
shown in Fig. 4-14 (a). Hybrid coils are used to split the two direc
tions of transmission and separate amplifiers furnish gain for each 
direction. Equalization and gain can be adjusted independently for 
each direction. Good hybrid balance is required to prevent oscillation 
in the feedback loop containing two hybrids and two amplifiers in 
tandem. This balance is obtained by using networks which match 
closely the impedances connected to the conjugate hybrid ports. A 
repeater of this type is included in the range extender for the Uni
gauge system. 

So far as external performance is concerned, the E6 and 22-type 
repeaters are equivalent. Repeater and cable impedances can be 
matched to achieve 35-dB return losses under fixed conditions. Maxi
mum gains are limited to about 12 dB by cable characteristic changes 
due to temperature variations, changes in end terminations during 
switching, and crosstalk considerations. 

The need for lower losses on exchange trunks and on special 
service lines such as carrier circuit extensions over voice-frequency 
lines to PBX's has required continued attention to the problems 
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of designing low-loss voice-frequency facilities. Both loading coils 
and voice-frequency repeaters are used on these circuits to reduce 
their losses. 

Figure 4-14 shows that in two-wire operation there is a multiplicity 
of singing or echo paths for each repeater. A given repeater is sub
ject to instability due to its own loop transmission, its own plus 
that of the adjacent repeater, and so on until the end of the system. 
Thus, the tendency towards instability in two-wire systems increases 
as the length of the circuit and the number of repeaters are increased. 
As a result, singing and echo performance are the controlling factors 
in setting the repeater gains in most long two-wire voice-frequency 
circuits. To achieve reasonably high gains in the repeaters, careful 
attention must be paid to the installation and maintenance of the 
circuit, particularly with regard to the uniformity of loading and 
to the balancing or LEO networks at each repeater. Such practical 
considerations frequently dictate the use of four-wire systems 
equipped with four-wire repeaters. 

Four-Wire Circuits 

In four-wire operation the major singing path is that which extends 
around the circuit, from one end to the other. Thus, four-wire voice
frequency systems are inherently more stable than two-wire. As a 
result, repeater gains in ·four-wire systems are limited more by 
modulation distortion (due to nonlinear amplifiers)' echo, and cross
talk into other systems than by singing considerations. 

The minimum loss to which an intertoll trunk can be adjusted is 
neatly summarized by the via net loss. The minimum VNL for a 
facility is found by multiplying the VNLF by the facility length 
and adding 0.4 dB to allow for maintenance variation. Via net loss 
factors for the various types of voice-frequency circuits that have 
been described are tabulated in Fig. 4-15. The factor for carrier 
systems is also shown for comparison purposes. 

Facility 

Two-wire open wire (all wire sizes) 

Two-wire 19H88 

Four-wire 19H44 

Carrier systems (all types) 

FIG. 4-15. Via net loss factors. 

VNLF (dB per mile) 

0.01 

0.03 

0.01 

0.0015 
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The use of carrier permits lower loss operation of trunks than 
does the use of voice frequency. Since carrier circuits also tend to 
be more economical, they are most commonly used now for intertoll' 
trunks except where distances are short and cross sections are small. 

V 4 Repeaters. A number of types of voice-frequency repeaters have 
been developed, but only the 24V4 and 44V4 are now in large scale 
production. They are used as the basis for practically all new circuit 
designs for which this general class of repeaters is applicable. The 
remainder of the discussion of repeatered voice-frequency systems is 
confined to a description of the V 4 design and its use. 

Figure 4-14(b) shows the application of the 24V4 and the 44V4 
repeaters to a trunk. The 44V4 repeaters are used in four-wire cir
cuits to provide gain and equalization for each direction of trans
mission. The 24V4 repeaters provide equalization for one direction 
of transmission, gain for both directions, and terminating arrange
ments to connect the four-wire circuits to the two-wire telephone 
plant. 

In both the 24V4 and the 44V4, the equalizers are plug-in units that 
may be selected to compensate for the loss-frequency characteristics 
of any of a variety of cable gauges and loading. Circuits used for 
data transmission may also require delay distortion equalization. 
This is usually made a part of the equalizer at one of the terminal 
repeaters. The flat loss of the combined cable section plus equalizers 
is then overcome by a plug-in two-stage transistor amplifier having a 
flat gain characteristic and an adjustable gain of 0 to 36 dB. 

The 24V4 repeater is shown schematically in Fig. 4-16. A plug-in 
hybrid-type terminating set forms the interface between the two-wire 
and four-wire portions of the circuit. The balance achieved across 
the hybrid is dependent on the match between the impedance of the 
balancing network and the impedance of the connections on the 
two-wire side of the circuit. When the two-wire circuit is fixed, as it 
might well be in Fig. 4-14 (a), a precision network may be used; 
then, a high degree of balance and excellent return-loss performance 
are achievable. However, widely varying balance and return losses 
occur when the two-wire side of the circuit is connected to a switch
ing system, as indicated in Fig. 4-14 (b). In these applications, a 
compromise network and a capacitance building-out network must 
be used to obtain the required average office balance. Figure 4-14(b) 
also shows the connection of a low-pass filter used to suppress out
of-band singing around the four-wire loop. 
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To 
4~wire 

facility 

FIG. 4-16. Block schematic of 24V4 repeater showing hybrid-type terminating set. 

Finally, connections to signaling equipment are shown in Fig. 4-16. 
A short discussion of the relation between signaling and voice-fre
quency system design follows. 

Signaling 

The d-c dial pulse and supervisory range of a signaling system are 
functions of the d-c loop resistance as well as of the shunt resistance 
and capacitance. Voice repeaters introduce added resistance and 
often shunt resistance and capacitance. The added series resistance 
must be minimized so that the supervisory range of the circuit is 
not appreciably reduced. Even when consideration has been given 
to minimum resistance design, shunt capacitance may often limit 
the pulsing range. Capacitors shunted across midpoints of repeat 
coils must charge and discharge during each pulse, introducing time 
constants which may distort pulses and thus decrease the overall 
range of the system. There are many different types of pulsing, and 
unless the requirements of all types are considered in the design of 
voice repeaters, the increase in the transmission range of the system 
may lead to a reductjon of signaling range. 

4.4 INDUCED INTERFERENCES IN EXCHANGE AREA PLANT 

The importance of maintaining low losses in the telephone plant 
has been pointed out. To achieve satisfactory service, it is also im
portant to control and minimize interferences. These include message 
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circuit noise, crosstalk, and power line induction. Some interferences 
(for example, certain types of noise) arise within a message channel; 
others, such as crosstalk and power line induction, are due to external 
influences. These topics appear frequently in later chapters. For 
the present, the discussion is limited to a brief description of the 
mechanisms by which such noise is induced and controlled in voice
frequency systems. 

Mechanisms 

As the preceding discussion has indicated; a transmission path 
can never be entirely isolated from the external world. It may 
parallel a power line; it usually lies in proximity to similar paths 
(loops and trunks in cables or on pole lines); and it passes through 
central offices in which switching apparatus creates sizeable transi
ents .. While not intended, coupling to these sources of interference 
always exists [7]. 

Although ground-return circuits were used originally in the tele
phone plant, these were soon given up in favor of the balanced pair. 
The balanced pair has the advantage that interferences induced 
equally in both wires of the pair are balanced out. This is illµstrated 
in Fig. 4-17 where repeat coils are shown at both ends of the circuit. 
The signal voltage, es1g, causes signal current, is1g, to flow. The current 

z ... 

- A i.~iri -

-isig 

B 
---+ -

-
FIG. 4-17. Signals and interferences in balanced pair. 

Zm1> 
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direction in the two wires is opposite, and thus the signal passes 
through the B repeat coil to Zmb· An interference which is induced 
equally in each wire is indicated by the e;nt generators. In this case, 
the currents flow in the same direction along the pair and cancel in 
the repeat coil. The currents which flow in opposite directions in the 
wires of the pair are known as metallic circuit currents. The currents 
which flow in the same direction along the pair are called longitudinal 
currents. 

Induced interferences may reach the receiver and disturb trans
mission in two ways. In one case, the coupling between the source 
and one of the wires of the pair differs from the coupling between 
the source and the other wire; in the second case, there is an un
balance with respect to ground within the pair. 

If the voltages induced in the two 
wires of the pair are not equal, then 
the interference will appear as both a 
longitudinal and a metallic circuit cur
rent. Consider the case shown in Fig. 
4-18 where it is assumed that unequal 
voltages are induced as a result of 
differences in exposure to the disturbing 
source. These voltages may be analyzed 
into a pair of voltages which would 
cause balanced longitudinal currents, 
plus a residual which would cause a 
metallic current. The circuit presents 
quite different impedances to these two 
types of generators. In Fig. 4-18, the 
total resulting current in the upper wire 
is shown as ten units and that in the 
lower wire as six units. As shown by the 
solid and dashed arrows, these induced 

Zm• 

'[---: 
currents can be divided into metailic FIG. 4-18. Metallic and longitu

currents of two units and longitudinal 
currents of eight units. The two units of 

dinal currents. 

metallic circuit current will appear as an interference in Zmb· A 4 to 
1 ratio of longitudinal to metallic current represents an unsatisfactory 
circuit. Ratios of 500 to 1 or 1000 to 1 would be more representative 
of plant performance. 

A similar effect is obtained even when the voltages induced in the 
two wires are identical if there is an unbalance in the pair. This 
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unbalance may result from a difference in the resistances of the two 
halves of the transformer winding or from a poor splice in one of 
the wires. The different impedances result in different currents in 
the two wires. The difference can be minimized by making the com
mon impedance, zgb, large relative to the unbalance in impedance 
of the pair. 

The coupling between a source of interference and the wires of 
a pair may be capacitive, inductive, conductive, or various combina
tions of these. Coupling to power lines is usually predominantly 
inductive, and would be trivial if it were not for the great energy 
of the disturbing source. The coupling in cables and open-wire lines 
which produces crosstalk at voice frequencies is predominantly 
capacitive, although inductive coupling becomes important as carrier 
frequencies are approached. 

Methods of Reduction 

The preceding discussion of mechanisms is sufficient to suggest 
how induced interferences may be minimized. It is clearly advan
tageous to maintain balance within the pair itself. Similarly, the 
apparatus to which the pair connects, such as repeat coils, must 
be well balanced ; a common criterion is that the balance of such 
apparatus should be 10 dB better than the best pair with which 
it will be used. Another obvious method, to be used when practicable, 
is to reduce the coupling between line and source by adequate spacing. 
It is one of the reasons for keeping a reasonable spacing between 
pairs of open-wire lines, thus reducing the crosstalk between them. 

In addition to maintaining balance within the pair itself, it is 
important, as the preceding discussion has shown, to expose each 
wire of the pair equally to the interfering source. In open-wire lines 
this is done by intricate transposition systems. In cables the wires 
of a pair are twisted around each other and at various rates (i.e., 
various twist lengths), in order to achieve as much balance and 
randomization of coupling paths as possible. When telephone and 
power cables are laid in the same trench, a method called random 
separation is used for the same purpose. 

In repeatered systems, a satisfactory overall signal-to-noise ratio 
can be obtained by judiciously spacing repeaters so that signal levels 
never become too low relative to the induced noise. (The same 
approach is used in systems where thermal rather than induced 
noise is controlling, as discussed in detail in subsequent chapters.) 
On the other hand, the signal levels must not be set so high as to 
make the repeatered circuit a source of excessive crosstalk. 
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For the sake of completeness, although they are not economically 
applicable to voice-frequency telephone circuits, two other methods 
of reduction might be mentioned. One is shielding, as exemplified 
by shielded video pairs. The other is crosstalk balancing-the deliber
ate introduction of coupling paths between pairs of a cable, with the 
magnitude and phase of the coupling chosen to balance out the un
wanted coupling. 

Conclusion 

Two basic points should be apparent from this survey of typical 
methods and basic problems encountered in handling voice-frequency 
signals. 

1. The wire plant used for exchange area and short-haul toll 
transmission is composed of a wide variety of wire sizes, cable 
and open-wire facilities, and repeater and loading arrange
ments. 

2. The losses, impedance discontinuities, and interferences have 
been engineered and adjusted to be adequate for voice-frequency 
transmission. 

During the coming years, increasing efforts will be made to adapt 
this extremely valuable plant so that it will provide improved trans
mission and new types of service. The performance, variability, and 
limitations of this existing plant will strongly affect the design and 
application of new systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Modulation 

Communication signals must be transmitted over some medium 
separating the transmitter from the receiver. The information to 
be sent is rarely in the best form for direct transmission over this 
medium. Efficiency of transmission requires that this information 
be processed in some manner before being transmitted. Modulation 
may be defined as that process whereby a signal is. transformed from 
its original form into a signal that is more suitable for transmission 
over the medium between the transmitter and receiver [1]. It may 
shift the signal frequencies for ease of transmission or to change 
the bandwidth occupancy, or it may materially alter the form of the 
signal to optimize noise or distortion performance. At the receiver 
this process is reversed by demodulation methods. In this chapter 
some of the modulation methods and modulation systems which are 
commonly used in telephone transmission systems are reviewed. 

The process of modulation can be represented in two major forms 
(amplitude and angle) by 

M ( t) = a ( t) cos [wet + </> ( t) ] (5-1) 

Here a(t) represents the amplitude of the sinusoidal carrier, and 
wet + </> (t) is the phase angle. Although both amplitude and angle 
modulation may be present simultaneously, an amplitude-modulated 
system is one in which cf> ( t) is a constant and a ( t) is made propor
tional to the modulating signal. Similarly, an angle-modulated system 
results when a(t) is held constant and cf>(t) is made proportional to 
the modulating signal. It is appropriate to discuss each of these two 
types separately in some detail. 

96 
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5.1 PROPERTIES OF AMPLITUDE-MODULATED SIGNALS 

Equation ( 5-1) can be rewritten for amplitude-modulated waves 
by ignoring the phase modulation term to obtain 

M ( t) = a (t) cos wet (5-2) 

where the carrier is at the frequency fe (equal to we/21T) and a(t) 
is the modulating time function. Since the modulated wave is the 
product of a ( t) and a carrier wave, the process is often called product 
modulation. In the most general case, negative values are allowed 
for a ( t) . When a ( t) changes sign, the phase of the carrier is re
versed, i.e., changed by 180 degrees. Although it is shown later that 
restricting a ( t) to positive values in the time domain is equivalent 
to inserting a strong carrier in the frequency domain to produce a 
double-sideband transmitted carrier (DSBTC) wave, for the present, 
a more general analysis includes the double-sideband suppressed 
carrier (DSBSC) case. 

If a ( t) is a single-frequency sinusoid of unit amplitude at the 
frequency f m then 

a(t) =COS Wmt ( 5-3) 

The modulated wave is then 

M (t) =COS Wmt COS Wet (5-4) 

By a trigonometric identity this may be expanded to 

1 1 
M ( t) = - 2- COS (We - Wm) t + Z COS (We + Wm) t ( 5-5) 

Equation ( 5-5) contains no component at the original carrier fre
quency, fc, but only a side-frequency on either side of the carrier, 
spaced f m hertz from the carrier, as shown in Fig. 5-1. However, 
if a ( t) has a d-c component, the resulting M ( t) will have a com
ponent at the carrier frequency. 

The effect of product modulation, then, is to translate a ( t) in the 
frequency domain so that it is reflected symmetrically about fc· That 
this is true for a complex a ( t) may be shown by considering a two
frequency a(t). 
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Frequency 

FIG. 5-1. Product modulator frequency spectrum-single-frequency modulating 
signal. 

If a ( t) is a wave containing two frequency components (f m and f n), 
then 

1 1 
M(t) =-2cos (we-Wm)t+ 2 cos (we+wm)t 

1 1 + 2 COS (we - Wn) t + 2 COS (we+ Wn) t (5-6) 

This modulated wave is depicted on the frequency scale in Fig. 5-2 (a). 
The result is as if the two modulating frequency components were 
modulated independently and then added linearly. Thus, superposition 
holds, the product modulation process is quasi-linear, and it may be 
inferred that product modulation translates and reflects the baseband 
signal symmetrically about f e without distortion. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 5-2, which shows the two-frequency case and also the more 
general case of a modulating· wave with a continuous spectrum up to 
a frequency fr < f c· The resulting output signal is DSBSC. 

A special case of DSBSC results if a ( t) is given a d-c component. 
To see this, consider the two-frequency case again, but let one of the 
frequencies equal zero ( d-c). Since zero frequency at baseband 
corresponds to carrier frequency after translation, the modulated 
wave will have a component present at the carrier frequency, f c· If it 
is further assumed that the amplitude of the zero frequency com
ponent is large enough, a(t) will never go negative and the modulator 
will produce the familiar AM wave. 

If either sideband in the DSBSC spectrum, Fig. 5-2 (b), is rejected 
by a filter or other means, the result is a single-sideband (SSB) wave. 
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fn f, - f. f, +I. 
Frequency 

(a) Modulated spectrum of two modulating frequencies 

Frequency 

(b) Modulated spectrum of modulating band of frequencies 

FIG. 5-2. Product modulator frequency spectrum-complex modulating signal. 

Basically, single-sideband modulation is pure frequency translation, 
with or without the inversion obtainable by selecting the lower rather 
than the upper sideband. 

Up to this point, three types of amplitude-modulated signals have 
been mentioned: double-sideband with transmitted carrier (DSBTC), 
double-sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC), and single-sideband 
(SSE). The properties of these three signals are further examined, 
and finally a fourth type known as vestigial sideband (VSB) is 
considered. 

Double-Sideband with Transmitted Carrier 

Although it is not mathematically the purest form of amplitude
modulated signal, DSBTC is perhaps the most familiar and will 
be taken up first. The waveform has upper and lower envelopes 
which do not overlap as long as the carrier is not overmodulated [2]. 

Consider a baseband signal (e.g., a complex wave with a continuous 
but bandlimited frequency spectrum) with a time function repre
sented by v ( t), and, for simplicity, a maximum amplitude of unity. 
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The modulating function, a ( t), can be forced positive at all times by 
adding unity to v (t) or, more generally, by substituting 1 + mv (t) 
for a ( t) in Eq. ( 5-2) to obtain 

M(t) =[1 + mv(t)] COS<Vet (5-7) 

where m is the modulation index and is equal to unity for 100 per 
cent modulation. For a single-frequency modulating wave, v (t) be
comes cos <Vmt, and the preceding equation can be expanded as follows : 

M(t) =cos Wet+ m cos illmt cos Wet 

In many instances the use of exponential notation for periodic 
functions has advantages over the trigonometric notation which has 
been used thus far in this chapter. A particularly useful application 
is in the phasor representation of modulated waves as an aid in 
understanding the various modulation processes. A sinusoidal carrier, 
cos wet, can be written as 

where Re represents the real part of the complex quantity, and 

jw t t • • t e c = COS We + J Sln illc 

The exponential eiwct is a counterclockwise rotating phasor of unit 
length in the complex plane, and its real part is its projection on the 
real axis. This phasor is shown for several values of time in Fig. 5-3. 

Now consider the amplitude-modulated wave of Eq. ( 5-8). This 
can be written in exponential notation as 

In this form the carrier phasor is multiplied by the sum of a 
stationary vector and two rotating vectors of equal size which rotate 
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Fm. 5-3. Phasor diagram of ei"' ct for various times. 
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in opposite directions. As may be seen in Fig. 5-4, the sum of these 
three vectors is always real and, consequently, acts only to modify 
the length of the rotating carrier phasor. This produces amplitude 
modulation as expected. 

At this point the average power in the carrier and in the side
frequencies should be considered. For a unit amplitude carrier and a 
circuit impedance such that average carrier power is 1 watt, the 
power in each side-frequency will be m 2 /4 watts, or a total sideband 
power of m2 /2 watts. Thus, for 100 per cent modulation, only one
third of the total power is in the information-bearing sidebands. 
The sidebands get an even smaller share of the total power when the 
modulating function is a speech signal which has a higher peak factor 
than a sinusoid. The sideband power must then be reduced to a few 
per cent of the total power to prevent occasional peaks from over
modulating the carrier. 

The DSBTC signal is sensitive to certain types of transmission 
phase distortion. It is not impaired (except for an absolute delay) by 
a transmission phase characteristic that is linear with the frequency. 
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The basic requirement is odd symmetry of phase about the carrier 
frequency, a condition that is met by a linear phase characteristic in 
any segment of its frequency range. 

An interesting degradation occurs under certain extreme trans
mission-phase conditions. Suppose that the lower side-frequency 
vector in Fig. 5-4 is shifted clockwise by () degrees, and the upper 
side frequency is shifted clockwise by 180 - () degrees. The resulting 
signal, Fig. 5-5, consists of a carrier phasor with the side-frequency 
vectors adding at right angles. The resultant vector represents a 
phase-modulated wave whose amplitude modulation has been largely 
cancelled, or washed out. A low-index DSBTC signal so distorted is 
indistinguishable from a low-index phase-modulated signal. This 
washout effect will be seen again in the case of product demodulation 
of DSBSC, as a result of a phase error in the local carrier used for 
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FIG. 5-5. Result of certain extreme phase distortion of 
DSBTC signal to produce phase modulation. 
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demodulation. This can be seen by shifting only the stationary unit 
phasor (the carrier) of Fig. 5-4 by 90 degrees to obtain the washout 
result of Fig. 5-5. 

Double-Sideband Suppressed Carrier 

The DSBSC signal requires the same transmission bandwidth as 
DSBTC, but the power efficiency is improved by the suppression of 
the carrier. This requires reintroduction of the carrier at the receiv
ing terminal, which must be done with extreme phase accuracy to 
avoid the type of washout distortion just discussed. Examination 
of Fig. 5-4 shows that a phase error of the inserted carrier of () 
degrees results in the effective amplitude modulation being reduced 
by the factor cos 0. If the phase error = liwet (the inserted carrier 
has a frequency error tif e) and the baseband signal is a single
frequency sinusoid, the demodulated signal will consist of two sinu
soids separated by twice the error frequency tif e· 

The difficulty of accurately reinserting the carrier is the greatest 
disadvantage of DSBSC and is probably the reason this form has 
not seen more use. However, the transmitted sidebands contain the 
information required to establish the exact frequency and, except 
for a 180 degree ambiguity, the phase of the required demodulating 
carrier. This is so by virtue of symmetry about the carrier frequency, 
even with a random modulating wave. One means of establishing the 
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carrier at le is to square the DSBSC wave, filter the component present 
at frequency 2/ e, and electrically divide the frequency by two [3]. 
This can be shown by squaring Eq. (5-5) to obtain: 

1 1 
M 2 (t) = 4 cos2 (we+ Wm) t + 4 cos2 (we - Wm) t 

J 
+ 2 COS (we+ Wm) t COS (we - Wm) t (5-9) 

By a trigonometric identity the last term in Eq. ( 5-9) can be written: 

1 1 1 -2 COS (we+ Wm)t COS (we - Wm)t = 4 COS 2wet + 4 COS 2wmt 

(5-10) 

The cos 2wet term can be easily separated by filtering to yield a 
sinusoid at 2fe whose frequency can be electronically halved. The 
same result would follow from a similar analysis of a complex 
modulating wave. It should be noted that a carrier thus derived 
will disappear in the absence of modulation. 

Single-Sideband 

The single-sideband signal is not subject to the modulation washout 
effect discussed in connection with the DSB signals. In fact, the 
local carrier at the receiving terminal is conventionally allowed to 
have a slight frequency error. This produces a frequency shift in 
each demodulated baseband component. If the error is kept within 
1 or 2 Hz, the system is adequate for high-quality telephone circuits. 
However, the single-sideband method of transmission with a fixed 
or rotating phase error in demodulation does not preserve the base
band waveform at all. This may be seen by considering the phasor 
representing the upper sideband signal arising from a single baseband 
frequency component at f m, Fig. 5-6. The dashed line represents the 
reference carrier phasor about which the sideband rotates with a 
relative angular velocity, Wm. 

If a strong carrier of reference phase is added to the received side
band (as could be done in the receiving terminal just ahead of an 
envelope detector), the envelope of the resultant wave will be nearly 
sinusoidal and will peak when the sideband phasor aligns itself with 
the carrier. An envelope detector would produce in the proper phase 
a nearly sinusoidal wave of frequency f m· 
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If the carrier phase is advanced 90 
degrees, the peaks in the demodulated 
wave will occur 90 degrees later, so 
that the baseband signal is retarded 
by 90 degrees. Although this does not 
distort the waveform of the single
frequency wave considered, in a com
plex baseband wave each frequency 
component will be retarded 90 de-
grees, which will cause gross wave-
form distortion as illustrated in Fig. 
5-7. In this figure the baseband 
fundamental and the third harmonic 
are both shifted 90 degrees. Although 
an envelope detector is assumed here, 

____ _:I 
FIG. 5-6. Upper sideband and ref

erence carrier phasors 
for SSE signal. 

similar results would follow from analyzing product detection of 
the SSE signal. 

This type of distortion is called quadrature distortion. An SSE 
signal can be represented as two DSE signal pairs superimposed as 
in Fig. 5-8. One DSE pair is chosen so that its resultant aligns with 
the carrier, and the other pair has its resultant at right angles or 
in quadrature. 

Thus, SSE signals inherently contain quadrature components. The 
first step in reducing or eliminating quadrature distortion is to 
introduce the local carrier in the proper phase to serve as a reference 
against which the in-phase or direct component may be identified. 
The second step is to design the demodulator to respond only to the 
direct component. Since the quadrature component results primarily 
in phase modulation of the carrier, it is important that the demodu
lator be insensitive to these phase perturbations. The use of a strong 
or exalted local carrier followed by an envelope detector is one way 
of approaching the desired condition. A more exact way to eliminate 
the quadrature component is to use a product detector. 

Voice transmission is very tolerant of quadrature distortion. As 
a consequence, the design of early carrier systems allowed reintroduc
tion of the carrier with a frequency error. The resulting severe 
quadrature distortion renders these systems unsuitable for trans
mission of accurate baseband waveforms and makes these systems 
theoretically unfit for data pulse transmission. Also, many data 
signals contain very low frequency or even d-c components. An SSE 
system will not transmit these components since practical filters 
cannot be built to suppress all of the unwanted sideband without 
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(b) 90° phase shift of all frequencies 

FIG. 5-7. Waveform distortion due to 90° reference 
carrier phase error causing 90° lag of all 
frequencies. 
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cutting into the carrier frequency (equivalent to d-c) and the 
equivalent low frequencies of the wanted sideband. 

A common technique used in carrying data traffic on SSB channels 
is to modulate a subcarrier in the data terminal, using angle modula
tion or types of amplitude modulation which permit transmission of 
d-c components. This also solves the quadrature distortion problem, 
since the subcarrier is transmitted and used in the ultimate demodu-
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lation in the receiving data termi
nal. Since the data subcarrier and 
the data sidebands travel the same 
path, the former provides the 
proper reference information for 
demodulating the latter, even in 
the presence of frequency shift. Of 
course, the baseband channel must 
be adequately equalized for delay 
and attenuation. 

Single-sideband is the modula
tion technique usually used for 
frequency division multiplex of 
several message channels prior to 
transmission over broadband facili
ties. Actually, SSE techniques are 

In-phase 
component 

FIG. 5-8. Analysis of SSB signal into 
in-phase and quadrature 
components. 

often used for interim frequency translations in the multiplex termi
nal for purposes of convenient filtering [ 4]. The bandwidth of the 
signal, measured in octaves, may be increased or decreased by such 
translations. 

Vestigial Sideband 

Vestigial sideband (VSE) modulation is a modification of DSB 
in which part of the frequency spectrum is suppressed. It can be 
produced by passing a DSE wave through a filter to remove part 
of one sideband as shown in Fig. 5-9. The demodulation of such a 
wave results in addition of the lower and upper sideband components 
to form the baseband signal. To preserve the baseband frequency 
spectrum, it is necessary to keep the filter-cutoff characteristic 
symmetrical about the carrier frequency. This will result in the 
spectrum of the sideband vestige effectively complementing the 
attenuated portion of the desired sideband. For the same reason, and 
to avoid quadrature distortion, the phase must exhibit odd symmetry 
about the carrier frequency. As long as the cutoff is symmetrical 
about the carrier, it can be gradual (approaching DSE conditions), 
or sharp (approaching SSE conditions), or anywhere between these 
extremes. 

The desired transmission characteristic is shared among the trans
mitting and receiving terminals and the transmission medium_ The 
apportioning of the characteristic is determined by economics and 
signal-to-noise considerations. 
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FIG. 5-9. Generation of VSB wave. For no distortion, 
1 - HUc + ti/) = HUc - ti/). 

0.25 

USB 
0.75 

The VSB signal is similar to 
DSBTC for low baseband frequen
cies and to SSB for high baseband 
frequencies. In the cutoff region 
the behavior is as shown in Fig. 
5-10. The upper and lower side
frequency vectors add to unity 
when they peak along the reference 
carrier line, and will, if properly 

FrG. 5-10. VSB phasors for intermedi- demodulated, produce the same 
ate modulating frequency. baseband signal as an SSB side-

frequency of unit amplitude. 
VSB has the virtue of conserving bandwidth almost as efficiently as 

SSB, while retaining the excellent low-frequency baseband charac
teristics of DSB. Although the ideal SSB signal should allow the 
sideband spectrum to extend all the way to the carrier frequency, 
practical limitations on filters and phase distortion make it imprac
tical. Thus, VSB has become standard for television and similar 
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signals where good phase characteristics and transmission of low
frequency components are important, but the bandwidth required 
for DSB transmission is unavailable or uneconomical. 

5.2 PROPERTIES OF ANGLE-MODULATED SIGNALS 

Referring to Eq. ( 5-1) with a ( t) held constant, 

(5-11) 

where cf> ( t) is the angle modulation in radians. If angle modulation 
is used to transmit information, it is necessary that cf> ( t) be a pre
scribed function of the modulating signal. For example, if v (t) is 
the modulating signal, the angle modulation cf> ( t) can be expressed as 
some function of v ( t). 

Many varieties of angle modulation are possible depending on the 
selection of the functional relationship between the angle and the 
modulating wave. Two of these are important enough to have the 
individual names of phase modulation (PM) and frequency modu
lation (FM). 

Phase Modulation and Frequency Modulation 

The difference between phase and frequency modulation can be 
understood by first defining four terms with reference to Eq. ( 5-11). 

Instantaneous phase = wet + cf> ( t) rad 

Instantaneous phase deviation = cf> ( t) rad 

d 
Instantaneous frequency* = dt [wet +cf> (t)] 

= We + cf>' ( t) rad/sec 

Instantaneous frequency deviation = cf>' ( t) rad/sec 

(5-12) 

(5-13) 

(5-14) 

(5-15) 

Phase modulation can then be defined as angle modulation in which 
the instantaneous phase deviation, cf> ( t), is proportional to the 

*The instantaneous frequency of an angle-modulated carrier is defined as the 
first time derivative of the instantaneous phase. 
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modulating signal voltage, v (t). Similarly, frequency modulation is 
angle modulation in which the instantaneous frequency deviation, 
<{>' ( t), is proportional to the modulating signal voltage, v ( t). Mathe
matically, these statements become, for phase modulation, 

<{> ( t) = kv ( t) rad (5-16) 

and for frequency modulation, 

<{>' (t) = kiv (t) rad/sec (5-17) 

from which 

<{>(t) = ki .! v(t)dt rad (5-18) 

where k and ki are constants. 

These results are summarized in the table of Fig. 5-11. This table 
also illustrates phase-modulated and frequency-modulated waves 
which occur when the modulating wave is a single sinusoid. 

Type of Modulating 
modulation signal Angle-modulated carrier 

(a) Phase v ( t) 

(b) Frequency v ( t) 

( c) Phase Am cos wmt 

(d) Frequency -Am sin wmt 

( e) Frequency Am cos wmt 

FIG. 5-11. Equations for phase- and frequency-modulated carriers 

Figure 5-12 illustrates amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation 
of a carrier by a single sinusoid. The similarity of waveforms of the 
PM and FM waves shows that for angle-modulated waves it is neces
sary to know the modulation function; that is, the waveform alone 
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Carrier 

Modulating sine-wave signal 

Amplitude-modulated wave 

Phase-modulated wave 

Frequency-modulated wave 

FIG. 5-12. Amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation of a sine-wave carrier 
by a sine-wave signal. 
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cannot be used to distinguish between PM and FM. Similarly, it is 
not apparent from Eq. (5-11) whether an FM or a PM wave is 
represented. It could be either. A knowledge of the modulation func
tion, however, will permit correct identification. If <P ( t) = kv ( t), 
it is phase modulation, and if </>' ( t) = k1v ( t), it is frequency modula
tion. 

Comparison of (c), (d), and (e) in Fig. 5-11 shows that the 
expression for a carrier which is phase or frequency modulated by a 
sinusoidal type signal can be written in the general form of 

M(t) =Ac cos (wet +Xcoswmt) ( 5-19) 

where 

X=kAm rad for PM (5-20) 

and 

rad for FM (5-21) 

Here X is the peak phase deviation in radians and is called the 
index of modulation. For PM the index of modulation is a constant, 
independent of the frequency of the modulating wave; for FM it is 
inversely proportional to the frequency of the modulating wave. Note 
that in the FM case, the modulation index can also be expressed as 
the peak frequency deviation, k1Am, divided by the modulating signal 
frequency, Wm. The terms high-index and low-index of modulation 
are often used. It is difficult to define a sharp division; however, in 
general the term low-index is used when the peak phase deviation is 
less than 1 radian. It is shown later that the frequency spectrum of 
the modulated wave is dependent on the index of modulation. 

When the modulation function consists of a single sinusoid, it is 
evident from Eq. (5-19) that the phase angle of the carrier varies 
from its unmodulated value in a simple sinusoidal fashion, with the 
peak phase deviation being equal to X. The phase deviation can also 
be expressed in terms of the mean square phase deviation, D<t>, which 
for this case is X2 /2. Similarly, the frequency deviation of a sinu
soidally modulated carrier can be expressed either in terms of the 
peak frequency deviation, k1Am rad/sec or k1Am/21T Hz, or the 
mean square frequency deviation, D1, which is k12Am2/81T2 Hz2 • In the 
more general case where the modulation function is a complex signal 
(such as a multichannel telephone signal or noise), the peak value 
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of the modulation function, and hence the peak phase or frequency 
deviation, is not a precisely defined magnitude. For these cases, the 
phase or frequency deviation of the carrier is normally expressed in 
terms of the mean square or rms value. 

Phaser Representation 

A wave angle modulated by sinusoids can be represented by phasors 
as was done for the AM waves. Generally, the angle-modulated case 
is more complex as can be seen by expanding Eq. (5-19) into a Bessel 
series of sinusoids in the manner shown in Chap. 19. In the special 
case of very low index (X less than 1/2 radian), all terms after the 
first can be ignored, and the phasor diagram is very similar to that 
for an AM wave except for a phase reversal of one of the sidebands. 
In fact, it was pointed out in the 
AM discussion that if the inserted 
carrier of a DSBSC signal has a 
phase error of 90 degrees, severe 
washout occurs, and the previously 
amplitude-modulated wave has 
very little amplitude modulation 
but considerable phase (or angle) 
modulation. The approximate 
phasor diagram for a low-index 
angle-modulated system modulated 
by a single-frequency sinusoid at 
f m is shown in Fig. 5-13 for several 
values of time. The resultant vector 
has an amplitude close to unity at 
all times and an index, or maxi-
mum phase deviation, of X radians. 
A true angle-modulated wave 
would include higher order terms 
and would have no amplitude vari
ation. If X is small enough these 
terms are often ignored. 

Several interesting conclusions 
may be observed by comparing the 
low-index angle-modulated wave 
with the AM signal shown in Fig. 
5-4. Both types of modulation are 

t=O 

t-.2_ 
- 4<vm 

FIG. 5-13. Phase modulation - low 
index. 
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similar in the sense that they both contain the carrier and the same 
first order sideband frequency components. In fact, for the low
index case the amplitudes of the first order sidebands are approxi
mately the same when the indices are equal (X = m). The important 
difference is the phase of the sideband components. It may be ex
pected, therefore, that in the transmission of an FM or a PM wave 
the phase characteristic of the transmission path will be extremely 
important and that certain phase irregularities could easily convert 
phase-modulation components into amplitude-modulation components. 

Average Power of an Angle-Modulated Wave 

The average power of an FM or a PM wave is independent of the 
modulating signal and is equal to the average power of the carrier 
when the modulation is zero. Hence, the modulation process takes 
power from the carrier and distributes it among the many sidebands 
but does not alter the average power present. This may be demon
strated by assuming a voltage of the form of Eq. ( 5-11), squaring, 
and dividing by a resistance, R, to obtain 

P(t) 

Ac2 { 1 1 l = R 2 + 2 COS [2wct + 2</> ( t) J J (5-22) 

The second term can be assumed to consist of a large number of 
sinusoidal sideband components about a carrier frequency of 2f c 

Hz; therefore, the average value of the second term of Eq. (5-22) 
is zero. Thus, the average power is given by the zero frequency term 

(5-23) 

This, of course, is the same as the average power in the absence of 
modulation. 
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Bandwidth Required for Angle-Modulated Waves 

For the low-index case where the peak phase deviation is less than 
1 radian, most of the signal information of an angle-modulated 
wave is carried by the first order sidebands. It follows that the band
width required is at least twice the frequency of the highest frequency 
component of interest in the modulating signal. This would permit 
the transmission of the entire first order sideband. 

For the high-index signal a different method called the quasi
stationary approach must be used [5]. In this approach the assump
tion is made that the modulating waveform is changing very slowly 
so that static response can be used. For example, if 1 volt at baseband 
causes a 1-MHz frequency deviation (corresponding to ki = 27T X 106 

radians per volt-sec) and the modulating signal has a 1-volt peak, 
the peak frequency deviation will be 1 MHz. It is obvious that if the 
rate of change of frequency is very small, the bandwidth is deter
mined by the peak-to-peak frequency deviation. It was mathematically 
proven by J. R. Carson in 1922 that frequency modulation could not 
be accommodated in a narrower band than amplitude modulation, 
but might actually require a wider band [6]. The quasi-stationary 
approach for large index indicates that the minimum bandwidth 
required is equal to the peak-to-peak (or twice the peak) frequency 
deviation. 

Thus, for low-index systems (X < 1) the minimum bandwidth is 
given by 2fr, where fr is the highest frequency in the modulating 
signal. For high-index systems (X > 10) the minimum bandwidth 
is given by 21!!.F, where AF is the peak frequency deviation. It would 
be desirable to have an estimate of the bandwidth for all angle
modulated systems regardless of index. A general rule (first stated 
by J. R. Carson in an unpublished memorandum dated August 28, 
1939) is that the minimum bandwidth required for the transmission 
of an angle-modulated signal is equal to two times the sum of the 
peak frequency deviation and the highest modulating frequency to 
be transmitted. In the notation previously defined 

Bw = 2(/r +AF) Hz (5-24) 

This rule (called Carson's rule) gives results which agree quite 
well with the bandwidths actually used in the Bell System. It should 
be realized, however, that this is only an approximate rule and that 
the actual bandwidth required is to some extent a function of the 
waveform of the modulating signal and the quality of transmission 
desired. 
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5.3 PROPERTIES OF PULSE MODULATION 

In pulse modulation systems the unmodulated carrier is usually a 
series of regularly recurrent pulses. Modulation results from vary
ing some parameter of the transmitted pulses, such as the ampli
tude, duration, shape, or timing. If the baseband signal is a contin
uous waveform, it will be broken up by the discrete nature of the 
pulses. In considering the feasibility of pulse modulation, it is im
portant to recognize that the continuous transmission of information 
describing the modulating function is unnecessary, provided that the 
modulating function is bandlimited and the pulses occur often 
enough. The necessary conditions are expressed by the sampling 
principle, as subsequently discussed. 

It is usually convenient to specify the signaling speed or pulse 
rate in bauds. By definition, the speed in bauds is equal to the 
number of signaling elements or symbols per second. Thus, the baud 
denotes pulses per second in a manner parallel to hertz denoting 
cycles per second. Note that all possible pulses are counted whether 
or not a pulse is sent since no pulse is also usually a valid symbol. 
Since there is no restriction on the allowed amplitudes of the pulses, 
a baud can contain any arbitrary information rate in bits per second. 
Unfortunately, the term bits per second is often used incorrectly to 
specify a digital transmission rate in bauds. For binary symbols, 
the information rate in bits per second is equal to the signaling 
speed in bauds. In general, the relation between information rate 
and signaling rate depends upon the coding scheme employed. 

Sampling 

In any physically realizable transmission system, the message or 
modulating function is limited to a finite frequency band. Such a 
bandlimited function is continuous with time and limited in its 
possible range of excursions in a small time interval. Thus, it is only 
necessary to specify the amplitude of the function at discrete time 
intervals in order to specify it exactly. The basic principle discussed 
here is called the sampling theorem, which in a restricted form 
states [7] : 

If a message that is a magnitude-time function is sampled instan
taneously at regular intervals and at a rate at least twice the 
highest significant message frequency, then the samples contain 
all of the information of the original message. 
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The application of the sampling theorem reduces the problem of trans
mitting a continuously varying message to one of transmitting 
a discrete number of amplitude values. For example, a message 
bandlimited to h hertz is completely specified by the amplitudes at 
any set of points in time spaced T seconds apart, where T = 1/2/T 
[8]. The time interval, T, is often referred to as the Nyquist interval. 
Hence, to transmit a bandlimited message, it is only necessary to 
transmit 2fr independent values per second. 

The process of sampling can be thought of as the product modulation 
of a message function and a set of impulses, as shown in Fig. 5-14. 
The message function of time, v ( t), is muitiplied by a train of im
pulses, c ( t), to produce a series of amplitude-modulated pulses, s ( t). 
If the spectrum (i.e., the Fourier transform) of v ( t) is given by F (f) 
as shown in Fig. 5-14, the spectrum of the sampled wave, s(t), will 
be as shown by S (f) in the figure. The output spectrum, S (f), is 
periodic on the frequency scale with period f s, the sampling frequency. 
It is important to note that a pair of sidebands has been produced 
around d-c, f s, 2/s, and so on through each harmonic of the sampling 
frequency. This figure also shows the need for f s > 2/r, so that the 
sidebands do not overlap. Note also that all sidebands around all 
harmonics of the sampling frequency have the same amplitude. This 
is a result of the fact that the frequency spectrum of an impulse is 
flat with frequency. In a practical case, of course, finite width pulses 
would have to be used for the sampling function, and the spectrum of 
the sampled signal would fall off with frequency as the spectrum of 
the sampling function does. 

The amplitude-modulated pulse signal that results from sampling 
the input message may be transmitted to the receiver in any form 
which is convenient or desirable from a transmission standpoint. 
At the receiver the incoming signal, which may no longer resemble 
the impulse train, must be operated on to recreate the original pulse 
amplitude-modulated sample values in their original time sequence 
at a rate of 2/r samples per second. To reconstruct the message, it 
is necessary to generate from each sample a proportional impulse, 
and to pass this regularly spaced series of impulses through an 
ideal low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency fr. Examination of the 
spectrum of S (f) in Fig. 5-14 makes the feasibility of this obvious. 
Except for an overall time delay and possibly a constant of propor
tionality, the output of this filter will then be identical to the original 
message. Ideally, then, it is possible to transmit information exactly, 
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FIG. 5-14. Sampling with an impulse modulator. 

given the instantaneous amplitude of the message at intervals spaced 
not further than l/2h seconds apart. 

Pulse Amplitude Modulation 

In pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) the amplitude of a pulse 
carrier is varied in accordance with the value of the modulating wave 
as shown in Fig. 5-15 ( c). It is convenient to look upon PAM as modu
lation in which the value of each instantaneous sample of the modu
lating wave is caused to modulate the amplitude of a pulse. Signal 
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processing in time division multiplex terminals often begins with 
PAM although further processing usually takes place before the 
signal is launched onto a transmission system. 

Pulse Duration Modulation 

Pulse duration modulation (PDM), sometimes referred to as pulse 
length modulation or pulse width modulation, is a particular form of 
pulse time modulation. It is modulation of a pulse carrier in which 
the value of each instantaneous sample of a continuously vary
ing modulating wave is caused to produce a pulse of proportional 
duration, as shown in Fig. 5-15 ( d). The modulating wave may vary 

(a) 
Time 

Pulse carrier 

(b) 

PAM 

(c) 

PDM 

(d) 

PPM 

(e) 

FIG. 5-15. Examples of pulse-modulation systems. 
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the time of occurrence of the leading edge, the trailing edge, or both 
edges of the pulse. In any case, the message to be transmitted is 
composed of sample values at discrete times, and each value must be 
uniquely defined by the duration of a modulated pulse. 

In PDM, long pulses expend considerable power during the pulse 
while bearing no additional information. If this unused power is 
subtracted from PDM so that only transitions are preserved, another 
type of pulse modulation, called pulse position modulation, results. 
The power saved represents the fundamental advantage of pulse 
position modulation over PDM. 

Pulse Position Modulation 

A particular form of pulse time modulation in which the value of 
each instantaneous sample of a modulating wave varies the position 
of a pulse relative to its unmodulated time of occurrence is pulse 
position modulation (PPM). This is illustrated in Fig. 5-15(e). The 
variation in relative position may be related to the modulating wave 
in any predetermined unique manner. Practical applications of PPM 
systems have been on a modest scale, even though their instrumenta
tion can be extremely simple. 

If either PDM or PPM is used to time division multiplex several 
channels, the maximum modulating signal must not cause a pulse to 
enter adjacent ailotted time intervals. In telephone systems with 
high peak factors, this requirement leads to a very wasteful use of 
time space. In fact, almost all of the time available for modulation 
is wasted because many of the busy channels may be expected to be 
inactive, and most of the rest will be carrying small signal power. 
Consequently, although PPM is more efficient than PDM, both fall 
short of the theoretical ideal when used for multiplexing ordinary 
telephone channels. 

Pulse Code Modulation 

Instead of attempting the impossible task of transmitting the exact 
amplitude of a sampled signal, suppose only certain discrete ampli
tudes of sample size are allowed. Then, when the message is sampled 
in a PAM system, the discrete amplitude nearest the true amplitude 
is sent. When this is received and amplified, it will have an amplitude 
slightly different from any of the specified discrete steps, because of 
the disturbances encountered in transmission. But if the noise and 
distortion are not too great, it will be possible to tell accurately 
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which discrete amplitude of the signal was transmitted. Then the 
signal can be reformed, or a new signal created which has the 
amplitude originally sent. 

Representing the message by a discrete and therefore limited 
number of signal amplitudes is called quantizing. It inherently intro
duces an initial error in the amplitude of the samples, giving rise to 
quantization noise. But once the message information is in a quantized 
state, it can be relayed for any distance without further loss in quality, 
provided only that the added noise in the signal received at each 
repeater is not too great to prevent correct recognition of the par
ticular amplitude each given signal is intended to represent. If the 
received signal lies between a and b and is closer to b, it is surmised 
that b was sent. If the noise is small enough, there will be no errors. 
Note therefore that in quantized signal transmission the maximum 
noise is selected by the number of bits in the code, while in analog 
signal transmission, it is determined by the repeater spacing and 
characteristics of the medium. 

Coding and Decoding. A quantized sample can be sent as a single 
pulse having certain possible discrete amplitudes or certain discrete 
positions with respect to a reference position. However, if many dis
crete sample amplitudes are required (one hundred, for example), 
it is difficult to design circuits that can distinguish between ampli
tudes. It is much less difficult to design a circuit that can determine 
whether or not a pulse is present. If several pulses are used as a 
code group to describe the amplitude of a single sample, each pulse 
can be present ( 1) or absent ( 0). For instance, if three pulse posi
tions are used, then a code can be devised to represent the eight 
different amplitudes shown in Fig. 5-16. 

These codes are, in fact, just the numbers (amplitudes) at the left 
written in binary notation. In general, a code group of n on-off 
pulses can be used to represent 2n amplitudes. For example, 7 pulses 
yield 128 sample levels. 

It is possible, of course, to code the amplitude in terms of a number 
of pulses which have discrete amplitudes of 0, 1, and 2 (ternary or 
base 3), or 0, 1, 2, and 3 (quaternary or base 4), etc., instead of the 
pulses with amplitudes 0 and 1 (binary or base 2). If ten levels are 
allowed for each pulse, then each pulse in a code group is simply 
a digit or an ordinary decimal number expressing the amplitude of 
the sample. If n is the number of pulses and b is the base, the number 
of quantizing levels the code can express is bn. To decode this code 
group, it is necessary to generate a pulse which is the linear sum of 
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all the pulses in the group, each pulse of which is multiplied by its 
place value ( l,b,b2 ,b3 ••• ) in the code. Systems using codes to repre
sent discrete signal amplitudes are called pulse code modulation or 
PCM systems. 
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Chapter 6 

Signal Multiplexing 

Multiplexing in transmission systems is a means of ultilizing the 
same transmission medium for many different users. Before being 
placed on the transmission medium, each user's signal may have to 
be modified in some unique way so that it can be separated from 
all of the other signals at the opposite end of the transmission path. 
This separation involves basically the inverse of the original modi
fication. There are several ways in which signals can be multiplexed, 
the most important being space division multiplex, frequency division 
multiplex, and time division multiplex. 

6.1 SPACE DIVISION MULTIPLEX 

Space division multiplex is simply the bundling of many physically 
separate transmission paths into a common cable. A telephone cable 
consisting of hundreds (or thousands) of twisted pairs constitutes 
a space division multiplex system since many conversations can be 
carried on the single cable although each is assigned a unique pair in 
the cable. Such a scheme is obviously economical when it is remem
bered that the transmission right-of-way absorbs a substantial part 
of the cost of any transmission system. The advantages of space 
division multiplex do not come free, however. First of all, the traffic 
must be combined into specific routes to achieve the desirably large 
channel cross sections. Secondly, achieving true isolation between 
transmission media separated by distances that can be 10-s times their 
length is nearly impossible. As a consequence, such systems are 
subject to interference resulting from coupling between the channels. 
Chapter 11 discusses this undesired coupling in more detail. 

123 
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It should be emphasized that space division multiplex is not con
fined to voice-frequency circuits. In fact, many of the high-capacity 
transmission systems (either frequency or time division multiplexed) 
can in turn be space division multiplexed on parallel facilities sharing 
the same right-of-way. A well known example of this is the L4-
carrier system which puts thousands of message channels on a single 
coaxial line that is in turn part of a large cable containing many 
coaxials. 

6.2 FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEX 

In frequency division multiplex (FDM) each channel of the 
system is assigned a discrete portion of the transmitted frequency 
spectrum. Thus, many narrow bandwidth channels can be accommo
dated by a single wide bandwidth transmission system. To illustrate 
the concept of FDM, a telegraph channel (d-c to 100 Hz) and a 
telephone channel (200 to 3400 Hz) could easily be placed on a 
common transmission medium as long as the medium could handle 
all frequencies from d-c to 3400 Hz. To separate the signals at the 
receiving end would require only a low-pass filter for the telegraph 
channel and a high-pass filter for the telephone channel. A more 
common FDM problem, however, is to multiplex several channels, 
each of which occupies the same portion of the frequency spectrum. 
Then, the multiplexing operation involves a frequency shift of each 
channel before launching it on the broadband facility. At the re
ceiving end, each channel has to be shifted back to the original 
frequency spectrum. 

Although this discussion is primarily concerned with frequency 
division multiplex in the Bell System, there are many other appli
cations. For example, frequencies are allocated among broadcast 
stations using a frequency division multiplex plan in which many 
stations can broadcast simultaneously over the same medium and 
yet be separated at a receiver for individual reception. Likewise, 
the frequency allocation of microwave stations is a form of FDM. 
These applications are not discussed here, although the microwave 
frequency allocation problem is discussed in a later chapter. 

Before proceeding with the details of multiplexing, it is of interest 
to investigate the properties of a modulator and demodulator 
(modem), used in the Bell System for frequency translation in FD M. 
No attempt has been made to be inclusive, and it should be emphasized 
that other methods are available for performing the modulation 
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function. Although it is shown in Chap. 10 that with appropriate 
filters any nonlinear network can perform the basic modulation 
function, the product type of modem discussed here is undoubtedly 
the most widely used in telephone applications. 

The Ring Modulator 

As implied in the previous chapter, the modulating function can 
be efficiently accomplished by a circuit that takes the product of the 
carrier and the baseband signal. One of the most useful product-type 
circuits is the ring (lattice or double-balanced) modulator, which is 
shown in Fig. 6-1. If the diodes in the lattice are ideal, it is apparent 
that this modulator multiplies the baReband signal by +1 when the 
carrier supply is positive and by -1 when the carrier supply is 
negative. Thus, it is an ideal product modulator for a square wave 
carrier and the baseband signal. However, a square wave carrier, 
c ( t), can be expanded by a Fourier series into a summation of 
sinusoids at all odd harmonics of the basic square wave frequency 

c (t) = ai sin wet + aa sin 3wet + as sin 5wet + (6-1) 

Multiplying by a baseband signal v (t) gives: 

M(t) =v(t)c(t) 

v(t) 

~ 

= aiv (t) sin wet+ aav (t) sin 3wet +. . . (6-2) 

Carrier supply 

Switching function 
c (t) 

M(t) =V(t)c(t) 

Fm. 6-1. Ring modulator. 
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Therefore, the baseband signal is multiplied by each of the odd har
monics to obtain the ideal frequency spectrum shown in Fig. 6-2, 
where the amplitudes of the sidebands around the harmonics fall 
off with frequency exactly as do the high-frequency components of 
the square wave series expansion. Either or both sidebands about 
the carrier frequency or any of its odd harmonics may be selected 
by filters for the desired signal. To prevent overlap, the carrier fre
quency must be at least equal to the highest frequency in the baseband 
signal. 

In the ring modulator the switching function is assumed ideal. 
This means that the carrier, as it crosses the zero axis, switches 
the diodes instantaneously between zero and infinite impedance. This 
idealization produces two benefits. 

The first benefit is that changes in carrier amplitude do not affect 
the switching function, and the modulator efficiency is therefore 
stabilized against carrier amplitude variations. In practice, a "stiff
ness" of 10 to 1 (0.1-dB increase in modulator loss for a 1-dB 
decrease in carrier power) can be easily achieved if desired. Actual 
message channel modulators are usually designed, however, to have 
a specified overload or limiting characteristic to protect the carrier 
system from loud-talker peaks and accidental tones. The desired 
overload characteristic is achieved by reducing the carrier so that the 
voice signal will control the diodes at a specified amplitude [1]. In 
typical cases this reduces stiffness to about 2 to 1. 

The second benefit of an ideal switching function is that no products 
are produced other than those depicted in Fig. 6-2. These may be 
characterized as nofc ± fm, where no is any odd integer, and f m is any 
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FIG. 6-2. Ring-type modulator frequency spectrum. 
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frequency component of the baseband signal. In practice, other 
products, represented by allowing an integer multiplier other than 
unity for fm, are formed in the diodes during the finite switchover 
intervals. If the diodes of the lattice are identical, only odd harmonics 
of the baseband signal are produced. If the diodes are not identical, 
even harmonics of both the baseband signal and carrier will be pro
duced. Diode balance giving 20 dB of suppression of these even 
harmonics is easy to obtain, and 40- or 50-dB suppression is possible 
by diode selection and is not unusual for telephone multiplex appli
cations [2]. 

The ring modulator works equally well for the inverse process of 
demodulation. Consider application of an SSB signal occupying the 
band from f c + fB to fc + fT hertz applied to the ring modulator along 
with a carrier of fc hertz. The resulting output spectrum contains 
frequencies that are sums and differences of the baseband signal 
Uc + f B to f c + fT) and all odd harmonics of the carrier frequency, as 
shown in Fig. 6-3. Note that the demodulated signal is readily 
obtained by a low-pass filter that rejects all of the higher frequencies, 
which in this case consist of sidebands on each side of the even 
harmonics of the carrier frequency. Note also that the sideband 
components on either side of the even carrier harmonics are not of 
equal amplitude. This is denoted by the square wave series expansion 
coefficients (an) of Eq. (6-1), which are used to label the sidebands 
of Fig. 6-3. 

Similarly, if a DSBSC signal with sidebands from f B to fT on each 
side of the carrier frequency, fc, is applied to a ring modulator with 
an inserted carrier at fc, the spectrum of Fig. 6-4 results. In 

Frequency 

Fm. 6-3. Ring-type demodulator output spectrum-USB and fc applied. 
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Frequency 

FIG. 6-4. Ring-type demodulator output spectrum-DSBSC and fc applied. 

this case the baseband component is twice the amplitude of the 
SSE case. This is a result of having two sidebands which (if the 
inserted carrier phase is identical to that of the original carrier) 
are coherent and thus will add in phase on a voltage basis. On the 
other hand, if fc is 90 degrees out of phase with the original carrier, 
one baseband spectrum will be 180 degrees out of phase with the 
other, and the resulting baseband spectrum will be zero. This is 
the washout effect discussed in Chap. 5; it results in the demodu
lated baseband voltage being proportional to cos (), where () is the 
phase error. 

Long-haul systems have standardized on SSE for FDM of base
band signals because it maximizes the channel capacity of the expen
sive long line. One advantage of carrier suppression is that inter
modulation products of speech sidebands produced by repeater non
linearity are unintelligible and noise-like in character, especially if 
large numbers of products occur. In contrast to this, transmitted 
carriers can produce intermodulation of carriers with an individual 
sideband to cause intelligible crosstalk in another channel. Since the 
long-haul systems are standardized as to signal format, a hierarchy 
of multiplexing terminals has evolved. 

Bell System FDM Hierarchy 

The practical implementation of frequency division multiplex 
may involve many steps of modulation and demodulation. Both 
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amplitude and angle modulation may be used within one complete 
system. Some of the steps commonly used and the reasons for them 
are discussed. 

Figure 6-5 depicts the FDM transmission hierarchy for some of 
the common broadband transmission systems used in the Bell System. 
Only the transmitting terminals are shown, although the complete 
set of inverse operations must be performed at the receiving terminals. 

The Message Channel. The basic building block of the hierarchical 
plan is the message channel. It is important from an administrative 
and maintenance standpoint, that a message channel may be con
sidered an entity, characterized solely by measurements at terminal 
voice-frequency jacks made without detailed knowledge of the inter
vening transmission facilities. For example, an entire microwave 
transmission system may be replaced by a broadband coaxial cable 
system without seriously affecting the characteristics of the individual 
message channels. 

The basic message channel, although originally intended for voice 
transmission, can be used for the transmission of data. Several 
narrowband data signals having components below 200 Hz can be 
multiplexed into a single message channel. For example, the 43-type 
multiplex terminal uses both FDM and FM to convert several narrow
band data signals into a composite signal occupying a message chan
nel [3]. This composite signal consists of several sinusoids in the 
voice-frequency range, each frequency modulated by one of the 
narrowband data signals. Since the composite signal has no com
ponents outside the 200- to 3400-Hz spectrum, it can be transmitted 
over any message channel. However, FM permits transmission of 
the narrowband signal components below 200 Hz. 

Data signals requiring more bandwidth than that provided by the 
message channel are called wideband data. Some of the access points 
in the FDM hierarchy where wideband data can be conveniently 
inserted are shown in Fig. 6-5. 

The Basic Group. The first multiplexing step for the message 
channels combines them into a set of 12 channels, called a group. 
The 12-channel modulating equipment is known as an A-type channel 
bank [ 4]. The 12-channel group output of the A-type bank is now 
a standard building block for most long-haul broadband systems. The 
channel bank has had a history of design improvements at about 
5-year intervals, the latest version under development being the A6 
channel bank. 
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The composition of the 12-channel group is shown in Fig. 6-6. 
The slope of each message channel indicates sideband orientation with 
respect to audio frequency; i.e., highest amplitude represents the 
highest audio frequency. Note that the group is formed by taking 
channel n (n = 1 to 12) and having it modulate a carrier at a fre
quency of 112 - 4n kHz. The lower sidebands are then selected by 
filtering and combined. The result is a group of 12 inverted sidebands 
in the frequency range of 60 to 108 kHz. This frequency range was 
optimum for the crystal filters available at the time the original 
equipment was designed. 

The group then defines another basic building block in the FDM 
scheme. Any other signal whose spectrum occupies the 48 kHz 
between 60 and 108 kHz could be treated as a group in further multi
plexing steps. For example, several 303-type data sets have been 
developed that are capable of placing about 50 kilobits per second 
on a group facility. These have been used for encrypted voice trans
mission as well as other high-speed data applications. Some 303-type 
sets have been designed for half-group application and have a capabil
ity of about 20 kilobits per second. 

Although the A-type channel bank group is most common, other 
group configurations are sometimes encountered. For example, the 
N3 short-haul carrier system forms groups of 12 message channels 
by modulating carriers of frequency 144 + 4n kHz and selecting the 
upper sideband [5]. The resulting group of 12 noninverted sidebands 
(with some transmitted carriers) occupies the 148 to 196 kHz portion 
of the spectrum. A single additional modulation step makes the N3 
group compatible with the long-haul FDM hierarchy [6]. 

The Basic Supergroup. The next step in the FDM hierarchy shown 
in Fig. 6-5 is the combination of five groups into a 60-channel super
group [7]. This is accomplished in a group bank as shown in Fig. 6-7 
where the nth group (n = 1to5) modulates a 372 + 48n kHz carrier. 
A filter selects the lower (inverted) sideband and the five are com
bined to form a 240-kHz supergroup from 312 to 552 kHz. There 
are practical reasons for forming the supergroup in this manner 
rather than continuing the modulation of unique carriers by individual 
message channels. One reason is that economical filters of the required 
characteristics are only available over a limited frequency range. 
Another important consideration is the number of different filter 
designs and different carrier supplies needed. By using a group bank, 
five sets of the A-type channel banks can be used in parallel. In 
addition to making high production runs possible, the maintenance 
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and spare parts problems in the field are simplified. Because of the 
two frequency inversions in supergroup generation, the channels in 
the basic supergroup have the same orientation as at audio fre
quencies. High-speed data of up to 250 kilobits per second can enter 
the FDM system through 303-type data sets in the basic supergroup 
spectrum as shown in Fig. 6-5. 

The Basic Mastergroup. In a manner similar to that previously 
discussed, the combination of ten supergroups forms a 600-channel 
mastergroup [8]. The formation of a mastergroup by a supergroup 
ba·nk is shown in Fig. 6-8. Note that two slightly different methods 
are shown. The L600 mastergroup occupies the 60 to 2788 kHz band 
of frequencies and is the broadband signal used on the Ll coaxial 
system and on the TD-2, TJ, TL, and TM radio systems [9-13]. The 
U600 mastergroup occupies slightly higher frequencies ( 564 to 
3084 kHz) and is used as a building block for even larger groupings. 
Both L600 and U600 mastergroups have gaps between supergroups as 
a result of design considerations and limitations which were taken 
into account when the frequency allocations were adopted. Note that 
all sidebands used for the U600, and all but the second and ninth 
supergroups of L600, are lower sidebands and thus invert the basic 
supergroup frequencies. 

Another signal that enters the FDM hierarchy above the super
group level is commercial television. Although the television base
band spectrum has almost twice the bandwidth of a mastergroup, 
the radio systems are designed to accommodate it. The rough equiva
lence is a result of the differences in the frequency spectra. The 
spectrum of the mastergroup is basically flat to about 3 MHz, but the 
television spectrum rolls off with frequency. 

Very Large Groupings. Modern broadband transmission systems 
are capable of even larger groupings than mastergroups. For L3 
carrier and TH microwave, three mastergroups and one supergroup 
comprising 1860 message channels are combined as shown in Fig. 
6-9 [14, 15]. The L4 system utilizes six U600 mastergroups 
multiplexed to form 3600 channels [16]. Since these larger groups 
are rather specialized and restricted to specific systems,· there is no 
universal name for them. 

Other Groupings. Although the message channel groupings dis
cussed previously are almost always used in the Bell System for 
long-haul circuits, they are not universal standards. For example, 
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submarine cable circuits utilize special multiplexing. Here, a more 
sophisticated terminal design is economically justifiable in order to 
obtain additional channels in the available spectrum. Channel banks 
have been developed which stack 16 channels in the standard group 
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frequency band of 60 to 108 kHz [17]. This is accomplished by spac
ing the channels at 3-kHz increments instead of 4 kHz. Although 
some of the "squeezing" is done in the bandwidth of the channel, 
two-stage modulation permits the effective bandwidth of the channels 
to be 200 to 3050 Hz so that most of the reduction is in the spacing 
between the channels in the group. This, of course, results in the 
need for more complex and expensive filters and becomes uneconomic 
for general application. 

Terminal Carrier Supply. Because the channel carriers are not 
transmitted with the sidebands, the relative frequency accuracy re
quirement at opposite ends of a system is especially stringent. Fre
quency accuracy requirements on the order of one part in 108 are 
not unusual. This is stringent enough to preclude the use of separate 
free-running channel oscillators. Instead, a single, very accurate base 
frequency of 4 kHz is generated, and all carriers are derived as 
harmonics of this frequency. This requires carrier supply bandpass 
filters sharp enough to reject adjacent unwanted harmonics. 

Stringent requirements make the carrier supply expensive, and its 
cost must be spread over many channels. Thus, long-haul terminal 
carrier supplies have evolved as highly centralized installations, 
common to as many as several thousand channels. This in turn has 
made necessary much redundancy and automatic protection switch
ing, adding to the cost and complexity. 

An oscillator of reasonable cost cannot be depended upon for the 
longtime stability required of the base frequency. Instead, each fre
quency supply is synchronized, or slaved, to a reference signal derived 
from an incoming line pilot or from another local frequency supply. 
The synchronizing pilots used include 64 kHz on the Ll coaxial and the 
TD-2, TJ, TL, and TM radio systems; 308 kHz on the L3 coaxial 
and the TH radio systems; and 512 kHz on the L4 coaxial system. 
The result of this synchronization is a configuration of frequency sup
plies connected by synchronizing paths originating with the Bell 
System reference frequency standard in New York. 

The error is cumulative on these chains of supplies, and therefore 
a tight locking requirement is desirable. The latest frequency sup
plies are phase-lo~ked, developing phase errors of only a few degrees 
at 4 kHz; thus the average frequency error approaches zero as the 
measuring interval increases [18]. The free-running stability of the 
supply is about one part in 108 per day which is adequate to weather 
a reasonable period of pilot outage [19]. 
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Short-Haul Considerations 

Multiplexed carrier systems economical for distances up to about 
250 miles are called short-haul systems. The economics of such sys
tems are much more sensitive to terminal costs than are those of 
long-haul systems. To keep short-haul costs down, the terminal 
design is usually specialized and integrated into the specific system 
design. In fact, short-haul systems have been developed that provide 
economical message circuits for distances as low as 15 miles, while 
performing satisfactorily for distances as great as 250 miles. 

The N-type systems are designed for use on multipair cable and 
use a separate cable pair for each direction of transmission. Further 
electrical separation of the transmitted signals is obtained by using 
different frequency bands for each direction of transmission, i.e., 
36 to 140 kHz (low group) for one direction on one pair, and 164 to 
268 kHz (high group) for the other direction on the other pair. The 
interchange of the high and low groups at each repeater (called 
frequency frogging) is accomplished by modulation with a 304-kHz 
carrier. The resulting inversion provides first order equalization of 
line slope (increasing attenuation at high frequencies) while fre
quency frogging blocks a major circulating crosstalk path around 
each repeater. 

The Nl and N2 systems employ DSBTC with low modulation 
index [20, 21]. Although this may appear uneconomical because of 
channel bandwidth and power inefficiency, overriding economies in 
the terminal design result from the DSB approach. Most important, 
requirements on channel bandpass filters are drastically relaxed be
cause there is no unwanted sideband to be rejected at the transmitting 
end, and the carrier does not have to be suppressed by filters at either 
end. In addition, the transmitted channel carriers allow simple diode 
envelope detectors to be used at the receiving terminal and obviate 
synchronizing arrangements. Free-running crystal oscillators are 
adequate for generating carriers. 

The possibility of additional channels becomes more attractive 
for the longer N systems, and the N3 terminal has been developed 
to place two groups of 12 SSB channels in the N-type frequency band. 
Some of the carriers are also transmitted at a low level to facilitate 
the demodulation process [22]. 

Another factor contributes to the desirability of using SSB on N3 in 
the short-haul carrier plant. Multiplexed circuits (including long
haul) are often dropped in small groups and extended on wire pairs. 
In many cases these may be short-haul carrier systems, which require 
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demultiplexing the long-haul group to voice frequency and remulti
plexing on short-haul carrier terminals. If the long-haul and short
haul terminals had identical formats for a group of channels ( 12, 
for example), this group could be extended directly without going 
down to voice frequency. This is highly desirable, not only from the 
the standpoint of economy and maintenance, but also for the improve
ment of channel transmission characteristics. The N3 format, with 
12 channel groups, permits compatibility with the basic long-haul 
group after slight processing. 

The type-0 short-haul open-wire system uses twin sideband multi
plexing [23]. This is basically SSE, but two different channels share 
the same carrier, which is transmitted at reduced level. Equivalent 
four-wire performance is obtained on a single pair by using different 
frequencies for each direction of transmission. This gives maximum 
efficiency of the open-wire pairs which tend to be strung as required, 
one at a time, and so are not found in abundance. Also, the line 
capacity of a pole route is limited by the need for physical spacing 
of pairs to reduce crosstalk, especially when carrier frequencies are 
involved. The pair-at-a-time philosophy is consistent with the slow 
traffic growth pattern on open-wire routes. This factor is also recog
nized in the 0-terminal design, whereby terminals can be installed 
economically in increments as low as four channels. 

6.3 TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX 

Time division multiplex (TDM) is the third common type of multi
plexing mentioned in the beginning of the chapter. As the name 
implies, it is simply the sharing of a common facility in time-an 
extension of the childhood principle of "taking turns." The basic 
idea, of course, is much older than that of FDM, but until recently 
most transmission systems used FDM almost exclusively. The funda
mental reason for this condition is that state of the art limitations 
of switching devices delayed development of economical systems. 

For signals that are not full time, TDM has often been used in 
telephone communications. For example, most telephones are in use 
only a small portion of the time; thus, several telephones can time 
share a common line to the nearest central office. 

Speeding up the time scale, the same principle can be used to TDM 
several speech channels by taking advantage of pauses between words 
and statements. Utilizing this principle, a Time Assignment Speech 
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Interpolation (TASI) system is used on many overseas channels to 
effectively increase the capacity of the channels. Again, to avoid 
problems with more simultaneous talkers than available channels, the 
numbers of talkers and channels should be rather large ( 100 or so). 
Obviously, the switching in such a scheme must be very rapid, and the 
resulting complex equipment is not attractive except for use on expen
sive channels such as overseas applications. 

So far, the discussion of time division multiplexing has considered 
signals not present at all times. The question arises as to possible 
ways of using TDM with signals having significant energy at all 
times. Since such signals do not exhibit times at which they can be 
ignored in favor of a different signal, some processing is necessary 
to break up the signal in time before multiplexing. 

The fact that a bandlimited signal can be sampled at discrete 
times while preserving all of the information leads to the most 
popular method of processing for TDM. Before taking up this appli
cation of the sampling theorem, additional insight can be gained by 
considering another type of processing called time compression. 

Time Compression 

Consider the desirability of multiplexing N information channels, 
each with a top frequency of fr hertz. By entering all N signals into 
parallel sections of a storage medium, and by reading sections of the 
storage medium serially through the channels at N times the input 
rate, a time-compressed output signal is obtained. To aid in visual
izing the process, consider using tape recorders as the storage 
medium. By connecting each of N recorders to one of the N channels, 
a parallel recording function is accomplished. The serial readout is 
accomplished by moving a playback head N times as fast over a 
section of recorded tape, switching to the next machine and doing 
the same, etc. After reading part of all N machines, the playback 
head is switched back to the first tape and repeats the process. The 
frequencies of the baseband signal are all multiplied by N, resulting 
in a compressed time scale. A reverse procedure is necessary to 
demultiplex the time-compressed signals. 

Since time compression results in multiplexing N channels of band
width fr into a bandwidth of Nfr, it is reasonable to question its 
desirability over standard SSB-FDM, which is just as conserving 
of bandwidth but much easier to implement. The answer lies in the 
signal distortion caused by nonlinear performance. In FDM systems, 
this nonlinear distortion results in spurious products being produced 
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which appear as noise in all of the demultiplexed channels. In broad
band systems this intermodulation noise can become objectionably 
large. By using time compression, each signal appears on the broad
band facility by itself in the times when it appears at all. Thus, 
although nonlinearities cause distortion of each individual baseband 
signal, there can be no intermodulation distortion between the differ
ent signals. This reduction of intermodulation noise can be an import
ant consideration with some types of baseband signals (such as 
television) and warrants implementation of time compression or some 
other TDM scheme. No time-compression system is now in use, but 
its application has been seriously considered. 

PCM Multiplexing 

The time division multiplexing of four time-varying voltages into 
a PCM pulse stream is shown in Fig. 6-10. Each voltage (band-

FIG. 6-10. Formation of PAM and PCM signals. 
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limited by a low-pass filter) is sampled; the resulting PAM signals 
are interleaved; and finally, each PAM sample is encoded into binary 
PCM. Although not shown, the inverse functions of decoding and 
demultiplexing must be performed at the receiving end. The sampling 
interval, T, is the time between successive samples of the message 
voltage in a channel. The time interval for each code word (repre
senting a sample from a single message channel) must be equal to 
or less than 1/ N times the sampling interval, if N message channels 
are to be accommodated. 

Clearly, as the number of message channels is increased, the time 
interval that can be allotted to each must be reduced since all of 
them must be fitted into the sampling interval. The allowed duration 
of a coded pulse train representing an individual sample must be 
shortened, and the individual pulses moved closer together as the 
number of time division channels is increased. The more closely 
spaced pulses require greater bandwidth so that bandwidth limita
tions restrict the number of message channels. 

A corollary to the sampling theorem shows that the maximum num
ber of independent pulses per second that can be successfully trans
mitted through a bandwidth fr hertz is 2/T bauds. Thus, if f T hertz 
is the highest frequency in the message and n is the number of pulses 
per code group, approximately nfT hertz of bandwidth per message 
is required. This is n (typically 7 to 9) times the bandwidth required 
for direct transmission or for SSB. The increased bandwidth dis
advantage is offset by the noise advantage resulting from the regener
ation of a new, essentially noise-free symbol at each repeater. 

When a number of wire communication routes converge on a single 
terminal, the ruggedness of the channels is a particularly important 
consideration. If the susceptibility of the channels to mutual inter
ference is high, many separate FDM bands of frequencies may be 
required, and the total bandwidth required for the service will be 
large. Although PCM requires an initial increase of bandwidth for 
each channel, the resulting ruggedness usually permits many routes 
originating from, or converging toward, a single terminal to occupy 
the same frequency band. As a result, the occupancy of the cable 
facility by PCM is exceptionally good, and its other transmission 
advantages are then obtained with little, if any, increase in total 
bandwidth. In all, PCM is well suited for multiplex message circuits, 
where standard quality and high reliability are required. 
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Bell System PCM Hierarchy 

Just as a frequency division multiplex hierarchy of group, super
group, mastergroup, etc., has evolved, a similar plan is developing 
for time division multiplexing PCM systems as shown in Fig. 
6-11 [24]. 

The Dl channel bank encodes 24 voice chan~els into 7-bit binary 
PCM for transmission over 1.544-Mb/s Tl repeatered lines. The 
Dl channel bank and Tl repeatered line are widely used in the Bell 
System as a short-haul carrier system strongly competitive with 
N carrier. The transmission medium is twisted pair cable of the 
same type typically used for voice-frequency (and N carrier) trans
mission. The Tl digital line is also capable of handling approximately 
1.5 megabit-per-second data so it could also be fed by a wideband 
data terminal as shown in Fig. 6-11. This terminal could multiplex 
several slower data streams. 

The Dl channel bank is being superseded by the D2 channel bank, 
which encodes 96 voice channels into 8-bit binary PCM, producing 
four lines at the Tl rate, and thus replacing four Dl banks. 

The Ml2 digital multiplex combines four Tl pulse streams into a 
single 6.3-Mb/s pulse stream to be transmitted over the T2 repeatered 
line. Note that this is slightly higher than four times the Tl rate and 
allows for multiplexing unsynchronized lines through a technique 
called pulse stuffing described in Chap. 26. The T2 line is also designed 
to use conventional twisted pair cable but, because of the increased 
capacity, is more sensitive to repeater spacing for the smaller wire 
gauges. The 6.3-Mb/s T2 pulse stream appears capable of handling 
a 1-MHz PICTUREPHONE® signal if an appropriate coding method 
is used. 

The M23 digital multiplex combines seven pulse streams at the 
6.3-Mb/s T2 rate into a single 46.3-Mb/s pulse stream. At the present 
time this 46.3-Mb/s pulse stream is not transmitted over any system 
but can be used internally in the central office. The 46.3-Mb/s pulse 
stream can be generated from the binary words resulting from coding 
a U600 mastergroup. Although shown as a simple coder in Fig. 6-11, 
the mastergroup is first shifted in frequency before encoding into a 
9-bit code. The 9-bit code is necessary in this case to meet noise ob
jectives while allowing a number of digital encodings and decodings 
in tandem. An 8-bit code would have introduced too much noise. 

Commercial color television signals are also sampled and encoded 
into 9-bit words resulting in a 92.6-Mb/s pulse stream which is equiva
lent to two 46.3-Mb/s streams. 
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Several of the 46.3-Mb/s pulse streams could be interleaved to form 
still larger systems. Experimental systems capable of several hundred 
megabauds over a coaxial cable facility have been built [25]. Still 
further multiplexing of these high-speed pulse streams has been pro
posed for waveguide or laser systems of the future. 
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Chapter 7 

Noise and Its Measurement 

The word noise is usually used to label those disagreeable or dis
tracting sounds which one would rather not hear. As such, it is an 
acoustic term difficult to describe either qualitatively or quantitatively 
although descriptive words such as hiss, click, rumble, crash, pitch, 
loudness, etc. are often used. The total noise that reaches a listener's 
ears affects the degree of annoyance and the intelligibility of received 
speech. This total noise consists of room noise and circuit noise. Room 
noise reaches the subscriber's ear directly by leakage around the 
receiver cap, indirectly by way of the sidetone path through the 
transmitter and receiver of his telephone set, and over the normal 
transmission path from the far end. Control of such room noise can 
only be achieved through design of telephone sets and enclosures and 
will not be considered here. 

There are many types of circuit noise. Actually, any interference 
to a communications channel can be considered noise. For ease in 
characterization of this circuit noise, all description will be of the 
electrical waves corresponding to noise at the system output. The dis
turbance associated with these generalized electrical noises includes a 
variety of end effects. In the case of television, for example, the ulti
mate effect produced by noise is against the eye rather than the ear, 
and terms such as snow or ghosts describe this effect subjectively. 
In the case of telegraph or data, the effect is not an aesthetic one but 
rather a threat to the accuracy of the received information. 

There are many potential sources of noise or interference in a 
transmission system. Some of the most important ones warrant a 
chapter by themselves. For example, intermodulation noise resulting 
from nonlinearities in the transmission system is covered in Chap. 10. 
The interference produced by one transmission channel being coupled 
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to another (crosstalk) is covered in Chap. 11. The effects of ther
mal noise on complex networks are covered in Chap. 8. This chapter 
will attempt to describe the commonly encountered noise sources 
other than these. 

7.1 COMMON TYPES OF NOISE 

It is desirable to characterize electrical noise as accurately as 
possible. Unfortunately, the most common characteristic of noise is 
its nondeterministic nature; i.e., the exact waveform of the noise 
cannot be predicted. If prediction were possible, it would be an easy 
matter to generate a replica of the incoming noise and subtract it 
from the actual noise to achieve effective noise-free performance. 
Lack of accurate waveform information does not prevent placing 
a meter across a noise source to read the rms voltage (or current) 
produced by the noise and thus have a measure of the amount of 
noise. Similarly, the amount of electrical noise can be determined 
by the average, peak, or rectified average voltage (or current) meas
ured on an appropriate meter. The relationships between these 
quantities are different for different types of noise. Furthermore, 
changing the frequency spectrum of the noise through filtering has 
an effect on the noise, depending on the type of noise. 

A common method of characterizing many types of noise wave
forms is through the use of probability; specifically, the probability 
distribution or probability density functions. The probability dis
tribution, P ( V), gives the probability that the voltage is less than V. 
Plotted as a function of V, the probability distribution function goes 
from 0 for V = - oo to 1 for V = oo. The slope of the distribution 
curve represents the probability density function, p ( V). Since the 
total area under the density function is equal to unity, the area 
under the p(V) curve in the interval from V = V1 to V = V2 
represents the fraction of time or probability of V being in that 
interval. The probability distribution function can be obtained from 
a noise wave by use of a level distribution recorder consisting of a 
bank of parallel threshold indicators feeding integrating output 
meters. Since the gathering of such data is rather laborious, it is 
fortunate that the probability function can usually be derived from 
a knowledge of the source of the electrical noise. 

A probability function does not uniquely define random noise. 
The parameter missing is the time (or frequency) scale. This is 
commonly supplied by the frequency spectrum of the noise wave. 
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Since the wave is not time limited, the Fourier spectrum, which is an 
energy spectrum for all time, does not exist. Instead, the power 
spectrum is used, since this is measurable. Analytically, the mean 
square voltage spectrum, or spectral density, is commonly used and 
is identical with the power spectrum if the impedance is one ohm. 

The time scale of a noise wave can also be characterized by the 
autocorrelation function. This is a function giving the degree of 
dependence between amplitudes of the wave at any two instants of 
time. It can be shown that the autocorrelation function and spectral 
density are Fourier transform pairs [1]. 

Single-Frequency Interference 

It may seem strange to treat a sine wave of known amplitude, 
frequency, and phase as if it were a noise wave. From a strictly 
theoretical point of view, disturbance from such a wave can be 
eliminated by locally generating a sine wave 180 degrees out of phase 
to cancel the interference. In actual cases, however, an interfering 
sine wave may originate from an external uncontrolled source and 
its amplitude, frequency, and/or phase are subject to unpredictable 
variations. It is, therefore, sometimes convenient to treat single
frequency interference as if it were noise with a sinusoidal distribu
tion of magnitude versus time. 

If a sine-wave voltage has peak amplitude, A, the amplitude density 
function is given by [2] 

1 
p(V) = 1TyA2 - y2 -A~ V <A 

(7-1) 
=0 I VI >A 

The corresponding distribution function is 

P(V) = ~ + !. arcsin ~ -A~ V~A 

=0 V<-A (7-2) 

=1 V>A 

These are plotted in Fig. 7-1. 
The peak value of this sine wave is given by A or 20 log A dBV. 

However, many voltmeters do not read peak values but instead rectify 
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the voltage and read the average. This average absolute value can 
be determined by doubling the density function of Eq. (7-1) for 
positive values of V, which corresponds to rectification, and by taking 
the expected value of V [2], 

E [ I v I ] = IA 2V dV 
o 7ry'A2_p 

2A 
77" 

(7-3) 

Thus, the average absolute value is 20 log 77" /2 = 3.92 dB below 
the peak value. 

Similarly, the rms voltage is given by the square root of the 
expected value of V2 or 

y2 dV 
7r\/A2-V2 

A 

v'2 (7-4) 

The rms voltage is then 20 log y'2 = 3.01 dB below the peak value. 
The ratio of rms voltage to average 
absolute voltage is called the form 
factor. For a sine wave this is 

f 0.91 dB. This factor has signifi-
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Fm. 7-1. Probability density and dis
tribution for a sine wave. 

cance because many meters are 
constructed to respond to the rec
tified average voltage and yet are 
calibrated in terms of rms sine
wave voltages (i.e., they read 0.91 
dB high). Errors can result when 
noise voltages of other form factors 
are measured on such a meter and 
assumed to be the correct rms 
value. 

Pilots. Single-frequency sinu
soids are purposely placed on a 
carrier facility as pilots for a num
ber of reasons. Their use for syn
chronizing reinserted carriers has 
already been mentioned in the 
previous chapter. In addition, 
pilots are aften employed for line 
regulation and maintenance. As a 
consequence, they can produce un
desired interference which can be 
classed as single-frequency noise. 
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For example, nonlinearities in the system may produce harmonics of 
the pilots. If one of these harmonics falls into an FDM voice channel, 
the demodulated output for that channel will contain a single-fre
quency audio tone. Such effects can be minimized by careful selection 
of pilot frequencies. For example, by making all pilots multiples of 
4 kHz and forcing all carriers to be at 4-kHz multiples, no inter
modulation products of pilots can fall in a channel. The levels of 
pilots should also be carefully considered. Generally, the mini.mum 
level necessary for the pilot to perform its given function should be 
used. Higher level pilots not only increase the magnitude of the 
interference but can also use a significant amount of the allowed 
power on the system. 

Supervision. The tones used for superv1s10n (and occasionally 
signaling) are also sources of single-frequency interference. The most 
common type of SF supervision places a 2600-Hz sinusoid on all idle 
channels. This tone can crosstalk into adjacent busy voice-frequency 
circuits and appear as an undesired 2600-Hz noise tone. A more 
subtle means of interference can arise when FDM channels encounter 
a nonlinearity. In this case, the side frequency corresponding to the 
tone (2600 Hz from the carrier frequency) can interact with a pilot 
or other supervisory side frequency to produce spurious products 
that may disturb other channels in a multichannel system. 

Thermal Noise 

Thermal noise is a phenomenon associated with Brownian motion 
of electrons in a conductor. In accordance with the kinetic theory of 
heat, the electrons in a conductor are in continual random motion 
in thermal equilibrium with the molecules. The mean square velocity 
of the electrons is proportional to the absolute temperature. Since 
each electron carries a unit negative charge, each flight of an electron 
between collisions with molecules constitutes a short pulse of current. 
Because of the number of such randomly moving electrons and the 
frequency of collisions, some electrical manifestation of the behavior 
will be expected across the terminals of the conductor. Based on this 
model, it would be intuitively expected that the average voltage (d-c) 
is zero (otherwise, charges would pile up at one end of the conductor 
and stay there). But such random motion of charges would be ex
pected to give rise to an a-c component. This a-c component of noise 
was first observed in 1927 by J.B. Johnson of Bell Telephone Labora
tories [3]. A quantitative theoretical treatment was furnished by 
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H. Nyquist in 1928 [ 4]. The effect has been called Johnson noise, 
thermal noise, thermal agitation, and resistance noise. 

The equipartition law of Boltzmann and Maxwell (and the works 
of Johnson and Nyquist) states that for a thermal noise source the 
available power in a 1-Hz bandwidth is given by 

Pn (f) = kT watts/Hz (7-5) 

where k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.3805 (l0-23 ) joule/°K, and T 
is the absolute temperature of the thermal noise source in degrees 
Kelvin. At room temperature, 17°C or 290°K, the available power 
turns out to be PnU) = 4.0(10-21 ) watts/Hz or -174.0 dBm/Hz. 

The result given by the equipartition theory is one of a constant 
power density spectrum versus frequency. Because of this property, 
a thermal noise source is referred to as a white noise source-an 
analogy to white light which contains all visible wavelengths of light. 
Actually the analogy has not been correctly drawn since in optics the 
uniform distribution of white light is based on wavelength rather 
than frequency. The term white noise has become well established 
to mean uniform distribution with frequency and will be used here. 

In all reported measurements, the available power of a thermal 
noise source has been found to be proportional to the bandwidth over 
any range from direct current to the highest microwave frequencies 
commonly used. If the bandwidths were unlimited, the results of the 
equipartition theory say that the available power of a thermal noise 
source would also be unlimited. This difficulty can be traced to short
comings of the equipartition theory and can be resolved by applying 
a few principles of quantum mechanics to the problem. The result of 
this application is that kT must be replaced by hf/[exp (hf /kT) -1] 
of quantum mechanics where h = Planck's constant = 6.625 (10-34 ) 

joule-second. Applying this result to the expression for available 
power of a thermal noise source gives 

hf 
PnU) = exp (hf /kT) - 1 watts/Hz (7-6) 

Thus, at arbitrarily high frequencies the thermal noise spectrum 
eventually drops to zero. This does not mean that noiseless devices 
could be built at these frequencies. A quantum noise term equal 
to hf has to be added to Eq. (7-6) in this case. From Fig. 7-2 this 
transitional region is at about 40 GHz for T = 2.9° K, at 400 GHz 
for T = 29°K, and at 4000 GHz at room temperature. 
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FIG. 7-2. Available thermal noise power at high frequencies. 

For most practical purposes the available noise power of a thermal 
noise source is directly proportional to the product of the bandwidth 
of the system or detector and the absolute temperature of the source. 

Thus, 

Pa= lcTBw watts (7-7) 

where Bw is the noise bandwidth of the system or detector in hertz, 
and Pa is the available noise power in watts. Expressing the available 
noise power in dBm gives 

Pa= -174 + 10 log Bw dBm (7-8) 
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This represents a minimum amount of noise power which must 
ultimately limit the fidelity of amplification when the input signal 
is weak. 

Gaussian Distribution. The gaussian distribution is the limiting 
form for the distribution function of the sum of a large number of 
independent quantities which individually may have a variety of 
different distributions [5]. This result is known in statistics as the 
central limit theorem. Thermal noise, which may be regarded as the 
superposition of an exceedingly large number of random, practically 
independent electronic contributions, satisfies the theoretical condi
tions for a gaussian distribution. The gaussian probability density 
function for zero mean is shown in Fig. 7 -3, and its equation is 

1 
p(V) = exp (-V2/2<Tn2 ) 

<Tn \/21T 
(7-9) 

The distribution function is also shown in Fig. 7-3 and is given by 
the integral of Eq. (7-9) 

P(V) = l rv exp(-x2
) dx 

<Tn y21T._ 00 2<Tn2 
(7-10) 

Values for this integral have been tabulated for various values of 
V /<Tn [6]. 

It can be easily shown that the mean square voltage (the expected 
value of V2 ) is equal to the variance, <Tn2 • Thus, the rms voltage 
of a gaussian distributed noise source is given by <Tn, the standard 
deviation. The full-wave rectified average voltage can be obtained 
by taking the expected value of V using the one-sided "folded" density 
function 

E ( I VI) = <Tn ~21T i 00 

V exp (- 2~:2 ) dV 

(7-11) 

The form factor or ratio of rms to average absolute voltage is given 
by yn/2 = 1.253 which is equivalent to 1.96 dB. From the previous 
analysis of a sine wave, the form factor for a sine wave is 0.91 dB. 
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This difference is of practical 
significance if a rectifying-type 
meter calibrated to read rms values 
for a sine-wave input is used to 
measure noise. The rms value in
dicated for thermal noise will be 
1.05 dB too low. 

Gaussian noise has a probability 
greater than zero of exceeding any 
finite magnitude no matter how 
large. Thus, the peak factor given 
by the ratio of peak to rms voltage 
does not exist for a thermal noise 
signal. For this particular case 
it is convenient to modify the 
definition of peak factor to be the 
ratio of the value exceeded by the 
noise a certain percentage of the 
time to the rms noise value. This 
percentage of time is commonly 
chosen to be 0.01 per cent. A table 
of the normal distribution shows 
that signal magnitudes greater 

p(V) = l/(a-, y/27r) exp (-V2/2a-,2) 

~ 
-V O V 

(a) Gaussian density function 

t 
:;:- 0.5 

0 

V---+ 

(b) Gaussian distribution function 

FIG. 7-3. Gaussian probability density 
than 3.89a-n (i.e., I VI > 3.89a-n) and distribution functions. 
occur less than 0.01 per cent of the 
time. Since CTn is the rms value of the noise signal, the peak factor 
for a thermal noise signal is 3.89, or 11.80 dB. Inclusion of 0.001 
per cent peaks increases the peak factor by only 1.1 dB to 12.9 dB. 

This peak factor must be considered when making thermal noise 
loading tests on amplifiers and repeatered telephone systems. Con
sider a physical amplifier. This device can handle only a limited 
amplitude range before the signal is clipped or otherwise distorted. 
If the amplifier is to be used to amplify a sine-wave signal or a ther
mal noise signal without distorting the waveforms, the power han
dling capacity for thermal noise is 8.8 dB less than that for a sine 
wave. 

The fact that thermal noise is white as well as gaussian has led 
many engineers into carelessly treating white and gaussian noise 
as synonymous. Such is not always the case. For example, passing 
gaussian noise through a linear network such as a filter will leave 
it gaussian but may drastically change the frequency spectrum. On 
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the other hand, a single impulse will not have a gaussian amplitude 
distribution but will have a flat or white frequency spectrum. 

Simulation of White Noise by Randomly Phased Sine Waves. For 
purposes of analysis of communications systems, it is desirable to 
use alternate representations for the gaussian noise signal. One 
very useful representation is obtained by approximating the gaussian 
noise signal by a sum of a large number of sine waves of different 
frequencies having uniformly random phases. Thus, 

kN 

e\i(t) = 2: Ak cos (27T fkt + lh) \ (7-12) 

k=l 

where 

kN = the number of sine waves used to approximate the noise signal 

Ak = t:fie amplitude of the kth sine wave 

fk = the frequency of the kth sine wave 

ek =the phase of the kth sine wave 

In order that the combination of sine waves be a good representation 
of the noise signal, its statistics should approximate those of the noise 
in both the time and frequency domains. 

The power spectrum of the noise signal for practical purposes is 
constant with frequency. In order to have the sine-wave representa
tion simulate the power spectrum of the noise signal over a band of 
frequencies, fi to f 2, it is necessary to make the power spectrum of 
the sine-wave representation constant over this range of frequency. 
One convenient way of accomplishing this is by making the ampli
tudes of the various sine-wave components equal and by spacing the 
components equally between f 1 and f 2. The number of sine waves 
needed is determined by the required accuracy of the simulation. 
The probability distribution of the sum of randomly phased sine 
waves has been studied by several investigators and is not discussed 
here [7]. Figure 7-4 illustrates how the peaks are related to therms 
value of the sine-wave sum in terms of the probability that peaks 
exceed a given level. The distribution applies to sine waves of the 
same or different frequencies so long as the phasing between them 
is uniformly random. Where different frequencies are involved, they 
should not be commensurably related. 
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FIG. 7-4. Distribution of instantaneous amplitudes of randomly phased sine waves. 

As to how many such sine waves would be required for a good 
approximation, an examination of Fig. 7-4 indicates that the dis
tribution for ten sine waves closely approximates that of the gaussian 
distribution (infinite number of waves). From this it appears that 
ten or more sine waves are sufficient for engineering purposes. 

Equivalent Circuits of Thermal 
Noise Sources. It was pointed out 
in Eq. (7-7) that for all practical 
purposes the available power of a 
thermal noise source at a tempera
ture, T°K, in a bandwidth, Bw, is 
Pa = kTBw. A good example of a 
thermal noise source is a resistor. 
A suitable noise equivalent circuit 
for a resistor is a noise voltage gen
erator, en, connected in series with 
a hypothetically noiseless resistor 
having the same resistance, R. If 
this generator and resistor are con-

- Noise + Load -source 

e. 

e. rms = y4kTRBw 

nected to a load resistor having a F E · · f · IG. 7-5. quivalent c1rcmt o a n01sy 
resistance, R 1, as shown in Fig. 7 -5, resistor. 
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the generator delivers power to the load resistor, Ri. It can be 
easily shown that the generator delivers its maximum power to 
the load resistor when Ri = R. This maximum power is 
Pa = (en ) 2 I 4R. The maximum power is said to be the available rms 

power of the Thevenin source shown in Fig. 7-5. The available power 
of a thermal noise source is Pa = kTBw. Equating these two powers 
and solving for the rms value of voltage of the equivalent Thevenin 
generator, 

enrms = y4kTBwR (7-13) 

A Norton equivalent circuit for a noisy resistor may be determined 
in a similar manner. In this case, Fig. 7-6, the rms current of the 
noise generator would be 

. _ . /4kTBw 
i,.rms - v R (7-14) 

where R is the resistance of the original noisy resistor. Since a re
sistor is a thermal noise source, the temperature, T, is the actual 

physical temperature of the resistor in de

in rms = y4kTBw/R 

FIG. 7-6. Norton equivalent 
circuit of a noisy 
resistor. 

grees Kelvin. 

If two noisy resistors, R1 and R2, are con
nected in series as shown in Fig. 7 -7 (a), the 
Thevenin equivalent of the resulting noise 
source can be determined. By combining the 
equivalent circuits of the two resistors shown 
in Fig. 7-7(b), the new equivalent circuit of 
Fig. 7 -7 ( c) is obtained. The resistance, R, 
of the new equivalent circuit is Ri + R2, 
and the open circuit voltage, en, is 

(7-15) 

Since the voltage produced by these two generators is uncorrelated, 
the open circuit rms voltage produced by the two resistors is given 
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I 
e,, 

(a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 7-7. Noisy resistors in series. 

by a root sum square (rss) of the individual rms voltages. Since 

en = y4kTBwR1 
lrms 

it follows that 

(7-16) 

It has been assumed that both resistors have the same physical 
temperature and that the rms open circuit voltage of the noise source 
is directly proportional to the square root of the internal resistance 
of the source. 

In the case of a noise source consisting of two resistors, R1 and 
Rz, connected in parallel, the equivalent source resistance is 
R1R2/ (R1 + Rz). It can be shown that the equivalent rms open circuit 
voltage is 

(7-17) 

Again the open circuit rms voltage is directly proportional to the 
square root of the equivalent internal resistance of the noise source. 
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Care must be taken in deriving Eq. (7-17) if the Thevenin equivalent 
circuit is used. The expression for the instantaneous open circuit 
voltage should be calculated first, and from this, the rms circuit 
voltage should be computed. In general, it can be shown that for a 
two-terminal resistive network having all resistors at the same 
temperature, the rms open circuit noise voltage is directly propor
tional to the value of resistance seen looking into the resistive 
network, regardless of the interconnections existing among the 
resistors in the network. 

Now the effect of reactive elements in connection with noisy 
resistors can be considered. If the circuit consists of a capacitor 
and resistor connected in parallel, the capacitor cannot dissipate any 
noise power from the resistor. If the capacitor generates noise, this 
power must be dissipated in the resistor. This would mean that the 
resistor would get hotter and the capacitor colder. This behavior 
is contrary to the entropy law of thermodynamics. Hence, the initial 
assumption that the capacitor generates noise is false. The same 
argument holds for inductive elements as well. Reactive elements 
do not contribute to noise in an RLC network, but since the impedance 
of a reactive element is frequency dependent, the noise appearing 
at the output of an RLC network can have a frequency shape. In 
general, for a two-terminal device consisting of passive linear ele
ments having a driving point impedance, Z (f) = R (f) + jX (f), the 
rms open circuit noise voltage in a small frequency band, df, is 

en = y4kTR(f)df rms 
(7-18) 

Noise Temperature. Since the available noise power of a thermal 
noise source is directly proportional to the absolute temperature of 
the source, it is said that the noise source has a noise temperature 
expressed in degrees Kelvin. In the case of a thermal noise source, 
the noise temperature is equal to the physical temperature of the 
source. The concept of noise temperature is extremely useful when 
characterizing the available power of other types of noise sources 
(such as noise diodes and microwave gas noise tubes). It can be said 
then that the noise temperature of such a device is the temperature 
of a thermal noise source which produces the same amount of avail
able noise power as the device under consideration. That is, if a 
given noise source produces an available power of Pa watts in a small 
frequency interval of df hertz, the noise temperature of the noise 
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source is given by T = Pa/kdf. It should be emphasized that the noise 
temperature of a noise source does not have to equal the physical 
temperature of the source. 

It should also be pointed out that the noise temperature of a noise 
source may be a function of frequency. In the definition of noise 
temperature of a noise source, the noise power is measured in a small 
frequency interval. Hence, the noise temperature of the noise source 
will be a function of frequency if the noise power spectrum of the 
source is not flat with frequency. 

Note that the concept of noise temperature does not have to be 
restricted to noise sources alone. The noise power measured at the 
output of an amplifier can be expressed in terms of an equivalent 
noise temperature. The noise appearing at the output terminals of 
an antenna may also be expressed in terms of noise temperature. In 
this case the term antenna noise temperature is used. The more noise 
picked up by the antenna, the higher the antenna noise temperature. 
Such noise is due to radiation from objects on earth as well as objects 
in outer space such as the sun, moon, radio stars, and hot ionized 
interstellar gases. 

Another noise temperature concept used in connection with one
port devices is that of excess noise temperature. Excess noise tem
perature of a noise source may be defined as the difference between 
the noise temperature of the source and the noise temperature of a 
thermal noise source at standard or room temperature (290°K). Thus, 

Tx = T- To (7-19) 

where 

Tx =excessive noise temperature 

To = standard or room temperature 

= 290°K = 17°C = 62.6°F 

T = noise temperature of the noise source 

With this definition it is possible to have noise sources having nega
tive as well as positive excess noise temperatures, for example a 
resistor at a temperature less than To. 

Many commercially available noise sources having resistive termi
nations are calibrated in terms of excess noise temperature. Excess 
noise temperature may be interpreted as the noise temperature of the 
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source in excess of that of the resistive termination in the source. 
If the termination is at standard temperature, then the noise source 
may be used as calibrated. If the termination resistor is not at 
standard temperature, then a suitable correction factor must be used, 
taking into account the difference between the actual termination 
temperature and the standard temperature. Care should therefore be 
taken when using the term excess noise temperature, especially in 
cases where such devices are used to make noise measurements on 
amplifiers. 

Shot Noise 

Shot noise is due to the discrete nature of electron flow and is 
found in most active devices. It was first observed in the anode cur
rent in vacuum-tube amplifiers and was described by W. Schottky in 
1918. According to Schottky, the mean square noise current in a 
1-Hz bandwidth is 

irms2 = 2q/ (7-20) 

where q = charge of the electron = 1.6 (l0-19 ) coulombs, and I = 
direct current through the device in amperes. 

Since shot noise is made up of a very large number of independent 
contributors, the central limit theorem implies that the amplitude 
distribution of shot noise would be gaussian, the same as thermal 
noise with the variance given by Eq. (7-20). Observations confirm 
this assumption. Similarly, over the frequency range of practical 
interest, it is often accurate to assume that each impulsive component 
of this noise contains frequency components uniformly distributed 
across all frequencies of interest, with the result being that shot 
noise (as well as thermal noise) is considered white noise. There 
are however two primary differences between shot noise and thermal 
noise. 

1. The magnitude of thermal noise is proportional to absolute 
temperature, whereas shot noise is not directly affected by 
temperature. 

2. The magnitude of shot noise is proportional to the square 
root of current. Thus, it is related to signal amplitude, whereas 
thermal noise is not. 

Linear filtering or shaping of shot noise does not affect its gaussian 
properties but certainly does not leave it white. Again, the terms 
white and gaussian are not synonymous. 
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Low-Frequency (1 If) Noise 

A third type of gaussian distributed noise is low-frequency noise, 
also called contact noise, excess noise, flicker noise, or 1/f noise 
because of its peculiar increase towards very low frequencies. This 
noise is associated with contact and surface irregularities in cathodes 
and semiconductors. It appears to be caused by fluctuations in the 
conductivity of the medium. Great advances have been made in the 
reduction of this effect by cleaning and passivating semiconductor 
surfaces. A good device may have negligible l/f noise above about 
1 kHz although the corner frequency can be a few decades higher in 
frequency for high-frequency low-noise transistors. The effect limits 
the performance of crystal video detectors for microwave frequencies. 
The law of variation for the spectral density of this noise is expressed 
by [2] 

K 
P<t> = r watts (7-21) 

where v ranges from about 0.8 to 1.5. It is interesting to note that 
if v were exactly unity, the power in a band of frequencies from 
f 1 to f 2 would be given by 

112 K 
p = T df = K(ln f2 - In /1) 

f 1 

(7-22) 

This expression would give an infiite amount of noise power if the 
band extended down to zero frequency or up to infinite frequency. 
Since the actual noise power is finite, the exact 1/f law can only hold 
over a limited frequency band not including zero or infinity. It is 
remarkable that experimental observations have followed the l/f 
law very closely over many frequency decades extending downward 
to a fraction of a hertz. 

Reevaluating Eq. (7-22) for v less than unity shows that the power 
would then remain finite for fi equal to zero but not for /2 infinite. 
Similarly, if v is greater than unity, the expression remains finite 
for infinite /2 but not for /1 equal to zero. Thus, no value of v can 
give a law which is valid at both ends of the frequency spectrum. 
It is difficult to find a physical model that fits the experimental ob
servations over a frequency band which is many octaves wide but 
does not include zero or infinite frequency. 
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Rayleigh Noise 

Noise is considered to be of the narrowband type if the noise band
width is small compared with the midband frequency. Gaussian 
noise then assumes the characteristic appearance of a sinusoidal 
carrier at the midband frequency modulated in amplitude by a 
low-frequency wave whose highest frequency component is dependent 
upon the bandwidth of the noise. 

The low-frequency envelope can be generated physically by applying 
the narrowband noise wave at high level to the well known envelope 
detector circuit whose output voltage represents the envelope and is 
a smooth curve through the positive peaks of the noise. When the 
noise is gaussian, the envelope has what is called the Rayleigh dis
tribution. The probability density function is 

v ( v2) p (V) = <r2 exp - 20"2 (7-23) 

and the distribution function is 

P(V) = 1 - exp (- :; ) (7-24) 

Curves for these functions are shown in Fig. 7-8. Note that only 
positive values occur. The average value is not zero but is given by 

[ "" v2 ( v2) . ;-;r-
E[VJ = ·o a-2 exp - 2a-2 dV =Vy a- (7-25) 

The mean-square value is 

(7-26) 

That is, the mean square of the envelope is twice the mean square 
of the original noise wave. The mean-square a-c component is 

E[V2] - {E[V]} 2 = ( 2 - ; ) a-2 = OA29 <r2 (7-27) 

Therms a-c component is the square root of Eq. (7-27), or 0.655 a-. 
The form factor of the complete Rayleigh noise wave is 2/y7T =1.128, 
or 1.05 dB. 
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Defining peaks of Rayleigh noise 
as that value exceeded 0.01 per 
cent of the time, results in a peak 
factor of 9.64 dB, or over 2 dB 
less than that for gaussian noise. 
The Rayleigh distribution is im
portant in the narrowband case in 
which an envelope detector is quite 
often a part of the receiving appa
ratus. Much confusion can result 
when the distinction between the 
Rayleigh and gaussian peak factors 
has not been considered. 

Impulse Noise 

t 
0.5/er 

er 2er v 3er 

(a) Rayleigh density function 

t 
Q., 0.5 

er 2<T 3er v 

(b) Rayleigh distribution function 

Impulse noise consists of short 
spikes of energy having an ap
proximately fiat frequency spec
trum over the frequency range of 
interest. The noise arises from 
switching transients in central 

FIG. 7-8. Rayleigh probability func-
tions. 

offices and from corona-type dis
charges that occur along a repeatered line. The human being appears 
to be reasonably tolerant of clicks and pops, i.e., impulses below 
levels which might cause hearing damage. However, PCM and data 
receivers are relatively intolerant of these impulses since they can
not distinguish between impulse noise and the pulses to be detected. 
Therefore, current study and control of impulse noise have em
phasized effects on digital transmission. 

If pulses occur independently at random times, the number arriving 
in any fixed interval follows a Poisson process. This process is 
characterized mathematically by [8] 

(vT)n e-vT 
P(n) = , n. (7-28) 

where P(n) is the probability that exactly n pulses occur in a time 
interval of duration, T, and v is the average number of pulses occur
ring in unit time. However, impulse noise on telephone channels 
does not follow a Poisson distribution. It has been found empirically 
that the number of arrivals per unit time can be approximated by a 
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log normal distribution. The important differences between noise 
impulses and steady noise is that the impulses are short relative to 
the time between them such that the receiving circuits resolve in
dependent events. Narrowing the bandwidth would eventually cause 
the distinct pulses to merge into a steady noise wave. Before this 
merger takes place, however, the heights of the noise peaks tend to 
vary directly with bandwidth, whereas the rms noise follows the 
square root. This is because the isolated peaks represent addition of 
nearly equal in-phase components uniformly distributed in frequency. 
Band reduction cuts off a proportional number of equal contributors. 
The rms value is proportional to the square root of the average power 
which is directly proportional to bandwidth. It is thus possible to 
change the peak factor of impulse noise by filtering. Considerable 
reduction in the effects of impulse noise on a narrowband circuit can 
be achieved by preceding the bandlimiting part of the system by 
a wideband peak-clipping circuit. That is, it is better to clip while 
the peak factor is high than to wait until the pulses have been 
smeared over more time by bandlimiting. 

l/V., 

p(V) 

0 

-V,/2 0 V,j2 

(a) Rectangular density function 

p (V) 

-V,/2 0 

(b) Distribution function 

FIG. 7-9. Probability functions 
quantizing noise. 

for 

Quantizing Noise 
The conversion of analog signals 

to digital form in PCM systems 
gives rise to round-off errors that 
result in what is called quantizing 
noise. The coded representation 
of the sample amplitude can be 
exactly .right only when the 
sampled value corresponds exactly 
with one of the discrete code words. 
For all other values in a typical 
system, there is an error which can 
range from a negative half step to 
a positive half step. For a linear 
quantizer not subject to overload, 
the quantizing errors can be as
sumed equally likely, for if enough 
steps are used to make the quality 
acceptable, there is little tendency 
for the values to favor any region 
within a step. If the clipping 
caused by overload is ignored, the 
result is a noise which has a 
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uniform or rectangular density function throughout the range of 
minus half a step size (-V./2) to plus half a step size (V./2), as 
shown in Fig. 7-9 where V. is the voltage difference between steps. 
The size of V. can be made as small as desired by simply increasing 
the number of steps and hence the length of the code word per sample. 
However, this increases the required bit rate (thus required band
width) or decreases the capacity of a fixed bit-rate system so that 
it is advantageous to allow the quantizing noise to be as large as 
tolerable. 

The probability density function, p ( V), for quantizing noise is 
constant and equal to 1/V. throughout the range - V./2 to V./2, and 
zero outside this range as shown in Fig. 7-9. The distribution func
tion, P ( V), is a ramp which represents the area of the density func
tion up to the point, V, and thus starts from zero at - V./2 and 
increases to unity at V./2 as shown. The average value of V is zero 
since plus and minus values occur symmetrically. The average rectified 
value of V is obviously Vs/4. The mean-square value of V can be 
calculated as 

l v.;2 v2 v.2 
E[V2]= -ydV= 12 -v.;2 • 

(7-29) 

The quantizing noise thus contributes an rms noise voltage equal 
to the step voltage divided by yl2. The peak factor is y3, or 4.8 dB. 
The form factor is simply 2/y3, or 1.25 dB. 

It can be shown that the frequency spectrum of the quantizing 
noise is essentially flat over the range of interest [9]. Thus, if the 
sampling rate is twice the highest baseband frequency, the mean 
square noise at baseband is given by Eq. (7-29). If a narrower 
band of quantizing noise is selected, the gaussian form is approached 
with mean power proportional to bandwidth. By sampling at a 
higher rate than the minimum allowed, the quantizing noise per
formance can be improved by additional filtering. For example, if 
a baseband with highest frequency, fr, is sampled at 4 fr and all com
ponents above fr are filtered out, the signal-to-quantizing noise ratio 
will be improved by 3 dB. 

Defining the signal-to-noise ratio as the ratio of mean full-load 
sine-wave power to mean quantizing noise power results in the ratios 
shown in Fig. 7-10 for various numbers of quantizing levels. Note 
that each added binary digit improves the signal-to-noise ratio by 
6 dB. Quadrupling the sampling rate and filtering would also improve 
the signal-to-noise ratio by 6 dB. Since adding a binary digit requires 
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Number of Number of binary digits Signal-to-noise 
quantizing levels in coded representation ratio, dB 

8 3 20 
16 4 26 
32 5 32 
64 6 38 

128 7 44 
256 8 50 
512 9 56 

1024 10 62 

FIG. 7-10. Signal-to-noise ratios with various numbers of quantizing levels. 

much less bandwidth increase than quadrupling the sampling rate, 
quantizing noise is made as small as necessary by utilizing enough 
digits in the code. 

In the transmission of speech, the effects of quantizing noise can 
be reduced by making the quantizing steps large in the low probability 
amplitude ranges and making the steps smaller in the high probability 
ranges. For speech, this results in effective amplitude compression 
at the transmitting end with subsequent expansion at the receiving 
end and is called companding (compressing-expanding). Com
panding can be performed on the analog signal before linear coding, 
or the same effect can be achieved with a nonlinear encoder. This is 
further discussed in Chap. 25. 

One obvious characteristic of quantizing noise that is different 
from the other types discussed is that quantizing noise is only present 
when the signal is present. Technically, it is a form of distortion 
resembling in many respects the intermodulation noise discussed 
in Chap. 10. Analytic techniques are usually used to evaluate quan
tizing noise since it is very difficult to measure directly. 

Summary 

All of the form and peak factors of the types of noise amplitude 
distributions are summarized in the table of Fig. 7-11. In addition, 
this table lists the corrections necessary when measuring rms noise 
voltage with a meter responsive to the rectified average voltage. 
Again it should be emphasized that this table considers amplitude 
distributions in the time domain. The frequency spectral density 
may be flat, shaped, or bandlimited. Possible forms of the spectral 
density are discussed in the last column. 



Correction for 
Form factor, Peak factor rms calibration Noise 

Distribution 
rms/rect. avg. (0.01% if necessary) of average examples 

reading sinusoid 

Sine 0.91 dB 3.01 dB 0 dB Tones 

Thermal noise 
r---

Gaussian 1.96 dB 11.80 dB 
Shot noise 

+l.05 dB 

1/f noise 

Rayleigh 1.05 dB 9.64 dB +0.14 dB 
Envelope of narrow-
band gaussian noise 

Poisson Undefined Undefined Undefined Impulse noise 

Quantizing noise 
Rectangular 1.25 dB 4.77 dB +0.34 dB (not directly 

measurable) 

Fm. 7-11. Summary of common noise distributions. 
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spectrum 
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signal dependent 
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7.2 NOISE MEASUREMENT 

The measurement of the amplitude of noise is made difficult by 
the nondeterministic nature of noise waveforms and by the ampli
tude dependence on bandwidth. Thus, it is usually necessary to 
average the noise amplitude over some time interval and to charac
terize the frequency response of the amplitude-indicating measuring 
device. This latter characterization is often performed by preceding 
a wideband measuring device with a filter described by a transmittance 
function. Transmittance, H (f), of a two-port network is defined as 
the ratio of the output current or voltage to the input current or 
voltage. Transmittance can be dimensionless (voltage or current 
ratio), an admittance (output current to input voltage), or an im
pedance (output voltage to input current) . 

In many noise measurements, the interest is in the noise power 
rather than a voltage or current. As a consequence, the magnitude 
squared of the transmittance function, I H (f) I 2, is of more interest. 

H. ----------

s 
O'--~~~~~~~-"-_._~ 

0 

Frequency, f __,. 

Although H (f) is complex in gen
eral, its phase characteristic is of 
no interest when dealing with aver-
age power. For noise analysis pur
poses, it is convenient to define 
an ideal bandpass transmittance, 
whose magnitude is shown in Fig. 
7-12, to have a value of zero for all 
frequencies below fr- and above f 2, 

and a constant value of Ho from 
Fm. 7-12. Absolute value of ideal band- ft to {2. The bandwidth of such a 

pass transmittance function. function is f 2 _ f 1• If an ideal 
transmittance with f2 - f1 = 1 Hz is followed by a power meter (or 
mean-square voltmeter), the meter will read I Ho J 2 times the noise 
power density (or spectral density) at the input port of the trans
mittance averaged over this 1-Hz range. 

The noise bandwidth of any transmittance function is defined as 
the width of an ideal bandpass filter which has an absolute trans
mittance value equal to the maximum absolute value of the trans
mittance function, and which delivers the same average power from 
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a white noise source as the given transmittance function. Thus, noise 
bandwidth, Bw, is given by 

1 !"" Bw = rno 12 o 
I H(f) I 2 df Hz (7-30) 

where Ho = the maximum absolute value of H (f). 
This is illustrated in Fig. 7-13 showing a representative squared 

transmittance function and a rectangle, ABCD, having the same area. 
The width of the rectangle is the noise bandwidth, Bw. The deter
mination of noise bandwidth reduces to the evaluation of an integral. 
For example, it can be shown that the noise bandwidth of a tuned 
RLC circuit is simply 

7Tfo 
Bw= 2Q Hz (7-31) 

where fo is the resonant frequency, and Q is a measure of the selec
tivity given by woL/R or woC/G. 

i ! Ho I' 

1-Bw-+! 
I I ____________ D!.._ Js;_ 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Frequency, f -

FIG. 7-13. Example of noise bandwidth. 

Noise Measurement with a Voltmeter 

Noise voltage can be determined under limited conditions with an 
a-c voltmeter. Since noise voltage is random, considerable fluctuation 
of a meter reading can be expected. Ideally, such fluctuation can 
only be eliminated by averaging the noise readings over an infinite 
time interval. More practically, a meter that integrates the reading 
over a time period which is long compared to the reciprocal of the 
bandwidth removes most of the fluctuation. For bandwidths greater 
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than several tens of kilohertz, the physical damping of most meter 
movements effectively performs the integration. 

If the voltmeter reads true rms voltage and has a bandwidth (or 
frequency response) greater than the noise spectrum being meas
ured, the voltmeter reading will be the total rms voltage of the noise. 
In the case of gaussian noise, this total rms voltage corresponds to 
<Tn, the standard deviation of the noise. If the rms voltmeter has a 
bandwidth less than that of the noise, the reading is proportional 
to that noise within the bandwidth of the meter. When the noise is 
shaped with frequency, the meter reading will, of course, be pro
portional to the average noise power in this bandwidth. 

For example, if it is desired to measure the noise in a 4-kHz 
band within a broadband multiplex load, a filter having a 4-kHz noise 
bandwidth must be inserted between the measuring point and the 
voltmeter. · If it is further desired to shape the band of noise with 
frequency, the filter transmittance function I H (f) I 2 must have the 
appropriate frequency shape. Such bandlimiting and shaping are 
often referred to as noise weighting and will be subsequently 
discussed. 

When rectifying type a-c voltmeters are used to measure noise, 
correction factors must be applied to reflect the difference in form 
factors. Such correction requires knowledge of the character of 
the noise. 

Noise Measurement with a Selective Detector 

The determination of the power spectrum of a given noise source 
(such as the noise load applied to test a broadband transmission sys
tem) is often performed by the use of a selective detector. Actually, 
the selective detector is in principle an a-c voltmeter preceded by a 
filter as just discussed. However, most selective detectors are tunable 
(or switchable) over a range of frequencies much greater than their 
noise bandwidths. Most practical selective detectors have fixed input 
impedances and are often calibrated in terms of power rather than 
voltage. Average reading detectors must have form factor corrections 
applied. 

For example, consider the case of obtaining a reading of N x dBm 
of white noise known to be gaussian. If the selective detector used is 
sensitive to rectified average voltage, the form factor correction from 
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Fig. 7-11 amounts to 1.05 dB. Power spectral density at the detector 
input is given by 

Pn = Nx -10 log Bw +l.05 dBm/Hz (7-32) 

where Bw is the noise bandwidth of the detector. 

Noise Measurement on Telephone Channels 

Although the previously discussed techniques are applicable to noise 
measurement in transmission channels, the near standardization of 
noise requirements for telephone channels has resulted in noise meas
uring meters specifically designed for such application. 

Message Circuit Noise [10]. Noise measurement on message chan· 
nels in the Bell System is characterized by an interest in how much 
the noise annoys the subscriber, rather than by the absolute magnitude 
of the average noise power. A meter which measures message circuit 
noise is essentially an electronic voltmeter with ( 1) frequency weight
ing, (2) an rms detector, and (3) a transient response resembling 
that of the human ear. These characteristics cause the noise measure
ment to approximate the interfering effect that the noise would create 
for the average telephone user. 

Although other frequency weightings are used, as discussed in 
Chap. 2, the most common weighting is C-message weighting shown 
in Fig. 2-7. Quantitative effects of this and other weighting networks 
can be determined by integration of the appropriate transmittance 
function. 

Let W (f) represent the weighting of the noise shaping network in 
dB relative to the transmittance at 1 kHz. The squared transmittance 
function is given by 

I H (f) I 2 = 1QW(f)/10 (7-33) 

The total weighted noise power for noise of p; (f) watts/Hz is given by 

PT=["' JH(f) J 2 Pi(f) df watts (7-34) 
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The effect of the weighting over the frequency range from f 1 to f2 
is given by [11] 

f 12 Pi(/) df 
f 1 x = 10 log - 1--------J 2 I H (f) i 2 Pi (f) df 

f 1 

dB (7-35) 

The weighting network attenuates the noise power by x dB. For 
f 1 = 0 and f 2 = 3 kHz, x = 2.0 dB for flat Pi (f) and C-message 
weighting. Thus, 0 dBm of flat noise from 0 to 3 kHz (with no 
power outside this range) is 90 - x = 88.0 dBrnc. Similar data 
for any other weighting and/ or noise shape can be obtained by 
evaluating Eq. (7-35). 

Impulse Noise [12]. Digital signals such as data and PCM are not 
affected by noise in the same way as analog voice signals. For ex
ample, the annoying hiss due to thermal noise has no effect on digital 
signals unless its amplitude approaches the amplitude of the signals. 
On the other hand, impulses which cause tolerable clicks or pops on 
voice circuits result in almost certain errors because of their high 
amplitude. Specific counters have been designed to measure this 
impulse noise. Basically, an impulse counter consists of a weighting 
network, a rectifier, a threshold detector, and a counter of events 
above threshold. For ease of operation, the measuring sets include 
a timer which can be set to count automatically the events above 
threshold for a fixed time interval and then stop, holding the reading. 
Because of mechanical limitations of the counters used, the presently 
available counters can only resolve events separated by more than 
7.5 milliseconds. Closer spaced impulses are counted as a single im
pulse, although they could be resolved by using electronic counters. 

A typical impulse counter for use in the voice-frequency band has 
a threshold that is adjustable in 1-dB steps from 40 to 99 dBrn with 
a choice of terminating (600 ohm) input impedance or bridging 
(high) input impedance. A timer is capable of being set in 1-minute 
increments up to 15 minutes, although a 5-minute measuring interval 
is becoming standard for message circuits. 

Several impulse counters can be used at different thresholds simul
taneously to obtain information about the distribution of the magni
tudes of the impulses. For efficiency, a four-threshold unit has been 
designed to facilitate such measurements, and it includes a timer 
capable of timing intervals up to one hour. 
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For wideband applications (such as wideband data or PICTURE
PHONE service), special impulse measuring sets are being developed. 
These wideband noise measuring sets include wideband weighting 
networks and both average reading meters and impulse counters. 

Psophometric Noise Weighting [13]. Although the dBrnc has be
come a standard unit of message circuit noise in the Bell System, it 
is not an international standard. The International Telegraph and 
Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) has defined noise as 
measured on a psophometer which includes a specified weighting that 
differs slightly from the C-message weighting used in the Bell 
System. For general conversion purposes, it is usually sufficient to 
assume that the psophometric weighting of 3-kHz white noise de
creases the average power by about 2.5 dB (to be compared with 
the 2.0-dB factor for C-message weighting). The term psophometric 
voltage refers to the rms weighted noise voltage at a point and is 
usually expressed in millivolts. 

It has become common in recent years to refer to average noise 
power (delivered to 600 ohms) rather than to noise voltage; this 
power is often expressed as picowatts psophometric (p Wp). The 
relationship to psophometric millivolts is 

W (psophometric mV) 2 X 106 . tt p p = 600 p1cowa s (7-36) 

or in dB quantities, 

dBp = 10 log (pWµ) (7-37) 

For noise flat from 0 to 3 kHz, dBp can be related to dBrnc by 

dBp = dBrnc - 0.5 (7-38) 

This relationship is not exact for other noise shapes because of the 
differences between psophometric and C-message weighting. 

The results of the previously discussed noise units are summarized 
in Fig. 7-14. The data is particaularly useful when converting from 
one noise unit to another, since an estimate of the effects of frequency 
spectrum can be obtained by comparing the three conditions tabulated. 
The 1-kHz values are given for comparison of the various reference 
conditions used. The 1-kHz psophometric reading appears 1 dB high 
because the psophometric reference is 1 p W at 800 Hz. The 0- to 
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3-kHz band of white noise approximates the noise obtained from a 
message channel. The broadband white noise readings are propor
tional to the total area under the weighting curve and thus give 
significant information concerning the weighting function above 
3 kHz. Similar data for other conditions or weightings can be ob
tained by integrating the appropriate weighting characteristic over 
the required frequency band. 

Total power· of 0 dBm White noise 
Noise 
unit of 

1000 Hz 0 to 3 kHz -4.8 dBm/kHz 

dBrnc 90.0 dBrnc 88.0 dBrnc 88.4 dBrnc 

dBrn 3 KC FLAT 90.0 dBrn 88.8 dBrn 90.3 dBrn 

dBrn 15 KC FLAT 90.0 dBrn 90.0 dBrn 97.3 dBrn 

dBa* 85.0 dBa 82.0 dBa 82.0 dBa 

Psophometric 
870mV 582mV 604mV voltage (600 o) 

Psophometric 
1740 mV 1164mV 1208mV emf 

pWp 1.26 X 109 pWp 5.62 X 10s pWp 6.03 X 108 pWp 

dBp 91.0 dBp 87.5 dBp 87.8 dBp 

*The dBa is obsolete but is given here for reference. 

Fm. 7-14. Comparison of various noise measurements. 
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Chapter 8 

Noise in Networks and Devices 

The previous chapter discussed many of the types and general 
aspects of electrical noise affecting transmission systems. The dis
cussion in this chapter will continue with the effects of noise on 
two-port networks and modulated signals. The most common types 
of noise are thermal noise (due to random motion of electrons) and 
shot noise (due to quantum flow of electricity in electronic devices). 
Since both are gaussian, most of the discussion will pertain to 
effects of gaussian noise. The results are sometimes applicable to 
other types of noise with the applicability justified by little more than 
the common attitude that if the noise cannot be predicted exactly, it 
may be assumed to be gaussian. 

8.1 NOISE PRODUCED BY NETWORKS AND DEVICES 

All transmission systems are made up of combinations of various 
electrical networks and devices which are themselves usually made up 
of individual components. In the following paragraphs the noise prop
erties of these components are related to the terminal properties of 
specific, commonly used networks. The networks and devices will 
usually be characterized as two-port networks-a characterization 
which lends itself well to placing several networks in tandem to pro
duce a working transmission system. Means of characterizing the 
terminal noise properties of two-port networks are discussed as are 
some of the means used to measure these properties. Most of the 
emphasis is on two-port networks in general, with specific results 
applicable to specific types of networks. 

178 
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Calculation of Noise Output 

Consider the common case of a two-port linear network being driven 
by a source of impedance, Zs, as shown in Fig. 8-1. The open circuit 
output voltage of this network, Vo, can be related to the voltage across 
the input port, V1, by the transmittance function, H (f) : 

(8-1) 

Equation (8-1) is often awkward to use in practice. A knowledge of 
the source voltage, Vs, is not adequate to determine V1; knowledge of 
the source impedance, Zs, and network input impedance, Z1, is also 
needed. Similarly, if the two-port is driving a load impedance, ZL, 
measurement of the loaded output voltage will not determine the open 
circuit voltage unless Z2 and Z L are both known. 

Two-port network 

I ---, 
z, I z, I 

i r I 
I 

Y.~ v, z, Vo Z1. 

I I 

L ---
__ _J 

FIG. 8-1. A general two-port network with H(/) = V0/V1• 

Some of these problems can be alleviated by defining the transfer 
characteristic of a two-port in terms of available powers. This was 
done in the previous chapter for a resistor where the available noise 
power is simply kTBw. Note that this is independent of the resistance 
value. The available power gain of a two-port network is defined as 
the ratio of available signal power at the output terminals of the 
network, to the available signal power at the input terminals of the 
network. For the two-port shown in Fig. 8-1, the available source 
power is 

I Vs I 2 

4Rs 
(8-2) 
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where Rs + jXs = Zs. The available output power is 

I Vo I 2 

4.R;-

Chap. 8 

(8-3) 

where R2 + jX2 = Z2. Thus, from the above definition the available 
gain is given by 

From the network, 

I Vo I 2 Rs 
Ya= I Vs 12 R2 

Vo Vo Z1 
Vs= V1 Z1 +Zs 

Substituting Eq. (8-1) into (8-5), and (8-5) into (8-4) yields 

(!) - I Hi(f) Z11 2 R.s 
Ya - Z1 + Zs R2 

(8-4) 

(8-5) 

(8-6) 

Note that the available gain is dependent on the source impedance, 
z.; the input impedance, Z i; and the output resistance, R2. However, 
the available gain is independent of the load impedance if the network 
is unilateral. 

The utility of the concept of available gain is realized when cas
cading unilateral two-port networks. It can easily be shown that the 
available gain of unilateral networks in cascade is equal to the product 
of the available gains of the individual networks. 

Consider a noiseless two-port network with available gain, Ya (f), 
and with the input connected to a thermal noise source having a 
noise temperature, T. The available noise power from this source 
in a small band of frequencies, df, is given by 

Pn = kTdf watts (8-7) 

The available noise power at the output is given by 

Pno = Ya (f) kTdf watts (8-8) 
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In general, this simple relationship between noise at the input and 
output of a network holds only for noiseless networks. If the net
work contains lossy elements or gain producing elements such as 
transistors, the network is not noiseless since these elements repre
sent internal noise sources of the network. It is desirable then to 
have some means to characterize the amount of noise a network adds 
to a system by virtue of its internal noise sources. Two such means 
of characterization have been developed. These are the concepts 
of effective input noise temperature of a network and noise figure, or 
noise factor, of a network. 

In the case of networks which are not unilateral, it is usually con
venient to express the open circuit output noise voltage (or spectral 
density) in terms of short circuit transfer admittances, Yan [1]. If 
each of the N uncorrelated noise generators in a network is considered 
as an individual port, by superposition, the output noise spectral 
density at port 0 is given by 

N 

So = 2k L: I ~: \ 2 T nRn volts2/Hz (8-9) 

n = 1 

Since many practical transmission networks are unilateral and the 
available gain concept is intuitively more attractive than the transfer 
admittance approach, available gains are used in the following dis
cussion. The discussion could have been carried out equally we!I 
by using the concept of actual power delivered to the load and the 
transducer gain of the network. 

Effective Input Noise Temperature 

Consider a two-port network having an available gain of ga (f). 
When it is connected to a noise source having a noise temperature of 
T, the available noise power in a small band, df, at the output of 
the network is Pno· This power is made up of two components : the 
power due to the external noise. source, ga (f) kTdf, and the power 
due to the internal noise sources of the network, Pne· This can be 
expressed as 

Pno = ga (f) kTdf + Pne 

The power Pne is the available noise power of the network when the 
input of the network is connected to a noise-free source. It is 
assumed that the noise voltages of the noise source driving the net
work and the noise sources internal to the network are uncorrelated. 
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If the noisy network is replaced by an equivalent noiseless one having 
two noise sources at its input, one of the noise sources will be the 
original external noise source having a noise temperature of T, and 
the other noise source will have a noise temperature which produces 
the noise power, Pne· The effective noise temperature, Te, of this 
equivalent representation of the internal noise source of the noisy 
network is 

T Pne 
e = Ua(f)kdf (8-10) 

The available noise power at the output of the network in terms 
of the effective input noise temperature now becomes 

Pno = Ua(/)k(T+Te)df (8-11) 

The effective input noise temperature, Te, can vary as a function of 
frequency, depending upon how Ua and Pne vary. Furthermore, since 
the available gain of the network is a function of the manner in 
which the signal source is connected to the network, the effective 
input noise temperature will be a function of this as well. To reiter
ate, the effective input noise temperature of a two-port network is 
that input source noise temperature which, when connected to a noise
free equivalent to the network, results in an output noise power 
equal to that of the actual network when connected to a noise-free 
input source. 

Noise Figure 

The IRE definition of noise figure for a two-port network is as 
follows: "The noise figure (noise factor) at a specified input fre
quency is the ratio of ( 1) the total noise power per unit bandwidth 
at a corresponding output frequency available at the output when 
the noise temperature of the input source is standard (290°K) to 
(2) that portion of this output power engendered at the input fre
quency by the input source" [2]. The standard noise temperature 
of 290°K approximates the noise temperature of most input sources. 
In terms of previous definitions, 

N . fi Pno 
01se gure = nF = Ua (f) kTodf (8-12) 

where To= 290°K. A noise figure such as this described for a narrow
band, df, is called a spot noise figure, which can vary as a function of 
frequency. 
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An alternative but equivalent manner of defining noise figure is 
in terms of the signal-to-noise degradation a network produces. The 
noise figure of a two-port network may be defined as the ratio of the 
available signal-t~noise power ratio at the input of the two-port 
network, to the available signal-to-noise power ratio at the output 
of the two-port network, when the temperature of the noise source at 
the input is standard. The following terms are defined: 

Pso = the available signal power at the output of the tw~port 
network. 

Psi= the available signal power at the input of the two-port 
network. 

Pno = the available noise power at the output of the two-port 
network in a small band, df. 

Pni = the available noise power at the input of the two-port 
network in a small band, df. 

Since the temperature of the source is standard, Pni = kTodf. The 
definition of noise figure in terms of these symbols is then 

Psi/Pni Psi/kTodf 
nF= =-~--

Pso/Pno Pso/Pno 
(8-13) 

To show that this definition is equivalent to the IRE definition, it is 
only necessary to note that ga(f) = PsolPsi· Hence, Eq. (8-13) can 
be written as 

(8-14) 

which is the expression resulting from the IRE noise figure definition. 
In terms of the short circuit transfer admittances, the noise figure 

of any two-port can be determined from 

N 

nF- - --z: I 

Yon 1
2 RnT n 

- Yo1 RsTo 
(8-15) 

n = 1 

where the y's are found by including the source resistance as port 1 
of the N+l port network. 

Another useful noise figure concept is that of average noise figure. 
Average noise figure may be defined as the ratio of the total available 
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noise power at the output of a two-port network (when the noise , 
temperature of the input source is standard), to that part of the 
total available output noise power due to the noise of the input source 
alone. Let Pnt be the total available noise power at the output of the 
two-port network. Then in terms of previous definitions, 

. - Pnt Average noise figure = nF = kT B 
Yo o w 

(8-16) 

where Bw = the noise bandwidth of the two-port network. Consider 
the relationship between spot noise figure and average noise figure. 
The available noise power, Pno, in a small band, df, at the output of 
a network is 

Pno = nF(f)ga(f)kTodf (8-17) 

The total noise power is the integral over frequency of this power or 

Pnt = ["' Pnodf = kTo ["' Ua(f)nF(f)df 

Noise bandwidth, on the other hand, was defined in Eq. (7-30) as 

1 ["' Bw = - UaU)df 
Uo. 0 

Substituting these expressions in the definition for average noise 
figure, 

(8-18) 

This then is the quantitative relation between average and spot noise 
figure. Both of these noise figures may be expressed in dB by taking 
10 log of the ratio. 

Spot noise figure is useful when describing the noise behavior of a 
network as a function of frequency. In an FDM telephone system, 
channels are stacked in frequency ; therefore, the spot noise figure 
of the repeaters is needed to describe the noise behavior from channel 
to channel. In an FM system it is necessary to know the total noise 
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across the bandwidth of the FM receiver in order to calculate 
breaking in such a system. H.ere the average noise figure of the FM 
receiver is a useful quantity. 

Relation of Noise Figure to Effective Input Noise Temperature. 
The noise figure and effective input noise temperature of a two-port 
network are related analytically. It was shown in Eq. (8-11) that 
the available noise power appearing at the output of a network in a 
small band, df, is Pno = UaU)k(T +Te) df, where Tis the noise tem
perature of the input source, and Te is the effective input noise tem
perature of the network. To make this output noise power conform 
with that required in the definition of noise figure, it is necessary to 
make the noise temperature of the input source equal to standard tem
perature, To. Hence, Pno = Ua(f)k(To + Te)df. The output noise in 
terms of noise figure is from Eq. (8-17): Pno = nFgakTodf. Equating 
these two powers, nFTo = T(} + Te. Solving for nF in one case and 
T. in the other, 

(8-19) 

and 

Te= To(nF - 1) (8-20) 

The concept of noise figure is most useful when the input source has 
a noise temperature approximately equal to standard temperature. 
Consider the expression for the noise power at the output of the 
network, Pno = nFgakTodf. Rewriting this equation in terms of dBm 
(reference 1 mW), 

Pno =NF+ Ga+ 10 log kTodf + 30 

=NF+ Ga -174 dBm+ 10 log df 

The symbols are defined as follows : 

Pno = 10 log io~ dBm 

NF= 10 lognF dB 

Ga= 10 log Ua dB 

dBm (8-21) 

Hence, the available noise power of the two-port network in dBm can 
be written as the sum of the noise power of the thermal noise source 
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in dBm, the available gain of the network in dB, and the noise figure 
of the network in dB. The effects of internal noise sources of a 
two-port network can therefore be taken into account by adding the 
noise figure in dB to the available noise power of the source in dBm. 

The concept of effective input noise temperature is useful when 
the source noise temperature differs from that of standard tempera
ture. It has a distinct advantage when the noise performance of a 
complete communications system is being evaluated. Specific use of 
effective input noise temperature is discussed later with respect to 
low noise applications. 

Cascaded Networks. The two networks connected in tandem as 
shown in Fig. 8-2 have effective input temperatures, Te1 and Te2, and 

-"' g, .... _,.. 
U2 

,.._ _,.. 
--..., ..,- "" 

..., ..., 

~T 
<> 

Te 1 T., 

_,.., n,, ,.._ -"' n,.·2 ""' 
_,.. ..., ..., ..., ..,. --..., 

FIG. 8-2. Cascaded networks and noise. 

available gains, Yi and g2. Suppose that these two tandem amplifiers 
are connected to a noise source having a noise temperature, T. In a 
small frequency band, df, the noise power due to the noise source only 
is g1g2kTdf. The noise power due to noise sources in the first network 
is g1g2kTe1 df, and the noise power due to noise sources in the second 
network is g~Te2 df. The total noise appearing at the output of the 
second network is kg2(g1T+g1Te1+Te2 )df. The portion of this noise 
due to noise sources internal to the two networks is kg2 (g1Te1+Te2)df. 

The effective input temperature of the two networks in tandem is then 

This result can be easily generalized to n networks in tandem. The 
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resulting effective input noise temperature is 

T T Te 2 Ten 
e = e +-+ ... -----

l ... n 1 g1 g1g2 ... gn-l 
(8-22) 

Using the relationship between noise figure and effective input noise 
temperature, it can be easily shown that the resulting noise figure 
of n stages in tandem is 

(8-23) 

The significance of these two relationships becomes apparent when 
considering a multistage amplifier in which each stage has an avail
able gain of at least 20 dB (ratio of 100). If each stage has the same 
effective input noise temperature, then the noise contribution of only 
the first stage is significant. Only noise sources occurring before or 
in the first stage of the amplifier need be considered so far as noise 
calculations are concerned. However, if the gain of the first stage 
is small or if the noise contribution of the second stage is large, then 
it is necessary to take these into account when making noise calcula
tions. 

Attenuators. Consider an attenuator inserted between a noise 
source and a load as shown in Fig. 8-3. Assume that the noise 
source has a noise temperature of Ts degrees and that the lossy 
elements of the attenuator are at a temperature of T degrees. Atten
uators are usually calibrated in terms of insertion loss between fixed 
equal impedances. Such insertion loss (or gain) is equal to the more 
broadly defined available loss (or gain). However, attenuators are 

T 

-Pa 

la 

Source Attenuator 

FIG. 8-3. Noise and the attenuator. 
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usually not unilateral, and available gains as used here are only gen
erally applicable when the attenuator is properly terminated. At 
unity gain (unity loss, 0-dB loss, 0-dB gain), the available noise power 
in a band, Bw, at the output of the attenuator is kT.Bw watts. At 
zero gain (infinite loss), the available noise power is kTBw watts and 
is due to the lossy elements in the attenuator. If the noise source and 
the attenuator are at the same temperature, no change in available 
noise power at the output of the attenuator is noticed as the attenu
ator loss is varied from 0 dB to infinity. The noise produced by the 
source, which can be considered the signal, is proportional to the 
difference in temperature between the noise source and attenuator. 
This signal is attenuated by the lossy elements of the attenuator. The 
available signal power at the output of the attenuator is then 
gakBw ( T. - T) for 0 :::; ga :::; 1. The total available power at the 
output of the attenuator is the sum of the signal and noise: 

Pa= gakBw(T.-T) + kBwT 

= kBw[gaTs + (1-ga)T] 

Note that the available power given by this expression agrees with 
the values calculated for zero gain and unity gain. The effective input 
noise temperature of the attenuator is then 

Te= kBPa - T. 
wga 

_ kBw[gaTs + (1 - ga) T] _Ts 
- kBwga 

1- Ya 
=--T 

ga 
(8-24) 

If the loss ratio of the attenuator is la, then in terms of the gain, 
la = 1/ ga. The loss of the attenuator in dB is La = 10 log la. 
The effective input noise temperature in terms of the attenuator loss 
ratio is then 

Te=T(la-1) (8-25) 

and by Eq. (8-19) the noise figure of the attenuator is 

(8-26) 
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If the lossy elements of the attenuator are at standard temperature, 
then the noise figure of the attenuator is equal to the loss of the 
attenuator; that is, 

or 

NF =La dB (8-27) 

This result can also be arrived at by using the signal-to-noise defini
tion of noise figure. 

The results given by Eqs. (8-25) and (8-26) apply only to those 
attenuating networks that achieve their attenuation through lossy 
elements such as resistors. Attenuating networks can be constructed 
using reactive elements. Such attenuators achieve their loss by 
reflecting power to the source. An attenuator constructed entirely 
of reactive devices will have an effective input noise temperature of 
zero degrees since pure reactive elements are noiseless. However, 
the loss of such attenuators must be included in Eqs. (8-22) and 
(8-23) when calculating the noise performance of a system contain
ing them. 

Semiconductor Noise. Semiconductor devices have, in addition to 
the usual thermal noise sources, other noise sources, which are d-c 
bias dependent. For clarity, all d-c bias currents and voltages are 
denoted by the upper case letters, I and V, respectively; and the noise 
currents and voltages have an rms value given by the lower case 
letters, i and e, respectively. 

Diode Noise. The shot noise in a PN junction diode consists of the 
noise due to the minority carrier current, Is (saturation current), 
and the majority carrier current, lseQV/kT (forward current). The 
two noise currents are statistically independent and add on a power 
basis. Therefore, from Eq. (7-20) 

(8-28) 

The actual diode current is given by the familiar diode equation 

I= ls(eqV/kT - 1) (8-29) 

Substituting into Eq. (8-28) yields 

irms2 = 2qBw (/ + 2/s) (8-30) 
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The available noise power from the diode would be delivered to a 
matched load of conductance, 

G - dl - ql. qV/kT - q(l + 1.) 
-dv- kT e - kT (8-31) 

Thus, the available noise power from a PN junction is given by 

P _ irms2 _ kTBw l + 2ls 
n- 4G - 2 l + 1. watts (8-32) 

For l = 0, or no current through the diode, there is thermal equi
librium, and the diode looks like a resistor at temperature T. For 
l > > 1. there is strong forward conduction, and the diode looks only 
half as noisy as a resistor. For l ~ - 1. (the reverse bias condition), 
the diode looks like an extremely hot noise generator and in this 
condition is sometimes used as a noise source. 

Transistor Noise. The important noise sources in a transistor 
can be obtained by combining two junctions and considering the 
effects of recombination in the base region. The easiest noise equiva
lent circuit to use for this application is the equivalent tee circuit. 
The noise sources include shot noise, arising from the random passage 
of carriers through the junctions in the transistor (diffusion fluctu
ations) ; partition noise, resulting from the random division of car
riers between the base and collector (recombination fluctuations in 
the base region of the transistor) ; and thermal noise, arising from 
the resistive components in series with the base, collector, and emitter 
junction leads. (The most significant is the base resistance.) 

For frequencies less than the a cutoff frequency, a simplified noise 
equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 8-4 can be used. Since the emitter
base junction is usually forward-biased, noise in this area is just 
like that generated in the junction diode. Therefore a noise generator 
is placed in the emitter circuit to inject a noise current, ien, as gen
erally given by Eq. ( 8-30). 

ien = y'2qleBw (8-33) 

where le is the d-c emitter current in amperes. 
The collector region provides three sources of noise. The first is 

due to the fraction of the emitter current reaching the collector. 
Hence a term given by 2qaoleBw or 2qlcBw is needed. The second is 
due to the collector saturation, lco, which flows when le = 0. This 
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FIG. 8-4. Simple equivalent circuit for a noisy transistor. 
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term is usually small when compared to the first. The third is a 
partition noise term which results from the random fluctuations of 
the division of the emitter current between the base and collector. 
Combining these three effects, Van der Ziel [3] has shown that the 
total noise in the collector is 

icn = y'2qBw Uco + le (1 - ao) J (8-34) 

In the base region a noise voltage is associated with the base 
spreading resistance, rb', and is a thermal noise source with an rms 
voltage given by 

(8-35) 

where T is the temperature of the base resistance in degrees Kelvin, 
and rb' is the base resistance in ohms. 

Several simplifying assumptions have been made to arrive at this 
equivalent circuit. First, the frequency dependence of the emitter 
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and collector noise generators has been neglected. Second, the 
emitter and collector noise generators have been assumed to be 
independent (not statistically correlated). Third, the equivalent tee 
circuit of the transistor has been simplified by neglecting the effect 
of space-charge layer widening, and by neglecting the frequency char
acteristics of the emitter and collector junctions. This equivalent 
circuit is valid up to the frequency fa y'l - ao, where fa is the a cutoff 
frequency of the transistor. Above this frequency it is necessary to 
include the dependence of a upon frequency and the collector junction 
capacity into the equivalent circuit. More detailed analyses and 
equivalent circuits are given in the references listed at the end of 
this chapter. 

The preceding model is also not accurate at very low frequencies. 
At these frequencies, l/f, or excess noise, dominates the noise picture. 
It is suspected that the l/f noise is caused by fluctuations in the con
ductivity of the semiconductor medium; however, no physical model 
has yet been advanced to explain satisfactorily the observed 1/f noise 
spectral density. 

It is instructive to obtain the noise figure of the above transistor 
model in the mid-frequency range (1/f effects at low frequencies 
and a cutoff affects at high frequencies are ignored). To keep the 
mathematics simple, the following assumptions are made: 

rb' < < aorc 

Ro + re < < aorc 
(8-36) 

re= kT/qle 

lco < < lc(l - ot.o) 

Converting the current sources in Fig. 8-4 to voltage sources and 
driving the common base transistor with a source impedance of Ro 
results in the circuit of Fig. 8-5, with the values of the noise voltage 
sources given by 

I aor 2 
ecn = 2kT--c (1 - ao)Bw 

re 

(8-37) 
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FIG. 8-5. Equivalent transistor circuit for calculation of noise figure. 

The ratio of the available output noise power from all sources, to the 
available output noise power from the source resistance, Rg, gives the 
noise figure. This implies that the transistor is loaded with a load 
impedance, ZL, equal to the conjugate of the impedance seen looking 
into the output port of the transistor. Computation of this impedance 
can be avoided by recalling that the available output power is equal 
to the square of the open circuit output voltage divided by 4RL. 
Since Z L is constant for both conditions in determining the power 
ratio, the noise figure is also obtainable as the ratio of the mean 
squared open circuit output noise voltage of all sources, to the mean 
squared open circuit output noise voltage of the egn source. 

The source, egn of Fig. 8-5, with all other noise sources shorted, 
will contribute to the loop current, ie. By Ohm's law 

• egn 

'le= R9 +re+ rb' (8-38) 

yields an open circuit output voltage given by 

(8-39) 

where the portion of the output given by 

R9 +re+ rb' 

can be ignored since rb' < < aorc. Therefore, the mean squared open 
circuit output voltage due only to the source is given by 

(8-40) 
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By a similar argument, the open circuit squared output voltage due 
to een can be obtained as 

V 2 _ 2kTBwreao2rc2 

eoc - (R 9 +re+ rb')2 (8-41) 

and that from ebn (ignoring the direct term because R 9 +re < < aorc) 
is 

(8-42) 

The open circuited squared output voltage due to ecn is simply ecn2 or 

Ve 2 = 2kTBwaorc2 (1 - ao) 
oc re (8-43) 

The noise figure is given by 

(8-44) 

which for T = To becomes [4]: 

nF=l+~+ rb' + (1-ao) (R9 +re+rb') 2 

2R9 Ru 2aoreR9 
(8-45) 

Note that the noise figure is not only dependent upon the transistor 
parameters, but also upon the source resistance, R9 which must be at 
standard temperature. In fact, there is an optimum value of R 9 that 
will minimize the noise figure. Equation (8-45) suggests that a low 
noise figure can be obtained by making ao very close to unity (very 
high gain) and then driving from a source impedance which is large 
compared to re or rb'· Small re implies that the d-c bias current, le, 
cannot be made too small. In practice, the minimum noise figure is 
usuaIIy broad enough so that R9 is often determined by considerations 
other than noise alone, such as impedance matching. 

Actual noise figures in the range of 2 to 6 dB are obtainable 
in the mid-frequency region of operation (between excess noise and 
a cutoff effects) with source resistances, R 9 , from 100 to 1000 ohms. 
It can be shown analytically that the noise figure obtained in this 
frequency region is practically independent of the circuit configura
tion (common base, common emitter, or common collector) that is 
used. 
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Effect of Terminations. Many situations arise in the design of 
broadband amplifiers where it is necessary to match the input 
impedance of a transistor amplifier to a constant real impedance 
over a large band of frequencies. For example, in order to avoid 
interaction effects between cable impedance and repeaters, it is 
often desirable to design the amplifier so that it matches the cable 
impedances. The value of noise figure for the amplifier will be 
affected differently, depending on the method used to obtain the 
desired input impedance. 

One convenient way of accomplishing impedance matching is to 
use low impedance input circuits, such as common base stages or 
common emitter stages with shunt feedback, which can be easily 
matched to the driving source impedance by what is known as brute 
force terminations. This is simply a resistor placed in series with 
the input port to raise the low transistor impedance to the desired 
value. The dual network for this case can also be used where a shunt 
resistor is required to lower the impedance. This finds application in 
circuits with electron tubes, field effect devices, or series feedback 
transistor stages. 

Consider the transistor input circuit shown in Fig. 8-6 with shunt 
feedback supplied from the feedback network denoted by {3. If the 
amount of feedback is large, the impedance R;n will approach zero 
(an ohm or two is typical), and a good impedance match to the cable 
impedance, Re, can be obtained by adding the series resistor, Rt = Rc
Note that the R 9 used in previous transistor noise figure computations 
is equal to Re + Rt in parallel with the f3 circuit impedance. From 

Transistor feedback amplifier 

I -- ---- ---, 
I I 
I I 
I ••• I R, I 

r 1 
I 

R, I I 
I R,. R. I 
L --- -- - _J 

FIG. 8-6. Brute force input termination of shunt feedback amplifier. 
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Eq. (8-45), it can be seen that the transistor noise figure is a function 
of the source impedance, Rg. Changing Rg to Re changes the noise 
figure of the transistor. However, it is convenient to compare the 
transistor noise figure with a source impedance of Re + Rt, to the 
amplifier noise figure with a source impedance of Re. 

First, it must be recognized that feedback does not improve the 
noise figure of the amplifier. This can be seen by realizing that any 
improvement in noise performance afforded by the feedback is exactly 
compensated by the necessity for more gain in the active portion 
of the circuit. Signal levels at node I (the input) are lowered by 
feedback by the same amount as the noise, and thus, the signal-to
noise ratio (hence noise figure) is unchanged by feedback. 

Next, it should be remembered that if Rg = Re + Rt and the shunt
ing effect of the f3 circuit is ignored, this circuit is identical to that 
used for deriving the transistor noise figure. Thus, the total noise of 
the amplifier is directly proportional to the numerator of Eq. (8-44). 
However, the reference condition given previously by Eq. (8-40) is 
modified by replacing Rg with Re. If the brute force termination, 

Rt = Re = ~ Rg, the reference noise power of Eq. (8-40) is exactly 

half its previous value. As a 

l:n1 

consequence, the noise figure given 
by Eq. (8-44) is doubled. The re
sult is a 3-dB increase in noise 
figure over that measured without 
a termination but with a new 
source impedance equal to twice 
the actual source impedance. 0-·· The 3-dB noise penalty associ
ated with the brute force termina
tion may be very undesirable. In 

FIG. 8-7. Transformer input coupling some cases, this can be avoided by 
network. the use of transformer coupling as 

shown in Fig. 8-7. If Zt is reason
ably constant and real over the range of frequencies of interest, a trans
former turns ratio of 1 :n1 = yZt/Re will result in an input impedance 
to the low side of the transformer of Re ohms. This also results in a 
high side impedance as seen by the transistor to be Ra = Zi. If this 
value of Rg is not close to the optimum value for the transistor, a 
noise penalty results. The disadvantage of simple transformer 
coupling is its inability both to satisfy a good impedance match at 
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the input and to present the optimum source impedance to the 
transistor for minimum noise figure. 

A method of termination that is acceptable from this standpoint 
results when the low side of the coupling network is connected as 
a hybrid. The circuit of such a coupling network is shown in Fig. 
8-8. Circuit analysis of this network shows that the open circuit 
voltage gain is 'l'l2/2, where 1'l2 is the turns ratio of the hybrid net
work, and the high side resistance in terms of the cable impedance, 
Re, is 

(8-46) 

Thus, the turns ratio can be adjusted to optimize Rg for low transistor 
noise figure. It can be shown that the input impedance looking into 
the low side, or cable side, of the coupling network is exactly Re 
when the impedance of the balancing network, Zb, is adjusted to be 

Z _ (1'l2Re) _!_ 
b- 2 Zt (8-47) 

where Zt is the impedance of the load placed on the high side of the 
coupling network by the transistor amplifier and associated circuitry. 
Although the potential noise performance of the hybrid termination 
is ideal, such terminations are not universally used. This is primarily 
due to difficulties in controlling the characteristics of the hybrid 
over the wide frequency ranges of modern amplifiers. In the case 
of feedback amplifiers, the effects of the hybrid on the feedback 
characteristic may be important to frequencies many octaves above 
the highest frequency being amplified. 

l:lm, 

R,. 

z,, Z, 

FIG. 8-8. Hybrid input coupling network. 
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The preceding methods of getting good input impedance do not 
exhaust the list of possibilities. Some of the other alternatives, such 
as the use of series and shunt feedback to obtain the correct termi
nating impedance and the use of bridge structures, are useful in 

, certain cases. Hybrid feedback connections in particular appear to 
offer signal-to-noise advantages over purely passive structures. A 
complete examination of these alternatives is beyond the scope of 
this text. 

Low Noise Applications. There are many applications in modern 
communications systems where the thermal input noise to the system 
may be much less than that referred to 290°K [5]. For example, the 
ground station antenna for a space communications system is nor
mally pointed at high elevation angles where the atmospheric noise 
is oniy a few degrees Kelvin. This noise cannot be avoided, but it 
is important that the antenna does not pick up additional noise from 
the ground or the lower and warmer portions of the sky. If the side 
and back lobe characteristics are good, little noise above the minimum 
background level will be picked up. If this antenna is followed by 
an amplifier with the respectable noise figure of 1 dB, the amplifier 
noise will be much greater than the noise coming into the antenna, 
and the signal-to-noise degradation will be much more than 1 dB. 
This is true because the inescapable noise coming in on the antenna 
is much less than that due to a resistor at room temperature. The 
result is that the conventional definition of noise figure is not very 
convenient for low noise applications. 

Instead, it has become common to use effective input noise tempera
ture to characterize low noise devices. This was previously defined 
as that input source noise temperature which, when connected to a 
noise-free equivalent of the network, results in an output noise power 
equal to that of the actual network connected to a noise-free input 
source. 

The available noise power appearing at the output of a network 
in a band, Bw, is Pn = Uak(T+Te)Bw. The noise temperature of the 
input source is T, and Te is the effective input noise temperature of 
the network. For the case of a communications system consisting of 
an antenna and a receiver, the noise temperature of the input source 
would be the antenna temperature Tant, and Te would be the effective 
input noise temperature of the receiver. The latter includes the noise 
contribution due to loss of passive r-f components appearing between 
the receiver and the antenna. The sum of these two temperatures 
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is ref erred to as the total effective system noise temperature, or 

(8-48) 

This system noise temperature gives the total system noise power 
referred to the input of the receiver. 

Consider a short piece of waveguide connecting a very low noise 
antenna to a very low noise amplifier such as a maser. From Eq. 
( 8-25), the effective input noise temperature of an attenuator is 
given by 

Te= T("la - 1) 

where T is the actual temperature of the loss elements in the attenu
ator. At room temperature (290°K), Eq. (8-25) reduces to the 
helpful approximation 

Te= 66.8L L < 0.5 dB (8-49) 

where L is the attenuator loss in dB. For each tenth of a dB loss 
in the waveguide, the effective input noise temperature will increase 
by about 6. 7 ° K. 

Even small waveguide losses, if present between the antenna and 
a low noise receiver, can have drastic effects on the transmission 
quality of the system. Assume, for instance, a receiving system 
temperature of 25°K (all noise sources referred to the input of the 
low noise amplifier). The waveguide losses are then increased by 
0.1 dB. This adds 6.7°K; for a total receiver noise of 32.7°K, which 
is just 1 dB higher than 25°K. The signal-to-noise ratio of an in
coming signal has therefore been reduced by 1.1 dB (1 dB due to 
noise and 0.1 dB due to signal loss). If the waveguide loss is higher 
than a few dB, the noise temperature of the attenuator reaches an 
asymptotic value of 290°K. 

Example 8.1 

Problem 

Consider the satellite communication rece1vmg system shown in 
Fig. 8-9. This system consists of a highly directional, high-gain 
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Tant= 14"K 

Antenna 
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G, = 25 dB 

L,=0.2dB T,=4°K 

Waveguide Maser 

G.=17dB 

N,. = 6dB 

Traveling 
wave tube 

Chap. 8 

N,·=12dB 

Converter 
and i-1 

amplifier 

FIG. 8-9. An example of low-noise communications system and system noise 
calculations. 

antenna followed by a low noise amplifier. Electrical properties of 
the various system components are: 

Antenna 
Noise temperature= 14°K 

Waveguide (at room temperature) 
Loss= 0.2 dB 

Maser 
Gain= 25 dB 
Effective input noise temperature= 4°K 

Traveling wave tube 
Gain= 17 dB 
Noise figure = 6 dB 

Converter and i-f amplifier 
Noise figure = 12 dB 

Calculate the effective input noise temperature of the receiver and 
the system noise temperature. 

Solution 

First, the dB quantities should be converted into ratios. 

Maser 
Gain= 25 dB, gain ratio= 316 

Traveling wave tube 
Gain = 17 dB, gain ratio = 50 
Noise figure= 6 dB, ratio= 4.0 

Converter and i-f amplifier 
Noise figure = 12 dB, ratio = 15.8 
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To compute the effective input noise temperature of the receiver, 
it is necessary in this case to use the formula for cascaded networks, 
Eq. (8-22), 

Here Te 1, Te 2 , Te 3, and Te 4 are the effective input noise temperatures 
of the waveguide, maser, traveling wave tube, and converter, re
spectively; while g1, g2, and g3 are the gains (available) of the wave
guide, maser, and traveling wave tube, respectively. The relationship 
between noise figure and effective input noise temperature must be 
used in o-rder to establish Te3 and Te4 for the traveling-wave tube and 
converter. This relation, Eq. ( 8-20), is 

Te= To(nF - 1) 

Then 

Te3 = 290 (4 - 1) = 870°K 

Te4 = 290 (15.8 - 1) = 4290°K 

Equation (8-49) may be used to calculate the effective input tempera
ture of the waveguide due to its losses. 

Te= 66.8L 

Te 1 = (66.8) (0.2) = 13.6°K 

The waveguide gain ratio, g1, equals 0.955 for 0.2-dB loss. 
The effective input noise temperature of the receiver may now 

be calculated using Eq. (8-22.). 

4 0 870 4290 
Te= 13·6 + o.955 + (0.955) (316) + (0.955) (316) (50) 

= 13.6 + 4.2 + 2.9 + 0.3 

= 21.0°K 

The system noise temperature is given by Eq. (8-48) : 

Tsys = Tant+ Te 

= 14° + 21° = 35°K 
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Measurement of Effective Input Noise Temperature and Noise Figure 

In general, two methods of measuring noise figure exist [6]. One 
of these involves the use of a calibrated signal generator to charac
terize the gain, g, and the effective noise bandwidth, Bw, of the 
two-port network. The measured noise output power can then be 
compared to the theoretical value, given by gkToBw, to obtain the 
noise figure. The second method utilizes a calibrated noise source 
placed at the input of the network. Both of these measurement 
techniques are similar and use the circuit arrangement shown in 
Fig. 8-10. The noise or signal source consists of a generator that 
can be turned off and on, and an internal source termination that 
supplies a fixed amount of thermal noise whether the generator is 
turned off or on. The source is connected to the input of the two
port network undergoing measurement. Note that the value of noise 
figure measured can be a function of the impedance match existing 
at this point. A power meter is connected at the output of the two
port network. In general, this power meter will read not the available 
output power of the two-port, but rather the actual power delivered 
to the meter. Therefore, in these calculations the transducer gain (gi) 
of the two-port network is used. 

In general, two power measurements are made at the output of 
the network: one with the generator in the signal source turned 
off (pi), and the other with the generator in the signal source turned 
on (p2). 

Calibrated Noise Source. For the case of the calibrated noise source, 
the noise temperature of the source, T1, is that of its internal termi-

Variable noise 2-port network 

source under test 

...... 

. ,., 
T, 

~ 

<" 
~R, ne 

Power meter 

Q·· 
g, 

~ _,..,_ .., 
~ 

FIG. 8-10. Setup for measuring noise figure. 
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nating resistance when the generator in the noise source is turned 
off. With the generator on, the noise temperature of the source be
comes T2. The noise powers measured at the output of the two-port 
network under the generator off and on conditions are respectively 

Pi= UtkBw(Te +Ti) 

P2 = UtkBw(Te + T2) 

The unknowns are Ut, the transducer gain of the network; Bw, the 
noise bandwidth of the combined network and power meter; and Te, 
the effective input temperature of the network. Of these, the latter 
is desired. Consider the ratio of these two equations. Let y = P2/P1; 
then, 

Solving for Te, 

P2 UtkBw(Te + T2) Te+ T2 y--- . ---~ 
- Pi - UtkBw(Te +Ti) - Te+ Ti 

T _ T2 -YT1 
e- y-1 

The noise figure of the two~port network is given by 

(¥a- 1) + y ( 1 -¥o) 
y-1 

(8-50) 

(8-51) 

If the source impedance is at standard temperature (that is, Ti = To), 
then this expression becomes : 

(8-52) 

Sources of white noise that can be used for such measurements are 
the temperature-limited noise diode, the gas tube noise generator, 
and resistors at different temperatures. The temperature-limited 
noise diode represents a variable noise source useful at frequencies 
less than 1 GHz. The noise output may be changed by simply vary
ing the anode current of the diode. The gas tube noise generator 
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represents a source of noise power useful in the microwave fre
quency regions. Since the gas tube produces a constant available 
noise power, it is necessary to use a variable attenuator between it 
and the load if a variable source of noise power is desired. Resistors 
at different but precisely known temperatures may be used as very 
accurate noise sources for the measurement of noise figure. Accurate 
temperatures may be obtained by immersing resistors in ice baths, 
liquid nitrogen baths, etc. 

Calibrated Signal Source. For the measurement of effective input 
noise temperature and noise figure using a calibrated signal source, it 
is assumed that the generator source impedance is at standard tem
perature. When the generator is on, the available power of the signal 
is Pc· The powers measured at the output of the two-port network, 
with the generator off and the generator on, are respectively 

P1 = kgtBw(Te +To) 

P2 = kgtBw(Te +To) + PcUt 

Taking the ratio of these two powers, 

-l + Pc 
- kBw (Te+ To) 

Solving for T., 

The expression for noise figure is 

1 
nF=--

y-l 
Pc 

kToBw 

(8-53) 

(8-54) 

Bandwidth Effects. In order to complete the calculation of noise 
figure or effective input noise temperature, it is necessary to know 
the noise bandwidth, Bw. This quantity is not easy to measure 
accurately. The dispersed noise source method has the advantage 
in that it is not necessary to know the noise bandwidth. 
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If it is desired to measure spot noise figure, then the power detector 
must have a noise bandwidth considerably smaller than that of the 
network undergoing measurement. If this is the case, the noise 
bandwidth, Bw, used in the expressions given in this chapter is that 
of the power meter. If on the other hand it is desired to measure the 
average noise figure of the network, then the power meter should 
have a noise bandwidth considerably larger than that of the net
work. For this case the noise bandwidth, Bw, is the noise bandwidth 
of the network. 

Example 8.2 

Problem 
A calibrated noise source is used to measure the noise figure of an 

amplifier. It is found that the excess noise temperature of the noise 
source required to double the noise power measured at the output 
of the amplifier is 1450°K. Assuming that the termination in the 
noise source is at standard temperature, what is the noise figure of 
the amplifier? 

Solution 
Since the termination is at standard temperature for one of the 

noise measurements, Eq. (8-52) may be used to compute the noise 
figure: 

In this case T2 is the sum of the excess noise temperature and stan
dard temperature, i.e., T2 = Tx+To. Hence, the expression for noise 
figure may be written 

1 Tx 
nF=--1. -Ty- 0 

Substituting the given information into this expression, 

or 

1 
nF = 2-1 

NF=7.0dB 

1450 - 5 
290 -

The ratio T x/T 0 is sometimes referred to as the excess noise ratio 
of a noise source, and the ratio T2/To, the noise ratio of a noise 
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source. By using a noise source whose termination is at standard 
temperature and by adjusting the excess noise temperature of the 
source so that the noise measured at the output of the amplifier 
doubles (increases by 3 dB),. it is found that the noise figure is equal 
to the excess noise ratio of the noise source. 

8.2 NOISE AND AMPLITUDE-MODULATED SIGNALS 

Up to this point, this chapter has discussed the effects of noise 
when directly mixed with the desired signal. The remainder of the 
chapter is concerned with the effects of noise on a baseband signal 
when the noise is introduced after the baseband signal has been 
modulated and/or coded. As expected, some of the signal and noise 
relationships are complicated by the modulating process [7]. 

If an unmodulated carrier wave is linearly combined with a band 
of random noise having constant spectral density, the resultant wave 
is equivalent to a carrier wave that. has been both amplitude- and 
phase-modulated by random noise. When the resultant wave is de
modulated by either an ideal amplitude detector or an ideal phase 
detector, a random noise output is obtained. 

SSB Modulated Wave 

As noted in Chap. 5, the demodulation of an SSB wave consists 
of translating it in frequency with or without inversion. This is 
most easily accomplished with a product demodulator. If the SSB 
signal has random noise added to it, this noise will also be demodu
lated in the same way as the signal, i.e., a frequency translation. 

For example, consider a 0-dBm SSB signal to be demodulated. To 
avoid demodulator constants, assume that the demodulated baseband 
signal is also 0 dBm (a condition easily achieved with suitable am
plifiers and attenuators). Now consider adding at the input of the 
demodulator white noise with a power density of -100 dBm/kHz 
extending from fa to fb, as shown in Fig. 8-11 (a). This assumes that 
the demodulator is preceded by a filter passing this band of fre
quencies. In general, this passband may be wider than that occupied 
by the signal. Upon demodulation by a product demodulator with 
carrier inserted at fc, the noise spectrum will be translated by fc to 
the baseband frequencies as shown in Fig. 8-11 (b). The total noise 
power before demodulation also appears after demodulation with 
possible foldover at zero frequency. The "folded" noise power spec-: 
trums add on a power basis because the random noise is uncorrelated 
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FIG. 8-11. Product demodulation of r-f noise. 
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between different frequencies. The result of all of this is the common 
statement that the signal-to-noise ratio of an SSB signal at r-f is 
not changed by the demodulation process. Because of the foldover 
effect, however, flat noise at r-f need not be flat under demodulation. 
For the best signal-to-noise ratio, of course, predetection filtering 
should remove all noise at frequencies not occupied by the modulation 
signal. Such filtering of an SSB signal removes any possible foldover 
of the noise in the demodulation process. In this case, the shape of 
the r-f power spectrum is maintained (with possible inversion) in 
the demodulation process. 

The presence of quadrature distortion will not affect the noise in 
the demodulated output. Although quadrature distortion does affect 
the waveshape of the demodulated signal, it does not change the 
average signal power; therefore, it has no effect on the signal-to-noise 
ratio of a demodulated SSB signal. 

DSBSC Modulated Wave 
The noise performance of a product demodulator is the same for 

DSBSC as it is for SSB, except in the DSBSC case the minimum 
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bandwidth before demodulation is twice as much as for SSB. For 
flat noise at the input, this means that the noise output of the 
minimum bandwidth DSBSC demodulator is 3 dB greater than that 
from the minimum bandwidth SSB demodulator. 

The demodulated signal consists of the two sidebands folded over 
each other around zero frequency. If the inserted carrier has no 
frequency or phase error, the components in each sideband are per
fectly correlated so that the folded signal spectra add on a voltage 
basis. This means that the demodulated baseband voltage has doubled 
and that the power is 6 dB greater than that of either sideband. 
For example, a 0-dBm DSBSC signal ( -3 dBm per sideband) 
would be demodulated by the previously discussed product demodu
lator to a +3-dBm baseband signal. If the input filter passes only 
those frequencies within ±4 kHz of the carrier frequency, the 
white noise with density of -100 dBm/kHz would be demodulated to 
a density of -97 dBm/kHz or a total noise of -91 dBm. Thus, the 
signal-to-noise ratio at r-f is 0 + 91 = 91 dB, while the signal-to-noise 
ratio at baseband is 3 + 91 = 94 dB. This 3-dB improvement in 
signal-to-noise ratio is characteristic of DSBSC demodulators with 
accurately inserted carriers. 

If there is a phase error in the inserted carrier, the quadrature 
components in the sidebands cancel and only the in-phase components 
of the two sidebands add on a voltage basis. As a result, the demodu
lated baseband signal is reduced in amplitude by the factor cos (}, 
where (} is the phase error, and the signal-to-noise improvement is 
degraded. 

DSBTC Modulated Wave 
The demodulation of a conventional DSBTC wave is accomplished 

in the same manner as demodulation of a DSBSC wave except that 
a d-c baseband term results from the demodulation of the carrier. 
The chief advantage of transmitting the carrier is that it need not 
be added at the demodulator and results in no phase error (unless 
there is phase distortion in the r-f channel). The carrier is very 
wasteful of power, however. For example, a 0-dBm carrier can only 
support a -6-dBm sinusoid in each sideband. Demodulating with the 
previously discussed demodulator would result in a 0-dBm baseband 
signal. 

Comparison of Amplitude Modulation Methods [8] 
A comparison of the three amplitude modulation methods (SSB, 

DSBSC, and DSBTC) with respect to signal-to-noise ratio after de-
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modulation depends upon the nature of the power limitation in the 
particular case. If average power density is limiting, as it tends 
to be in a multichannel situation, SSB is at a 3-dB disadvantage 
compared with DSBSC. Of course only half the number of channels 
can be carried by DSBSC in a given band. Adding the second side
band does not change the power density, but provides a 3-dB noise 
advantage due to coherency of signal sidebands as contrasted with 
noise sidebands. 

A comparison of SSB with DSBTC depends on percentage modula
tion of the transmitted carrier. In single channel radio practice, an 
advantage of 9 dB is often quoted for SSB. This results from a peak
power comparison with DSBTC assuming 100 per cent tone modula
tion of the carrier. If the peak carrier power is 1 watt, the power on 
modulation peaks will then be 4 watts (peak envelope power), but 
the average power in each sideband will be only 1/4 watt. A single
sideband signal of 1/4 watt can be increased 16 to 1, or 12 dB, for 
the same 4-watt peak envelope power. However, due to the coherence 
of the two sidebands in the DSB wave, the net signal-to~noise advan
tage of SSB is reduced to 9 dB. 

8.3 NOISE AND ANGLE-MODULATED SIGNALS 

As noted previously, an unmodulated carrier and random noise 
applied to an ideal phase detector will produce a random noise output 
[9]. Since FM is the derivative of PM, an FM demodulator will also 
have a random noise output. The noise voltage at the output of the PM 
system is fiat with frequency, whereas the noise voltage at the output 
of an FM system increases linearly with frequency. This is commonly 
referred to as the triangular noise spectrum of an FM system. 

In the following discussion the carrier to which the interfering 
noise is added is assumed to be unmodulated. The results, however, 
are applicable to a low-index angle-modulated wave since most of 
the power is then in the carrier component. The effects of a band 
of random noise about the carrier will be characterized by (1) the 
total noise power appearing in the demodulated baseband signal, and 
(2) the spectral density of the demodulated noise at baseband. 

It is shown in Chap. 20 that the mean square phase deviation, D<1>, 
due to adding Pn watts of noise power is given by 

rad2 (8-55) 
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where Pc is the unmodulated carrier power. If, as is common, the 
noise power density at r-f is given by Pn watts/Hz, Eq. (8-55) gives 
the mean square phase deviation density in rad2 /Hz. Such a phase 
deviation spectrum has the same shape as that for the r-f noise spec
trum shifted down in frequency by le· This results in a two-sided 
phase deviation spectrum (negative frequencies) which can be con
verted to the more practical one-sided spectrum by simply adding 
the mean square phase deviation spectrum for negative frequencies 
to that for positive frequencies. This corresponds to power addition. 
The actual noise voltage or power after demodulation requires knowl
edge of the type of demodulator (phase or frequency) and the neces
sary demodulator constants. 

PM System Noise 

The preceding analysis can now be applied to the specific problem 
of noise in the baseband of a PM system. It will be assumed that 
the random noise is flat versus frequency over the band from 
le - 11 to le + 11 with a power density of Pn watts/Hz as shown in 
Fig. 8-12 (a), and that the carrier power is much greater than the 
noise power. To relate phase deviations to voltage, it is necessary 
to define a phase demodulator transfer constant. Since the constant, 
le, was used in Chap. 5 to relate baseband voltage to phase deviations, 
it is appropriate to use 1/k for the demodulator constant. Thus, a 
phase deviation of 1/lc radian results in a 1-volt baseband output volt
age. The two-sided baseband noise spectral density in volts2/Hz can 
be derived from Eq. (8-55) as 

Noise spectral density = 12 2Pn 
Pc 

volts2/Hz (8-56) 

On the more convenient one-sided basis obtained by folding negative 
frequencies over to positive frequencies, Eq. (8-56) becomes 

Baseband noise density = ,~n 
n, Pc 

volts2/Hz (8-57) 

This is illustrated in Fig. 8-12 (b) showing the resulting flat spec
trum. If telephone multiplex were transmitted over such a system, 
all channels would be equally noisy. 

The total baseband noise is obtained by integrating Eq. (8-57) 
from 0 to f1 Hz to obtain 

Total baseband noise power = fk~Pn 
Pc 

volts2 (8-58) 
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FIG. 8-12. Addition of a flat band of noise to a carrier and 
resultant baseband noise in PM and FM systems. 

FM System Noise 
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As in the case of the PM system noise, it will be assumed that the 
random noise at r-f is flat with frequency over the band from 
fc - fi to le + /1 with a power density of Pn watts/Hz, as shown in 
Fig. 8-12 (a), and that the carrier power is much greater than the 
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total noise power. The baseband voltage in an FM system is pro
portional to the frequency deviation of the carrier with the transfer 
constant given by l/k1 volts/rad/sec. 

The instantaneous frequency deviation caused by the noise can 
be obtained by differentiating the instantaneous phase deviation. 
Differentiation in the time domain corresponds to multiplication by 
w in the frequency domain. The two-sided baseband noise spectral 
density can be derived from Eq. ( 8-55) as 

2 

Noise spectral density = kw 2 2Pn 
1 Pc 

On a one-sided basis, this becomes 

Baseband noise density= 4t{2Pn 
1 Pc 

volts2/Hz (8-59) 

volts2/Hz (8-60) 

This is shown in Fig. 8-12 ( c) where the parabolic FM noise spectral 
density corresponds to the triangular voltage spectrum. 

The total mean square noise voltage at the demodulator output 
can be obtained by integrating Eq. (8-60) from 0 to fi Hz to obtain 

Total baseband noise power = 431i2k~nf 13 

1 Pc 

Comparison of FM and PM System Noise 

volts2 (8-61) 

The preceding analysis has shown that the random noise in a 
telephone channel at the output of an FM system is dependent on 
the frequency of the channel. Thus, if the top channel just meets 
noise requirements, the lower frequency channels are unnecessarily 
quiet. This is not very efficient. 

In a PM system on the other hand, the noise is the same in all 
the telephone channels, since the phase modulation due to the signal 
and that due to the random noise are both fiat with frequency. Here, 
the noise in a PM system is compared with the noise in the top 
channel of an FM system, under the condition of equal total baseband 
noise in each of the systems. 

The total noise power in a PM system is given by Eq. (8-58) 
while that in an FM system is given by Eq. (8-61). Setting these 
two equal and solving for k 2 yields: 

k 2 3k12 

= 47T2f12 
(8-62) 
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Substituting Eq. (8-62) into Eq. (8-57) gives the PM noise spectral 
density as 

PM noise spectral density = 4
31r,2/;2Pn 

1C1 Pc 
volts2/Hz (8-63) 

At the top end of the FM baseband, the noise density is given by 
substituting f = fi in Eq. (8-60) : 

FM noise density at fi = 41rk2{
12Pn 

1 Pc 
(8-64) 

The ratio of the top-of-band noise density for FM [Eq. (8-64)] to 
that for PM [Eq. ( 8-63)] is 3. Thus the top channel noise in an FM 
system is three times as high, or 4.8 dB greater, than the noise in 
each channel of a PM system. 

FM Advantage with Respect to AM 

It is possible to get better signal-to-noise performance in a fre
quency modulation system than in an AM system with the same 
transmitted power. To achieve this advantage, however, it is neces
sary to use large indices of modulation. Higher order sidebands 
become important, and a wider bandwidth is required than would 
be necessary for the corresponding AM system. The improvement 
in signal-to-noise performance which is obtained by using wider 
bandwidths is sometimes referred to as the FM advantage. To 
examine this quantitatively, a single-sideband AM system with sup
pressed carrier will be compared with an FM system. 

Consider an SSB wave with peak power Px watts at the low level 
point at the input to an amplifier. The noise at this point is assumed 
to be Pn watts/Hz and the signal has a bandwidth of f 1 hertz. The 
peak signal-to-average-noise density ratio of such a system is given 
by: 

SI Px 
N SSB = Pn 

(8-65) 

For comparison, consider an FM system with carrier power of Px/2 
watts (corresponding to a peak of Px watts) , a noise of Pn watts/Hz, 
and a peak frequency deviation of /::,.F hertz. The peak demodulated 
signal voltage of such a system is given by: 

Peak signal voltage = 2~~ (8-66) 
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The top channel noise spectral density from the FM system is given 
by Eq. (8-64) as 

8n2f 2 
Noise spectral density = k 2 

1 Pn 
1 Px 

(8-67) 

Squaring Eq. (8-66) and dividing by Eq. (8-67) gives the FM peak 
signal-to-average-noise density ratio: 

§_ I - l!:.F2px 
N FM - 2fi2Pn (8-68) 

Comparing Eq. (8-68) with Eq. (8-65) shows that the noise per
formance of an FM system is l!:.F2 /2fi2 times better than an AM 
system. Thus, 

AF 
FM advantage= 20 log /n/2. " dB (8-69) 

Unless the peak frequency deviation is equal to or greater than y2 
times the frequency of the top telephone channel, the FM advantage 
is negative. For an FM system where the peak frequency deviation 
is equal to the frequency of the top transmitted channel, the FM 
advantage is -3 dB, and the noise in the top channel will be 3 dB 
higher than in an SSB system. With pre-emphasis, the FM advantage 
can be raised to about 0 dB when the peak frequency deviation is 
equal to the· frequency of the top channel. 

By Carson's rule mentioned in Chap. 5, the bandwidth required to 
transmit an FM or PM signal is twice the sum of the peak frequency 
deviation and the top baseband frequency. When these are equal, 
the required bandwidth is therefore four times the top frequency. 
Since an SSB signal can be transmitted in a bandwidth equal to the 
top frequency, the pre-emphasized FM system requires at least four 
times the bandwidth of the AM system to achieve the same noise 
performance. 

The advantage of SSB from the point of view of bandwidth utiliza
tion would appear to favor this form of modulation in microwave 
radio systems. As discussed in Chap. 10, the practical problems associ
ated with obtaining linear amplifiers which have adequate gain and 
power output at microwave frequencies make the use of AM im
practical at the present time. In applications where carrier power is 
limited, such as in space communications, the use of high-index FM 
allows enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio at the expense of 
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bandwidth. In general, doubling the frequency deviation (or index) 
will improve the noise performance by 6 dB until breaking occurs 
(discussed in Chap. 20) . 

8.4 NOISE AND PCM SIGNALS 

The deliberate quantization error or noise imparted to the PCM 
signal at the transmitting terminal has been discussed in Chap. 5. 
The error or noise produced by quantization is the major source of 
signal impairment and originates only at the transmitting (or coding) 
end of the system. It is shown in a later chapter that for a given 
bandwidth this type of noise can be minimized by nonuniform quan
tization, which results in effective amplitude compression of the 
baseband signal. 

The other type of noise that characterizes a PCM system originates 
primarily at the receiving (or low level) points of the system. This 
is a false pulse noise which is incorrect interpretation of the intended 
amplitude of a pulse by the receiver; it is caused by noise spikes 
breaking through the receiver threshold or trigger level. As the 
signal power is increased above threshold, this noise decreases so 
rapidly that in any practical system it can be made negligible by 
design [10]. Aside from causing errors occasionally, random or 
fluctuation noise will have no other effect on the output signal. This is 
in contrast with the analog modulation systems previously considered, 
in which the noise affected the output signal continuously. 

To detect the presence or absence of a pulse requires a certain 
minimum signal-to-noise ratio on the digital line. If the pulse power 
is too low compared to· the noise, even the best possible detector 
will make mistakes and indicate an occasional pulse when there is 
none, or vice versa. Assume that the received pulses are of such a 
form that the pulse amplitude is nominally Vv with a pulse present, 
and zero with a pulse absent. This does not require the pulses to 
be flat-topped, but rather that they be zero at the sample times of 
adjacent pulses. A (sin x) /x shape meets these requirements as do 
many other possible shapes. If the signal plus noise exceeds Vv/2 at 
the sampling instant, it is interpreted as a pulse ; if the signal plus 
noise is less than V v/2, it is not a pulse. The result will be an error if 
the noise at the sampling instant exceeds Vv/2 in the proper direction. 

If the noise has a gaussian distribution with an rms value of er and 
the on-off binary pulses of amplitude Vv are used, it can be shown that 
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the probability of error is given by 

1 /"" 2 2 p(error) = e-v ;zrr dv 
\/27T <r 

I V 
2 p 

Chap. 8 

(8-70) 

As the signal voltage is increased, this function decreases very 
rapidly, so that if Vv/<r is large enough to make the signal intelligible 
at all, only a small increase will make the transmission practically 
error free. How rapidly this improvement occurs may be seen in 
Fig. 8-13. 

Clearly, there is a distinct signal-to-noise threshold at about 20 dB; 
below this the interference is serious, and above it the interference 
is negligible. Comparing this with the ratio of approximately 60 dB 
required for high quality AM transmission of speech shows that 
PCM requires much less signal power at the expense of a much 
greater bandwidth. 

The discussion of error probability and signal-to~noise ratio has 
been based on the transmission of binary (base 2) pulses. If pulses 
are used which have n different amplitude levels (i.e., a base n 
system) , then a certain amplitude separation must exist between 
the adjacent levels to provide adequate noise margin. A greater 
total signal power is then needed to obtain the same (small) error 
probability if repeater spacing is the same for binary and n-base 
systems. 

In the simple binary code, each digit is equally liable to error 
because of noise on the transmission path; however, the amounts of 
noise which these errors cause at the output of the decoder are 
unequal. Thus, an error in the most significant digit results in an 
error in the amplitude of the output signal much greater than that 
caused by an error in the least significant digit. The overall signal
to-noise ratio of the system could be improved by making the most 
significant digits less liable to error than those of less significance, 
so that they contribute equally to the output noise. 

Several methods have been proposed for making the binary digits 
of a code group contribute equally to the output noise. For example, 
this can be accomplished by varying the pulse height or duration 
from digit to digit. It can be shown that by these methods an im
provement in output signal-to-noise ratio is obtained over a wide 
range of input carrier-to-noise ratios. However, the proposed systems 
are much more complicated than a simple binary system, and in view 
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of the already excellent noise performance of a simple binary PCM 
system, the additional complexity is too high a price to pay for the 
gain in the signal-to-noise improvement. 

It is of interest to compare the performance of a repeatered analog 
system with that of a PCM system. For example, if n analog repeater 
sections are to be used in tandem, the noise power added per link 
can only be l/n of that which would be permissible in a single link. 
This is shown in the upper curve of Fig. 8-14 where it can be seen 
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that doubling the number of repeater sections requires a 3-dB increase 
in the per link S/N ratio. A binary PCM system, on the other hand, 
reduces the problem to recognition of the presence or absence of a 
pulse, with a low probability of error. If each link has an error 
probability, p, the error for n tandem links is given by 

Pe=l/2 [1- (1-2p)n] =np (8-71) 

Thus, an n link PCM system requires the error probability per link 
to be l/n times that of the whole system. From Fig. 8-13, it is 
apparent that a small S/N ratio improvement of a dB can result 
in an order of magnitude improvement in the error probability. The 
result is the nearly horizontal lower curve of Fig. 8-14 for regenerative 
repeaters. The advantage of regeneration indicated by Fig. 8-14 
is obtained at the cost of a large increase in bandwidth over that 
required for analog systems. 
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It should be emphasized that the results shown in Figs. 8-13 and 
8-14 were derived with ideal repeaters assumed. For several reasons, 
practical regenerative repeaters may require an increase in signal
to-noise ratio over the theoretical minimum. First, intersymbol 
interference between transmitted pulses reduces the amount of noise 
that can be tolerated in a repeater section. This interference is de
scribed as a noise impairment. Second, errors in pulse positions, 
called timing errors, can accumulate over a regenerative-repeatered 
medium. Third, imperfections and noise in repeaters can produce 
variations in pulse width and height which can also be translated 
directly into a noise impairment. Finally, external interference 
(crosstalk from other systems in the same environment), impulse 
noise (generated at central offices and picked up on a cable), and 
terminal noise require a considerable portion of the margin against 
error. 
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Chapter 9 

Multichannel System Load 

In this chapter the nature of the telephone speech load applied to 
multichannel telephone transmission systems is discussed. The char
acteristics of an FDM group, supergroup, mastergroup, or other 
ensemble of voice messages are discussed and related to the load 
carrying capacity of a multichannel system. This relationship is 
significant because the instantaneous system load fluctuates due to 
variations of signal amplitudes within the channel and variations in 
the number of active channels within the system. The message chan
nel speech signal amplitude varies : 

1. At an audio rate. 
2. At a syllabic rate. 
3. With talker volume. 
4. With differences in loop and trunk losses in the circuits feed

ing the systems. 
Ideally, the designer should have at his command all the field 

data on these considerations, measured in terms which will make it 
most usable for his purposes. Actually, gathering data on telephone 
speech load and subscriber reactions is a long and expensive process; 
therefore, whatever data is available must be used. This involves 
extrapolation, conversion from one type of measurement to another, 
and other sources of uncertainty. 

9.1 SPEECH VOLUME CHARACTERISTICS 

In any discussion of load carrying capacity, the first question 
must be: what is the magnitude of the signals applied to the system? 
More specifically, when overload is considered, the question takes 
the form: given a system equipped to carry N channels, what will 
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be the voltage-time functions at some chosen point in the system dur
ing the busy hour? A convenient point to choose is a zero trans
mission level point where the audio volume measurements are com
monly referenced. From information about signal amplitudes at this 
point, it is possible to derive required load carrying capacities, re
quired peak-frequency deviations, required voltage ranges of quan
tizers, etc. 

The long-range average load objective per message channel has 
been established domestically in the Bell System at -16 dBmO. One 
of the purposes of this chapter is to illustrate the process used to 
establish this average. It is expected that future developments in 
telephone station sets and other station equipment will be compatible 
with this objective. 

From an overload viewpoint, it is necessary to have knowledge of 
the peak power along with the average power value. In essence, the 
syllabic nature of speech results in much higher powers than -16 . 
dBmO, provided that the duration of such power peak intervals is 
not too long. It is also the purpose of this chapter to explore the 
nature of such peaks. 

Finally, it is important from an interference standpoint, that the 
average power spectrum of any message channel signal resemble that 
of the telephone speech signal. This limits the amount of single
frequency energy allowed. In summary, long-range objectives are 
based on message channel loads meeting the following characteristics : 

1. A long-term average power of -16 dBmO per channel. 
2. A peak-to-rms ratio comparable to that for a telephone speech 

signal. 
3. A frequency spectrum comparable to that for a telephone speech 

signal. 
Since these load characteristics are closely associated with telephone 
speech signals, a detailed discussion of such signals is warranted. 

Constant Volume Talkers 

Although usually unrealistic, it is instructive to consider first the 
characteristics of talkers at a constant volume. A constant volume 
talker is one producing a speech signal fluctuating in amplitude at 
a syllabic rate but yielding a volume reading on a vu meter that is 
constant with time. Such control of volume is usually only found 
under specially controlled conditions. To illustrate the processes in
volved, it is instructive to consider the characteristics of a single 
speech channel. 
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Single Talker. It will be initially assumed that a single channel is 
carrying continuous speech as it would, for example, for a radio 
announcer giving a live description of a boxing match. If a vu meter 
were placed on the line (at 0 TLP), it would indicate a unique 
volume, Voe, for this talker. If a very slow reading (heavily damped) 
power meter were placed in this line, it would indicate an average 
power being delivered to the load. It has been found empirically 
that for typical talkers of Voe, the average power in dBm is 1.4 dB 
less than the vu reading, or 

Poe= Voe - 1.4 dBmO (9-1) 

Thus, by definition, the power of a 0-vu talker is -1.4 dBm. The 
power Poe is often referred to as the long-term average power of 
the talker. Long-term in this case means over a 10-second or longer 
sample of continuous speech, and the averaging process includes the 
time interval occupied by natural pauses such as interword and inter
syllable, but not long pauses typically associated with marshalling 
thoughts or waiting for a reply. 

The peak instantaneous power of this Voe-vu talker could also be 
observed by use of a peak reading voltmeter. It has been observed 
that for a typical talker the peak instantaneous power is about 18.6 dB 
higher than the average power given by Eq. (9-1). This high peak 
factor means that a transmission system capable of handling this 
signal must be operated at a relatively low average power to avoid 
overload and distortion on peaks. 

The speech waveform is often characterized by an audio-frequency 
carrier having a low-frequency envelope. Because the speech wave
form is near zero for a portion of the time, it is also described as a 
series of talkspurts separated by gaps. The proportion of time 
occupied by the talkspurts is cailed the activity, T. More precisely, 
activity is defined as the proportion of time that the rectified speech 
envelope exceeds some threshold. Although activity is threshold 
level dependent, it has been found by experiment that such dependency 
is relatively weak if the threshold is about 20 dB below the average 
power. Under such a condition, the activity, Tc, of a continuous talker 
is found to be about 65 to 75 per cent. Since this corresponds to a 
talker whose average power is Voc-1.4 dBm, the power of only 
the talkspurts in dBm is approximately equal to Voe in vu. Thus, an 
alternative way of converting volumes in vu to average power in 
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dBm would be through the use of the full-time talker activity factor, 
Tc, where Tc excludes all gaps and pauses: 

Poe = Voe + 10 log Tc dBmO (9-2) 

For Tc = 0.725, this equation gives the same result as Eq. (9-1). 

Multiple Talkers. Next consider applying a second talker also of 
Voe vu to the above transmission system. Up to this point, no restric
tions have been made regarding the frequencies of the signal. This 
means that the average and peak power of the single talker could 
be measured after frequency translation without changing the power 
relationships. The addition of a second talker signal is only practical 
if it can be translated to a different segment of the multiplex band 
from the first talker signal. In such a case, the average power of the 
two talkers (assuming no correlation between them) is given by the 
sum of the average power of each. If both talkers have the same 
average power, the total average power is 3 dB higher than either. 
In general, N talker signals each at Voe vu will have a total average 
power given by 

Pav= Voe -1.4 + 10 log N dBmO (9-3) 

Note that Pav is the power in the frequency band occupied by all the 
talkers. Each talker may occupy a different portion of the frequency 
spectrum. 

The peak instantaneous voltage of one talker could coincide with 
the peak instantaneous voltage of a second talker with these two 
voltages adding to increase the peak instantaneous power of the sum 
by 6 dB. The probability of the speech envelope attaining its highest 
peak at any given time is very low, and the probability of many un
correlated speech patterns simultaneously reaching their peak values 
is much lower. The peak factor to consider for design purposes de
pends upon the risk or probability that the peak will be exceeded. 
The problem is similar to defining a peak factor for random noise. 

Tests conducted by Holbrook and Dixon in 1938 showed that speech 
peaks could exceed the overload point of a vacuum tube amplifier 
about 0.1 per cent of the time without degrading the system per
formance [1]. To allow for possible different amplifier characteris
tics, it has become traditional to make the overload criterion the 
level exceeded 0.001 per cent of the time. With this criterion, Hol
brook and Dixon found by experiment that the peak factor for two 
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equal level talkers is about the same as that for a single talker. The 
peak factor for many talkers tends to decrease as the number of 
talkers increases, approaching the characteristics of random noise 
for N greater than about 64. This is shown in Fig. 9-1 and corresponds 
to peaks being eX'ceeded 0.001 per cent of the time. This peak factor 
has traditionally been called ac2· It is standard practice to denote a 
system as overloaded when the overload point of the system is ex
ceeded by peaks of a complex signal more than 0.001 per cent of the 
time. (It is not said to be overloaded 0.001 per cent of the time.) 
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FIG. 9-1. Peak factor exceeded 0.001 % for speech channels. 

Up to this point, it has been assumed that a busy channel is being 
used by a continuous talker. However, this is not typical of a tele
phone conversation where, on the average, each party spends about 
equal time talking and listening. This talk-listen effect reduces the 
telephone speech activity by the factor Ts = 0.5. Thus, the talker 
power in each direction of a busy telephone circuit can be expected to 
be about half of what it is for a continuous talker. 

The fact that all channels on a telephone system cannot be kept 
busy during the busy hour lowers the average power per circuit 
and is reflected in the trunk efficiency factor, Te. For example, an N 
channel system can never have more than N busy circuits because any 
additional callers would be turned away by a busy signal. To keep N 
circuits busy on such a system, it would be necessary to have a new 
call initiated at the same time that a busy call is terminated. Since 
call arrivals and departures are independent random variables, it is 
impossible to maintain an average of N busy circuits on such a 
system. In fact, to avoid excessive caller rejections, it is necessary 
to have considerably higher trunk capacity than the average busy 
hour load. In addition, each new call has a period of low activity 
at the beginning of the call while the connection is being set up. 
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These effects are characterized by a trunk efficiency factor, Te, which 
for domestic circuits is usually assumed to be about 0.70. For 
overseas circuits, where the channels are considerably more expensive 
and operators can hold some calls until a channel becomes available, 
the trunk efficiency factor is somewhat higher at around 0.85 or 0.90. 
There are other less important factors that may be considered. For 
example, in a normal telephone conversation there will be periods 
when neither party is talking while waiting for a reply or thinking 
of what to say. Such double pauses serve to lower the average power. 
On the other hand, there will also be some double talking (both 
parties talking simultaneously) which would tend to reduce the 
double pause effect. Since no accurate data is available on these 
two counteracting effects, they are often ignored. All of these effects 
can be combined into a telephone load activity factor, TL, defined as 
the ratio of average power of a telephone talker to average power of 
a continuous talker. If only Ts and Te are considered, the telephone 
load activity for domestic circuits is 

TL= Ts Te = 0.50 X 0.70 = 0.35 (9-4) 

By taking into account other activity considerations, a lower value 
of 0.25 can be justified for TL. This value has traditionally been used 
in the design of telephone systems and has been adopted by the 
CC ITT [2]. Note that TL is distinctly different from the speech 
activity factor, T, given by TcTsTe. This is because of the continuous 
talker reference condition used. However, speech activity and tele
phone load activity have not always been distinguished in the past 
with the assumption that a continuous talker is 100 per cent active, 
i.e., Tc = 1. 

The average power of a single talker with a volume of Voe on a 
telephone system with telephone load activity, TL, is given by modify
ing Eq. (9-1) to 

Poe= Voe -1.4 + 10 log TL dBmO (9-5) 

Now consider a system of N talkers of volume Voe and load activity 
TL. The short-term average power of the ensemble of N talkers is 
proportional to the number actually talking. Unless the average is 
taken over a very long time interval, the power will fluctuate because 
the number of active channels at a given instant may be anything 
from zero to N. The probability that the number of talkers is n is 
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binomially distributed and given by 

P( ) N! n(l )N-n n = I (N- ) I TL - TL n. n . (9-6) 

It has become standard practice to design systems in which the 
number of talkers, Na, is assumed fixed and equal to the number of 
talkers exceeded one per cent of the time during the busy hour with 
all N channels busy. For a given N and TL, Na can be determined 
from the following : 

N 

P(nz Na)= 0.01 = Z n!(:~n) ! TLn(l -TL)N-n (9-7) 
n=Na 

If N is large and TL is not too small (NTL z 5), the binomial dis
tribution is approximately normal withµ,= NTL and u2 = NTL(l-TL). 

The number of talkers exceeded one per cent of the busy hour is 
given by 

(9-8) 

Values of Na are shown in Fig. 9-2 for various values of N and TL. 

TL= 0.25 TL= 0.35 
N 

Na NTL 6c1 Na NTL 6c1 

6 4.67 1.5 4.9 dB 5.35 2.1 4.1 dB 

12 7.24 3.0 3.8 dB 8.68 4.2 3.1 dB 

24 11.73 6.0 2.9 dB 14.50 8.4 2.4 dB 

36 15.67 9.0 2.4 dB 19.77 12.6 2.0 dB 

48 19.36 12.0 2.1 dB 24.72 16.8 1.7 dB 

96 33.65 24.0 1.5 dB 44.06 33.6 1.2 dB 

300 90.78 75.0 0.8 dB 122.20 105.0 0.7 dB 

600 171.80 150.0 0.6 dB 232.30 210.0 0.4 dB 

2000 528.40 500.0 0.2 dB 729.40 700.0 0.2 dB 

FIG. 9-2. Number of active channels and LI.cl• 
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The average talker load to be used during the busy hour is that 
corresponding to Na talking channels or, rewriting Eq. (9-3) : 

Pav= Voe - 1.4 + 10 log Na dBmO (9-9) 

From Fig. 9-2, it can be seen that Na approaches the value of NTL 

for large N. Defining lie1 by 

.:ic1 ~ lQ log ::L (9-10) 

allows Eq. (9-9) to be written 

Pav= Voe -1.4 + 10 log TL+ 10 log N + lie1 dBmO (9-11) 

This has the advantage of expressing the total average power as 
the product of the average power per channel and the total number 
of channels modified by the factor ~d to account for load fluctuations 
due to talker activity. For large systems, .:ic1 approaches 0 dB. In 
review, lic1 is the correction for systems of a few channels where the 
central limit theorem is not applicable. 

Another nearly equivalent approach is to derive .:ic1 in terms of 
speech activity, T = TcTsTe. In such a case, Eq. (9-11) could be written 

Pav = Voe + 10 log T + 10 log N + lie1 dBmO (9-12) 

The addition of the Tc factor is compensated by the omission of the 
1.4 vu-to-dB conversion factor. Comparing .:ici for TL = 0.25 and 
TL = 0.35 in Fig. 9-2 reveals that Eq. (9-12) is practically identical 
to Eq. (9-11). 

Talkers of Distributed Volume 

Up to this point, it has been assumed that all talkers on a system 
are at a constant volume, Voe. This is usually not true unless control 
is exercised over the channels with equipment such as voice operated 
gain adjustment devices. The distribution of talker volumes observed 
at O TLP on a message channel is a function of many parameters. 
The more obvious ones are: 

1. Sex of subscriber. 
2. Speech habits of subscriber. 
3. Type of telephone. 
4. Loss of toll connecting trunks. 
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5. Loss of subscriber loop. 
6. Geographic area. 
7. Distance to receiving party. 

Latest observations have shown that men talk louder than women, 
and business calls are louder than social calls. People in large cities 
talk louder than those in small communities, and people talk louder 
over long distances than they do for local calls. A factor of 1-dB 
increase in volume for each 1000 miles of distance has been sub
stantiated in spite of low loss and normal quality in most such 
connections. It has also been found that the observed variation in 
volumes is due more to the subscriber than to the telephone plant 
facilities [3]. 

Measured volumes of large populations of telephone talkers appear 
to be normally distributed in vu because of the combined effects listed 
in the preceding discussion. In all that follows it is assumed that 
the talker volumes are normally distributed with a mean of Vo vu 
and a standard deviation of <r dB. The power corresponding to a 
continuous talker of mean volume, Vo vu, is given simply by 

Po= Vo -1.4 dBmO (9-13) 

Of more interest is the average power per talker, P0p, which is not 
given by Eq. (9-13) unless all volumes are constant as they were 
in previous discussions. This is true because talkers louder than 
average contribute much more power to the total load than is 
saved by those talkers softer than average. 

For example, consider talker volumes normally distributed with 
a mean Vo = 1.4 vu and <r -:-- 3 dB. Although not typical numbers, 
they make the example easy to visualize. After conversion to dBm, 
talker powers are still normally distributed with a mean of 0 dBm 
and a standard deviation of 3 dB. This normal density function is 
shown in Fig. 9-3 (a) plotted with dBm as the abscissa. If the dBm 
is converted to milliwatts, the density function of Fig. 9-3 (b) results 
with milliwatts as the abscissa. This new function is called the 
log normal density function. Note that it is skewed to the left, and 
its mean (given by the expected value) is greater than 1 mW. Also, 
the difference between the power corresponding to the average volume 
talker and the average power per talker will increase as <r increases; 
the wider the normal dBm density function, the more skewed the log 
normal density function becomes. It can be shown that the necessary 
correction in dB is given by 0.115 u-2, where u is in dB [ 4]. 
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FIG. 9-3. The log normal density function from the normal distribution in dBm. 

The average power per talker is then found to be 0.115 CT2 dB 
higher than the power corresponding to the average volume talker. 
Thus, the average power per full-time talker for normally distributed 
talkers with mean Vo vu and standard deviation CT dB is given by 

P0p = Vo+ 0.115 CT2 -1.4 dBmO (9-14) 

For a combination of N telephone talkers with load activity TL, 

Eq. (9-11) must be modified to give an average power 

Pav= Vo+ 0.115 o-2 -1.4 + 10 log 7L + 10 log N + Llc1 (9-15) 

To be exact, the Llc1 factor previously derived for constant volume 
talkers must be redefined to allow for talker volume variations. 
However, it is not radically different than previously defined. It can 
be shown that the proper value for Lici with uncontrolled talker vol
umes is given by 

Llc1 = 2.33 CTN - 0.115 U'N2 dB (9-16) 

where CTN is the standard deviation in dB of the approximately normal 
distribution of the total power in dBm and is given by 

(9-17) 

where 

10 log b = 0.115 CT2 (9-18) 
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The instantaneous peak factor for uncontrolled volumes is assumed 
the same as for controlled volumes and is given in Fig. 9-1 as Lic2· For 
all but very small systems, it is usually valid when using Fig. 9-1 to 
assume that Na = TLN [1]. 

9.2 LOAD CAPACITY 

The load capacity of a multichannel transmission system is the 
number of telephone channels the system can carry without undue 
distortion or noise. The system load will depend upon the talker 
volume, the distribution of talker volumes, and the activity of each 
talker. The load capacity of a system is determined by the maximum 
signal which can be impressed on the system without overload. This 
overload may be the result of the signal amplitude exceeding the 
dynamic range of an amplifier or repeater, of frequency deviations 
exceeding the bandwidth of an angle-modulated system, or of volt
ages exceeding the quantizing range of a digital quantizer. 

Overload 

Overload can be defined in many ways, depending upon the way 
in which the overload effect is observed when the system is subjected 
to an increasing signal amplitude. All criteria commonly used basic
ally define the level at which the nearly linear performance of the 
system is no longer linear enough for satisfactory performance. 

Although other definitions for overload may be used for specific 
systems, the general CCITT definition [2] is often applicable: 

Overload point-The overload point, or overload level, of a 
telephone transmission system is that average power in dBmO 
of an applied sinusoid, at which the average power level of the 
third harmonic increases by 20 dB when the input signal is 
increased by 1 dB. 

This definition is not applicable when the third harmonic falls out
side the useful bandwidth of the system. The following alternate 
definition may then be used : 

Overload point, alternate-The overload point, or overload 
level, of a telephone transmission system is 6 dB higher than 
the average power in dBmO of each of two applied sinusoids 
of equal amplitude and of frequencies a and (3, when these 
input levels are so adjusted that an increase of 1 dB in both 
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their separate levels causes an increase, at the output, of 
20 dB in the intermodulation product of frequency 2a - [3. 

The average power in dBni at 0 TLP of the single-frequency 
sinusoid causing overload is denoted by P •. This represents the total 
maximum multichannel telephone load including pilots, carriers, 
and speech load. The peak instantaneous power of this sinusoid is 
P. + 3. 

It should be noted that most systems do not overload on average 
power but when instantaneous peaks exceed some threshold. As a 
consequence, a multichannel load with Pav = P. will severely overload 
a system because the peak factor for the multichannel load may 
be over 10 dB more than the 3-dB peak factor for a sinusoid. The 
load is obtained by setting the power of the multichannel load ex
ceeded 0.001 per cent of the time equal to the peak power of the 
sinusoid (P. + 3). 

Multichannel Load Factor 

Equation (9-15) gives the average load of a multichannel system 
which is exceeded only 1 per cent of the time at the busy hour. The 
maximum peak load is given by 

Maximum peak load= Pav+ Ac2 dBmO (9-19) 

where Ac2 is the peak factor for Na = NTL channels. This peak load 
can be equated to the peak sine wave power of P. + 3 to yield 

P. =Vo+ 0.115<T2 -1.4 + 10 log TL+ 10 log N 

dBmO (9-20) 

For convenience, the last three terms of Eq. (9-20) have been com
bined and plotted as a function of N. The combination is known as 
Ac and is often referred to as the multichannel load factor. It is 
illustrated in Fig. 9-4 with curves given for three values of the 
standard deviation of the talker volume distribution. It has been 
assumed for the graph that the talker load activity, TL, is 0.25 since 
this is the activity commonly assumed. For activity or U' other than 
that shown in Fig. 9-4, it is often convenient to use the approximation 
given by 

40U' 
Ac= 10.5 + ----

NrL+5 y2U' 
dB (9-21) 
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FIG. 9-4. The multichannel load factor, 6e, for TL = 0.25. 

Chap. 9 

This empirical formula fits the results computed from theory within 
a fraction of a dB for a variety of parameters. In general, Ps can 
be simply expressed in terms of Ile by 

Ps =Vo+ 0.115cr2 -1.4 + 10 log TL+ 10 log N +Ile dBmO (9-22) 

Load Simulation 

It is often desirable in the design of a telephone transmission sys
tem to simulate the multichannel load of a band of FDM message 
channels. For a few channels, the simulation can consist of record
ings of telephone talkers; however, for a simulation of several 
hundred channels, a different approach is needed. Fortunately, the 
characteristics of a large number of talkers approach that of gaussian 
noise. This is illustrated in Fig. 9-1 where the peak factor for many 
channels approaches the 13 dB expected for gaussian noise at the 
0.001 per cent level. As a consequence, a band of FDM channels ex
tending from fB to fT can be characterized by a bandlimited flat 
gaussian noise source over the same band with the same average 
power as the multiplexed load. Thus, the equivalent noise source 
should have an average power given by Eq. (9-15) : 

Pav = Vo+ 0.115cr2 - 1.4 + 10 log TL + 10 log N dBmO 
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where Ac1 has been ignored because hundreds of channels have been 
assumed. When the Bell System average load objective is used, this 
equation becomes. 

Pav= - 16 + 10 log N dBmO (9-23) 

A gaussian noise source with this average power is a good simulation 
when N is greater than several hundred channels. However, when 
N is less than this, the FDM baseband signal voltage amplitude is no 
longer gaussian distributed since the average number of active chan
nels is less than about 64 and the average load per channel is increased 
by the Ac1 factor. Hence, the noise source is not simulating the 
peaking characteristics of the signal. In these cases, judgment must 
be exercised in the load simulation. Increasing the average power 
of the noise source by Ac1 would provide a better simulation of the 
average characteristic but would still be inadequate for the peaking 
characteristics. At this time, there is no hard and fast rule on how 
to simulate FDM signals with uniform-spectrum gaussian noise when 
N is less than a few hundred channels. The CCITT Recommendation 
G.223 for these cases appears to be a compromise between the two 
extremes of using the FDM average signal power and using a power 
which is artificially increased by Ac to reflect the higher multichannel 
load factors shown in Fig. 9-4 [2]. 

It should be noted that this simulation assumes that the spectrum of 
the multiplexed load is uniform across the frequency b.and. Of course, 
standard message channels have their energy shaped over a 3-kHz 
band but are spaced 4 kHz apart. The result is a spectrum which is 
only approximated by a uniform noise load. For characterizing the 
amplitude distribution of the load, such an approximation is sufficient 
for most engineering purposes. Any necessary allowance for such 
"bunching" effects is discussed in the next chapter. 

9.3 TYPICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS 

In spite of the extensive discussion on system load characterization, 
there remains a considerable range of possible solutions. This is 
partially due to the large number of parameters that must be con
sidered and partially due to the uncertainties inherent in determining 
these parameters. Through the years, some of these parameters have 
been established in the Bell System using techniques that have proven 
successful in several different designs. It is of interest to review 
some of the more important of these. 
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Talker Volumes and Activity 

The question of the best volume to use for average talker level, Vo, 
and load activity, TL, has been investigated by several people in the 
last 30 years [5]. The latest available study indicates that the distribu
tion of all talker volumes on intertoll trunks in the DDD network has 
a mean of about -18 vuO and a standard deviation of 6.5 dB [3]. 
Talker volumes on private networks tend to be somewhat higher. 
In the DDD network it also appears that the mean tends to increase 
about 1 dB per thousand miles of trunk length and the standard 
deviation may decrease to approximately 5 dB. For a transcontinental 
domestic system, the average talker volume and standard deviation 
will depend to some extent on the average trunk length and amount of 
private service. For a Vo of -16 vuO and a <r of 6 dB, the average 
power per channel (sometimes called rms load per channel) yields, 
for TL equal 0.35, 

Pov= Vo+ 0.115 <r2 -1.4 + 10 log TL= -18 dBmO (9-24) 

On the other hand, data, with its high activity, has a somewhat 
greater average power. The nominal data signal in the switched net
work is -13 dBmO. For full duplex operation (both directions trans
mitting simultaneously) a load activity factor of 0.70 can be assumed, 
resulting in an average channel load of -14.5 dBmO; for half duplex 
operation, the average channel load is -17.5 dBmO. 

To accommodate a mix of both voice and data transmission, the 
Bell System has adopted a long-range objective of -16 dBmO for the 
load per channel. This value provides for a reasonable mix of half 
duplex and full duplex data and allows some margin for supervisory 
tones and for increasing the efficiency of future telephone sets, par
ticularly those on long loops. 

Overseas message circuits generally have higher talker levels than 
domestic circuits. This is due to the greater distances spanned, the 
higher proportion of business calls, and a generally higher trunk 
efficiency factor. In addition, talker levels are higher in many foreign 
countries due to variations in plant and speech habits. An average 
volume of -12.5 vu with a <r of 5 dB has been used for overseas 
talkers. Assuming a 90 per cent trunk efficiency factor (making 
TL = 0.45) results in an average power load of -14.5 dBmO per 
channel. 

The conventional value of average power per channel allowed 
by the CCITT is -15 dBmO. The CCITT also assumes a <r of 5.8 dB 
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and an activity factor of 0.25 from the Holbrook and Dixon results. 
Under these conditions, the -15 dBmO per channel results in an 
average talker level of -11.5 vu which is 1 dB louder than previously 
assumed for overseas circuits. However, because of higher activity 
and the presence of data, the international load capacity of -15 
dBmO per channel may be inadequate in many applications, and some 
systems have been designed for higher loads. 

Effects of Data and Tone Signals 

Since modern message channel signals may be made up of data 
and supervisory tones instead of speech, the proper means of allowing 
for these in load capacity calculations can be very important. As 
previously mentioned, voiceband data transmission can usually be 
assumed to consist of a sinusoid or combination of sinusoids having 
a power of nominally -13 dBmO when active. Similarly, domestic 
toll circuits usually have SF supervision such that idle toll circuits 
have placed on them a 2.600-Hz tone at -20 dBmO. 

The most common way of handling such signals is to add their 
powers to the average power load of the talkers and to use the same 
multichannel load factor as if all message channels had talkers. This 
method is generally applied to systems having large numbers of 
channels. 

Another method that has been used is to break the system into 
two subsystems. All speech channels form one subsystem for which 
a P. is determined. All sinusoidal sources form the second subsystem 
for which a P. is determined with the peak factor analytically derived 
for the number of sinusoids in the subsystem. The value of P. for 
the whole system is simply the power sum of the values of Ps found 
for each subsystem. . 

It is recognized that neither of these approaches is exact, and, as 
a consequence, conservative values of Vo and TL are often assumed for 
additional protection. For example, there is evidence that the im
pulses introduced by hard clipping in a broadband system introduce 
high error rates in data signals long before they become audibly 
annoying in telephone circuits. More accurate load characterization in 
such systems must await further study on the effects of overload of 
modern transmission devices. 

Effects of Shaped Levels 

To this point, it has been assumed that the average signal power 
on all channels is identical. In many systems, a noise advantage can 
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be obtained if the multiplexed signal is frequency shaped. If this 
is the case, the signals at the overload point will not have identical 
volume distributions. 

Obtaining the average power of such a shaped load requires 
modifying Eq. (9-15) by a shaping factor in a manner similar to 
that for noise weighting discussed in Chap. 7. Letting C (f) repre
sent the shaped gain in dB added to the fiat signal, the new average 
power, Pav', is given in terms of the average power with fiat levels 
by 

l !IT Pav'= Pav+ 10 log~~-- 10 CUl/!O df 
fr-fB dBmO 

fn 

where fn and fr are the bottom and top baseband frequencies, 
respectively. 

Shaping of the talker levels affects the peak factor and hence Ac 
in a more complex manner. This problem has been investigated 
through the use of a computer for normally distributed talkers 
having a variety of signal shapes over the multiplexed band. For 
the same overload condition as already discussed, the results of 
the study indicated that the factor Ac is very well approximated 
by determining Ac for YJ channels instead of N channels. The symbol 
YJ represents the number of channels in the system having a level 
after shaping that is within 6 dB of the channel having the highest 
level. 
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Chapter 10 

Nonlinearities 

Like thermal noise, nonlinearities are present to some degree in all 
electrical networks. Nonlinearities fall into two basic classes. The 
first is the strong or intentional nonlinearity where the nonlinear 
performance is desired and controlled for some specific application. 
Examples include square and power law modulators, compandors, 
and limiters. The second class of nonlinearity is the weak or un
desired nonlinearity where linear performance is desired, and any 
nonlinearities are considered parasitic in nature. In general, the 
effects of such weak nonlinearities limit the useful signal levels in a 
system and thus become an important design consideration. This 
chapter is primarily concerned with the characterization and system 
effects of weak nonlinearities. 

The most important nonlinear elements commonly used in trans
mission systems are diodes, transistors or other active devices, and 
coils and transformers utilizing ferrous materials. Although the non
linear effects of these devices are difficult to control in manufacture, 
they are somewhat reproducible so that results can be predicted with 
fair accuracy. 

l 0.1 SERIES REPRESENTATION OF TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

Consider the voltage transfer characteristic of a general two-port 
which may be a device, network, or system. If a plot is made of the 
instantaneous output voltage versus the instantaneous input voltage, 
a graph similar to Fig. 10-1 would be obtained. For simplicity it is 
assumed that the two-port is memoryless; i.e., the output is an instan
taneous function of the input voltage. 

237 
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The transfer characteristic shown in Fig. 10-1 can be described by 
the Taylor series expansion 

(10-1) 

For strong nonlinearities particular a.i's may be carefully controiled; 
e.g., a square law modulator requires a large ll2 with all other coeffi
cients negligible. For a nearly linear two-port, ai is the voltage gain, 
and all higher order terms are relatively small. 

For any physical network, Eq. (10-1) is only valid over a limited 

e,, 

e, 

frequency range. If the voltage 
transfer characteristic is con
sidered at discrete frequencies, the 
memoryless restriction can be re
laxed slightly. Equation (10-1) 
will then be valid at a particular 
frequency if the phase ·(or delay) 
characteristic is ignored. It is com
mon practice to characterize the 
nonlinear performance at points 
where the load impedance is flat 
with frequency which usually 
makes the frequency dependence 
of an small over the frequency 

Fm. 10-1. Nonlinear voltage transfer range of interest. Although not 
characteristic of two-port. treated here, a technique using 

Volterra kernels has also been used to characterize accurately the 
nonlinear performance of frequency dependent networks containing 
storage elements [1]. 

Single-Frequency Input 

Consider the application of a single-frequency sinusoid to a two
port whose transfer characteristic is given by Eq. (10-1) with 
a,. = 0 for n > 3 . The input given by 

ei=Acosod 

results in an output 
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Applying the trigonometric identities 

2t-1 1 2t cos a - 2 + 2 cos a 

3 1 
cos3at = 4 cos at + 4 cos 3at 

results in 
1 3 

eo = 2 a2A 2 + [a1A + 4 a3A 3 ] cos at 

1 1 + 2 ll2A2cos 2at + 4 a3A3 cos 3at (10-2) 

Examination of Eq. (10-2) reveals that the application of a single
frequency sinusoid to a nonlinear two-port results in an output con
sisting of components at the applied frequency and spurious com
ponents at zero frequency, the second harmonic, and the third har
monic of the applied frequency. Such spurious products are often 
called modulation products. If a bandpass filter passing a radians 
per second is placed at the output of this two-port, observation of 
the behavior of the fundamental would indicate that the apparent 
gain (or loss) is a function of the level of the applied signal. For the 
simple case given here, the change in gain is given by the factor 
[1 + 3/4 (a3/ai) A2]; 20 log of this factor is the expansion in dB; 
20 log of the reciprocal of this factor is the compression in dB. Such 
compression or expansion is often used as an overload criterion for 
a two-port, with typical overload being a fraction of a dB. 

Further examination of Eq. (10-2) shows that the amplitude of 
the second harmonic term is proportional to a2 and the square of 
the amplitude of the applied signal. Thus, for a 1-dB increase in 
the power of the fundamental, a 2-dB increase in the second harmonic 
can be expected. Similarly, the third harmonic is proportional to aa 
and the cube of the amplitude of the fundamental. The 1-dB increase 
in the input power results in a 3-dB increase in the third harmonic 
output. These relationships, which provide a useful way of charac
terizing the nonlinear behavior of two-ports, are discussed later. 

Three-Frequency Input 

In many cases of practical interest, it is convenient to consider an 
input signal as a sum of individual sinusoids given by 

ei =A cos (at+ cp1) + B cos ({3t + cp2) + C cos (yt + cpa) 

+ ... X cos (xt + <Pn) 
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The frequencies a, {3, y, etc. are not necessarily harmonically related. 
If an= 0 for n > 3 in Eq. (10-1), it can be shown that the form of 
all modulation products can be obtained by considering only three 
different sinusoids at the input. For mathematical simplicity, these 
sinusoids are assumed to have zero phase shift (an assumption that 
does not change the amplitude of the general random phase case) and 
can be represented by 

e; = A cos at + B cos {3t + C cos yt (10-3) 

Substituting this expression into Eq. (10-1) and applying trig
onometric identities result in the terms listed in Fig. 10-2. For the 
nearly linear case the desired outputs are the first order products 
due to term 1. All other outputs are spurious and contribute to ob
j ectionable noise and interference. 

The d-c term is generally of no interest because it is usually filtered 
out and thus causes no objectionable interference. The first order 
product due to the third term is a compression or expansion effect 
(depending upon the sign of aa). This results in an apparent change 
in loss or gain and, since normally 

a1 >> ~ a:i (A2 + 2B2 + 2C2) 

it will be ignored in this discussion. 
There are two types of second order products due to ll2. The first 

of these is simply the second harmonic which is the same as that 
obtained if each input were applied separately. The other type of 
second order product consists of sum and difference frequencies of 
each pair of applied frequencies. The magnitude of the a±{3 product 
is ll2AB. Compared with the 2a product of 1/2 ( ll2A2 ), the a±f3 prod
ucts are higher in level than the 2a products by the factor 2B/ A. Ex
pressed in dBm (20 log because these are voltages), 

dBm (10-4) 

Thus, if each of the input frequencies has the same amplitude, the 
power of the sum and difference products will be 6 dB higher than 
the power of the second harmonic products. 

There are three different types of third order products due to aa. 
The 3a, or third harmonic, terms are identical to those obtained when 
each of the input frequencies is applied individually and has an ampli
tude of 1/4 (aaA3 ). The 2a+f3 products consist of the sum and 
difference of one frequency and the second harmonic of another and 



Frequencies and relative magnitudes to be found in output, e0 - a 1ei1 + a2e;2 + a 3e;3, 

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 

d-c 1/2 a2 (A2 + B2 +CZ) 

First a1Acosat + a1Bcosf3t 3/4 a3A(A2 + 2B2 + 2C2) cosat 
order + a 1Ccosyt + 3/4 a3B(B2 + 2C2 + 2A2 ) cosf3t 

+ 3/4 a3C(C2 + 2A2 + 2B2) cosyt 

Second 1/2 a2(A2cos2at + B2cos2f3t + C2cos2yt) 
order + a2AB [cos (a+/3) t + cos(a-/3) t] 

+ a2BC[cos(f3+y)t + cos({3-y)t] 
+ a 2AC[cos(a+y)t + cos(a-y)t] 

Third 1I4 a 3 (A 3cos3at + B3cos3 f3t + C3cos3yt) 
order IA2B[cos(2a+{3)t + cos(2a-{3)t]1 

A 2C[cos (2a+y) t + cos (2a-y) t] 
+ 3!4 a B 2A[cos(2f3+a)t + cos(2{3-a)t] 

'1 B'C[eo, (2µ +y) t + eoe (2µ-y) t] J 
lC2A[cos(2y+a)t + cos(2y-a)t] 
C2B[cos(2y+{3)t + cos(2y-{3)t] 

+ 3/2 a3ABC[cos(a+f3+y) t + cos(a+{3-yl t 
+ cos(a-f3+y)t + cos(a-{3-y}_Q__ 

NOTE: Observe that if in the applied signal A = B, then the level of the a + f3 product, which is at the frequency a + 13, 
is 6 dB greater than the 2a product. Simliarly, a - f3 is 6 dB greater than the 2a product, and 2a - f3 (and similar terms) 
are 9.6 dB greater than 3a. If A= B = C, then the a + f3 - y term and similar terms (but do not confuse with 2a -/3 
type) are 15.6 dB greater than 3a. The compression, or first order component, arising from the e;3 term is at least 9.6 dB 
greater than 3a and may be much greater, depending on the number of signals applied; for the three-frequency input given 
above, it is 23.5 dB greater. If the an's are functions of frequency, the frequency effects must be added to the aforemen
tioned level effects to determine the level differences between products. 

Fm. 10-2. Expansion of power series for three-sinusoid input. 
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have magnitudes of 3/4 (aaA 2B). Compared with the third harmonic 
amplitude, these products are larger by the factor 3B/ A. Expressed 
in dBm, 

dBm (10-5) 

Thus, if each of the input frequencies has the same amplitude, the 
power of the 2a±{3 products will be 9.6 oB higher than that of the 
third harmonic product. The last type of third order product to be 
considered is the a±f3±y, the sum and difference of each group of 
three frequencies. The magnitudes of the a±f3±y products are given 
by 3aaABC /2 or are higher than the third harmonics by the factor 
6BC/A 2• Expressed in dBm, 

Pa.±fl±y =Paa+ 15.6 + Pfl + P, - 2Pa. dBm (10-6) 

If each of the input frequencies has the same magnitude, the power 
of the a±f3±y products will be 15.6 dB greater than that of the 3a 
harmonics. 

In summary, a nonlinear network produces at its output addi
tional frequencies that are various combinations of sum and differ
ence frequencies of the input signals. It should be emphasized that 
the same generation of additional frequencies occurs with strong 
nonlinearities. Application of an a frequency carrier and an audio 
signal of f3 frequency to any power law device will result in an output 
consisting of the applied signals at a and f3 and many additional 
products at different frequencies. The output of this device could be 
passed through a bandpass filter centered near the frequency a to pass 
the a+f3 and a-/3 products and obtain a DSBTC signal. If instead the 
bandpass filter characteristic were centered at the frequency 2a, 
the 2a, 2a+f3, and 2a-{3 products would be passed to yield a DSBTC 
signal at the 2a frequency. The efficiency of such modulators depends, 
of course, on the magnitude of the coefficients of the power series. 
Modulator configurations such as the ring or lattice are chosen to 
produce the desired product with high efficiency while minimizing 
the other spurious products. 

Demodulation can also be accomplished with a power law network. 
In this case, application of a carrier and its sidebands will result in 
a-/3 frequency products which will be the original baseband signal. 
It should be emphasized that power law modulators and demodulators 
always produce spurious products which must be filtered from the 
desired signal. It can be shown that such filtering will be successful 
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only if the carrier frequency, f c, is greater than twice the highest base
band frequency, fT; i.e., the condition f c > 2fT must be satisfied. 

Compensation of Nonlinear Characteristics 

It might be expected that the nonlinear characteristic of a two-port 
could be compensated for by the addition of another two-port in 
tandem having a complementary nonlinear transfer characteristic. 
Such compensation cannot be extended over an arbitrarily wide 
dynamic range because of overload considerations; however, com
pensation over the normal working range may be desirable. Such 
compensation methods are generally impractical because of the great 
difficulty in controlling the nonlinearity to the degree required. In 
fact, achieving a desired nonlinear transfer characteristic is more 
difficult than achieving a linear one. Thus, except for special applica
tions such as compandors, the compensation of a nonlinear charac
teristic by an inverse nonlinear characteristic is not usually attempted. 

Even if compensating nonlinear characteristics could be achieved, 
care would be required in applying such compensation. Basically, 
all frequencies produced by the nonlinear two-port (and this can in
clude those from zero frequency to very high harmonics) must be 
applied without frequency shaping to the compensating network. 
Such a constraint is usually rather difficult to meet in many practical 
applications. 

10.2 EFFECT ON ANGLE-MODULA TED WAVES 

The effect of the nonlinear transfer characteristic given by 
Eq. (10-1) on an angle-modulated signal is now considered. The 
angle-modulated signal is represented by 

Ci= Ac COS [27Tfct + cp(t)] 

Substituting in Eq. (10-1) and ignoring terms higher than third 
order gives 
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The terms may be expanded and collected : 

The output wave consists of a d-c term and three angle-modulated 
waves centered respectively at frequencies le, 2le, and 3le. Assume 
for the moment that a filter can be used to extract the angle-modulated 
wave centered at I e; the output becomes 

The nonlinear characteristic has done nothing more than modify 
the gain. This is an important difference between amplitude modu
lation and angle modulation and is the primary reason why angle 
modulation is used in microwave systems where nonlinear operation 
of amplifiers and other devices has thus far been unavoidable at the 
required output levels. 

To achieve the desired output, it is necessary to separate the 
angle-modulated wave centered at le from the one centered at 2le· 
Denote the peak frequency deviation by t:.F and the top baseband 
frequency by fT hertz. Applying Carson's bandwidth rule mentioned 
in Chap. 5 and considering that the peak frequency deviation about 
the second harmonic of the carrier is doubled, the necessary condition 
for separation of the le and 2lc waves requires that 

· I e ~ 3t:.F + 2/T 

The preceding analysis may seem to indicate that angle-modulated 
systems are free from distortion since they are insensitive to ampli
tude nonlinearities. However, angle-modulated systems are extremely 
sensitive to phase nonlinearities. Although phase nonlinearities are 
not as common as amplitude nonlinearities, they do exist and are 
often significant in angle-modulated systems. 
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A common type of phase nonlinearity is called AM to PM conver
sion. This is a result of the phase characteristic (or delay) of a 
two-port network being dependent upon the instantaneous amplitude 
of the signal. Thus, if the amplitude of the signal passed through 
such a network varies with time or is an amplitude-modulated sinusoid, 
the phase of the output will have a ripple around a linear (constant 
delay) characteristic. In many cases, the resulting phase ripple will 
have a "waveform" similar to the amplitude modulation. If an am
plitude-modulated carrier having an index, m, is applied to a system, 
the observed peak phase deviation may be kv radians. The ratio of 
kv/m at the normal operating levels is the AM to PM conversion 
factor and is often expressed in dB by taking 20 log kp/m. In devices 
having notoriously high AM to PM conversion, this factor may be as 
large as -6 dB. On the other hand, AM to PM conversion factors 
of -34 dB are not unusual for a well designed limiter. The AM to 
PM conversion in more linear circuits may be much less and can often 
be ignored. 

In recent years it has become common to characterize AM to PM 
conversion in degrees of phase shift per dB change in amplitude [2]. 
Conceptually, such a conversion could be measured by applying a 
single sinusoid to the system and by observing at the output the 
phase shift due to a change in level of the applied signal. Unfor
tunately, such static measures are usually inadequate, and a dynamic 
measurement is required in which a "carrier" is modulated by a low 
level sinusoid. A good microwave repeater may have AM to PM 
conversion of less than 2 degrees per dB although higher values are 
usually encountered for traveling wave tubes. 

These two methods of characterizing AM to PM conversion can 
be related by converting radians to degrees and fractional changes 
to dB. Thus, 

. [20 log kv/m] degrees/dB= 6.6 antilog --20--

kv = 6.6--
m 

Effects other than AM to PM conversion can also cause distortion 
in angle-modulated systems. It is shown in a later chapter that trans
mission deviations (i.e., nonuniform gain or nonlinear phase with 
frequency) in the r-f (or i-f) transmission portions of an angle-modu-
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lated system can result in distortion of the baseband signal. This 
distortion is similar to that caused by passing the baseband signal 
through a two-port having an amplitude sensitive transfer charac
teristic. Indeed, such effects can be measured as nonlinearities in the 
baseband signal. However, they are not due to nonlinear two-ports 
and are not discussed in this chapter. 

10.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO-PORT NONLINEARITIES 

The nonlinear or modulation distortion of any two-port could be 
characterized by the values of the an's of the voltage transfer charac
teristic. However, the direct measurement of the transfer character
istic to the accuracy required to determine the coefficients of the 
Taylor series is practically impossible. It is convenient to define 
another set of modulation coefficients more easily measured than the 
an's of the transfer characteristic. It has been pointed out that the 
application of a single-frequency input results in outputs at harmonic 
frequencies, and also that the amplitude of the harmonics is easily 
related to the amplitude of any other modulation product. Thus, the 
nonlinear performance of a two-port can be characterized by knowing 
the output voltage of an applied fundamental and the voltage of each 
harmonic component. Such data is obtainable with a sinusoidal source 
and a good frequency selective voltmeter.* Further simplification is 
possible because the amplitude of the second harmonic is proportional 
to the square of the amplitude of the applied fundamental. Thus, the 
ratio of the amplitude of the second harmonic to the square of the 
amplitude of the fundamental results in a modulation coefficient in
dependent of the amplitude of the signal used to measure it. Similarly, 
the third order performance can be characterized by the ratio of the 
third harmonic to the cube of the amplitude of the fundamental [3]. 

The modulation coefficients obtained by these ratios are dependent 
upon the units used in the voltage readings. It is common to express 
all voltages in rms volts and to make the modulation coefficient 
dimensionless by multiplying the numerator by one volt raised to 
the appropriate power. The modulation coefficient in dB is then 
obtained by taking 20 log of this dimensionless ratio. For example, 

*It is important that the sinusoidal source be relatively free of harmonics. 
The requirements on the voltmeter can be eased by suppressing the fundamental 
at the input to the meter. 
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the second order voltage modulation coefficient is obtained by multi
plying the second harmonic rms voltage by one volt and dividing by 
the mean square voltage of the fundamental. In dB notation, 

M _ 20 1 V2a (1 volt) 
z - og Vaz 

Similarly, the third order voltage modulation coefficient is given by 

M _ 20 l V3a (1 volt) 2 

3 - og Va3 

The chief interest in transmission systems is to determine the 
power produced by the spurious products of nonlinearities. Since 
selective power reading meters are readily available, the power of the 
fundamental and harmonic frequencies can be measured at the out
put, and these quantities can be used to define the modulation co
efficients. It is convenient to define 

m 6. PzaP 
2---2 

Pa 

m /::,,. P3aP2 
3 - --3-

Pa 

(10-7) 

(10-8) 

where, for convenience, p is one milliwatt and all powers are in 
milliwatts. This insures that the modulation coefficients are dimen
sionless. Equivalent coefficients defined in dB (using 10 log because 
these are power ratios) are: 

and 

Mz = 10 log m2 = 10 log Pza + 0 dBm - 20 log Pa 

/:::, 
Mz = P2a - 2Pa 

M3 = 10 log mz = 10 log P3a + 0 dBm - 30 log Pa 

/':.,. 
M3 = P3a - 3Pa 

(10-9) 

(10-10) 

where all of the P's are in dBm. By these definitions, Mx is the xth 
harmonic power in dBm resulting from a 0 dBm fundamental. Note 
that the modulation coefficients defined in terms of power are not the 
same as those defined in terms of voltage unless the load is 1000 ohms .. 
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If the two-port transfer characteristic follows a power series, the 
M's are independent of signal level. However, they are not inde
pendent of frequency if the load impedance or transfer characteristic 
is frequency dependent. 

Relating m Coefficients to a Coefficients 

From Fig. 10-2, with the compression term neglected, the rms value 
of the fundamental at the output is given by a1A /y2, and the rms 
value of the second harmonic at the output is given by a:iA 2 /2 y2. 
Thus, 

a12A2 
Pa= 2RL 1000 mW 

P= lmW 

m2 = 2~:4 (l~~o) (10-11) 

Similarly, therms value of the third harmonic at the output is given 
by aaA a /4 v2 to yield 

(10-12) 

In these equations, A is the peak voltage of the fundamental ; a1 is 
dimensionless; a2 has units of reciprocal volts; aa has units of recipro
cal volts squared; and RL is the load resistance in ohms. 

Determining the Output Power of a Specific Product 

A common problem is to determine the expected power of a specific 
product when the modulation coefficients and the powers of the funda
mentals are known. The necessary relationships are easily obtained 
by using Eqs. (10-4), (10-5), (10-6), (10-9), and (10-10): 

P2a = M2 + 2Pa 

Paa= Ma+ 3Pa 

Pa±fl = M2 + 6 +Pa+ p!l 

P2a±!l =Ma+ 9.6 + 2Pa + P!l 

Pa±fl±y =Ma+ 15.6 +Pa+ P13 + P, 

(10-13) 
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Cascaded Two-ports 

The nonlinear performance of a system consisting of cascaded 
two-ports is usually controlled by those having a combination of 
poor modulation performance and carrying relatively high signal 
levels. The quantitative relationships can be seen by considering a 
pair of two-ports in tandem as shown in Fig. 10-3. The first is 
assumed to have a power gain of G' when its load consists of the 
input impedance of the second. Under the same conditions, this first 
two-port has modulation coefficients given by M'2 and M'a. Similarly, 
the second two-port has a power gain of G" when driven by the 
output impedance of the first and 
has modulation coefficients given 
by M 2" and Ms" under these same 
conditions. 

For simplicity, it is assumed that 
the nonlinearities are small enough 
so that higher order effects can be 
ignored and superposition can be 
used. If the power of Pa at the 
output of the composite network is 
assumed to be 0 dBm, the resulting 

,-----------, 
I I 
I G' G" I 

Ma' 

M,'' 

M " 3 

I 
I 

I I 
L G, M2, Ma ______ __J 

G = G' + G" dB 

power of P2a gives M 2 directly. FIG. 10-3. Cascaded nonlinear two

Similarly, the power of Psa under 
these same conditions gives Ma 

ports. 

directly. If Pa is 0 dBm at the output of the tandem two-ports, it is 
-G" dBm at the output of the first. Thus, by the use of Eq. (10-13), 
the output of the first two-port consists of a second harmonic of power 
P2a' = Mz' - 2G" which is amplified to a power of Mz' - G" at the 
output of the composite. At the same time, the second two-port pro
duces a second harmonic at its output at a power of Mzn. The total 
second harmonic output is then the sum of these two components at 
the same frequency. To sum these components accurately requires 
a knowledge of the phase characteristics of the two networks and 
their modulation products. Without this data, power addition is 
usually assumed to obtain 

(10-14) 

Using a similar procedure for the third harmonic results in 

Ms= (M3' - 2G") "+" M3" (10-15) 
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This approximation does not include the third harmonic component 
which results when the second harmonic from the first two-port sums 
with the fundamental in the second two-port. Such products can be 
ignored in most applications. 

Examination of Eqs. (10-14) and (10-15) shows that if the power 
gain of the second two-port is sufficiently large, the modulation per
formance of the combination is almost entirely determined by the 
performance of the output or high level network. On the other hand, 
if the output network is lossy and linear ( G" negative and 
Mz" ~- oo), it can be seen that the modulation performance is deter
mined primarily by the first network which in this case is handling 
the highest level signals. As a consequence the overall modulation 
performance of an amplifier is almost entirely determined by the 
modulation performance of its last active stage, and the effects of 
other stages can usually be ignored. This is in contrast to the random 
noise performance of cascaded networks (discussed in Chap. 8) where 
the lowest level stage determines the noise performance. 

l 0.4 SYSTEM MODULATION PERFORMANCE 

With the previously discussed relationships in mind, it is now appro
priate to discuss the modulation behavior of a system at 0 TLP. It 
is convenient to define an index of system intermodulation, Hx, where 
x is the product under consideration (thus x may be 2a, a±f3, etc.). 

Hx is the power of the x-type product in dBmO, measured at the 
output of a system and formed by the intermodulation of funda- · 
mentals each of which is 0 dBmO. 

Note that this definition is identical to that for the modulation 
coefficients except that all levels are referenced to 0 TLP rather than 
to the output of any particular network in the system. It is important 
to relate the modulation coefficients of a two-port in a system to 
0 TLP; this requires that the level difference between the output at 
which the modulation coefficients are referenced and 0 TLP be known. 
The required factor is commonly denoted C. 

C is the level difference between 0 TLP and the point where the 
modulation coefficients are defined; C is positive when this point 
is below 0 TLP. 

Stated another way, if a 0 dBm signal appears at the output where 
the M's are defined, this signal will be C dBmO. The factor C may be 
a function of frequency, although in the initial stages of design, it 
is often assumed to be flat with frequency. It may be carefully shaped 
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in the later, more refined stages of design. However, if the reference 
point for defining the modulation coefficients is carefully chosen, the 
assumption that C is fiat with frequency can often be justified. 

With knowledge of C, the modulation coefficients, and the power of 
the fundamentals at 0 TLP, the expected magnitude of any modulation 
product can be computed by the use of Eq. (10-13). For example, 
consider a 0 dBmO fundamental. The power of this fundamental at 
the modulation reference is -C dBm, and the power of the second 
harmonic at this same point is M2 - 2C dBm. At 0 TLP, the power 
of this second harmonic is M2 - C dBm. If there is only one nonlinear 
source in the system, the above value of the second harmonic corre
sponds to the value of H2a. By similar reasoning, the powers of all 
modulation products at 0 TLP with fundamental powers in dBmO 
can be tabulated in terms of H.,: 

P2a = H2a + 2Pa 

Paa= Haa + 3Pa 

dBmO 

dBmO 

Pa±(J = H2a+6+Pa+P(J dBmO 

P2a±fJ = Hacx + 9.6 + 2Pa + PfJ dBmO 

Pa±fJ±1 = Haa + 15.6 +Pa+ PfJ + P, dBmO 

Choice of a Modulation Reference Point 

(10-16) 

Up to this point, the discussion of nonlinearities has been general 
and has assumed that the reference point for defining the modulation 
coefficients is at the output of some general two-port. It has also 
been implied that a wise choice for this reference point may tend to 
keep C reasonably fiat with frequency and thus simplify some of the 
system calculations. It is also desirable to choose the point such that 
the resulting modulation coefficients are reasonably independent of 
frequency, which implies a point with an impedance nearly constant 
for all frequencies of interest. With these restrictions it may not 
always be possible to avoid frequency shapes entirely. In a repeat
ered analog system the output of the repeater is usually working 
into the impedance of the transmission cable which is reasonably flat 
with frequency. As a consequence, this repeater output is often 
chosen as the reference point for the M's. The chief drawback in 
using this reference point is the extra manipulation necessary to 
relate these M's to the modulation coefficients of the nonlinear device 
which is rarely directly at the output of the repeater. Also, such a 
reference point does not guarantee a C that is flat with frequency. 
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A second point sometimes used for the modulation reference point 
is the collector of the output stage transistor. The arguments favor
ing this point are: ( 1) it relates directly to device measurements; 
(2) the effects of feedback are easily seen; (3) overload consider
ations may result in a fiat signal spectrum at this point, thus making 
C fiat with frequency. Unless the output network is fairly simple, 
however, keeping the load impedance constant with frequency may be 
difficult. 

Additional Considerations with Transistors 

It may be impossible to choose a modulation reference point that 
makes both C and the M's fiat with frequency. In such a case, Hx 
will not be fiat with frequency. A preliminary approach for initial 
calculations is to make a worst case computation assuming Hx fiat 
with frequency. It must be remembered that some advantage may 
be obtained by allowing for the frequency shape. 

A point that must be checked using this worst case analysis is 
whether or not the modulation indices, M2 and Ma, are constants with 
varying signal level and thus follow power-law relationships. This 
may be accomplished by varying the amplitude of the fundamental 
1 dB and noting whether or not there are 2- and 3-dB changes in the 
second and third harmonic, respectively. When modulation indices 
are not constant, allowances must be made in the system analysis for 
their variations. For example, an a±f3 product may not be 6 dB 
greater than a 2a product as previously indicated [ 4]. 

The allowance that can be made in the system analysis is to meas
ure Ma±f3, Ma±f3±y, or any other modulation index directly in terms 
of the powers at the reference point. That is, M2 is measured as the 
ratio of the second harmonic power to the square of the fundamental 
power, both being measured at the reference point chosen. Thus, 
the following relations hold where all powers are measured in dBm 
at the modulation reference point: 

Maa =Paa - 3Pa dB 

dB (10-17) 
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10.5 NONLINEAR EFFECTS ON MULTIPLEXED TALKERS 

It has been shown that if single frequencies are present at the 
input of a system, the system nonlinearities will cause the generation 
of undesired tones which will be present at the output. The levels 
of these undesired tones are a function of the levels of the single 
frequencies at the input. Since the telephone transmission system 
usually carries speech signals rather than single-frequency tones, it 
is important to relate the measured nonlinearity of a system to the 
expected intermodulation noise due to talkers. Several techniques 
are available for this purpose. 

For narrowband low capacity systems, it is often practical to 
characterize the talker load by a set of appropriately spaced sinu
soids. Since analysis of such a case is merely an extension of the 
single-frequency performance already discussed, it is not treated 
further. 

Three techniques for characterizing intermodulation noise in multi
plexed telephone systems are discussed in some detail. The first, 
based on methods developed by W. R. Bennett, relates intermodulation 
noise to single-frequency modulation parameters of the system. Al
though still very useful, this technique is being replaced in broadband 
applications by the second technique called noise loading. With the 
third technique, intermodulation noise can be computed using spectral 
densities and autocorrelation functions. 

Bennett's Method 

This method for calculating the modulation noise seeks answers to 
the following questions: 

1. What is the amplitude of one modulation product arising from 
talkers of known constant volume in systems of known non
linearity? 

2. How many such products will fall in the channel of interest? 
This question faces the fact that not all of the channels are 
carrying active speech at the same time. The number sought 
is Nx, the probable number of x-type products that will fall 
into the channel of interest during the busy hour. 

3. What is the effect on the fact that talker volumes are not all 
the same, but distributed as shown in Chap. 9? 

4. What is the total modulation noise for a system of given linear
ity? Or, what must the linearity be in order to limit the 
intermodulation noise to some given value? 
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The answers to 1, 2, and 3 will be different for each type of product 
(a±{3, 2a-{3, etc.) and must be found for each before the last 
question can be answered. 

This method does not take into consideration the special cases in 
which linearity requirements may be set by factors besides inter
modulation noise, e.g., intelligible crosstalk. The magnitude of any 
particular intermodulation product will be a function of the non
linearity of the system, Hx. The number of possible intermodulation 
products in a given channel is a function of the frequency allocation 
of the FDM message load [5]. 

It can be assumed that by the time the probable number of super
imposed products exceeds 20 or 30 they become indistinguishable 
from random noise. This would appear to be particularly valid if the 
masking effect of an equal or greater magnitude of truly random 
noise power is expected in the disturbed channel. 

Product Amplitude. Assume then that each message channel of 
the system is loaded by a band of gaussian noise having a flat spectral 
density from 0 to 4 kHz with a total power of 0 dBmO. Recall that Hx 
was defined in terms of single-frequency signals applied to a system. 
It is interesting to determine if the same Hx factors would apply for 
bands of gauss~an noise. It can be easily shown that, as long as each 
fundamental band "enters" the product only once, the same modula
tion index applies for both single frequencies and bands of noise. 
However, when there are multiple "entries" such as 2a, 3a, or 2a±f3, 
there is a distinct difference between the two cases. For example, 
with sinusoids the 2a product is simply the second harmonic. How
ever, with bands of noise, the 2a product corresponds to the sum of 
the second harmonics of all frequency components plus many a1±a2 
products. As with sinusoids, the a1±a2 products are 6 dB "hotter" 
than the second harmonic. The net result is that the H2a and H2a±~ 
are each 3 dB larger for bands of noise than they are for single
frequency signals. Similarly, Haa is 7.8 dB larger for noise than it is 
for single frequencies. These relationships can be shown more 
analytically by convolving the appropriate spectral densities. The 
system intermodulation index for bands of noise can be defined as: 

Hx* is the power of the x-type product in dBmO, measured at 
the output of a system and formed by the intermodulation of 
4-kHz bands of gaussian noise each of which is 0 dBmO. 

From the preceding discussion, 

(10-18) 
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where 

Xx = 3 for x = 2a and 2a±f3 

Xx = 7 .8 for X = 3a 

Xx = 0 for all other x 

Note that the products due to bands of noise will be spread over an 
8-kHz band for the second order products and a 12-kHz band for 
the third order products. 

Talker Amplitude Distributions. As has been shown in Chap. 9, the 
telephone load does not consist of 0 dBmO talkers; real talkers form 
a normal distribution with a median, Vo vu or Po = Vo - 1.4 dBmO, 
and a standard deviation of u dB. The following steps compute the 
modulation noise from such a distribution, relative to the noise from 
0 dBmO talkers. 

The x-type products arising from fundamentals which are normally 
distributed in dB will also be normal distributions in dB. The average 
value of the product distribution is the sum of the dB (or vu) values 
of the averages of the fundamentals. The standard deviation of the 
product magnitudes will be a function of the standard deviations of 
the fundamentals, the number of fundamentals which form each 
product, and the number of times they "enter." 

The statistics of the product distribution are based on the formation 
of the product by multiplying the fundamentals (adding dB). The 
2a - f3 product, for example, is a third order product. Thus the aver
age value of the distribution of 2a - f3 products will be 3Po dB higher 
than the reference product, i.e., a product of the same type formed 
by 0 dBmO talkers. If YJx is defined as the order of the product, then 
in general it can be said that the average of the distribution of 
products from real talkers will be YJxPo dB with respect to the refer
ence product of H x * dBmO. The familiar formula for the standard 
deviation of a distribution formed by adding a number of normal 
distributions is 

(10-19) 

Therefore, the expression for the standard deviation of the distri
bution of products formed by real talkers can be written 

(10-20) 
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where a- is the standard deviation of the talker volumes, and 

(10-21) 

for a product of the type r1a±r2{3± ... For example, Ax is 5 for 
2a-{3 products, so that the standard deviation of the 2a-{3 product 
distribution will be 11.2 dB if a- is 5 dB. 

The relations between average and standard deviation for the 
modulation products, and the corresponding quantities, Po and a-, 
for the fundamental are shown in Fig. 10-4. Thus, the power of the 
x-type product caused by loading the channels with flat gaussian 
noise of Po dBmO is given by YJxPo + Hx*· 

Average product in dB 
Modulation referred to product Standard deviation 

product from 0-dBmO talkers ( Y/xp 0 ) in dB (a- yAx) 
2a 2P0 2 (F 

a.±{3 2P0 -v2 a-

3a 3P0 3 (F 

±2a±f3 3P0 -vs a-

a±f3±y 3P0 -vs a-

FIG. 10-4. Average and standard deviation for volume distribution of inter
modulated talkers. 

If the channels are loaded with flat noise whose amplitude dis
tribution is normal in dB, the average power of the resulting x-type 
product must be corrected by the 0.115a-s2 term discussed in Chap. 9. 
Since <rs2 = Axa-2 and Po = Vo - 1.4, the average power of an x-type 
product can be written 

Rx= YJxVo + 0.115 Axa-2 - 1.4 YJx + H,,* dBmO (10-22) 

The Product Count. In a typical broadband system, many inter
modulation products of a given type can fall into a channel. To find 
the total intermodulation noise, it is necessary to know the number 
of products present. 

Bennett provides formulas from which the total number of x-type 
products which can possibly fall in the channel of interest can be 
computed. These formulas assume that the frequency allocation is 
as indicated in Fig. 10-5. Carrier slots are located at intervals of f o 
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FIG. 10-5. Frequency allocation for product count. 

hertz from zero frequency. The system transmits N channels with 
carrier frequencies from ndo to nzfo inclusive. Channels are identified 
by the carrier with which they are associated; the channel of interest 
is identified by the kth carrier (from zero frequency), M carriers 
from the lower band edge, such that 

M = k - ni + 1 (10-23) 

The 1 occurs because the first transmitted channel is identified by 
the carrier, M = 1, k = n1. The terminology is generalized so that the 
kth carrier may lie outside the transmitted band. Since the total 
possible number of products that can fall in the channel of interest 
is being found, it is assumed that every channel in the system (except 
the channel of interest) is transmitting energy. 

Although Bennett's exact equations are straightforward to under
stand and use, they are rather long, and repetitive computations be
come laborious. Variations in bandwidth and therefore in the number 
of channels transmitted are commonplace during the preliminary 
design stage of a new system. Counting products in these circum
stances can be a time-consuming effort. 

A useful set of approximations to Bennett's formulas is given by 
the graphs in Fig. 10-6. The accuracy of these graphs is poor for 
narrowband systems. Errors of 50 to 100 per cent may be expected 
for a ten-channel system. The accuracy improves rapidly with band
width and for a 100-channel system is somewhat better than ±5 per 
cent. For a 1000-channel system the error is negligible. 

The quantities used for the abscissa of these graphs call for com
ment. When the abscissa is M/N, the number of products that fall in 
any channel is independent of the position in the frequency spectrum 
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k = Channel of interest associ
ated with carrier kfo within 
the fundamental band n 1 

< k <n.. When values of 
k < n, or k > n, are of 
interest, the relationships are 
equally valid. 

M = Channel of interest associ· 
ated with carrier M fo where 
M=k-n, + 1. 

Note: The number of products is zero outside limits of curves. 

FIG. 10-6. Approximate modulation product count for multichannel telephone 
systems. 
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occupied by the system. In the case of other products, for example 
a+ {3, where the abscissa is (M - ni) /N, particular frequency alloca
tions will minimize the number of products. Suppose that for any value 
of N, ni is made equal to n2/2. In this case, no a + f3 products will fall 
inband; however, there is no such escape from 2a - f3 or a + f3 - y 
products, where the abscissa is M/N. 

To evaluate the noise arising from modulation products, the num
ber of talker products that will probably fall in the channel of interest 
during the busy hour must be determined. If the probability that a 
channel is carrying speech is T and the total possible number of 
x-type products that can fall into the channel of interest is U x, then 
the probable number of products is 

(10-24) 

where µx is the number of fundamentals needed to form an x-type 
product (e.g., µ2a-fl = 2, and µa+fl-y = 3). 

Thus, if the total number of 2a - f3 products in the kth channel is 
found to be 160 and the value of T is 0.25, then the probability that any 
given possible product is present is ( 0.25) 2, and the probable number 
of products, N2a-fl, is 10. Since the average number of probable 
products falling in a given channel is Nx, the total average inter
modulation power for the x-type products is 

or, taking all factors into account, 

RxT = 7]xVo + 0.115A.xcr2 + Hx +Xx 

dBmO 

+ 10 log UxTµx - l.477x 

(10-25) 

dBmO (10-26) 

The power computed by the above equation will not be confined to a 
4-kHz interval since each second order product occupies an 8-kHz 
band and each third order product occupies a 12-kHz band. However, 
the amount of power extending into the adjacent channels is the 
same as the adjacent channel intermodulation power extending into 
the channel of interest. As a result, Eq. (10-26) does indeed give 
the total average intermodulation noise power in a 4-kHz channel 
at 0 TLP. 

Correction Factors for Talkers Instead of Noise. The difference 
between talkers and fiat noise can be taken into account to arrive 
at a correction factor consisting of three components. 
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1. The noise bandwidth factor accounts for the difference between 
an effective message channel bandwidth of 3 kHz and a noise 
bandwidth of 4 kHz. Therefore, a noise bandwidth factor of 
10 log 4/3, or 1.25 dB, must be subtracted to obtain the noise 
power in 3 kHz. 

2. The spectrum shape factor relates the spectral density of the 
signal to the annoyance of the intermodulation noise. Since 
talker power tends to be concentrated between 500 and 1000 Hz, 
the intermodulation power generated is not flat with frequency. 
The important second order products produced by talkers have 
a spectral shape such that they are about 1 dB less annoying 
than those produced by flat noise. Similarly, shaped third order 
products are about 1.5 dB less annoying than those of flat noise. 

3. The product amplitude factor is required because the speech 
spectrum is not as flat as white noise nor as concentrated as a 
sine wave. Therefore, the Xx correction on Hx should only be 
about half as much (in dB) for talkers as it is for flat noise. 

The effects of these three considerations are combined into a single 
correction factor, Cw , as tabulated in Fig. 10-7. To convert the units x 
of Eq. (10-26) to dBrncO, it is necessary to add 88 dB for flat noise, 
to use the single-frequency value for Hx, and to subtract the correction 
factor, Cw • The final expression for the x-type intermodulation noise x 
is given by 

Wx = Hx + 7]xVo + 0.115 Axer+ 10 log Um TP.x - l.47]m 

-Cw + 88 x 
dBrncO (10-27) 

Factors (dB) 

:x; 
Bandwidth Spectrum shape 

Product Cw (dB) 
amplitude 

x 

a+ /3 1.25 1.0 0 2.25 

a - /3 1.25 1.0 0 2.25 

2a - f3 1.25 1.5 -1.5 1.25 

a+{3-y 1.25 1.5 0 2.75 

FIG. 10-7. Factors comprising the speech-noise correction factor, Cw • 
"' 
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Using Eq. (10-27) for a given frequency allocation and talker popu
lation, it is possible to express the total second order intermodulation 
noise as 

dBrncO 

where K2 converts H2a dBmO to W2 dBrncO. Similar relationships 
exist for third order intermodulation noise. 

Effects of Shaped Signal Levels. The nonlinearity computations 
were based on the assumption that all effects are flat with frequency. 
Although the multiplex band is flat with frequency at 0 TLP, signal 
levels in a transmission system will often be shaped to optimize the 
noise performance of the system. This results in C being shaped with 
frequency. Thus, even if the modulation coefficients, Mx, are flat with 
frequency, the system intermodulation coefficients, Hx, will be fre
quency dependent. This complicates the computation of intermodula
tion noise because the levels of the intermodulation products will vary 
with the frequency making up the product. As a result, the total 
noise in a particular channel must be obtained by summing all 
products rather than by multiplying by a product count. For example, 
Eq. (10-27) is evaluated for x = a - f3 with the assumption that C 
(thus Hx) is shaped with frequency. To do so, the terms 
Hx + 10 log Nx must be replaced by a more accurate summation. 
For x =a - {3, 

Ha-13 + 10 log Na-13 = M2 + 6 + 10 log r2 

ua-/3 

+ 10 log 2:- antilog (Ca-/3 - Ccx -Cd /10 (10-28) 

where Ca-fl is the value of C at the frequency a - f3; Ca is the value 
of C at the frequency a, etc. The summation signs must extend over 
all possible values of a and f3 which can produce an a - f3 product in 
the channel of interest. From Fig. 10-6 the channel in the bottom 
of the band would have the most products, while none would appear 
in the top channel of the band. 

Similarly, for x = a + f3 - y, Eq. (10-27) must be modified by 
replacing Ha+f3-y + 10 log Na+/3-r by 

M3 + 15.6 + lOr 
ua+fl-y 

+ 10 log 2:- antilog (Ca+/3-r - Ca - C13 - Cy)/10 (10-29) 
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Similar equations could, of course, be developed for all other possible 
products. 

This discussion indicates the need to compute and add hundreds 
of thousands or even millions of products to obtain the intermodula
tion noise in only one channel. Although computer programs are avail
able, even a high-speed computer may not be able to do this job 
efficiently. To save machine time, a good approximation can be 
achieved by scaling, i.e., dividing all channel numbers (and there
fore the total number of channels) by a factor, k. Intermodulation 
noise of each type is computed for this scaled down version and the 
answers increased by the factor lOy log k where y is one less than 
the number of independent fundamentals (e.g., y = 1 for a - (3, 1 for 
2a - (3, 2 for a+ (3 - y, etc.). This correction factor can be justified 
by inspection of Fig. 10-6. 

If Mx is not flat with frequency, i.e., the power series transfer 
characteristic of Eq. (10-1) is frequency dependent, the preceding 
procedure must be followed with slight modifications. One approach 
is to redefine the reference point to some fictitious point that makes 
it flat with frequency and to modify C for the correct results. The 
same result can be obtained by computing the amplitude of each pos
sible product individually. In effect, both Mx and Care brought within 
the summation signs of Eqs. (10-28) and (10-29). 

The final complication in some practical problems is the discovery 
that the Mx coefficients are a function of signal amplitude. This comes 
about if the nonlinearity cannot be represented by a power series. 
The most probable cause of this is the presence of more than one 
nonlinearity in the two-port under measurement. For example, 
transistors are subject to both input and output distortion as well 
as transfer distortion and thus do not always closely follow the 
power law. It is often practical in such cases to measure the powers 
of the various products while applying fundamentals with powers 
very close to that of the normal signals. Also, it is often found that 
the behavior with amplitude can be represented by a very simple 
function such as a straight line over the range of interest. 

Measurement of Intermodulation by Noise Loading 

In modern broadband systems the accuracy of converting single
frequency modulation measurements into intermodulation perform
ance of thousands of products becomes questionable. A technique 
called noise loading is now commonly used for measuring the non
linearity of very broadband systems. Noise loading consists of 
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applying a band of flat gaussian noise to the system at a point where 
the signal is already multiplexed. It will be shown that if the noise 
extends from the lowest to the highest frequencies in the multiplex 
band and is of the proper level, it will nearly simulate the normal 
multichannel system load with each channel intermittently active. In 
order to measure the intermodulation noise (which will be indistin
guishable from the applied noise), it is necessary to maintain some of 
the channels quiet. This is generally accomplished by following the 
noise generator with some sharp band-rejection filters before applying 
the noise to the system. To create quiet channels, notches can be placed 
within the multiplex band, as long as they do not occupy a significant 
portion of the total bandwidth. Assume for this discussion that each 
notch is 4 kHz wide. To measure the total intermodulation noise, 
the total power in each quiet channel is monitored at the output of 
the system. The total noise power observed is a combination of inter
modulation noise and thermal noise. The two components of the 
total noise can be easily separated by disabling the noise source and 
noting the thermal noise. From these two quantities, the intermodula
tion noise can be readily determined. To determine whether the inter
modulation noise is second order or third order (or higher), the effect 
of noise loading power on intermodulation noise must be noted. For 
example, if the intermodulation noise changes 2 dB for every dB 
change of input power, it is second order noise; a 3-dB change per dB 
input change signifies third order noise. Finally, the nature of the 
dominant modulation products can be determined by noting the fre
quency shape of the intermodulation noise (assuming that the modu
lation performance is flat with frequency) and using Fig. 10-6. For 
example, second order noise in the lower end of the band is a - {3 type 
noise, and that in the upper part of the band is a + {3 type noise. 
Third order noise increasing with decreasing frequency is probably 
a - f3 - y. Note from Fig. 10-6 that third order a - 2{3 type products 
also increase with decreasing frequency, but the ordinate in this case 
is U /N rather than U /N2 as for the a - {3 - 'Y type products. If 
N is large, the a - {3 - 'Y type products will predominate. 

Analysis. In Chap. 9 the average busy hour talker load on a system 
was established as 

Pav = Vo + 10 log nN + 0.115o-2 

- 1.4 = P. - Ile dBmO (10-30) 

For equivalent average power, the applied noise load on the system 
should then be as given, with equal noise power applied to each 
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channel (i.e., the noise applied at 0 TLP is flat over the multiplex 
band). The noise power applied to each 4-kHz channel is then 
given by 

Ne = Pav - 10 log N 

= Vo+ 0.115CT2 - 1.4 + 10 log TL (10-31) 

The power of a single x-type intermodulation product is given by 

dBmO (10-32) 

In this case, unlike the previous ones, all channels are active so that 
the number of x-type products falling in a channel is the total possible 
number, Ux. Therefore, 

dBmO (10-33) 

Combining all of these results yields 

R'xT = 7]xVo + 0.11577xd2 - 1.471x + 10 log TL11 x 

+ Hx +Xx+ 10 log Ux dBmO (10-34) 

Comparing Eq. (10-34) with Eq. (10-26) reveals any differences 
between the, analytical computations and the noise loading technique. 

Subtracting Eq. (10-34) from Eq. (10-26) and assuming TL = T 

reveals 

RxT - R' xT = 0.115 (Ax - 7]x) er - 10 ( 7]x - jLx) log T dB 

(10-35) 

The values of Ax, 7]x, and /Lx are tabulated in Fig. 10-8 for the normally 
important products. For all but the 2a - f3 products the difference 
given by Eq. (10-35) is zero since A= 77 = µ. Evaluating Eq. (10-35) 
for 2a - f3 products shows 

R2a-fJT - R'2a-(3T = 0.23cr2 "'--10 logT dB (10-36) 

For a typical case of CT = 5 and T = 0.25, this error amounts to 
11.75 dB, which seems to be significant. However, by referring again 
to Fig. 10-6, it becomes apparent that 2a - f3 products are quickly 
outnumbered by many of the other third order products because of the 
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x Ax 'Y/x //.,x 

a- /3 2 2 2 

<X +/3 2 2 2 
--------- ·-----

<X +/3 -y 3 3 3 

2a - f3 5 3 2 
---------

FIG. 10-8. Factors for important x-type modulation products. 

N rather than the N 2 factor in the denominator of the ordinate. 
Therefore, the error in the 2a - f3 product will usually be insignificant 
if the number of channels is large. Since noise loading is usually only 
used on broadband systems, the results should be compatible with 
calculations and this difference can be ignored. 

Finally, to convert the noise loading intermodulation powers in 
dBmO, to noise in dBrncO, use must be made of the correction 
factor, Cwx' previously discussed. There may be some doubt as to 
which x-type product applies. If the intermodulation appears to be 
second order, Cw 2 = 2.25 dB. If the intermodulation noise is third 
order and the system has a large number of channels, the correction 
for a+ /3 - y is Cw3 = 2.75 dB. If second and third order cannot be 
distinguished, little significant error results from assuming 
Cw= 2.5 dB. 

Intermodulation noise of R' t dBmO can be converted to dBrncO by: 

W2 = R' t + 88 - 2.25 

Wa = R'i + 88 - 2.75 

Wi = R't + 88 - 2.5 

dBrncO 

dBrncO 

dBrncO 

(10-37) 

Measurement. The preceding analysis assumed the presence of ideal 
4-kHz notch and bandpass filters. Such filters are not practical, so it 
is of interest to investigate effects of using more practical filter 
shapes. Since the function of the notch filter at the noise source out
put is to remove the applied noise from the channel to be measured, 
the only penalty in making the notch wider than required is the in
creased error in the assumption that all channels are loaded. The test 
of whether the notch filter at the source is wide enough and the band
pass filter at the detector narrow enough is to connect them in tandem 
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and observe the residual noise reading. Practical noise loading 
equipment usually shows the measured noise in the notch to be at 
least 80 dB below the applied signal power measured with the notch 
filter removed. If the equivalent noise bandwidth of the detector is 
4 kHz, all of the previous noise loading results can be applied directly. 

It is of interest to consider means of obtaining useful noise loading 
results with detectors having equivalent noise bandwidth of other 
than 4 kHz. Of course, if the equivalent noise bandwidth, Bw, of the 
detector is known, the necessary correction for a 4-kHz bandwidth 
can be obtained by adding the correction factor, 10 log 4000/Bw, to the 
detector reading. Note that if the detector is not a true rms reading 
instrument, a correction factor for gaussian noise must be used as 
described in Chap. 7. 

The use of these detector correction factors can be avoided by the 
use of noise power ratio (NPR). This technique is particularly useful 
when the multiplex band is shaped with frequency since conversion 
of the results to 0 TLP is simple. Noise loading measurements require 
that the noise load applied to the system be Ne dBmO per 4 kHz. At 
the output of the system, which need not be at 0 TLP and can be 
shaped with frequency, it is necessary to take three readings with 
the detector: 

1. The noise load on the system, i.e., with no rejection filter after 
the loading source. 

2. The noise appearing in a quiet slot, i.e., with a slot rejection 
filter between the source and input. 

3. The noise with drive removed, i.e., with the noise source turned 
off. 

The ratio of reading ( 1) to reading ( 2) expressed in dB is called 
NPR1. This ratio corresponds to thermal plus intermodulation noise 
and is given by 

dBmO (10-38) 

Similarly, the ratio of reading (1) to reading (3) is called NPR2 and 
is a measure of thermal noise per channel by the relationship 

dBmO (10-39) 

Using Eqs. (10-38) and (10-39), the value of intermodulation noise, 
R't, in dBmO per 4-kHz channel can be determined. To convert to 
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dBrncO, it is only necessary to make use of Eq. (10-37). Note that 
since ratios are used, neither the bandwidth nor type of detector is 
important. 

Another approach, which is often more easily understood and gives 
equivalent results, consists of converting the units for the load to 
dBrncO. The channel load, Ne, can be converted to dBrncO by adding 
88 dB and the bandwidth factor of 1.25 dB. For example, if N c = 
-16 dBmO per 4 kHz, as is standard for most domestic systems, a 
signal load of approximately 71 dBrncO is obtained. The thermal 
noise per channel is then given by 

WN = 71- NPR2 dBrncO (10-40) 

If the spectrum shape factor is ignored, the total noise per channel 
is given by 

dBrncO (10-41) 

The spectrum shape factor can be applied by extracting the com
ponents of the intermodulation noise and by lowering the second 
order noise 1 dB and the third order noise 1.5 dB. However, many 
designers choose to ignore this effect. 

Intermodulation Noise Computed from Spectral Densities 

If the multiplexed signal is assumed to be represented by a band 
of noise as is done in the noise loading technique, it is possible to 
compute directly the intermodulation spectrum generated by passing 
this noise loading signal through a nonlinear device. The advantage 
of this technique is that a single expression can be derived for all 
second order intermodulation noise. Likewise, one can be derived 
for all third order intermodulation noise. More important, in some 
cases the intermodulation performance can be computed analytically 
even if the signal is shaped with frequency. As a result, this technique 
is becoming very popular. 

Consider again the nonlinear voltage transfer characteristic given 
by Eq. (10-1), ignoring terms higher than third order: 

(10-42) 

In this case, the input signal is a band of noise whose spectral density 
is denoted by S1 (f) which represents the multiplex load applied to 
the system. In the notation commonly used, it is assumed that S1 (/) 
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is characterized by volts squared per hertz at the input port of the 
nonlinear device having the nonlinear transfer characteristic. The 
desired spectrum at the output of the nonlinear two-port will be 
given by 

(10-43) 

The spectrum at the output corresponding to the e;2 term will corre
spond to all of the second order intermodulation noise and will be 
denoted by a22S2 (f). Similarly, third order intermodulation noise 
due to the cubed input voltage will be denoted by a32S3 (f). 

By the use of autocorrelation functions, S2 (f) and S3 (f) can be 
determined. If it is assumed that e; ( t) is gaussian, it can be shown 
that the autocorrelation functions of ei 2 ( t) and e;3 ( t) can be written 
in terms of the autocorrelation function :R 1 ( r) of e; ( t). For example, 
the autocorrelation function :R 2 ( r) of e;2 ( t) is given by [6] 

(10-44) 

Since spectral density and the autocorrelation function are a Fourier 
transform pair, 

(10-45) 

Equation (10-45) can be used to express Eq. (10-44) in the fre
quency domain as 

S2(f) = 1"' [ :R 12 (0) + 2 :R12 (7)] e-i2rrfT dr 
-"' 

= [[~ S1(/) a1J2 au>+ 2 i:s1(f')Si(f-f') df 

(10-46) 

Use has been made of the fact that the transform of :R 12 ( 7) may be 
expressed as the convolution of Si(/) with itself. Note also that the 
mean square voltage of e;(t) is given by 

(10-47) 
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To illustrate a specific case, assume that the input spectral density, 
Si (f), is fl.at from 0 to fT hertz as shown in Fig. 10-9 (a). The total 
area under the S1 (f) curve is equal to V2rms· 

(a) ~+~-
0 fT 

Si(f') 

(b) ~ I 
f ~I 

0 

(c) 

-2/T 0 

Fm. 10-9. Convolution of a fiat spectrum with itself. 

,_ 
S,(f-f') 

r-

2fT ,_ 

Evaluation of the convolution integral of Eq. (10-46) is most 
easily accomplished graphically as shown in Fig. 10-9 (b). The value 
of the convolution integral at any particular value of f is simply 
proportional to the overlapping or shaded area in Fig. 10-9 (b) [7]. 
For [ f [ > 2{T, the value is zero since S (f') and S (f - f') do not 
overlap in this condition and the product is zero. At f = 0, the con
volution integral is given by the density squared times the total width, 
or is simply V\ms/2{T. From f = 0 to [ f [ = 2{T, the overlapping area 
will decrease linearly to zero so 

f_~s1 (f') S1 (f-/') df' = 0 I I I> 2fT 

= ( 1 - k~TI) V4rms/2fT I I I:::; 2fT 
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This is shown in Fig. 10-9 (c). Thus, Eq. (10-46) can be rewritten 
for/ I I~ 21r 

S2(/) = V\ms 8(/) + 2 (1 - ~jJ) V\ms/2/T (10-48) 

To be consistent with previous discussions, the signal and inter
modulation power can be referred to the output of the network. If 
the total output power of the desired spectrum is Pt milliwatts, 

(10-49) 

The ratio of the distortion to the desired spectral density at the 
output (ignoring the d-c term of the distortion) is 

a22S2(f) 
a12S1 (/) 

2 ( I I I) ( Pt RL ) 2 
( 1 ) 2~ 1 - 2f; 1000 ai2 2Tr 

PtRL 
2/r (1000) 

I I I :::; fr (10-50) 

Although the intermodulation noise spectrum and the desired signal 
spectrum in Eq. (10-50) are two-sided, the ratio is equally valid 
for one-sided spectra, which permits dropping the absolute value 
signs for frequency. Also, since the frequencies of interest are 
inband (f < fr), the following equations are given only for the 
inband frequency range. From Eq. (10-11), the term in brackets 
can be seen to be simply m2, so 

(10-51) 

Therefore at 0 TLP for a single nonlinear characteristic, the ratio 
of the second order interference to the noise load on a per hertz basis 
is, in dB, 

M2 + 6 + P1 + 10 log ( 1 - itJ I :::; IT (10-52) 

This is identical to the noise power ratio previously discussed. The 
total second order noise power in a 4-kHz band at 0 TLP due to a 
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single second order nonlinearity is 

R'2 =Ne+ Mz + 6+Pt+10 log ( 1- 2jJ dBmO 

(10-53) 

where N c is the noise load per channel in dBmO. 
Since Pt is at the modulation reference point, it can be referred 

to 0 TLP by the factor C previously defined so that 

Pav= Pt+ C (10-54) 

Since all N channels are noise loaded, N c is related to Pav by the 
number of channels, N: 

Ne= Pav - 10 log N (10-55) 

Thus, 

R'2 =Pav - 10 log N + M2 + 6 +Pav - C + 10 log ( 1 - 2jJ 
Since Mz - C refers the modulation performance to 0 TLP and can 
be replaced by H2a, 

R'2 = 2Pav + 6 +H2a -10 logN + lOlog(l - 2~J 
From Eq. ( 10-30) 

Pav = Vo+ 0.115a-2 - 1.4 + 10 log TLN dBm 

Thus, 

R'2 = 2(Vo+0.115a-2-l.4) + H2a + 6 + 10 log N 

+ 10 log ( 1 - 2jr) + 20 log TL dBm (10-56) 

This expression gives the noise power in a 4-kHz channel for all 
second order intermodulation. T'o convert to annoyance in dBrncO 
at the system output: 

W2 = R'2 + 88 - Cw2 

W2 = R'2 + 88 - 2.25 dBrncO (10-57) 

It should be noted that the product amplitude factor of Cw,,does not 
apply when spectral analysis is used. Since this factor is zero for 
the second order products, the previously determined value for Cw., is 
correct. 
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By reasoning similar to that done for second order noise, the 
relations for third order noise can also be developed. In this case, 
the autocorrelation function corresponding to cubing a gaussian 
voltage is given by 

(10-58) 

The total third order noise due to noise loading the system can be 
related to the other system parameters by 

R'a = 3 (Vo+ 0.1150-2 - 1.4) + Haa + 12.6 

+ 20 log N + 30 log TL + 10 log ( 1 - 3j~) dBmO (10-59) 

Or, 

Wa =Ra+ 88 - Cw 3 

where Cw3 = 2.7 dB. 

dBrncO (10-60) 

Differential Gain and Phase 

Another common means of denoting nonlinearity of a two-port 
is by differential gain and phase. This is often desirable in situations 
where the signal is relatively "fragile" and occupies a wide frequency 
range in octaves such as video or very high quality audio facilities. 

Differential gain is defined as the difference in gain encountered 
by a low-level, high-frequency sinusoid at two stated instantane
ous amplitudes of a superimposed low-frequency signal. 

The two stated amplitudes of the low-frequency signal are usually 
zero and the peak signal normally handled by the network. The 
low-level, high-frequency signal is usually much lower in level (by 
tens of dB) than the high~level, low-frequency signal. 

Differential phase is defined as the difference in phase shift 
encountered by a low-level, high-frequency sinusoid at two stated 
instantaneous amplitudes of a low-frequency signal. 

The levels and frequencies applicable are the same as those used 
for differential gain. 

To illustrate a possible cause of differential gain (or phase), con
sider application of both a low-frequency, high-level and a high
frequency, low-level sinusoid to a two-port network. If the two-port 
exhibits significant c<Jmpression at the peaks of the high-level, low
frequency signal, it is apparent that the high-frequency sinusoid 
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will exhibit less gain at times corresponding to these peaks than it 
will when the low-frequency signal is passing through zero amplitude. 
If the high-frequency signal is filtered from the low-frequency 
component, the waveform of Fig. 10-10 results. 

i f 
v. v. 

! l 
FIG. 10-10. Envelope of high-frequency signal subjected to differential 

gain from a low-frequency sinusoid. 

This is simply the waveform of an amplitude-modulated wave. 
Examination of the figure reveals that if the compression is sym
metrical for both the positive and negative peaks of the low-frequency 
signal, the sidebands will be at twice the low frequency. If the 
compression is not symmetrical, sideband components equal to the 
low frequency will also be present. A quantitative measure of the 
differential gain may be obtained from Fig. 10-10 where Vn is the 
normal peak-to-peak voltage of the high-frequency sinusoid with 
no low-frequency signal applied. Application of the low-frequency 
signal will result in a minimum value of the envelope given by Vi and 
a maximum value given by Vu. In this simple case, Vu = Vn since all 
distortion is due to compression of the high-amplitude signal. Differ
ential gain is quantitatively defined as follows: 

Positive diff gain = 20 log Vu 
Vn 

Negative diff gain = 20 log Vn 
Vi 

(10-61) 

The larger of these two quantities is the differential gain of the 
two-port. 

Letting f3 represent the low frequency and a the high frequency, 
the spectral diagram of Fig. 10-11 can be drawn. All of the com
ponents near the frequency a can be drawn as phasors in a manner 
similar to that used in Chap. 5. Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 
10-12. The phasor (1) corresponds to the component at a. Note 
that because of compression, the amplitude of this phasor is not 
identical to the amplitude of the a component when f3 is not applied. 
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a 

a-(3 a+f3 

Frequency----.. 

FIG. 10-11. Spectrum of the waveform shown in Fig. 10-10. 

(2) (2) 

(3) (3) 

(1) 

FIG. 10-12. Phasor diagram of wave
form shown in Fig. 10-10 
for all differential gain. 

The phasors (2.) are counter-ro
tating at the frequency {3 and 
correspond to a±{3 products of the 
a and {3 frequencies. The vectors 
(3) are also counter-rotating but 
at the frequency 2{3 and correspond 
to a+ 2{3 products of the a and {3 
frequencies. Note that in this dia
gram, the phases are such that the 
resultant maintains constant phase. 
This is not true in general, but in 
this case it means that all distor-
tion is due to differential gain, and 
there is no differential phase. Also, 
the phase relationship between the 
(2) and (3) sets of phasors is 

such that they all add directly when pointing upward but not at any 
other time (including pointing downward). The maximum value 
of the resultant phasor corresponds to Vu and the minimum value 
to vi. From these, the differential gain can be determined if the 
amplitudes and phases of all of these components are known. 

The phasor diagram of Fig. 10-12 could be redrawn with different 
phase relationships as shown in Fig. 10-13. In this case, almost all 
of the distortion shows up as differential phase instead of gain since 
the resultant of these five phasors has a near constant ampli
tude but has a varying phase. The resultant of phasor (2) and 
phasor ( 3) is always perpendicular to phasor ( 1). The phase devi
ation in radians is given approximately by this resultant phasor 
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(3) 

2/3 

(3) 

(1) 

FIG. 10-13. Effect of shifting phases of Fig. 10-12 to obtain differential phase. 

divided by phasor (1). The maximum possible value of phase devi
ation is the differential phase in radians. Multiplying by 57.3 gives 
the differential phase in degrees. 

Example 10.l 

Problem 

Consider a television transmission system that must meet certain 
differential gain and phase requirements. Assume the index of 
system modulation is given by H2a = -60 dB and Haa = -40 dB, 
both flat with frequency over the video spectrum and measured across 
100 ohms at the system output. The problem is to estimate the differ
ential gain and phase of this system, which would be realized by a 
1.4 volt peak-to-peak 15 kHz low-frequency sinusoid and a -20 dBV 
3.6 MHz high-frequency sinusoid. Since the indices of modulation 
do not give phase information, the approach will be to assume worst 
case conditions for both gain and phase. 

Solution 

The first step is to compute the magnitudes of components ±15 kHz 
and ±30 kHz from 3.6 MHz. Each of the -+-15 kHz components will 
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have a power given by Pa±fl of Eq. (10-13) 

Pfl is due to 1.4 volt peak-to-peak or 0.5 volt rms across 100 ohms, 
i.e., Pf! = 4 dBm. Similarly, Pa is due to -20 dBV = -10 dBm. 
Thus, Pa±fl = -60 + 6 - 10 + 4 = -60 dBm. Each of the ±30 kHz 
components is due to a ± 2(3 and has a power given by: 

Pa±2fl =Ma+ 9.6 +Pa+ 2Pfl 

or 

P a±2fl = -40 + 9.6 - 10 + 8 = -32.4 dBm 

Since the Pa±2fl components are much larger than the Pa±fl, the latter 
can be ignored. The resulting phasor diagram of the voltages 
(assuming maximum differential gain) is shown in Fig. 10-14. 

Va-26 

Va 

Va+26 

Fm. 10-14. Phasor diagram for computing differential gain. 

The maximum value of this vector is given by 

Pa '"+"' Pa+2fl '11 +"' Pa-2fl 

Since Pa-2fl = Pa+21J = -32.4 dBm, the last two terms are easily 
combined by adding 6 dB. If compression is ignored, 

Diff gain= (Pa "'+"' -26.4) - Pa 

where 

Pa= -10 dBm 

Using the voltage addition charts (p. 36) results in: 

Diff gain = -8.8 + 10 = 1.2 dB 
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If compression cannot be ignored, the differential gain could be as 
much as twice this number, or 2.4 dB. 

If instead, only differential phase is assumed, the phasor diagram 
of Fig. 10-15 applies. In this case, the maximum phase shift is 
equal to 

t ( Va-2/3 + Va+2/3) arc an 
Va 

Vu 

Va+2{J Va-2/j 

FIG. 10-15. Phasor diagram for computing differential phase. 

But (Va-213 + Va+213) corresponds to (Pa-213 "1+111 Pa+2d or -26.5 
dBm, and Va corresponds to Pa = -10 dBm. Thus, the above ratio 
can be rewritten as 

Va-2/3 + Va+2/3 _ t"l , (-26.5 + 10)- 0 151 
Va - an l og 20 - . 

The differential phase is thus 

arc tan (0.151) = 8.5 degrees 

Based on the modulation indices, the above system could have differ
ential gain of as much as 2.4 dB or differential phase of up to 
8.5 degrees. 

Measurement. A typical scheme for measuring differential gain or 
phase of a commercial video system is shown in Fig. 10-16. The 
amplitude of the 15-kHz signal is adjusted to swing from the 
reference white to black levels to cover the full signal swing and 
produce maximum differential gain and phase. The waveform 
presented on the oscilloscope gives a direct reading of phase shift 
or gain deviation of the 3.6-MHz signal as a function of the instan
taneous amplitude of the 15-kHz signal which drives the horizontal 
deflection of the oscilloscope. The differential gain or phase can be 
computed from this reading and knowledge of the detector parameters. 
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FIG. 10-16. Measurement of differential gain and phase of a video transmission 
system. 
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Chapter 11 

Crosstalk 

Crosstalk is defined as the disturbance created in one communi
cation circuit by the signals in other communication circuits. It is 
properly, therefore, a subdivision of the general subject of inter
ference. Because of its importance, crosstalk has been singled out 
for separate and more detailed discussion in this chapter. 

The term crosstalk was originally coined to indicate the presence 
in a telephone receiver of unwanterl speech sounds from another 
telephone conversation [1]. The methods which were developed 
for computing and measuring crosstalk quantitatively were soon 
found to be useful in studying interference between nontelephone 
circuits. Therefore, the term has been gradually broadened to apply 
to interference between any kinds of communication circuits. 

The nature of the interfering crosstalk is often described as either 
intelligible or unintelligible. Crosstalk between unlike channels (for 
example, different types of carrier facilities) is usually unintelligible 
because of frequency inversion, frequency displacement, or digital 
encoding. Such crosstalk often retains the syllabic pattern of speech 
and is more annoying than a steadier noise (such as thermal noise) 
of the same average power. Also, undesired intermodulation products 
in an FDM multichannel telephone system are a form of interchannel 
crosstalk that is usually unintelligible but sometimes has a recog
nizable syllabic pattern. In most of these cases of unintelligible cross
talk, the interference is generally grouped with other noise-type 
interferences. 

When crosstalk interference is intelligible (or nearly intelligible), 
it is particularly annoying and also objectionable because of a real 
or fancied loss of privacy. Stringent requirements are necessary 
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to maintain a low probability that a customer will hear a "foreign" 
conversation. Crosstalk objectives are discussed in Chap. 3. 

The use of the words intelligible and unintelligible can also be 
applied to nonvoice circuits. In such cases, intelligible implies that 
the crosstalk interference is of the same type as the desired signal 
and thus could be amplified and decoded if the desired signal were 
absent. Unintelligible crosstalk for nonvoice circuits results from 
crosstalk between different types of systems. As a consequence, it is 
usually considered noise rather than unintelligible crosstalk. 

There are three basic causes of crosstalk in communications 
systems. One, of course, is nonlinear performance within an FDM 
system. Thus, intermodulation products can often be considered 
crosstalk. A second cause is poor control of frequency response. This 
type can result from poor design of the filters in FDM terminals or 
from a poor match between pulse shapes and frequency-response in 
TDM systems. The third and most obvious crosstalk cause is electrical 
coupling between various transmission media. For example, cross
talk coupling will exist between various twisted pairs of a multipair 
telephone cable or between coaxials of a multicoaxial cable. Although 
the emphasis in this chapter is on coupling crosstalk, a brief dis
cussion of the other two causes of crosstalk is in order. 

11. l NONLINEAR CROSSTALK 

As the name implies, nonlinear crosstalk is a direct result of the 
presence of nonlinearities in an analog system. Such interference 
was discussed in detail in the previous chapter as intermodulation 
noise and is usually considered as such rather than as unintelligible 
crosstalk. However, when the undesired intermodulation product is 
intelligible, it is often referred to as crosstalk and must meet more 
stringent requirements than unintelligible intermodulation noise. It 
is of interest to discuss briefly some of the possible ways that non
linearities may cause intelligible crosstalk. 

Pilots consisting of single-frequency sinusoids are often sent along 
with the frequency division multiplexed signal for a number of pur
poses as discussed in Chap. 6. If the frequency allocation of the pilots 
is not carefully engineered, nonlinearities produce intermodulation 
products between pilots and speech signals, which may be intelligible. 
If the spectrum of a particular channel is translated to coincide with 
another channel without inversion, intelligible crosstalk will result 
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in the demodulated output. If both the pilots and the carrier fre
quencies are multiples of 4 kHz, this type of intelligible crosstalk 
can occur. 

A more subtle nonlinear crosstalk path can result from a single
frequency tone applied to one of the channels of the multiplexed load. 
For example, consider a 2-kHz tone applied to a channel which is 
subsequently multiplexed with a carrier which is a multiple of 4 kHz. 
The resulting single-frequency signal will be at a frequency of 
a = 4n ± 2 kHz. This signal can interact with a speech signal of the 
multiplexed load to form a 2a ± f3 product which may be intelligible 
in another channel. 

If the nonlinear crosstalk coincides with another channel but is 
inverted in frequency, the crosstalk is unintelligible. However, sub
jective tests have shown that inverted crosstalk, although not as 
annoying as intelligible crosstalk, is more annoying than random 
intermodulation noise. This is due to the syllabic pattern of such 
unintelligible crosstalk. Results of the subjective tests have shown 
such inverted crosstalk spectrums to be between 6 and 12 dB more 
annoying than random noise of the same power, depending upon the 
level of the crosstalk (the greater difference corresponding to the 
higher crosstalk powers). In large systems this effect can be masked 
by random noise and the random nature of many components of inter
modulation noise. 

If the pilots and frequency allocations of an FDM signal are 
judiciously chosen, the possibility of intelligible crosstalk will be 
reduced. However, unintelligible crosstalk due to nonlinearities is 
very likely to appear as otherwise intelligible products shifted by a 
fixed frequency, e.g., 1 kHz. Such a shift in frequency of the crosstalk 
spectrum is called staggering and, for a given disturbing talker 
volume, may reduce the effective crosstalk output power in the 
disturbed channel because not all of the disturbing speech energy 
frequency spectrum will fall into the disturbed channel. The reduc
tion in power, in dB, is called the staggering advantage and may be 
between 0 and 10 dB in practical systems. 

In summary, intermodulation products in frequency division multi
plexed analog systems can give rise to crosstalk coupling between 
channels of the multiplex group. It can be distinguished from the 
other types of crosstalk because the crosstalk coupling (ratio of dis
turbing channel power to interference power in the disturbed chan
nel) measured for nonlinear crosstalk will be a function of signal 
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level in the disturbing channel. This means can also be used to deter
mine the order ·of nonlinearity causing an observed crosstalk inter
action. 

11.2 TRANSMITI ANCE CROSSTALK 

Transmittance crosstalk is that interference caused by inadequate 
control of the frequency response of various elements of a trans
mission system. An obvious example is in the design of FDM equip
ment, i.e., combinations of modulators and filters. If the filters do 
not adequately reject undesired products from the modulators, these 
products may produce crosstalk in other channels of the multiplex 
load. Such crosstalk may be either intelligible or unintelligible and 
may affect individual channels or large numbers of channels. Like 
nonlinear crosstalk, the crosstalk spectrum may be inverted and/or 
shifted in frequency depending upon the design of the modem. The 
control of such crosstalk paths determines the stop band loss require
ments of many of the filters used in modems. Because it results from 
inadequate control of the transfer characteristic or the transmittance 
of networks, the crosstalk is called transmittance crosstalk. 

Another form of transmittance crosstalk occurs as interchannel 
crosstalk in TDM systems when each sample is not confined to its 
assigned time slot. This results in what is often referred to as 
intersymbol interference. Insufficient bandwidth of the common trans
mission path will cause each sample pulse of the TDM signal to smear 
into neighboring time slots, rather than be confined to its assigned 
time slot. The magnitude of the resulting interchannel crosstalk is 
dependent on the upper and lower cutoff frequencies of the trans
mission path. 

Attenuation and phase distortion at high frequencies will prevent 
a pulse of one channel from decaying to zero before the time slot 
of the next channel is ready to receive its pulse. On the other hand, 
distortion at low frequencies causes d-c level variations which may 
result in crosstalk from one channel into all the other channels. It is 
therefore necessary for the crosstalk caused by low-frequency dis
tortion to be controlled more than that caused by high-frequency dis
tortion, usually appreciable only between adjacent channels. The 
low-frequency cutoff of the common TDM transmission path must 
therefore be considerably lower than the lowest modulating frequency 
employed. 
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It should be noted that PCM systems are much less susceptible to 
such crosstalk than other TDM systems because a code word, corre
sponding to a single-channel sample, is sent as a sequence of pulses. 
Thus, it is not as probable that adjacent pulses belong to different 
channels as is the case in other TDM systems. lntersymbol inter
ference in PCM systems (after coding) will not result in intelligible 
crosstalk unless the individual pulses of the code are interleaved 
with similar pulses from other channels. Further discussion of 
intersymbol interference in digital systems is in later chapters. 

11.3 COUPLING CROSSTALK 

Coupling crosstalk is caused by electromagnetic coupling between 
physically isolated circuits. The most common coupling is due to 
near-field effects and can usually be characterized by mutual induc
tance and direct capacitance. This can best be illustrated by con
sidering two parallel balanced transmission paths as shown in Fig. 
11-1. It will be initially assumed that the transmission paths are 
short in terms of the wavelengths of the frequencies of interest. This 
allows the coupling effects to be characterized by lumped element 
capacitors and transformers as shown and allows the use of simple 
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FIG. 11-1. Inductive and capacitive coupling between two circuits. 
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lumped element network equations. The two capacitors, shown as 
Cu/2, characterize the unbalance capacitance, Cu, between the circuits 
[2]. The components from which Cu is derived include all the direct 
capacitances between the wires of Fig. 11-1. Letting Cii represent 
the direct capacitance between wires i and j results in 

(11-1) 

Equation (11-1) ignores all higher order terms in Cu, which result 
from capacitances to ground, etc. 

The current io in the disturbing circuit causes a voltage, Vo = ioZo, 
to appear across this circuit. This voltage, ioZo, across the disturbing 
circuit drives a current, ioZojwCu/4, through the two capacitors in 
series. (This assumes that Zo/2 is much less than the impedance of 
the two capacitors in series and that the mutual inductance effect 
is ignored.) Half of this current appears at each end of the disturbed 
circuit as shown by ic where 

. ioZojwCu 
'Le= 8 (11-2) 

The effects of the mutual inductance, M, can be easily seen by 
ignoring the capacitance, Cu. Current io in the disturbing circuit 
results in a voltage, Vm = iojwM, in the disturbed circuit producing 
a current given by 

(11-3) 

The shielding effect of intervening conductors or shields may reduce 
the unbalance capacitance, Cu, and the mutual inductance, M, and 
thus reduce the current coupled into the disturbed circuit. 

A quantitative measure of the coupling loss between circuits is the 
equal level coupling loss (ELCL). The ELCL at some point is defined 
as the ratio of the power passing through this point in the disturbing 
circuit to the induced power passing through the same location on 
the disturbed circuit. Note that ELCL is independent of signal 
levels. 

Consider now the termination on the left end of the disturbed cir
cuit. Because this termination is located at the same end as the 
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source of the disturbing circuit, the ELCL at the left end of the 
circuits is a measure of the near-end crosstalk. A more exact defini
tion of near-end crosstalk, allowing for crosstalk between circuits 
that are not coterminous, results from considering directions of 
energy flow in the circuits. Thus, the disturbing circuit in the 
preceding example has energy flowing from left to right. The current 
in the left resistor of the disturbed circuit is due to the energy flow 
from right to left. 

Near-end crosstalk (NEXT) is crosstalk whose energy travels in 
the opposite direction to that of the signal in the disturbing channel. 
In accordance with Fig. 11-1, the NEXT current is given by 

in = ic - im. The ELCL, or NEXT ratio, is 

(11-4) 

Similarly, the power at the far end of the disturbed circuit can 
be considered far-end crosstalk defined by: 

Far-end crosstalk (FEXT) is crosstalk whose energy travels in 
the same direction as the signal in the disturbing channel. 

The FEXT current in Fig. 11-1 is given by it = ic + im. The FEXT 
ratio is: 

it ic+im 
io - io 

jwCuZo jwM 
8 - 2Zo (11-5) 

Note that the capacitive crosstalk and inductive crosstalk oppose 
each other for FEXT and add for NEXT. This makes NEXT the 
more serious problem in the case considered. The degree of can
cellation in the far-end case, Eq. ( 11-5), depends upon the relative 
magnitudes of the capacitive and inductive components as well as 
Zo. Examination of Eqs. (11-4) and (11-5) shows that for high 
impedance circuits, capacitive coupling is the most significant mode 
of crosstalk interference. On the other hand, for low impedance cir
cuits, capacitive effects are minimized and inductive coupling is more 
significant. 

This procedure will not be applicable if the transmission line is 
long compared to a wavelength. In this case, the solution is obtained 
by considering short sections of line and then summing the result, 
taking into account attenuation and phase shift as characterized by 
the propagation constant, y. Let the mutual inductance unbalance 
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per unit length at a distance, x, from the near end be M ( x) and the 
capacitance unbalance per unit length be Cu ( x). To a first order 
approximation, M ( x) and Cu ( x) are independent of frequency. 

To illustrate crosstalk relationships in a simplified manner, it is 
convenient to assume that the mutual impedance and admittance per 
unit length are constant. Although crosstalk relationships have been 
derived without this constraint, the somewhat more involved mathe
matics (utilizing the autocorrelation in x of the coupling) gives 
basically similar results. 

Near-End Crosstalk 

Consider two parallel cable circuits of length L as shown in Fig. 
11-2. Assume that the mutual admittance per unit length is given 
by jwCu and the mutual impedance per unit length by jwM. The 
component of crosstalk current, din, induced along dx at a distance, 
x, from the source is given from Eq. (11-4) as 

Po 

Zo 

di,.,, _ . ( CuZo + M ) d 
• - Jw 8 2Z x iox o 

L 

x "I• dx -+j 
I 
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y, 

C,.,M 

-iox 

+-
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I 
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·1 

Poi 

FIG. 11-2. Differential crosstalk coupling between two circuits. 

(11-6) 

Zo 
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but 

(11-7) 

where y1 is the propagation constant of the disturbing line and may 
be written 

(11-8) 

Referring the crosstalk current to the near end by y2, the propagation 
constant of the disturbed line, gives 

din . (CuZo M ) -<r1 +r2l"' d 
- - JW --- + - e X 
io - 8 2Zo (11-9) 

Letting 

( cu;o + 2~J = Cn (11-10) 

allows Eq. ( 11-9) to be written 

(11-11) 

Assuming uncorrelated crosstalk coupling with length, the ELCL or 
NEXT power ratio is obtained by squaring each differential current 
element given by Eq. (11-11) and integrating over the length of the 
parallel cables [3] : 

Or, 

Pn 
Po 

Pn = Cn2,w2 [1 - e -2(a1 +az)LJ 
Po 2(a1 + az) 

(11-12) 

(11-13) 

Skin effect causes the attenuation of transmission lines to be pro
portional to the square-root of frequency for the frequencies of usual 
interest. Thus, 

ai =Ki yf 
az = Kzyf (11-14) 
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and Eq. (11-13) can be rewritten as 

(11-15) 

or 

(11-16) 

Examination of this equation for long lengths of line, L, shows 
that the term in brackets goes to unity, and the NEXT ratio is 
given by 

(11-17) 

or, 

NEXT = 10 log kn + 15 log f dB (11-18) 

where 10 log kn is the NEXT loss at unit frequency (hertz, kilohertz, 
or megahertz-the convenient units for /). Note that the NEXT is 
independent of length for long transmission lines and increases with 
frequency at the well-knc>wn 4.5 dB per octave rate. If the NEXT 
loss for a long line is Ko dB at a frequency fo, it can be found for 
any other frequency, f, by 

NEXT loss = Ko - 15 log fl! o dB (11-19) 

Equation ( 11-17) is valid when 2 ( 0:1 + 0:2) L > > 1. Since a1L 
represents the total loss in nepers through the disturbing circuit and 
a2L is the total loss in the disturbed path, it can be shown that 
Eq. ( 11-17) is less than 10 per cent in error if the total loss in the 
two parallel lines is greater than 10 dB. 

In summary, NEXT is independent of path lengths if the sum of 
the loss in the two paths is greater than 10 dB. NEXT is frequency 
dependent and usually increases with frequency at a 4.5 dB per 
octave rate. 

Far-End Crosstalk 

The FEXT can be analyzed in a manner similar to that for NEXT. 
Again, reference can be made to Fig. 11-2. In this case, Eq. (11-5) 
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can be expressed in differential form: 

rj,itx _ . ( M CuZo) d 
. - JW 2Z - 8 x 
iox o 

(11-20) 

Letting 

C _ (J!_ _ CuZo) 
I- 2Zo 8 (11-21) 

and referring ditx to the far end ( x = L) results in 

dit • c [ -yt -y2(L-x)J d -;-- = Jw t e e x 
io 

(11-22) 

Squaring each differential current element and integrating over the 
length of the parallel cables gives: 

(11-23) 

For reasons that will become obvious when levels are discussed, it 
is often convenient to express the ELCL at the far end of the 

disturbing circuit. Since Poi= poe - 2a 1L, Eq. (11-23) may be rewritten 
in terms of equal level crosstalk as 

Pt 
Poi poe 

Pt = w2Cfe -2<a2-a1)L [e -2<a1-<>2lL - 1] 
-2a1L 2(a2-a1) 

(11-24) 

This expression is not homogeneous in a2 and ai, and therefore the 
magnitude of the crosstalk depends upon which is the disturbing 
circuit. 

A case of special interest is that of FEXT between two like pairs. 
In this case, ai equals a2 and Eq. (11-24) becomes 

(11-25) 

or, 

FEXT (equal level) = 10 log kt+ 20 log f + 10 log L dB (11-26) 
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where 10 log kt is the FEXT loss of a unit length system at unit 
frequency. Note that the FEXT power is directly proportional to the 
length of the crosstalk path and increases with frequency at the 
well known 6 dB per octave rate. If the FEXT loss is Kt dB at a 
frequency fo for a length Lo, it can be determined for any other 
length by: 

f L 
FEXT loss = Kt - 20 log f 0 - 10 log Lo dB (11-27) 

For like pairs ( '}'1 = ')'2), all crosstalk paths connecting Po and Pt of 
Fig. 11-2 through various unbalances have the same time of propaga
tion. Crosstalk currents due to capacitance unbalances at any two 
points combine in the same or opposite sign. One correcting unbalance 
of suitable sign connected between the pairs at any point may be used 
to annul the distributed unbalances [ 4]. Likewise, the distributed 
mutual inductance may be nearly balanced by a single lumped mutual 
inductor. 

Effects of Systematic Coupling 

In the derivation of the crosstalk equations [Eqs. (11-16) and 
(11-25) ], power addition of the differential contributors was as
sumed; i.e., correlation between them was disregarded. This is not 
valid for very short lengths of transmission line, and a. more realistic 
result can be obtained by integrating the current, taking phase shifts 
into account, to arrive at a magnitude of current to be squared for 
the power relationships. If phase shifts due to both length and ran
dom fluctuations in the coupling are ignored, the crosstalk equations 
can be easily rederived by assuming voltage (or current) addition 
in the integration before squaring. 

If this is done for NEXT on short exposure lengths (those with 
negligible phase shift), the ELCL for NEXT becomes 

(11-28) 

Similarly, the FEXT between identical pairs with uniform coupling 
is incorrectly given by Eq. (11-25) which should be rederived with 
voltage addition to yield 

(11-29) 
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with the result that the 10 log L term of Eq. (11-26) becomes 20 log L. 
If the lines are truly identical and uniform, Eq. (11-29) is applicable 
regardless of the lengths of the parallel lines; however, in practical 
lines, the propagation constants are not identically matched or uni
form. As a result, for long exposure paths the crosstalk components 
have different phases and thus add on a power basis. Therefore Eq. 
(11-25) often gives a better approximation under many practical 
conditions. 

There are some important practical situations where the FEXT cal
culations are more accurate with Eq. ( 11-29) than with Eq. ( 11-25). 
One is the crosstalk between adjacent coaxials used in the L-type 
carrier systems. The physical structure of each coaxial is relatively 
uniform along its length as is the physical location of adjacent 
coaxials. As a consequence, both the coupling between adjacent 
coaxials and the propagation velocity along the coaxials are extremely 
uniform. This systematic coupling results in the crosstalk adding on a 
voltage basis and the crosstalk power ratio increasing as the square 
of the length [5]. Another example is when color-to-color splicing 
is used with multipair plastic-insulated cables. It has been found that 
crosstalk measurements on reel lengths cannot be scaled to longer 
lengths by a 10 log L factor but instead require close to 20 log L. 
Fortunately, in systems subject to such coupling, methods of minimiz
ing systematic crosstalk (such as transposition and splicing rules) 
can be found. The remaining random coupling is then the only one 
to consider. 

Indirect Crosstalk 

Up to this point, consideration has been given to direct crosstalk 
coupling paths between circuits. This crosstalk is transverse in 
nature. In each elementary length a.long two parallel circuits, the 
currents and charges in the disturbing circuit induce a voltage in the 
disturbed circuit in that elementary length. This voltage results in 
a crosstalk current at a circuit terminal. The total transverse cross
talk current at the terminal is the vector sum of the transverse con
tributions of all the elementary lengths. 

Crosstalk by way of other (tertiary) circuits is called indirect 
crosstalk. For engineering purposes it is convenient to divide indirect 
crosstalk into two components called transverse indirect and inter
action indirect crosstalk. Thus, transverse crosstalk may be both 
direct and indirect, but interaction crosstalk occurs on1y indirectly 
via tertiary circuits. 
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Transverse Crosstalk. This type of indirect crosstalk results when 
tertiary circuits (including phantoms or ground-return circuits) 
change the capacitance unbalance between two circuits. It should be 
noted that tertiary circuits do not change the mutual inductance be
tween two circuits, but only the capacitance unbalance. Thus, if the 
disturbing circuit is a coaxial or shielded pair, it has no external 
electric field (barring holes in the shield), and there is no transverse 
indirect crosstalk [6]. In balanced systems, any unbalance to tertiary 
or to ground results in transverse indirect crosstalk. Examples in
clude resistance unbalance caused by unequal wire diameters or poor 
joints and inductance unbalance caused by one conductor being un
symmetrically wrapped around its mate. Although transverse indirect 
crosstalk is via a tertiary path, the crosstalk current does not propa
gate along the tertiary path. 

By utilizing the mutual capacitance in the previously given direct 
crosstalk equations rather than the direct or unbalance capacitance, 
both direct and indirect components of transverse crosstalk can be 
treated together. This is a technique which is frequently used. 

Interaction Crosstalk. Crosstalk as a result of direct coupling to a 
tertiary circuit, propagation along this circuit, and coupling into the 
disturbed circuit is called interaction crosstalk (IXT). Figure 11-3 
shows four kinds of interaction crosstalk. In the order of their 
importance they are: 

1. Near-end near-end interaction crosstalk (NE-NE-IXT). 
2. Near-end far-end (NE-FE-IXT) or far-end near-end inter-

action crosstalk (FE-NE-IXT). 
3. Reflected near-end crosstalk. 
4. Far-end far-end interaction crosstalk (FE-FE-IXT). 
NE-NE-IXT results because a primary circuit, P, may crosstalk 

into a tertiary circuit, T, in an elementary length, as shown in Fig. 
11-3 (a). The crosstalk current in the tertiary circuit is then 
propagated toward the sending end of the primary circuit and cross
talks into the secondary circuit, S (the ultimately disturbed circuit), 
at some other point. The crosstalk current in the secondary circuit 
is propagated to the far end of that circuit. Therefore, NE-NE-IXT 
is a component of the total observed far-end crosstalk between a pri
mary and a secondary circuit. NE-FE-IXT (or FE-NE-IXT) is a 
component of near-end crosstalk and sometimes causes concern; al
though with the repeater configuration shown in Fig. 11-3 (b), such 
paths are blocked. Reflected NEXT is a consequence of a mismatch 
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between repeater output impedance and cable impedance. Figure 
11-3 ( c) shows the path taken by the reflected NEXT. If necessary, 
a better impedance match between cable and repeater output could 
be used to reduce this kind of interference. FE-FE-IXT is usually 
an unimportant component of far-end crosstalk. 

In many repeatered transmission systems, direct NEXT is min
imized by separating each direction of transmission (for example, 
by using different cables). In such cases, other cable paths not 
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(a) NE-NE-IXT 

NE-FE-IXT 

Tertiary 

FE-NE-IXT 

(b) NE-FE-IXT or FE-NE-IXT 

(c) Reflected NEXT 

(d) FE-FE-IXT 

FIG. 11-3. Interaction crosstalk paths. 
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interrupted at a repeater site provide a crosstalk path around the 
repeaters. An example is the sharing of a cable between nonrepeat
ered voice-frequency circuits and repeatered carrier circuits. In such 
cases the NE-NE-IXT paths shown in Fig. 11-3 (a) often become pre
dominant. Circuits P and S represent two one-way branches trans
mitting the same carrier frequencies in the same direction. Circuit 
T represents a tertiary circuit not repeatered at the carrier repeater 
points. The solid line connecting P and S indicates an interaction 
crosstalk path between the output of a repeater in circuit P and 
the input of a repeater in circuit S. This path involves the sum of (1) 
the near-end crosstalk loss between P and T in the second repeater 
section and (2) the near-end crosstalk loss between T and Sin the first 
repeater section. The path indicated by the solid line is much more 
serious than that indicated by the dotted line since th~ former is at 
a higher power level than the latter by the gain of one repeater. 

Since it is usually economical to make the repeater gain large, means 
must be found for greatly increasing the loss in the crosstalk path 
shown by the solid line. A similar path may connect input and output 
of the same repeater, as .indicated by the dashed line, and thus en
danger echo and singing margins. 

Interaction crosstalk at repeater points is often minimized by 
"frogging,'' that is, interchanging the east- and west-bound branches 
of the four-wire system between the two different cables ordinarily 
used with such systems. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 11-4. 
NE-NE-IXT paths are connected between repeater outputs, and cross
talk currents through such paths cannot reach a subscriber. How
ever, NE-FE-IXT paths or FE-NE-IXT paths, as shown in Fig. 
11-4 (b), transmit crosstalk currents from repeater outputs to repeater 
inputs, and such currents do propagate through the system. Such 
paths are usually secondary contributors to total crosstalk since they 
are superimposed on direct FEXT of greater magnitude. 

The effects of interaction paths after frogging are dependent on 
variations in spacing between repeaters. For example, the FE-NE-IXT 
path shown in Fig. 11-4 (b) is attenuated along the tertiary path. If 
the loss along this path is less than the repeater gain, the crosstalk 
is enhanced by this gain difference. Normally, with uniform repeater 
spacings the cable loss and amplifier gains are complementary. How
ever, if spacing is not uniform, differences in gains between sections 
may enhance the potential crosstalk. This same variation in repeater 
spacings can make significant an NE-loss-NE-IXT coupling path, as 
shown in Fig. 11-4 ( c). The first near-end coupling originates in 
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(a) NE-NE-IXT after frogging 

(b) NE-FE-IXT and FE-NE-IXT after frogging 

a b 

(c) NE-loss-NE-IXT after frogging 

FIG. 11"4. Effects of frogging. 
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section a, proceeds on the tertiary path past section b, and couples 
into section c (repeater input) via a second near-end path. The cross
talk will be reduced by the NEXT coupling losses and the attenuation 
of length b, but the disturbed signal will also be attenuated by length 
c. If c = b, the crosstalk is the same as the ELCL of NE-NE-IXT. 
If, however, length c is much greater than b, the crosstalk is enhanced 
by the difference in attenuation. The remedy is to set a limit on the 
difference in section lengths. 

With the type N cable carrier system, NE-NE-IXT is prevented by 
shifting the carrier frequency of each channel at each repeater point 
as indicated in Fig. 11-5. This shifting of frequencies to block cross
talk paths is called frequency frogging. The crosstalk current through 
an interaction path such as 112n1 is prevented from reaching a sub
scriber set by frequency selectivity. A talker on a channel with a 

164-260 
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kHz 

44-140 
kHz 

Fm. 11-5. N carrier system crosstalk paths. 
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carrier frequency of 256 kHz would, via n2n1, cause a crosstalk current 
at the input of a repeater passing only the band of 44 to 140 kHz. 
He would also cause a crosstalk current via a path such as r1r2/1 to 
reach the input of a repeater passing 256 kHz. Therefore, NE-FE
and FE-NE-IXT were given consideration in the design of the 
N carrier system, and mild restrictions were set on variations in 
length of repeater sections. 

If 44 to 140 kHz were transmitted in both directions in the first 
repeater section, and 164 to 260 kHz were used in the second section, 
etc., interaction crosstalk paths such as nz/1 and /2n1 would be blocked 
by frequency selectivity. However, such a frequency allocation would 
result in serious NEXT through the n paths since these paths would 
no longer be blocked by frequency selectivity. FEXT paths, denoted 
by f, cannot be economically blocked by frequency frogging. 

Effects of Transmission Levels 

The observed crosstalk between two circuits at their terminals is a 
function not only of the coupling loss between circuits, but also of the 
relative transmission levels of the circuits. When the circuits contain 
gain, as do most communication circuits, the transmission level differ
ences and their effects may be greatly increased. 

For example, consider the near-end and far-end crosstalk between 
the two circuits shown in Fig. 11-6, which are typical of short two
wire voice-frequency toll cable circuits. The symbols at A, B, and C 
are conventional representations of two-way repeaters with gain in 
both directions. The transmission level diagrams show the levels 
of the speech signal at each point for the two directions of trans
mission. Since the circuits are assumed to be alike, the same level 
diagrams apply to both circuits. The gain or loss between any two 
points is easily obtained from the level diagrams by finding the differ
ence between levels at those points. 

Now consider at the A terminals of the upper and the lower circuits 
the NEXT resulting from the 60-dB crosstalk path shown at B. This 
crosstalk path might be a lumped coupling at the point indicated, or 
it might represent the NEXT measured at B on that section of line 
between B and C. 

The crosstalk loss between the two circuits at A is evidently equal 
to the loss in the upper circuit from its terminal at A to the point of 
coupling, plus the 60-dB loss between the circuits, plus the loss of 
the lower circuit from the coupling to its terminal at A. From the 
level diagrams, there is evidently a gain of 3 dB (or a loss of -3 dB) 
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Transmission level diagram A to C on both circuits 
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Transmission level diagram C to A on both circuits 

FIG. 11-6. Crosstalk on repeatered circuits. 

from A to the coupling, and a gain of 14 - 6, or 8 dB (or a loss 
of -8 dB), on the lower circuit from the coupling to its A terminal. 
Therefore, the near-end crosstalk loss between the circuits at A is 
-3 + 60 - 8, or 49 dB. Evidently, a crosstalk loss of 60 dB at B 
appears as a crosstalk loss of 49 dB measured from A. The apparent 
gain of 11 dB is called the crosstalk amplification. If there is a known 
crosstalk loss between two circuits in a particular section or piece of 
equipment, its importance cannot be judged without knowing the 
crosstalk amplification. Before different crosstalk couplings along a 
circuit can be compared or combined, they must be reduced to a com
mon base by correcting for the crosstalk amplification. 

If the gain of the terminal repeater of the disturbed circuit in 
Fig. 11-6 is increased by 6 dB, the output of this circuit would be a 
zero level point, and the near-end crosstalk loss would be 49 - 6, or 
43 dB. This would be the equal-level crosstalk loss, i.e., the coupling 
that would be measured between points of the same transmission 
level on the disturbing and disturbed circuits. 
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Measurements and Units 

The magnitude of the crosstalk coupling between two circuits is 
fundamentally a matter of how well speech energy is transferred from 
one circuit to the other; a single-frequency measurement is inadequate 
unless the coupling is flat with frequency. This condition is often 
satisfied over the bandwidth of any particular channel in FDM carrier 
circuits; but at voice frequencies, where capacitive coupling is usually 
the dominant mechanism, the coupling loss has an average slope of 
6 dB per octave. Furthermore, the discontinuities caused by splices 
and different gauges of wire cause the coupling loss to vary as much 
as 6 to 8 dB around this average slope. 

For laboratory measurements of the effects of crosstalk, speech 
and listeners are used; the criterion of intelligibility is taken as the 
ability to understand four words during a 7-second time interval. 
For field measurements of voice-frequency circuits, thermal noise, 
shaped to have the same power spectrum as speech, is often used as 
the input to the disturbing circuit. The output of the disturbed cir
cuit can then be measured using a noise measuring set with C-message 
weighting. (A 0-vu speech volume applied to a noise meter thus 
weighted gives a reading of about 88 dBm.) For smooth 6 dB per 
octave capacitive coupling, this method gives a coupling loss 2.8 dB 
less than the 1-kHz coupling loss. If the coupling has a smooth 
6 dB per octave slope, 1-kHz measurements can be corrected. The 
noise measurement provides protection against errors which would 
be involved in this slope assumption, and gives a single integrated 
value for the jagged curve of coupling loss versus frequency. 

A unit often used in crosstalk computations is the dBx, which is 
equal to the dB difference between 90-dB loss and the transmission 
loss of the coupling path. For example, if the coupling loss between 
two circuits is 60 dB, this fact is expressed by saying that the coupling 
is 30 dBx. The dBx was introduced in order that the number of dB 
would increase as couplings become tighter, rather than decrease as 
in the case of coupling loss. Thus, as crosstalk becomes worse, the 
numbers in dBx get larger. 

Summation of Many Crosstalk Components 

The total crosstalk loss between two circuits may be computed or 
estimated if the crosstalk losses for the various parts are known. The 
individual losses must be corrected for their individual crosstalk 
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amplifications and then combined. The method of combination de
pends on the nature of the coupling between the disturbing and dis
turbed circuits. 

When two crosstalk losses are combined, the total effective cross
talk loss is smaller than the loss of either component because the 
power in the disturbed circuit increases. To avoid confusion, the 
expression of crosstalk coupling in dBx ,will be assumed in all that 
follows. · 

There are many valid reasons for assuming that differential cross
talk paths have characteristics randomly distributed. Irregularities 
in construction are important factors in this variation. Some 
irregularities, such as twisted pairs with different twist lengths, 
can be purposely introduced to force the crosstalk coupling to be 
random. Since random crosstalk is a matter of chance, some con
sideration of probability is necessary for analytical purposes. 

It has been observed that crosstalk among different cable pairs is 
usually normally distributed in dB. The resulting log normal dis
tribution in power is the same as discussed in Chap. 9. With n 
crosstalk exposures having a mean of Cm dBx and a standard deviation 
of <Tc dB, the average crosstalk coupling is given by 

Cx = Cm + 10 log n + 0.115 uc2 dBx (11-30) 

This is often called the rms crosstalk in dB since it is 20 log the rms 
current or voltage ratios. 

A more difficult problem is the determination of the distribution 
of the total crosstalk coupling due to a large number of exposures 
log normally distributed. The most obvious need for such information 
is in the determination of the expected total crosstalk coupling ex
ceeded with some given probability such as 1 per cent. The deter
mination of the distribution of a sum of log normally distributed 
parameters has been studied in detail, and straightforward computa
tions can be used to determine the new distribution [7]. When the 
number of contributors, n, is large and their variance is not too 
great (uc < 10 dB), the distribution of the sum approaches a normal 
distribution with a mean and standard deviation given approximately 
by 

µ = Cm + 0.1 <Tc + 10 log N dB 
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Another interesting approach that is often applicable to analog 
systems is to consider the total crosstalk as a time-varying voltage 
(or current) made up of a large number of components. In such a 
case, the instantaneous crosstalk voltage (or current) waveform will 
have a gaussian distribution with a Zl;ro mean and a standard 
deviation given by the rms value corresponding to Eq. ( 11-30). This 
magnitude exceeded 1 per cent of the time is then readily determined 
by the 2.33 er point, which is 20 log 2.33 = 7.3 dB greater than the 
rms value given by Eq. ( 11-30). Of course, the crosstalk exceeded 
1 per cent of the time is only the same as the crosstalk exceeded in 
1 per cent of the cases if the process is ergodic so that the ensemble 
and time statistics are identical. This is usually true for analog 
systems where crosstalk of tandem repeaters adds, but not true for 
digital systems where each regenerative repeater removes the cross
talk of the previous section. 

Crosstalk Example 

The practical application of many of the above considerations is 
often required in the short-haul exchange area. Extensive use is 
made of ordinary voice-frequency grade unshielded wire pairs for 
higher capacity and higher frequency transmission systems. These 
systems may be either analog (such as N carrier) or digital (such 
as T carrier) . For such an environment, the most serious limitation 
is often crosstalk between pairs bundled in the same cable. This 
problem is compounded when many two-way systems are sharing 
the same cable. 

These multipair exchange area cables were originally placed with 
no provision for repeaters; the voice-frequency loss over long dis
tances is reduced by inserting loading coils at regular intervals, 
normally 6000 feet. As a consequence, access to the cable is available 
at these points (usually via a manhole). The natural extension to 
using these cables for higher frequency repeatered systems results 
in fixed repeater spacing at the old loading coil spacing of 6000 feet. 
The crosstalk paths affecting a typical repeater-to.:repeater 6000-foot 
link are depicted in Fig. 11--7. It can be seen that for two-way (single 
cable) operation, only the NEXT is significant since the FEXT paths 
include the loss of the cable section. If the cable were used for one 
direction only, the NEXT paths would be suppressed and the FEXT 
would become significant. The NEXT path is between pairs oper
ating in different directions of transmission. Figure 11-8 shows the 
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Fm. 11-7. Crosstalk in repeatered multipair cable. 
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Fm. 11-8. Line loss and crosstalk loss in 22-gauge exchange area cable. 
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line loss of a 6000-foot, 22-gauge cable and the distribution of NEXT. 
The equivalent NEXT path has a slope of -4.5 dB per octave as 
expected. If it is assumed that the crosstalk loss is normally dis
tributed in dB, the 21-dB difference between the average and the 
1 per cent crosstalk loss represents 2.33 U'; therefore U' equals 9 dB. 

Consider the NEXT between circuit B and C of Fig. 11-7 at a 
frequency of 0.1 MHz. From Fig. 11-8, assuming worst case (highest 
loss) lines, the gain of each repeater at 0.1 MHz is about 10 dB. The 
mean crosstalk loss between the output of the A repeater and the 
input of the B repeater is shown in Fig. 11~8 as 89 dB ; i.e., the NEXT 
coupling is 1 dBx. If the outputs of all repeaters are assumed to be 
at equal levels, the equal level crosstalk coupling will be increased 
to 11 dBx by the gain of the repeater. However, there is a 1 per cent 
chance that the crosstalk coupling could be more than 21 dB higher 
than this, or the 1 per cent equal level crosstalk coupling is 32 dBx for 
this single exposure. 

To illustrate the addition of many crosstalk paths, it will be assumed 
in this example that the total system consists of 20 links in tandem 
so that there will be 20 NEXT exposures between the B and C cir
cuit. In addition, it will be assumed that a total of 25 two-way systems 
share the same cable. As a consequence, each of the other circuits will 
have 20 crosstalk exposures into the B circuit giving a total of 
20 X 25 or 500 NEXT exposures. The previously computed mean 
crosstalk per exposure (11 dBx) is slightly conservative since worst 
case line loss was used, and for this many exposures the nominal 
loss would be more appropriate. The result is a mean equal level 
NEXT of about 9 dBx per exposure. It should be noted that a digital 
transmission system with regeneration would only be susceptible to 
the 25 exposures since regeneration of pulses breaks the tandem 
effects. This is another illustration of the "ruggedness" of digital 
systems. 

It can be assumed, usually quite validly, that the individual cross
talk paths are uncorrelated. The average crosstalk can be found by 
use of Eq. (11-30) with Cm= 9 dBx and U'c = 9 dB: 

Cx = 9 + 10 log 500 + 0.115 (81) = 45.3 dBx (11-31) 

For this many contributors, it can be assumed that the 1 per cent 
crosstalk coupling is 7 .3 dB higher than the average value or 

C1% = 45.3 + 7.3 = 52.6 dBx (11-32) 
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Since the preceding example has assumed that all of the systems 
are carrying the same signal levels at the output of all of the 
repeaters, the average signal-to-crosstalk noise ratio is given by 

S/N = 90 - 45.3 = 44.7 dB (11-33) 

The ratio exceeded less than 1 per cent of the time is given by 

S/N1% = 90 - 52.6 = 37.4 dB (11-34) 

It is obvious from Fig. 11-8 that at sufficiently high frequencies, the 
NEXT loss may be less than the line loss. In such a case, a repeatered 
system would "sing" and thus be unusable. If this exchange area 
cable is used at high frequencies, it is necessary either to space the 
repeaters more closely or to segregate the two directions of trans
mission into separate cables. 
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Chapter 12 

Introduction to Analog Cable Systems 

The analog cable system derives its name from both the medium 
used and the properties of the repeaters required to compensate 
for the loss of the medium. In contrast to the regenerative repeater 
of the digital system, the repeater of the analog system is intended 
to reproduce at its output an exact, linearly scaled version of the 
input signal. Inevitably, in real repeaters there are accumulations 
of thermal noise and amplitude distortion that ultimately deter
mine the quality of performance achieved by the total system. The 
design of analog cable systems involves the analysis and control of 
these factors and the ways in which they interact with the medium 
to establish the final properties of the system. The media commonly 
used in cable systems are discussed in Chap. 2. 

Specifying an analog system does not limit the types of signals 
to be transmitted by that system. In general, the system load will 
include a mixture of voice, digital, video, and supervisory signals. 
It is only necessary that the interference requirements for each type 
of signal be compatible with system performance and that the power 
and bandwidth capacities of the system be consistent with the 
resultant combination of signals. Since analog cable systems are 
designed to operate over distances at which it becomes uneconomic 
to provide each message circuit with its own wire pair, frequency 
division multiplex is used to assemble the mixture of signals eventu
ally applied to the line. These distances run from about 10 miles in 
exchange area systems to 4000 miles in the long-haul coaxial systems. 

12. l GENERAL SYSTEM FEATURES 

Analog cable systems at this time constitute a large portion of 
the total carrier facility within the telephone plant. Alternatives 
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available at the present are digital cable systems in the exchange 
area, and analog microwave radio systems for short- and long-haul 
use. The systems in place have evolved since the mid-1930's, with 
the most recently installed new long-haul designs being the L4, a 
buried cable system placed in service in 1967, and the SF, a sub
marine cable system in service since 1968. The most recently de
signed short-haul analog cable system is the N2, which has been 
in use since 1962. In some ways, the thrust of continuing develop
ment over the years has been quite different in the short-haul and 
the long-haul areas. Furthermore, within the long-haul area, a differ
ent emphasis is applied to the design of land cable systems than to 
submarine cable systems. The contrasts in each case are primarily 
traceable to economic factors. 

The short-haul application normally involves the use of wire pairs 
in a multipair cable for the interconnecting medium. These pairs 
are relatively inexpensive and one result of this and the relatively short 
length of these systems is a sensitivity to terminal costs that is much 
greater than that of long-haul systems. This is one of the important 
reasons that little emphasis has been placed on attaining major in
creases in the bandwidth of these systems. The emphasis, rather, has 
been on the application of new art toward the reduction of repeater 
and terminal costs. Increased circuit needs are accommodated by 
using more pairs of an already installed cable, or by installing new 
multipair cables and equipping pairs as required. 

In comparison with short-haul systems, the more stringent trans
mission objectives of long-haul systems of high capacity dictate 
the use of a more uniform, lower loss, and higher quality cable, 
such as the coaxial cables used in the L-type and undersea systems. 
As a result, the medium for long-haul systems is the most important 
cost factor; therefore, there is much greater motivation for achieving 
wider bandwidths on existing coaxial cable facilities or on new 
installations of the same kind of cable. At this time, for example, 
the installed cost of the coaxial cable used in the L-type systems 
makes up 60 to 90 per cent of the total system cost, including 
necessary electronics, buildings, and terminal gear. Thus, the history 
of long-haul cable systems has been one of striving for increased 
channel capacity by use of the advancing technology. 

After the 12-channel K system came the 600-channel Ll system, 
the 1860-channel L3 system, and the 3600-channel L4 system. Pres
ently in development is the L5 system which will have 9000 channels 
per coaxial line. The signal-to-noise analysis of Chap. 13 shows why 
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the increasing capacity of these systems has led to an eight-fold 
increase in the number of repeaters required ·for a given span (in 
going from Ll to L5). The treatment of misalignment and equali
zation in Chapters 14 and 15 considers the effects of this increase in 
the number of repeaters on such things as S/N penalties and trans
mission deviations. 

Due to the high cost of replacing a failed repeater in a sub
marine cable system, the repeater designs are undertaken with 
extremely high reliability as a main objective. Although reliability 
is naturally a desirable feature. for the repeaters of the land cable 
systems, their accessibility makes reliability of the kind called for 
in submarine systems unnecessary. In the high capacity long-haul 
land systems, an added degree of operational reliability is achieved 
by allocating a pair of the coaxials in a multiline cable to provide 
automatic switched protection of the remaining working lines. In
stalling and equipping a submarine cable for spare use is, of course, 
not economically feasible. The level of reliability required in the 
submarine cable application is achieved through a series of manu
facturing controls, aging processes, and component selection, which 
result in a very expensive repeater (perhaps two orders of magni
tude more expensive than a land system repeater). Consequently, 
the cost of the electronics in a submarine system is not a minor 
fraction of the total cost. The resulting facility is a particularly 
expensive commodity (costs per channel-mile are about an order 
of magnitude above comparable land systems), and special tech
niques, such as T ASI (Chap. 28), are used at the terminals to 
maximize utilization. 

For the short-haul land systems, additional wire pairs tend to be 
both readily available and inexpensive. For long-haul land cable 
systems, there is always the possibility of converting an older 
system to a new one by adding the required intermediate repeater 
stations. Increasing the capacity of an existing submarine cable 
plant is, however, not an economically attractive alternative. Thus, 
since a new submarine cable system will always involve the laying 
of a new cable, the possibility of a new design of cable for that 
system receives much more attention than in land cable systems. 

The analog cable systems of interest today are generally four
wire systems-either physical four-wire or equivalent four-wire. 
Typical of the former are the L-type coaxial cable systems, which 
use a separate coaxial line for each direction of transmission. Prob
ably the most important examples of equivalent four-wire operation 
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are the submarine cable systems in which a single coaxial cable is 
used with frequency diversity employed to achieve the two directions 
of transmission. Figure 12-1 illustrates the layout for these two 
modes of transmission. 

(a) Physical four-wire system 

HP LP 

Hi:9 band 

~ 
\ 

low 1 
band 

r:h 
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LP HP 

(b) Equivalent four-wire system 

FIG. 12-1. Physical and equivalent four-wire transmission. 

12.2 TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to achieve a high quality of transmission, it is important 
to maintain as large a signal-to-noise ratio as possible. When the 
interference is independent of signal magnitude, as is the case for 
thermal noise, this objective is achieved by transmitting the signal 
at the maximum level which will not overload the line repeaters. 
Such a system is designated a thermal noise-overload limited system. 
On the other hand, when the nonlinearities of the repeaters produce 
significant interference due to the intermodulation of the broadband 
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signal itself, the optimum operating level for the line repeaters is 
a value lower than that established by the repeater overload point. 
Systems where the optimum repeater transmission level is below 
that which would be set on the basis of repeater overload are thermal 
noise-intermodulation limited systems. Long-haul broadband systems 
tend to fall in this category, whereas short-haul smaller capacity 
systems are usually overload limited. 

In either case a predictable and stable line repeater gain is re
quired to compensate for the loss of the associated section of cable. 
This is usually achieved by using negative feedback amplifiers 
(Chap. 16). The use of negative feedback has the additional merit 
of reducing the effect of the initially small amplifier nonlinearities. 
This improvement is usually essential to long-haul system realization. 
Short-haul systems often use techniques such as companding to 
achieve signal-to-noise advantages (Chap. 28). 

An important aspect of any analog cable system is the equalization 
of the end-to-end transmission response. The combination of signals 
to be carried is applied at the system input at specified transmission 
levels. To permit the interconnection of systems, these signals must 
be delivered at the system output at specified levels, which may be 
different from the input levels. Consequently, in traversing the 
system, all of the signals must experience a specified constant amount 
of gain or loss independent of the transmitted frequency. The pro
vision of the desired fl.at transmission response requires the cor
rection, or equalization, of whatever deviations from nominal may 
exist in the response of the many elements making up the system. 
These deviations may or may not be time-varying and can often 
be associated with a specific cause. Furthermore, unless all line 
repeaters are at the same transmission level (i.e., the gain of the 
repeater exactly compensates for the loss of the associated wire 
pairs or cable at all frequencies), a signal-to-noise penalty results. 
This is because the net gain or loss along the repeatered line makes 
it impossible to operate all repeaters at the same optimum trans
mission level. These two considerations, system interconnection and 
optimum level control, dictate equalization along the length of the 
system and at the terminals to hold transmission deviations from 
the ideal condition within acceptable bounds. Some of these trans
mission deviations can be reasonably predicted in advance and thus 
can be compensated by fixed equalizers; other deviations, however, 
require adjustable equalizers for proper correction. While some ad
justable equalizers may be set manually at the time of installation or 
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as part of regular maintenance, others (which correct for relatively 
rapid gain changes) may utilize some form of automatic adjustment. 

In Chap. 13 the effects of thermal noise, intermodulation noise, 
and repeater load-carrying capacity on system performance and 
design are examined. That discussion assumes a system that is ideal 
in the sense that repeater gain exactly matches the loss of the 
associated cable. Chapters 14 and 15 discuss quantitatively the 
effects of deviations from this ideal condition and the control of 
these deviations by equalization. Finally, the effects of device 
parameters and circuit configurations on repeater performance 
indices are considered in Chap. 16. 



Chapter 13 

A n a I y s i s a n d D e s i g n of A n a I o g C a b I e Sy s t e m s 

The analysis and design of analog cable systems involve a collection 
of analytical and empirical techniques leading to a system realization 
in which a particular signal-to-noise ratio is achieved over a specified 
length of system. The layouts of different systems are determined 
by the properties of the interconnecting cable, the amplifiers which 
compensate for the cable loss, the channel capacity specified for the 
system, and the system noise requirements. 

The transmitted signal in all analog systems is corrupted by 
thermal noise, and a system design is required that limits the 
degree to which this occurs. In some systems, repeater nonlinearities 
cause additional distortion which must be considered. This chapter 
first considers the thermal noise in analog cable systems and the 
design of systems in which this is the only significant kind of inter
ference. Later considered is the effect of intermodulation distortion 
on signal transmission. 

13. l THERMAL NOISE IN THE SYSTEM 

The origin and nature of thermal noise have been considered in 
Chapters 7 and 8. It is of interest here to treat the manner in 
which this noise accumulates and can eventually determine the 
quality of transmission on the facility in question. As stated previ
ously, it is assumed throughout these early system considerations 
that the system consists of a series of identical, uniformly spaced 
amplifiers (repeaters), connected by identical lengths of cable, and 
that the gains of the repeaters exactly match the loss of the inter
vening cable sections. The equivalent amplifier circuit. for noise 
shown in Fig. 13-1 is used, where N R is the equivalent noise power 
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NR = - 139 + N, (dBm/3 kHz) 

(3-kHz band) originating in the 
actual amplifier and the amplifier 
as shown is assumed to be noise
free. From the definition of noise 
figure, NF, 

NR = -174+10 log Bw +NF dBm 

=-139 +NF dBm/3kHz 
FIG. 13-1. Equivalent amplifier cir-

cuit for noise. Given a series of repeaters of in-
sertion gain, GR dB*, and noise 

figure, NF, separated by cable sections of loss GR, as shown in Fig. 
13-2, then the noise at the output of the first repeater is 

and is due only to the first repeater. Let p be the same power in 
milliwatts, i.e., NR + GR = 10 log p. At the output of the second 
repeater, this noise appears at its original value of p. It has been 
attenuated by the loss of the intervening cable section and amplified 
by the gain of the second repeater (both = GR). 

At that point it joins the noise due to the second repeater, which 
is also p milliwatts. Thus, the noise power at the output of the 
second repeater is 2p, and the corresponding noise power at the 
output of the nth repeater is np milliwatts. The total noise in dBm 
can be written 10 log np, or, 

NR +GR+ 10 logn dBm 

Gain 

-4-GR.... --GR-

FIG. 13-2. Equivalent system for noise calculation. 

*Insertion gain h; applicable here because the repeater input impedance is 
usually conjugate to the cable impedance. 
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Define the transmission level at the repeater output to be C dB 
below zero level (Fig. 13-3). * The definition of system noise per
formance at a reference point of 
zero dB transmission level was 
discussed in Chap. 7, and it is of 
interest here to determine the 
noise powers associated with n re
peater sections at that point. 
Furthermore, the noise power at 
zero level due to the n repeaters 
can be expressed as an annoyance, 
W no dBrncO. From Chap. 7, 0 dBm 
of white noise in a 3-kHz band 

Na (dBm) 

level 

Ga (dB) 
C(dB) 

* 

corresponds to 88 dBrnc as meas- Fm. 13-3. Definition of reference point. 

ured by a noise meter. Thus, 

Wno = NR +GR+ 10 log n + C + 88 dBrncO 

In the general case, NR, GR, and C may be functions of frequency. 
Therefore, the noise in a channel, W no, may depend on the line fre
quency of the channel in the system. 

It is now possible to write the first of the system equations on 
which the remainder of this and subsequent chapters are constructed. 
The system thermal noise requirement, expressed as an annoyance, is 
defined to be W NS· (The subscript N here implies thermal noise, as 
opposed to modulation noise, and does not refer to the number of 
repeaters.) Simply stated, in a system consisting of n repeaters, 
the thermal noise of the system must be equal to or less than the 
system requirement, or W no :::::;; W NS· If this condition must be met 
initially with some margin, AN dB, then 

Wno +ANS WNs 

Thus, 
(13-1) 

The allowance for margin, AN, must take into account performance 
uncertainties, misalignment, and aging effects. The magnitudes of 

*Exactly what point in the repeater (input, output, or somewhere in between) 
is used as a reference depends on overload and intermodulation considerations. 
It turns out frequently that the output of the repeater is a suitable reference 
point. For the purposes of this discussion, it will be assumed that this is the 
case here and that the output of every repeater is C dB below zero transmission 
level. 
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these margins are based on judgment, past experience, and additional 
analytical studies. The margins allowed may change as the design 
progresses from initial studies toward final development, but seldom 
will all factors be so precisely known that computed performance 
can be allowed to equal exactly the system requirement. In general, 
then, a system is designed so that its computed thermal noise, W no, 

is less than the system thermal noise requirement, W Ns, by at least 
some margin, AN. 

As an example of the use of Eq. ( 13-1), consider a system of 
100 repeaters separated by cable sections each having 44-dB loss 
at the frequency of interest. Assume that the repeaters may operate 
at a transmission level no higher than -10 dB (i.e., C = 10 dB) 
because of limitations on their load-carrying capability. Assume 
further that no noise margin is to be allowed and that the zero level 
annoyance is not to exceed 40 dBrncO. The maximum allowable 
repeater noise figure is to be determined. 

Equation (13-1) shows that the noise figure may be increased 
dB-for-dB as C is decreased (NR = -139 + NF). That is, the 
highest noise figure is permissible if the signals are transmitted 
at the highest possible level. In the example this means C = 10 dB. 
Substituting into Eq. ( 13-1) yields 

-139 +NF+ 44 + 10log100 + 10 + 88 ~ 40 

or 

Usually margins must be allowed in a design. If the system may 
become misaligned, the nominal repeater levels must be lowered by 
increasing C to avoid overloading the repeaters when the misalign
ment is positive (i.e., of a sort which increases signal amplitudes 
relative to the aligned condition). The system must meet the noise 
objective even if negatively misaligned. Finally, there may be some 
degradation of noise figure with time. The maximum allowable 
noise figure of 17 dB calculated above must be reduced by an amount 
equal to the sum of these factors. 

A number of other interesting relationships exist among the 
terms in Eq. (13-1). For example, an improvement in repeater 
design which reduces the noise figure reduces system noise dB-for
dB. Similarly, if for any reason it is possible to reduce C, the 
system zero level thermal noise is reduced dB-for-dB. If the length 
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of the system is doubled, the 10 log n term shows that the longer 
system is 3 dB noisier than the shorter. The effect of changing 
repeater spacing can also be seen. Suppose, in the preceding example, 
the repeater spacing is halved. The value of GR would be reduced 
by 22 dB, and the 10 log n term would increase by 3 dB for a fixed 
length of system. The net effect would be to reduce system noise 
by 19 dB (for the same repeater noise figure and C), to allow a 
19-dB reduction in the load capacity of the repeater (for the same 
noise figure and system noise), or to allow a 19-dB increase in 
noise figure (for the same system noise and C). 

Another interesting example is to evaluate the effect of changing 
the cable diameter, a possibility often considered in the design of 
submarine cable systems. Assume a 44-dB repeater gain and a 
25 per cent increase in cable diameter. Since the loss of the cable is 
approximately inversely proportional to cable diameter, the loss 
of a cable section is [l/ (1 + 0.25)] 44 = 35 dB. This corresponds 
to a 9-dB reduction in GR and therefore a 9-dB improvement in sys
tem thermal noise performance. 

13.2 LOAD CAPACITY 

The calculation of total power associated with a multichannel 
message load is developed in Chap. 9 where it is shown that the 
result can be expressed in terms of the power of a single sinusoid. 
From Chap. 9, 

Ps =Vo+ 0.115 o-2 + 10 log Nn - 1.4 + b.c dBmO 

where all but the last term of the right side constitute the average 
power of the multichannel speech load at zero level. The term Ps 
is defined as the power of the equivalent sine wave which the system 
must be able to sustain at zero level given the statistical structure 
assumed in the derivation of the multichannel load factor, lie. Of 
prime practical interest is the corresponding load capacity, PR, of the 
repeater, whose output is not generally 0 TLP. This is the maximum 
single-frequency power which the repeater can maintain at its output 
without overloading. 

There are several possible overload phenomena, one of which is 
usually controlling in a particular system. These include excessive 
gain compression or expansion, significant degradation of modulation 
coefficients, and damage to the repeater. The validity of equating 
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the power of a broadband signal with the power, Ps, of a single
frequency signal requires that overload be independent of frequency. 
This is one of the considerations mentioned previously, which deter
mines the selection of the reference point in the repeater used to 
define C. For the purposes of this discussion, the assumption is 
continued that the repeater output satisfies this condition. Accord
ingly, it is necessary that the power which the repeater can maintain 
at its output, referred to zero level, must at least equal Ps. Thus, 

PR+ C?::_ Ps 

As with the thermal noise analysis, various uncertainties and devi
ations from ideal make it desirable to allow some margin, AP, 
against overload. Then, 

(13-2) 

This is the second of the system equations with which the basic 
system analysis is carried out. Using Eqs. (13-1) and (13-2), it is 
possible to proceed with the design of a thermal- and overload-limited 
system. The analysis of such a system assumes that modulation 
noise, which results from the repeater nonlinearities is negligible 
compared to thermal noise. In most practical situations it will be 
necessary to make at least rough computations along the lines de
scribed in Section 13. 7 to verify that a design on the basis of the over
load-limited assumption is valid. 

13.3 THERMAL NOISE- AND OVERLOAD-LIMITED SYSTEMS 

For the analysis of a thermal noise- and overload-limited system, 
Eqs. (13-1) and (13-2) are used and are repeated here for con
venience: 

N R + GR + 10 log n + C + 88 +AN < W Ns 

PR+C-Ap?::_Ps 

The total cable loss (Ls) at the frequency of interest, usually that 
of the top channel at this point in a design, must be compensated 
by the gains of the n repeaters. Thus, 

Ls =nGR dB 

and 

GR =Ls/n dB (13-3) 
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Combining Eqs. (13-3) and (13-1) to eliminate GR, 

Ls 
NR +-+ 10 log n + C +AN+ 88 < WNs n -

Solving Eq. (13-2) for C, 

C~Ps-PR+AP 

Solving Eq. (13-4) for C, 

C < WNs - NR - Ls - 10 logn - AN - 88 
- n 

(13-4) 

(13-5) 

(13-6) 

Combining Eqs. ( 13-5) and ( 13-6) to eliminate C, 

Ls - + 10 logn < WNs - NR - (AN+ AP) - (Ps - PR) - 88 (13-7) n -

Equation ( 13-7) defines for the several system parameters the basic 
relationship which must be preserved throughout the design of a 
thermal noise- and overload-limited system. Which of the parameters 
are known and which are unknown depends upon the application of 
the equation. For example, it will often be the case that the medium 
to be used in a particular system design is specified in advance. This 
may result from a need to make more efficient use of existing facili
ties. It may also be that the cost of producing a new cable design 
specifically for the system is prohibitive. Thus, the cable loss per unit 
length is frequently not a system design variable, and Ls is a function 
only of frequency and system length. The problems in achieving the 
necessary performance are usually greatest at the highest frequencies 
where the cable attenuation is maximum, and it is common in the 
early design stages to concentrate attention on the highest trans
mitted frequency (top channel). As a result, if the top channel is 
made to satisfy the thermal noise requirement, with transmission 
levels and amplifier noise figures which are the same at all fre
quencies, then the lower frequency channels will be quieter than re
quired. Signal shaping, which is discussed later, provides a means of 
improving performance at the top channels at the expense of the 
better-than-necessary lower frequency performance. 

The number of repeaters, n, is often the quantity to be determined. 
In this connection it must be observed that the left side of Eq. (13-7) 
has a minimum. This means that it is possible that no choice of n 
will satisfy the conditions. Under these circumstances no satisfactory 
system is possible under the assumptions that have been used. 
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The system thermal noise requirement, W Ns, is usually a known 
function of length and is the same for all channels. It is based on 
some overall Bell System plan for achieving a particular grade of 
service. Depending upon the application, repeater performance 
parameters, N R and PR, may be the quantities to be evaluated and 
given to the repeater designer as requirements, or they may be 
taken as estimates of achievable repeater performance. Since talker 
statistics are usually given, Ps will be the load capacity required by 
the assumed bandwidth. The margin terms, AN and AP, will reflect 
the effect of uncertainties, misalignment, and such refinements as 
signal shaping. Which of these factors are fixed and which must 
be established as the analysis evolves will usually differ from system 
to system. Further clarification of the use of Eq. (13-7) during a 
system design is best achieved by some examples. 

Illustrative Designs 

Consider a short-haul system to be designed for 600-channel 
capacity which will use repeaters for which a +10 dBm load 
capacity can probably be achieved. For the present example it is 
postulated that the system is thermal- and overload-limited, a fact 
not usually known before the design begins. The system is to use 
a cable for which the loss at the top channel is 3 dB per mile and 
is to operate over distances up to 250 miles. On the basis of labor
atory studies and similar amplifiers used elsewhere, a repeater noise 
figure of about 8 dB can be assumed achievable. Margins of 3 dB 
on both noise and load capacity will be provided initially. From 
Fig. 3-6 the system noise objective is 34 dBrncO. 

First calculate Ps: 

Ps = Vo+ 0.115 <r2 - 1.4 + 10 log TLN +Ac dBmO 

For Vo= -12.5 vu, <r = 5, TL= 0.25, and N = 600, 

Ac"""' 12 

and 

Ps"""' 23 dBmO 

Also, 

Ls= (250 miles) X (3 dB/mile) = 750 dB 
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Substituting the known quantities into Eq. ( 13-7), 

750 
-+ 10 logn < 34 - (-139+8)-(3+3)-(23-10)-88 n -

or 

750 
-- + 10 log n < 58 n -

Solving for the smallest integer which satisfies the inequality yields 
n = 17. The corresponding repeater spacing will be 250/17 = 14.7 
miles, and the repeater gain must be 750/17 = 44.1 dB. The trans
mission level is established by calculating C from either Eq. (13-1) 
or (13-2), recognizing that slightly different values may result 
since an integral value of n was specified. From Eq. (13-2) 

= 23 - 10 + 3 = 16 dB 

Thus, the repeater output is established as a -16 TLP. The im
portant characteristics can be summarized: 

600-channel capacity; 
14.7-mile repeater spacing; 
Initial noise performance of about 31 dBrncO, which allows 

3-dB margin with respect to requirement; 
8-dB repeater noise figure; 
7-dBm repeater load, allowing 3-dB margin with respect to the 

repeater capacity; 
-16 TLP at repeater output; 
44.1 dB repeater gain at top channel. 

It may be of interest to determine the effect of increasing the 
channel capacity by 50 per cent to 900 channels. In the expression 
for Ps, 10 log TLN is increased by 1.8 dB, and f:..c is decreased by 
0.4 dB; therefore, there is a net increase of 1.4 dB in Ps. If it is 
assumed that attenuation is proportional to the square root of 
frequency, the new top frequency loss Ls = 750 vi~5 = 917. It is 
assumed that repeater noise figure and load-carrying capacity re
main unchanged for the broader band repeater. Margins are also 
held constant. Then, 

917 
-- + 10 log n < 56.6 n -
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n=22 

GR= 41.7 dB 

spacing= 11.4 miles 

C=Ps-PR+AP 

Chap. 13 

Since PR and AP are assumed unchanged, the value of C increases 
1.4 dB due to the increase in Ps. This illustrates the fact that as 
bandwidth increases, repeater spacing must be decreased such that 
the repeater gain decreases slightly. Increase in bandwidth also 
makes it necessary to operate repeaters at a lower transmission 
level as shown by the increase in C. These effects are even more 
marked when the effects of modulation noise and increasing band
width on repeater performance are incorporated. 

Another use of Eq. (13-7) indicates the range of repeater 
parameters, NF and PR, which satisfies a 20-mile spacing require
ment. It could be, for example, that at this interval there are exist
ing facilities in large quantities whose continued use is worthwhile. 
Leaving the other parameters unchanged, Eq. (13-7) yields 

PR-NF~ 12.8 

Thus any combination of amplifier noise figure (in dB) and load 
capacity (in dBm) for which this relation is preserved will permit 
a 20-mile spacing to be realized with satisfactory noise performance. 
For the originally specified 8-dB amplifier noise figure, the required 
PR now is 21 dBm. This is 11 dB higher than for the 14.7-mile 
spacing of the first part of this example. This is the increased cable 
loss between repeaters, reduced by a factor reflecting the smaller 
number of repeaters (noise sources). 

13.4 INTERMODULATION DISTORTION 

A detailed discussion of the nature and origin of the nonlinearities 
in analog systems is included in Chap. 10. The effect of repeater 
nonlinearities on system design is now considered. The deviation 
from perfect linearity in a repeater is usually very small by normal 
standards; however, when a signal passes through many repeaters 
in tandem, the effect of nonlinear distortion can accumulate to a 
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significant value. It results in modulation noise where the inter
modulation of many signals produces an interference subjectively 
indistinguishable from white noise. For this modulation noise to be 
acceptable, it may be necessary to impose surprisingly stringent 
linearity requirements on each repeater. In the case of long-haul 
high-capacity systems, for example, the permissible third harmonic 
distortion at the output of a repeater, given a milliwatt of funda
mental signal power, may be on the order of 10- 10 to 10-13 milli
watts. This degree of linearity is usually difficult to achieve, and 
its relation to repeater design is considered at greater length in 
Chap. 16. It is the system aspect of nonlinear distortion that is of 
immediate interest. 

Accumulation of Modulation Noise 

Consider the repeaters of Fig. 13-4. Of interest is the way in 
which the nonlinear distortion originating in one repeater combines 

Cos at 

Cos f3t 
Cos 'Yt 

<f>(w) 

FIG. 13-4. Section of repeatered line. 

with the distortion in subsequent repeaters. Associated with any 
repeater section will be a phase characteristic like that of Fig. 13-5 
in which it is possible to describe the phase shift by 

cp(w) = mw + b 

The assumption of a phase shift which varies linearly with fre
quency is equivalent to an assumption of no delay distortion. In 
the calculation of overall intermodulation distortion, this seems to 
be a good approximation for most long-haul coaxial systems.* This 
does not mean that the phase linearity is adequate without further 

*The directional filters required by equivalent four-wire systems do introduce 
sufficient delay distortion to make modulation computation results based on the 
assumption of linear phase overly pessimistic. 
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<f>.+~ - - - - - -· - -- -- - - -

m =slope 

<f>, 

b 

a+,8-y a 'Y 

Frequency-

FIG. 13-5. Ideal phase-frequency characteristic of a repeater section. 

equalization for the transmission of such signals as high speed 
digital or video signals which are very vulnerable to even small 
amounts of delay distortion. 

To determine how the various products formed in one repeater 
combine with those formed in subsequent repeaters, it is convenient 
to compare at the second repeater of Fig. 13-4 the phase of the 
locally generated product with the phase of the product generated 
in the preceding repeater. 

With the fundamental signals proportional to cos at and cos {3t 
at the input to the first repeater, there will be, among others, a 
component at the output proportional to cos ( a+/3) t resulting from 
the second order nonlinearity of the repeater. From Fig. 13-5, the 
fundamentals, in traversing to the output of the second repeater, 
will undergo phase shifts of <f>a and <{>13 , while the product frequency 
signal will undergo a phase shift of <f>a + 13• The fundamental signals 
arriving at the second repeater are proportional to cos(at+<f>a) and 
cos (/3t+<f>13 ). They generate in the second repeater an a+/3 product 
proportional to cos [ ( a+f3)t+<f>a+<f>13 ]. At the second repeater 
output, the a+/3 product from the first repeater is proportional to 
cos [ (a+/3) t+<f>a+ 13 ]. The manner of combination of the two products 
depends on the relationship between <{>a+/3 and <f>a+<f>13• From Fig. 13-5, 

<f>a =ma+ b 

<{>13 = mf3 + b 
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thus, 

cpa + cp13 = m(a+f3) + 2b 

and finally, 

cpa+/3 = m(a+f3) + b 

The difference in phase between the products generated by the 
consecutive repeaters is seen to be equal to b. It should be clear 
that these two products reinforce each other if b is an integral 
multiple of 27T. On the other hand, they cancel if b is an odd integral 
multiple of 1T. For other values of b, the products combine to a 
resultant between these two extremes. 

In reality, things are not quite as neat as in this analytical 
model. There is usually at least some curvature in the phase char
acteristic over a broadband. As shown in Fig. 13-6, this leads to a 
change in the effective b as a function of frequency. Furthermore, 
the transmission gain and phase of one repeater and cable section 
will not be mathematically identical to all the others. As a result, 
if the a+f3 product were measured on a particular system, while 
varying the frequency of the product and one of the fundamentals, 

l --b" -
~ 

b' -e-

~ 
b 

Frequency ----+ 

FIG. 13-6. Example of an actual phase-frequency characteristic 
of a repeater section. 

a characteristic similar to that of Fig. 13-7 might be observed. If 
the object of the computation is to compute the single-frequency 
interference due to the intermodulation of discrete frequencies (e.g., 
pilots), it is therefore necessary to know the transmission character
istic of each repeater section rather precisely. However, the real 
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Fm. 13-7. Possible second order product addition .. 
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object of the computations in this chapter is to estimate the inter
modulation noise produced by the intermodulation of many channels. 
Under these circumstances the total interference falling on a par
ticular channel will be the resultant of many products whose funda
mentals appear at different points in the transmission band. These 
products will correspond to varying degrees of reinforcement and 
cancellation. The total interference from a large number of chan
nels and repeaters will tend to average the accumulation from 
repeater to repeater somewhere between systematic in-phase addition 
and perfect cancellation. An assumption of random addition is 
usually satisfactory for such systems. It shall therefore be assumed 
that a + f3 and a - f3 products accumulate on a random basis from 
repeater to repeater, which is· equivalent to power addition. 

Next, the a + f3 - 'Y type distortion is considered in terms of the 
ideal model. At the output of the first repeater, there will be sig
nals proportional to cos at, cos {3t, cos yt, and cos (a + f3 - 'Y) t, each 
of which will traverse the system to the output of the second 
repeater. They undergo phase shift of cf>,,, cf>p, cf>y, and cf>a+p-y, respec
tively. At the output of the second repeater, the locally generated 
a+f3-'Y product is proportional to cos [ (a+f3-y) t +cf>a+cf>13-cf>.y], 
while the product originating in the first repeater is proportional to 
cos [(a + f3 - y) t + cf>a+fl-y]. Again, the manner of accumulation 
depends on the relationship between cf>a+ll-y and cf>a + cf>ii - cf>y. From 
Fig. 13-5 

cf>a =ma+ b 

cf>13 = mf3 + b 

cf>y =my+ b 
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therefore, 

Finally, 

</>a+~-,= m(a + {3 - y) + b 

which is identical to </>a + cf>~ - cf>,, regardless of the value of b. As a 
result, a + f3 - y products will add in phase for any value of b, not 
just for special values as is the case with the a + {3 product. It there
fore can be concluded that the realization of a linear phase charac
teristic in a system, which is often desirable from other viewpoints, 
has an undesirable side effect of in-phase addition of a + {3 - 'Y 
products. As discussed previously, a real system will deviate some
what from the ideal model used in the preceding derivation; however, 
unlike the a + {3 product, the a + {3 - y product is of a form where 
disturbed and disturbing channels can all come from the same portion 
of the band. Thus, even a delay characteristic with curvature can 
approach in-phase addition as long as the actual characteristic falls 
reasonably close to a piece-wise linear approximation. Therefore, 
the assumption of in-phase addition deduced from the ideal model 
has not proved to be excessively pessimistic when compared to 
measurements on actual systems. 

The discussion of repeater-to-repeater product accumulation can 
now be summarized. The possible intermodulation products up to 
third order can be expressed as kaa + kb{3 + key, where kx = 
0,±1,±2, or ±3, subject to the constraint that 

The products will accumulate in phase (voltage addition) for those 
cases where 

Otherwise, the products will accumulate randomly (power addition). 
Therefore, power or random addition is assumed for 2a, 3a, a + {3, 
2a + {3, a + {3 + y, and a - {3 - y; in-phase or voltage addition for 
a + f3 - y and 2a - {3. The term representing the cumulation of 
power addition products generated by n repeaters will be 10 log n; 
for voltage addition products, 20 log n. 
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System Modulation Requirements 

In Chap. 10, the coefficients M2 and Ma wer~ defined as the power 
of the second and third harmonics corresponding to a 0 dBm funda
mental. This assumes that the nonlinear behavior under consideration 
is adequately described by adding a quadratic and a cubic term to 
the linear term which represents the desired amplification. On the 
basis of this power series model, it was shown that the second 
harmonic changes 2 dB and the third harmonic 3 dB for each 1-dB 
change in fundamental. The power series representation also pre
dicts behavior independent of frequency. In Chap. 16 it is pointed 
out that, approximately at least, the harmonic product is reduced 
by the magnitude of feedback at the product frequency. Since feed
back may be a function of frequency, the M coefficient will also 
tend to be a function of product frequency but independent of funda
mental frequency (e.g., fundamentals at 1 and 3 MHz produce the 
same 4-MHz power as fundamentals at 1.9 and 2.1 MHz). 

Another consequence of the power series model is the simple 
relationship between the harmonic coefficients and the sum and 
difference coefficients : 

Ma±/3 =M2a + 6 

Ma±fJ±-y = Maa + 15.6 

M2a±i3 = Ma .. + 9.6, etc. 

Therefore, at least to the degree that the model is valid, if the 
harmonic performance of an amplifier is known, all other modulation 
product magnitudes are also determined. 

- - -,-- 0 level 

C(dB) 

f: O(dBm) 

2/: M, (dBm) 

3/ :Ma (dBm) 

FIG. 13-8. Fundamental and harmonic 
magnitude relations at re
peater output. 

The next step in the derivation 
of system modulation equations is 
to define modulation coefficients for 
the system as a whole, which are 
analogous to the M coefficients for 
individual repeaters. 

From Fig. 13-8, it is apparent 
that a 0 dBmO signal appears at 
the output of each repeater at -C 
dBm. By definition, 0 dBm funda
mentals at the repeater output pro
duce M2 dBm second harmonics 
and Ma dBm third harmonics at 
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the repeater output. Therefore, on the basis of the power series 
model, -C dBm fundamentals produce (M2 - 2C) dBm second har
monics and (Ma - 3C) third harmonics at the repeater output. These 
products experience C dB of gain between repeater output and zero 
level; consequently, the harmonic power at zero level generated in 
one repeater by 0 dBmO fundamentals will be (M2 - C) dBm and 
(Ma - 2C) dBm. 

Next the distortion products are calculated as they exist at the 
output of the system as the result of the contributions of the many 
repeaters involved. They will be defined at zero level, and use will 
be made of the earlier results showing how the different kinds of 
products add from repeater to repeater. Chapter 10 defines Hx as 
the power of the x-type product at the system output, referred 
to zero level, which results from the application to the system of 
0 dBmO fundamental signals. Consequently, for second order 
products, 

Hx = Mx - C + 10 log n dBmO 

For power-adding third order products, 

Hx = Mx - 2C + 10 log n dBmO 

For voltage-adding third order products, 

Hx = Mx - 2C + 20 logn dBmO 

Specifying a few products most commonly of interest and using 
the power series relationships between the cross-product amplitudes 
and the amplitude of the harmonic products, 

Ha±f3 = H2a + 6 = M2 - C + 10 log n + 6 dBmO 

H2a+ 13 = Haa + 9.6 =Ma - 2C + 10 log n + 9.6 dBmO 

H2a-13 =Ma - 2C + 20 logn + 9.6 

Ha+f3-y =Ma - 2C + 20 log n + 15.6 

dBmO 

dBmO 

It is now possible to derive for system modulation distortion 
some relationships similar to those for thermal noise and overload 
performance. These equations permit the analysis of the general 
case in which it is not initially known whether the system will be 
limited by overload or modulation distortion factors. 
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It is shown later that the annoyance associated with a multichannel 
speech signal can be related to the single-frequency distortion by the 
terms K2 and Ka as follows: 

W2 = Mz - C + 10 log n + Kz dBrncO 

Wa =Ma - 2C + 20 logn +Ka dBrncO 

(13-8) 

(13-9) 

where W2 and Wa are the system noise due to the totality of second 
and third order products, respectively. It is implied by the use of 
20 log n term in Eq. (13-9) that the third order distortion per
formance is determined by those third order products which add 
voltage-wise across the system. The terms Kx depend on such things 
as talker statistics and system load. Designating W2s and Was as the 
second and third order system noise requirements and allowing 
margins A2 and Aa results in : 

(13-10) 

Ma - 2C + 20 log n +Ka+ Aa ~ Was (13-11) 

Equations (13-10) and (13-11) are the system equations for second 
and third order modulation noise corresponding to Eqs. (13-1) and 
(13-2) for thermal noise and overload. In general, W2, K2, and M2 
are functions of frequency so that different channels of a given 
system will tend to have different amounts of noise. As mentioned 
in connection with thermal noise, the technique of signal shaping 
offers a method of making noise in all channels approximately equal. 
Again, the technique in laying out a new system is to compute modu
lation noise in the top channel for flat levels (C constant) and to 
include the estimated effect of signal shaping in the margin terms. 
When the system has been completely defined, it is possible to use 
the equations of Section 13.2 in conj unction with the methods de
veloped later in this chapter to optimize the shaping and to compute 
expected performance as a function of frequency. 

The validity of the system equations depends on how well the M 
coefficients actually describe the nonlinear behavior of the repeater. 
The accuracy with which the M coofficients (and power series ap
proach on which they are based) represent actual nonlinear behavior 
in a particular case depends on various factors. A single dominant 
source of modulation within each repeater and negligible higher 
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order terms in the power series are some important conditions which 
must be satisfied. If the assumption that product power is a function 
only of product frequency and not of fundamental frequency is to 
be satisfied, the reference location in the repeater to which funda
mental and product powers are referred must be carefully selected. 
In general, a suitable choice is the actual location where the modula
tion occurs or any other point that differs in level from this point 
by a constant amount at all frequencies. In what follows, it will 
again be necessary to relate the modulation reference point to zero 
transmission level, and it will be desirable to make this level differ
ence C. For the moment, it will be assumed that the reference point 
used previously, the repeater output, is a satisfactory one for the 
definition of the M coefficients. 

Intermodulation with Speech Load 

So far in this chapter the system relationships have been derived 
without considering the nature of the signal being transmitted. The 
factors K2 and Ka were used to relate the harmonic distortion coeffi
cients M2 and Ma to the noise generated by a multichannel message 
load. For present purposes, the message load is assumed to be a 
multichannel speech signal, having the properties described in Chap. 
10. The relationship between the disturbance (annoyance) associated 
with the intermodulation of a multichannel speech load and the 
single-frequency distortion indices, M2 and Ma, is also derived in 
Chap. 10. Equation (10-27) is repeated for convenience: 

- (l.47]x + Cwx) + 88 dBrncO 

This equation defines the annoyance at zero level due to the x-type 
product only ; Eqs. ( 13-8) and ( 13-9) define the total second and 
total third order noise, respectively. In the case where only a + /3 
type second order distortion is important, 

Wa+{3 = W2=Ha+/3+1]a+f3 Vo+ 0.115Aa+(30'2 
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Since Hcx+f3 = H2cx + 6, and Eq. (13-8) defines W2 = H2a + K2, then, 
for this case, 

If the channel of interest incurs significant distortion from both 
a+,B and a-,B type products, which is not the case for a top channel 
analysis, 

In the case of third-order distortion, it is likely that only the voltage
adding products of the 2a - ,B, a + ,B - y type need be considered. 
Accordingly, 

K3 = K2a-f3 "+ 11 Kcx+f3--r 

where 

+ 88 - (l.4'Y]2a-[3 + Cw2cx-[3) + 9.6 

and 

+ 88 - (l.4'Y]cx+[3-y + Cwa+{l-) + 15.6 

In Eq. (10-27), x then takes on the value of any product type such 
as a + ,B or 2a - ,B. The terms Vo, a-, and T are the talker statistics, 
and the terms Cwx' Ax, 'YJx, and µ,x depend only on x as discussed in 
Chap. 10. The term Ux is the total number of products of type x, 
originating anywhere in the transmission band, that can fall into 
a channel at the line frequency under study. It is a function of both x 
and line frequency. As mentioned previously, in preliminary system 

layouts the top frequency is usually used. The term Ux r"'x represents 
the average number of products. This way of multiplying the power 
of one product by the average number of products is only valid if 
all products of a particular type falling at a particular frequency 
have the same power. This condition is met only if C is independent 
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of frequency and M2 and Ma have been defined at a location which 
makes them independent of fundamental frequencies. These con
ditions have indeed been assumed, and the expressions for Kx can 
be evaluated for each type of product. 

In the initial stages of system design, only the total noise require
ment is specified. The allocation of this total requirement to W Ns, 

W2s, and Was is discussed in the following. 

13.5 ALLOCATION OF TOTAL SYSTEM NOISE TO THE 
POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTORS 

For a system in which only one of the noise sources is important, 
it is a straightforward matter to allocate the total system noise 
requirement, WTs, to that source; however, more than one source 
may be significant. This may be determined by trial solutions to the 
modulation noise system equations after a tentative design based 
on thermal noise and overload. In such cases, it is important to 
allocate the total to the separate sources in such a way as to optimize 
overall performance for a specified repeater performance and spac
ing. The optimum allocation will depend on the relative importance 
of the thermal and the modulation noise and whether the dominant 
modulation noise is second or third order. The optimization process 
amounts to selecting the best transmission level for a given set of 
conditions. The variations of the several types of noise with trans
mission level, as indicated by C, are shown in Fig. 13-9. 

Consider first the case where only thermal noise and second order 
modulation noise are significant and where WT is the total noise in 
dBrncO. 

Define Wxo = 10 log Pxo, where the subscript zero indicates that this 
is the value of noise from the appropriate equation with C set equal 
to zero. 

Then 

W2 = W20 - C = 10 log P20 + 10 log[ log- 1 ( l~) J 

W2 = 10 log P2 = 10 log [ P20 log-I ( 1~) J 
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C(dB) ---+ 

FIG. 13-9. Determination of optimum C. 

therefore, 

(-C) _ OnlOlC 

Pz = P20 log- 1 10 = P2oe 10 = P2oe-Y 

where 

(lnlO)C 
Y= 10 

Similarly, since 

and 

PT = P2 + PN = PNoeY + P2oe-Y 

To minimize PT with respect to y ( C), dpT/ dy is set equal to zero. This 
leads to 

which indicates that the total noise in a thermal and second order 
modulation noise limited system is minimized if the transmission 
level is adjusted to make the zero level contribution from each of 
the sources equal, and 3 dB less than the total. 
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In a similar way it can be shown that the total noise in a thermal 
and third order modulation noise limited system is minimized if 

The total noise in this case is therefore minimized if C is adjusted 
to make the zero level contribution of the thermal noise twice that 
of the third order noise (i.e., W3s = W Ns - 3). This means 
W NS = W Ts - 1.8, and W3s = W Ts - 4.8. If both second and third 
order modulation distortion must be considered, the optimum re
lationship becomes 

However, this is not usually the case. 
In summary, the allocations will be as follows: 

System 
description 

Thermal and second 
limited 

Thermal and third 
limited 

Overload limited 

Allocation to 
thermal noise 

WTs-3 

WTs - 1.8 

Allocation to 
modulation noise 

WTs-3 

WTS - 4.8 

negligible 

The parameter C is selected to realize these allocations for the re
peater characteristics and spacing given. 

13.6 SUMMARY OF BASIC SYSTEM RELATIONS 

It is convenient at this point to review the several basic relation
ships developed thus far and to combine them in ways which will 
aid in the analysis of any kind of analog system, whatever the 
limitations. 

The thermal noise requirement [Eq. (13-1)] is 

The overload requirement [Eq. (13-2)] is 
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The second-order requirement [Eq. (13-10)] is 

M2 - C + 10 log n + K2 + A2 s; W2S 

The third-order requirement [Eq. (13-11)] is: 

Ma -2C + 20logn +Ka+ Aas; Was 

The cable loss-repeater gain requirement [Eq. ( 13-3) ] is : 

L Ls 
s =nGR; GR=n 

Previously in this chapter, Eqs. (13-1), (13-2), and (13-3) were 
combined to eliminate C and GR and obtain the fundamental thermal
and overload-limited system equation., .Sl : 

Ls -+lOlogn< (WNs-NR) - (AN+Ap)- (Ps-PR) -88 (Sl) 
n -

Equations ( 13-1), ( 13-10), and ( 13-3) can be combined to eliminate 
C and GR and obtain the thermal and second order limited system 
equation, S2: 

Ls 
-+ 20 logn < (WNs+W2s) - (NR+M2) - (AN+A2) - (88+K2) n -

(S2) 

Likewise, Eqs. ( 13-1), ( 13-11), and ( 13-3) .can be combined to obtain 
the thermal and third order limited system equation, S3 : 

Ls ( Was) (N Ma) (A Aa) n + 20 log n s; W NS + 2 - R + 2 - N + 2 

-(88 +~a) (83) 

If the equations are used to determine n for a particular set of 
parameters (bandwidth, total noise, talker statistics, margins, and 
repeater performance), it will not usually be known beforehand 
which of the three equations (81, S2, or 83) is the limiting one. The 
question, then, is to find the minimum n for each case. The largest 
of these minima will be controlling and will identfy whether over
load, second order modulation, or third order modulation is deter
mining the choice of C. In carrying . out this procedure, the results 
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of the discussion in Section 13.5 require that: 

In equation Sl, the overload-limited case, 

WNs = WTs 

In equation S2, the second order modulation-limited case, 

W NS = W2s = W TS - 3 

In equation 83, the third order modulation-limited case, 

WNs = WTs - 1.8; W3s = WTs - 4.8 
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If S2 and S3 give similar values of n, it will be necessary to 
reoptimize and increase n somewhat to reflect the contribution of 
both types of modulation to the total noise. 

In the derivation resulting in the system equations, it has been 
assumed that the repeater output was a suitable reference point in 
defining C. This presumed that the overload characteristic defined 
there was flat with frequency and that modulation products referred 
to that point were independent of fundamental frequencies (though 
they could be functions of product frequency). Even if this is true 
of the basic amplifier making up the repeater, in those cases where 
there is a significant shaped loss between the amplifier output 
and the repeater output, it is not true of the overall repeater. 
It is interesting to see what happens to the equation if some other 
reference location within the repeater turns out to be better-for 
example, the collector of the output transistor. In this case, C can 
be defined as the power in dBm at zero transmission level correspond
ing to 1 volt at the collector. The M coefficients are defined in terms 
of the modulation product voltage at the collector resulting from 
a 1-volt fundamental at the collector. The overload point of the 
repeater would be defined as the collector signal voltage at which 
overload occurs. With these modified definitions, Eqs. ( 13-2) , ( 13-3), 
(13-10), and (13-11) can be derived exactly as they have been stated 
for the case where repeater output is used as reference. The thermal 
noise equation must, however, be modified. Define Q as the signal 
power at the repeater output corresponding to 1 volt at the collector. 
Note that if Q is a constant, the repeater output is as good a reference 
point as the collector, but this is not true if Q is a function of fre
quency. Previously, it was shown that the noise at the output of 
the last repeater is N R + GR + 10 log n dBm. By the definition of 
Q, the voltage at the collector is then NR +GR+ 10 log n - Q dBV. 
Using the new definition of C, the noise at zero level will then be 
N R - Q + GR + C + 10 log n + 88 dBrncO. 
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Comparing this to the previous result, it can be seen that this 
more general case will result in all equations having exactly the 
same form as previously if a new effective N'R is defined such that 
N'R = NR - Q. The quantities PR, M2, Ma, and C will appear as 
before but will have different numerical values for a given case 
because of the change in their definitions. Since this approach is 
only necessary if Q is a function of frequency, N'R will also be a 
function of frequency, even if NR was not. However, NR was never 
constrained to be constant, and, in general, will not be so; therefore, 
this does not introduce any new complexity. 

13.7 DESIGN OF AN ANALOG CABLE SYSTEM 

At this point, some examples will be helpful to illustrate the 
significance and use of the derived system equations. Equations 
Sl, S2, and S3, in conjunction with Eq. (13-3), provide the basis for 
the analysis and design of analog systems. They can be used, for 
example, to establish repeater requirements, repeater spacing, noise 
performance, and maximum capacity solutions. 

Example 13.1 
Consider first a situation in which some exploratory repeater de

sign work has provided a good idea of the load capacity, noise figure 
and linearity that can be achieved in an amplifier of roughly the 
required bandwidth. 

Problem 1 
Let the system under consideration be required to have a channel 

capacity of at least 3000 and be required to meet a 40 dBrncO noise 
objective for 4000 miles. The coaxial cable has a loss of 14 dB per 
mile in the vicinity of the proposed top channel. Let the estimates 
of repeater performance be: 

PR= 23 dBm 

NF= 6 dB 

M2= -80 dB 

Ma= -100 dB 

In summary, the other factors of interest are: 

W Ts = 40 dBrncO 

N = 3000 channels 

Ls= 56,000 dB (4000 miles at 14 dB/mile) 
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Vo= -15 vu 

<T = 6 

T = 0.25 

AN = AP = A2 = A3 = 3 dB 

Among the questions to be answered are: 
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1. What repeater spacing, if any, will permit the system noise 
objective be met? 

2. Will the system be overload- or modulation-limited and, if 
modulation-limited, by second order or by third order dis
tortion? 

3. At what transmission level ( C) should the system operate to 
provide performance? 

Solution 
First assume that thermal noise and overload are controlling, and 

calculate by equation Sl the permissible repeater spacing (i.e., find n). 
The calculation will be repeated, us.ing equations S2 and S3. The solu
tion corresponding to the largest n will satisfy the requirements of 
the others and, in so doing, will indicate which of the noise sources 
is dominant and thereby limits system performance. 

Equation Sl is repeated here for convenience: 

Ls+ 10 log n < (WNs-NR) - (AN+AP) - (Ps-PR) - 88 
n -

Calculate Ps: 

Ps = Vo+ 0.115u2 - 1.4 + 10 log NTL + ac 
For the specified values, Ps = 27.0 dBm. 

Thus, 

56 000 
' +lOlogn< [40-(-139+6)]- (3+3) - (27-23) -88 n -

< 75 

A quick check on the existence of a solution can be made by cal
culating the minimum value of the left side. Differentiating the left 
side with respect to n and equating to zero yields the minimum at 

Ls 
n = 4.34 
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For such n, 

56•000 + 10 log n = 45.4 n 

Chap. 13 

and since this is less than 75, it is clear that a solution exists. Pro
ceeding either graphically or by cut-and-try will show that the n 
for which the inequality is just satisfied is 1275. (A larger n will 
provide increased margin.) Therefore overload limitations are 
satisfied if 

n = 1275 

Equation S2 is repeated here for convenience: 

Allocate W Ts to W Ns and W2s: 

Calculate Kz: 

WNs = WTs - 3 = 37 dBrncO 

W2s = WTs - 3 = 37 dBrncO 

Since the top channel is being studied, the only second order 
product of present interest is the a + f3 type. 

Therefore, 

K2 = Ka+fl = 1Jre+fl Vo+ 0.115.\a+(Ja'2 + 10 log ( Ua+fl Tµa+ll) 

Substituting values, 

Thus, 

56,000 + 20logn < (37+37) - (3+3) - (-139+6-80) - (88+87) 
n -

< 106 

As before, a quick check on the existence of a solution results from 
determining that the left side is minimized for 

Ls 
n = 8.68 
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56,000 I 5 ----~ + 20 ogn = 8 
n 
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and a solution does exist. Proceeding with the solution shows that 
the n for which the inequality is just satisfied is 1280. Therefore, 
second order modulation limitations are satisfied if: 

n = 1280 

Next, reexamine equation S3: 

Ls ( W3s) ( M3) ( A3) n + 20 log n :::; w NS + 2 - N R + 2 - AN + 2 

Allocate W Ts to W Ns and W 3s: 

W Ns = W Ts - 1.8 = 38.2 dBrncO 

Was = W TS - 4.8 = 35.2 dBrncO 

Calculate Ka: 
Because of the large number of channels, it is likely that the 

third-order distortion in the top channels will be predominantly of 
the a + f3 - y type. Proceeding with that assumption, 

Substituting values, 

Ka= 109.6 

Thus, 

~ + 20 log n :::; ( 38.2 + 3~·2) - ( - 139 + 6 - l~O) - ( 3 + ! ) 
-( 88 + 10:.6) 

< 91.5 
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Proceeding with a solution, the value of n for which the in
equality is just satisfied is 2310. Therefore, third order modulation 
limitations are satisfied if: 

n = 2310 

A comparison of the solutions to Sl, 82, and S3 shows that third 
order modulation imposes the limiting requirement on repeater 
spacing, and thus the system is thermal and third order limited, 
although it is not obvious at this point that the second order noise 
is entirely negligible. 

For n = 2310, the repeater spacing is about 1.7 miles, and the 
corresponding top channel repeater gain is 24 dB. The repeater 
output transmission level at which the system should operate at 
the top channel frequency can be calculated from Eqs. (13-11) and 
(13-1). Repeating Eq. (13-11), 

Ma - 2C + 20 log n + Ka + Aa ~ Was 

Solving for C, 

C z (Ma + 20 log n +Ka + Aa - Was) ( ~ ) 
From Eq. (13-1): 

C ~ WNs - (NR +GR+ 10 log n + 88 +AN) 

Substituting values leads to 

22.4 > c > 22.3 

Given this transmission level ( C = 22.3), the a + f3 modulation noise 
can be calculated from the left side of Eq. ( 13-10) : 

M2 - C + 10 log n + K2 + A2 = -80 - 22.3 + 33.6 + 87 + 3 

= 21.3 dBrncO 

Thus, the second order distortion noise is more than 13 dB less than 
the allocation to third order noise, and setting system transmission 
levels based on the third order modulation noise alone will not 
introduce appreciable departures from optimum S/N performance 
in the top channel. 

The use of Eq. (13-2) will show how close to the repeater-overload 
point the system would be operating. Repeating Eq. (13-2) : 

PR+ C-Ap z Ps 
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Substituting, where A'P is the actual margin, 

23 + 22.3 - A' P z 27 

Thus, A'P = 18.3 dB, the actual operating margin against repeater 
overload where the transmission levels have been set by third order 
modulation considerations. 

Problem 2 

Another problem based on the same data would be to determine 
the combination of repeater parameters which would permit a two
mile repeater spacing to be used. Assuming that the repeater load 
capacity would still be about +23 dBm, it seems reasonable to begin 
with the working assumption that the top channel performance will 
be limited by thermal noise and third order modulation distortion 
of the (a + (3 - ')') type. Second order modulation noise can then be 
set at a value which insures the validity of this stipulation. 

Solution 
Equation 83 is used in rearranged form as follows: 

Ls ( W3s) ( M3) ( A3) n + 20 log n s; w NS + 2 + 139 - NF + 2- - AN + 2 

Of interest is the term (NF + M 3/2) . 

(NF + ~3) s; ( W NS + ~3s) + 139 - (AN + ~3 ) - ( 88 + ~3) 

- ( ~ + 20 log n) 
For n = 2000 (two-mile spacing), 

(NF+~3) s;-47.3 

Rearranging, 

M3 < 2 (-47.3 - NF) 

This expression points out the relationship between noise figure and 
third order modulation index for equivalent noise performance. 
Under the constraints imposed, each dB of improvement in repeater 
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noise figure will reduce the requirement on the repeater Ma by 2 dB. 
For the 6-dB noise figure used in problem 1 of the example, it 
can be seen that an increase in repeater spacing from 1.7 to 2.0 miles 
would increase the requirement on Ma from -100 to -106.6 dB. 
To check the impact on the required M2, a slightly rearranged form 
of equation 82 is useful: 

- ( ~ + 20 log n) 

This leads to 

It can be seen that there exists a one-for-one relationship between 
NF and M2. Finally, from equation Sl 

(NF - PR) :::; WNs + 139 - (AN+ AP) - Ps - 88 -(~ 10 logn) 

which leads to 

Again a one-for-one relationship is evident between the repeater 
noise figure and the required repeater load capacity. Each improve
ment (reduction) in noise figure of a dB will permit the signal levels 
to be dropped a dB lower while still resulting in equivalent zero level 
thermal noise. Consequently, the repeater output load would corre
spondingly diminish by a dB. 

Problem 3 

It is also interesting to investigate the upper limit on achievable 
channel capacity for a given set of repeater performance parameters 
and system requirements. As discussed in Chap. 16, a given level 
of repeater performance becomes more difficult to achieve as top 
frequency is increased. For example, the modulation distortion will 
be greater for a given state of the device and circuit art; the repeater 
linearity also may interact with any change in insertion gain. For 
the purposes of this example, however, these effects are ignored. 
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Solution 

Consider again equation S3: 

Ls ( Was) ( Ma) ( Aa) n + 20 log n :::;; w NS + 2 - N R + 2 - AN + 2 

Ka 
-88-2 

For a particular set of noise requirements, repeater parameters, 
etc., all terms of the right side are independent of the number of 
channels except the last term, - Ka/2. Reviewing the definition of 
Ka reveals that it is a monotonically increasing function of N, the 
rate depending only on the type of third order product involved. 
Accordingly, it is useful to modify S3 as follows: 

Ls Ka - + 20 log n < - -2 + Constant n -

or 

Ka :::;; 2 [Constant - (; + 20 log n) J (13-12) 

By maximizing the right side of Eq. (13-12), Ka is maximized, and 
therefore N, the channel capacity, is also maximized. This, in turn, 
is done by minimizing 

Ls -+ 20 logn n 

While checking the existence of solutions to S2 and S3 in a pre
ceding problem, it was found that the left side of S2 or S3, Ls/n 
+ 20 log n, is minimized for Ls/n = 8.68 dB. This corresponds to 
the "l N eper" solution to a modulation-limited system problem. 

Since Ls is the total cable loss at the frequency of the top channel, 
it is a function of the system channel capacity, N. To express Ls as 
a function of N, let Lo be the 1-MHz loss of some length of coaxial 
cable. Then the loss in dB at other frequencies is given by Lo yf, 
where f is in MHz. When f = /T, the frequency of the top channel, 
and Lo is the 1-MHz loss for the total system length for which the 
design applies, then L (f) ~ Ls = Lo yf;. 
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For 4 kHz per channel, 

fr = 4 X 103 X N Hz 

=4N'MHz 

where N' is the channel capacity in thousands of channels. 

Thus, 

If 

Ls= 2Lo\/N' 

Ls= 8.68 dB 
n 

the number of repeaters is given by [using Eq. (13-13)] 

Ls 2 Lo\/N' 
n = 8.68 = ----s.68 

Therefore, in terms of the channel capacity, 

(13-13) 

MIN ( ~ + 20 log n) = 8.68 + 20 log~.~~ + 10 log N' (13-14) 

With the resulting Eq. (13-14) and the original repeater and system 
specifications of the preceding example, it is possible to determine 
the maximum channel capacity of the system which could be realized 
with these constraints. It will be recalled that the original problem 
specified a particular channel capacity (3000) as a requirement, 
which, together with other requirements and parameters, resulted 
in a repeater spacing of about 1.7 miles. Although not explicitly 
stated in the example, the assumed cable loss was that correpsonding 
to a 3/8 inch coaxial cable. For such a cable, the loss at 1 MHz is 
approximately 4 dB per mile. Thus Lo = 4 X 4000 dB, and from 
Eq. (13-14), 

( Ls ) 32 000 MIN n + 20 log n = 8.68 + 20 log 8:68 + 10 log N' 

= 80.4 + 10 log N' 

Substituting MIN (Ls/N + 20 log n) along with the other specified 
constants of the example into Eq. (13-12) yields 

Ka < 131.8 - 20 log N' (13-15) 
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Assuming that Ka = Kx+•i-, for this calculation and noting that for 
the top channel of the system UOl.+/3-y = N 2/4 (from Fig. 10-6), 
Ka is also given by 

Ka= 40.1 + 20 log (N' X 10a) 

= 100.1 + 20 log N' 

Combining Eqs. (13-15) and (13-16) gives 

40 log N' :::; 31.8 

For the equality, 

N' = Iog- 1 ( 3i08) = 6.24 (thousand channels) 

Thus, 

fT = 4 N' = 25 MHz 

(13-16) 

To determine the repeater spacing implied by this solution, where 
the cable loss is given to be 4 vh dB/mile at fT (in MHz), and k is 
the repeater spacing in miles, then 

(4 y/T) (k) = 8.68 

and 

k 8.68 ·1 = 4 vh = 0.434 ml es 

Consequently, if the repeater parameters of the 3000-channel 1.7-
mile spacing example could be achieved at 25 MHz, a system of 
about 6240 channels with 0.434-mile spacing would be possible. 

A maximum capacity solution such as the one just obtained is 
not generally the best solution. Unless the traffic the system is to 
carry can justify the channel capacity, it is uneconomic to pay the 
cost for the increased number of repeaters required as compared to 
some smaller capacity system. Furthermore, minimum cost per 
channel is usually achieved at somewhat lower than maximum band
widths. From a reliability point of view it is also better to have 
several smaller capacity systems rather than one large capacity 
system since the number of channels lost during a failure is less. 

The previous examples should have made clear that the system 
equations by themselves do not result in determining a unique best 
system. Many factors, quantitative and qualitative, which are not 
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included in their derivations must be considered. In general, a 
system design is a circular process. Some estimates of achievable 
repeater performance are made on the basis of past experience and 
any new art that has become available. The equations are then 
made to generate repeater spacing as a function of channel capacity 
and any other parameters that are not constrained. Any performance 
parameters that are highly uncertain might also be varied to study 
their impact on the system. Cost and traffic growth estimates are 
combined with the repeater spacing results to permit economic 
comparisons. These will reflect in a quantitative way that a smaller 
capacity system, even though its per channel cost might be higher, 
could be more attractive if traffic growth rates are low. This is true 
because the smaller system will more closely provide channel capacity 
as it is needed and avoid tying up capital on channel capacity that 
will not be needed for a long time. Finally, reliability and com
patibility with existing plant must be considered. All of these con
siderations will permit defining a tentative bandwidth, repeater 
spacing, and insertion gain required of the repeater. Different re
peater circuits and devices can be initially evaluated to determine 
the best way of obtaining the required gain and bandwidth. One of 
the results of such an exploratory program is the more precise · 
determination of achievable repeater performance parameters which 
can then be used in the system equations for a more precise system 
layout. As the development proceeds, the system plan must be refined 
to take into account, more and more precisely, the knowledge gained 
during the development process. Finally, computed and achieved 
system performance are compared to pinpoint any oversights and 
provide insight for future developments. 

13.8 SIGNAL SHAPING 

In the preceding development of techniques for the design and 
analysis of analog cable systems, which assumed a flat level point 
at the repeater output, it was found that the highest frequency chan
nel had the most thermal noise, primarily due to the higher cable 
loss at high frequencies. If instead, signal amplitudes in the noisy 
channels are increased while those in the quiet channels are reduced, 
the net effect is to more nearly equalize the signal-to-noise ratio in 
the various channels. This can be accomplished without changing the 
total signal power and yet improve the worst channel noise per
formance by several dB. 
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The fact that the top channel is the noisiest is evident from the 
previously derived noise equation 

Wno = NR +GR+ 10 logn + C + 88 dBrncO (13-17) 

The repeater gain, GR, must compensate for cable attenuation which 
is known to vary approximately as the square root of frequency. 
This term will therefore tend to make thermal noise in top channels 
much greater than the channels near the bottom of the band. In the 
examples up to now, systems have been laid out so that the noisiest 
channel just meets a particular noise requirement. This suggests 
that some advantage could be obtained (e.g., an increase in the 
number of channels allowed) if the "better than necessary" per
formance at lower frequencies could be traded for less noise at the 
top of the band. Qualitatively, an increase of loss at low frequencies 
between zero level and the point in the system where overload occurs 
would allow a decrease in this loss at the higher frequencies without 
altering the total multichannel load. Analytically, this corresponds 
to making C a function of frequency with a slope opposite to that 
imposed by the other terms of Eq. (13-17) so than Wno becomes 
approximately constant with frequency. Physically, the proposed 
modification requires the installation of a pre-emphasis network in 
the transmitting terminal and a complementary restoring network 
in the receiving terminal. The incorporation of such a feature is 
called signal shaping. 

An outline of the computations necessary to deal with signal 
shaping is best developed in connection with an example. Figure 
13-10 (a) shows the resulting noise in an experimental system de
signed for a specified top channel noise performance. 

By inspection of Eq. (13-17), it can be seen that the thermal 
noise in all channels can be made equal to that in the noisiest 
channel if 

C'(f) =Co+ Wno - Wn(f) (13-18) 

where 

C' (f) = new value of C at a frequency, f 

Co = constant C as computed for no signal shaping 

Wno =noise in the noisiest channel for no signal shaping 

Wn (f) = noise in channel centered at frequency f, with no 
signal shaping. 
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FIG. 13-10. Voice-frequency channel noise versus line frequency. 
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As the dotted line of Fig. 13-10 (b) shows, the thermal noise in all 
channels has been increased to Wno. However, all channels are now 
operating with the same or a larger C than initially, and thus the 
multichannel load at the repeaters is thereby reduced. The reduced 
load is the basis for the signal shaping advantage. 

When the methods of Chap. 9 are used, the equivalent load for 
shaped levels can be calculated, and the result is a new multichannel 
load at the repeater output, which is smaller than the old load by 
an amount !J.P. It is possible, therefore, to increase the signal level 
by !J.P without overloading the system. As shown in Fig. 13-10 (b), 
this reduces the noise in all channels by the same amount. The net 
effect compared to the original system has been to reduce the thermal 
noise in the noisiest channel by this difference. Hence, this reduc
tion is known as the signal shaping advantage and is typically 3 or 
4 dB in existing systems. 

Modulation noise must be evaluated before final values for C (f) 
can be established. Even for the case where C (f) = Co, the W x's 
resulting from second and third order products have some frequency 
characteristics, such as that shown in Fig. 13-10 (a). The next step 
must be to compute the modulation noise after a constant Co is 
changed to a new C (f). This requires computation of the power 
sum of all the individual products falling into a particular channel. 
The procedure for this computation is described in Chap. 10. 

Figure 13-10 ( c) shows modulation and thermal noise corre
sponding to the new C (f). As might have been expected, the high
level products from the high-frequency channels falling on the low
level low-frequency channels have introduced excessive noise in the 
latter. One method for dealing with this problem is to modify the 
signal shape somewhat to make total noise (rather than thermal 
noise) flat with frequency. The desired result can be obtained by 
judicious trial and error modifications of C. 

Improvement of the intermodulation performance can be achieved 
by shaping the amplifier feedback. It can be shown that for most 
practical cases, the amplitude of any intermodulation product is 
reduced approximately by the amount of feedback at the product 
frequency. Thus, the high intermodulation noise at the low end 
of the band can be suppressed by applying additional feedback at 
these frequencies. A 6 dB per octave feedback slope (feedback de
creasing with increasing frequency) has been used to obtain the 
results of Fig. 13-10 (d), which shows the reduction of modulation 
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noise to a value below that of thermal noise. In this example, essen
tially the same overall performance can be obtained either by the 
modification of the signal shaping or by the introduction of shaped 
feedback. In other cases where modulation noise is greater, one or 
the other or a combination of these methods will result in optimized 
performance. 



Chapter 14 

Misalignment Penalties in Analog Cable Systems 

In Chap. 13 the role of thermal noise and repeater nonlinearities 
in analog cable systems design was considered for the case of 
the unmisaligned system. The repeaters were ideally placed and 
identical in characteristics. The transmission response included no 
deviations from nominal, and signal levels were everywhere ideal. 
In reality it is not possible to achieve such conditions, and this 
chapter will consider the effects (on the noise performance of the 
system) of deviations from ideal in the transmission response. It 
is shown that, in general, penalties are incurred which must be 
included in the margins allowed in the initial design. Transmission 
deviations can be compensated in analog cable systems by equaliza
tion, i.e., adjustments which will provide a satisfactory overall 
system transmission response even though the sections making up 
the system may be individually misaligned. The general problem 
of equalization is discussed in Chap. 15. In this chapter, it is the 
effect of the misalignment on system S/N performance that is 
discussed. 

Each repeater section is composed of a repeater and its associated 
length of cable, and any difference between average repeater gain 
and average cable loss will result in a net gain or loss characteristic 
which will be identical in each repeater section. Manufacturing 
variations can result in deviations that are different in each repeater 
section, but they usually are very small. Changes in the transmission 
characteristic of repeaters and cable can contribute to system mis
alignment as the system ages. Such aging effects will usually be 
similar in all repeaters and all cable sections. Temperature changes 
in the surrounding environment are often the dominant source of 
misalignment because of their effect on cable attenuation and, to a 
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lesser extent, on repeater gain. Temperature changes will tend to 
be uniform over large geograP,hic areas so that the misalignment 
due to this mechanism can be expected to be the same over a whole 
system or at least over sizeable fractions of a system. These con
siderations make it reasonable that the S/N penalties incurred due 
to system misalignment can usually be calculated with acceptable 
accuracy by assuming a uniform accumulation of misalignment 
along the repeatered line. For each repeater section, then, the 
voltage gain is defined such that 

EouT = oEIN 

where, in general, a will be a function of frequency. For the portion 
of system to be evaluated, which includes n repeater sections, the 
total voltage gain, ms, is thus 

In the perfectly aligned systems considered previously, a was equal 
to one. When a is greater than one, a net gain per section (positive 
misalignment) is implied, and when a is less than one, a net loss 
per section (negative misalignment) is implied. The total misalign
ment of the n repeater section is defined to be Ms (dB), where 

Ms= 20 log an 

The system equations previously derived show the dependence 
of system load-carrying capacity, thermal noise, and modulation 
noise on repeater transmission level. All repeater levels were defined 
to be at the same transmission level, -C; however, when misalign
ment is present, this is no longer possible and the transmission level 
of each repeater is a function of its position in the system. In par
ticular, it may he initially assumed that the level of the nth repeater 
is -C + 20 log an. The difference in the thermal noise at zero level 
of this system as compared to that of the ideal system is the first 
topic discussed. 

14.1 THE PENAL TY FUNCTION 

The effect of a uniformly distributed misalignment on the thermal 
noise accumulation in a system will be treated with the aid of 
Fig. 14-1. After having passed through n repeaters, the signal has 
experienced a net gain of an. This means .that the last repeater is 
20 log an dB closer to zero level than it would be in an ideal system. 
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ForX~li 1, total received noise power= Z (X'EN)' 

lc=I 

Fm. 14-1. Effect of misalignment on thermal noise. 

The noise at zero level is therefore obtained by adding the number 
C - 20 log i)n, rather than C, to the noise at the last repeater. This 
is equivalent to the insertion of an equalizer with a gain of 20 log 
l)-n after the nth repeater, whether or not such an equalizer is 
physically present. Where the equalization is done at the receiver 
only and the noise contribution of the equalizer itself is assumed 
negligible, the received thermal noise power at the output of the 
equalizer is 

n 

PN = z (XkEN) 2 

k=l 

n 

=E~ zx2k (14-1) 

k=l 

where X is defined as l)- 1• 

For the aligned or ideal case, X=l and 

(14-2) 
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For convenience, Eq. (14-1) can be rearranged to closed form by 
noting that 

1 lx2=1+x2+x4+ ... +x2(n-1)+x2n+ ... 

Thus 

x2 
l-X2 = X 2 + X4 + XB + ... + x2n + x2(n+u + ... 

and 

x2(n+l) 
___ - X2(n+l) + X2(n+2) + 
1-X2 - • 

Equation (14-1) can therefore be written: 

(14-3) 

What is being sought here is the difference between the thermal 
noise accumulated in the misaligned condition (X#l) and that 
accumulated in the aligned condition. The ratio of Eq. (14-3) defined 
for X#l to Eq. (14-3) defined for X=l [i.e., Eq. (14-2)] provides 
this relationship : 

(pN) misaligned _ (_!_) (X2 - x2(n+1>) 
(pN) ideal - n 1 - X 2 (14-4) 

The thermal noise penalty due to misalignment is 

[ 1 (x2 _ x2(n+u)J 
A' N ~ 10 log n 1 - x2 dB (14-5) 

In this equation, A'N is a function of the voltage gain of the single 
repeater section (X- 1 ) as well as the number of repeaters (n). It 
is possible to derive an approximation for Eq. (14-5) which is a 
function only of Ms, the total misalignment. The result is then in 
a more readily used form, and also brings out more clearly the 
quantitative relationship between cause and effect. Furthermore, 
it is usually quite easy to measure the transmission response of 
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the whole system or a section of the system, corresponding to the 
quantity Ms, and the per-section misalignment can be deduced from 

Ms - = 20 log8 
n 

dB/repeater section (14-6) 

Accordingly, the penalty A'N will be expressed in terms of Ms. 
Rearranging Eq. (14-6), 

Ms= 10 log 82n 

Let A equal an. Since X equals a- 1, then 

x2 = a-2 = A -2;n (14-7) 

Rewriting Eq. (14-5) using the indicated substitution yields: 

1 _ [ l (f!,.-2/n _A - ~ (n+ll )] 
A N - 10 log n 1 - A -2/n 

{ 1 [!J.-2/n (1 -!J.-2) ]} 
= 10 log n 1 - /i. -21n (14-8) 

Noting that 

--
1i.-21n = e n 

A - 21n may be expanded to the series 

1 . 1 ( Jn1i. - 2 )
2 

1i.-2/n = 1 +- ln1i.-2 + - --- +. 
n 2 n 

(14-9) 

By definition, 

-Ms = 10 log 1i.-2 = 10 log e1n~ 
-2 

from which 

l-A-2_ Ms 
W..1 - - 4.34 (14-10) 

Substituting Eq. (14-10) into Eq. (14-9) yields 

1i.-2/n = l + _!_ (-Ms)+_!_ (-Ms/4.34)2 +. . . 04_11) 
n 4.34 2 n 
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The higher order terms of Eq. (14-11) can be dropped if the mis
alignment per section, Ms/n, is small. If this condition is satisfied, 
then 

' Ms I 
/ 4.34n << 1 

In a practical system this relationship will almost always be true, 
and the approximation of Eq. (14-11) by the first two terms only 
is consequently a good one : 

a-2/n= 1-~ 
4.34n (14-12) 

By use of this approximation and the equality .:i- 2 = log- 1 (-Ms/10), 
Eq. (14-8) becomes 

( · Ms ) [ ( Ms)]/ 1 - -- 1 - log - 1 - -

A'N _ 10 log __!_ 4.34n 10 J 
- n 1 - (1 - Ms/4.34n) 

Neglecting the Ms/4.34n term in the numerator gives 

[
1 _ log -1 (_Ms)] 

A'N = 10 log Ms lO + 6.4 dB (14-13) 

In summary, consider a string of repeater and cable sections with 
the first repeater at some specified transmission level. The penalty 
A' N is the difference in thermal noise at zero transmission level for 
the case where there is a net gain or loss uniformly distributed along 
the length of the string, as compared to the case where all repeaters 
are at the same transmission level as the transmitting repeater. For 
purposes that will become clear, the value of A'N determined from 
Eq. (14-13) is defined as the penalty function A'o. It is plotted as a 
function of Ms, the total net gain, in Fig. 14-2. The approximation 
used to obtain this equation is valid as long as the misalignment 
per repeater section is much less than 4 dB. 

Figure 14-2 shows that for Ms > 0 (i.e., net gain), the penalty 
is negative; in other words, the misaligned system has less thermal 
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FIG, 14-2. Penalty function. 

noise than the unmisaligned system. This should not come as a 
surprise since the transmission level of all repeaters except the 
first is higher in the misaligned case than in the unmisaligned case. 
From Chap. 13, it should be clear that the contribution of a repeater 
to thermal noise at zero level decreases dB for dB as the trans
mission level of that repeater is raised. Since misalignment is con
sidered a source of degradation which must be held under tight 
control at considerable cost, it may appear startling to see the mis
aligned system with a lower thermal noise than that of the ideal 
system. The explanation of this apparent paradox is that thermal 
noise is not the only consideration which must be taken into account. 
It must be assumed that the transmission level in the ideal reference 
case was selected to be as high as possible consistent with load
carrying capacity in an overload-limited system, and to be optimum 
with regard to total noise on a modulation-limited system. Under 
these circumstances, any repeater at a level different from this 
optimum can be expected to degrade system performance in some 
respect. In the following discussion this will be seen to be the case. 
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14.2 PENAL TIES IN OVERLOAD-LIMITED SYSTEMS 

Figure 14-3 (a) shows the repeater levels of a string of repeaters 
and cable sections with some amount of uniform negative misalign
ment (net loss). Equalization capability is assumed available only 
at the transmitting and receiving ends. The string of repeaters can 
thus represent a whole system which has equalizers only in the ter
minals or that portion of a system between any two successive line 
equalizers. The transmitting repeater is shown to be at the maximum 

di 
~ 
c 

.Q Ref 1 Distance 0 level 0 ·;: 
~ 0 Cl 0 

0 Ms 
0 o_j_ 0 

2 3 n 
Repeater number 

(a) Negative misalignment equalized at receiving terminal 
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level 

of 
O Ms 

IA--o __ o __________ J Distance 

0 
0 

0 

2 3 n 
Repeater number 

(b) Positive misalignment equalized at receiving terminal 
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0 
0 

2 

0 
0 

0 

3 
Repeater number 

0 

n 
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Ms 

+ 

( c) Positive misalignment equalized at transmitting terminal 

FIG. 14-3. Repeater levels on a misaligned system. 
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level consistent with the required load capacity as discussed in 
Chap. 13. Any increase in repeater levels due to a decrease in loss 
at the transmitting terminal (between zero transmission level and 
the transmitting repeater) would result in overloading the trans
mitting repeater. Any increase in the loss between zero level and 
the first repeater would further degrade thermal noise performance. 
Therefore the optimum strategy for this case is to leave the trans
mitting equalization as it would have been had there been no mis
alignment and to carry out the equalization of the misalignment 
entirely at the receiving end. This is exactly the case considered in 
the derivation of the penalty function, A' o, so that for this case, the 
actual misalignment penalty A' N equals A' o. * As shown in Fig. 14-2, 
if Ms is negative, then A' o is positive, and misalignment results in 
increased noise. 

Figure 14-3 (b) shows the levels which would result for positive 
misalignment if the level of the transmitting repeater were held 
at the value that would have been selected on the basis of the required 
load capacity for an ideal system. The noise for such a case would 
be less than for the ideal case by I A'o I dB; however, all repeaters 
but the transmitting one would be overloaded. In order to handle the 
required load, the highest level repeater can be no higher than the re
peater level for an ideal system. It is thus necessary to achieve the 
configuration of Fig. 14-3 ( c) by inserting Ms dB of loss between the 
zero transmission level point and the transmitting repeater. Since 
the result of this is to lower the transmission levels of all repeaters 
by Ms dB, the noise at zero level for (c) is Ms dB greater than in 
the case for (b). Thus the net difference in thermal noise between 
the ( c) case and the ideal case is Ms - I A' o I which will always be 
a positive number. In fact, an examination of (c) shows that there 
is a one-for-one equivalence between the cases of (a) and (c). The 
transmitting repeater in (a) is at the same level as the last repeater in 
( c) ; the next repeater in (a) is at the same level as the second from 
the last repeater in ( c) and so on. The noise contribution of a given 
repeater design depends only on its transmission level and not on 
its geographical position in the systems. The penalty for (c) must 
therefore equal the penalty for (a) for a given value of Ms. In 
other words, Ms - I A'o(Ms) J = A'o(-Ms). Therefore, for an 

*A' N is used for misalignment penalty since it is one, but not necessarily 
the only, contributor to the thermal noise margin, AN, used in the equations of 
the previous chapter. 
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overload-limited system which requires all receiving-end equalization 
for negative misalignment and transmitting-end equalization for 
positive misalignment, 

A'o (-Ms)= Ms+ A'o (Ms) (14-14) 

Figure 14-4 shows the negative half of Fig. 14-2 to give A' N as 
a function of I Ms I for the overload-limited case. 
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( It! s > 0, pre-equalization ) 
Ms < 0, post-equalization 

Third order modulation noise 
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( equal pre- and post-equalization ) 
Ms (f) =constant 

Second order modulation noise 
penalty or thermal noise penalty 

( M s(f) = constant ) 
equal pre- and post-equalization 

L...:::::::-~~=---
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

I Ms I = system gain or loss (dB) 

FIG. 14-4. Misalignment penalty. 

In one regard, the previous discussion has been oversimplified, 
since Ms will usually be a function of frequency. As a consequence, 
the highest level repeater which determines the load-carrying ca
pacity of the system may no longer be a flat level point. For ex
ample, if these rules for pre- and post-equalization were applied 
at each frequency, the system gain characteristic of Fig. 14-5 (a) 
would result in the transmission levels of Fig. 14-5 (b) and ( c) at 
the end repeaters. It is evident that the resulting multichannel 
load at the end repeaters is less than for the reference case. It would 
thus be possible to increase all repeater levels by some flat amount 
(determined by methods discussed in Chap. 9) and consequently to 
reduce the penalty given in Fig. 14-4 by that same amount. Prac
tically, this is not as serious a complication as it may seem, since 
the largest source of misalignment is usually due to the effect of 
temperature on the cable. Though the resulting misalignment does 
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have a frequency characteristic, it 
will be all positive or all negative 
across the transmission band. Un- ., 

!'. der these circumstances, the use ~ ·c 
of pre-equalization for positive ~ 

misalignment and post-equalization z 

for negative misalignment will re
sult in the highest level repeater 
being at a flat level point (assum
ing that repeaters were at a flat 
level in the unmisaligned reference 
case). Using this equalization 
strategy will therefore maintain 
the system load-carrying capacity 
constant, and the thermal noise 
penalty at each frequency can be 
obtained from Fig. 14-4 by using 
the value of [ Ms [ at that fre-
quency. 

Calculation of Penalties 
., 
!'. 

Frequency 

(a) Deviation characteristic 

Frequency 

(b) Transmitting repeater level 
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~ 1--------..--~~~--..--------
Consider the transmission level 

deviation from nominal, shown in 
Fig. 14-6 (a) as a function of dis
tance along the repeatered line. If 
the system is overload limited un
der ideal conditions with little or 
no margin, equalization must be 
done at the transmitter since the 

!l 

Frequency 

( c) Last repeater level 

FIG. 14-5. Frequency characteristic of 
deviations in an overload
limited system. 

misalignment is positive. It is therefore necessary to pre-equalize 
at the transmitter by adjusting the equalizer there to a setting of 
-10 dB relative to nominal. The penalty incurred in thermal noise 
as a result, [ Ms [ = 10 dB, can be seen from Fig. 14-4 to be 6 dB. 
The thermal noise at zero level due to this portion of the system is 
consequently 6 dB greater than is the case with no misalignment. 

Still assuming an overload-limited system, it is interesting to 
observe the effect on the thermal noise when an equalizer is added 
midway between the transmitter and receiver. This case is shown 
in Fig. 14-6 (b) where it is still necessary to pre-equalize the mis
alignment in order to avoid overloading the line repeaters. For 
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FIG. 14-6. Example of signal level deviation and equalization. 

this situation, Fig. 14-4 is entered at I Ms I = 5 dB, for which 
A'N = 2.7 dB. This is the penalty associated with either half of 
the system between the transmitter and receiver. The total penalty, 
A'NT, is the weighted average of the two separate penalties, i.e., 

For this example, it is apparent that A' NT = (A' N )i 
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2. 7 dB. By halving the equalizing interval, for the same overall 
transmitter-to-receiver misalignment, the thermal noise penalty is 
reduced by somewhat more than 3 dB. Consequently, one of the 
choices or tradeoffs the system designer must make is between 
noise performance (penalties) and equalizing interval. Because the 
equalizing stations will usually be fairly complex, it is inherently 
undesirable to place them any more frequently than is absolutely 
necessary. On the other hand, the longer the equalizing interval, the 
greater the noise penalties. The approach to this question involves 
striking as nearly optimum a balance as possible between conflicting 
considerations. 

Before proceeding to the effect of misalignment on modulation 
noise, one more example involving only thermal noise will be con
sidered. Figure 14-7 shows four sections, with equalization assumed 
possible at the junction between sections. The dotted line of Fig. 
14-7 shows the transmission level deviations from nominal after 
equalization, again assuming an overload-limited system. It can be 
seen that the negative misalignment of section 1 is thus post
equalized, whereas pre-equalization of the positive misalignment of 
section 3 is necessary, and so on. 
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Fm. 14-7. Equalization in four blocks of an overload-limited system. 
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With the use of the methods employed previously, the penalties 
incurred in each section can be determined from Fig. 14-4; they 
are listed below : 

Equalized 
Section (k) Mk( dB) at (A' N) k 

1 -10 Receiver 6 

2 0 0 

3 + 5 Transmitter 2.7 

4 -15 Receiver 9.7 

As before, the total penalty incurred, A'Nr, is the weighted sum of 
the penalties incurred in the constitutent sections, where the weight
ing reflects the proportion of the total system represented in each 
of the sections. Defining the weighted penalty for the kth section to 
be (A'N')k, 

and 

(where 11 l11 indicates power sum) 

k 

For the example at hand, the total thermal noise penalty, A'Nr, 
becomes 

A'Nr = ( 6 + 10 log iooooo) "+" ( o + 10 log 2700000) 

II II (2 7 10 l 200) II II (9 7 + 10 l -600) + · + og 2000 + · og 2000 

= 6.6 dB 

14.3 PENALTIES IN INTERMODULATION-LIMITED SYSTEMS 

The effect of system misalignment on modulation noise is derived 
as shown in Fig. 14-8 where the approach is entirely analogous to 
that used previously for calculating the thermal noise penalties. As 
before, the results will be derived for the receiver-equalized condi
tion from which the penalties for other equalizer placements can 
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FIG. 14-8. Effect of misalignment on modulation noise. 

be readily derived. There are some minor differences in the treat
ment of Fig. 14-8 from that of Fig. 14-1 (corresponding figure for 
thermal noise penalty calculation) which should be noted. The input 
signal is defined at three frequencies as follows : A cos o:t, B cos {3t, 
and C cos yt. The misalignment per repeater section is assumed 
uniform, but may be frequency dependent. Thus oa, 013, On and Op 
are the voltage gains of the repeater sections at the frequencies a, 
{3, y, and at the product frequency, respectively. Just as an identical 
noise figure was assumed for the repeaters in Fig. 14-1, identical 
Mz and Ma are assumed for the repeaters of Fig. 14-8. From Fig. 
14-8, where 

X ~ oao13oy 
= op 

the penalties on modulation noise can be determined and depend on 
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whether the product is the type that adds randomly or in phase. 
For modulation products adding randomly, the penalty is 

A'M = 10 log [ ~ (x2 ~ ~;+0) J (14-15) 

For modulation products adding in phase the penalty is 

[ 1 (X _ xn+1)] 
A' M = 20 log n 1 - x (14-16) 

Since the equation for power addition products is identical in 
form to the one derived for thermal noise, the approximate form 
of Eq. (14-13) and the plot of Fig. 14-2 are directly applicable. It 
is only necessary to remember that the independent variable is now 
MM = 20 log (8p/8a8 138,)n rather than Ms = net gain. 

For products adding in phase, a new approximation must be 
derived. In a manner analogous to that for thermal noise, it can 
be shown that 

A'M = 20 log [1-log-11--:MM/20) J + 18.8 (14-17) 

where 

MM 
8.68n << 1 

It is useful to observe that Fig. 14-2 can be used to evaluate 
Eq. (14-17) if M's is defined to equal MM/2, for then 

A'M = 20log[l-log-i~M'~M's/20)J+18.8 

= 20 log[l-log-11~M's/lO) ]- 6+18.8 

= 2 { 10 log [1-log-11~M's/lO) J + 6.4} 

Thus, for in-phase addition 

A'M = 2A'o (M's) (14-18) 

Equation (14-18) means that Eq. (14-17) can be evaluated by 
computing MM = 20 log (8p/8a8 138,)n, dividing the result by two, 
reading from Fig. 14-2 the penalty corresponding to this value, 
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and doubling it. The result is applicable to a post-equalized system. 
Before investigating the effect of different equalization strategies, 
it must be pointed out that, in the case of modulation misalignment 
penalties, the effect of having a misalignment with a frequency 
characteristic is considerably more complicated than was the case 
for thermal misalignment noise penalties. In the latter case, the 
penalty at a particular frequency was a function only of the mis
alignment at that frequency. In the case of modulation noise, mis
alignment penalties are a function of misalignment not only at the 
product frequency, but also of misalignment at each of the funda
mental frequencies. In this case, the only accurate way of getting 
the penalty for a channel is to compute each product (with its 
particular penalty) and then sum the products. This is analogous 
to the procedure required with signal shaping. 

Optimum Equalization Strategy 

In order to illustrate how equalization strategy interacts with mis
alignment penalty, a misalignment that is constant with frequency 
will be assumed for the remainder of this chapter. The results from 
such an approach can be used in the early stages of a practical system 
layout to obtain an estimate of the penalty at the critical top fre
quency. Actual final performance optimization across the band is 
done by trial and error-either on a computer or by measurements 
on the system itself. 

If it is assumed that the net gain of a string of repeater sections 
is constant with frequency and equal to Ms dB, then for a second 
order product 

MM2 = 20 log ( s~~/l) n 20 log Spn - 20 log San - 20 log s/ln 

=Ms - Ms - Ms = -Ms 

Similarly, for a third order product 

MM 3 =-2Ms 

Substituting this into previously derived equations yields 

A'M 2 = A'o(-Ms) 

A'M3 = 2A'o(-Ms) 

where A'o(Ms) is the penalty function plotted in Fig. 14-2. It is 
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assumed that the repeater level for the reference case was selected 
to minimize total noise as discussed in Chap. 13. In a second order 
limited system this optimum was shown to occur when the thermal 
and modulation noise were equal. Therefore, for the misaligned 
case with all equalization at the receiving end, the thermal noise 
is WN + A'o(Ms). By use of Eq. (14-14) and the fact that W2 = WN, 
the expression for modulation noise is WN +Ms + A'o(Ms). 

Instead of doing all the equalization at the receiving end, part of 
it could be done at the transmitting end. Assume that the fraction, 
r, of the total equalization required is applied at the transmitting 
end. Then, if Ms is the misalignment gain, all repeater levels will 
be lowered by rMs dB. By the reasoning from Chap. 13, 

Thermal noise= WN + A'o(Ms) + rMs 

Second order modulation noise= WN + A'o(Ms) +Ms - rMs 

As with the ideal case, the total noise will again be minimum 
when thermal and modulation noise are equal. This leads to a choice 
of r = 1/2. Under this condition, thermal noise, modulation noise, 
and total noise will each be higher by A'o(Ms) + Ms/2 dB. Using 
Eq. (14-14), this can be written 

A'N = A'M2 = A'o (I Ms I ) + ~ I Ms I 

and is plotted in Fig. 14-4. This plot can be used to evaluate thermal 
noise penalty with equal pre- and post-equalization. It can also be 
used for second order modulation noise penalty, for the same equali
zation condition and for misalignment which is fiat with frequency. 
In both cases, I Ms I is the total dB loss or gain due to the string of 
repeaters and cable sections. 

The optimum ideal levels for a third order limited case were 
shown to occur when W3 = (WN - 3) dB..--When post-equalized mis
alignment is present, this becomes 

Thermal noise= WN + A'o(Ms) 

Modulation noise= (WN - 3) + 2A'o(-Ms) 

= (WN - 3) + 2[Ms + A'o(Ms)] 

Introducing rMs dB of pre-equalization as before results in: 

Thermal noise= WN + A'o(Ms) + rMs 

Modulation noise= (WN - 3) + 2[Ms + A'o(Ms) - rMs] 
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To find the optimum r which minimizes total noise, it is necessary 
to write the total noise in milliwatts: 

Total noise= e0.23<WN+A'o+rMsl + _!_eo.23<WN+2Ms+2A'o-2rMsl 

2 

Differentiating with respect to r and putting the result equal to 
zero gives: 

0.23 Ms e°.23(WN+A'o+rMsl - 0.23 Ms e0.23(WN-2Ms+2A'o-2rMsl = 0 

which will be true if 

2Ms - 3rMs + A'o = 0 

2 1 A'o 
r=3+3 Ms 

For I Ms I :::;; 5 dB, Fig. 14-2 gives A'o/Ms """' -1/2 which gives 
r = 1/2 when substituted in the preceding equation. For total mis
alignment less than about 5 dB, equal pre- and post-equalization gives 
the minimum total noise for third order limited systems as it did 
for the second order limited case. In most practical cases, the mis
alignment will not be permitted to accumulate to much larger values 
than I Ms I = 5 dB without equalization, so this result applies quite 
accurately. If the asymptotic values shown in Fig. 14-2 are used, 
optimum r is shown to fall between 0.43 and 0.57 for I Ms I :::;; 20 dB. 
Thus, even when misalignments larger than 5 dB are present, equal 
pre- and post-equalization will not be far from optimum. This will 
therefore be the strategy used for any modulation-limited system. 
The thermal noise penalty corresponding to this will be A' o ( I Ms I ) 
+ 1/2 I Ms I as shown previously. The penalty on third order 
voltage addition modulation noise will be 2A'o( I Ms I> + I Ms I 
which is exactly twice the penalty for thermal noise. This is also 
plotted in Fig. 14-4. It is interesting to note that over the region 
for which [A'o(Ms)]/Ms = - 1/2, the thermal noise, second order 
modulation, and third order modulation penalties equal zero. Thus, 
for net gains or losses less than 5 dB, misalignment penalties can be 
held to insignificant values if equal pre- and post-equalization can 
be used. This is the case if the repeater levels set on the basis of 
load-carrying capacity in the ideal case would be more than 1/2 
I Ms I dB higher than the repeater levels based on minimizing total 
noise for the ideal case. 
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Calculation of Penalties 

An example of some practical interest is based on the system 
configuration shown in Fig. 14-9 (a). It is assumed that the section 
shown, which includes a transmitting equalizer, a receiving equalizer, 
and an equalizer midway between, is the basic building block of a 
long-haul system. That is, l as shown may be on the order of 100 
miles, and a circuit of a thousand miles or more is achieved by 
successively connecting similar sections of this length. A possible 
variation of signal level with respect to nominal is shown in Fig. 
14-9 (b) prior to equalizing the deviation (solid line) and after 
equalizing (dashed line). In the configuration shown, the trans
mitting equalizer is adjusted to compensate for one-half the deviation 
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FIG. 14-9. Effect of midspan equalization on misalignment penalties. 
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between the transmitter and the midspan station. Thus, it com
pensates for l/ 4 miles of repeatered line. Similarly, the receiving 
equalizer is adjusted to compensate for one-half the deviation be
tween the receiver and the midspan equalizer, again corresponding 
to l/ 4 miles of repeatered line. The midspan equalizer consequently 
serves as a post-equalizer for l/ 4 miles and a pre-equalizer for l/ 4 
miles, and is adjusted to compensate for the deviation accruing in 
the middle l/2 miles of the repeatered line section. 

Assuming that the system is thermal and third order limited, what 
are the noise penalties which result with the indicated equalizer 
placement? Let the total misalignment between transmitter and 
receiver be -8 dB. With the equalizer placement of Fig. 14-9(a), 
this corresponds to Ms = - 4 dB for the section (l/2 in length) be
tween equalizers. The equal pre- and post-equalized curve of Fig. 14-4 
gives A'N = 0.1 and A'M3 = 0.2, for Ms = 4. This illustrates 
the fact that pre- and post-equalization hold the penalties associated 
with misalignments of less than 5 dB to negligible values. If the 
midspan equalizer is omitted, the case of Fig. 14-9 ( c) results. For 
this case, Fig. 14-4 gives A'N(8) = 0.6 and A'M 3 (8) = 1.2. Since 
minimum total noise results when thermal noise is 1.8 dB below 
the total and third order modulation is 4.8 dB below the total, the 
penalty on total noise can be computed as follows: 

Penalty= [ (Wrs-1.8+0.6) "+" (Wrs-4.8+1.2)] - Wrs 

= 0.8 dB 

Finally, assume that pre-equalization is not possible, either because 
the system is not only third order limited but also overload limited 
or because of the physical layout of the equalization system. In 
this case, the situation is represented by Fig. 14-9 ( d). From the 
post-equalized curve of Fig. 14-4, A'N(8) = 4.6 dB. The post
equalized case for modulation noise is not plotted on Fig. 14-4, so 
it will be necessary to use Eq. (14-18) and Fig. 14-2, which leads to 

A'M 3 (-8) = 2A'o(8) = -6.8 dB 

Using the same method as above to obtain the penalty on total 
noise, gives 

Penalty= [ (Wrs-1.8+4.6) "+" (Wrs-4.8-6.8)] - Wrs 

=3dB. 

It can be seen that misalignment has upset the optimum 3-dB 
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difference between thermal and third order modulation noise. If 
levels are adjusted to restore this relationship, the result would be 
approximately equal pre- and post-equalization and the associated 
0.8-dB penalty computed previously would apply. Such level adjust
ment would be equivalent to pre-equalization, and thus the con
straints assumed at the beginning of this paragraph could not apply. 

This example shows the large reduction in penalties that are 
possible with double-ended equalization. It also shows that the 
misalignment penalty can be held below any specified value if the 
equalizers are spaced closely enough. The factors which form the 
basis for selecting an adequate and reasonable equalization plan to 
accomplish this are discussed in the next chapter. 



Chapter 15 

Equalization in Analog Cable Systems 

The effect of transmission deviations (misalignment) on the S/N 
performance of analog systems was considered in the preceding 
chapter. These deviations were assumed to be compensated by 
equalizers placed at various points in the system. In this chapter, 
various types of equalizers are examined along with the factors 
determining their spacing along the system length. 

In a general way, the design of an analog cable system involves 
the design of a collection of amplifiers and equalizers of various 
kinds which together with the cable form the basic transmission 
medium of the system. Since some of the sources of transmission 
deviations are time dependent while others are not, the specifica
tion of either fixed or adjustable equalizers at a particular point 
should depend largely on the kind of deviations they are intended 
to correct. A given system, in other words, will generally include 
both fixed and adjustable equalizers with each type of equalizer 
intended to compensate for deviations caused by different mechan
isms within the system. It was apparent in Chap. 14 that, while 
the desired end-to-end transmission response can be achieved equally 
well with just about any physical placement of a given set of equal
izers, the S/N penalties and the impact on repeater overload are very 
dependent upon the location of the equalizers. This chapter discusses 
the interaction of these factors as they affect the system design. 

15. l FIXED EQUALIZERS 

Analog cable systems generally use fixed equalizers to provide the 
necessary compensation for effects which can be predicted accurately 
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in advance and which are essentially unchanging with time. The three 
major effects of this type to be discussed are the nominal cable 
loss, repeater-spacing deviation from nominal, and the design devi
ation which characterizes the repeaters as they leave the manufac
turing shop. 

Basic Line Repeater 

In the sense that the function of the basic line repeater is the 
equalization of the associated cable section loss, the repeater itself 
performs what can be considered the first level of fixed equalization 
in the system.* The nominal gain required of the repeater is that 
determined by the analytical processes discussed in Chap. 13. For 
example, Fig. 15-1 shows what the required gain-frequency charac
teristic would be if the analysis resulted in a one-mile repeater spac
ing with 3/8-inch coaxial cable. It is interesting to observe that the 

0'--~--+~~~+-~-+-~~-+-~~-1-~~1--~--+~~~-1-~~ 

0.1 0.2 0.5 2 5 10 20 50 100 

Frequency (MHz) 

FIG. 15-1. Loss of one mile of 3/8-inch coaxial cable. 

* It is not necessarily an inherent system requirement that the basic line 
repeater be a fixed gain device, but this is most often the case. 
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function of the repeaters in a 4000-mile length of this cal:>le is the 
equalization of about 70,000 dB of cable loss if the top transmitted 
frequency is 20 MHz. For a top frequency of 60 MHz, the com
parable number is 121,000 dB. The results of the previous chapter 
imply that misalignments must not exceed the order of 10 dB if 
performance penalties are to be acceptable. For the above examples 
this means the average net deviation must be held to the order of 
0.01 per cent. It is apparent that the match between the line 
repeater gain and associated cable loss is of principal importance 
in the design of an analog cable system, and that the extent to which 
the match is imperfect significantly affects the requirement for 
additional equalization. 

The first level of fixed equalization, then, is performed by the 
basic line repeater, which is designed to equalize the loss correspond
ing to the nominal repeater spacing. The physical installation of a 
cable system will not always permit the placement of the sequence 
of repeater stations at precisely the nominal interval, giving rise 
to a second level of fixed equalization-line building out. 

Line Build-Out Networks 

In cable systems provision is usually made for shorter-than-nominal 
repeater spacings by the use of passive line build-out networks which 
closely simulate the cable loss in increments of 5 to 10 per cent of 
the nominal spacing. A family of ten line build-out networks might 
be available to simulate the loss of cable lengths between 5 and 50 
per cent of the nominal spacing, the connection of the appropriate 
network being made at the time the repeater is installed.* This 
permits the placement of repeaters as close as one-half the nominal 
spacing if this becomes a physical necessity due to geographical 
constraints. To achieve the desired overall system performance, it 
is necessary to limit the number of such short sections. In gen
eral, then, the basic building block of the analog cable system may 
be considered to be an amplifier (or amplifiers) and a line build-out 
network. 

A requirement for a third level of fixed equalization results from 
the unavoidable mismatch between the average repeater gain and 
the nominal cable loss. The effect of this mismatch cannot be per-

*The selection process described here is distinguished from "adjustment" to 
be discussed later. The line build-out networks are therefore classed as fixed 
equalizers. 
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mitted to accumulate excessively and is usually corrected by the 
periodic inclusion of the third level of fixed equalization, sometimes 
called design deviation equalization. 

Design Deviation Equalizers 

After the design of the basic line repeater is complete and its 
gain has been tailored to match as closely as practicable the cable 
loss corresponding to the nominal repeater spacing, it is possible 
to establish the average difference between the actual repeater 
gain and the objective. This difference is usually called the design 
deviation and might look in a particular design like the characteristic 
of Fig. 15-2 (a). The design deviation by the nature of its definition 
accumulates systematically from repeater section to repeater section, 
and consequently the gross design deviation for a string of k re
peater sections is the characteristic of Fig. 15-2 (a) multiplied by k. 

If the design deviation of Fig. 15-2 (a) is to be equalized by the 
placement of a fixed equalizer at every tenth repeater along the line, 
then the accumulated design deviation will be that shown in Fig. 
15-2 (b) and the required equalizer response will be that shown in Fig. 
15-2 ( c). To the extent that the characteristic of Fig. 15-2 ( c) pre
cisely complements the characteristic of Fig. 15-2 (b), there will be 
no residual design deviation for the ten-repeater section. Practical 
designs will be able to achieve this only approximately. The residual 
design deviation for the section will be greatly reduced from that 
of Fig. 15-2 (b) ; however it will combine with the corresponding 
residuals in tandem sections to produce an overall residual which 
requires further attention. Since this particular residual tends to 
be systematic and time invariant, it can usually be compensated by 
the inclusion of another but different fixed equalizer. In the example 
being discussed, these might be placed at intervals of perhaps fifty to 
one hundred repeaters. If this were done, it would constitute in 
effect a fourth level of fixed equalization. 

15.2 ADJUSTABLE EQUALIZERS 

Those phenomena which cannot be specified accurately in advance 
of a system installation or which tend to change with time can only 
be corrected with equalizers having adjustable characteristics. One 
of the factors to be considered in selecting the type of equalizer 
required is the rate at which the adjustments must be made. Equal-
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(a) Typical design deviation for a single repeater 
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(b) Cumulative design deviation for ten repeaters 
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( c) Fixed equalizer response required to correct for the design deviation in a 
ten-repeater section 

FIG. 15-2. Correction of design deviation. 

izers reqmrmg adjustments only at the time of installation, for 
example, can usually be manually operated. Manual operation may 
also be satisfactory for equalizers which require only occasional 
adjustment. However, equalizers intended to compensate for relatively 
rapid variations in the transmission response will probably involve 
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automatic regulators.* In some cases it will be possible to associate 
particular equalizer characteristics with specific and well-defined 
causes of transmission deviations. In other cases equalizers capable 
of correcting a more general class of transmission deviations will 
be required. 

Of the deviations which require adjustable equalizers, the ones to 
be discussed result from the cable-temperature effect, time-and/or 
temperature-dependent repeater effects, and time-invariant repeater 
effects the shapes of which are not predictable. 

Cable-Temperature Effect 

It will be recalled that the main objective of the basic line repeater 
in an analog cable system is the compensation of the nominal cable 
loss corresponding to the nominal repeater spacing. The nominal 
loss is usually defined to be the cable loss occurring at mean cable 
temperature. The one-mile loss of the 3/8-inch coaxial cable plotted 
in Fig. 15-1 applies only at 55°F, the approximate mean earth 
temperature within the United States. The loss of this particular 
cable varies with temperature at a rate of approximately 0.11 per 
cent per Fahrenheit degree. The variation from the nominal (55°F) 
loss is shown for one mile of coaxial cable in Fig. 15-3 for a ±20°F 
change in temperature. (This is about the maximum earth tempera
ture variation from the local mean temperature at a depth of 4 feet
the depth at which long-haul cables are currently buried. The local 
mean temperature itself will vary with location over a range of about 
±20°F.) It can be seen that the cable-temperature effect amounts to 
about ±0.38 dB/mile at 20 MHz and about ±0.67 dB/mile at 
60 MHz. For 4000 miles the corresponding quantities are 1520 dB 
and 2680 dB, respectively. 

The effect of the changing cable loss will generally be by far the 
largest factor affecting system performance and equalization needs. 
It is also an effect whose shape can be accurately specified in ad
vance of the system installation. It is conventional, therefore, to 
assign a specific adjustable equalizer to the task of correcting this 
effect. Because of the magnitude of the effect, these equalizers will 
always be the most numerous of the adjustable equalizers in any 
system and will occur most frequently along the line. For the same 

*In the jargon of analog cable systems, the automatic correction of trans
mission variations is often called regulation. This distinction between regulation 
and equalization is not made in this text. However, regulator will be used to 
mean exclusively an equalizing device which responds automatically to some 
stimulus. Regulator features are discussed later in this chapter. 
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Fm. 15-3. Change in loss of one mile of 3/8-inch coaxial cable for ±20°F 
change in temperature. 

reason they most often will be continuously adjustable equalizers and 
will be realized with regulator circuits of one kind or another. As 
a result, the repeaters incorporating these circuits have often been 
called regulating repeaters or temperature-regulating repeaters. 

While analysis of the type covered in Chap. 13 will establish the 
nominal spacing of the basic line repeaters, the considerations of 
Chap. 14 become important in establishing the spacing of the 
regulating repeaters. As discussed in the latter chapter, the chief 
factors influencing this decision are the repeater load capacity and 
the system S/N performance. The choice of spacing also depends 
on whether double-ended or single-ended equalization is to be used. 

The regulators which are likely to be used to correct for the 
cable-temperature effect can be either open or closed loop. The 
closed-loop or feedback regulator will usually be designed to respond 
to a pilot or test signal continuously present on the coaxial line. An 
open-loop regulator is designed so that it responds to some other 
stimulus-such as the nearby earth temperature, for example. The 
use of one or the other of these types of regulators is closely related 
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to the question of single-ended versus double-ended equalization, as 
well as to the accuracy with which signal magnitudes must be main
tained as the signal traverses the coaxial line. The decision for a 
particular problem involves achieving the most appropriate balance 
among the following points : 

1. The open-loop regulator tends to be relatively simple to realize, 
while the closed-loop regulator is usually more complex. 

2. The open-loop regulator is usually less accurate than the closed
loop regulator. 

3. The errors associated with the open-loop regulator, larger to 
start with, tend to accumulate in proportion to the number of 
tandem regulators. The errors associated with the closed-loop 
regulator, smaller to start with, do not tend to accumulate [1]. 

4. An open-loop regulator lends itself fairly readily to use as a 
pre-equalizer. The use of a closed-loop regulator pre-equaliza
tion plan presupposes the transmission of an error signal from 
down the line back to the equalizer, requiring a reverse channel 
for the continuous feedback of information over what might 
be many miles of system. 

A combination of open- and closed-loop regulators will often pro
vide the best overall compromise from the viewpoint of system per
formance, reliability, and maintainability. The S/N and overload 
advantages which result from pre- and post-equalization will, in 
modulation-limited systems, often justify the difficulty and increased 
complexity involved. In overload-limited systems, on the other hand, 
single-ended equalization, in which positive misalignment is wholly 
pre-equalized while negative misalignment is wholly post-equalized, 
may be unavoidable. 

Consider the cable-temperature effect of Fig. 15-3 and assume that 
the line repeaters can tolerate a maximum signal level increase of 
4 dB in the top channel on the basis of overload considerations. The 
regulating repeater spacing required to satisfy this requirement will 
presently be established for a 20-MHz top channel frequency, first 
using only post-equalizers and then using both pre- and post
equalizers. 

From Fig. 15-3, the top channel cable loss change for a -20°F 
change in temperature is -0.38 dB/mile. The resultant signal level 
deviation at 20 MHz is shown in Fig. 15-4 as a function of distance 
along the repeatered line. It can be seen that the signals will be 
4 dB in excess of the nominal after passing through 10.5 miles of 
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repeatered line. Consequently, the last repeater station prior to the 
10.5-mile point would have to be made a regulating repeater if only 
post-equalization were to be used. If both pre- and post-equalization 
were to be employed, the signal levels would not exceed the nominal 
by 4 dB until 2 X 10.5 or 21.0 miles of repeatered line had been 
traversed. 

In a relatively short length of system, the cable-temperature effects 
will tend to be similar, and the signal levels over that interval will 
look much like those of Fig. 15-5 for the 20-MHz case just con
sidered. Figure 15-5 (a) assumes post-equalization only, while both 
pre- and post-equalization apply in Fig. 15-5 (b). It was shown in 
Chap. 14 that the equalizing plan of Fig. 15-5 (b) results in lower S/N 
penalties than that of Fig. 15-5 (a) and in addition requires fewer 
regulating repeaters. Specifically, the penalty incurred in the plan 
of Fig. 15-5 (b) is less than 1 dB, whereas the plan of Fig. 15-5 (a) 
results in a thermal noise penalty of -2 dB but a third order 
modulation penalty of 4.5 dB. This is one example of lower S/N 
penalties and increased equalizer spacing which may justify the 
increased complexity resulting from pre- and post-equalization. 
The need for a continuing interaction between the system analysis 
and the design of the system constituents is once again illustrated 
by this example. 

The intervals at which the regulating repeaters are required will 
often also be appropriate for the third level of fixed equalization 
with the so-called deviation equalizers. Consequently, these are often 
located there with the result that the intervening basic line repeaters, 
with line building-out as required, remain the simplest possible build-
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FIG. 15-5. Signal level deviation in 80-mile section for -20°F change in cable 
temperature. 

ing blocks. For system reliability and ease of operation and mainte
nance, it is desirable to limit increased complexity to as few locations 
as possible. 

Time-Dependent Repeater Effects 

The largest of the repeater-caused changes in system transmission 
response with time usually results from the effect of operating tem
perature on the transmission response of the repeaters. If the re
peaters are either buried or mounted in underground manhole-like 
structures (i.e., not air-conditioned), the operating temperatures 
will tend to track the seasonal variations in temperature. A typical 
variation in operating temperature for repeaters installed about four 
feet below the earth's surface is shown in Fig. 15-6. The shapes of 
the deviations due to the repeater-temperature effect are likely to 
be different from "the time-invariant deviations discussed next, and 
it may or may not be attractive to compensate for them with the 
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FIG. 15-6. Approximate earth temperature variation with time at 4-foot depth. 

same set of adjustable equalizers. Experience in the L4 system, for 
example, indicates that these effects may be relatively simple func
tions of frequency and may consequently require a relatively simple 
adjustable equalizer for their correction, as compared with the 
relatively complex equalizers required by some of the time-invariant 
deviations. 

Smaller and slower changes affecting system transmission response 
are those resulting from the aging of the elements making up the 
system. These can result from changes of any element in the system, 
but such changes in the line repeater are likely to be controlling. 
They will usually be small in a system composed of repeaters de
signed to minimize such effects. 

Generally, the smallest time-dependent source of change in system 
transmission response is that assigned to maintenance. Over any 
significant period of time, there will be inescapable repeater failures 
and subsequent replacement. Since the replacement repeater will 
not generally have exactly the same response as the failed repeater 
which it replaces, this introduces a deviation of unpredictable shape. 
This class of deviations as well as the aging effects will usually 
be handled by manual readjustment of the general equalizers dis
cussed later. 
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Time-Invariant Repeater Effects 

The previous paragraphs have discussed the correction of devi
ations whose shape with respect to frequency is well defined and 
whose magnitude varies with time. Another purpose for adjustable 
equalizers is the correction of time invariant deviations whose shape 
is not known prior to installation. For this purpose, powerful fami
lies of equalizer shapes are required which are capable of applying 
a relatively good correction to any deviation shape which might be 
encountered. 

The major source of deviations falling into this category is the 
statistical variation incurred during manufacture. This includes 
the impact of unavoidable variations in the components making up 
the line repeaters. While the deviation equalizers are used to cor
rect for the average design deviation, the variations from the average, 
which will characterize any particular group of repeaters, must be 
corrected by adjustable equalizers. Since by definition this deviation 
is unchanging with time, it can be corrected by an adjustable 
equalizer which is set upon system installation and not thereafter 
adjusted. The nature of this deviation is such that it is likely to be 
a complex function of frequency and may require a correspondingly 
sophisticated adjustable equalizer for its correction. Various types 
of equalizers can be used to correct the deviations discussed in 
these sections. Some of the types commonly used and their main 
advantages and disadvantages are discussed in the following. 

Bumps. One way of correcting a transmission deviation is by 
means of a series of equalizers of the form shown in Fig. 15-7. 

f, 

frequency -

FIG. 15-7. Bump equalizer shapes. 
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These equalizers consist of a number of separate units each of which 
can be varied to give adjustment over a small range of frequencies. 
Thus unit 1 can be varied between the limits shown by the first solid 
and dotted pair of lines; unit 2 supplies the next overlapping bump, 
etc. Such equalizers are characterized by ease of design and manu
facture. They are sometimes difficult to adjust accurately, however, 
because the slopes of the bumps must overlap to give continuous 
coverage of the frequency range. As a result there is a tendency 
for appreciable interactions between bumps; that is, the adjustment 
of one equalizer can spoil the characteristic in the region overlapped 
by an adjoining bump. Because of this the adjustment of this type of 
equalizer may be more difficult utilizing sweep measurements. If 
adjustments are based only on measurements at discrete frequencies 
(one for each degree of freedom, for example, ft, f 2, and f s in Fig. 
15-7), the interaction will not cause much difficulty in optimizing the 
result. 

If the discrete frequencies can be placed in guard spaces between 
message channels, it may be possible to carry out the adjustment 
with the line in-service. The sweep technique often results in a better 
across-the-band equalization but can be carried out only out-of-service 
since the sweep would interfere with any message signals being 
carried at the time. 

Power Series. This family of equalizer characteristics is made up 
of related terms which form a power series in dB versus frequency. 
Mathematically, the equalizers may be represented by 

(15-1) 

Each term on the right side of Eq. (15-1) represents an equalizer 
characteristic. The first term, for example, is linear in dB versus 
frequency and has a coefficient B1 which is adjustable between pre
determined plus and minus limits. This family of equalizers may be 
expected to be a powerful tool in the adjustment of sharp band edge 
characteristics at the top of the band. Negative powers of frequency 
(Laurent's series) would be needed at the low-frequency edge of the 
band. Although they have often been considered, such equalizers 
have not been worked out. One possible method would be to combine 
the terms in an orthogonal series such as Legendre's, which allows 
optimization of each term independently (in the least squares sense). 

Cosines. The use of cosine equalizers was suggested by the observa
tion that manual equalizers are called upon to correct a wide range 
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of complex deviation characteristics. Each of these characteristics 
is, in theory, expressible as a mathematical function in dB versus 
frequency, which can be analyzed in terms of its Fourier compo
nents. If equalizers can be designed to correspond to each of these 
components and if each can be adjusted so that its magnitude is the 
same as that of the corresponding Fourier component in the deviation 
characteristic, then, in theory, any deviation characteristic can be 
corrected. Figure 15-8 shows, for example, the first three terms of 
a Fourier series applicable to equalizing a transmitted band extend-
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ing from 0 to 8.5 MHz. The accuracy of the correction will depend 
on the precision with which each term can be set and on the number 
of terms for which equalizers are provided. Difficulty may be en
countered at band edges, however, due to Gibbs' phenomenon. 

Cosine equalizers were invented many years ago but were not 
immediately used in a system because a suitable method of adjust
ment could not be found. A solution to this problem is found in the 
application of sweep techniques. By these means, a dB-frequency 
characteristic is converted to a voltage-time characteristic. To ad
just the equalizer, it is only necessary to minimize the electrical 
power represented by this characteristic. The simple criterion, mini
mum power, theoretically permits adjustment of the terms in any 
order, since correct compensation of any cosine term in the original 
wave results in a reduction of total power at the detector output. (This 
is true of any orthogonal series.) In practice, of course, masking effects 
dictate that large deviations be corrected first. If it is found during 
early installations of a new system that a given complement of equal
izers does not achieve acceptable accuracy, equalizers corresponding 
to more terms in the Fourier series may be added. The use of sweep 
techniques makes it necessary to take the line out of service to adjust 
the equalizers. 

Time Domain. In Chap. 29 the equivalence of echoes and trans
mission deviations is discussed; i.e., deviations can be considered as 
causing echoes or vice versa. If echoes are added which cancel 
those existing in a system, transmission deviations will also be cor
rected. A single echo, for example, corresponds to a minimum phase 
cosine loss ripple; the cosine equalizers discussed above are there
fore a special case of the general class of time-domain equalizers. 
By providing taps on delay lines and means for adjusting magni
tudes of the signals picked off, and by adding them to the original 
signal, any desired pattern of leading and lagging echoes around a 
signal can be provided. Used in conjunction with sweep adjustment 
techniques, such time domain equalizers provide adjustment of gain 
and delay distortion. They are an essential tool in the equalization 
of long broadband systems for television transmission. 

15.3 EQUALIZATION DESIGN 

Equalization design involves the determination of an equalizing 
plan and the specification of a family of equalizer networks to pro-
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vide the required overall system transmission response. The selection 
of an equalizing plan involves the allocation and physical placement 
of the several kinds of equalizers chosen and is based on such con
siderations as S/N penalties, repeater overload, and equalizer ad
justable range requirements. The choices of an equalizing plan and 
a family of equalizer networks are not entirely separate questions. 
The major considerations affecting the decisions in these areas include 
the following : 

1. Simplicity of realization. 

2. Ease of manufacture. 

3. Ease of adjustment in system. 

4. Association of equalizer shapes with specific causes of deviations 
where possible. 

5. Maximum flexibility for a given level of complexity in those 
equalizers used for equalizing deviations whose shape is not 
known a priori. 

6. Minimum residual errors in system transmission response for 
a given complexity of equalizer plan. 

7. Whether the adjustable equalizers must be set while the system 
is carrying message service, or whether this can be done out
of-service. 

8. Whether the adjustable equalizers associated with time-varying 
phenomena require continuous adjustment (as with a pilot
controlled regulator) or whether a periodic manual adjustment 
is sufficient. 

In different system designs different problems and constraints 
will predominate, depending on certain basic goals which the final 
system is intended to realize. Consequently, it is impossible to 
specify a universally optimum equalizing plan or class of equalizers. 
A survey of existing analog cable systems would show a considerable 
variety of techniques and networks. Some of the equalizer types 
usually considered for application have been discussed in previous 
paragraphs. 

Equalizer Selection 

Once some idea of the transmission deviations which are to be 
equalized is available, the ability of the various kinds of equalizers 
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to achieve the necessary performance can be readily determined. 
Complex deviations and large numbers of adjustable equalizer shapes 
will usually require the development of appropriate computer pro
grams for convenient analysis. Once this is done, the questions of 
optimization and inherent capability of a particular family of equal
izers can be resolved in a fairly straightforward fashion. 

It is apparent that the demands on each of the types of equalizers 
making up an analog cable system depend largely on the success 
with which the lower-order equalizers are realized. The deviation 
equalizer depends on the basic line repeater response. The require
ments on the equalizers which correct for the response deviations 
present in the system initially depend on both of these and the 
way they interact with the cable. The specification of the equalizers 
for time-dependent effects should be based on the known repeater 
and cable dynamic behavior. The equalization plan as a whole de
pends on all of these. However, an equalization plan which is to be 
available on a timely basis often must be specified at least initially 
without complete information on one or more of these important 
ingredients, due primarily to the timing of the various phases of 
system design, manufacture, and evaluation. 

The Equalizing Plan 

It has been pointed out that the selection of the equalizing plan is 
not an entirely separate question from the selection of the equalizers 
themselves. An important point of interaction, for example, is the 
adjustable range which reasonably can be achieved with a particular 
type of equalizer. The selection of the equalizing plan for purposes 
of this discussion assumes that the basic layout of the system has 
been established as described in Chap. 13. Consequently, the nominal 
line repeater spacing is known and certain allowances or margins 
have been incorporated into the design. Selecting the equalizing plan 
will involve the specification of the intervals at which the different 
kinds of equalizers must be inserted. This selection must be consistent 
with the allowances made in the basic analysis for misalignment and 
the like, and also allow for certain circuit design details. The prin
ciples involved in selecting the equalizer layout of an analog cable 
system will be treated by example. 

Assume that the basic analysis of a coaxial system had led to the 
following conclusions: 

1. Nominal repeater spacing: 1 mile. 
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2. The added complexity of pre- and post-equalization of all sig
nificant deviations can be justified on the basis of experience 
with previous similar systems. 

3. Repeater load capacity will permit satisfactory signal trans
mission up to 5 dB above nominal transmission level. 

4. Remote powering and reliability factors require automatic 
protection of the coaxial line at 75-mile intervals. This means 
that parallel 75-mile sections of a multi-line cable must be 
sufficiently alike to be interchangeable. The 75-mile section is 
therefore a logical choice as the basic building block of the 
system. 

Since pre- and post-equalization are specified, the chief remaining 
concerns which interact with the equalizing plan are the prevention 
of system (repeater) overload during the misaligned condition, and 
the requirements on adjustable equalizer range. The basic objective 
will be to space the equalizers as far apart as possible consistent 
with the overload limitations. It is assumed that the S/N penalty 
corresponding to levels which deviate ±5 dB from nominal is con
sistent with the margins allowed in the system analysis leading to 
this layout. 

Assume that the following characteristics of the cable, amplifiers, 
and networks have either been measured or are reasonable estimates: 

1. Maximum design deviation: ±0.10 dB/repeater. 
2. Maximum repeater gain change over operating temperature 

range: ±0.10 dB/repeater. 
3. Top frequency cable loss change over operating temperature 

range: ±0.5 dB/mile. 
First consider the placement of the regulating repeaters assigned 

the task of compensating for the variation in cable loss with tem
perature. These repeaters will be able to insert corrections of the 
kind shown in Fig. 15-3. Making an initial allowance of 3 dB of the 
maximum 5-dB level deviation for the cable-temperature effect, 
assume ( 1) that the transmitting station of the 75-mile section will 
have only a pre-equalizer of range ±3 dB, (2) that the receiving 
station will have only a post-equalizer of range ±3 dB, and (3) that 
the intervening regulating repeater stations will have both a pre
equalizer and a post-equalizer, each having an adjustable range of 
±3 dB. (If possible, the two equalizers might be combined in a 
single equalizer network having ±6-dB range.) 

The section of line between the transmitter and the first regulating 
repeater, or between regulating repeaters, or between the last 
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Transmitter -B 
lmi ~ 

75 mi 

FIG. 15-9. System layout for determination of regulating repeater spacing. 

regulating repeater and the receiver (Fig. 15-9) will consequently 
be compensated by one pre- and one post-equalizer having a com
bined range of ±6 dB. Since the cable-temperature effect has been 
stated to be ±0.5 dB/mile, a 12-mile regulating repeater spacing may 
appear to be in order. Several factors tend to make it undesirable 
to specify this absolute maximum spacing as the actual system 
spacing for regulating repeaters. For example: 

1. It will be difficult or impossible to establish an exact "center
ing" of the regulator operation, in the case of closed-loop 
regulators, due to deviations in the line repeaters at the pilot 
frequency; or, in the case of an open-loop regulator, due to 
the inherent inaccuracies. In the case of a mixed closed-open
loop plan, part of the closed-loop regulator range must be 
assigned to eliminating the open-loop regulator errors. 

2. The basic line repeater gain is, in all likelihood, temperature
dependent at the pilot frequency of any closed-loop regulators 
which are used. Unless the regulating repeater can distinguish 
between changes in pilot level due to cable loss change and 
changes due to line repeater gain changes, some adjustable 
range will be used up here as well. 

The combined result may be to make the effective change in response, 
for the purpose at hand, more nearly 0.6 to 0.7 dB/mile than the 
0.5 dB/mile due to the cable-temperature effect alone. Conse
quently, a spacing of regulating repeaters at 8- to 10-mile intervals 
might be more reasonable. For this example, set the regulating 
repeater spacing at 9 miles. Figure 15-10 (a) shows the signal level 
deviations resulting from the cable-temperature effect as equalized 
by the indicated plan at 9-repeater intervals. 
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FIG. 15-10. Signal level deviations resulting from major misalignment sources 
in 75-mile section. 
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The regulating repeater station is a convenient place to locate the 
deviation equalizers required to correct for the line repeater design 
deviation. The interval is about right since the accumulated deviation 
could, in a worst case, approach 1 dB for 9 repeaters, and their 
placement there also avoids any complication of the basic line repeater 
stations. Since the design deviation from repeater-to-repeater within 
the regulating section accumulates systematically at up to 0.1 dB 
per repeater, the potential misalignment from this source is 0.9 dB. 
If this deviation is also pre- and post-equalized, the corresponding 
signal level deviation will be ±0.45 dB. Figure 15-10 (b) shows a 
possible signal level deviation associated with the repeater des!gn 
error, given equal parts of pre- and post-equalization at the 9-repeater 
interval. 

The third source of misalignment to be considered in the present 
discussion is the temperature-dependence of the line repeater gain. 
The effects of a particular temperature change on the gain of the 
many repeaters will tend to be alike; further, the temperature changes 
experienced over a 75-mile section will tend to be the same. An 
assumption of uniformly accumulating misalignment due to the 
effect of temperature on line repeater gain is usually a good one. 
Figure 15-10 ( c) shows the unequalized signal level deviations which 
result from 0.1 dB-per-repeater temperature effect over a 75-mile 
section. The equalizers required in this case may be one of the 
families of adjustable shapes discussed previously. Figure 15-10 (d) 
shows the signal level deviations corresponding to Fig. 15-10 ( c), 
given equal parts of pre- and post-equalization. Two points of inter
est can be noted : 

1. The addition of the deviations from all sources [Figs. 
15-lO(a), 15-lO(b), 15-lO(d)] results in exceeding the load 
capacity of the repeaters.* 

2. The adjustment range required for the correction of the re
peater-temperature effect is nearly 4 dB. 

*It might be argued that the assumption that all effects will add systematically 
is overly pessimistic, but a closer examination will show this not to be so. Both 
cable and repeaters will be subjected to the same temperature variation at any 
particular time. Therefore if cable loss increases and repeater gain decreases 
for a temperature change in a particular direction, then the deviation must 
indeed be added. There is no similar argument for a correlation between tem
perature effects and design error. However, by nature, design deviations tend 
to be ripply with numerous zero crossings. Thus, if the two tend to cancel 
in one portion of the band, there will be a nearby region of the spectrum where 
the two effects will add; as a consequence, adding the effects is not unduly 
conservative. 
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Item 1 alone is sufficient to require one or more line equalizers 
(i.e., equalizers between the end stations). In addition, the difficulty 
in achieving a carefully controlled adjustable equalizer characteristic 
increases rapidly with the dynamic range required. Although a 
dynamic range of ±4 dB with the required linear tracking can 
probably be achieved in most cases, ranges of this order become 
increasingly elusive as the top frequencies of new systems increase. 
In any event, there are other factors not explicitly considered in the 
example which might warrant a line equalizer anyway. These include 
such items as the manufacturing variations in the product, deviation 
equalizer imperfections, and repeater aging. In the case at hand, 
a single line equalizer would result in a system layout for the 75-
mile building block like that of Fig. 15-11 (a). Although the layout 
of Fig. 15-11 is satisfactory from the repeater load capacity view-

Transmitter 
EQL 

Receiver 
EQL 

(a) Equalizer layout including a single line equalizer midway between the 
transmitting and receiving stations 

t 
"' .,, 

5 

-5 

3.75 dB 

_J_ 

Distance -----... 

(b) Signal level deviation due to repeater gain-temperature effect for equalizer 
layout of Fig. 15-ll(a) 

FIG. 15-11. Addition of midspan equalizer. 

point, it is apparent in Fig. 15-11 (b) that the range required of 
the midspan equalizer is still nearly 4 dB. In view of the above 
factors, a second line equalizer might be required, producing a 
layout like that of Fig. 15-12 (a). Alternatively, two sets of equalizer 
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(a) Equalizer layout including two line equalizers between the transmitting 
and receiving stations 
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-5 

(b) Signal level deviation due to repeater gain-temperature effect for equalizer 
layout of 15-12(a) 

FIG. 15-12. Addition of two line equalizers. 

networks might be included in the midspan station of Fig. 15-11, 
with one set assigned the task of post-equalization only and the other 
pre-equalization. If the layout of Fig. 15-12 (a) were implemented, 
the signal level deviations associated with the repeater-temperature 
effect would be those shown in Fig. 15-12 (b) after equalization. 
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Chapter 16 

Considerations in Repeater Design 
for Analog Cable Systems 

The preceding four chapters have developed an approach to the 
design and analysis of analog cable systems. In the relationships 
that have been derived, repeater performance plays an important 
part. The interaction of practicaI constraints (e.g., permissible cost, 
power, reliability) with the state of the device and circuit art will 
determine the performance that it is possible to achieve for a par
ticular application at a particular time. It is not appropriate here 
to examine in any great depth the large body of theory and experi
ence which has been built up in the field of amplifier design. Some 
general discussion of the mechanisms that determine performance 
and the interactions among them is provided in this chapter as back
ground for the interdependence between repeater and system design. 

16. l BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Repeater performance has been characterized by the parameters 
of gain, noise figure, overload point, and nonlinear distortion co
efficients. The way these parameters are determined by active devices, 
bias, and circuit configuration and the effect of feedback in con
trolling gain deviations and nonlinearity are treated in the following 
paragraphs. 

Repeater Gain 

The basic requirement on the repeater gain is that it match as 
closely as possible the nominal loss of the associated cable section. The 

396 
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better the initial match, the better will be the ultimate transmission 
response of the system, or the simpler will be the required equaliza
tion plan, or both. The closeness of the match will often be deter
mined in the last analysis by the degree of complexity which is 
judged tolerable from the viewpoints of manufacture, cost, and re
liability. In some cases, size considerations are also important. 

The circuit configuration used depends largely on the magnitudes 
of the gain and bandwidth required and on the kind of active devices 
available for the application. The repeater may consist of a single 
amplifier or two in tandem. In any 
event, major loop feedback will al
most always be used in order to 
achieve the necessary amplifier linear- e, 

ity and reduce the effects of tran
sistor aging, parameter variation 
(from unit to unit), and temperature. 

Equation ( 16-1), associated with 
Fig. 16-1, shows how a large amount FIG. 16-J.. Simplified feedback am-

of feedback ( I µ{3 I > > 1) results in plifier. 

an insertion gain that is approximately independent of the µ circuit: 

I µf3 I >> 1 (16-1) 

As a result, variations in the active device parameters in particular 
have a greatly reduced impact on repeater gain. However, it is also 
evident from Eq. (16-1) that the reduced sensitivity to µ circuit 
variations does not apply to the elements making up the f3 circuit. 
Neither does it apply to any components which may be connected at 
the input or output of the amplifier which are, so to speak, outside the 
feedback loop (e.g., input and output transformers). Consequently, 
these parts of a repeater circuit must be treated with special care 
if they are not to degrade the amplifier performance excessively. 
Techniques used to minimize the temperature and aging effects
such as the use of low temperature coefficient components, the use of 
components having complementary temperature coefficients, or the 
use of temperature compensating elements-may be required; how
ever, the components used in input, output, and f3 networks usually 
have a variability one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the 
active devices. Consequently, feedback usually results in an improve
ment by making the more stable passive components the controlling 
ones. 
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Repeater Noise Figure 

Noise figure is discussed in detail in Chap. 8. To review briefly, 
the total noise figure of cascaded gain stages in a repeater is usually 
determined by the noise figure of the first (or lowest level) stage. 
The effects on noise figure of various means of coupling between 
the repeater input and the first stage are also discussed in Chap. 8. 
Generally, such coupling networks degrade the repeater noise figure 
by about one to four dB from that of the active devices in the amplifier 
string. The least degradation is usually experienced if hybrid trans
former coupling is used. 

It can be shown that the addition of major loop feedback has no 
direct effect on the noise figure of an amplifier. Noise sources near 
the input to such an amplifier then contribute to the noise figure 
independent of the amount or type of feedback. Thus, a repeater 
noise figure can be estimated from knowledge of the noise performance 
of the input transistor and the coupling network configuration. 

As shown in Chap. 8, the transistor noise figure will be mini
mized for a particular operating condition by the selection of an 
optimum generator impedance. Defining the optimum generator 
impedance with respect to noise figure to be RgcoPTJ [1]. 

(16-2) 

The penalty on noise figure performance due to moderate deviations 
from the optimum generator impedance value is fairly small in most 
cases. That is, the specifications of Rg within the range, 

1 2 Rg(OPT) ::::;; Rg < 2Rg(OPT) 

can be expected to produce a degradation of only a few tenths of a 
decibel in noise figure. It is important to note, however, that the 
generator impedance at which the available gain of a common emitter 
stage is maximized will, in most cases, be very nearly the same 
generator impedance which will minimize the noise figure of the 
stage. This is a major reason that the choice of the common emitter 
connection for the input stage of a feedback amplifier is frequently 
the best choice. The relatively high gain available from the common 
emitter stage is then available for the overall loop gain as well as 
for the reduction of noise figure contributions from subsequent stages 
in the amplifier. 
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Examination of Eq. (8-45) shows that a small base resistance 
and large a are desirable in devices for low noise applications. It 
also appears that the noise figure for a given R 9 can be minimized 
with respect to emitter current since re is proportional to le - 1• 

However, the incremental current gain of the transistor is also 
dependent on the magnitude of the emitter bias current, and this 
effect will usually cause the current at which minimum noise figure 
is achieved to be somewhat larger than that which could be explicitly 
predicted on the basis of optimizing R9 alone. 

Figure 16-2 shows a typical vari
ation in common emitter current 
gain as a function of emitter bias 
current. To achieve relative in
sensitivity of stage gain to the 
variations in le which result from 
differences in bias resistors or 
changes in power supply, it will 

t 
~11 

usually be desirable to bias the first 1, -

stage of a feedback amplifier in 
the "flat" region of Fig. 16-2. This 
will often be as important a factor FIG. 16-2. Variation of transistor gain 

with emitter current. in the selection of first stage bias 
as is the consideration of minimizing noise figure. 

Another factor indirectly affecting the common emitter noise figure 
behavior is the use of local feedback on the stage. This will fre
quently be desirable or necessary in order to achieve the desired 
loop gain characteristic of the feedback amplifier. It can be shown 
that the effective noise figure of a common emitter stage that includes 
a resistance, RE, in series with the emitter lead is given by 

Wherever RE appears in Eq. (16-3), it does so in summation with 
rb', and thus its effect is entirely analogous. The effect of RE on 
noise figure must be considered as it assumes values which are 
significant compared to rb'· It can be seen by inspecting Eq. (16-2) 
and by substituting (rb' + RE) for rb' wherever it appears that 
R9coPT) will also be influenced as RE approaches rb'. Figure 16-3 
shows the effect of RE on minimum noise figure for a particular 
set of transistor parameters. 
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FIG. 16-3. Typical effect of emitter resistance on minimum noise figure. 

Although no one solution fits all cases, the following points, in 
summary, will often characterize the best approach to feedback 
repeater design in wideband systems so far as it is determined by 
noise figure considerations : 

1. The input stage will be common emitter. 
2. There will be a minimum of local feedback on the input stage. 
3. Signal coupling at the input will be via an unequal ratio hybrid 

transformer. 

Repeater Overload 

The load capacity of a repeater is described as the signal power 
which it can supply at its output without material effect on the linear 
properties of the repeater, i.e., without overload. The specific event 
which is used to define overload may vary in different applications. 
In all cases, overload involves excessive nonlinear behavior, and it 
is only the degree of excess which distinguishes the various defini-
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tions. These include change in the modulation indices, M2 and M3, by 
a prescribed amount; change in repeater gain, either an increase or 
decrease; and damage to the repeater. 

In wideband systems in which the gains of the active devices are 
not constant within the transmission band, overload (like the M2 and 
Ma indices) will tend to be frequency dependent. That is, the overload 
event will occur at different output power levels according to the sig
nal frequency involved. Taking the case for which overload is defined 
as a measurable (e.g., 1/2 dB) change in the repeater gain, this 
can be understood by noting that both the transistor gains and overall 
loop feedback are going to be functions of frequency in a feedback 
amplifier. In particular, both will usually be less at the top of the 
message band than at the middle and lower frequencies. The lesser 
gain at high frequencies of the output transistor will require more 
base drive to achieve the same output power. Consequently, the output 
signal power at which the transistor properties change due to ex
cessive base drive tends to be less at high frequencies than at lower 
frequencies. Furthermore, due to the smaller amount of negative loop 
feedback at high frequencies, the changes in the properties of the 
transistors in the µ circuit will not be suppressed as well as they 
are at lower frequencies. Both of these factors result in an over
load point which tends to be frequency dependent in wideband 
systems. 

This may seem to add significant complication to the overload 
analysis of analog cable systems since now PR as well as C is in 
general a function of frequency. However, this is not usually a 
significant factor for two reasons. First, the frequency dependence in 
some cases is slight enough to warrant an approximation as a con
stant. Secondly, the signal shaping used to equalize the signal-to
noise ratio in all message channels always results in concentration of 
signal power over a fraction of the transmission band near the upper 
band edge. Thus, even if the overload point varies significantly over 
the whole message band, it is likely that the variation within that 
portion at which the signal power is concentrated will not be great. 

The principal factors under the designer's control, which affect the 
load capacity of the feedback amplifier, are the same as those later dis
cussed in detail for nonlinear distortion, namely bias conditions, 
load impedance, and manner of coupling to the output load. As is 
the case for nonlinear distortion, there is an interaction between 
bias and load impedance in the sense that the best d-c operating point 
for the power stage will be different for different load impedances. 
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In wideband modulation limited systems it usually turns out that 
the steps taken to achieve the stringent linearity requirements also 
result in satisfactory load capacity for the repeater. For the L4 
system these steps resulted in M8 = -105 dB (top channel) and 
PR = 21 dBm, while for L5 the corresponding numbers are -115 dB 
and 23 dBm. (L4 is a 3600 channel, 17.5 MHz system; L5, at this 
writing, is expected to be a 9000 channel, 50 MHz system.) 

Selected from the variety of quantitative definitions of overload, 
the most common ones are listed below and are discussed using Fig. 
16-4 as an example. That figure shows the variation in Ma as a func
tion of signal power, and the change in the linear gain as a function 
of signal power for a wideband transistor feedback amplifier. 
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Fm. 16-4. Change in Ma and gain versus signal power. 

Case 1: 

The overload point is that value of power at the output at 
which the amplifier Ma has increased by 1/2 dB compared to the 
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low power value. (This may be approximately the power level at 
which a 1-dB increase in a fundamental signal at the input results 
in a 3.5-dB increase in third harmonic distortion product at the 
output.) This definition is appropriate for use in a modulation limited 
system. It is conservative in the sense that exceeding this power by 
a small amount would cause only slight performance impairment. 
A relatively small overload margin would be appropriate for use 
in conjunction with an overload point defined in this way. Relatively 
large variation in overload from repeater to repeater might be 
expected when this definition is used. This definition of overload 
point has been used in the L4 development and will apparently be 
used in the L5 development. Referring to Fig. 16-4, 

PRl = 20 dBm 

Case 2: 

The overload point of the amplifier is that value of absolute 
power level at the output at which the absolute power level of 
the third harmonic increases by 20 dB when the input signal to 
the amplifier is increased by 1 dB. This in effect defines the 
overload point as that at which M3 changes by 17 dB for a 1-dB 
increment in input signal power. The resulting overload point 
corresponds to gross overload and a very serious signal impairment. 
Presumably, the increased impairment for this power is deemed 
acceptable because, due to misalignment, only a few repeaters will 
be subjected to the maximum load, and because of the statistics of 
the broadband signal, even these only rarely. A more generous 
overload margin should be used in this case. This kind of definition 
has the advantage that there will be relatively small variations in 
the load capacity of one repeater as compared to another, and it is 
the definition recommended by the CCITT. * Referring to Fig. 16-4, 

PR2 = 25.5 dBm 

Case 3: 

The overload point is that value of the power at which the 
linear gain of the amplifier changes by 1/2 dB. As with Case 2, 
this corresponds to a point where gross overload is occurring. It is 
most appropriate when modulation is not a major consideration. 

*Recommendation G.222, lid Plenary Assembly, New Delhi, Dec. 8-16, 1960. 
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Consequently, it is sometimes used for short-haul system repeaters 
and multiplex terminal amplifiers. From Fig. 16-4, 

Thus, depending on the specific definition of the overload event, 
the overload point of this amplifier lies in the 6-dB range from 
20 dBm to 26 dBm. The relatively large discrepancy between over
load as specified by definition 1 and the latter two definitions may 
not have as large an effect on system design as might at first 
appear because of the differences in the associated margins. In 
other words, PR1 - AP1 might differ much less from PR2 - AP2 and 
PR3 - AP3 than PR 1 differs from PR2 and PR3 • 

Nonlinear Distortion 

The linearity of a solid state feedback amplifier depends pri
marily on the inherent linearity of the transistors used and the nature 
(local or loop) and quantity of negative feedback applied. The 
linearity of the transistor when imbedded in a circuit is in turn 
largely dependent on the generator and load impedances and the 
selected d-c bias conditions. The overall linearity of several cas
caded stages will depend on the relative phasing and amplitude of 
the distortion products originating in each stage and the allocation 
of gain among the stages. Where the tolerable level of overall am
plifier distortion products is in the range required by wideband 
coaxial systems, the distortion originating in even the lowest level 
stages must be controlled. Furthermore, attention must be paid to 
components such as surge protection diodes and ferrite core inductors 
to insure that they do not contribute to repeater nonlinearity. 

Among the significant nonlinearities in a transistor are those asso
ciated with the emitter-base diode characteristic, the current gain, 
avalanche multiplication effects, and the collector capacitance. Some 
of these tend to be more or less current dependent while others de
pend essentially on the voltages at which the device is operated. 

The emitter-base diode gives rise to what is usually called the 
exponential nonlinearity of the transistor which results from the 
relationship [Eq. (16-4)] between the current in a semiconductor 
junction and the voltage at the junction. 

A.qv 
le= A exp kT + B (16-4) 



where 
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k = Boltzmann's constant 

q = electron change in coulombs 

T = absolute temperature 
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A.,A,B = constants which depend on transistor parameters. 

Equation (16-4) can be expressed by a Taylor series expansion of 
the form [2] 

where 

and 

1 
ka=-6 a re 

A.kT 
re= qle 

(16-5) 

Coefficients in a power series expansion such as this can readily be 
related to device M coefficients as discussed in Chap. 10. A par
ticular measured characteristic showing the relationship between 
emitter current and base-emitter voltage is shown in Fig. 16-5. The 
data were taken on a transistor of the type used in power stages 
of L4 amplifiers. 

The nonlinear relationship between collector and emitter current 
depends both on the value of emitter current and the collector-to
base voltage. The current dependent nonlinearity (so-called hFE 

nonlinearity) has been found experimentally to obey the relation 
of Eq. ( 16-6) [2] 

hFE 
h <max) 

FE= 1 + b log2 Uc/le ) 
max 

(16-6) 
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where 

hFE is the maximum of hFE 
max 

le is the value of le at which hFE occurs 
mu mu 

b is a constant 

The voltage dependent nonlinearity (so-called avalanche non
linearity) results from the avalanche multiplication which occurs 
at high collector-base voltage. The combined effect of the hFE and 
avalanche nonlinearities on the ratio le/le is shown in Eq. (16-7) 
where the second term is the avalanche multiplication factor [2]. 

(16-7) 

where V cBO is the collector-base breakdown voltage (emitter open), 
and n is a constant dependent on the transistor material and is 
usually determined empirically. 
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The collector capacitance nonlinearity is the result of variations 
in the depletion layer of the reverse-biased collector-base junction 
as a function of collector-base voltage. The junction capacitance, 
Cc, is given by [2] 

k 
Cc= (Ven) 1/3 

( 16-8) 

In Eqs. ( 16-3), ( 16-6), and ( 16-7) it is evident that the nonlinear 
distortion of a particular transistor is closely related to the bias 
conditions established for the device. These nonlinear properties 
can be superimposed on a linear equivalent circuit for the transistor, 
and the resulting performance can be analyzed for different circuit 
configurations and interconnections. For the present discussion, the 
most important results of this kind of analysis would relate to the 
selection of generator and load impedances for best performance. 
In a qualitative way, it can be seen readily that driving a common 
emitter stage from a high impedance (current source) will tend 
to reduce the effect of the nonlinearity in re (the exponential non
linearity). Similarly, loading the transistor with a low impedance 
will tend to reduce the effect of the collector capacitance nonlinearity. 
In general, there will exist intermediate values of generator and load 
impedances which will achieve an optimum balance among the several 
sources of distortion so as to minimize the aggregate distortion 
originating in the transistor when embedded in a particular circuit. 
It is not uncommon in the design of such complex active circuits 
that the many other factors which must be considered (such as 
feedback shaping, realistic transformer designs, etc.) will not always 
permit the exactly optimum impedances to be realized. 

Figure 16-2 shows a typical variation of common emitter current 
gain with emitter current. Operating at a quiescent emitter current 
such that the signal-current swings result in a minimum change 
in current gain suggests that operating in the flat region of the 
characteristic will tend to reduce the effects of the hFE nonlinearity. 
Equation ( 16-5) suggests that increasing the emitter current will 
reduce the effects of the exponential nonlinearity. To the extent 
that these two nonlinearities dominate the current-dependent tran
sistor distortion, there should exist an operating current at which 
the composite effect is minimized, and the optimum current will 
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probably fall somewhere within the fiat region of Fig. 16-2. Increases 
beyond that current, though they presumably reduce the exponential 
nonlinearity, will be accompanied by a net degradation due to in
creased effects of the hFE nonlinearity. 

Vrn-

It is possible to see qualitatively 
that there also exist quiescent volt
ages which will tend to minimize 
the effects of the voltage-dependent 
nonlinearities. Figure 16-6 shows a 
typical relationship between the 
collector capacitance, Cc, and the 
collector-base voltage, V cB. For a 
particular signal swing, the effect 
of this nonlinearity is lessened as 
the quiescent V cB is increased. On 
the other hand, it is apparent in 
Eq. (16-7) that the avalanche mu!-

FIG. 16-6. Variation of collector ca
pacitance with collector
base voltage. 

tiplication factor is minimized for 
small values of V cB. There exists a bias condition short of the 
collector-base breakdown voltage which will minimize the combined 
effect of these nonlinearities. 

Not all of the nonlinearities present in the transistor were in
cluded in the above discussion, and those that were may not be as 
neatly separable and independent as may have been implied. The 
importance of careful attention to the bias point selection cannot 
be overemphasized, however, and in most cases it is the most powerful 
single tool at the circuit designer's command for this aspect of 
repeater realization. 

When the bias points and generator and load impedances for a 
transistor have been selected (presumably in such a way as to 
optimize transistor performance) , the nonlinear distortion of a 
particular transistor is determined. It will be assumed for the 
moment that, despite the multiplicity of sources of nonlinearity, the 
nonlinear behavior of a transistor can be described at least approxi
mately by an Mz and an Ma coefficient referred to the collector, 
which for clarity will be referred to as M2t and Mai. What then will 
be the Mz and Ma coefficients for the whole repeater? For simplicity, 
it is assumed that intermodulation occurring in the output stage 
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dominates. Consistent with Chap. 13, Mz and M3 will be referred 
to the repeater output. 

In general there will be some loss, -Q dB, between the collector 
and the repeater terminals which feed signal power into the trans
mission medium. From the discussion in Chap. 13, it should be 
clear that the effect of Q on fundamentals and harmonics leads to 

Mz = M2t + Q - Q - Q = M2t - Q 

Ma = M3t + Q - Q - Q - Q = Mat - 2Q 

From these equations, it is evident that the lower the loss between 
collector and repeater output, the better the repeater performance. 
A brute force termination results in a loss, Q = -3, and degrades the 
repeater modulation coefficient, M2, by 3 dB and Ma by 6 dB. Just 
as the use of a hybrid transformer at the input to the repeater 
reduced the input coupling loss and therefore the repeater noise 
figure, so the use of the same coupling technique at the output will 
improve repeater nonlinearity. A coupling loss of 1 dB, i.e., Q = -1, 
is achievable with a hybrid output transformer, and this would result 
in a 2-dB improvement in M2 and a 4-dB improvement in M3 as 
compared to the brute force terminations. Although this discussion 
shows that the direct effect of using a hybrid transformer on repeater 
coefficients is beneficial, in a particular case it may turn out that 
the indirect effects are such that the net result is a degradation of 
performance. It has been mentioned previously that the transistor 
nonlinearity depends in part on its load impedance. The use of a 
hybrid transformer could result in a load impedance sufficiently 
different from optimum that the transistor linearity is degraded. 
Furthermore, an output hybrid transformer is in the feedback loop. 
As discussed later, the amount of feedback achievable in an amplifier 
with adequate stability margins depends on the transmission charac
teristic at frequencies many times that of the highest message 
frequency. A hybrid transformer at these frequencies can introduce 
large amounts of phase shift with the result that the amount of 
feedback possible at message frequencies is appreciably reduced. 
For these reasons, the more complicated output coupling network is 
not, in every case, to be preferred to the brute force termination. 

The previous discussion has pointed out the effect of output coupling 
loss on the repeater modulation coefficients. The major change in 
going from device to repeater coefficients is due to the effect of 
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feedback. It can be shown that the nonlinear distortion of an 
amplifier with negative feedback is less than the distortion in the 
same amplifier without feedback by about the magnitude of the 
feedback factor in dB [20 log (1-µ,8)]. In the case of the effect 
of feedback on third order modulation, there is a further complica
tion. The f edback second order products can be further combined 
with fundamentals by second order distortion in the device to result 
in third order products. Thus, even if a transistor had no third 
order distortion at all, the device used in a feedback circuit would 
have third order products at its output. This increased third order 
degradation is usually much less than the improvement introduced 
by the feedback in the first place. These considerations on the effect 
of feedback can be incorporated in the previous results relating 
device and repeater coefficients, yielding: 

M2=M2t-Q-F 

Ma = Mat - 2Q - F + KF 

where F = 20 log I 1-µ,8 I and KF = the third order degradation 
in dB resulting from the feedback of second order products. A typical 
value of KF could be expected to fall somewhere between 3 and 
7 dB, and a value somewhere in this range can be used for early 
design estimates. A more precise determination can be obtained only 
by actual measurements on a model incorporating the device and 
circuit configuration under consideration. 

It has been indicated in preceding chapters that the repeater 
modulation indices, M2 and Ma, will not be constant with respect to 
frequency in a physical realization. The several nonlinear mechan
isms within each transistor are clearly frequency-dependent and 
result in transistor behavior as a whole which is frequency dependent. 
In addition, the multiple source nature of the transistor nonlinearity 
produces at some frequencies cancellation effects which tend to be 
particularly sensitive to changes in the circuit environment, such 
as temperature or supply voltage. These cancellation effects will 
also tend to differ significantly from transistor to transistor within 
the same family and cannot usually be relied upon in the realization 
of amplifier objectives. Interaction . among the nonlinearities in 
the various transistors making up a repeater also can result in can
cellation and enhancement causing deviations from the simple power 
series behavior. The frequency shaping of the negative feedback 
will generally further increase the overall frequency dependence 
of the repeater M2 and Ma. 
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These deviations from the power-series model heretofore assumed 
change the relationship among the several types of intermodulation 
products. As a specific example of what this means in practice, a 
15-MHz 3a product formed from cubic distortion of a 5-MHz funda
mental signal will not in general be different by 15.6 dB from a 
15-MHz a + (3 - y product formed from 14-MHz, 17-MHz, and 
16-MHz fundamental signals, as is predicted by the power series 
representation of the amplifier transfer function. For the two condi
tions, there are essentially different mechanisms at work which taken 
together are reflected in the frequency dependence of the distortion 
indices. For example, the a + (3 - y product will include an 
interaction component formed by the y fundamental and the a + (3 
product. The a + (3 product falls at about 30 MHz, which might 
be out-of-band and at which there may be relatively little feedback: 
Furthermore, if a power stage with a f3 cutoff frequency of 5 MHz 
is assumed, the required signal drive to the output transistor for 
the same output signal power is greater at the 15-MHz fundamentals, 
and the resultant distortion from the nonlinear mechanisms at the 
transistor input is correspondingly increased. These and like 
phenomena will tend to produce predictions of repeater distortion at 
15 MHz, which are in most cases optimistic if based on 3a-type 
measurements. The cancellation effects mentioned above can cause 
exceptions in the case of any particular measurement and can be 
averaged out by making sufficiently numerous measurements on 
different repeaters and at different frequencies. 

The dominant type of modulation distortion in wideband systems 
tends to be of the a + (3 - y type at high frequencies, where a, 
(3, and y are high frequencies, and of the a - f3 type at low fre
quencies, where a and (3 are high frequencies. Recent practice in 
the characterization of repeater M2 and Ma reflects these tendencies. 
At high frequencies Ma is calculated by adding 15.6 dB to the 
measured value of an a + f3 - y product, for a, (3, and y in the high
frequency region. At low frequencies, M2 is calculated by adding 6 dB 
to the measured value of a low-frequency a - f3 product, for a and f3 
in the high-frequency region. In fact, M2 and Ma throughout the 
message band have come to be characterized on the basis of inter
modulation measurements rather than harmonic distortion measure
ments. 

Although it is difficult to separate in all cases the distortion due to 
the different kinds of intermodulation (i.e., a+ (3, a - (3, a + (3 - y, 
etc.), noise loading procedures can be an effective way to characterize 
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these complex and interacting mechanisms. [If the laws of addition 
assumed for the different products (per Chap. 13) were not different, 
there would be no reason to use any other characterization method 
so long as the noise loading method could be instrumented properly.] 

Whatever technique is used, it is ultimately possible to specify 
either directly or indirectly an effective M2 and Ma required for the 
systems equations of preceding chapters. The frequency dependence 
of M2 and Ma, as well as C and NF, makes the calculations cumber
some and they are usually carried out with computer assistance. 

Feedback 

In principle, the application of feedback to a circuit involves 
adding a portion of the output of the circuit to the input. The 
advantages to be obtained from this type of design (increased linear
ity and reduced sensitivity to parameter variations) have been briefly 
discussed. This design approach, however, introduces additional 
complications. Some mention of the mechanisms that limit the amount 
of achievable feedback, and therefore also limit the performance 
improvement, is in order. 

From the equations previously presented, it can be seen that 
linearity and immunity to changes in µ, improve indefinitely as the 
amount of feedback [F = 20 log (1-µ,,8)] is increased. This would 
allow, in theory, complete elimination of the modulation noise from 
analog systems, and all systems could be operated at the higher trans
mission levels permitted in the overload-limited case. This is not 
possible in practice; there is an upper limit to the feedback that can 
be achieved in an amplifier. To understand the reason for this limi
tation, the expression for closed-loop amplifier gain [Eq. (16-1)] is 
repeated. 

As was previously stated, the insertion gain is approximately 
equal to -1/,8. The total net gain around the feedback loops is de
fined to be µ,,8, where µ, represents the total gain provided by the 
active devices, and ,8 is the loss in the portion of the loop connecting 
the output back to the input. From these facts it can be seen that : 

Loop gain = 20 log µ{3 = 20 log µ + 20 log ,8 = 20 log µ - GR 
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and consequently 

20 logµ = 20 log µf3 + GR 

This means that the sum of the loop gain and the insertion gain 
cannot exceed the total gain available from the devices (and the asso
ciated interstage networks). Thus, in no case is it possible to get 
loop gains in excess of the difference between the total gain, µ, and 
the desired insertion gain. When this case is the controlling one, 
an amplifier is said to be gain limited. 

Most broadband amplifiers, however, are not gain limited, because 
it is the need for adequate stability margins that is controlling. For 
µ{3 = 1 in the gain expression µ/l - µ{3, the denominator becomes 
zero. If there is any frequency, in- or out-of-band, where this con
dition occurs, the amplifier becomes unstable and oscillates at that 
frequency. If it were possible to hold I µ/3 I > > 1 for all fre
quencies, this would not be a problem. However, any active device 
has some frequency above which its gain begins to decrease more 
or less monotonically. The rate of cutoff may be further enhanced 
by parasites in the amplifier circuit. There will therefore always 
be a frequency for which I µ/3 I = 1. This is still not bad if the 
phase of µ{3 is not simultaneously zero. Ideally, maximum stability 
margins would result if that phase were 180 degrees so that the gain 
expression could be written µ/l + I µ{3 I· In the transmission band 
the phase can often be controlled to approach this (hence the name 
negative feedback), but out-of-band the phase, like the gain, will 
change. This is due to the phase shift inherently associated with any 
gain-frequency characteristic, such as the gain cutoff mentioned pre
viously. Furthermore, for very high frequencies the propagation 
time around the feedback loop contributes additional phase shift. 
Since loop gain will equal unity at some frequency and the phase 
shift will equal zero at some frequencies, the only way to guarantee 
stability is to make sure that the loop gain is below unity before 
the phase equals zero for the first time. To allow for device aging 
and variation in active device characteristics, the phase should 
be some reasonable number of degrees away from zero when the 
gain equals one, and the loop transmission should exhibit several dB 
of loss when the phase goes through zero. These are known as the 
phase and gain margins, respectively. The maintenance of adequate 
phase and gain margins sets an upper limit on the achievable in-band 
feedback. When this limit is lower than that set solely by gain con
siderations, the amplifier is said to be stability Umited. The theory 
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relating device and circuit parameters, feedback, and top frequency 
is described elsewhere [3, 4, 5, 6]. For given device and circuit 
parameters and commonly used stability margins, the maximum 
achievable feedback in a stability limited case decreases about 10 dB 
for a doubling of the system top frequency. 

It is of interest to compare the gain limited design with the 
stability limited design. For the gain limited case it is the value 
of circuit parameters at in-band frequencies that is controlling. A 
reduction in repeater spacing decreases the insertion gain and so 
permits an increase in achievable feedback. In the stability limited 
case it is the value of circuit parameters one or two decades above 
the transmission band that is controlling. A change in repeater 
spacing, in this case, usually does not permit an increase in feedback. 
In a stability limited design it is important to hold feedback loop 
physical size to a minimum in order to limit the additional phase shift 
due to propagation time. Furthermore, phase shift associated with 
the more complex terminating networks, desirable from the point of 
view of controlling noise figure and intermodulation, complicates the 
problem of achieving adequate amounts of feedback while maintain
ing sufficient stability margins. Control of the out-of-band loop gain 
cutoff must, of course, be done at the same time as shaping the in
band /3 characteristics in order to achieve the desired insertion gain 
shape. It is the interaction of all these requirements, in addition 
to others only slightly less important, that makes designing a broad
band high performance analog system repeater a challenging task. 

16.2 TANDEM AMPLIFIER REPEATERS 

One of the first questions usually answered by the repeater designer 
is whether to use one or two amplifiers in the repeater realization. 
The single-amplifier approach will require about twice the closed 
loop gain (in dB) required by each amplifier of the two-amplifier 
approach. This, for comparable amounts of loop feedback, requires 
more gain and very likely more transistors in the µ, path. Increasing 
the number of transistors will at least make it more difficult to 
achieve stable feedback transmission due to the higher out-of-band 
gain cutoff rate which results; or it may make it impossible to 
stabilize the feedback transmission with satisfactory margins. Meet
ing the noise figure and linearity objectives for the repeater in a 
single amplifier may be possible only with hybrid transformers at 
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both input and output, which would further increase the difficulty of 
realizing stable feedback transmission with a particular class of 
available transistors. 

If all of the system objectives can be satisfied by a single-amplifier 
design while at the same time satisfactory margins are achieved in 
the feedback transmission, this approach would probably be used. 
Where the overall repeater objectives and stable feedback trans
mission can be achieved only by splitting the gain objective between 
two amplifiers and by concentrating the noise figure effort on the 
front end amplifier and the linearity effort on the output amplifier, 
the two-amplifier repeater configuration results. In a repeater con
figuration of two amplifiers, the interconnection between the am
plifiers provides an advantageous place to insert the line build-out 
(LEO) networks used to permit shorter-than-nominal repeater spac
ing. Since the mid-repeater point is neither the highest nor the 
lowest TLP at the repeater station, system noise advantages can 
result by performing the LEO function there. 

The repeaters designed for recent wideband coaxial systems have 
often involved two amplifiers. In a two-amplifier repeater, the 
division of gain between the two amplifiers is one of the freedoms 
open to the designer which can somewhat ease the realization of 
overall repeater objectives. This is normally one of the first decisions 
made in the design of such a repeater. 

The division of the total gain between the two amplifiers making 
up a two-amplifier repeater interacts considerably with overall re
peater noise figure and modulation distortion performance. When a 
two-amplifier configuration has been selected, it is advantageous in 
most cases to concentrate noise figure effort in the amplifier at the 
input section of the repeater, where the signal levels are a minimum 
(often called a preamplifier). By the same token, the concern for 
low distortion can be more or less concentrated in the amplifier 
forming the output section of the repeater, where the signal levels 
are maximum (often called a power amplifier). This is a difference 
in emphasis only, and some attention will have to be paid in the 
actual design to noise figure in the power amplifier as well as to 
nonlinear distortion in the preamplifier. 

Assume that the repeater consists of two amplifiers (Fig. 16-7) 
where G (f) is the gain of the preamplifier in dB; G2 (f) is the gain of 
the power amplifier in dB; and G1 (f) + G2 (f) corresponds to the 
loss of the associated cable section and is therefore not constant with 
respect to frequency. Considering the interaction between the am-
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plifiers as it affects the overall modulation distortion of the repeater, 
define 

M<a±JJ) 1 : power of the a±f3 products at preamplifier output 
given 0 dBm fundamental power there at frequencies 
a and {3; 

M<a±Jl)2 : power of the a±f3 products at power-amplifier output 
given 0 dBm fundamental power there at frequencies 
a and f3. 

The power-amplifier contribution to a±f3 type modulation distortion 
at zero level, with 0 dBmO fundamental signals at the amplifier 
output, is 

dBm (16-9) 

Similarly, with 0 dBmO signal power at fundamental frequencies 
a and f3 at the preamplifier output, the preamplifier contribution 
at zero level to a+ f3 type distortion is 

M(a±JJ) 1 - C + G2 (a±/3) - G2 (a) - G2 (/3) 

If G2 is flat, Eq. (16-10) becomes 

(16-10) 

(16-11) 

A comparison of Eqs. (16-11) and (16-9) shows that for equal 
modulation indices, M(a±Jl) 1 = M(a±Jl)2 , the contribution of the pre
amplifier to zero level second order distortion is less than that of 
the power amplifier by the gain of the power amplifier (G2). If the 
gain of the power amplifier is shaped, as will generally be the 
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case, the corresponding difference is given in Eq. (16-10) by 
G2(a) + G2(/3) - G2(a±f3). Thus it is desirable that the power 
amplifier in such a case have relatively high gain at the fundamental 
frequencies and relatively low gain at the product frequencies. 

A similar development for third order modulation distortion would 
show that the preamplifier contribution at a zero level point with 
0 dBmO fundamental power at a, {3, and y is less than the power
amplifier contribution at zero level by a factor 

As with the second order distortion effects, it is desirable to keep 
the power-amplifier gain high at the fundamental frequencies and 
low at the product frequencies in order to minimize the preamplifier 
effect on overall repeater distortion. 

To this point, C has been treated as a constant, independent of 
frequency. The advantages of shaping the signal level at the repeater 
output are discussed in Chap. 13 where it is shown that overall 
signal-to-noise ratio or overload advantages can be achieved by 
appropriately shaping the signal levels with respect to frequency 
at the repeater output. Because of the shape of the cable loss with 
frequency, the resultant signal shaping C (/) will involve a higher 
transmission level (small C) at the frequencies near the top of the 
message spectrum than at the lower frequencies. 

As a partial consequence of this signal shaping, the dominant 
source of modulation distortion in wideband coaxial systems will 
often be as follows : 

At low message frequencies: products of the a - {3 type where 
a and {3 are both near the top of the band. 

At high message frequencies: products of the a + {3 - y type where 
a, {3, and y are all near the top of the band. 

At the high message frequencies, the product frequency and the 
fundamental frequencies are in the same part of the spectrum. 
Achieving significantly different gain at the product and fundamental 
frequencies is thus not possible. Nevertheless, making the power
amplifier gain relatively high at the top of the message band will 
tend to lessen the effect of the preamplifier on the dominant third 
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order products. Regarding second order distortion, high power
amplifier gain at high frequencies and low power-amplifier gain at 
low frequencies will lessen the effect of the preamplifier on the 
dominant second order products. 

The division of gain between the two amplifiers will also determine 
the extent to which each of the amplifiers will contribute to the over
all noise figure behavior of the repeater. As can be seen from Eq. 
( 8-23), the preamplifier should maintain a significant gain at all 
frequencies in order to control the noise figure of the repeater. 

The approach which will minimize the effect of the preamplifier 
on overall modulation distortion and the effect of the power amplifier 
on overall noise figure can be summarized as follows : 

1. Third order modulation noise considerations suggest high 
power-amplifier gain at the high message frequencies. 

2. Second order modulation noise considerations suggest high 
power-amplifier gain at high frequencies and low power
amplifier gain at low frequencies. 

3. Noise figure considerations suggest high preamplifier gain at 
all frequencies. 

It is interesting to note that the noise figure and second order con
siderations produce entirely consistent requirements at the low mes
sage frequencies, namely, high preamplifier and thus low power
amplifier gain. At the higher message frequencies, where the total 
repeater gain required will often be fairly large (see Fig. 16-8), 
it will usually be possible to satisfy the requirement for high gain 
simultaneously in both amplifiers by something approaching an even 
split in the overall gain requirement. 

For a 1 to 60 MHz system using 3/8-inch coaxial cable, the re
quired gain is that of Fig. 16-8 for a repeater spacing of one mile. 
Using the guidelines developed above, the total gain required at 
1 MHz will be allocated to the preamplifier, while the 60-MHz gain 
will be split evenly. Allowing for a smooth transition between these 
frequencies, an overall division of gain such as that of Fig. 16-9 (a) 
results. 

Since the total gain required of the repeater is so small at the 
lower frequencies, it is impossible to achieve negligible degradation 
of the repeater noise figure by the power amplifier at these fre
quencies. Assuming a 5-dB preamplifier noise figure and a 10-dB 
power-amplifier noise figure, the resultant repeater noise figure is 
that shown in Fig. 16-9 (b), where the gain division is that shown 
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FIG. 16-8. Loss of one mile of 3/8-inch coaxial cable. 

in Fig. 16-9 (a). The degradation of noise figure due to the power 
amplifier under these conditions is less than 1 dB above 20 MHz, 
and about 3 dB in the 1 to 2 MHz region. The shape of the repeater 
noise figure as a function of frequency [Fig. 16-9 (b)] is one of the 
factors which will determine the optimum signal shaping C (/) in 
terms of overall system signal-to-noise ratio. The cable loss, Fig. 
16-8, is another of the factors. For completeness in this respect, the 
final factor involved in establishing the optimum signal level shaping 
with frequency is the dependence of the repeater M2 and Ma co
efficients on frequency. 

Another significant source of third order modulation distortion not 
explicitly mentioned previously results from an interaction between 
the two amplifiers. It is not unlike what occurs when the feedback 
loop of a feedback amplifier is closed, and the resultant third order 
distortion includes the effect of feedback second order products 
modulating with fundamental signals to produce increased third 
order distortion. In the two-amplifier repeater, the corresponding 
effect is the modulation in the power amplifier of an a + f3 product 
originating in the preamplifier with a fundamental signal at y to 
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FIG. 16-9. Effect of gain division on repeater noise figure in a two-amplifier 
configuration. 

produce an a + (3 - y interaction product. In cases where a and (3 
are near the top of the message band, the second order product at 
a + (3 falls at near twice the top message frequency where there is 
usually very little loop feedback. Such products tend to be relatively 
high in power, and it may not be unusual for the resultant interaction 
product to dominate the overall repeater performance for a + (3 - y 
type products. A technique that has been used at times to combat 
this mechanism is the insertion between the amplifiers of a low-pass 
filter to attenuate the out-of-band products generated within the 
preamplifier. Such a filter, cutting off just above the band, will 
naturally contribute to phase distortion within the band and the effect 
of such distortion on the signals to be transmitted over the system 
must be considered before such a technique is implemented. 
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16.3 REVIEW OF SYSTEM AND REPEATER DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

This chapter is by no means exhaustive with respect to repeater 
or amplifier design. It may, however, serve to raise in the mind of 
the designer some of the important questions which greatly affect the 
realization of the system as a whole. 

The tentative layout of an analog cable system results from an 
approach which is both analytical and empirical. The factors which 
are fixed in a particular design and those which are left variable 
differ from system to system. Several different attempts at a par
ticular system design may be made during the initial phase. The 
results of carefully considered estimates and exploratory design efforts 
will usually point the way during this stage. Ultimately, sufficient 
information becomes available to permit a determination of the 
limiting repeater parameters and the required repeater spacing. 

As the repeater design progresses and the basic system layout 
is established, equalization requirements begin to crystallize. In the 
case of buried cables, the effect of earth temperature on cable loss 
can be calculated, leading to the required spacing of the temperature 
regulating repeaters. In submarine cable systems this effect is quite 
small, and as a result regulating repeaters are not required. As the 
specific transmission characteristics of the repeaters become known, 
the design deviation equalizers can be specified as to transmission 
response and location in the system. Statistical studies of the antici
pated manufactured product and knowledge of temperature and 
aging effects within the repeaters will lead to the specification of 
the more general class of adjustable equalizers required to achieve 
the overall transmission response. The questions of overload and 
acceptable noise penalties will further determine the equalizer layout 
and whether single- or double-ended equalization is to be used. 

Throughout the system design, particularly during the early stage, 
there must be continual interaction among the system layout, system 
requirements, and repeater design objectives. The combination of 
these finally settled upon will usually represent the best compromises 
possible at the time which will satisfy the general system objectives 
such as channel capacity and signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Chapter 17 

Introduction to Analog Microwave Radio Systems 

This chapter and the following six chapters describe some of the 
important factors that influence the design, installation, and appli
cation of microwave radio systems, and demonstrate some of the 
methods used to optimize the design for a particular application. 
The ways in which these systems are similar to and different from 
wire transmission systems are discussed. 

For the most part, the baseband load under consideration is fre
quency division multiplexed telephone message channels. Television, 
wideband data, and special service signals are also carried on these 
radio systems, but are not treated here. 

In this chapter microwave systems are discussed in a general way 
to point out the nature of the problems to be considered. The next five 
chapters deal with the topics of radio propagation, frequency modu
lation theory, distortion mechanisms, and radio channel allocation. 
Finally, Chap. 23 describes a simplified design of a radio system. 

Microwave radio relay systems currently supply about half of 
the Bell System toll message circuit mileage in the United States. 
Individual circuit lengths range from less than 20 to over 4000 
miles. Route cross-sectional capacities range from less than 60 to 
more than 22,000 telephone message circuits. Many types of micro
wave radio systems carry these circuits. Short-haul radio systems 
are usually operated in intrastate or feeder service. Long-haul radio 
systems are primarily used in interstate and backbone route appli
cations. Exceptions do exist as in any complex communications net
work, but short-haul and long-haul radio systems traditionally have 
been developed for overall lengths of 250 and 4000 miles, respectively. 

423 
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Before proceeding, it is appropriate to make some broad com
parisons between radio systems and the analog AM cable systems 
described previously. Although some of the concepts described in 
the earlier chapters are directly applicable to radio systems, others 
must be modified and some new ones introduced. 

17. l COMPARISON OF AM WIRE SYSTEMS AND FM RADIO 
SYSTEMS 

Frequency Versus Amplitude Modulation 

Frequency modulation (FM) is used in microwave radio systems 
primarily because linear amplifiers with adequate gain and power 
output to handle wideband AM signals at these frequencies are not 
available. Microwave amplifiers used in radio systems are charac
terized by substantially larger amplitude nonlinearity than that of 
analog cable system amplifiers; however, the FM signal is relatively 
insensitive to this type of nonlinear distortion and can thus be 
transmitted through amplifiers which have compression or amplitude 
nonlinearity with little penalty. 

Thermal Noise 

In both AM and FM systems, thermal noise sets the minimum 
allowable signal amplitude. In AM the critical point is the input to 
the repeater amplifier, and in FM it is the input to the radio repeater. 
Most of the radio repeater thermal noise originates in the first stages 
of the radio receiver. 

Intermodulation Noise 

Intermodulation noise is a major factor in the design of FM 
systems; however, the mechanisms which generate such noise are 
markedly different from those encountered in AM systems. In AM 
systems intermodulation noise is caused by repeater amplitude non
linearity; in FM systems it arises primarily because of transmission 
gain and delay deviations. As a result, intermodulation noise in 
AM systems is a function of signal amplitude, but in FM systems 
it is a function of the amplitude of frequency deviation. The fol
lowing chapters point out ways in which the frequency deviation 
in an FM system is analogous to the signal amplitude in an AM 
system. 
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Repeater Spacing 

Radio repeater spacings (hop lengths) are determined primarily 
by line-of-sight path clearance and received signal strength. In 
relatively flat terrain, increasing path lengths will dictate increased 
antenna tower heights and play an economic role in repeater site 
selection. Transmitter power output and antenna gain will similarly 
enter into the economics of selection, but FM radio systems, unlike 
AM cable systems, are not rigidly controlled as to repeater spacing. 
The primary reason for this divergence lies in the transmission 
medium. Cable loss is measured or expressed directly in dB per mile, 
and doubling a length of cable multiplies its loss in dB by two. Radio 
path loss varies as 20 log of the path length, and therefore doubling 
a path length increases its loss by only 6 dB. It follows that the 
problem of choosing repeater spacings in a radio system is not as 
clear-cut as it is in the AM cable systems, where a definite solution 
can be found in terms of repeater performance, wire transmission 
variations, and system requirements. In the radio system, the prob
lem involves tower economics, geography, fading or rain attenuation, 
interferences, and system requirements. Consideration of these fac
tors results in typical microwave repeater spacings of 20 to 30 miles. 

17.2 MICROWAVE RADIO SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

Figures 17-1 through 17-4 show the interrelation of the major 
components of microwave radio systems. Circuit details are largely 
omitted as extraneous to the purposes of this text. From the overall 
point of view, it is necessary to identify only those elements having 
a direct bearing on the choice of system parameters. 

Entrance Links 

Entrance links, as typified in Fig. 17-1, form the interface be
tween the radio equipment and the multiplex terminal equipment. 
They are used to compensate for cable transmission losses between 
the multiplex and radio equipment, which may be from 50 feet to more 
than 8 miles apart. In addition, they establish the transmission level 
points in the radio system, and provide transmission level shaping, 
commonly called pre- and de-emphasis. The multiplex terminals 
indicated are similar to, if not identical with, those used in cable 
systems. 
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Figure 17-2 illustrates a baseband (BSB) radio repeater commonly 
used in short-haul applications. The modulating information is trans
ferred between the receiver and the following transmitter at base
band frequencies and then retransmitted on a new frequency. At end 
stations, entrance links are connected at the points indicated, and 
the baseband connections to the multiplex terminals are thereby 
established. Baseband repeaters are used in short-haul service pri
marily to provide access to the baseband at intermediate stations 
for adding or dropping circuits. 

Intermediate-Frequency Repeaters 

Figure 17-3 illustrates an intermediate-frequency (i-f) radio 
repeater used in long-haul applications. In this type of repeater, 
sometimes called a heterodyne repeater, the receiver output is coupled 
at i-f to the following radio transmitter where it is translated upward 
in frequency for retransmission. 

A primary advantage of this system is the avoidance of the FM
to-baseband and baseband-to-FM modulation steps used in the base
band repeater. Not only are several sources of noise avoided by 
eliminating unnecessary modulation steps, but also misalignment 
problems are reduced because an i-f repeater does not change the 
deviation of the signal passing through it. 
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The channel separation network at the left side of the figure 
extracts the Channel 1 signal and allows the other channels to con
tinue down the waveguide to their respective separation networks. 
The receiver bandpass filter has high loss to all signals except those 
falling in Channel 1, and hence providet-, additional suppression of 
unwanted signals outside the Channel 1 frequency band. The down 
converter and following receiver circuits act as in a conventional 
radio receiver to produce a constant amplitude intermediate fre
quency output. The output may then be connected as required to an 
FM terminal receiver for demodulation or to a microwave trans
mitter for retransmission. In the transmitter, an amplitude limiter 
strips off any AM component of the signal to he transmitted. If the 
spurious AM components were not removed, AM/PM conversion 
in the microwave power amplifier and subsequent receiver circuits 
would degrade the system noise performance. The signal is translated 
to a new microwave frequency by an up-converter, and is subsequently 
amplified in the power amplifier and combined or multiplexed in the 
channel combining network with other transmitter outputs on other 
channels for radiation to the next station. Typical transmitter out
put powers for i-f repeatered radio systems of this type range from 
0.5 to 10 watts. Received signals are around one-millionth of this 
power or -39 to -20 dBm. 

FM Terminals 

In an i-f repeatered radio system, the signal alternates between 
microwave and intermediate frequencies as it traverses first the 
radio paths and then the radio repeaters. At some stations, access to 
the baseband signal is necessary for the purposes of adding to, 
dropping, or otherwise modifying the message load. At these points 
and at the ends of the system, FM terminal transmitters are used 
to generate the frequency-modulated intermediate-frequency signals 
to be processed by the microwave radio equipment, and FM terminal 
receivers are used to demodulate the intermediate-frequency signals 
to recover baseband information. 

The FM terminal transmitter shown in Fig. 17-4 generates a 
70-MHz frequency-modulated output by mixing the outputs of two 
deviated oscillators which differ in nominal frequency by 70 MHz. 
The two oscillators are deviated in opposite phase or sense to relax 
the deviation linearity requirement on each oscillator and permit 
the partial cancellation of unwanted modulation products. 
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The FM receiver shown in Fig. 17 -5 is used to recover the base
band signal. A limiter is used to remove amplitude variations in 
the signal prior to demodulation. The output of this terminal 
receiver is connected to an entrance link for de-emphasis and trans
mission to the multiplex equipment. 

70 
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FIG. 17-5. FM terminal receiver. 

17.3 PROTECTION OF SYSTEM CONTINUITY 

To 
entrance 

link 

Both wire and radio media are subject to variations with time. 
Cable loss varies with temperature, and broadband AM systems 
normally have automatic means of regulating the repeater gain to 
match the changing cable loss. Radio path loss varies with atmos
pheric conditions. For many hours of the day, the radio path is a 
relatively stable transmission medium; however, during certain 
periods, particularly during the night hours, atmospheric conditions 
may develop which cause fading. During fading· periods, the 
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received signal strength on a radio channel can vary significantly, 
occasionally becoming somewhat higher than normal but more often 
dropping 20, 30, 40, or more dB below normal. When fading condi
tions exist, all of the radio channels will generally experience some 
reduction in received signal strength, but the very deep fade will 
affect perhaps only a single radio channel at a time. Although the 
deep fade (or fades) will normally move around in the band, 
affecting different channels at different times, deep fading may affect 
two or more channels simultaneously. 

The automatic gain control circuit in the radio receiver compen
sates for fades of 25 to 40 dB, depending on the system. However, 
in order to insure service continuity during deep fading, an auto
matic protection switching system of some type is normally pro
vided. Switching to protection channels may be done on a single hop 
or multiple hop basis, the primary requirement being to restore 
circuit continuity within about 30 milliseconds after an interruption. 

An important problem in the design of a microwave system is the 
statistical study of outage time (i.e., service interruptions) caused 
by fading, equipment failures, and maintenance time as a function 
of the number of protection channels provided. From this study, 
a good engineering decision can be made on the number of protection 
channels required. Historically, two approaches to protection switch
ing have evolved based on the particular frequency band of operation 
and the economics of the system to be protected. 

Long-haul systems are composed of switching sections of one to 
ten hops. These systems on fully loaded 4- and 6-GHz routes use 
two protection channels to back up 10 or 6 working channels, 
respectively. Figure 17-6 lists these protection arrangements. 

Short-haul systems in the 6- and 11-GHz bands are usually switched 
every hop on a one protection for one working channel basis. One
for-one switching is best suited to routes with one or two working 
channels but is less conservative of spectrum space on heavy routes 
than the long-haul switching systems. Crossband one-for-one diversity 
switching between 6- and 11-GHz systems is often used to compromise 
between susceptibility to rain attenuation at 11 GHz and spectrum 
crowding at 6 GHz. 
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17.4 MICROWAVE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

The various Bell Laboratories designed radio systems and their 
allocated frequency bands are tabulated in Fig. 17-6. Other features 
listed are telephone message circuit capacity per radio channel, 
repeater type (BSB or i-f), and numbers of working and protection 
channels. Specific details of radio channel frequency assignments 
may be found in Chap. 22. 

System 
Band Message cir-

Repeater 
Radio channels in fully 

occupied cuits per loaded route 
designation 

(GHz) radio channel 
type 

Working Protection 

TD-2 
3. 7-4.2 

600-1200 i-f 10 2 
TD-3 1200 i-f 10 2 

TH-1 1800 i-f 6 2 
TH-3 5.925-6.425 1800 i-f 6 2 
TM-1 600-900 BSB 4* 4* 

TJ 600 BSB 3* 3* 
TL-1 10. 7-11. 7 240 BSB 3 3 
TL-2 600-900 BSB 3* 3* 

FIG. 17-6. Selected features of radio systems. t 

*TJ /TM-1 and TL-2/TM-l are commonly used in crossband diversity. 
t Figure 17-6 is intended in part as a quick directory for the articles listed 

below for each specific system. 
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Chapter 18 

Radio Propagation 
at Microwave Frequencies 

Some knowledge of radio propagation and antennas is essential 
to an understanding of transmission in microwave radio systems. 
This chapter provides certain basic concepts concerning propagation 
paths, path losses, and microwave antennas and their characteristics. 

18.l PATH CHARACTERISTICS 

Propagation Paths 

The normal propagation paths between two radio antennas are 
illustrated in Fig. 18-1. The direct or free-space wave is shown in 
path 1, and the wave reflected from the ground is path 2. Path 3 
indicates a surface wave which consists of the electric and magnetic 
fields associated with the currents induced in the ground. Its magni
tude depends on the constants of the ground and the electromagnetic 
wave polarization. The sum of these three paths, taking account of 
both magnitude and phase, is called the ground wave. There are 
induction fields and secondary effects of the ground which are also 
a part of this wave, but these effects are negligible beyond a few 
wavelengths from the transmitting antenna. Path 4, called the 
sky wave, depends on the presence of the ionized layers above the 
earth that reflect back some of the energy that otherwise would be 
lost in outer space. 

All of the paths shown in Fig. 18-1 exist in any radio propagation 
problem, but some are negligible in certain frequency ranges. At 
frequencies less than about 1500 kHz, the surface wave provides the 
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Ionosphere 

Di;ect (free-space) wave 

FIG. 18-1- Transmission paths between two antennas. 

primary coverage, and the sky wave helps to extend this coverage 
at night when the absorption of the ionosphere is at a minimum. At 
frequencies above about 30 to 50 MHz, the free-space and ground
reflected waves are frequently the only paths of importance. At these 
frequencies the surface wave can usually be neglected as long as the 
antenna heights are not too low, and the sky wave is only a source 
of occasional long distance interference rather than a reliable signal 
for communication purposes. 

At frequencies in the order of thousands of megahertz, where the 
microwave systems under discussion operate, the free-space wave is 
usually controlling on good optical paths, although in many cases 
attention must also be given to the reflected wave. Thus, in this 
chapter, the surface and sky wave propagation are neglected, and 
attention is focused only on those phenomena that affect the direct 
and reflected waves. Free-space transmission is considered first, then 
deviations from free-space transmission, and finally antenna prop
erties and types. 
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Free-Space Path Loss 

Consider first a given amount of power, PT, radiated from an iso
tropic transmitting antenna, a point source radiating power equally 
in all directions. Imagine a sphere of radius d, centered upon the 
point source. If free-space transmission is assumed (i.e., straight line 
transmission through a vacuum or ideal atmosphere, with no absorp
tion or reflection of energy by nearby objects), the radiated power 
density will be equal at all points on the surface of the sphere, and 
the total radiated power, PT, will pass outward through the surface 
of the sphere. The radially directed power density at any point on the 
surface of the sphere, therefore, will be 

Power density = 4~~2 

If a receiving antenna with an effective* area, AR, 
surface of the sphere, the received power, PR, will 
density times the area of the antenna; that is, 

PT A 
PR= 4'7Td2 R 

(18-1) 

is located on the 
equal the power 

(18-2) 

It can be shown [1] that a transmitting antenna which concen
trates its radiation within a small solid angle or beam has an 
on-axis transmitting antenna gain with respect to an isotropic radi
ator of 

4'7TAT 
YT=-v- (18-3) 

This is equivalent to concentrating the radiation in a solid angle of 

rad2 (18-4) 

and comparing this angle to 4'77" (radian) 2 which is a whole solid 
angle. 

*In actual antennas, imperfect reflector illumination and re-radiated energy 
result in a power loss. The discrepancy between theoretical and actual gain 
leads to the concept of an effective area which is smaller than the physical area. 
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Grouping the results of the previous two paragraphs, 

(18-5) 

It is now convenient to rearrange the terms, primarily to get the 
transmitting and receiving antenna gains into identical forms. In this 
way, both transmitting and receiving antennas are specified as to 
their gain relative to isotropic radiators. 

( 41TAT) (41TAR) ( A. ) 2 

PR=PT ~ ~ 41Td (18-6) 

Trans Rec 
ant ant 
gain gain 

Stated in decibels, the ratio of PT to PR equals 

10 log PT = -10 log 41T AT -10 log 41T AR +20 log 41Td (18-7) 
PR ~ ~ A 

The manipulation of antenna gain terms in the previous paragraph 
results in a distance and frequency-dependent term which is called 
the free-space path loss between isotropic radiators. 

Free-space path loss in decibels = 20 log 4:d (18-8) 

This term is plotted in Fig. 18-2 for representative path lengths 
and frequencies. 

Section Loss 

Section loss is defined as the loss in decibels between a radio trans
mitter output and the following radio receiver input. It includes the 
loss as determined by Eq. (18-7), plus all the waveguide and network 
losses at both ends of the hop. Addition of these factors to Eq. (18-7) 
defines the section loss in dB as : 

. 41Td 41TAT 41TAR 
Section loss = 20 log -~ -10 log~ -10 log~ 

+waveguide losses+ network losses (18-9) 
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FIG. 18-2. Free-space path loss versus frequency and path length. 

The following example illustrates these relations. 

Example 18.1 

Problem 

Determine the receiver input power for a 4-GHz radio hop given 
the following conditions: 

Transmitter output power = 37.0 dBm 
(5 watts) 

Gain of each antenna = 39.6 dB 

Loss of networks in receiving waveguide = 1.9 dB 

Loss of networks in transmitting waveguide = 1.9 dB 

Transmitting waveguide loss 

Receiving waveguide loss 

Frequency 

Path length 

= 2.1 dB 

= 2.1 dB 

= 4.0 GHz 

= 28.5 miles 
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Solution 

From Fig. 18.2, the free-space path loss at 4 GHz for a path length 
of 28.5 miles is 137.5 dB. Thus, using Eq. (18-9), the section loss is 

Section loss= 137.5 - 39.6 -39.6 + 2 (2.1+1.9) 

= 66.3 dB 

The input power to the radio receiver is equal to the transmitter 
output power minus the section loss. Thus, 

Receiver input power= 37.0 - 66.3 

= -29.3 dBm 

Antenna Heights and Path Clearance 

Up to this point, only free-space transmission has been considered. 
The presence of the earth and the nonuniformity of the atmosphere 
may markedly affect the actual operating conditions. 

For a large percentage of the time, the path loss of a typical 
microwave link can be made to approximate closely the calculated 
free-space loss. This can be done by engineering the path between 
antennas to provide an optical line-of-sight transmission path which 
has adequate clearance with respect to surrounding objects. This 
clearance is necessary not only to keep the path loss under normal 
atmospheric conditions from deviating from the free-space value, but 
also to reduce severe fading problems during abnormal conditions. 

The importance of adequate clearance can be seen by considering 
Fig. 18-3, which shows the profile of the path between two antenna 
sites. For the antenna heights shown, the distance H represents 
the clearance of the line-of-sight path, AB, and the intervening ter
rain. Path ACB represents a secondary transmission path via 
reflection from a projection. With no phase reversal at the point 
of reflection, the signal from the two paths would partially cancel 
whenever AB and ACB differed by an odd multiple of a half wave
length. When the grazing angle of the secondary wave is small, 
which is typically the case, a phase reversal will normally occur at 
the point of reflection. Therefore, whenever AB and ACB differ by 
an odd multiple of a half wavelength, the energies of the received 
signals add, rather than cancel. Conversely, if the two paths differ by 
a whole number of wavelengths, the signals from the two paths will 
tend to cancel. 
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FIG. 18-3. Typical profile plot showing first Fresnel zones for 100 MHz and 
10 GHz. 

The amount of clearance is generally described in terms of Fresnel* 
zones. All points from which a wave could be reflected with an addi
tional path length of one-half wavelength form an ellipse which 
defines the first Fresnel zone. Similarly, the boundary of the nth 
Fresnel zone consists of all points from which the delay is n/2 wave
lengths. For any distance, d1, from antenna A, the distance Hn 
from the line-of-sight path to the boundary of the nth Fresnel zone 
is approximated by the parabola: 

H - /n'Ad1 (d-d1) 
n- d (18-10) 

where 'A, the wavelength, and d and d1, the path lengths, are meas
ured in identical units. The boundaries of the first Fresnel zones 
for 'A= 3 meters (100 MHz) and 'A= 3 centimeters (10 GHz) in the 
vertical plane through AB are shown in Fig. 18-3. In any plane 
normal to AB, the Fresnel zones are concentric circles. 

Measurements have shown that to achieve a normal transmission 
loss approximately equal to the free-space loss, the transmission path 
should pass over all obstacles with a clearance of at least 0.6 times 
the first Fresnel zone distance, and preferably by an amount equal 
to the first Fresnel zone distance. However, because of refraction 

*Fresnel (Fra-nell'). 
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effects, greater clearance is usually provided in order to reduce 
deep fading under adverse atmospheric conditions. 

The effective path clearance varies with time because radio waves 
seldom follow truly straight lines. Atmospheric refraction, resulting 
from variations in the dielectric permittivity with height, causes the 
radio signal to bend slightly from its ideal straight line path. This 
effect can be visualized by assuming that the radio wave does travel 
exactly in a straight line but over an earth with a fictitious radius 
which is either greater or less than the true earth radius. On the 
average, the. radio wave is bent downward as if the earth radius 
were 4/3 of its actual value. For this reason, it is frequently con~ 
venient to plot the elevations of a path on special profile paper on 
which the earth's radius is assumed to be 4/3 of its actual value. 
The radio path is then plotted as a straight line and the earth's 
curvature appears to flatten. 

The effective earth radius factor K (ratio of effective earth radius 
to true earth radius) is a function of atmospheric conditions and may 
be as low as 1/2 for a small percentage of the time. This corresponds 
to a so-called earth bulge [2] condition and may result in a consider
able increase in path loss over a wide range of frequencies unless 
adequate path clearance is provided. On the other hand, when the 
effective earth radius factor is infinite, it is as if the earth were com

Radio 
path K = 4/3 1/2 

\ \ I 
~--\~--~ 

(a) Effective earth profiles versus K 

-2 ------ -;;-- ...... ........_ 
,,,,,-- -- 4T-- ......._ 

~-::::..----"'-----~ _::-____ .,L ___ ~ 

(b) Actual radio paths versus K 

Fm. 18-4. Effect of K on radio paths. 

pletely flat, and long-range inter
ference from same-channel stations 
may result because the shielding 
by the earth curvature has tempo
rarily been removed. 

The deviations in the curvature 
of the radio waves and the corre
sponding values for the effective 
earth radius factor are contrasted 
in Fig. 18-4 for several values of K. 
An infinite effective radius does 
not imply a limit; negative values 
of K can be pictured as a "de
pressed" earth, but more impor
tantly, negative values represent 
conditions for which the atmos-
phere acts like a duct or waveguide 
for propagation over relatively 
long distances. 
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In determining suitable tower heights, a profile plot of the terrain 
between the proposed antenna sites is obtained, and the worst obstacle 
in th~ path, such as the ridge shown in Fig. 18-3, is located. This 
obstacle is then used as a leverage point from which the most suitable 
antenna height at each location can be chosen to provide the proper 
clearance. Path testing using portable antennas is frequently done 
to verify the appropriateness of paths and determine optimum 
antenna heights. 

Fading 

Substandard atmospheric refraction (K < 1) may transform a 
line-of-sight path into an obstructed one, because the effective path 
clearance becomes zero or negative. This situation can happen under 
conditions of heavy ground fog or extremely cold air over warm 
earth. The result is a substantial increase in path loss over a wide 
frequency band. The magnitude and frequency of occurrence of this 
type of slow, flat fading can be reduced only by the use of greater 
antenna heights. 

The more common form of microwave fading on paths with ade
quate clearance is a relatively fast, frequency selective type of fading 
caused by interference between two or more rays in the atmosphere. 
The separate paths between transmitter and receiver are caused by 
the irregularities (second and higher order derivatives) in the vari
ations in dielectric permittivity with height. The refraction effect 
mentioned earlier depends on the average slope (first derivative) of 
the same variation in dielectric permittivity. The transmission mar
gins that must be provided against both types of fading are important 
in determining the overall system parameters. 

An interference type fade can have any depth, but fortunately 
the deeper the fade the less frequently it occurs and the shorter its 
duration when it does occur. Figure 18-5 shows the median duration 
of fades of various depths on a 4-GHz system with typical re
peater spacings of about 30 to 35 miles. It will be noted that the 
median duration of a 20-dB fade is about 30 seconds, and the median 
duration of a 40-dB fade is about 3 seconds. At any given depth 
of fade, the duration of 1 per cent of the fades may be as much as 
ten times or as little as 1/10 of the median duration. 

Multipath fading occurs primarily at night on typical 4-GHz line
of-sight paths. During the day or whenever the lower atmosphere is 
thoroughly mixed by rising convection currents and winds, the signals 
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Depth of fade - dB below normal 

Fm. 18-5. Median duration of fast fading. 

on line-of-sight paths are normally steady and at or near the pre
dicted free-space values. On clear nights with little or no wind, how
ever, sizable irregularities or layers can collect at random elevations, 
and these irregularities in refraction result in multipath transmission 
on path lengths of the order of a million wavelengths or longer. 
Multipath fading tends to build up during the night with a peak in 
the early morning hours and then to disappear as the layers are 
broken up by the convection caused by the heat of the early morning 
sun. 

Both the number of fades and the percentage of time below a given 
level tend to increase as either the repeater spacing or the frequency 
increases. Multiple paths are usually overhead, although ground 
reflections can be a factor in some cases. The effects of multipath 
fading can be minimized by the use of either frequency or space 
diversity. 

Absorption 

Rainfall and water vapor also produce pronounced attenuation 
effects at the higher microwave frequencies. It is well known that 
certain absorption bands occur in the spectrum of visible light, and 
the theory of these absorption bands indicates that they should be 
found throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. The first absorption 
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band due to water vapor peaks at about 22 GHz, and the first absorp
tion band due to the oxygen in the atmosphere peaks at about 60 
GHz [3]. 

The effect of rain on microwave radio propagation in the region 
of 4 to 6 GHz is small relative to the losses introduced by other causes 
of fading. At higher frequencies, however, rain attenuates radio 
transmission to a much greater degree. The radio energy is absorbed 
and scattered by the rain drops, and this effect becomes more pro~ 
nounced as the wavelength approaches the size of the raindrops. 
Figure 18-6 indicates the estimated atmospheric absorption for vari-
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FIG. 18-6. Estimated atmospheric absorption. 
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ous conditions of rainfall. From this figure it is evident that rain 
attenuation must be considered in any system operating at frequencies 
of 10 GHz or above and perhaps at lower frequency in areas where 
heavy rains occur frequently. It is also evident that rain attenuation 
over any individual microwave band is almost independent of fre
quency, and therefore no protection is offered by the use of inband 
frequency diversity. 

18.2 MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 

Antenna Characteristics 

Many antenna characteristics are important in microwave systems. 
The first of these, antenna gain, has already been defined. An antenna 
has gain because it concentrates the radiated power in a narrow 
beam rather than sending it uniformly in all directions. Since it 
reduces section loss, high antenna gain is obviously desirable. 

Closely associated with antenna gain is beam width. Since an 
antenna achieves gain by concentrating power in a narrow beam, 
the width of the beam will decrease as the antenna gain is increased. 
Antennas used in microwave systems ordinarily have half-power 
beam widths of the order of one degree (see Fig. 18-7). A narrow 
beam minimizes interference from outside sources and adjacent 
antennas. A very narrow beam, however, imposes severe mechanical 
stability requirements and leads to problems in antenna lineup and 
fading. 

All of the energy from an antenna does not lie in the direction 
of the main beam ; some of it is concentrated in minor beams called 
sidelobes, which are potential sources of interference into or from 
other microwave paths. Figure 18-8 illustrates the relationship be
tween the main beam and sidelobes for a horn-reflector antenna, 
which is discussed later. 

Several antenna characteristics are important in evaluating the 
coupling of interference between adjacent antennas or radio paths. 
The front-to-back ratio of an antenna may be defined as the ratio 
of its maximum gain in the forward or intended direction to its 
maximum gain in the region of its backward direction. The front
to-back ratio of an antenna in an actual installation may be 20 to 
30 dB less than its isolated or free-space value because of foreground 
reflections from objects in or near the main transmission lobe or 
beam. The front-to-back ratio of the antenna is critical in repeater 
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Fm. 18-7. Approximate antenna gain and beam width. 

systems, especially when the same signal frequencies are to be used 
in both directions from one station. Additional characteristics in
volving two or more antennas at the same station are side-to-side 
coupling and back-to-back coupling. These factors express in dB the 
coupling losses between antennas carrying transmitter output sig
nals and antennas carrying receiver input signals. Typical trans
mitter outputs are some 60 dB higher in level than receiver input 
levels, and accordingly the coupling losses must be high to avoid 
unwanted interferences, particularly when the desired signal is 
fading. 

Use of Polarization 

To improve adjacent channel discrimination and to facilitate the 
design of channel combining and dropping networks, it is common 
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FIG. 18-8. Smoothed azimuthal directivity of horn-reflector antenna with 
vertically polarized signal at 3740 MHz. 

practice in microwave relay systems to interleave alternate radio 
channel frequencies on horizontal and vertical polarizations of the 
transmitted signal. Polarization refers to the alignment of the electric 
field in the radiated wave. 

Another orthogonal system with left- and right-hand circular 
polarization could be used, but the practical problems of maintaining 
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polarization discrimination over relatively wide bandwidths and in 
the presence of reflections do not make it attractive. 

When energy is radiated in one polarization, a small portion may 
be converted to the other polarization by imperfections in the antenna 
system and path. The ratio of the power received in the desired 
polarization to the power received in the opposite polarization is 
called the cross-polarization discrimination. Cross-polarization dis
criminations of 25 to 30 dB for an entire hop are routinely obtained 
with ordinary antenna systems. 

Typical Microwave Antennas 

Parabolic Antenna. The parabolic (or dish) antenna consists of 
a paraboloid reflector illuminated with microwave energy by a feed 
system located at the focus. Depending on the design, one to four 
waveguide runs in one or two radio bands may be fed to the antenna 
simultaneously. These antennas in the 5- to 10-foot diameter range 
are widely used in short-haul systems and occasionally on lightly 
loaded long-haul routes where economic considerations control the 
choice of antenna systems. 

Horn-Reflector Antenna. In the horn-reflector antenna, Fig. 18-9, 
a vertically mounted horn tapering outward from the focal point is 
used to illuminate a section of a parabolic surface which then reflects 
the energy outward. Because of the design and size of the horn, 
the impedance match of this antenna to its waveguide feed is very 
good, the return loss being between 40 and 50 dB. It is a broadband 
antenna and can be used with both vertical and horizontal polariza
tion in the 4-, 6-, and 11-GHz bands. Its nominal characteristics are 
tabulated in Fig. 18-10, and Fig. 18-8 shows its horizontal directivity. 
The horn-reflector antenna has small sidelobes and radiates very little 
power to the rear, resulting in a nominal 70-dB front-to-back ratio. 
Measurements made at 6 GHz on a large number of antenna in¥alla
tions have shown that in horn-reflector antenna systems, side-to-side 
coupling and back-to-back coupling, as well as cross-polarization dis
crimination, follow approximately normal distributions. The mean 
and standard deviations of these distributions are listed in Fig. 18-11. 
The side-to-side and back-to-back coupling of the antenna system 
will vary considerably from location to location as a result of fore
ground reflections and leakage of energy at the joints of the wave
guide run feeding the antennas. 
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Fm. 18-9. Horn-reflector antenna. 

Frequency 4 GHz 6 GHz 11 GHz 

Polarization Vert Hor Vert Hor Vert Hor 

Midband gain (dB) 39.6 39.4 43.2 43.0 48.0 47.4 

Front-to-back ratio (dB) 71 77 71 71 78 71 

Beam width (azimuth) 2.5 1.6 1.5 1.25 1.0 0.8 
(degrees) 

Beam width (elevation) 2.0 2.13 1.25 1.38 0.75 0.88 
(degrees) 

Sidelobes (dB below 49 54 49 57 54 61 
main beam) 

Side-to-side coupling (dB) 81 89 120 122 94 112 

Back-to-back coupling 140 122 140 127 139 140 
(dB) 

Fm. 18-10. Horn-reflector antenna characteristics for a particular pair of an
tennas without any waveguide system attached. 
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FIG. 18-11. Horn-reflector antenna and its waveguide system 
characteristics in dB at 6 GHz. 
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Chapter 19 

Properties of FM and PM Signals 

The discussion of angle-modulated signals in Chap. 5 is extended 
in this chapter as background for the chapters on FM system 
analysis which follow. Expressions are derived for the FM spectrum 
when the modulating signal consists of one or more sinusoids; the 
analysis is then extended to more complex modulating signals. 
High-index FM and phasor representation of angle-modulated sig
nals are discussed, and finally, the problem of unavoidable ampli
tude modulation on the FM signal and the effects of limiters on this 
problem are examined. For more detailed discussions of particular 
points, the reader is referred to standard texts on modulation theory 
[1, 2]. 

19. l FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF FM AND PM SIGNALS 

For amplitude modulation, the frequency components of the modu
lated signal consist of a carrier, an upper sideband, and a lower 
sideband. The frequency components of the upper sideband have the 
same form as the components of the modulating signal except that 
they have been translated upward in frequency by an amount equal 
to the carrier frequency. The lower sideband is a mirror image of 
the upper sideband about the carrier frequency. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 19-1. For every component at frequency Im in the modu
lating signal, there are components in the modulated signal at fre
quencies le + Im and le - Im, where le is the carrier frequency. In a 
sense then, superposition holds since the effect produced by any 
particular modulating component does not depend on the other 
modulating components which are present. If the highest frequency 

450 
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FIG. 19-1. Frequency spectrum of an amplitude-modulated signal. 

component in the modulating signal is [T, the modulated signal is 
restricted to the frequency range f c - h to f c + /T, and the required 
bandwidth is 2h centered at fc· 

In the case of frequency modulation, the frequency components 
of the modulated signal are more complexly related to the com
ponents in the modulating signal. In a strict mathematical sense, 
a single modulating sinusoid produces an infinite number of sideband 
components, although most are negligibly small. The multiplicity of 
sideband components complicates the frequency spectrum of an FM 
signal. In addition, the sideband components produced by any 
single-frequency component in the modulating signal depend on all 
the frequency components in the modulating signal. Hence, super
position does not apply. 

Is it really advantageous to deal with the frequency components 
of an FM signal in view of this difficulty? At the· present time, 
the answer seems to be that this is the best way known. The trans
mission characteristics of networks, interstages, and other trans
mission paths are specified as a function of frequency. Imperfect 
transmission at any particular frequency will affect only those fre~ 
quency components of the signal which are at that frequency, but 
this in turn may cause serious impa.irment to the signal being trans-
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mitted if the imperfection is not properly equalized before the FM 
discriminator. Furthermore, the problem of determining the required 
bandwidth depends on the location of all of the important frequency 
components in the signal. So in spite of the difficulty, some knowl
edge of the frequency components of an FM signal is essential. 

Modulation by a Single Sinusoid 

The analysis of angle-modulated signals starts with a single 
sinusoidal modulation which produces a peak phase deviation of 
Xi radians. From Eq. (5-19), 

M(t) =Ac COS (wet+ Xi COS wit) (19-1) 

Functions of this type may be resolved into summations of sinu
soids by application of the following Bessel function identities : 

sin (a+ X sin /3) = 2:, Jn(X) sin (a+ n,8) (19-2) 

n= - oo 

00 

cos (a+ X sin /3) = 2: Jn(X) cos (a+ n,B) (19-3) 

n= - oo 

00 

sin (a+ X cos ,8) = 2:, Jn(X) sin (a+ n,B + ~) (19-4) 

n= - oo 

00 

cos (a+ X cos ,8) = 2: Jn(X) cos (a+ n,B + n;) (19-5) 
n= - oo 

Here Jn(X) is the Bessel function of the first kind of nth order 
and of argument X. Values of Jn(X) for several values of X are 
listed in Fig. 19-2. A more complete tabulation of values may be 
obtained in References 2 and 3. Note that the argument, X, is the 
index of modulation. 

The identity of Eq. (19-5) applied to the signal of Eq. (19-1) yields 

00 

M(t) =Ac 2: Jn(Xi) cos (Wet+ nw1t + n;) (19-6) 

n= - oo 
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x = 1/2 x = 1 x = 2 x = 3 x = 10 

Jo(X) 0.938 0.765 0.224 -0.260 -0.246 

J1 (X) 0.242 0.440 0.577 0.339 0.043 

J2(X) 0.031 0.115 0.353 0.486 0.255 

J3(X) 0.003 0.020 0.129 0.309 0.058 

J4(X) 0.000 0.002 0.034 0.132 -0.220 
--

FIG. 19-2. Values of Jn(X) for several values of X. 

The first few terms may be written as 

M(t) = Ae{Jo(X1) COS Wet+ J1(X1) COS [(we+ w1)t + ; J 
+ J_i(X1) cos [(we - w1)t - ; J 
+ J2(X1) COS [(we+ 2w1)t + 2; J 
+ J-2(X1) COS [(we - 2wi)t - 2; J + · · · f (19-7) 

Because of the identity 

(19-8) 

it follows that M ( t) can be written as 

M (t) =Ac {io (X1) COS Wet+ J1 (Xi) COS [(we+ w1) t + ; J 
+ J1 (X1) COS [(we - wi) t + ; J - J2 (Xi) COS (we 2w1) t 

- J2(X1) COS (we - 2w1)t + ... } (19-9) 

Equation (19-9) shows that a single sinusoidal modulating signal 
produces sets of sidebands displaced from the carrier by multiples 
of the modulating frequency. These successive sets of sidebands 
are often referred to as first order sidebands, second order side
bands, etc., the magnitudes of which, relative to the carrier, are 
determined by the coefficients Ji(X1), J2 (X1), etc., respectively. As 
Fig. 19-2 shows, the higher order sidebands rapidly become un-
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important as the index of modulation, X, becomes less than unity. 
Thus if the index is sufficiently small, the spectrum of a PM signal 
resembles that of an AM signal. For larger values of X, the value of 
Jn(X) starts to decrease rapidly as soon as n = X. 

Modulation by Two Sinusoids 

When two or more sinusoids are applied simultaneously to an 
angle modulator, a superposition of sideband spectra will not suffice 
to describe the resulting output. A derivation of the output spectrum 
for two-sinusoid modulation begins with the equation 

M(t) =Ac cos (wet+ X1 cos w1t + X2 cosw2t) (19-10) 

It is convenient to start the analysis by writing Eq. (19-10) in 
the form 

M (t) =Ac COS ( (J)2t + X1 COS wit+ w/ + X2 cos (J)zt) (19-11) 

Using the trigonometric identity 

cos (A+ B) =cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

Eq. (19-11) can be written as 

M (t) =Ac {cos ( w;/ + X1 cos wit) cos (w2t + X2 cos w2t) 

(19-12) 

- sin ( w;/ + X1 cos wit) sin ( w;/ + X2 cos w2t )} (19-13) 

The identities of Eqs. (19-2) through (19-5) can now be applied; 
thus, 

n= - oo 

m=-oo 

"' - [ 2: Jn (Xi) sin ( (J)2t + nwit + n;) 
n= - oo 

"' 2: Jm(X2) sin(w2t + m<tJ2t + ~7T)]} (19-14) 

·m= - oo 
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This equation may be written as 

n=-oo m=-co 

. (wet n'7T) . ((J)ct m'TT)]} -sm y+nwit+y sm 2 +mw2t+ 2 (19-15) 

By means of Eq. (19-12) further reduction can be obtained to give 

M(t) =Ac 2: 
n=-oo m=-oo 

(19-16) 

This equation is the desired result. It indicates that there will be 
sideband components displaced from the carrier by all possible mul
tiples of the individual modulating frequencies. However, there 
will also be components displaced by all possible sums and differences 
of multiples of the modulating frequencies, and therefore super
position does not apply. 

Figure 19-3 shows the amplitude and relative phase spectra of the 
zero, first, and second order components obtained from Eq. (19-16) 
for the condition X1 = 1/2 and X2 = 1. In the general case, the order 
of the component is equal to the sum of the magnitudes of the orders 
of the Bessel functions used to compute the amplitude of that com
ponent. For example, a second order component in Eq. (19-16) is 
any component for which I m I + I n I = 2. 

Modulation by Three or More Sinusoids 

The preceding discussion of two-sinusoid modulation illustrates 
that superposition is inapplicable to the angle-modulation problem. 
The complexity of solution increases rapidly as more modulating 
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Frequency, w 

(a) Amplitude spectrum 

l-1T 
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..... 
w, Frequency, w 

I- -1T/2 From Eq. (19-16) lo" 
x, = 1/2 

X 2 =1 

f- -1T 
lml+lnlS2 

(b) Phase spectrum 

FIG. 19-3. Amplitude and relative phase spectra for two-sinusoid modulation. 

signals are added. It can be shown that for three~sinusoid modu
lation, the resultant formula similar to Eq. (19-16) will be 

"' "' 

M(t) =Ac 2:. 2:. Jn 1 (Xi)Jn 2 (X2)Jn 3 (Xa) 
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The pattern established by Eq. (19-16) and Eq. (19-17), when 
extended to N sinusoids, leads to the general result 

00 N 

M(t) =Ac 2: · 
r=l 

N N 

cos (Wet + 2: n,w,t + 2: nr ; ) (19-18) 

r=l r=l 

In this equation, the symbol TI denotes that all N of the Jn co-
r 

efficients are multiplied together. 
It is apparent from Eq. (19-18) that the determination of the 

spectral components of an FM or PM signal is a very formidable 
task even for relatively small values of N. Fortunately, in many 
practical cases of interest, the index of modulation is sufficiently low 
that the amplitudes of the various components can be obtained from 
approximate expressions derived from Eq. (19-18). These expres
sions are obtained by applying the series expansions of the Bessel 
functions to the amplitude coefficient for each basic spectral com
ponent. For example, the carrier frequency component is obtained 
from Eq. (19-18) by setting all n, = 0. Then if Ao denotes the 
carrier amplitude, 

N 

Ao= Ac 0 Jo(X,) (19-19) 
r=l 

Equation (19-19) can be approximated by using the power series 
expansion given in Reference 3 as Jo(X) = 1 - X 2/4 + X 4/64 .... 
This approximation, after multiplying, collecting terms, and neglect
ing all powers greater than fourth yields 

N N-1 

Ao = Ac ( 1 - ~ 2: Xr2 + 116 2: (19-20) 

r=l r=l s=r+l r=l 

Equation (19-20) can be written more compactly if an additional 
small approximation is made. This approximation is made by 
doubling the coefficient of the last term and thereby introducing 
an error equal to 

N 

1/64 .2: Xr4 

r=! 
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However, in so doing, the last two terms of the equation may be 
combined to reduce Eq. ( 19-20) to 

N N 

Ao = Ac [ 1 - ! I: Xr2 + ~ (2: Xr2 Y J (19-21) 
r=l r=l 

The series expansion for e-a is 

a2 
e-a = 1 - a + Z - · (19-22) 

It should now be observed that Eq. (19-21) has the same form as 
this series expansion. If the parameter D.p is defined as 

r=l 

it follows that Eq. (19-21) can be expressed as 

-D /2 
=Ace </J 

(19-23) 

(19-24) 

Equation (19-24) is the approximation desired. It is valid pro~ 
vided that the peak phase deviation, Xr, of each of the modulating 
signal components is small, thereby permitting the approximations 
used to obtain Eqs. (19-20) and (19-21). More specifically, it is 

N 

required that 2: Xr2 be less than unity. The parameter D.p has an 

r=l 

important significance. Since it is assumed that each modulating 
signal component is sinusoidal, the rms phase deviation produced by 
each component is equal to Xr/\/2, or the mean square deviation is 
Xr2 /2. Hence, D.p is the mean-square phase deviation of the total 
modulating signal, and yD.p equals the rms phase deviation resulting 
from the total signal. 

The techniques used to obtain Eq. (19-24) can be applied to find 
approximate expressions for the amplitudes of the sideband com
ponents. Figure 19-4 tabulates the results that can be obtained. 

The utility of the approximations tabulated in Fig. 19-4 arises 
from the fact that numerical methods can be used to calculate the 
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power spectrum of the FM signal for any baseband signal, provided 
that ( 1) the baseband signal can be expressed as a finite summation 
of N sinusoids and (2) the mean-square phase deviation, D<1>, is no 
greater than 0.5. A baseband load consisting of multiplexed telephone 
channels may be simulated by representing the talkers by a number 
of uniformly spaced sinusoids with power level and baseband fre
quency corresponding to the power spectral density of the composite 
baseband load. Therefore, the power spectrum of an FM signal in a 
microwave system carrying multiplexed telephone channels and with 
mean-square phase deviation of less than 0.5 can be approximated 
by using the expressions listed in Fig. 19-4. In making the cal
culations, a power summation is made of all the products falling at 
each sideband frequency. The product-count results given in Chap. 
10 are directly applicable. 

Component 

Zero order 
(carrier) 

First order 

Second order 

Second order 

Third order 

Third order 

Third order 

Frequency Amplitude and relative phase 

We 

We± Wr 

We± 2wr 

We± Wr ± Ws 

We± 3wr 

We± 2wr ± Ws 

N 

D _ 1 '°'x2<1 <l>-24 r -2 
r=l 

-D /2 e <I> 

+__!__Xv -v<l>/2 - 4 r"Ls e 

+ _!__ X 3 e -v<l>/2 
- 48 r 

+ _!__ X 2x e-v<1>/2 
- 16 r s 

+_l_xvx e-v<1>/2 - 8 r"LS t 

Sign of amplitude term is determined by giving Xn X"' and Xi the same signs as 

Wn Ws, and 'Wt· 

FIG. 19-4. Approximate expressions for amplitudes of spectral components (rela
tive to carrier) for N-sinusoid modulation. 
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Phase Modulation by a Band of Random Noise 

When the baseband signal consists of many single-sideband, fre
quency-multiplexed telephone channels, it is often convenient to 
simulate the baseband signal by an equivalent band of random 
noise. The determination of the sideband spectrum when the modu
lating signal consists of random noise involves considerable anal
ysis [ 4]. A particular case of interest, often assumed in the analysis 
of a radio system, is that of pure phase modulation by a band of 
random noise extending uniformly across the baseband from 0 to 
fT hertz. For this case, the power density of the sideband spectrum 
has been shown to be 

e -Dct> { < 1 - x ) 0 Dct>2 ( 2 - x) 1 

s(f) = 2/T Dct> [ -2-~ + 2T [-2-~ 

where 

Dct>3 [ ( 3 - x ) 2 ( 1 - x) 2 J + 3 12 1 (-2-) - 3 (-2-) . . ( ) ( ) 

+-ct>- (4-x) _ 4 (2-x) +··· D 4[( )3 ( )3] } 
4 !3 ! ( 2 ) ( 2 ) 

(19-25) 

s(f) =power spectral density (watts per hertz of bandwidth). 

Dct> = mean-square phase deviation of the total noise signal 
(radians squared). 

fT =top baseband frequency (Hz). 

x = I f c fT Ll, where f c is the ca~rier frequency. 

( indicates that the enclosed term goes to zero when the 
[ quantity n - x is negative. 

In this equation, the factor e -Dct> represents the power in the 
modulated carrier relative to an unmodulated carrier of unity ampli
tude. Note that this is the same result as tabulated in Fig. 19-4 
for the zero order (carrier) component, since the power is propor-

-D /2 2 -D 
tional to the square of the amplitude, and ( e ct> ) = e ct>. 

Figure 19-5 shows the quantity s (f) 2/T expressed in dB with 
respect to the unmodulated carrier, for several values of the root
mean-square phase deviation, "\/Dct>. Although a curve is shown 
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FIG. 19-5. Sideband spectra of a carrier phase-modulated by a baseband signal 
consisting of a flat band of random noise which extends from 0 to 
IT Hz. 

for \/D1, = 1, approximations made in the analysis necessitate that 
yDq, :::::; 0.707 (i.e., Dq, :::::; 1/2) for greatest accuracy. This is the 
same restriction imposed on the approximations made in deriving 
the coefficients for Fig. 19-4. 

A qualitative understanding of the shape of the spectra in Fig. 19-5 
can be obtained from the following considerations. First order side
band components are formed by the modulation of the carrier and 
the individual components of the baseband or modulating signal. 
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These sideband components will fall within the band bounded by 
f e + fr. Since the spectrum of the modulating signal has been assumed 
fiat, the spectrum of the first order sideband components will also 
be fiat versus frequency. This is true even though the amplitude of 
each sideband component will, of course, be a function of the ampli
tude of all the other components, as previously discussed in connection 
with Eq. (19-16). 

Second order sideband components, which fall within the band 
bounded by f e ± 2fr, arise from combinations involving the carrier 
frequency and any second order combination of baseband frequencies 
such as a + [3, a - [3, or 2a. The number of products formed is 
greatest in the vicinity of the carrier, with the result that the power 
in the second order sidebands is maximum around f e and drops off to 
zero at frequencies greater than le ± 2fr. 

In a similar manner, third order sideband components, which fall 
in the region bounded by f e ± 3fr, arise from combinations of the 
carrier with third order combinations of baseband frequencies. Again, 
more products are formed near the carrier frequency, so that the 
power in the third order sidebands has a broad maximum in the 
f e ± fr portion of the spectrum and drops to zero at f e ± 3fr. 

The result of power addition of the higher order components to 
the first order sidebands accounts for the curvature in the spectrum 
between le - fr and le + fr in Fig. 19-5. Notice that this curvature 
increases in going from a low-phase deviation (curve a) to a high 
deviation (curve d). This is because the power in the second and 
third order sidebands builds up relatively rapidly as the phase devi
ation increases. This is analogous to the way second and third order 
modulation products increase relative to the fundamental as the input 
power to a nonlinear device is increased. The same effect accounts 
for the relatively slow falloff of higher order sidebands shown by 
curve d, as against the rapid falloff of curve a. 

Quantitatively, the spectrum for an rms phase deviation in Fig. 
19-5 is interpreted as follows. The modulated carrier power is under-

stood to be Ae2e -v"'· The region from fe-fr to fe+fr is dominated by 
first order sidebands of power density Ae2s (f) per hertz of bandwidth. 
For example, given a phase-modulated signal of -30 dBm total 
power with rms phase deviation, yDq,, of 0.5 radian due to noise ex
tending from 0 to 3 MHz, the carrier power would be -30 + 10 log 
0.779 = -31.1 dBm, and the sideband power density per 3 kHz in 
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the first order sideband region would be 

D · 3Xl03 
ens1ty = -30 dBm - 7 dB+ 10 log 6 X 106 

= - 70 dBm/3 kHz 

Spectra for High Modulation Index 

(19-26) 

In much of the preceding analysis, approximations have been made 
which have restricted the results to low-index systems, where the 
mean-square phase deviation is one-half or less. The spectrum of the 
FM signal may be approximated by an alternative technique applicable 
to sufficiently high-index systems and generally known as the quasi
stationary method. The basic idea may be illustrated by considering 
an FM signal in which the carrier is 70 MHz and the modulating sig
nal is a 100-Hz square wave which deviates the carrier +1 MHz. 
Then, half of the time the FM signal is at 71 MHz and half of the 
time at 69 MHz. Thus, the spectrum would have two spikes, or con
centrations of power, at 69 MHz and at 71 MHz. Each would carry 
half the total power of the unmodulated carrier. If the modulating 
signal is triangular so that the frequency sweeps linearly back and 
forth between 69 MHz and 71 MHz, the spectrum is clearly essen
tially continuous and of uniform amplitude between 69 MHz and 
71 MHz. 

Although the quasi-stationary approach often gives useful results, 
it should always be viewed with suspicion and used with caution. 
For low-index systems, it gives wrong results and should be rejected 
outright. For example, suppose the 70-MHz carrier is to be deviated 
+100 kHz by a 1-MHz square wave. Then the quasi-stationary 
method says that half the power is at 69.9 MHz and half at 70.1 MHz. 
This is completely wrong. There is no power at those frequencies. 
A correct analysis, using Eq. (19-18) or the approximations of Fig. 
19-4, shows the spectrum to have components spaced at 1-MHz inter
vals around 70 MHz. In fact, to pass a 1-MHz square wave reason
ably well, spectrum components out to ±10 MHz from the carrier 
would need to be transmitted. 

The quasi-stationary approach may often be used when the index 
is greater than 10, and the low-index approach of Fig. 19-4 may be 
used when the mean-square deviation, D<1>, is less than one-half. This 
leaves an area of medium indices where no suitable approximation 
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is at present known and for which any analytical approach becomes 
quite difficult. One technique used is to examine a low-index case 
and a high-index case and argue that the medium-index case falls 
between. 

19.2 PHASOR REPRESENTATION OF ANGLE MODULATION 

Phasor diagrams of amplitude- and angle-modulated signals were 
introduced in Chap. 5 to give physical representations for the anal
ysis. In the following discussions similar diagrams will be presented 
as a lead-up to the diagram for higher-index angle modulation. 

Low Modulation Index 

An amplitude-modulated signal with sinusoidal modulation of index 
m may be represented by the time function 

M(t) = (1 + m cos wit) cos Wet 

m m 
=COS Wet+ 2 COS (we+ W1) t + 2 COS (we - W1) t (19-27) 

m/2 
locus of resultant 

,/ . . . . . . 
I 

The phasor representation of this 
signal, as shown in Fig. 19-6, con
sists of a carrier and two contra
rotating sideband signals . 

m/2 
With amplitude modulation, the 

carrier signal is unchanged by the 
modulation process. Instead, the 

FIG. 19-6. AM phasor representation. total signal power increases and 
the information appears as addi

tional energy distributed in sidebands. Variations in the amplitude 
modulation index, m, do not change the number of sideband compo
nents, only their amplitude. 

For comparison, a sinusoidally modulated angle-modulation signal 
is represented in Fig. 19-7. The dotted line in Fig. 19-7 is the locus 
of the resultant formed by the carrier and the first order sidebands. 
This approximation is good only for very low values of phase modula
tion index, X, and is used in Chap. 20 to analyze the effects of random 
noise. 
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Higher Modulation Index 

A phasor diagram such as the 
one shown in Fig. 19-8 where X=l 
radian may be used to illustrate the 
various sideband relationships de
rived previously for single-sinusoid 
modulation. This figure should be 
compared with Fig. 19-7 which 
represents the low-index case. 

The locus of the resultant 
five-component approximation is 
curved and closely follows the sig
nal locus, which by definition is a 
segment of a circle with radius 
equal to the amplitude of the un
modulated carrier. It is important 
to recognize that the resultant sig
nal amplitude and consequently the 
total signal power do not change 
with phase or frequency modula
tion. Instead, the power originally 
in the unmodulated carrier is re
distributed among the carrier and 
its sidebands. A continuous im
provement in signal-to-noise ratio 
is obtained in angle modulation 
systems with increasing peak devi
ation, as a result of the coherent or 
in-phase addition of many sideband 
pairs in contrast with the random 
addition of noise components. 

19.3 EFFECTS OF LIMITING 

It was shown in Chap. 10 that 
an FM signal could pass through 
a device with a nonlinear ampli
tude transfer characteristic with
out significant distortion provided 
the carrier frequency was properly 
chosen with respect to the top base-

X' 
1- --

4 

Approximate 

Locus of resultant• . 

. 
power distribution: • . 

Unmodulated carrier == 1 • . 
Modulated carrier= l - X' • 

2 

X' 
Sidebands (each} = -

4 

FIG. 19-7. Low-index FM/PM phasor 
diagram. 

. 
,/". I 

2W 1 1. / Locus of 
__L_ .. • resultant w,T·· 

Locus of first order I 
sidebands ............. I 

I 
I • 1: 

.1· • 

~·r·:( 
• denotes successive locations of second order sidebands 

FIG. 19-8. Phasor diagram for X = 1. 
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band frequency and peak frequency deviation. However, some de
vices used in FM systems, such as traveling wave tube amplifiers, 
have a phase nonlinearity called AM/PM conversion, which can pro
duce significant distortion when the FM signal is also amplitude
modulated. Since it is impossible to prevent residual AM in radio 
relay systems, limiters are used to suppress the AM prior to the 
major AM/PM conversion devices. 

A limiter is a highly nonlinear device which suppresses any 
incidental amplitude modulation of a carrier with little effect on 
phase modulation. An ideal limiter would remove AM completely 
and have no effect at all on PM or FM. This is strictly a mathe
matical concept. A real limiter reduces AM to a fraction of its 
original value. In a good design, the AM index may be reduced by 
a factor of 100; this is frequently referred to as 40 dB of limiting 
(i.e., 20 log 100 = 40 dB). Furthermore, in an actual limiter there 
is some conversion of the AM at the input to PM at the output. In 
a good limiter the PM index will be only a small fraction of the AM 
index, perhaps 2 per cent; this is often measured in degrees. In 
this example, the AM/PM conversion is 0.13 degrees per dB. In con
trast, a traveling wave tube may have 6 degrees per dB of AM/PM 
conversion. 

A basic difficulty in the application of limiters to FM systems 
is that they are highly nonlinear. As a result, many familiar con
cepts based on the principles of tandem linear networks have to be 
abandoned. As an illustration of this, consider a transmission phase 
characteristic which rotates each of the sideband phasors of a low
index FM signal by 45 degrees clockwise. Figure 19-9 (a) shows the 
undistorted signal at t = 0 ; here the carrier amplitude is assumed 
to be unity, and use is made of the low-index approximation to 
represent the first order sidebands as 0.5X, where X is the modula
tion index. The phasor diagram after transmission distortion is 
shown in Fig. 19-9 (b). Each sideband phasor can be resolved into 
components as shown in Fig. 19-9 (c), and rearranged as in Fig. 
19-9 ( d). This is clearly a combination of AM and PM. An ideal 
limiter removes the AM components, leaving Fig. 19-9 ( e). This is 
a pure PM signal, but the index of modulation (i.e., peak phase 
deviation) has been reduced from X to 0.707X. The baseband output 
will thus be reduced 3 dB. 

Phase distortion in combination with a limiter has thus produced 
amplitude compression at baseband. There is no phase equalization 
which can restore the sidebands in Fig. 19-9 ( e) to their original 
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/ 0.5X 

;;! / 
/ 

/ tan- 1 1.0X 0.5X 0.5X 
45° ... 

(a) Undistorted wave (b) Phase distortion = -45° for 

each sideband 

~ :i~ 0.354X i, .. ~~ 
(c) Resolution into components (d) Component phasors rearranged 

0.354X 

0.354X 

( e) After limiting 

FIG. 19-9. Effects of phase distortion and limiting (phase modulation index = X, 
t = 0). 

amplitude of 0.5X; only a gain equalizer can do that. In fact, it is 
clear that a phase equalizer, placed in the system somewhere between 
limiters and intended to correct for the original phase distortion (by 
rotating each sideband phasor 45 degrees counterclockwise), will 
result only in a repetition of the process, so that a second 3-dB trans
mission loss at baseband will ensue. 

In general, it can be demonstrated that there is no one-to-one 
correspondence between the transmission characteristic of the net
work ahead of the limiter and the necessary equalizer which follows. 
As a result, measurements for equalization purposes which are made 
through limiters by ordinary sweep-frequency techniques are not 
always useful. One partial solution to this problem is the use of 
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a frequency-modulated carrier which is swept slowly across the band 
of interest. The visual delay and the differential gain and phase 
measuring sets use this approach. 
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Chapter 20 

Random Noise in FM and PM Systems 

From earlier discussions of random noise it will be recalled that 
thermal noise determines a lower limit to the random noise level in 
any electrical circuit and that additional noise may be expected from 
other sources such as electron tubes and transistors. In this chapter, 
the effect of random noise in phase- and frequency-modulated systems 
is considered. 

The chapter begins with the development of a very useful system 
equation for predicting the noise at baseband which occurs when an 
FM signal is perturbed by additive random noise that has a con
stant spectral density. This equation is commonly used for thermal 
noise calculations in FM systems. Other sources of random noise 
with nonconstant spectral densities, such as shot noise and 1// noise, 
are considered conceptually in the discussion of pre-emphasis. Also 
discussed in this chapter is the phenomenon of breaking. 

20. l DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC FM SYSTEM NOISE EQUATION 

When random noise with constant spectral density is added to an 
FM signal, an unwanted modulation of the carrier occurs. The 
amount of unwanted carrier deviation depends on the relative magni
tudes of the carrier and the noise. Upon demodulation, this un
wanted modulation becomes a random noise at baseband whose spec
tral shape depends on whether an FM or PM demodulator is used. At 
the output of a PM system, the noise voltage is flat with frequency, 
whereas the noise voltage at the output of an FM system increases 
linearly with frequency. This is commonly referred to as the tri
angular noise spectrum of an FM system. These facts are developed 

469 
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in the following analysis which leads to an equation for the random 
noise at 0 TL in an FM system. 

Unwanted Modulation of a Carrier 

The analysis begins by examining the unwanted phase modulation 
produced on an otherwise unmodulated carrier by an interfering 
sinusoid. The principles of the analysis are then extended to deter
mine the modulation caused by a fiat band of random noise. 

PM Due to an Interfering Sinusoid. Consider the case where a 
sinusoid of peak amplitude An is separated by a frequency Wn from 
a carrier of peak amplitude Ac. This case is shown in Fig. 20-1 (a). 

b' "" dA" 
A, 

An/2 An/2 

w, w, 

(a) Before limiting (b) After limiting 

FIG. 20-1. Spectrum-carrier plus interfering sinusoid. 

The analysis proceeds under the assumption that Ac > > An, and 
therefore the phase deviation, (}, shown in Fig. 20-2 can be assumed 
equal to tan 0. Thus, the peak phase deviation due to a single inter
fering sinusoid is 

Peak phase deviation = !: rad (20-1) 

Also shown in Figs. 20-1 and 20-2 is the result of limiting the ampli
tude of the composite signal. The effect is to turn the single inter
fering sinusoid into a pair of contrarotating sidebands of amplitude 
An/2. These sidebands are coherent; thus, the peak deviation of the 
carrier is still An! Ac. Limiting, therefore, removes amplitude com
ponents from the signal and reduces its total power but does not 
reduce the interference on the recovered signal. 
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(a) Before limiting 
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~ Locus of resultant 

" \ 
A /2 \ 

n I 
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/ 

(b) After limiting 

FIG. 20-2. Phasor diagram-carrier plus interfering sinusoid. 

Since the phase modulation is sinusoidal, the rms phase deviation 
is equal to the peak phase deviation divided by y2. Hence, 

A 
Rms phase deviation = Ac ~2 rad 

rad (20-2) 

where an = An!\/2 is the rms amplitude of the interference. The 
rms phase deviation will be useful later since, for random noise, 
the rms voltage is more easily defined than the peak voltage. 

Later, use will be made of the fact that a noise component at a 
frequency of either we + wn or we - wn produces a baseband output 
at the same frequency, wn. When two such noise components are 
simultaneously present (as they usually are), they add on a power 
basis since, in general, they arise from uncorrelated voltages. 
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FM Due to an Interfering Sinusoid. The frequency modulation 
produced by a sinusoidal interference is easily obtained from a 
knowledge of the phase modulation since the instantaneous frequency 
deviation is defined as the time derivative of the instantaneous phase 
deviation. When the carrier is much larger than the interference, 

Instantaneous phase deviation=!: sin (wnt +On) rad (20-3) 

Taking the derivative with respect to time, 

Instantaneous frequency deviation=!: Wn cos (wnt +On) rad/sec 

(20-4) 

Therefore, 

Peak frequency deviation = 1: wn rad/sec 

Hz (20-5) 

The rms frequency deviation resulting from the interfering sinusoid 
is 

R f d . . An 
ms requency eviat10n = Ac V2 Wn 

An 
Ac y2 /n 

Um 
=Ac /n Hz 

rad/sec 

Hz 

(20-6) 

The peak frequency deviation is a function of the difference fre
quency, fn. Consequently, sinusoidal components which are well dis
placed from the carrier frequency produce larger frequency devi
ations than sinusoidal components close to the carrier frequency. For 
the rms phase deviation, it is sufficient to know the ratio of the rms 
interference voltage, an, to the peak carrier voltage, Ac. For the rms 
frequency deviation, it is necessary to take into account the frequency 
of the interference. 
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In Chap. 5 it was pointed out that the index of modulation (or 
peak phase deviation) of a carrier modulated by a single sinusoid 
can be expressed as the peak frequency deviation divided by the 
modulating signal frequency. Comparison of Eqs. (20-1) and (20-5) 
shows that the same relation applies here for the case of modulation 
resulting from the presence of an interfering sinusoid. Thus, for 
sinusoidal modulation a useful relation to remember is : 

Peak phase deviation 
(or index of modulation) 

peak frequency deviation 
modulating frequency 

(20-7) 

PM Due to Random Noise. The effects of interference due to a 
band of random noise about the carrier are considered next. Of 
interest are (1) the total noise which appears in the baseband (im
portant for television transmission, for example) and (2) the noise 
in a particular baseband slot (for example, the noisiest channel in 
a telephone multiplex group). 

The method of analysis developed thus far in this chapter is 
directly applicable [1]. The random noise can be assumed to consist 
of a sufficiently large number of sinusoidal components of incom
mensurable frequency, of equal amplitude, and of arbitrary phase. 
It is convenient to analyze the system noise on a per-hertz basis; 
thus, a band of noise N hertz wide will be thought of as equivalent 
to N approximately uniformly-spaced sinusoids. Let An equal the peak 
amplitude of a sinusoid having the same power as a band of noise 
one hertz wide. Then, if it is again assumed that the total noise 
power or, more specifically, the peak total noise amplitude is small 
relative to the carrier, the resulting phase modulation is approxi
mately 

N 

L: !: sin (wnt +On) rad (20-8) 

n=l 

For the conditions assumed, superposition holds. That is, in the 
random noise case the phase modulation of the carrier is equal to 
the summation of the phase modulation components which would 
have been produced by the input noise components individually. It 
is shown later that if the noise power is not small relative to the 
carrier power, nonlinear noise effects will occur. 

When a single interfering sinusoid was being considered, it was 
possible to write directly an expression for the peak phase deviation, 
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Eq. (20-1). The peak value of N interfering sinusoids can be defined 
only if a known phase relationship exists between the sinusoids, 
which is not the case here. Thus, for random noise it is not possible 
to write an expression for the peak phase deviation which is ana
logous to Eq. (20-1). The rms phase deviation, however, can be 
defined. Let the total rms voltage produced by the N sinusoids be 
Ot.N. For the case assumed, where Ai = A2 = An, it follows that this 
rms voltage is 

An -=-----= yN y2 

(20-9) 

where an = An!\12 is the rms amplitude of each sinusoidal com
ponent. Therms phase deviation of Eq. (20-8) can then be written as 

Total rms phase deviation due Ot.N 

to band of random noise = Ac rad 

An _ 
= Ac\12\!N 

Om -
=Ac yN 

rad 

rad (20-10) 

When N = 1, the above expressions reduce to those previously 
defined for the rms phase deviation due to a single sinusoid ; that is, 

Rms phase deviation due to A,. 
a 1- hertz band of noise= Ac y2 rad 

rad (20-11) 
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Noise at Baseband Frequencies 

The preceding analysis can now be applied to the specific problem 
of deriving equations for the random noise in the baseband of both 
PM and FM systems. 

PM System Noise. In the following discussion, it is assumed that 
the random noise is flat versus frequency over the band from le - ft 
to fc + 11, as shown in Fig. 20-3 (a), and that the carrier power is 
much greater than the noise power. The rms phase deviation due 
to the noise in a 1-hertz band at fc + fn, where{ n::;; fi, is a,,/ Ac radians, 
as shown in Eq. (20-11). This phase modulation will cause an rms 
noise voltage to appear at the output of a PM detector in a 1-hertz 
band centered at baseband frequency f n· A second noise voltage of 
equal magnitude will also appear at fn due to the noise in a 1-hertz 
band centered at fc - In· Since the two noise voltages are uncor
related, they will add on a power basis. Thus, the total rms noise 
voltage in a 1-hertz band centered at frequency f n will be proportional 
to a,, y2/ Ac. The ratio a,, y2/ Ac is, of course, the rms phase devi
ation produced by two 1-hertz bands of noise [Eq. (20-10) for the 
case N = 2], where the specific interpretation has been made that 
one band is In hertz above the carrier and the other is In hertz below 
the carrier. Thus, for a PM system, at the output of a radio receiver 
with a phase modulation detector, 

where 

and 

Rms noise voltage in a 1-hertz band 1 a,, v2 
centered at baseband frequency f n = k ----X:- (20-12) 

~ = the transfer constant of a PM detector expressed in volts 
per radian of phase deviation. 

a,,Ay"2 = the rms phase deviation, in radians, due to two bands of 
c noise, each 1 hertz wide and located at fc + f n and fc - In· 

The carrier frequency is fc· 

It is evident from this analysis that in a PM system the baseband 
noise voltage per hertz due to flat random noise is independent of In· 
Hence, the noise spectrum at the output of a PM detector is flat 
versus frequency. The total baseband noise voltage is equal to the 
equivalent voltage resulting from the power summation of all the 
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Random Noise in FM and PM Systems 

Carrier frequency spectrum 

carrier amplitude = A, volts Carrier 

rms noise voltage in a 1-Hz band = a. volts 
total rms noise voltage = a. y2f1 volts 

Baseband noise - PM detection 

f,-f, 
Frequency (Hz) 

(a) 

baseband noise per hertz is proportional to rms 
phase deviation per 1-Hz band which is a, y2/A, radians 
total rms phase deviation = a. \/2f1/ A, radians 

Frequency (Hz) 

(b) 

Baseband noise - FM detection 

baseband noise per hertz at f • is proportional to rms 
frequency deviation per 1-Hz bond which is 

271' f. a. y2 I A, rad/ sec 

Frequency (Hz) 

(c) 

f, 

Chap. 20 

f,+f• 

Fm. 20-3. Addition of a flat band of noise to a carrier and re
sultant baseband noise in PM and FM systems. 
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1-hertz band noise voltages. If the baseband extends from 0 to Ii 
hertz, the total rms noise voltage at the output of the PM detector 
will be the power summation of fi voltages, each of which has an 
rms amplitude given by Eq. (20-12). Thus, 

where 

Total rms noise voltage in - . I I ( 1 an v2)2 

PM system baseband - 1f 1 T A:;-

1 an -
=k Ac \/211 (20-13) 

~ v2I _ the total rms phase deviation, in radians, due to a band 
Ac 1 - of noise extending from le - Ii to le + fi. 

Note that this is the same as Eq. (20-10), for the case N = 2fi. 

Figure 20-3 (b) illustrates the baseband noise spectrum for a PM 
system. If multiplexed telephone channels were transmitted over 
such a system, all channels would have equal noise. To find the 
noise in dBrncO, a relationship between the rms phase deviation 
in the radio system and the power at the zero transmission level 
point is needed. This relationship could be stated in a number of 
ways ; a similar problem occurs in the FM case and is discussed in 
more detail later. 

FM System Noise. As in the case of the PM system noise derivation, 
it will be assumed that the random noise is flat versus frequency 
over the band from le - fi to le + Ii, as shown in Fig. 20-3 (a), 
and that the carrier power is much greater than the noise power. 
The baseband noise voltage in an FM system is proportional to the 
rms frequency deviation rather than to the rms phase deviation of 
the carrier. The instantaneous frequency deviation caused by the 
noise can be obtained by differentiating the expression for the in
stantaneous phase deviation, Eq. ( 20-8). The result would be a 
summation of N sinusoidal terms, each of which has a peak ampli
tude of wnAnl Ac or an rms amplitude of (J)nan/ Ac volts. These ampli
tudes are, of course, the same as those for the single-sinusoid inter
ference case, Eqs. (20-5) and (20-6), and represent the peak and 
rms frequency deviations, respectively, which are caused by the 
noise at frequency le + In or le - In· The total rms noise voltage 
in a 1-hertz band centered at In at the output of an FM detector will 
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be the power summation of the rms noise voltages due to the noise 
at both of these frequencies. Thus, for an FM system, at the output 
of an FM detector, 

where 

Rms noise voltage in a 1-hertz band _ 1 wnan\/2 
centered at baseband frequency In - k; Ac (20-14) 

_!_ = the transfer constant (or deviation sensitivity) of the FM 
ki detector expressed in volts per radian per second of frequency 

deviation. 

and 

Wn~ v2 = the rms frequency deviation, in radians per Second, due 
c to two 1-hertz bands of noise, one at le + In and the 

other at le - In· 

Note that the baseband noise voltage per hertz in an FM system 
varies directly with wn and therefore increases linearly with baseband 
frequency. This is the so-called triangular noise spectrum of an FM 
system and is illustrated in Fig. 20-3 ( c). 

The total rms noise voltage at the output of the FM detector will 
be directly proportional to the total rms frequency deviation of the 
carrier. The total rms frequency deviation may be obtained by inte
grating the mean-square frequency deviation produced by each 1-hertz 
band of noise and then taking the square root. This is, of course, 
analogous to a power summation of the components. Thus, if the 
baseband extends from 0to11 hertz, the total rms frequency deviation 
is given by 

Total rms frequency_ 1·111 (27Tl~:v2) 2 di 
deviation of carrier - 1 

0 

_ 27Tan v2 . I fi3 
- Ac 1/ 3 rad/sec 

Hz (20-15) 

The total rms frequency deviation for a portion of the spectrum 
is found by changing the limits of integration. A case of particular 
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interest is that in which the bandwidth under consideration is small 
compared to its separation from the carrier. For example, the top 
channel in a telephone multiplex signal might occupy a 3-kHz band 
at a baseband frequency of around 4 MHz in a typical radio system. 
Let the bandwidth at some baseband frequency, ft, be equal to 8/, 
where 8/ < < fi. For this case, the rms frequency deviation will be 
approximately equal to the power summation of 8/ components, 
each having an amplitude given by Eq. (20-14). Thus, 

Rms frequency deviation due to 
two 8/ bands of noise, one at 
f c + wi/27T and the other at . I ( .. )., 

= v ()f W1~~2 -

= w1anv28/ rad/sec 
Ac 

= 
anf1y28f Hz 

Ac 
(20-16) 

In practice, the baseband for radio systems extends from f B to /r, 
and the relationship 8/ < < /1 is valid over this region for any given 
message channel. Therefore, Eq. (20-16) is not restricted to the 
top message channel. 

It frequently happens that the carrier and noise levels are known 
in terms of power rather than voltage. For this reason, Eq. (20-16) 
will be written in an alternative form using the following relations: 

an2 
Pn=R watts/hertz (20-17) 

and 

Ac2 
watts (20-18) 'Pc= 2R-

Here, R is the circuit impedance at the point where the noise and 
carrier voltages are defined, while Pn and Pc are the corresponding 
noise and carrier average powers. Substituting in Eq. (20-16) 
for an and Ac gives the following alternative expression for the 
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rms frequency deviation due to the two noise bands, each of width af. 

Rms frequency deviation due to two 
af bands of noise, one at le + wi/27T VP of 
and the other at fc - wi/27T """"' f 1 _n_ Hz 

Pc 
(20-19) 

Noise at 0 TL in an FM System 

To determine the noise in dBrncO from Eq. (20-16) or Eq. (20-19), 
a relationship between the rms frequency deviation of a signal 
in the radio system and the power of that signal at 0 TL is needed. 
If the deviation sensitivity, l/k1, of the FM detector and the trans
mission level at the output of the detector were both known, the 
noise power at 0 TL could be determined. However, it is unlikely 
that either of these values will be known during the early design 
stages of a radio system. As an alternative, use can be made of the 
relationship between the multiplex signal which the system is to handle 
and the peak frequency deviation which this signal will produce. 
Chapter 9 discusses and shows how to determine the peak load, P., 
which a multiplexed telephone system must be designed to carry. 
If this load is applied to an FM system, the peak frequency 
deviation produced in the system is taken to correspond to the peaks 
of a sinusoidal baseband signal having a power of P. dBmO. The 
peak frequency deviation for the system is usually established early 
in the design, at least tentatively, so that this factor together with 
the value of P. for the load to be carried will permit the system noise 
to be evaluated. If the peak deviation is t:,,.F and the variation is 
sinusoidal, the rms deviation is !J,.F /y2. Let F denote this rms value, 
which will now be assumed to correspond to the power (or rms 
voltage) of P. dBmO. Clearly, any rms frequency deviation equal 
to F will produce Ps dBmO. Conversely, the baseband power, PN, in 
dBmO produced by any other rms frequency deviation, 7, can be 
expressed as follows : 

where 

. f 
PN = Ps + 20 log-= 

F 
dBmO (20-20) 

F = rms frequency deviation produced by the baseband signal, P. 

7 = rms frequency deviation produced by any other signal having 
a power of PN dBmO. 
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It follows, then, that if 1 represents the rms frequency deviation 
due to a band of noise, PN will represent the resulting baseband noise 
power. For the case of noise in any message channel, an approximate 
expression for f is given by Eq. (20-19). Substituting this equation 
in Eq. (20-20) gives 

Ii , /p,,Bf 
PN=P.+20log F 'V Pc dBmO (20-21) 

In practice, Pn and Pc are usually expressed in dBm per 'hertz and 
dBm, respectively. Furthermore, reference is usually made to the 
peak frequency deviation, D.F = v2 ff, rather than the rms devi
ation, F. For these reasons it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (20-21) 
in the form 

PN = P. + 20 log f ~ + 10 log 2Bf 

+ Pn dBm/Hz - Pc dBm dBmO (20-22) 

Equation (20-21) or Eq. (20-22) gives the noise in dBmO in a 
narrow band Bf hertz wide due to fiat random noise. The multi
plexed telephone channel is located at baseband frequency f 1, and 
!:Ji' is the peak frequency deviation of the FM system. Normally, 
multiplexed telephone channels are spaced at 4-kHz intervals and 
have an effective noise bandwidth of 3 kHz. Thus, Bf is normally 
assumed to be 3 kHz. 

Equation (20-21) is the basis for a simple procedure which is 
occasionally used to determine the noise at 0 TL due to fiat random 
!).Oise in the FM portion of the system. Substituting !:Ji' = v2 F per
mits writing Eq. (20-21) as 

PN = P. + 20 log-/J. + 10 log 2B:~n dBmO (20-23) 

The calculation is first made for a message channel located at a 
baseband frequency equal to the peak frequency deviation. This 
makes the term 20 log Iii b.F equal zero. The ratio of carrier power 
to noise power in a band 2.Bf then determines the quantity 10 log 
Pc/28fpn dB. The noise at 0 TL is then this number of dB below P •. 
Since the noise varies at 6 dB per octave as a function of channel 
location, it is a simple matter to determine the noise in any other 
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channel. In practice, when Pn and Pc are given in dBm per hertz 
and dBm, respectively, Eq. (20-22) rather than Eq. (20-21) is used 
for this calculation. 

Equation (20-23) may be modified to obtain the annoyance in a 
single message channel for a single radio hop by substituting 3 kHz 
for f>f and noting that 0 dBm0/3 kHz = 88 dBrncO. This gives 

WN = 88 + Ps + 20log1~ + 37.8 + 10 log Pn 
Pc 

WN = 125.8 + Ps dBmO + 20 log _h_ 
!l.F 

+ Pn dBm/Hz - Pc dBm 

20.2 SYSTEM NOISE AND PRE-EMPHASIS 

dBrncO 

dBrncO (20-24) 

In the preceding discussion an equation was derived which is 
frequently used for calculating the thermal noise contribution of a 
single repeater in a multirepeater FM system. There are, of course, 
other sources of noise in repeaters and terminals. Some of these 
other noise contributors are briefly discussed in the following, and 
the means of adding random noise in multirepeater systems is 
described. Also presented is a standard method for improving the 
noise performance of an FM system. This method, called pre
emphasis, is a level shaping process which approximately equalizes 
the noise in the various message channels. 

Sources of Noise 

There are numerous sources of random noise in FM systems. 
Thermal noise has already been mentioned. Some other sources are: 

1. Shot noise, which appears in any oscillator as a result of the 
irregularity of electron flow and the bandwidth of the oscilla
tor resonant circuit. It is usually characterized in FM systems 
by a flat baseband noise spectrum which crosses the triangular 
noise spectrum at a low frequency. 

2. Flat and 1// noise, which are introduced by baseband amplifiers 
in entrance links, FM terminals, and baseband repeaters. 

By careful design, these contributors are held to values con
siderably lower than the top message circuit noise caused by thermal 
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noise at the receiver input. However, at mid-baseband and lower 
frequencies, these secondary sources dominate and therefore must 
be included in the overall design. 

The summation of the various noise spectra resulting from front
end thermal noise, oscillator shot noise, baseband amplifier noise, and 
any other source not under the influence of the presence of modulation 
is called idle noise. This summation is performed on a power basis 
because of the uncorrelated nature of the various noise sources. 

Addition of Random Noise in Multiple Hops 

The random noise introduced in each radio hop will be superimposed 
on the desired modulating signal on a power basis. If the system 
is designed to have identical received power levels at each receiver 
and the repeaters perform identically, the noise will add at a rate 
of 10 log N dB where N is the number of hops. 

Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis 

The effect of pre-emphasis on idle noise is readily predictable and 
is illustrated in the following discussion. The effect of pre-emphasis 
on intermodulation noise is similar but much more complicated and 
is not treated in this text. 

Suppose that the idle noise power density at the baseband output 
of an FM radio system has the form 

(20-25) 

where dno is the power density of a flat noise spectrum resulting, for 
example, from shot noise, and f o is the frequency at which the flat 
noise spectrum and the FM triangular noise spectrum cross as shown 
in Fig. 20-4. The resulting noise density at this point is 3 dB above 
the flat noise floor. 

The unpreemphasized message signal power density spectrum at 
the same baseband output point may be represented by a flat spec
trum of density 

ds = dso watts/hertz (20-26) 

This baseband signal and the noise spectrum are represented by 
solid lines in Fig. 20-4. 
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FIG. 20-4. Baseband noise spectra. 

An examination of Fig. 20-4 shows that the signal-to-noise ratio at 
the bottom baseband frequency exceeds the signal-to-noise ratio at the 
top frequency. The ratio of these two signal-to-noise ratios, which can 
be obtained from Eqs. (20-25) and (20-26), is 1 + (frlfa) 2 when 
fB <<fa. 

The first step in pre-emphasis is to shape the signal power density 
spectrum to match the curvature of the noise power density spectrum, 
i.e., 

(20-27) 

However, this shaping effectively increases the total signal power over 
the original flat spectrum total power*, dsa fr, by the ratio 

. 1 JfT [ ( f ) 2 J . 1 (!r) 2 

Power ratio= fr 
0 

1 + fa df = 1 + 3 Ta (20-28) 

In order to reestablish the original total modulating signal power 
and thereby maintain the original rms deviation of the FM signal, 
the signal power must be reduced by the ratio given by Eq. (20-28). 

*At this point / 8 is assumed to be zero. There is usually very little error intro
duced by this step. 
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The resultant signal density is shown as a dashed curve in Fig. 20-4. 
The pre-emphasis function in its entirety is 

Final pre-emphasis shape (dB) = 10 log r~+ ((;J)2 

2 ] 

1+l- fT 
3 f o 

(20-29) 

The frequency lea which appears in Fig. 20-4 is called the crossover 
frequency of the pre-emphasis function and is defined as the fre
quency at which pre-emphasis causes no change in the transmission 
level point of the baseband signal as it appears in the radio system. 
It is therefore the frequency at which pre- and de-emphasis have 
no effect on the system idle noise. 

For this relatively simple pre-emphasis shape, it is possible to con
struct a curve of top circuit improvement and approximate bottom 
circuit degradation as a function of the amount of pre-emphasis used. 
This curve is shown in Fig. 20-5 illustrating that in order to im
prove top message channel noise, the noise performance of the lower 
message channels must be degraded. The theoretical limit of top 
message channel idle noise improvement is 10 log 3, or 4.77 dB 
which occurs when the pre-emphasis function is simply a 6 dB per 
octave slope. This shape could be used only in an FM system with 

5 Asymptote 4.77 - _ - - _ - - -
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FIG. 20-5. Pre-emphasis advantage and disadvantage. 
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negligible flat noise components. The amount of pre-emphasis is usu
ally designated by the difference in dB between the top and bottom mes-

sage channel transmission levels or 10 log[ 1 +(j:)2 Jin this example. 

Television Predistortion 

Pre-emphasis is also used for television transmission on FM micro
wave systems although not for the purpose of noise equalization. For 
TV transmission, the baseband shaping is generally referred to as 
predistortion rather than pre-emphasis although it is a linear process 
which simply lowers the signal level for components falling below 
about 1 MHz. 

As discussed elsewhere, a TV signal is more tolerant of high
frequency noise than low-frequency, so that pre-emphasis, as it 
applies to improving the noise performance at the high end of the 
baseband, is not required. Instead, the signal is predistorted ahead 
of the FM terminal transmitter to improve the transmission of the 
color information. In practice, a given channel may at any time 
have to carry either a black and white or a color TV signal. Because 
of this, predistortion is always used even though it may not be 
essential for black and white transmission. 

There are two ways of viewing the manner in which predistortion 
helps the transmission of a color signal. First, from the quasi
stationary viewpoint, the exact frequencies at which the 3.58-MHz 
color subcarrier and its sidebands are being transmitted through 
the system vary according to the amount of grayness in the picture, 
which is changing at a relatively slow rate. These changes in trans
mission frequencies result in variations of the amplitude and phase 
(called differential gain and phase) of the 3.58-MHz color carrier; 
the variations affect the hue and intensity of the colors. Predis
tortion, by reducing the amplitude of the low-frequency components 
of the TV signal, reduces the excursions of the 3.58-MHz carrier and 
accordingly reduces the differential gain and phase. 

From a second and more precise viewpoint, the transmission dis
tortions of the system produce intermodulation products of the 
TV signal. These intermodulation products fall in the color band 
and affect the color transmission. Reducing the amplitude of the 
low-frequency components reduces the magnitude of the modulation 
products in which they are involved and thereby improves the color 
performance. 
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20.3 BREAKING REGION 

The discussion in Section 20.1 treated the phase and frequency 
modulation produced by random noise when the total noise power 
is much less than the carrier power. If this is the case, the signal
to-noise ratio in the baseband output varies linearly with the signal
to-noise ratio in the FM or PM portion of the system. When the 
carrier power is less than ten to forty times the noise power, this 
linearity no longer holds; the baseband output signal-to-noise ratio 
decreases faster than does the FM or PM signal-to-noise ratio. In 
this region, which is referred to as the breaking region, the system 
rapidly becomes unusable. 

The phenomenon of breaking is examined by first considering 
the case where a carrier is subjected to a relatively large interfering 
sinusoid; the results are extended to the case of a carrier imbedded 
in a relatively high level flat band of random noise . 

.._, Locus of resultant 

FIG. 20-6. Carrier plus sinusoidal interference, phasor diagram. 

With reference to the phasor diagram of Fig. 20-6, the instan
taneous frequency deviation, fa, of the resultant signal formed by 
adding an interfering sinusoid to a carrier may be derived as 

An { COS 27T (f; - fc)t + ~ } 
h(t) = (fi-fc) A A [ J (A )2 

c 1+2t- cos27T(f;-fc)t +A: 

(20-30) 
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For small values of An! Ac, this expression is equivalent to Eq. 
(20-4). However, as An approaches Ac in amplitude, the resultant 
signal is far from sinusoidal, becoming impulsive when An = Ac. 
A plot of /A for several representative values of An! Ac is shown in 
Fig. 20-7. 

h-~ -------------------------------
A. -= 1 A, 

FIG. 20-7. Instantaneous frequency deviation versus time for two sinusoids. 

I ,_,,, 

4-- Locus of resul1ant 

FIG. 20-8. Carrier plus noise, phasor diagram. 

From Eq. (20-30) and by reference to Fig. 20-8, it may be inferred 
that in the case of a carrier imbedded in a flat band of random noise, 
as the noise peaks approach the carrier in amplitude, the resulting 
output from an FM discriminator will contain impulses or spikes 
which tend to have a flat spectrum versus frequency. Because 
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of the high peak factor of random noise, this situation occurs even 
when the total noise power is roughly 10 to 15 dB below the carrier 
power. The nature of the resulting noise in the telephone circuits 
is impulsive and is therefore especially damaging to data transmis
sion. 

Figure 20-9 illustrates the shape of the baseband noise spectrum 
as a function of carrier-to-noise ratio in one hop of a particular 
radio system. The message channel noise above 2 MHz is seen to 
increase dB for dB with reducing carrier level, whereas the message 
channel noise below 2 MHz increases at a faster rate. This base
band spectrum can be viewed as resulting from the flat spectral 
density due to breaking being superimposed on the normal triangular 
FM noise spectrum. 
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FIG. 20-9. Baseband noise versus frequency. 

Example 20.1 

Problem 

Determine the noise in the noisiest channel at the output of an 
FM system resulting from the thermal noise contributed by all 
repeaters. 
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The system parameters are assumed as follows: 
1. Baseband signal: This signal will consist of 1000 single-side

band multiplexed message channels. Each channel is effectively 
3 kHz wide; the channel spacing is 4 kHz. The baseband 
signal is thus 4 MHz wide and is assumed to extend from 
0 to 4 MHz. 

2. Repeaters: The system consists of 100 repeaters in tandem. 
Each repeater has an input carrier power of -30 dBm and a 
noise figure of 12 dB. The repeater bandwidth is 20 MHz. 

3. Peak frequency deviation: 4 MHz. 

Solution 

First, a check should be made to insure that the noise power at 
the input of any given receiver is small compared to that of the 
received carrier. Thermal noise at 290°K is - 174 dBm/Hz. 
The noise power in a 20-MHz band is 10 log (20 X 106 ) = 73 dB 
higher, or - 101 dBm. Increased by the 12-dB noise figure, the total 
noise power at the input of any given repeater is -89 dBm. With 
an unmodulated carrier power of -30 dBm, the carrier-to-noise ratio 
of any unfaded hop is 59 dB, which ailows for more than 40 dB of 
fading before breaking. 

When the methods of Chap. 9 are used, Ps for this system is 
25.4 dBmO (based on <r = 5 dB). 

Because of the triangular noise spectrum, the top baseband channel 
is the noisiest in an unpreemphasized FM system. Since thermal 
noise is -17 4 dBm/Hz and the noise figure is 12 dB, the noise power 
density at the input to a single repeater is -162 dBm/Hz. The 
carrier at this point is -30 dBm. 

Substituting the above results into Eq. (20-24) yields 

dBrncO 

4 = 125.8 + 25.4 + 20 log 4 - 162 + 30 

= 19.2 dBrncO 

For 100 repeaters the noise power would be 20 dB higher or ap
proximately 39 dBrncO. Depending on the flat noise floor obtainable 
on this system, pre-emphasis could reduce this total by 3 to 4 dB 
for a resultant of 35 to 36 dBrncO of idle noise in each voice circuit. 
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Chapter 21 

Intermodulation Noise in FM and PM Systems 

There are numerous ways in which intermodulation noise can be 
generated in FM transmission systems. In all cases, the noise which 
is produced is a nonlinear function of the applied modulating signal. 
However, the type of nonlinearity is not the same in all cases, nor 
are the principal system parameters associated with the noise mech
anism the same in all cases. Because of these differences, a general 
treatment of intermodulation noise in FM systems is not presented; 
instead, the principal noise sources are analyzed separately. 

The two most widely studied sources of intermodulation noise in 
FM systems are low-order transmission deviations and echoes. Ex
perience has shown that these two sources are the major contributors 
to FM system noise, and for that reason they are considered in this 
chapter in some depth. Other noise contributors such as "AM/PM 
intermodulation noise" and "pseudo-echo intermodulation noise" can 
also be significant sources of noise if certain relatively straight
forward design considerations are not implemented. 

As previously mentioned, transmission deviations are a major 
source of intermodulation noise in FM systems. Transmission devi
ations are defined as any deviations in the transmission path from 
the ideal characteristics of constant gain and linear phase (or con
stant delay) for all frequency components of the FM signal. The 
transmission deviations examined in this chapter are linear time
invariant gain and phase shapes which are prescribed functions of 
frequency. No new frequencies are produced in the FM signal as it 
passes through the transmission deviations. However, the relative 
amplitude and phase information of the carrier and sidebands is 
altered, and this is interpreted by the demodulator as additional 
modulation and hence causes distortion in the recovered signal. The 
method presented in this chapter is just one of many ways of anal-

492 
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yzing this noise phenomenon. Other techniques with varying degrees 
of complexity are treated elsewhere in the literature [1, 2]; however, 
because of the difficulty of dealing with this topic, there is presently 
no exact analytical approach to the subject. 

Another major contributor to intermodulation noise is echoes. As 
the name implies, this mechanism arises when the incident FM signal 
is combined with one or more echoes as a result of secondary trans
mission paths. As will be seen later in the chapter, this mechanism 
also produces distortion in the recovered modulating signal. Instead 
of transmission deviation values, the important parameters in this 
case are the echo levels and their time delays. 

It will be seen from the analysis in this chapter how transmission 
deviations produce baseband gain shaping as well as intermodulation 
noise. Baseband gain shaping typically shows up in radio relay sys
tems as a roll-off with increasing frequency which usually is not 
difficult to control in modern systems. Since the analysis presented 
here inherently precipitates both baseband gain shaping components 
and intermodulation noise components, the former will also be briefly 
discussed where appropriate. 

21. l INTERMODULATION NOISE DUE TO LOW-ORDER 
TRANSMISSION DEVIATIONS 

An insight into the process by which transmission deviations cause 
undesired components in the demodulated output signal can be ob
tained from the following discussion. Assume that an FM signal with 
several sideband components is applied to a network which has ideal 
transmission for the entire FM signal except at the frequency of one 
of the sideband components. The amplitude of this particular side
band component is slightly altered. This is equivalent to adding to 
the applied FM signal a small extraneous signal at the frequency of 
this particular component. Hence, the output signal from the non
ideal transmission network may be thought of as consisting of the 
applied FM signal plus a small extraneous signal. As a result, the 
demodulated output signal may also be considered as consisting of 
two components: the desired signal, which is proportional to the input 
modulating signal, and an undesired or interference signal. Although 
the source of the extraneous signal is very different from the source 
of random noise components, the effect is much the same. The equiva
lent of both amplitude and phase modulation of the applied FM signal 
will occur. 
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Consider two cases which illustrate these principles. In the first 
case, the modulating signal is a single sinusoid. The resulting FM 
signal consists of a carrier and a number of sideband components 
separated from the carrier by integral multiples of the modulating 
frequency. Transmission deviations at any of these frequencies will 
distort the signal being transmitted. For example, altering a first 
order sideband component by a small transmission deviation is 
equivalent to adding a small extraneous sinusoidal signal at the 
frequency of this component, as shown in Fig. 21-1 (a). The principal 
effect is a small undesired phase modulation at a frequency equal 
to the frequency difference between the carrier and the altered side
band component. In this case, the difference frequency would be 
equal to the modulating frequency, and the sinusoidal baseband 
output would merely be altered in amplitude and phase. On the 
other hand, if the transmission deviation were such as to alter 
a second order sideband component, the baseband output would con
tain an unwanted second harmonic of the modulating frequency. 
This is shown in Fig. 21-1 (b). 

Amplitude characteristic 
of transmission medium 

Input signal to 

·rn"~l:;t Tf: ~= 
(b) w, 

Amplitude characteristic Signal spectrum at 
of transmission medium output of medium == A+B 

A I " I I I 

Original spectrum 
-g I Normal output 

-1L 
"'' 

B Baseband output 

I 
Extraneous component 

A 

I Normal Output 

I I 11 I I Extraneous 
w, second 

Original spectrum " harmonic -0 
:> 

' -% 
E 

<( 

"'' 2w1 

B We+ 2w1 Baseband output 

I 
Extraneous component 

FIG. 21-1. Simplified illustration of baseband distortion caused by a transmission 
deviation. 
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In another case, the modulating signal consists of two sinusoids. 
When the two sinusoids have radian frequencies w1 and w2, there 
are sideband components at each of the frequencies We + nw1 + mw2. 
Consider the case of n=l and m=-1, that is, a frequency com
ponent at We + w1 - w2. If the amplitude or phase of this component 
of the FM signal is altered during transmission, the result will be 
equivalent to unwanted phase modulation at a frequency w, - w2. At 
the output of the system, therefore, the two original baseband com
ponents, as well as an unwanted component at the difference frequency 
of the two original sinusoids, would be present. 

These examples illustrate that transmission deviations in an FM 
system can introduce baseband frequency components at the output 
of a system which did not exist at the input. In this sense, trans
mission deviations in an FM system have an effect similar to ampli
fier nonlinearity in an AM system. These intermodulation products 
vary with the modulation index much as intermodulation products 
in AM systems vary with signal amplitude. With a given trans
mission deviation, the ratio of the signal to the unwanted products 
decreases as the index of modulation increases. After demodulation, 
equalizers cannot eliminate these intermodulation products; there
fore it is necessary to equalize the system ahead of the limiter and 
demodulator if the products are to be reduced. 

Derivation of Distortion Terms 

As stated previously, there is no exact solution to the problem of 
determining the intermodulation noise which is produced by trans
mission deviations. One approximate approach which has proven 
successful in practice for well equalized systems is to represent the 
transmission characteristic as a power series gain and phase function 
up to fourth order. The normalized transmission characteristic is 
as follows: 

YN(w) = [l+g1(W-Wc) +g2(W-Wc)2+g3(W-Wc)3 

where 
We= carrier frequency in rad/sec 
g1, g2, g3, g4 =linear, parabolic, cubic, and quartic 

gain coefficients, respectively 

b2, b3, b4 = parabolic, cubic, and quartic phase coefficients, 
respectively. 
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The linear phase shape is omitted since it is equivalent to constant 
delay and does not introduce distortion. The transmission charac
teristic is normalized with respect to the carrier frequency such 
that the transmission at the carrier frequency is unity. Particular 
forms of transmission characteristics are shown in Fig. 21-2. 
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The input FM signal is represented as follows : 

(21-2) 

For convenience, Ac is set equal to unity for the following analysis. 
Equation (21-2) can then be written in exponential notation as 

(21-3) 

The symbol Re indicates that only the real part of the expression 
represents the actual signal. The Re will be dropped in order to 
simplify the following expressions. This gives 

(t) jw t j<l><tl 
e1 = e c e (21-4) 

The input signal has been represented as a function of time, 
whereas the transmission characteristic has been expressed as a 
function of frequency. To determine the effect of the transmission 
characteristic on the input signal, it is necessary to determine first 
the spectrum of the input signal. This can be done using Fourier 
transforms: 

Direct transform, G ( w) = ;r [/ ( t) ] 

= J_~ f (t) e-Jwtdt 

Inverse transform, f (t) = ;r - 1 [G (w)] 

1 1"' = 21T _ ,, G ( w) eiwtdw 

(21-5) 

(21-6) 

Thus, the spectrum of the input signal, G1 (w), is given by the direct 
Fourier transform of e1 ( t) as 

(21-7) 

1"" jw t j<!J(t) -jwtdt = e c e e 
- ,, 

(21-8) 

When the transmission characteristic of the transmission path to 
which the input signal is applied is Y ( w), the spectrum of the output 
signal, G2 ( w), is equal to 

G2(w) = Y(w)G1(w) (21-9) 
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Thus every frequency component of the input signal is multiplied 
by the transmission characteristic at that frequency to obtain the 
output component. Substitution of Eq. (21-7) into Eq. (21-9) gives 

G2( w) = Y ( w) g: [ e1 ( t) ] (21-10) 

The output signal, e2 ( t), is given by the inverse Fourier transform 
of the output spectrum, G2 ( w), as 

(21-11) 

Substitution of Eqs. (21-9) and (21-6) into Eq. (21-11) gives 

e2(t) =5'-1 [Y(w)G1(w)] 

1 1"" = 27T _"" Y (w) Gi (w) eiwtdw (21-12) 

In this equation, w is a variable of integration which disappears 
when the limits are evaluated. It is therefore possible to replace 
w by w + we without changing the value of the integral. Equation 
(21-12) may then be written as 

(21-13) 

In shorter form this becomes 

(21-14) 

From Eq. (21-8) the expression for Gi (w + we) can be obtained 
by replacing w by w + We: 

Gi (w +We) = ["" ejwct /f>(t) e -j(w+wc)tdt 

• -oo 

(21-15) 
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Substitution of Eq. (21-15) into Eq. (21-14) gives 

e2(t) = /"etg:- 1 {Y(w +We) 5' [ei<PCtlJJ 

499 

(21-16) 

This is the desired result. It shows that the effect of a transmission 
characteristic Y ( w) on an FM signal can be expressed in terms of 
the effect of a transmission characteristic Y (w + we) on the modula
tion term, ei<PCtl, of the FM signal. The modulation term is the same 
as the actual FM signal except that the carrier has been shifted 
from We to zero frequency. The transmission characteristic Y(w +we) 
is the same as the original characteristic Y ( w) except that it is 
shifted downward in frequency by an amount We. Thus, the trans
mission shape that is centered at we in Y ( w) is moved downward 
and is centered at zero frequency in Y (w + we). Likewise, since 
Y ( w) is double-sided, from the definition of the Fourier transform, 
the transmission shape that is centered at -we in Y (w) is centered 
at -2we in Y (w + We). 

To make use of the completely general equation, Eq. (21-16), 
both the positive and the negative frequency shapes must be in
cluded in Y (w + we). However, if the assumption is made that the 
FM signal is of sufficiently low index and that the transmission 
medium passes only frequencies in the vicinity of the carrier fre
quency, ±fe ±b, with b/fe <<1, then the product of Y(w +we) and 
5' [e;q,co] in Eq. (21-16) can be approximated to a high degree by 
just the product of the transmission characteristic which is centered 
at zero frequency in Y(w +we) and5' [e;<Pw]. As mentioned earlier, 
one such representation for this transmission characteristic which 
has proven useful in practice is the normalized characteristic of Eq. 
(21-1), or in a more appropriate form 

YN(W +We) = (1 + g1w + gz<»2 + gaw3 + g4w4) 

If the exponential is expanded using 

and only the terms up to the fourth power of w are retained, 

YN(W +We) = [1 + g1w + g2w2 + gaw3 + g4w4] 
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Multiplying and rearranging terms yields 

YN(w+wc) =l+g1w+ (g2+ib2)w2 + [g3+j(b3+g1b2)]w'3 

(21-19) 

The substitution of Eq. (21-19) into Eq. (21-16) results in, after 
considerable work, 

ez(t) = yl[l + P(t)]2 + [Q(t)]2 cos [wet+ cf>(t) + O;(t)] (21-20) 

where 

Q (t) 
0; ( t) = arc tan 1 + p ( t) (21-21) 

and 

P(t) = gicf>'(t) + g2c{>'2(t) + b2c{>"(t)+ 3(b3 + gib2)cf>"(t)c{>'(t) 

+ g3[cf>'3(t) -cf>"'(t)J +(u4 - ~2) (- 4cf>'" cf>' - 3cf>"2) 

+ (b4 + b3gl + b2g2) (6cf>" cf>'2 - cf>"") (21-22) 
and 

Q(t) = -g2cf>"(t) + bzcf>'2 (t) + (b3 + g1b2) [c{>'3 (t) - cf>"'(t)] 

-3gacf>' ( t) cf>" ( t) + ( b4 + b3g1 + bzg2) ( -4cf>"' cf>' - 3cf>"2 ) 

+ (g4 - g~~)(cf>"" - 6cf>"cf>'2 ) (21-23) 

where cf>' ( t) denotes def> ( t) I dt, etc. 

When P ( t) < < 1 and Q ( t) < < 1, as is usually the case, Eq. 
(21-20) can be approximated as 

ez(t) = [1 + P(t)] cos [wet+ c{>(t) + Q(t)] (21-24) 

Therefore, when the transmission deviations are small, the amplitude 
modulation is given approximately by P ( t), and the unwanted phase 
modulation is given approximately by Q (t). Figure 21-3 lists the 
various phase and amplitude terms found by substituting Eqs. 
(21-22) and (21-23) into Eq. (21-24). 

It should be noted from Eq. (21-21) that a closer approximation 
to the phase modulation 0; ( t) would be Q ( t) [ 1 - P ( t)]. This im
proves the approximation since -P (t) Q (t) yields interaction 
terms. These additional terms were considered in the development 
of Fig. 21-3. 



PM AM plus AM/PM conversion* 
Type of 

Equalizable Not equalizable Equalizable Not equalizable transmission 
deviation after after after after 

detection detection detection detection 

Lineargain U1<1i - _!._ U12</;2 + _!_ U1a</;a 
2 3 

Parabolic gain -U2<1>'' U22</;2q,'' U2</>'2 + _!._ U22<t>''2 
. 2 

Cubic gain -3Ua<t>'<t>" -Ua<t>'" Ua</>'3 

Quartic gain 04<1>"" -6g4<f>'2<1>" -4U4</>' <t>"' -3g4<f>"2 

Parabolic phase __!__ b 2<1>"" 
b2<1>'2 b2<1>" 2b22<t>' <t>'" + b22</>"2 

(linear delay) - 2 2 

Cubic phase -ba<t>'" ba<t>'3 3b3<1i<1>" 
(parabolic delay) 
Quartic phase -4b4<1>' <t>"' - 3b4<1>" 2 -b4<1>"" 6b4</>'2<1>" 
(cubic delay) 
Interaction: 

U1U2 Y1Y2<1>' </> 11 
- U12U2<1>'2<1>" -U1U2<1>'3 

U1Ua 3u1ua<1>'2<1>" U1Ua<t>' <t>"' 

U1b2 -g1b2<1>"' 2u1b2<1>' <1>" - 2u12b2<1>'2<1>" 

u1ba -4g1b3<1>'<1>"' - 3g1b3<1>"2 -u1ba<1>"" 3g1ba<1>'2<1>" 

U2b2 -4u2b2<t>' <1>'" - 3g2b2<t>" 2 -u2b2<1>"" 4g2b2<1>'2<1>" 

*Multiply all terms by AM/PM conversion coefficient in radians. 

FIG. 21-3. Phase modulation caused by small, low-order transmission deviations and AM/PM conversion. 
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Distortion in the Recovered Baseband Signal. If a limiter can 
successfully remove the amplitude variations before the signal 
reaches a device which converts amplitude variations to phase 
variations, the amplitude modulation of the signal may be dismissed. 
If, however, the amplitude variations reach an AM/PM converter, 
they become a second source of distortion; The unwanted phase 
components in the signal, whether introduced directly by trans
mission deviations or by transmission deviations followed by 
AM/PM conversion, will eventually be demodulated along with the 
desired modulation. 

Some of the baseband distortion components fall without frequency 
translation directly on the modulating signal causing them. These 
components are directly equalizable at baseband frequencies since 
their effect is only to change baseband gain and not to cause inter
ference at new frequencies. Terms which are translated in frequency 
or which otherwise give rise to new baseband frequency components 
are nonequalizable at baseband frequencies. The equalizable and 
nonequalizable components are listed separately in Fig. 21-3 for 
direct PM and also for indirect PM which results from AM/PM 
conversion. 

The order of the various products in Fig. 21-3 may be demon
strated by assuming a modulating input signal, cf>(t) = kV(t). The 
PM terms from parabolic gain, for example, assuming no AM/PM 
conversion, would be 

Output distortion = cf>v ( t) = -kg2 V" ( t) + k3g22V' 2 ( t) V" ( t) 

= - kg2V" (t) + k3:22 :t V'3 (t) (21-25) 

Since the desired modulation is cf>(t) = kV(t), the ratio of un
desired to desired terms is 

cf>v(t) V" (t) k2g22 dV'3 (t) /dt 
cf>(t) = - Y2 V(t) + -3-. V(t) 

(21-26) 

The first term does not change with deviation sensitivity, k, and as 
noted before, it is equalizable since it has an output spectrum iden
tical in components to V ( t). The second term varies in amplitude 
directly as the square of k. This variation conforms with third 
order intermodulation noise in that the product-to-input level ratio 
increases 2 dB with a 1-dB change in system deviation. The order 
of the nonequalizable terms of Fig. 21-3 is listed i11 Fig. 21-4 except 
for the interaction terms which are omitted. 
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Transmission shape PM AM plus AM/PM 

Linear gain 

Parabolic gain 

Cubic gain 

Quartic gain 

Parabolic phase 
(linear delay) 

Cubic phase 
(parabolic delay) 

Quartic phase 
(cubic delay) 

Third 

Second 

Third 

Second 

Third 

Second 

Second and third 

Second 

Third 

Second 

Second 

Second 

Third 

FIG. 21-4. Order of nonequalizable modulation products. 

From Fig. 21-4 two general rules can be stated [3]. Fo:r· inter
modulation noise due to transmission deviations the rule is : 

Even-order gain and delay transmission deviations 
cause odd-order noise. 

Odd-order gain and delay transmission deviations cause 
even-order noise. 

For "AM/PM intermodulation noise" the rule is (for those transmis
sion deviations that cause significant relative noise) : 

Even-order gain and delay transmission deviations cause 
even-order noise. 

Odd-order gain and delay transmission deviations cause 
odd-order noise. 

There are other useful properties of intermodulation noise [3], 
the knowledge of which can make the evaluation of system per
formance more effective. For example, doubling a transmission 
deviation coefficient will cause the intermodulation noise to increase 
6 dB for most transmission deviations. Also, there are some trans
mission deviations which produce intermodulation noise that in
creases as much as 10 dB in typical systems when the number of 
multiplexed telephone channels is increased by a factor of 1.5. 
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PM Distortion - Sinusoidal Baseband Signals 

The results summarized in Fig. 21-3 have numerous applications 
in practice. To demonstrate one relatively simple application, con
sider the case of a baseband signal consisting of two sinusoids 
being applied to .a PM system which has only a parabolic phase 
transmission distortion. (Later in the chapter the much more 
complicated case of multiplexed telephone channels is considered.) 
When the baseband signal given by 

V(t) =Ai cos wit+ A2 cos W?.t 

is applied to a phase modulator, the resulting PM signal is 

ei (t) =Ac cos (wet+ kAi cos wit+ kA2 cos w2t) 

This signal is then applied to the transmission system which has a 
parabolic phase transmission deviation. The phase modulation at the 
output of the transmission system will consist of the desired signal, 
cp ( t) , and a distortion· term, cpv ( t) . The distortion can be obtained 
directly from Fig. 21-3. Assuming no AM/PM conversion occurs, 

cpv(t) = - ~ b22cp""(t) + b2cp'2 (t) 

The total baseband output after demodulation is obtained by letting 
cp ( t) = kV ( t) and dividing cp ( t) + cpv ( t) by k, or 

1 
Baseband output = V ( t) - 2 b22V"" ( t) + b2k V'2 ( t) 

Referring to the input signal and taking the appropriate derivatives, 

V' ( t) = -Aiwi sin wit - A2W2 sin w2t 

and 

Then by substitution, 

1 Baseband output= Ai cos wit + A2 cos w2t - 2 b22Aiwi4 cos wit 

- ~ b22A1w24 cos w2t + b2kAi2wi2 sin2 wit 

+ 2b2kAiA2WiW?. sin wit sin w2t 

+ b2kA22 W?.2 sin2 w2t 
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Using the appropriate trigonometric substitutions and omitting the 
d-c terms gives the desired result: 

(21-27) 

To demonstrate the effect of AM/PM conversion, assume that 
instead of parabolic phase distortion the PM signal encounters a 
parabolic gain distortion followed by a device having AM/PM 
conversion. It will be seen that some of the resulting distortion 
components will be similar ·for the two cases. As the first step, 
the amplitude modulation on the signal may be obtained from Eq. 
(21-24) where the amplitude is seen to be 

Amplitude = 1 + P ( t) volts 

= 20 log [1 + P ( t) ] dB 

For very small amplitude variations, which will typically be the 
case, the following approximation can be used 

20 log [1 + P(t)] = 8.686 P(t) 

To obtain the additional phase modulation in radians resulting 
from an AM/PM conversion constant of <I> degrees/ dB, multiply 
P ( t) and the conversion constant as follows 

7T 
<Pv(t) AM/PM= <I> 180 X 8.686 P(t) = 0.1516 <I> P(t) radians 

Letting cp(t) = kV(t) in Fig. 21-3 and assuming only parabolic 
gain distortion yields 
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Thus, 

..i..n(t) =01516<P[u21c2v 12 (t) +U22k2 V"2(t)J 
'I' AM/PM 0 2 

or 

Vn(t) AM/PM= 0.1516 <P [ g2kV'2 (t) + g~k V"2(t) J 

The constant 0.1516 which appears in this expression has wide 
application in this type of problem. It permits a ready translation 
of an AM/PM conversion constant in degrees per dB to a factor 
linking a small amplitude modulation index to a small phase modu
lation index 

[PM index: X (radians)] = 0.1516 [<P degrees/dB] [AM index: m] 

Continuing the analysis of modulation by two sinusoids, the 
resultant distortion terms (other than d-c terms) are 

{ A 12k [ (g2(t.112) 2] 
Vn(t) AM/PM= 0.1516 <P - - 2 - U2W12 - 2 cos 2witl 

(21-28) 

Example 21.1 

Problem 

Find the baseband distortion, using Eqs. (21-27) and (21-28), 
for a practical PM system with the following parameters: 

1 
k = 2 rad/volt 

Ai = A2 = 1 volt 

w1 = 21T X 106 rad/sec 

w2 = 81T X 106 rad/ sec 
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Assume the parabolic phase to be 0.1 radian at a frequency 10 MHz 
from the carrier. 

Solution 

Solving for b2, 

b2 (27T X 107 ) 2 = 0.1 radian 

b 0.1 2; d 
2 = (21T X 101)2 sec ra 

Substituting the above into Eq. (21-27) gives: 

Baseband output= 1-cos wd + 0.999 cos w2t 

- 0.00025 cos 2wd - 0.004 cos 2,w2t 

+ 0.002 cos (w2 - w1) t - 0.002 cos (w2 + w1) t 

Here it is seen that the transmission deviation has changed the 
amplitudes of the two original sinusoids and that second order 
terms have appeared. It is also seen that the amplitude changes 
of the original sinusoids increase rapidly as a function of baseband 
frequency. Although a baseband equalizer could be used to correct 
these amplitudes, the intermodulation terms would remain. 

To solve for the AM/PM distortion terms, assume the AM/PM 
conversion constant to be 6 degrees per dB and the parabolic gain to 
be 1 dB at a frequency 10 MHz from the carrier 

g2 (27T x 107) 2 = 0.122 

_ 0.122 21 d2 
g2 _ (27T X 101) 2 sec ra 

Substituting the above into Eq. (21-28) gives 

Vv(t) AM/PM= - 0.00056 cos 2wd - 0.0089 cos 2w2t 

+ 0.0022 cos (w2 - w1)t - 0.0022 cos (w2 + wi)t 

Here again the distortion terms are seen to be second order in 
conformity with Fig. 21-4. Note that the sign of these terms depends 
on the polarity of the AM/PM conversion factor. 

FM System Noise with Multiplexed Telephone Channels 

The distortion produced by transmission deviations is increasingly 
difficult to deal with as the modulating signal becomes more complex. 
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There are, however, other procedures which can be used in such 
cases. Two methods which are used in practice for estimating the 
amount of intermodulation noise are given in the following. 

Product Count Method. For the purposes of discussion, assume 
an FM system with parabolic phase distortion and a load consisting 
of multiplexed telephone channels. For an FM system, <f>' ( t) = ki V ( t). 
In Fig. 21-3 the PM unequalizable distortion is given by b2<f>'2 ( t). 
The corresponding FM distortion is b2d<f>'2 ( t) / dt. Hence, the total 
output signal, assuming no AM/PM conversion and neglecting equal
izable distortion, can be written as 

(21-29) 

In this form, the expression closely resembles the expression for 
second order intermodulation in amplitude modulation systems. The 
difference between this expression and the power series used in 
AM systems is the taking of a derivative, which is equivalent to 
multiplying the voltage spectrum by jw. Therefore, the noise voltage 
amplitude in a single telephone channel due to the distortion term 
b2k1 Vin2 ( t) can be multiplied by the center frequency (in the base
band signal) of the telephone channel, w1 radians per second, to 
obtain the effect of the derivative. Because of this multiplier, the 
intermodulation noise is worst in the top telephone channel, where 
a + {3 products are dominant. The calculations therefore will be 
made for that channel and type of product. 

First, let Vin ( t) be represented by two sinusoids, such that 

Vin(t) =Va cos wit+ V(;l cos w2t 

When this equation is substituted into Eq. (21-29) and terms falling 
at «>1 + w2 are collected, there results an output a + /3 product, 
Va+!l(t), given by 

Va+/l (t) = -b2k1 Va v(;l (w1 + W2) sin («>1 + W2) t 

To evaluate interference into any particular telephone channel, it 
is convenient to substitute wa+/l = w1 + w2. This gives 

Va+/l(t) = -b2k1VaV13Wa+fl sin Wa+(;lt 

In this form it is apparent that, for a given Wa+fl, the magnitude 
of the interference is not dependent on the frequencies of the funda
mentals. This is not the case for all forms of intermodulation. If 
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the squares of the amplitudes of both sides of this equation are 
halved, the resulting expression may be used to relate signal and 
product levels at a zero transmission level point: 

y2 y2y2 
ad {3 - 2b 2k 2 a {3 2 -2-- 2 1 22-Wa+{3 

or in terms of average power across a 1-ohm resistor, 

The constant Ha+f3 was defined in Chap. 10 as the power in dBmO 
of the a + f3 product resulting from two 0 dBmO sinusoids (0.001 
watt each at 0 TLP), or 

H _ lO l . [2b22k12w2a + 13 ( 0.001) 2] dB O 
a+{3 - og 0.001 m (21-30) 

where ki is specified in units referred to 0 TLP. The a+f3 product 
annoyance to a telephone customer has been given in Eq. (10-27) 
which can be written as 

Wa+{3 = Ha+{3 + Ka+{3 dBrncO (21-31) 

where the constant Ka+ 13 depends on talker statistics and the number 
of channels to be transmitted. 

Example 21.2 

Problem 

Using the product count method, find the top telephone channel 
noise in a system having the following parameters: (1) the base
band consists of 1000 frequency-multiplexed telephone channels in 
a band which extends from 0 to 4 MHz; (2) the signal is trans
mitted over an unpreemphasized FM system ; ( 3) the peak fre
quency deviation is 4 MHz; and ( 4) in the FM transmission path 
there is an unequalized linear envelope delay (parabolic phase) dis
tortion of one nanosecond per megahertz ( ns/MHz). 

Solution 

A 1 ns/MHz delay slope is equivalent to b2 = 10-15/47r sec2/rad 
as is developed later. For this problem, Wa+f3 ·· WT = 87r X 106 

rad/sec, and for 1000 talkers Ps is 25.4 dBmO so that a 25.4 dBm 
or 0.346 watt sinusoid at 0 TLP results in 2 yl2 MHz rms deviation. 
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Therefore, 

k 2 _ <2 -v2 x 217" x 106> 2 _ 92_2 x 1012 
1 - 0.346 - ·n-

rad2 

watt-sec2 

Substituting the above parameters into Eq. (21-30) yields a value 
for Hcx+fl of -51.4 dBmO. Using the relations developed in Chap. 10, 
Kcx+fl is found to be about 79.6 dB for this system. Therefore, the 
top telephone channel noise is estimated by this method to be 
-51.4 + 79.6 = 28.2 dBrncO. 

Noise Loading Method. In the laboratory and field testing of mes
sage systems, noise loading is often used to evaluate actual per
formance by simulating a "live" load with bandlimited gaussian 
noise. The average power density currently used in the Bell System 
to simulate a busy-hour load for radio systems carrying 600 or 
more telephone message channels is -16 dBmO per 4 kHz. This 
level is derived in Chap. 9. 

In practice, this load is presented to the system under test with 
narrow frequency slots suppressed, and a selective detector is used 
at the system output to measure the noise appearing in the narrow 
slots. The noise loading test is outlined in Fig. 21-5. 

Noise System 
Bandpass Noise 

generator I--- Notch filter under I---
filter detector 

test 

ti ti b& r 
""·] 11 NPR II 

O O I O I 0 

FIG. 21-5. Noise loading test. 

The noise loading test may be simulated analytically as shown 
in the following. This method of analysis reduces product counting 
to a convolution process and also allows the evaluation of pre
emphasis, or level shaping advantage, which is highly tedious by 
the product count method. The illustration again assumes a linear 
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envelope delay distortion and begins with Eq. (21-29), 

Vout(t) = Vin(t) + b2k1 d/dt [Vin(t)]2 

511 

From this point, the methods introduced in Chap. 10 (page 267 
et seq.) may be used to evaluate the distortion noise spectrum. The 
following is intended to indicate the method rather than to stand 
as a rigorous proof. 

The solution of Eq. (21-29) is analogous to the solution of the 
system shown in Fig. 21-6. 

x 
x(t) 

Squarer 
y 

y(t) 
d 
dt 

Multiplier 

b, le, 
z 

z (t) 

FIG. 21-6. System analog for second order modulation. 

In this system, x(t), which is equivalent to Vin(t), is assumed to 
be a gaussian process with zero mean. The autocorrelation function, 
9l x ( 'T), of x ( t) is defined as 

1 1T 9lx('T)== lim 2T x(t)x(t+T)dt=E[x(t)x(t+T)] 
T~oo -T 

(21-32) 

where E [ ] stands for the expected or mean value of the quantity 
inside the brackets. The autocorrelation function of the input and 
the input power density spectrum form a Fourier transform pair 
as follows: 

(21-33) 

and 

(21-34) 

Finally, the mean of the squared value of the input signal is 

1 /'° E[x2 (t)] = 9lx(O) = 2'11" Sx(<»)dw 
- 00 

(21-35) 

This statement simply says that 9lx(O) equals the average power 
of the input signal x ( t) since Sx ( <») is the input power density in 
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watts per hertz assuming a 1 ohm load impedance for convenience. 
From Fig. (21-6), 9ty(r), the autocorrelation of the square of 
x(t), may be written [4] 

The term 9t .,2 (0) is the square of the average power of the signal, 
and as a constant it contributes no distortion spectrum. As a result, 
the distortion spectrum at Y is found by using Fourier transform 
theory to be 

Sy(w) = 21"' 9tx2(T) e-jwTdT = 2: [S.,(w)*S.,(w)] (21-37) 
-<') 

where * indicates a convolution. Finally, since taking the derivative 
of V ( t) is equivalent to multiplying S ( w) by w2, the power spectral 
density at point Z is evaluated as 

(21-38) 

It follows that the signal-to-noise or noise-power ratio at any base
band frequency in an FM system with parabolic phase or linear delay 
slope will be 

(21-39) 

Figure 21-7 is a compilation of the primary baseband noise con
tributors for selected transmission deviations; it was obtained by 
means similar to the preceding. One equation is to be used for 
direct PM distortion and the other for AM distortion followed by 
AM/PM conversion. These equations list only the dominating terms 
for practical systems and do not include interaction terms (e.g., 
g1b2) which could be appreciable in some systems [3]. 

Example 21.3 

Problem 
Using the noise loading method, find the top telephone channel 

noise in a system having the following parameters (identical with 



Amplitude and phase 
transmission deviations 

[ 
S~) ] 

NPR(a>)ds:::: 10 log ~2 { b22"'2 + (3:a )2w4 + 4b42"'0 } [S(w) *S(w)] + ;':;: { b32w2 + 4g4•w4} [S (w) *S(w) *S(a>)] 

Amplitude and phase 
. transmission deviations 
plus AM/PM conversion 

· [ S(w) ] 
NPR(w)ds = 10 log"' ... ~ ........ ~· {g.•w• +(3:a)2w• + 4g.•wo} [S(w)*S(w)] + ;~· { g3•w• + 4b4•w•} [S(w)*S(w)*S(w)] 

Notes: 1. For unpreemphasized FM, S(w) = '1r'Po for -a>T <w <wT; p. is total reference drive in watts referred to 0 TLP. 
WT 

2. <I> = AM/PM conversion constant in degrees per dB. 

3. k1 = y'2000 1T X [peak deviation due to 0 dBmO sinusoid in Hz]. 

FIG. 21-7. FM system noise power ratios for selected transmission deviations. 
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those of Example 21.2): (1) the baseband signal consists of 1000 
frequency-multiplexed telephone channels in a band which extends 
from 0 to 4 MHz; (2) the signal is transmitted over an unpre
emphasized FM system; (3) the peak frequency deviation is 4 MHz; 
and (4) in the FM transmission path there is an unequalized linear 
delay slope of 1 ns/MHz. Also, assume that a fiat noise spectrum 
of -16 dBmO per 4 kHz is used to represent the telephone load. This 
is equal to +14 dBmO or 0.025 watts distributed from 0 to 4 MHz 
for 1000 channels. 

Solution 

The various components of Eq. (21-39) are evaluated as follows: 

1 1WT <UT 1. 0.025 watt= 2 Sv. (<n) duJ =-Sv. 
1T -~ m 1T m 

0.0251T 
therefore, Sv. = ---

m <UT 
watt/Hz 

2. Sv. (<n) *Sv. (<n) = (0·025 7T)2 
(2wT - I w I) 

m m <UT 

where -2<nT < w < 2wT 

sec2/rad 

4. k12 = 92 w2 X 1012 rad2 /watt-sec2 

Using these components in Eq. (21-39) yields 

-wT<w<<nT 

watt2/Hz 

NPR ( ) _ 10 1 [ 0.025w watt...!... 10-ao sec4 X 92 2 
<n - og w H . 16 2 d2 1T 

WT z 1T ra 

1012 rad2 X 647r2 X 1012 rad2 X (0.0257r) 2 watt2J 
X watt-sec2 sec2 WT Hz 

Finally, evaluating NPR at the top telephone channel frequency 
which is <UT = 8w X 106 rad/sec, 

NPR = 40.4 dB 

Since the original signal density was assumed to be -16 dBmO per 
4 kHz """ -17 dBmO per 3 kHz = 71 dBrncO, the top telephone 
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channel noise is 

71 - 40.4 = 30.6 dBrncO 

This result is in reasonable agreement with the 28.2 dBrncO value 
obtained by the product count method. A discussion of the differences 
between the results of these methods is presented in Chap. 10. For 
modern high-capacity radio systems, the noise loading method is 
considered to be a better estimator of system performance and 
is used extensively in present-day system evaluation and design. 

Addition of Noise Contributors 

In the preceding pages two noise contributors in FM systems have 
been analyzed: (1) intermodulation noise due to transmission devia
tions, and (2) AM/PM intermodulation noise. Even though different, 
these two contributors have the same property of being functions of 
the baseband signal. Hence, it would be expected that they would 
be correlated to some degree. This would mean that combining the 
two noise power density spectra together assuming random addition 
(power addition) might not be sufficient in general. 

The addition of these two noise contributors was considered analy
tically in Reference 5. It was found that certain conditions exist 
under which the correlation can be significant. To illustrate this in 
a practical problem, a representative FM radio relay system was 
examined and it was found that the power density spectrum for 
the correlated sum of the two noise contributors was substantially 
different from the power addition of the individual noise spectra. 
In the top channel, the correlated noise power was about 4.5 dB 
lower than the noise resulting from a power sum. 

Further Application of Figure 21-7 

Figure 21-7 may be useful in analyzing intermodulation noise in 
an existing FM system. Two or three sinusoidal baseband signals 
may be substituted for the noise loading signal, and measurements 
made of the sum and difference product levels as functions of the 
input frequencies. A partial separation of the contributors may then 
be made on the basis of their frequency dependence. For example, 
an a + f3 product which increases at a 6 dB per octave rate would 
indicate intermodulation noise due to delay slope ( b2) and/ or 
AM/PM intermodulation noise due to parabolic gain (g2). 
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Envelope Delay Distortion 

In practice, envelope delay distortion (EDD) is measured rather 
than phase distortion. Envelope delay is defined as the derivative 
of the phase characteristic () ( w) of the transfer function Y N ( w) 
with respect to radian frequency, i.e., 

d 
Envelope delay = dw () ( w) sec (21-40) 

where O(w) represents the phase characteristic 8(w +we) normalized 
with respect to We. Envelope delay measures the time required to 
propagate a change in the envelope of a signal (the actual informa
tion-bearing part of the signal) through the system. If 8(w) is 
proportional to frequency around we, the envelope delay will be a 
constant for all frequencies and there will be no distortion of the 
transmitted signal. For the more general case, () (w) will not be 
linear but will instead include higher order components. This has 
been indicated in Eq. (21-1) where, by ignoring the quartic phase 
component, () (w) is written as 

(21-41) 

For the general case, the derivative of the phase characteristic 
and hence the envelope delay will not be constant but will instead 
contain terms that are functions of frequency. The envelope delay 
distortion is equal to the envelope delay minus the constant delay 
term and thus includes all of the nonconstant terms. As an ex
ample, the envelope delay distortion of the normalized phase char
acteristic given by Eq. (21-41) is 

(21-42) 

Linear EDD is usually expressed in terms of nanoseconds per 
megahertz. For 1 ns/MHz, evaluating the coefficient of the linear 
term of Eq. (21-42) yields b2 = (1 X 10-9 )/(47T X 106 ) = 
1/47T X 10-15 sec2/rad. In Example 21.1, bz = O.l/(27T X 107 ) 2 = 
(l/7T) (l/47T X 10-15 ) sec2/rad, indicating a linear EDD of about 
0.32 ns/MHz. 

In FM systems, many circuits in the i-f and r-f parts of the system 
have bandpass characteristics. Inherent in these are considerable 
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amounts of parabolic EDD. If the parabolic EDD is not centered 
exactly on we, that is, if the bandpass characteristic is not centered 
exactly on the carrier, linear EDD results. To show this, let the 
EDD be 

Expanding around (w - wo) = (we - wo) in a Taylor series yields 

EDD= 3ba [(we -wo) 2 + 2(wc -wo)(w - We)+ (w - Wc)2] 

Defining (we - wo) = Llw and discarding the constant term leaves 
a component of parabolic delay equal in magnitude to the original 
shape plus a new linear term : 

The preceding analysis illustrates that in an FM system the dis
tortion at baseband due to a given transmission characteristic de
pends on the location of the carrier frequency. This is analogous to 
an AM system in which the modulation distortion depends on the bias 
points selected for the active elements. 

21.2 INTERMODULATION NOISE DUE TO ECHOES 

Echoes, which are a significant source of intermodulation noise in 
FM systems, may be generated in a number of ways. They may 
result from impedance mismatches, waveguide mode conversion, 
"sneak" transmission paths at harmonic or product frequencies, and 
other related effects. The conditions for the generation of an echo 
are a desired primary transmission path and an unwanted secondary 
path over which a fraction of the original signal arrives at the 
receiver, displaced in time from the primary signal. 

Figure 21-8 illustrates a situation commonly encountered in wave
guide runs. Here an echo of amplitude ratio r relative to the 
desired signal, is displaced by an absolute time delay, T, which does 
not vary significantly over the frequency range of one radio channel. 

Derivation of the Distortion Term 

If an angle-modulated signal et( t) = Ac sin [wet + <{> ( t)] is trans
mitted over the system shown in Fig. 21-8, the resultant transmitted 
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------- / Point of reflection Point of reflection "... 

/Antenna 

Transmitter 

Primary path Signal amplitudes 

) 

Transit time in echo path == T 

Fm. 21-8. Echo in a transmitter-antenna system. 

signal will be 

ez(t) =Ac {sin [wet+ cf>(t)] 

+ r sin [wet - WcT +cf> (t - T)]} (21-43) 

This expression may be rewritten in exponential form as 

(21-44) 

where x =wet+ cf>(t) and y = -wcT + cf>(t - T) - cf>(t). 

Rearranging terms, 

For r < < 1 this may be written 

= Ac Re {ercosy [-jei(x+rsiny)]} 

The last expression may be approximated as 

e2(t) =Ac (1 +rcosy) sin (x+rsiny) (21-45) 
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Substituting for the variables in Eq. (21-45) yields 

fh(t) =Ac{l+rcos [-wcT+~(t-T)-:-~(t)]} 

· sin {wet+ ~(t) + r sin [ - WcT + ~(t - T) - ~(t)]} (21-46) 

After limiting, the phase modulation will be 

~(t) + ~n(t) 

where 

~n(t) =rsin [-wcT + ~(t- T)-'-- ~(t)] (21-47) 

Noise Contour Chart 

The distortion term ~n(t) given above produces intermodulation 
noise since it is a nonlinear function of the modulating signal, ~ ( t). 
This distortion is treated in Reference 6 where a flat gaussian noise 
spectrum representation of the baseband signal is used to derive the 
intermodulation noise falling in the top multiplexed telephone chan
nel as a function of the relative amplitude and absolute time delay of 
the echo. The results of this analysis are depicted as a contour 
chart in Fig. 21-9. 

Example 21.4 

Problem 
To illustrate the use of Fig. 21-9, find the top telephone channel 

noise produced by an echo in an FM system having the same param
eters as that of Example 21.2 with 1000 message channels in the 
band of 0 to 4 MHz and a peak frequency deviation of 4 MHz. 
Assume a 50-dB echo with an absolute time delay of 250 nanoseconds. 

Solution 
For this system, P. was found to be 25.4 dBmO, and if white noise 

of -16 dBmO per 4 kHz is used to simulate the busy-hour load, the 
rms frequency deviation will be 

25.4 + 3 - (-16 + 10 log 1000) = 14.4 dB below 4 MHz 

or 

u = 0.76 MHz rms 

In this sequence 25.4 is P., 3 is the adjustment from peak to rms 
voltage for a sinusoid, and -16 + 10 log 1000 is the total drive 
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FIG. 21-9. Contours of constant interference in the top channel of an unpre
emphasized multichannel FM system. 

simulating 1000 talkers, 25 per cent active. The term yA = a/fT 
which is used to enter the abscissa of Fig. 21-9 will be 0.76/4, or 0.19. 
For a path with a 50-dB echo and an absolute time delay, T, of 250 ns, 
the ordinate value frT would be 4 X 106 X 250 X 10-9 = 1.0, and 
the chart would yield a contour value of -4 dB. When added to the 
relative echo level of 20 log r = -50 dB, the resultant is a noise power 
ratio of 54 dB. As in Example 21.3, the resultant top telephone 
channel noise is found by subtraction from 71 dBrncO; that is, 
71 - 54 = 17 dBrncO. 

Figure 21-9 as given here applies only to an unpreemphasized 
FM signal. The use of pre-emphasis will reduce the actual top channel 
noise produced by an echo to a value below that calculated (typically 
by 3 to 4 dB). 
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Amplitude and Delay Distortion Resulting from Echoes 

If the input signal to the system of Fig. 21-8 is simply ei ( t) 
Ac sin (l)t, where w may take on differing values, and the substitutions 
x = wt and y = -Tw are made in Eq. (21-45), the resulting signal 
for r < < 1 is of the form 

e2 ( t) = Ac (1 + r cos T w) sin (wt - r sin T (I)) (21-48) 

An inspection of this equation will show that the effect on the 
signal is equivalent to transmission through a device with gain 
characteristic 1 + r cos Tw which has ripples spaced in frequency 
with an interval of l/T Hz and a peak-to-peak amplitude of 17 .37 r 
dB. Similarly, the equivalent phase characteristic is found to be 

-rsin Tw . 
<P (w) = 1 + T = - r sm Tw rcos w 

Taking the derivative of this with respect to w to find envelope 
delay yields 

T((I)) = ;i! = -r T cos Tw 

This component also has ripples spaced with an interval of l/T 
hertz, and the peak-to-peak envelope delay distortion is Tpp = 2rT. 

In Example 21.4, a 50-dB echo with 250-ns delay was assumed. 
The basic ripple spacing for this echo is 1/250 ns, or 4 MHz. For a 
50-dB echo, r will be 0.00316, and the peak-to-peak amplitude ripple 
will be 0.055 dB. Finally, the peak-to-peak delay ripple may be 
calculated as 1.58 ns. 

It should be noted that the equivalence between echoes and ripples 
in gain and phase holds rigorously only for minimum-phase networks 
such as passive unequalized filters. Microwave repeaters do not have 
minimum phase properties because gain and phase equalizers are used 
to reduce their transmission deviations. 

Discussion of Antenna Echo Objectives 

To illustrate how echoes set a requirement on antenna system 
design, suppose the noise allocation to waveguide echoes in a 4000-
mile system is 30 dBrncO. In such a system there will he about 
250 waveguide runs from radio transmitters and receivers to an
tennas at the tops of the towers. Hence, each antenna could be 
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allocated 30 - 10 log 250 = 6 dBrncO, if the individual contributors 
add on a power basis. Since a 50-dB echo has been shown to produce 
+17 dBrncO in the previous illustration, the echo requirement on 
each antenna would be 61 dB instead of 50 dB. To limit echoes to 
this level or below places severe requirements on allowable irregu
larities in the waveguides. In dominant-mode waveguide systems, 
echoes usually arise from mismatches at the ends of the run, as in 
Fig. 21-8 or irregularities in the run. In other words, the require
ment basically states that the sum of the return losses of the 
equipment and any waveguide discontinuity be 61 dB. This is usually 
interpreted as requiring that all impedances have 31-dB return 
loss minimum. 

In waveguide systems capable of carrying higher order modes, as 
typified by the circular waveguide feeding the horn-reflector an
tenna, echo paths frequently exist in these higher order modes. 
The objective for echoes extends to these paths as well, indicating 
the need for precise antenna orientation, waveguide alignment, and 
the extension of return loss or reflection coefficient requirements to 
higher order modes as well as to the dominant mode. 
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Chapter 22 

Frequency Allocation 

An important consideration in the design of multiple channel 
microwave systems is the choice of appropriate microwave, inter
mediate, and beating oscillator frequencies. A carefully chosen fre
quency plan can do much to enhance the capacity of a microwave 
radio relay system and reduce the design problems in its physical 
realization. A poor choice, conversely, may limit capacity, reduce 
reliability, and ultimately increase the costs of system manufacture, 
installation, and maintenance. 

To illustrate the general problem, reference will be made to Fig. 
22-1 which shows a typical long-haul microwave radio relay system. 
Two broadband radio channels, one carrying frequency-multiplexed 
message channels and the other a television signal, may be traced 
in this figure from their baseband sources at the left of the figure 
to their destinations at the right. The building blocks in this figure 
were discussed in Chap. 17 and are shown here assembled as a 
complete system. 

The 70-MHz i-f outputs of the FM terminal transmitters at the 
left of Fig. 22-1 are applied to two radio transmitters for translation 
to microwave frequencies and amplification. The frequency transla
tion is sufficiently different for the two channels that the two signals 
may be combined by microwave filters, transmitted over a radio hop, 
and then separated at a distant receiving station without excessive 
interchannel interference. The frequency translation is shown dia
grammatically in Fig. 22-2. 

At the receiving end of a radio hop, the FM microwave signals 
are separated by channel separation networks similar, if not identical, 
to the channel combining networks. They are then translated to the 
common intermediate frequency range. After amplification and 
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other processing, the signals are retranslated to new microwave 
frequencies or demodulated to baseband depending on their destina
tion. 

A number of FM signals can be multiplexed at microwave fre
quencies and transmitted by a single antenna. This results in overall 
economy but at the same time gives rise to possible interchannel 
interference. As more radio channels are to be accommodated in the 
design, the sources of interference tend to increase. At the same 
time, the individual radio channel widths must decrease to stay 
within the overall allocated microwave spectrum. How then are 
the number and width of radio channels determined? At what fre
quencies should they be located? What spacing should be provided 
between channels to avoid interference? These questions are the 
crux of the frequency allocation problem. As in most engineering 
problems the solution is a compromise between economy and per
formance, and the factors which influence this compromise are con
sidered qualitatively in this chapter. 

First, consideration is given to some of the factors which deter
mine both the channel bandwidth and the number of microwave 
channels a given system may have. These factors include legal 
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restrictions, type of service, message objectives, frequency deviation, 
and fade margin. For particular systems some of these factors are 
more important than others. 

Next, some typical types of interference which may occur in multi
channel microwave systems are considered. It is shown how certain 
frequency allocation techniques are helpful in minimizing these 
interferences. 

Finally, the frequency allocations of Bell Laboratories designed 
microwave relay systems are listed to illustrate the results of these 
methods of allocation. 

22.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING CHANNEL BANDWIDTH 

Available Microwave Bands 

One of the more obvious limitations on channel bandwidth is the 
available bandwidth allocated by the Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC). For fixed, common carrier service, the presently 
allocated bands above 890 MHz are given in Fig. 22-3. 

Band (GHz) Band edges (MHz) Band width (MHz) 

2 2,110-2,130 20 

2,160-2,180 20 

4 3, 700-4,200 500 

6 5,925-6,425 500 

11 10, 700-11, 700 1000 

FIG. 22-3. Common carrier frequency allocations above 890 MHz. 

Up-to-date information on available frequency allocations may be 
obtained from the FCC Rules and Regulations, Volume II, Part 2. 

To date, the 4-GHz band has been used primarily for long-haul 
or "backbone" routes, while the 11-GHz band, which is more affected 
by rain attenuation, has been used for short-haul or "feeder" routes. 
The 6-GHz band is presently shared by long- and short-haul systems. 
The 2-G Hz common carrier band has had only limited application 
because of the narrow bandwidths allowed. Some of the service 
channels for long-haul system administration and switching are 
carried in this band. 
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Desirable Baseband Width 

In deciding how to utilize the available microwave bandwidth, a 
choice must be made between a few very broad microwave channels 
or a greater number of narrow ones. An important consideration in 
making this choice is the width of the baseband signal to be trans
mitted. 

The choice of baseband width is often influenced by the require
ments for television transmission. For example, in the TD-2 and T J 
systems one of the baseband signals is a standard television signal 
requiring a 4-MHz baseband width. In the TH-1 system a 10-MHz 
baseband width was chosen so that the Bell System could accom
modate 10-MHz high resolution television signals. In each of these 
systems, the television signals have influenced the choice of baseband 
width. A basic building block of telephone multiplex is the master
group of 600 message channels which has a top baseband frequency in 
the vicinity of 3 MHz. This block was found to be comparable to a 
television signal with respect to noise and distortion requirements for 
the TD-2 system. 

For the TH system with a 10-MHz baseband, a single mastergroup 
of 600 circuits would be uneconomical of spectrum space and, ac
cordingly, this system was designed to carry three mastergroups or 
1800 message channels (see Fig. 6-9). 

The newer TD-3 system is designed for two mastergroups or 1200 
message channels using the same frequency plan as the older TD-2 
system at 4 GHz but with higher power, lower input circuit noise, 
and improved distortion characteristics. Interestingly enough, the 
TD-2 system, originally designed to carry 360 to 480 message channels, 
can be modified to carry 1200 by applying new technology to certain 
critical areas. The resulting noise performance is not equal to the 
current objectives of the newer systems but meets the original 
objectives for TD-2. 

Another consideration which imposes a limitation on baseband 
width is the influence of selective fading. As the width of the base
band and hence the i-f band is increased, selective fading makes the 
carrier-to-sideband phase relationship increasingly unstable. 

Yet another consideration is rate of growth. A microwave system 
which operates in a band 500 MHz wide has a large ultimate 
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capacity. On some routes only a portion of this capacity may be 
required when the system is first installed. If a system has a cross
section of several microwave channels, the equipment for the indi
vidual channels may be obtained as needed rather than all at once. 

Frequency Deviation 

Frequency deviation has already been introduced as a factor in 
the determination of microwave bandwidth. A low value of peak 
frequency deviation leads to a system which is limited by idle noise 
and which requires high r-f power to meet its objectives. 

On the other hand, a large frequency deviation requires much 
greater bandwidths, resulting in the uneconomic use of the available 
microwave spectrum, difficulties in obtaining linear FM modulators 
capable of large frequency deviations, and problems in the design 
of i-f circuits with adequate bandwidth. In practice, the deviation 
is selected to optimize the noise performance of the system by bring
ing the thermal noise and intermodulation noise into balance. This 
optimum deviation generally turns out to be 4 to 5 MHz and clearly 
makes a significant contribution to the required channel width. 

Signal Quality 

Although Carson's rule (Chap. 5) is a valuable guide in system de
sign, it should be remembered that FM signals have sidebands which 
theoretically extend to infinite frequency. The rule is therefore a com
promise between quality and economy, since some distortion is always 
introduced when the higher order sidebands are removed by filters 
or by other bandlimiting circuits. On the other hand, if two FM 
signals are placed in adjacent microwave channels and are not band
limited, the higher order sidebands of each may extend into the other 
channel and cause interference. By taking into account the particular 
signals to be transmitted in adjacent channels with specified spacing, 
it is possible to choose a filter shape which will minimize signal deg
radation due to these two causes. In any case, however, the signal 
quality will decrease and the filter requirements will become more 
severe as microwave channels are spaced closer together. 

In long-haul systems designed for "backbone" routes where efficient 
bandwidth utilization is very important, adjacent microwave channels 
are nearly contiguous, with little or no separating guard band so 
that channel width and channel spacing are about equal. 
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Short-haul, or feeder systems, on the other hand, do not normaily 
need the full transmission capacity of the microwave band, and 
adjacent channels are separated by a guard band to ease channel 
'filter requirements. In this case, channel spacing is larger than 
channel width. 

Before leaving the subject of signal quality, a few words should 
be said about Carson's rule which is mentioned here and in Chap. 5. 
As a criterion for determining minimum channel bandwidth, it is 
a good approximation at high and low modulation indices. In the 
intermediate range, however, its reliability is less clearly defined. 
Nevertheless, since the rule maintains its applicability at modulation 
extremes and in practice has proved reasonably satisfactory in the 
intermediate range, it is considered a suitable starting point in the 
development of frequency allocation plans. 

Cost 

To establish a microwave radio route, suitable repeater locations 
are needed. New roads often have to be constructed, buildings and 
towers have to be built, and antenna systems must be installed. These 
costs tend to be fixed and independent of the number of radio or 
telephone channels ; therefore, as the number of telephone channels is 
increased, the fixed cost per telephone channel is reduced. For a 
given loading per radio channel, this can be accomplished by moving 
adjacent radio channels closer together in frequency. However, as 
the channel separation is reduced, filter requirements become more 
severe, tolerances- on i-f and microwave frequencies become tighter, 
and, as a result, the system becomes more complex and expensive. 
In general, then, it is found that the total cost consists of some fixed 
costs and some variable costs. The fixed costs per channel tend to 
decrease as more telephone channels are added, whereas the variable 
cost per channel tends to increase after a certain point. The optimum 
point depends largely on the present and projected demand for route 
capacity for either television or message signals or both. Long-haul 
systems designed for large capacity use less frequency space per 
talker than do short-haul systems which frequently use only two or 
four radio channel assignments on a given hop. 

Protection Against Deep Fades 

As was pointed out in Chap. 18, microwave channels are subject 
to fades of various magnitudes and durations. The increase in path 
loss which occurs during moderate fades can be compensated by the 
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radio receiver automatic gain control. The penalty in these cases 
is a corresponding increase in idle noise contributed by the faded 
hop. Deep fades, however, may seriously degrade the system noise 
performance. Fortunately, deep fades tend to be frequency-selective 
so that if the allotted band is wide enough and if there are several 
microwave channels in the system, one or two of them may be 
reserved for protection purposes. When a regular channel fails as 
a result of a fade or equipment failure, or when it is necessary to 
perform routine maintenance on the channel, its signal may be 
transferred to a spare channel by rapid switching techniques so that 
there is little or no signal degradation or interruption. Such protection 
greatly increases the reliability of the system and is very important 
on heavily loaded routes. 

It must be realized, however, that such protection reduces the route 
capacity of the system. This makes it economically desirable on 
long-haul systems to let one or two radio channels act as spares 
for several working channels and to switch sections of up to ten hops 
rather than single hops only. The cost of the relatively complex 
switching equipment can be justified in such cases since it is spread 
over a large number of telephone circuits. 

In short-haul systems the situation is usually different. The smaller 
number of radio channels carried by the system makes the cost of 
switching equipment per telephone circuit more significant. At the 
same time the need for more frequent dropping and adding of cir
cuits at intermediate points along the route demands shorter switch
ing sections. The objective in short-haul systems is therefore to 
simplify the switching equipment as much as possible. This is custo
marily done by providing protection on a one-for-one basis. By 
parallel feeding two transmitters with the same baseband signal 
on each hop, no transmitter-end switching is necessary, and an auto
matic switch selects the better of the two channels at the receiving 
end. This simplified switching system is less efficient in the use of 
available bandwidth than are the long-haul switching systems. 

At 11 GHz, another significant source of outage is rain. Rain 
attenuation is not frequency-selective within the 11-GHz band, and 
frequency diversity within the band therefore offers no protection. 
A one-for-one diversity plan using the TM-TL systems offers an 
attractive solution. Here the 11-GHz and 6-GHz channels operate 
as crossband diversity pairs providing the reliability of 6-GHz trans
mission without using duplicate microwave channels in the more 
desirable 6-GHz band. 
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It is apparent from the preceding that the number of protection 
channels and the switching methods adopted for a group of working 
channels are very important design considerations. The statistical 
analysis of system outage time due to fading, equipment failures, 
and maintenance practices, as well as a detailed study of economics, 
is involved. 

In summary, then, the factors of available bandwidth, baseband 
width, frequency deviation, signal quality, cost per telephone channel, 
and protection against fading all must be considered in determining 
the frequency allocation of a microwave system. 

22.2 INTERFERENCE IN MICROWAVE CHANNELS 

Consideration is now given to the various types of interference 
which may occur in a multichannel microwave system and their 
influence on the choice of frequency allocation. Six sources of inter
ference are : 

1. In-channel interference. 
2. Image channel interference. 
3. Adjacent channel interfere nee. 
4. Direct adjacent channel interference. 
5. Limiter transfer action. 
6. Single-frequency interference. 

Each of these is considered separately. External interferences are 
assumed to be kept within limits by FCC regulations and are not 
discussed here. 

In-Channel Interference 

Several sources of r-f interference are illustrated in Fig. 22-4 
which shows in block form four consecutive repeaters and five potential 
interference paths. Separate receiving and transmitting antennas 
are shown, although in some systems only a single antenna may be 
used. The two most potentially serious interference paths are those 
labeled 1 and 2. In these paths, high-level signals from transmitting 
antennas interfere with the low-level signals at the receiving antenna. 
In determining permissible interference levels, it is impo.rtant to note 
that the signal level at the receiving antenna should be the signal 
level expected when the desired channel is experiencing the deepest 
allowable fade. The high-level signal from path 2 will be reduced 
by the back-to-back ratios of the two antennas, but only the side
to-side loss between antennas attenuates the signal from path 1. 
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5 ---.... 

FIG. 22-4. Radio frequency interference. 

In practice, this amount of loss is not adequate. Additional loss 
might be introduced if the desired signal were cross-polarized with 
respect to the interfering signal, but help from this source should 
not generally be counted on. This results from the complex and 
unknown nature of the coupling path, particularly with respect to 
its influence on polarization direction. The problem of excessive 
coupling is avoided, however, by using different transmitting and 
receiving frequencies at a given repeater. One arrangement of this 
type, known as a two-frequency allocation, is shown in Fig. 22-5(a). 

Another potential source of interference is shown as path 3 in Fig. 
22-4. With a two-frequency allocation, two signals are received 
from opposite directions on the same frequency, and normally will 
be at about equal field intensity. In this case, the interference will 
be reduced by the front-to-back ratio of a single antenna, which 
may be about 70 dB for a horn-reflector antenna but only about 
40 to 50 dB for a parabolic antenna. Further advantage might 
be obtained by the use of orthogonal polarizations, but this is of 
little practical value in the case of foreground reflections or scatter
ing. Engineering studies show that a minimum front-to-back ratio 
of about 66 dB is required in long-haul systems and except for a 
few cases where severe foreground reflections occur, this require
ment is met by the horn-reflector antenna. 

Microwave systems using the parabolic antenna may not have 
adequate front-to-back ratios when using a two-frequency allocation. 
The four-frequency allocation shown in Fig. 22-5 (b) avoids this 
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FIG. 22-5. Frequency allocation plans. 

problem and is commonly used with short-haul systems. The split
channel plan, used at 6 GHz for short-haul TM-1 radio and listed 
later in this chapter, is a four-frequency plan derived from the long
haul TH-1 plan by splitting the channels and utilizing half of the 
resulting reduced-width channels for each direction of transmission. 

Two other sources of interference are shown by the paths labeled 
4 and 5 in Fig. 22-4. In the commonly used allocation plans of Fig. 
22-5, the path 4 type interference presents no problem since frequency 
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frogging is used in adjacent hops. Over-reach interference, repre
sented by path 5, is potentially troublesome but can be reduced to 
tolerable proportions by locating the transmission path in every third 
hop slightly out of line. 

Image Channel Interference 

Image channel interference is illustrated in Fig. 22-6. Two signals 
with carrier frequencies of 11,000 and 11,140 MHz are shown. These 
signals are separated with filters and are applied to modulators where 
they are translated to an intermediate frequency of 70 MHz. Sup
pose a beating oscillator frequency of 11,070 MHz is used for the 
11,000-MHz signal. If the filters were ideal, there would be no 
problem. If, however, the rejection of filter 1 at 11,140 MHz is 
inadequate, this signal will beat with 11,070 MHz to form an 
extraneous 70-MHz i-f output. This effect is known as image channel 
interference, where the image channel is defined as the channel which 
differs in frequency from the beating frequency by the same amount 
as the desired channel but is on the other side of the beating 
frequency. 

Incidentally, in this example the 11,070-MHz beating oscillator 
of channel 1 could cause trouble by entering the channel 2 receiver 

11,000 MHz ... ------./Waveguide 

11,140MHz · 

Imperfect filter ~ 

! interference 

/_ 

11,000 MHz + 11, 140 MHz 
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Channel 2 
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FIG. 22-6. Image channel interference. 
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modulator and mixing with its 11,140-MHz input signal to form a 
70-MHz interference. This example illustrates two of the inter
actions which must be considered in modulator and filter design. 

Adjacent Channel Interference 

Adjacent channel interference, mentioned previously, occurs when 
two FM channels are spaced in frequency so that the sidebands from 
one extend into the other. Figure 22-7 shows how this can happen, 
by making use of the power spectral density of a carrier which has 
been phase-modulated by an equivalent baseband signal consisting 
of random noise. Although the interference can be prevented by 
removing the higher order sidebands with filters before the two 
signals are combined, this cannot be done without causing some 
distortion of the signal in each channel. 

Signal spectra 

Frequency 

FIG. 22-7. Adjacent channel interference. 

It is evident from Fig. 22-7 that channel spacing will have an 
important influence on the problem of filtering overlapping side
bands. This fact has given rise to a rule which is sometimes used 
in the design of long-haul systems. The rule states that channel 
spacing should be at least three times the top baseband frequency 
to ensure that second order sidebands from an interfering channel 
will not overlap first order sidebands in an adjacent channel. This 
rule generally leads to practically realizable channel filters. 

Like many rules, this one is not rigid and any tentative allocation 
plan must be studied in detail from the point of view of sideband 
overlap. Such a study must take into account the nature of the 
modulating signals which determine the sideband energy distribution 
in the FM spectrum. The important advantages to be obtained by 
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using orthogonal polarizations in adjacent channels should also be 
taken into account. 

Direct Adjacent Channel Interference 

Interference from overlapping sidebands will be garbled or un
intelligible since the disturbing sidebands are not correlated with the 
disturbed carrier. In systems with closely spaced channels, however, 
a more complicated form of adjacent channel interference has been 
noted in which the interference is intelligible. This type of inter
ference, in which the signal on the adjacent channel appears as an 
identical signal in the disturbed channel, has been termed direct 
adjacent channel interference (DACI). 

The transfer mechanism involves interference with the zero cross
ings of the desired signal and tends to take place in amplifier stages 
where compression or limiting occurs. The mechanism producing this 
type of interference has been studied [1] but is still not fully 
understood. 

Limiter Transfer Action 

The use of limiters in the radio repeater may result in an inter
ference between channels which is referred to as limiter transfer 
action. The basic mechanism of this interference is illustrated in Fig. 
22-8. Three adjacent radio channels with carriers spaced 20 MHz 
apart are shown. Channel 2 is assumed to be cross-polarized with 
respect to channels 1 and 3. Assume that channel 1 is carrying a base
band sinusoid at 7 MHz with a sufficiently low index of modulation 
that only the first-order sidebands need to be considered. At station A, 
the output of channel 1 will therefore consist of a carrier and single
frequency sidebands 7 MHz on each side of the carrier. At station B, 
the upper sideband of the channel 1 signal will appear as an inter
fering sinusoid 13 MHz from the center frequency of the channel 2 
receiver. The amplitude of the interference which reaches the chan
nel 2 limiter will depend on the cross-polarization discrimination 
between channels 1 and 2 on the station A to station B path, as 
well as the channel 2 receiver gain 13 MHz from center frequency. 
The channel 2 carrier and the interference represent a composite 
AM and PM signal at the input to the limiter, the AM component of 
which will be removed by the limiter. The PM component remains, 
however, and at the limiter output there will appear the carrier and 
sidebands 13 MHz on each side of the carrier. This signal is trans
mitted by channel 2 at station B. At station C, the upper sideband 
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of the channel 2 signal will appear as an interference 7 MHz from 
center frequency in the channel 3 receiver. The amplitude of this 
interference will depend on the cross-polarization discrimination be
tween channels 2 and 3 on the station B to station C path, as well 
as the loss of the channel 2 radio transmitter 13 MHz from its 
center frequency. Hence, by this mechanism, a baseband signal in 
one channel may induce an interference at the same baseband 
frequency in another channel. In addition, of course, the channel 2 
lower sideband can couple back to the channel 1 receiver at station C. 
In either case, an analysis should also include a study of the fre
quency tolerances of the various beating frequency oscillators in-
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volved in the paths to determine the actual frequency range about 
the nominal within which the interference· may appear at the third 
station. 

Tests have shown that limiter transfer action is in exact accordance 
with elementary FM theory. The mechanism may become an im
portant consideration when a high-level sinusoid is present on a 
channel or, as in the case of the auxiliary channels in TH-1, when 
a carrier is located near the edge of a broadband radio channel. 
For either condition, the choice of the frequency allocation plan may 
affect the seriousness of the problem in the radio system. As seen 
from the discussion, the losses to be considered are two cross-polar
ization discriminations and the loss, with respect to center frequency, 
of one repeater at the frequency of the interfering sideband. In 
addition, allowance should be made for the transfer of energy from 
one side of the carrier to the other by the limiter, which causes 
the ratio of the carrier to one sideband at the limiter output to be 
6 dB lower than the carrier-to-interfering sideband ratio at the 
limiter input. 

Single-Frequency Interference 

It should be apparent that single-frequency interference may ap
pear in the radio channel by way of any of the interference mech
anisms previously described, whenever the interfering channel con
tains single-frequency components in its sidebands. In this case, 
the presence of the interference is dependent on the modulation in 
the interfering channel. Equally important are interferences from 
carriers or beating oscillator signals in the system. Some of the 
mechanisms already described may cause interferences due to the 
presence of these signals ; in other cases, different mechanisms are 
involved. 

In-channel interference will be single-frequency in character when
ever the index of modulation in the disturbing channel is low or 
when, in the extreme, the carrier is unmodulated. In either case, 
the interference will consist primarily of the high-level carrier 
component, and may be treated as a single-frequency interference. 
It might seem that interference from a carrier on the "same" 
channel would not be very serious since ideally both carriers will have 
the same frequency. Neither signal, however, is likely to be exactly 
at its nominal frequency, and a frequency difference of several mega
hertz may actually exist, thereby placing the interference in the active 
part of the baseband of the disturbed channel. 
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If the frequency allocations have been judiciously selected, same
channel interference at radio frequencies is rare. It might occur, 
for example, when freak transmission conditions result in "over
reach" from a distant repeater at a time when the disturbed repeater 
is subject to a moderate fade. Same station crosstalk at i-f is, how
ever, a much more probable occurrence since repeater stations and 
terminals are rich in 70 and 7 4 MHz signals. 

A single-frequency interference objective of -68 dBmO in a voice 
channel has been used in the engineering of some systems such as 
TH-3. This leads to a desired carrier-to-interference ratio require
ment which will range from 60 to over 100 dB depending on fre
quency offset. In some cases, a more lenient requirement may be 
applied if one of the signals causing the interference is derived 
from a source which has residual frequency modulation. For ex
ample, the carrier from an FM terminal transmitter may contain 
considerable low-frequency modulation due to oscillator shot noise 
and power supply harmonics and will therefore jitter in frequency. 
As a result, the interference from this carrier will not be a clean 
sinusoid but will instead be smeared or spread over a narrow fre
quency band. To the listener on a telephone channel, the interference 
may sound more like a "burble" and will be less objectionable than 
a single-frequency tone. Hence, a 10-dB reduction in the single
frequency interference requirement has been used in the past for 
these cases to make the subjective effect of the "burble" approxi
mately equal to that of a clean tone. 

If an interference recurs regularly along the radio route (e.g., at 
each repeater station), it is important to determine whether or not 
the interference always appears at exactly the same baseband fre
quency. If it does, allowance may have to be made for systematic 
(in-phase) addition of the interference. In many cases, however, 
the permissible frequency differences in beating oscillator signals 
at the repeater stations will be sufficient to prevent systematic addi
tion, and the interferences will instead be spread over some region 
about the nominal frequency in these multiexposure cases. 

22.3 FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS FOR EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The discussion of frequency allocation has thus far been largely 
qualitative. In the following figures the allocation plans for the various 
Bell Laboratories developed radio relay systems are presented with 
commentary where appropriate to illuminate special details. 
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In the following diagrams, Figs. 22-9 through 22-12, the vertical 
scale represents frequency, and the height of the small boxes indicates 
the bandwidth of a single channel. In each case, the frequency 
arrangements at a single repeater have been shown. The situation 
at adjacent repeaters will differ only to the extent that transmitters 
and receivers will be interchanged, since a given transmitted signal 
in any of the figures will be received at the adjacent station on the 
same frequency. 

The beating oscillator frequency associated with each channel is 
shown in each figure. Thus, in Fig. 22-10, TH-1 channel 18 receiver 
uses a beating oscillator frequency of 6078.6 MHz. The signal is 
then transmitted on channel 28 using a transmitter beating oscillator 
frequency of 6330.7 MHz. 

At this point it should be evident that diagrams of this type 
effectively display large amounts of information about the frequency 
allocation of a system. In the following sections, therefore, only 
brief descriptions will be included. The individual diagrams should 
be studied and compared. 

4-GHz Long Haul 

The TD-2 and TD-3 systems both use the frequency plan of 
Fig. 22-9. This is a two-frequency plan using four antennas (two 
in each direction) at each repeater station. 

The TD-2 system originally provided six two-way microwave chan
nels, one of which was used for protection. Single polarization was 
employed, and on any one hop either channels 1 to 6 or channels 7 to 
12 could be used. Both groupings could not be used simultaneously 
because of excessive adjacent channel coupling. By using dual 
polarization and improved discrimination at i-f, it has been possible 
to reduce adjacent channel interference to the point where all 12 
channels can be used simultaneously on the same path. This is known 
as interstitial operation and has doubled the system capacity. Inter
stitial operation includes an additional protection channel providing 
ten working and two protection channels. 

6-GHz Long Haul 

In contrast to the identical TD-2 and TD-3 plans at 4 GHz, the 
6 GHz TH-1 and TH-3 plans shown in Fig. 22-10 diverge signifi
cantly. Although they operate on the same radio channel assign
ments, the beating oscillator assignments have been changed in the 
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newer TH-3 plan to make the intermediate frequency 70 MHz, which 
is compatible with the other radio systems. It may be seen in Fig. 
22-10 that all of the TH-3 beating frequencies are below their respec
tive channel frequencies. This departure from the TH-1 plan results 
in improved transmitter modulator characteristics. This imp·rove
ment and the shift to an intermediate frequency of 70 MHz impose 
stringent requirements on spurious couplings; e.g., the output of a 
channel 18 transmitter falls in the image region of a channel 24 
receiver. 

One outstanding feature of the TH plans and all that follow is that 
the transmitters at any given station are placed in one half of the 

. allocated band and· the receivers in the other half. This reduces 
side-to-side interference between adjacent channels (path 1 in Fig. 
22-4) but increases the likelihood of simultaneous fading of channels 
in a given direction by reducing the frequency range by half. 

Choice of the Intermediate Frequency 

Several factors influence the choice of the intermediate frequency. 
The overriding influence in recent designs has been compatibility 
with earlier systems. 

Using the development in Section 10.2, it can be easily shown that 
a lower bound for an intermediate frequency in a typical radio system 
would be about 30 MHz. Practical limitations of stray capacitance, 
cable loss, and active device parameters historically have set the 
upward bound at approximately 100 MHz. 

The original TD-2 plan (Fig. 22-9) placed the beating oscillator 
frequencies half way between the channel assignments in order to 
avoid oscillator leakage interference. The allowable intermediate 
frequencies under this restriction are odd multiples of 10 MHz. 

Finally, the suppression of image channel interference generally 
requires about 100 dB of rejection ahead of the receiver modulator 
at the image frequency. To achieve this suppression with realistic 
filters requires that the i-f be sufficiently high that the image band 
occurs over approximately 100 MHz from the channel center fre
quency. 

The almost universal use of a 70-MHz intermediate frequency in 
Bell System microwave radio systems is based on these factors. A 
notable exception is the TH-1 plan which uses 74.1 MHz and was 
designed for minimum beating oscillator interference with the chan
nel plan of Fig. 22-10. In the development. of TH-1, no need was 
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seen for i-f compatibility with other systems. The more modern 
concepts of system restoration over mixed facilities have led to the 
hybrid TH-3 plan, again using 70 MHz. 

6-GHz Short Haul 

The short-haul plans at 6 GHz have evolved from the long-haul 
plans in an attempt to reduce intersystem interference. The three 
plans listed in Fig. 22-11 were generated as follows: 

1. Split-frequency plan. Each long-haul channel assignment was 
split to derive a four-frequency plan for eight half-width 
channels in place of eight full-width TH-1 (long-haul) chan
nels. 

2. Staggered plan. This plan assigns channels half-way between 
TH (long-haul) assignments primarily to avoid interference 
with crossing routes. 

3. Co-channel plan. This plan uses the regular TH (long-haul) 
assignments directly to obtain four half-width channels in a 
four-frequency plan. 

11-GHz Short Haul 

The 11 GHz plans in Fig. 22-12 are each designed for twelve 
two-way radio channels on a four-frequency basis. The two plans are 
not intermixed on a given route but are intended for crossing routes 
to minimize interference. 
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Chapter 23 

Illustrative Radio System Design 

This chapter applies the material of previous chapters to a 
simplified design of an actual system. Obviously, more considera
tions exist than can be discussed here, but the following treatment 
will be useful in tying together some of the topics already presented. 

Many factors are involved in a system design, and a straight
forward procedure is not always possible. The designer must provide 
a system which meets certain transmission and reliability objectives, 
and at the same time he must try to minimize the overall cost to 
the ultimate customer. The system should be designed for easy 
maintenance. The design chosen should be capable of being developed 
within reasonable time limits. The time allowed may be a few months 
in some cases, or several years in others. In general, there is no 
single solution to the overall problem. Not all of the considerations 
can be reduced to mathematical terms, and many can best be resolved 
by judgment and experience based on previous designs. 

As might be expected, the early design work often consists of 
calculating the performance of several possible arrangements. Extra
polations from previous designs may be helpful. These preliminary 
calculations can then be used as a guide for further work. 

23. l SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

The system to be developed for illustration is a new 6-GHz long
haul facility to be used on existing 4-GHz TD-2 routes. Some pre
liminary objectives for this system are listed as follows: 

1. The length of the system is to be 4000 miles with 150 hops. 
2. The noise performance should be 41 dBrncO maximum in the 

noisiest multiplexed telephone channel for unfaded busy-hour 
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conditions and 55 dBrncO maximum with one hop faded by 
40 dB. (The objective of 41 dBrncO is 3 dB more stringent 
than the earlier TH-1 objective of 44 dBrncO.) 

3. The capacity per microwave channel is to be determined. 
4. Antennas are to be existing horn-reflector antenna systems with 

additional networks for 6 GHz. 

23.2 DESIGN PROCEDURES 

The first choice to make is that of a frequency allocation plan. 
The 6-GHz band is no longer uncongested as it was for the design 
of TH-1. The presence of numerous systems (both Bell System and 
otherwise) using frequency plans derived from TH-1 therefore forces 
the adoption of that channelization plan for the new system for 
compatibility in spectrum occupancy. The channel frequency spacing 
used in TH-1 is 29.7 MHz. If 4-MHz peak frequency deviation is 
assumed as a starting point (because it is used in other systems), 
the top modulating frequency according to Carson's rule would be 

29.72- 8 = 11 MHz 

However, another rule (page 536), intended to prevent second order 
sidebands from overlapping with first order sidebands, is more re
strictive and leads to a slightly lower top modulating frequency, 

2;·7 = 9.9 MHz 

This frequency is comparable to the 8.524-MHz top frequency of 
a newly developed 1800 message circuit multiplex, and this load 
will be assumed for the remainder of the discussion. 

With regard to the antenna system, the average value of the section 
loss [defined in Eq. (18-9)] for TD-2 is known to be 66 dB. Making 
corrections from 4 GHz to 6 GHz for increased path loss and antenna 
gains and allowing for slightly higher waveguide losses yields a 
section loss of 63 dB. 

The next design step is to allocate the system noise objective of 
41 dBrncO among the various noise contributors. A tentative division 
is made in Fig. 23-1, which assumes that the noise contributors add 
on a power basis. The allocations marked by a t in Fig. 23-1 are per
formance estimates of existing equipment. The r-f crosstalk alloca
tion, similarly, is a carryover from previous systems. The remain-
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ing noise is divided equally between idle and intermodulation noise 
since experience has shown that radio systems are essentially idle 
and second order intermodulation noise limited. 

Each of these is a noise objective for a complete 4000-mile, 150~ 
hop system. Thus the objectives for the various building blocks of 
the system can be allocated. If any objective in the preliminary 
allocation cannot be attained, the division of objectives must be 
rearranged accordingly. 

The idle noise objective of 35.4 dBrncO for 150 radio repeaters 
may be translated by use of Eq. (20-24) to a per-hop relation
ship of noise figure and transmitted power as follows. Substituting 
!::.F = 4-MHz peak, f1 = fT = 8.524 MHz*, Pn = -174 +NF dBm/Hz 
(NF is the repeater noise figure in dB) , and P s = 27. 6 dBmO for 
1800 circuit loading into Eq. (20-24) yields: 

8.524 
35.4 - 10 log 150 > 27 .6 + 20 log - 4-

+ 10 log (6 X 103 ) - 174 +NF - Pc+ 88 

or 

27.6 dBm~ NF - Pc 

*The top channel is usually the noisiest in radio systems. 
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where Pc is the received carrier power in dBm at the point of noise 
figure measurement. Translating this level by the section loss of 
63 dB, the required transmitter power and noise figure relationship 
is found to be 

If an estimate of 3.3 dB is made for the pre-emphasis advantage in 
the top message channel, the relationship becomes 

Practical noise figures for microwave repeaters tend to run between 
7 and 12 dB and in this case would imply the need for a +39 to +44 
dBm transmitter output power, currently obtainable only with 
traveling wave tube amplifiers. A traveling wave tube with +40.5 
dBm output capability has been developed for this band. A higher 
output power could be obtained with further development but will 
not be needed since a repeater having a noise figure of 8.4 dB at 
normal signal power is within the reach of present technology. 

The noise resulting from a 40-dB fade in one hop can be derived 
by using Eq. (20-24) and letting the section loss increase 40 dB to 
103 dB so that Pc becomes 40.5 - 103 = -62.5 dBm. The pre
emphasis advantage is again estimated as 3.3 dB. Thus, the noise is 

8.524 
WN (one faded hop) = 27.6 + 20 log-4- + 10 log (6 X 103) 

- 17 4 + 8.4 + 62.5 + 88 - 3.3 

= 53.6 dBrncO 

When this noise is added to the noise from the rest of the system, 
the sum is within the .objective of 55 dBrncO. 

In retrospect, the noise figure value of 8.4 dB used in this last 
calculation is somewhat pessimistic. At low signal levels in practical 
repeaters, only the receiving-modulator preamplifier controls the 
overall noise figure since the other noise sources are masked by in
creased i-f amplifier gain. The reduction in noise figure may amount 
to 1 or even 2 dB. 

The next step is to test for breaking on the faded hop. This is done 
by comparing the carrier level during a 40-dB fade with the total 
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thermal noise referred to the receiver input in an estimated channel 
noise bandwidth of 30 MHz : 

- 62.5 - [ -174 + 8.4 + 10 log (30 X 106 )] = 28.3 dB 

The resulting 28.3 dB signal-to-noise ratio assures that breaking will 
not be a problem in this system because breaking does not start until 
the signal-to-noise ratio drops to 10 to 15 dB. 

The preliminary breakdown of the intermodulation noise objective 
for transmission deviations results in a per-hop allocation of 12.2 
dBrncO, assuming power addition as an initial estimate only. A 
computation along the lines of the noise spectrum analysis of Chap. 21 
is next used to generate a set of figures showing curves of inter
modulation noise in the top channel versus transmission deviation 
values, for each of the seven transmission deviations discussed in 
Chap. 21. These curves are derived assuming a representative pre
emphasis function and the system parameters previously used. An 
iterative comparison of the intermodulation noise objective with 
noise produced by the various transmission deviations is next used to 
set limits on the allowable transmission deviations in the radio 
repeater. 

A similar procedure is used to set the objectives on antenna and 
waveguide echoes, AM/PM intermodulation noise, and any other 
noise contributors. The selectivity requirements for the various 
filters which are used in the system are based largely on the inter
ference mechanisms outlined in Chap. 22. Many other factors will 
influence the final design in a manner similar to those discussed. 



Chapter 24 

Introduction to Digital Transmission 

Previous chapters have discussed transmission systems in which 
the signals applied to the transmission media are continuous func
tions of the message waveform. It has been shown how a sinusoidal 
carrier can have either its amplitude or phase continuously varied in 
accordance with the message. In digital transmission systems the ap
plied signals are discrete in both time and amplitude. Signals that are 
discrete only in time, such as pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) 
signals, or discrete only in amplitude, such as facsimile data, will 
not be considered here as digital signals since they cannot be carried 
by digital transmission lines containing regenerative repeaters. In 
the simplest case either a pulse or a space (no pulse) is transmitted 
in each unit of time. The stream of pulses and spaces can be thought 
of as binary numbers that represent analog signals to which sampling 
and appropriate coding rules have been applied. Although binary 
signals are easiest to generate, the actual signals usually found on 
cable media have more than two symbols. The most prevalent are 
ternary using three symbols (i.e., positive pulse, negative pulse, and 
no pulse) and quaternary using two different amplitude pulses for 
each polarity. 

The advantage of converting message signals into digital form 
is the ruggedness of the digital signal. Quantizing noise associated 
with analog-to-digital conversion occurs at the terminal, where it 
can be controlled by assigning a sufficient number of digits for each 
sample. Once these signals are in digital form, additional impairments 
are negligible in a properly engineered system since each repeater 
transmits a new waveform in response to the received symbol and 
will almost always do so correctly in spite of noise and interference 
in the media. This process, called regeneration, provides the primary 
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advantages for digital transmission. The price paid for this rugged
ness is increased bandwidth relative to that required for the original 
signal. It will be seen that in many transmission environments this 
ruggedness results in substantial economies [1]. 

24.1 SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Analog signals, including message signals, are converted into digital 
form in steps depicted in Fig. 24-1. First the signal, which has 
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FIG. 24-1. Signal processing steps in digital transmission. 
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been bandlimited by a low-pass filter, is sampled as shown in Fig. 
24-1 (b). These samples are called PAM pulses. 

Although discrete in time, PAM pulses are not suitable for digital 
transmission because they are not discrete in amplitude. The next 
step is analog-to-digital conversion and is accomplished by a coder. 
The coder converts each PAM sample into a binary number called 
a code word, Fig. 24-1 (c). (The number of binary digits used and 
the rules applied to represent each sample affect the faithfulness of re
production.) Binary digits as generated by the coder are then trans
lated into ternary or other multilevel digital signals acceptable to 
the transmission facility, Fig. 24-1 ( d). 

At the receiving terminal the binary digits are recovered, and then 
the code words are decoded into a PAM form by a digital-to-analog 
converter, Fig. 24-1 (f). The pulses are passed through an inter
polation filter to recover the original message signal. Due to the 
finite number of code words available at the coder, the decoded PAM 
samples can have only a finite number of discrete amplitudes; there
fore some error between the original and the recovered signal may 
be expected. This error is called quantizing distortion, which is the 
controlling signal impairment encountered in digital transmission. 

24.2 DIGITAL HIERARCHY 

In addition to being characterized by the discrete nature of the 
signals and the use of regenerative repeaters, digital transmission is 
also characterized by the use of time division multiplexing. Multi
plexing of signals in digital form allows interconnection of digital 
transmission facilities with different signaling speeds. The digital 
hierarchy shown in Fig. 24-2 forms the basis of an interconnected 
digital network [2]. 

The interface between the digital system and the analog system is 
made by digital terminals which convert the incoming analog signals 
to a digital form suitable for application to a digital transmission 
facility. Terminals that multiplex many message channels for appli
cation to a single digital line are called digital channel banks. 
Digital multiplexers form the interface between digital transmission 
facilities of different rates. They combine digital signals from several 
lines in the same level of the hierarchy into a single pulse stream 
suitable for application to a facility of the next higher level in the 
hierarchy. A more detailed description of the various parts of the 
digital hierarchy follows. 
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Digital channel banks multiplex many voice-frequency signals and 
code them into digital form. The incoming message signal is applied 
to the transmitting portion of the channel bank, Fig. 24-3. The sig
nal is passed through a low-pass filter which limits the signal to a 
bandwidth less than one-half of the sampling frequency. The signal is 
then sampled at an 8-kHz rate. Samples from many message channels 
are applied to a common bus. Since the gates operate sequentially, 
the voltage on the common bus is seen to be a time division multi
plexed version of all the PAM samples, Fig. 24-4. The voltage on 
the common bus is processed by the coder, which is shared by all 
the channels to produce PCM code words. 
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• Channel 1 

FIG. 24-4. Signal waveforms in a channel bank. 

Before this digital signal can be applied to a transmission line, 
additional digital processing is usually necessary. First, the signal
ing information for each incoming message channel is multiplexed 
with the coder output. Next, in order to permit identification of the 
PCM code words at the receiver, framing information is inserted. 
Finally, the binary signals are converted to a form acceptable to the 
digital transmission line. 

The Dl channel bank [3] converts 24 message channels to digital 
form. Each channel is coded into a 7 -digit binary word. A signaling 
digit is then multiplexed to each word associated with the channel. 
Finally, a framing digit is multiplexed, resulting in the format shown 
in Fig. 24-5. Thus the total number of digits per sampling cycle is 

(7 + 1) x 24 + 1 = 193 
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The block of 193 digits is called a frame. Since there are 8000 
frames per second, a digital capacity of 1.544 megabits per second 
(Mb/s) is required. 

The receiving portion of the channel bank performs the inverse 
operations. The incoming signal from the digital line is first con
verted to binary form. A framing circuit searches for and synchro
nizes to the framing bit pattern, which insures that the locally 
generated timing pulses are in synchronism with the incoming pulse 
train. The signaling digits are sorted out and directed to the indi
vidual channels, and the PCM code words are delivered to the decoder. 
The output of the decoder is a series of quantized PAM pulses which 
are demultiplexed and applied to the individual interpolation filters. 
Interpolation produces an analog signal which is applied to the re
ceiving voice-frequency line. 

Single-Channel Terminals 

When the bandwidth of the signals to be transmitted is such that 
after digital conversion it occupies the entire capacity of a digital 
transmission line, a single channel terminal is provided. 

Mastergroup and Television Terminals. Two examples of such 
signals that are treated in a similar manner are the mastergroup 
signal and the commercial television signal. A mastergroup termi
nal allows message channels that have already been frequency division 
multiplexed to be applied to a digital facility without demultiplexing 
each channel to baseband. This is especially important because sig
nals are expected to travel over both analog and digital facilities. 

The block diagram for both the mastergroup and television 
terminals is shown in Fig. 24-6. The signal processor provides fre
quency shifting for the mastergroup signal and provides d-c restora
tion for the television signal. The mastergroup frequency extends 
from 564 to 3084 kHz. By shifting this band in frequency, it is 
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possible to sample at about 5.1 MHz. Sampling of television signals is 
at twice the mastergroup rate, or about 10.2 MHz. 

To meet the transmission requirements, nine binary digits per 
sample are required for both mastergroup and television signals. 
The digital rate from the coder is therefore about 46 Mb/s for the 
mastergroup and 92 Mb/s for the television signal. 

The digital processor shown in Fig. 24-6 has a three-fold purpose. 
It converts the parallel digital output from the coder to serial form, 
inserts framing information, and converts the serial binary signal 
to a form suitable for transmission. In addition, for the television 
terminal the 92-Mb/s signal must be split into two 46-Mb/s signals 
since only the 46-Mb/s speed belongs to the digital hierarchy. 

The receiving portion of the terminal performs the inverse of 
the transmitting portion functions. 

Visual Telephone Terminal. For economic reasons, it becomes de
sirable to code the video signal of PICTUREPHONE service into 
the T2 capacity of 6.312 Mb/s. To permit both adequate detail and 
constrast resolution, some specific characteristics of the signal and 
some subjective effects of motion pictures can be exploited. 
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In regions of low detail in a picture, such as simple backgrounds, 
the eye is sensitive to abrupt brightness error but insensitive to 
gradually increasing errors. In regions of dense detail, the eye is 
insensitive to brightness errors but is rather sensitive to position error 
or jitter of the edges of the detail. These signal characteristics and 
subjective effects suggest the use of differential pulse code modula
tion as means of bandwidth conservation in the digitizing of visual 
telephone signals. In this form of modulation the difference between 
the present sample and the previous sample is coded. Since these 
differences are expected to be smaller than the samples themselves, 
a smaller number of digits is needed for coding. The difference be
tween the present sample and the corresponding sample in the last 
frame is expected to be even smaller. To exploit frame-to-frame 
correlation, however, requires storage of a full picture. 

Data Terminals 

An increasing portion of communications traffic involves signals 
other than voice. Most of these are data signals which are binary 
in form with transitions between levels occurring randomly. 

The function of a data terminal is to accept a serial periodic or 
nonperiodic data signal and convert it to a synchronous stream ac
ceptable to the digital transmission facility. Presently, the data 
rates generated by customer equipment are a fraction of the data 
rate capabilities of digital lines; thus, present data terminals are 
designed to transmit several data signals over the digital line. In 
some cases, data and message signals are multiplexed onto the same 
bit stream. 

Data signals could be sampled directly; however, to preserve 
transition time accuracy the sample rate would have to be quite 
high, resulting in an excessive bit rate, especially for a signal with 
infrequent transitions. A more efficient method would be one which 
codes the transition times [ 4]. A typical format of data coding is 
shown in Fig. 24-7. When there is no transition, a signal of all 
ones is transmitted. A first zero, called the address bit, indicates 
the presence of a transition. Following the address bit is a code bit 
which indicates in which half of the address timing interval the ac
tual transition took place. This reduces the time quantizing error 
by a factor of two compared to the direct sampling method. The 
last bit is a sign bit that indicates whether the direction of transition 
is zero to one or vice-versa. It is clear that the address bit, which in-
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Dato signal 
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Code Early transition 

(late transition) 

FIG. 24-7. Data coding format. 

dicates a change of state, would be sufficient information. However, 
to prevent ambiguity in the event of errors, the sign bit provides a 
degree of error protection and limits error propagation. 

The efficiency is about three transmitted bits for each transition or 
data bit. A 50-kb/s data signal thus displaces three 64-kb/s digital 
voice signals; a 250-kb/s data signal displaces 12 voice signals. Even 
at one-third efficiency, these data banks are more efficient in the 
substitution of data for voice signals than are analog systems, which 
require an entire supergroup of 60 message channels to transmit 
250-kb/s data. Ultimately, data terminals can be designed which 
operate with better than 90 per cent efficiency. 

Digital Multiplexers 

As previously mentioned, digital multiplexers combine signals 
from several digital lines by the process of interleaving. Although 
digital signals at the same level of the hierarchy have the same 
nominal rate, they are not exactly synchronous. Multiplexers bring 
all signals to a synchronous rate, time division multiplex these sig
nals, and process the resulting signal to a form suitable for applica
tion to the next level of the hierarchy. 
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Regenerative Repeaters 

Regenerative repeaters are used at regularly spaced intervals 
along the digital transmission line to reconstruct the digital signal, 
thereby eliminating the effects of noise and distortion. A block 
diagram of a regenerative repeater consists of three functional parts: 
amplifier-equalizer, timing circuit, and regenerator, as shown in 
Fig. 24-8. The amplifier-equalizer shapes the incoming signal and 
raises its power level so that a pulse, no-pulse decision can be made 
by the regenerator circuit. The timing circuit provides the proper 
timing information for the regenerator to make its decision so as 
to minimize the chance of error. Spacing of the repeaters is designed 
to maintain an adequate signal-to-noise ratio for essentially error
free performance. 

)\{\ fl 
Transmission 
medium __. Amplifier-

~ 
-.. equalizer 

Decision times 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I I l I 

-JJ+~- Decision level 

I I~ I I 

Transmission 

medium ..... ... Regenerator 

)' 
__. ... 

\ A~ JlJLJl 
~ ...._ Timing I-' I I I circuit 

FIG. 24-8. Regenerative repeater block diagram. 

24.3 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL 
TRANSMISSION 

I 

A significant property of digital transmission is the separation 
of the noise generated in the terminal and noise encountered in the 
transmission line. Quantizing noise generated by the terminal equip
ment is unavoidable but can be made suitably small by the proper 
choice of the codec (coder-decoder) transfer characteristic. Because 
of the advantage of regeneration, line noise has little effect on the 
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message signal. Regenerative repeaters are designed such that in
frequent errors caused by line noise have a negligible effect on termi
nal performance. 

Signal to quantizing noise in dB increases linearly with the num
ber of digits per sample and hence with the bandwidth utilized. When 
compared with FM where the signal-to-noise ratio in dB is only 
logarithmically proportional to bandwidth, this linear trade-off is 
more efficient. 

Because the signal to line noise ratio requirement is lower in digital 
than in analog transmission, digital transmission often results in better 
utilization of noisy media even though the bandwidth is larger. In 
exchange cables consisting of tightly packed twisted pairs where 
crosstalk is a limiting factor, digital transmission can provide more 
channels at a lower cost than can analog transmission. In congested 
radio media, digital transmission can tolerate much greater external 
interference. 

As devices become faster, circuits can be built that can be shared 
by more channels and thus lower the terminal cost. Time division 
multiplex is thus more economical than frequency division multiplex. 
It also has the property of treating all digitized message signals alike. 
This uniformity avoids the phase distortion and the resulting noise 
degradation that characterize the band edge effect in FDM trans
mission. In fact, since multiplexing digital signals imparts no impair
ment to these signals, the digital network is more flexible. Arrange
ment of facilities is not affected by the number of digital multiplex
demultiplex operations or the time position occupied by the digitized 
signal. The problem of allocating impairment to various parts of the 
telephone plant is greatly simplified in digital systems. In the future, 
switching may also be done digitally so that impairment through 
switches can also be eliminated. 

Because all signals, including message, data, and video,. are reduced 
to digital form, there is complete freedom to intermix these in a 
common facility. This flexibility is expected to make a digital system 
more useful than an analog system. Techniques for placing data and 
video signals on an analog facility usually result in a lower capacity 
of that facility as compared to a digital facility. 

While the advantages are many, there are also a few disadvantages. 
One handicap is that a digital system must start in a telephone 
plant which is predominantly analog. Interface equipment, such as 
terminals to digitize mastergroup signals, is charged to the digital 
system. In media where noise and interference are low, e.g., the 
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coaxial cable, the ruggedness property is not as important and analog 
systems tend to have larger message capacity. Digital transmission 
over these media will probably become attractive when it is better 
established in other media or when the volume of data and video 
signals becomes significant. 

Devices used in digital systems are valued for their speed in con
trast to those used in analog systems, which are valued for their 
linearity. The relative advancement of digital and analog systems 
will depend on whether more improvement is made in switching 
speed or linearity. Digital transmission is a latecomer not because 
the concepts were not known [5, 6], but because the complex signal 
processing was not feasible with electron tube technology [7]. Semi
conductor technology has made digital transmission not only possible 
but economical in many applications [8]. 
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Chapter 25 

Digital Terminals 

Digital terminals convert analog signals into a form suitable for 
transmission over digital facilities. Terminal outputs of the same 
rate can be processed identically both for application to transmission 
facilities and for further digital multiplexing. The different types 
of terminals have been described in Chap. 24. In this.chapter detailed 
theory and practical realization of the major functions of digital 
terminals are discussed. These functions are sampling, coding, 
and framing. 

25. l SAMPLING 

Crucial to the concept of digital transmission is the representation 
of a bandlimited signal by time samples. A proof of the sampling 
theorem previously stated in Chap. 5 is presented here followed 
by a discussion of a particular implementation of sampling. 

Sampling Theorem 

If a signal that is bandlimited is sampled at regular intervals and 
at a rate at least twice the highest frequency in the band, then the 
samples contain all of the information of the original signal [1, 2, 3]. 
A signal, g ( t) , is said to be band limited if its Fourier transform 
vanishes outside a finite interval. Therefore g ( t) can be represented 
as 

1 12T 

g(t) = - _!_ G(f)ei2rrftdf 
2T 

(25-1) 

where G (f) = 0 for I f I > l/2T, and l/2T is the bandwidth in hertz. 

566 
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Since G (f) need be defined only between -1/2T and 1/2T, it is 
possible to use a Fourier series representation over that interval 

"' 
G (/) = 2:- Cne1"2mr/T 

n=- oo 

where the coefficients are determined by 

1 

1 
If I< 2r 

12T 
Cn=T -~ G(f)e-;2mrfTdf 

2T 

(25-2) 

(25-3) 

Comparing this with Eq. (25-1) shows that Cn, except for con
stants, represents values of g ( t) at discrete points, or 

Cn = Tg(-nT) (25-4) 

Thus, Cn, the samples of g ( t) taken at twice the highest frequency 
in the band, determines G(f) and hence g(t). Substituting Eq. 
(25-4) into Eq. (25-2) and then into Eq. (25-1) yields 

"' sin ; ( t - nT) 
g(t) = 2:.g(nT)-1T----

n=-"' T (t - nT) 
(25-5) 

This equation shows how the original signal can be recovered from 
its samples by using as an interpolation function the familiar im
pulse response h ( t) of an ideal low-pass filter with gain T and 
bandwidth 1/2T 

. 1T t smT 
h(t) =---

1T t 
T 

(25-6) 

In practice, ideal low-pass filters and sampling with pulses of zero 
width (impulse sampling) can only be approached. The consequences 
of these imperfections are called fold over noise and aperture effect. 
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To study these effects it is more convenient to think of sampling 
as product modulation of both a message function and an impulse 
train as was done in Chap. 5. When a signal is bandlimited by use 
of a practical low-pass filter, some high-frequency energy will in
variably be present. The resulting spectrum after sampling, shown 
in Fig. 25-1, will have an overlap region between the baseband and 
the first sideband. To reconstruct the signal from this spectrum 
involves another practical low-pass filter which rejects most of the 
unwanted sidebands except near the band edge where finite roll-off 
permits unwanted signals to appear beyond the desired band edge. 
The unwanted spectrum is signal correlated and is called foldover 
distortion. As was true for AM, physical limitations on filter per-

Original signal spectrum 

Frequency 
l/T 

T =::; sampling interval 

After bandlimiting filter 

Frequency 
i/T 

Result of interpolation filter 

Foldover distortion 

Frequency 
l/T 

FIG. 25-1. Foldover distortion as a result of imperfect filtering. 
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formance make it necessary to leave a guard band near the half 
sampling rate to keep foldover distortion within requirements. 
Sampling a message channel at 8 kHz, for example, provides a usable 
bandwidth of 3.5 kHz. 

Sampling with finite width pulses and later interpolation of finite 
width PAM pulses both result in frequency distortion of the signal. 
Sampling with finite width pulses results in natural samples as shown 
in Fig. 25-2. In some terminal designs, the area of these natural 
samples is used as a basis for coding. The net effect is equivalent 
to passing these natural samples through a filter whose impulse re
sponse is a rectangular pulse and then impulse sampling the signal 
at the filter output. Such a filter imparts its (sin x) /x roll-off to 
the original spectrum. The same effect occurs if the input to the 
interpolation filter is not a train of impulses proportional to the 
sample values but is a train of pulses of finite width. Both of these 
roll-offs are called aperture effect and can be compensated for by 
use of linear filters. 

(a) Signal waveform 

n 
LJ u 

(b) Natural samples 

FIG. 25-2. Sampling with finite width pulses. 

For example, if the width of the sampling pulse is T, the Fourier 
transform is 

G (f) = T sin ;tT 
'TT 'T 

and at the Nyquist frequency of 1/2T, the response normalized to 
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that at zero frequency is 
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sin [(7r/2) (T/T)] 
(7r/2) (T/T) 
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where T/T is the duty cycle of the sampling pulse. Aperture effect 
becomes negligible for duty cycles of less than 10 per cent. 

In other terminal designs the natural samples are coded directly. 
Uncertainty of the coded word results because the pulse height is 
changing during the coding process. The net result is similar to 
additive noise. 

Resonant Transfer 

When a voltage or current is sampled by a transmission gate, the 
net energy after sampling is proportional to the duty cycle of the 
sampling pulse controlling the gate. As the sample width approaches 
zero, the energy transfer also approaches zero. An important method 
of sampling called resonant transfer overcomes this loss [ 4, 5]. 
Figure 25-3 shows a simplified schematic of a resonant transfer 
circuit. A low-pass filter with a terminating capacitor, C, is assumed. 
When the gate is closed, L, C, and the holding capacitor, CH (nor
mally made equal to C), form a series resonant circuit. If C has 
initial charge and CH is discharged, switch closure results in the 
current and voltage waveforms as shown in Fig. 25-3. At the first 
zero in the current waveform, all the charge on C has been trans
ferred to CH. The gate is opened at this time, and the voltage 
on CH is held constant for coding. The resonant frequency is deter
mined by the duty cycle of the gate which can be made small, 
typically one to two per cent. There is no energy loss except for 
parasitic resistances in the circuit elements and the gate. A clamp 
is necessary to discharge CH before the next sample. 

25.2 CODING 

The sampling process converts a continuous signal to one that is 
discrete in time. Digital transmission also requires that the signal 
be made discrete in amplitude so that it can be represented by a 
finite number of symbols. This is the function of coding. In this 
process each PAM sample is assigned a code word by a coder. Since 
the number of code words available is finite, a small range of ampli
tudes will use the same code word and thus all will be decoded into 
one particular amplitude at the receiving end. 
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FIG. 25-3. Resonant transfer sampling. 

Errors introduced by quantizing can be described graphically by 
the composite transfer characteristic of a coder and decoder [Fig. 
25-4 (a) ] . Here a uniform codec is shown. It is called uniform 
because the input amplitude range is divided into N steps of equal 
width, s, and the output levels are also uniformly spaced. The 
difference between the staircase characteristic and the straight line 
for distortionless transmission is the error characteristic plotted 
as a function of input amplitude as shown in Fig. 25-4 (b). 
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If the amplitude distribution of the input samples is known, the mean 
square expected error can be computed by integrating the error 
characteristic over the amplitude distribution: 

N 

C2 = 2:- f "i+l (y - ih>2 p(y)dy 

j=l Yi 

+ ly' (y-ffi) 2 p(y)dy+ j"' (Y-YN) 2 p(y)dy (25-7) 
- "' YN+l 

where the intervals Yi to Yi+ 1 are of length, s, and each interval is 
quantized to its midpoint, Yi= 1/2(Yi + Yi+1), and p(y) is the prob
ability density function of the input signal. The last two integrals 
of Eq. (25-7) are overload terms which take into account the error 
introduced when the signal exceeds the bounds of the code range. 
Overload error is zero for sinusoidal inputs below full load. If the 
interval length, s, is small, p ( y) can be assumed to be uniform over 
that interval and replaced by a constant Pi which is the average prob
ability density in the interval Yi to Yi+ 1. Furthermore, the error 
characteristic for all intervals is identical so that Eq. (25-7) 
evaluates to 

(no overload) 

(25-8) 

since (YH1 - Yi)Pi is the probability that the signal amplitude is in 
the interval Yi to Yi+1 and the sum of probabilities is 1. If the num
ber of binary digits in each code word is n, then there are 2n different 
code words available. The peak-to-peak range of the codec is 2ns. 
The power of a sine wave spanning all 2n code words [Fig. 25-4 ( c)] 
is (2ns)2/8, so that for a linear codec with n binary digits per sample, 
the ratio of full-load.sine wave power to quantizing distortion power 
(S/D) is: 

(2ns)2/8 
S/D = 10 log 82/ 12 = 20n log 2 + 10log1.5 

= 6n + 1.8 dB (25-9) 
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This demonstrates the linear relationship between the number of 
digits transmitted per sample and the signal-to-distortion ratio in 
dB. Each added binary digit increases the S/D ratio by 6 dB. 

Companding. A codec whose transfer characteristic has uniform 
step sizes is not usually the best choice for message signals for two 
reasons [6]. First, the amplitude distribution of the message is not 
uniform. For a given talker volume, smaller amplitudes are more 
probable than larger amplitudes, and thus a better S/D ratio can 
be expected if the error characteristic is made smaller for the more 
probable amplitudes at the expense of larger errors for the less 
probable amplitudes. Second, message signals have a dynamic range 
of up to 40 dB. For a uniform codec, weak signals will experience 
40 dB poorer S/D ratio than strong signals. 

A nonuniform codec is a coder-decoder pair whose input ampli
tude range is divided into N steps of unequal widths, resulting in 
output levels of unequal spacing. A typical staircase characteristic 
for a nonuniform codec is shown in Fig. 25-5 along with its error 
characteristic. 

There are two ways to achieve nonuniform coding. One is to 
build a coder which assigns codes to input amplitudes in the desired 
nonuniform manner. At the receiving end the decoder must decode 
to the midpoint of these nonuniform intervals. Another method, 
shown in Fig. 25-6, is to predistort the samples of the input signal 
using an instantaneous compressor (as distinguished from slower 
acting syllabic compressors). The compressed signal amplitudes 
are then uniformly coded. Similarly, the receiving terminal can 
use a uniform decoder followed by an instantaneous expandor whose 
transfer characteristic is the inverse of that of the compressor. 
This system is called a companded codec. The difference between the 
two methods is only in implementation, and the second approach is 
used subsequently for purposes of analysis. 

Mean square error of a companded codec can be calculated using 
Eq. (25-7) except that now the segment lengths (Yi+t - Yi) are not 
all the same. With a uniform distribution within each interval and 
with overload neglected, the expression becomes 

(25-10) 

j=l 
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where x is the input to the compressor. If the compressor charac
teristic is y = F (x), the intervals in Eq. (25-10) can be related 
to those of Eq. (25-8) for a uniform quantizer. For each interval 
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FIG. 25-5. Characteristics of a nonuniform codec. 

(25-11) 
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Substituting this into Eq. (25-10) and approximating the sum by an 
integral yields 

s2 J p(x) 
= 12 [F' (x) ]2 dx (25-12) 

By appropriate choice of F (x), e2 can now be minimized. The opti
mum F(x) is a function of the amplitude distribution. The reciprocal 
of the integral in Eq. (25-12) is known as the companding improve
ment 

(25-13) 
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Companding requirements are different for different signal dis
tributions. For example, voice signals require constant S/D perfor
mance over a wide dynamic range, which means that the distortion 
must be proportional to signal amplitude for any signal level. To 
achieve this, a logarithmic compression law must be used. Of course 
a truly logarithmic assignment of code words is impossible because 
it implies both an infinite dynamic range and an infinite number of 
codes. Two methods for modifying the true logarithmic function 
have been used. In the first, called the µ-law [7], for the normalized 
coding range of -+- 1, 

F(x) = sgn (x) In (l +µ.Ix I ) -1 < x < 1 
In (1 + µ.) 

(25-14) 

The compression laws for several values of µ. are plotted in Fig. 
25-7. For small x, F(x) approaches a linear function, and for 
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FIG. 25-7. Logarithmic compression characteristics. 
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large x it approaches a logarithmic function. The range of signal 
power over which S/D is relatively constant is determined by the 
parameter µ. For a relatively constant S/D ratio over a 40-dB dy
namic range as shown in Fig. 25-8, µ should be greater than 100. 
Signal-to-distortion ratios can be calculated using the amplitude 
distribution of speech which is approximately Laplacian 

p(x) =---!,__exp (- y2 ~) y2 <T <T 
(25-15) 

where o- is the rms speech voltage. 
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FIG. 25-8. Signal-to-distortion performance of logarithmic compandors. 

In many instances, S/D performance of a codec is based on 
sinusoidal inputs. Graphical comparison of calculated S/D ratios 
for speech and sinusoidal inputs obtained from Eq. (2.5-7) showed 
good agreement for speech signals with normal loading range, Fig. 
25-9. For strong speech signals, overload distortion occurs but is 
not as disturbing as quantizing distortion. Thus, measured and cal
culated S/D ratios based on sinusoids are often used in place of 
speech inputs as a measure of codec performance. 
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A second method of approximating the true logarithmic law is to 
substitute a linear segment to the logarithmic curve for small signals. 
It is called the A-law [8, 9] and is represented by: 

1 +In A Ix I 
F(x)=sgn(x) l+InA 

A Ix I 
F(x) = sgn (x) 1 + lnA 

1 
A::;; Ix I< 1 

(25-16) 

This curve is smooth at x = 1/ A. The parameter A determines the 
dynamic range. Over the intended dynamic range it has a flatter 
S/D ratio than the µ,-law, as shown in Fig. 25-11. 

Companding improvement for these two logarithmic laws can be 
estimated easily for small signals since both are linear near the 
origin. For the µ,-law, for example, companding improvement for 
small signals is given by 

cr = [F' <o> J2 = Ln <t + .u>T (25-17) 

for ,u = 100, Cr = 21.672 or 26.7 dB. Another figure of merit is the 
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compression factor; it is the ratio of the largest to the smallest step 
sizes. For the µ-law it is (1 + µ). 

Both the A-law and the µ-law tend to produce flat S/D ratios over 
a wide dynamic range. If instead of a flat S/D ratio, higher S/D 
ratios are desired for more probable talker volumes, hyperbolic com
pression laws are more attractive. These give better S/D ratios to 
average talkers at the expense of the smaller population of very weak 
and very loud talkers [10]. Flat S/D ratio curves are the only ones 
in widespread use however. 

The logarithmic laws can be approximated by nonlinear devices 
such as diodes. These laws can also be implemented by a piecewise 
linear approximation using several segments. As an example, an 
approximation to a 7-digit µ=100 curve using eight segments is 
shown in Fig. 25-10. The vertices of the polygonal line lie on the 
curve being approximated and are spaced uniformly on the vertical 
axis. Four segments are on each side of zero with the center two 
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segments collinear.* According to this companding law the first three 
digits of the code word locate the signal in the eight original seg
ments; the remaining four digits divide the segments into sixteen equal 
parts and further locate the signal. The S/D performance is shown 
in Fig. 25-9. 

The digitally linearizable laws are an interesting class of piecewise 
linear compression laws. These laws are characterized by the prop
erty that the coding intervals, which are equal within each segment, 
are integral multiples of the size of a smallest coding interval. 

Of particular interest for binary word coders are the cases where 
the coding intervals are related by powers of two, and each linear 
segment contains an equal number of coding intervals. For example, 
eight segments on each side of zero are commonly used. If the size 
of the coding intervals within each segment doubles for each segment 
outward from the center, a 15-segment digitally linearizable law 
results, which approximates the ,u-law characteristic with ,u = 255. 
The ratio of largest to smallest coding interval (the compression 
factor) is 27 = 128; the companding improvement for small signals 
is 30 dB. 

If the center four segments of the eight original segments on each 
side of zero are made collinear, with the coding intervals of the re
maining outer segments doubling in size as before, a 13-segment 
digitally linearizable compression law is achieved that has been 
adopted by many countries in Europe [11]. It approximates the 
A-law characteristic matching the slope at the origin with A = 87.6. 
The compression factor is 26 = 64; the companding improvement for 
small signals is 24 dB. The S/D curves for the 15-segment and 
13-segment laws are shown in Fig. 25-11. 

A 7-digit 13-segment law can be implemented by starting with 
an 11 binary digit uniform coder. The first digit is the sign digit; 
the number of leading zeros in the remaining digits when subtracted 
from seven determines, in binary notation, the segment number on 
which the sample belongs. The first 1 following the leading O's is 
skipped except for segment 0; the next three of the remaining 
digits are copied to determine one of the eight intervals in each 
segment. Figure 25-12 illustrates the translation. From the 7-digit 
compressed code an 11-digit linearized code can be obtained by filling 
the unknown lesser significant digits arbitrarily. Similarly, a 15-

*Because the center two segments are collinear, this is known as a seven 
segment approximation. 
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15-segment µ, = 255 

- - - 13~segment A law 
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-60 -so -40 -30 -20 -10 0 

Input speech power relative to full load sinusoid (dB) 

FIG. 25-11. Signal-to-distortion performance of two digitally linearizable laws. 

11-digit linear code 

s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a b c 

s 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a b c 

s 0 0 0 O 0 1 a b c x 

s 0 0 0 0 1 a b c x x 

s 0 0 0 1 a b c x x x 

sOOlabcxxxx 

sOlabcxxxxx 

s 1 a b c x x x x x x 

Notes: 

s = 1 for positive signals. 

s = 0 for negative signals. 

7-digit compressed code 

s 0 0 0 a b c 

s 0 0 1 a b c 

s 0 1 0 a b c 

s 0 1 1 a b c 

s 1 0 0 a b c 
s 1 0 1 a b c 

s 1 1 0 a b c 

s 1 1 1 a b c 

Digits a b c are copied from linear code to compressed code. 

Digits x x ... are ignored. 

FIG. 25-12. Translation table from linear to compressed code for 13-segment law. 
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segment law can be implemented; it requires one more binary digit 
in the uniform coder. 

Digitally linearizable compression also lends itself to digital signal 
processing. For example, to add two or more digitized message sig
nals as would occur during a conference call, the uniform code equiv
alent of each signal is obtained, added numerically, and then con
verted back to a single nonuniform code word. This method of 
combining signals gives the same performance as decoding the 
several digital signals, combining them by analog methods, and 
recoding, since digital combining is subject to round-off errors and 
analog combining is subject to quantizing errors. More complicated 
processes can also be carried out digitally, such as multiplication 
to effect gain change and filtering to shape bandwidth. 

Coding Methods 
Methods used to quantize a PAM sample into 2n levels and to 

assign an n digit binary code word to each sample can be classified 
according to whether the coding operation proceeds a level at a time, 
a digit at a time, or a word at a time. 

Level-at-a-time coding requires 2n sequential decisions to be made 
for each code word generated. Although coders using this method 
are simple, the large number of sequential operations restrict their 
use to low speed applications. In word-at-a-time coding, the entire 
code word is determined simultaneously. Coders designed for this 
method are more complex; however, they are suitable for high speed 
application. Digit-at-a-time coders provide a compromise between 
speed and complexity. 

Level-at-a-Time Coding. This method of coding compares a PAM 
sample with a ramp waveform while a binary counter is advanced 
by a clock signal. When the ramp waveform equals or exceeds the 
PAM sample, the content of the counter is the resultant binary PCM 
code word. This method requires fast counting if the number of 
digits in the code word is large. For example, with an n binary 
digit coder, the counter must complete 2n counts within the coding 
interval or word time, and a comparator circuit must react within 
the one-clock interval when the ramp is equal to or exceeds the input. 
Non uniform coding can be achieved by using as the reference ramp 
a nonlinear function of time. 

Digit-at-a-Time Coding. Digit-at-a-time coding determines each 
digit of the code word sequentially [12]. It is analogous in concept 
to a balance where known reference weights are used in combination 
to determine an unknown weight. 
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Feedback Coder. One kind of digit-at-a-time coder, called a net
work feedback coder, is illustrated in Fig. 25-13. This· 7-bit coder 
consists of three major blocks: the resistor weighting network, the 
comparison circuit, and the logic circuit. The weighting network 
generates reference currents to be compared with the unknown cur
rent, Ix· Switches controlled by the logic circuit determine which of 
the currents are to be summed. Since the currents are related by 
factors of 2, there are 2 7 uniformly spaced reference currents (I rer) 
that can be produced and compared with Ix. 

Operation of the coder is as follows : switch S1 is closed ; if Ix is 
smaller than Irer, S1 is opened; otherwise, S1 remains closed for the 
remainder of the coding process. Next, S2 is closed and the procedure 
repeats for each stage until the seven digits are determined. At the end 

/, 

Resistor weighting 
network for 

uniform coding 

E 

Comparison 
circuit 

Logic 
circuit 

FIG. 25-13. Network feedback coder. 

PCM code words 
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of the coding interval, the state of the switches indicates the resul
tant digital code word, and Irer equals Ix to within one code step. 

A nonuniform weighting network can be used in place of the 
uniform network, and the result is a nonuniform coder. For ex
ample, a 7 -digit 15-segment digitally linearizable law can use the 
nonuniform weightip.g network of Fig. 25-14. With this network, 
S1 is switched according to the polarity of the input current. The 
next three switches, S2, Sa, and S4, select one of the eight segments. 
The three remaining switches are part of a uniform resistor weight
ing network and are used to determine the code within the selected 
segment. The resultant code consists of a sign digit followed by a 
nonuniform binary code representing the magnitude of the PAM 
sample. 

A nonuniform code can also be obtained by using a nonlinear 
device preceding a uniform coder. For example, the logarithmic 
voltage current relationship of semiconductor diodes can be used to 
approximate the µ-laws [13]. 

Tandem Binary Coders. An important class of digit-at-a-time 
coders is a tandem arrangement of identical coder stages where one 
stage is used for each digit as illustrated in Fig. 25-15 [14]. Each 

Bias 

s, 

'---------___,._ _______ ...._ ______ ...._ ___ ...... -111 

FIG. 25-14. Nonuniform weighting network for a 15-segment compression law. 
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PAM input 
Stage 1 

1st digit 

1st 
residue 

Stage 2 

2nd digit 

2nd 
residue 

Stage., 

nth digit 

nth residue 
(discarded) 

FIG. 25-15. Tandem stage coder. 

stage has two outputs, a digit output and a residue output. The 
residue becomes the input to the next stage. The digit output and 
residue output characteristics required to generate the binary code 
are shown in Fig. 25-16. It should be noted that for the first stage 

Digit4 

Digit 3 

Digit2 

Digitl 

0 
Input 

.~:::) J I .2> .e-
c" 0 

0 

Input 

FIG. 25-16. Characteristic of one stage 
of a binary tandem stage 
coder. 

the digit output corresponds to the 
most significant digit assignment 
of the binary code for all possible 
inputs, and the residue output 
determines the remaining code as
signment. The binary code assign
ment is such that after the first 
digit is determined the remaining 
code can be divided into two iden
tical halves which differ from each 
other only by their displacement 
on the input signal range as illus
trated in Fig. 25-16. 

Cascading of these stages pro
duces a binary coder. Each stage 
refines the determination of the 
unknown voltage by halving the 
residue range of the previous stage. 
The residue and digit outputs of a 
binary three-stage coder plotted as 
a function of the input are illus
trated in Fig. 25-17. In a practical 
situation, slowly varying inputs 
near a transition are likely to cause 
an abrupt change in digit output 
and a switching of reference cur
rent. Therefore, some form of 
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FIG. 25-17. Binary tandem stage coder transfer characteristic. 
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clocked output is required so that the digits are determined in the 
proper sequence and remain fixed for the remainder of the coding 
process. 

The transfer characteristic of Fig. 25-16 can be generated by a 
circuit configuration of Fig. 25-18 [15]. Assuming a high gain in-
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FIG. 25-18. Circuit of one stage of binary tandem coder. 

verting amplifier and no reverse conduction in the diodes, any input 
current, !;, must result in conduction through one of the two feedback 
paths, P1 and P2. Input currents greater than the reference current, 
Iref, result in conduction through Di, while currents less than the ref
erence current result in conduction though D2. The voltage and cur
rent relationships are: 

12 0 

Ev= 2Iin R - Vv 
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11 0 

~ 1,. <O 12 2lin 

Ev= 2lin R + Vv 

where l;n = (/; - lrer), and Vv is the diode forward voltage drop at 
a current of 3l;n. The very steep slope of Ev at the vicinity of zero 
l;n enables a coarse threshold detector to sense the polarity very 
accurately and produce the one or zero code output. The threshold 
detector also controls the switching of a reference current which 
when added to 11 and 12 will produce the desired transfer character
istic for the residue. 

The tandem stage binary coder can easily be adapted to non
uniform coding by making the gain of the two transmission paths, 
Pi and P2, of Fig. 25-18 unequal [16]. It can be shown that the gain 
ratio of the first stage of a µ-law coder is (1 + µ) 112 and that of the 
second stage is ( 1 + µ) 114, etc. 

Of particular interest is the case for µ = 255 which yields gain 
ratios of 16, 4, 2, v2, 2114, 2118• If the stages of this tandem coder 
are chosen instead to be 16, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1, a 15-segment piecewise linear 
app·roximation to the µ = 255 compression characteristic results; 
since the gain ratios are in multiples of 2, the code is digitally linear
izable. To produce the desired symmetric characteristic a rectifier 
stage must precede the unequal gain stages. 

Word-at-a-Time Coding. Word-at-a-time coding is inherently the 
fastest of the three methods of coding. One method of word-at-a
time coding is to store all possible code words on a code plate in the 
form of hole or no hole. A beam coding tube illustrated in Fig. 
25-19 generates a ribbon beam which is then deflected by the signal 
voltage. Collector wires behind the code plate sense the presence 
or absence of electron current, and this is translated into a code word 
[17, 18]. 

Word-at-a-time coders generally use the Gray code [19] rather 
than the usual binary code. For this code, only one digit changes 
between each pair of adjacent codes, whereas for the binary code 
several digits may change simultaneously. These codes are com
pared in Fig. 25-20. A binary coder is susceptible to gross errors 
of many levels when the PAM sample happens to lie between two 
code words and the digit transitions are interpreted inconsistently. 
The Gray coder, because only one digit can be in transition, can 
have at most an error of one level. 
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FIG. 25-20. Comparison of binary and Gray codes for use in word-at-a-time coders. 
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Conversion from the Gray to binary code can be accomplished by 
the following serial algorithm 

b1 = g1 

bk= bk-1 (f) gk 

where b1 and g1 are the most significant digits of the binary and 
Gray codes, respectively, where bk and gk are the kth digit of the 
binary and Gray code words, and where (f) denotes modulo two 
addition. 

Another implementation of word-at-a-time coding uses multiple 
threshold circuits. Logic circuits sense the highest threshold circuit 
triggered by the unknown sample 
voltage and produce the appropri
ate code word. Since the number 
of threshold circuits for an n digit 
coder is 2n-l, this method is im
practical for large n. 

Both the beam coding tube and 
the multiple threshold coder can 
be made nonuniform by designing 
a nonuniform code plate for the 
beam coding tube and by suitable 
adjustment of the threshold de
tectors. 

Tandem Stage Gray Coder. A 
tandem stage Gray coder elimi
nates the switched reference cur
rents and the sequentially clocked 
digit outputs as needed in the tan
dem stage binary coder. If the 
residue output of a tandem stage 
coder is that shown in Fig. 25-21, 
the result is a Gray coder. The 
transfer characteristic is that of a 
negative full wave rectifier sym
metrical about the center of the 
range of input amplitudes. This re
flects the Gray code assignment 
which has the property that after 
determining the first digit, the re-

Digit 4 

Digit 3 

Digit 2 

Digit 1 0 

0 Input 

0 
Input 

FIG. 25-21. Characteristic of one stage 
of a Gray tandem stage 
coder. 
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maining code is symmetrical about the center and each half is 
similar to the original code. This full wave rectifier characteristic 
can be generated by a circuit configuration shown as the first stage 
in Fig. 25-22 [20, 21]. Essentially, a copy of the input is summed 
with a half-wave characteristic of double amplitude and opposite 
polarity. Balanced outputs can be obtained from this stage. Subse~ 

quent stages of this tandem coder cannot use this configuration 
because it requires a voltage input but delivers a current output. 
Instead, a balanced-pair coder stage is used as shown as the second 
stage in Fig. 25-22. 

Unlike the reference currents of the tandem stage binary coder, the 
reference currents in the Gray coder are constant quantities inde
pendent of the digit output of any stage. This fact and the continu
ous property of the transfer characteristic (i.e., a small change in 
input can not cause an abrupt change in the residue output of any 
coder stage) make this coder inherently fast in operation. 

Decoding Methods 

The process of decoding is usually a simpler task than coding. 
A network decoder can be constructed from the resistor weighting 
network discussed in conjunction with the digit-at-a-time network 
feedback coder. A decoder can also be built using tandem stages. 
Each decoding stage i.s the inverse of the corresponding coding stage. 
It has a residue input and a digit input . The transfer characteris
tic for a binary decoding stage is shown in Fig. 25-23 (a) and for 
a Gray decoding stage in Fig. 25-23(b). 

Differential PCM Coding 

In discussing terminals for visual telephone signals, it was pointed 
out that for equivalent performance, differential PCM coding [22] 
could result in a lower digital rate than straight PCM coding. The 
advantage of DPCM is a result of the fact that video samples are 
highly correlated. For a bandlimited flat signal spectrum, there is 
no correlation between samples obtained at the Nyquist rate. For 
the same S/D ratio, therefore, DPCM results in a higher digital rate. 
This is because the difference between samples can be as large as 
2V if the original signal has an amplitude range of ± V. Sampling at 
a higher rate provides the needed correlation between samples, but 
since the digital rate is increased in proportion to the sampling rate 
the trade is an inefficient one. When the signal spectrum is not flat but 
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rolls off gradually towards higher fre
quencies (as in monochrome video sig
nals), there is correlation between samples 
and DPCM is attractive [23, 24]. 

A typical DPCM system is shown in 
Fig. 25-24. An incoming signal is first 
bandlimited by a filter to prepare it for 
sampling. Instead of direct sampling, the 
difference between the input signal and 
a prediction signal based on past samples 
is sampled and coded. For the simple 
case of zero order extrapolation, the de
coded value of the last sample is com
pared with the input signal and the 
difference sampled. The prediction filter 
is therefore an integrator using the sum 
of all the past differences as the decoded 
sample value. Thus, in a DPCM system 
the transmitting section contains a de
coder circuit identical to that used in the 
receiving section. 

When the difference signal is coded 
into one binary digit, this DPCM system 
is known as delta modulation [25]. The 
output digits convey only the polarity of 

DPCM out 

Coder 

Integrator Decoder 

(a) Transmitting section 

Decoder Integrator 

(b) Receiving section 

Fm. 25-24. DPCM terminal. 

Interpolation 
filter 
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the difference signal. The decoding integrator will move a fixed 
increment either up or down to reduce the error between the decoded 
value and the incoming samples. Waveforms of this system are 
shown in Fig. 25-25 (a). The decoded unfiltered output is a staircase 
signal. Because adjacent decoded samples can be different by only 
one step, large errors can occur when the slope of the input signal 
exceeds the slope of the staircase [26]. This slope is s/T, which is 
the product of the step size, s, and sampling rate, l/T. For an input 
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Sample time, T 

FIG, 25-25. Response of DPCM to a large change in signal amplitude. 

slope less than s/T, the error resembles quantizing noise. As in 
straight PCM, optimum performance is obtained by adjusting the step 
size so that the sum of the slope-overload noise and quantizing noise 
is minimized. This is shown in Fig. 25-26, which also demonstrates 
that by doubling the output digital rate, signal-to-noise ratio is im
proved by 9 dB; whereas in PCM, with each additional digit in the 
code word, the ratio improves by 6 dB. For the same digital output 
rates, the S/D ratios of DPCM and PCM are shown in Fig. 25-27. 
For low rates DPCM has a larger ratio than that of PCM; for higher 
rates the reverse is true. The crossover depends on the signal 
spectrum. 
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FIG. 25-26. Ll-mod performance. 

A system which codes the difference signal into two binary digits 
is called a two-bit DPCM system. The waveform of the decoder out
put is illustrated in Fig. 25-25 (b). For a fair comparison the output 
is compared with a delta modulation system with twice the sampling 
rate so that the digital output rate is the same. The two-bit DPCM 
has two step sizes; for best performance the larger step size is made 
greater than twice the step size of the delta modulation system being 
compared, and the smaller step size is made less than the delta 
modulation step size. As shown, the two-bit system follows steep in
put slopes better and yields smaller errors for constant input. Because 
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FIG. 25-27. Comparison of PCM and DPCM performance. 

of the lower sampling rate, however, the two-bit system does not 
have a significantly different S/D ratio than a delta modulation 
system, Fig. 25-28. For video coding, S/D calculations cannot pre
dict subjective reaction and the choice among delta modulation, two
or three-bit DPCM, or straight PCM rests on subjective evaluation. 

Before leaving this subject, it should be pointed out that there are 
circumstances where delta modulation of speech becomes attractive. 
For example, when a single speech signal is to be coded, a delta 
modulation coder is much simpler than a PCM coder. Companding, 
which is necessary for speech, is achieved by varying the step size in 
response to the slope of the speech waveform. 

Coding Impairments 

Quantizing Distortion. The coders and decoders described so far 
are relatively complex and rely on a number of resistors, amplifiers, 
and decision elements for accuracy. It is difficult to evaluate the 
effect of practical component variations on the staircase coder char
acteristic. This job is best done with the aid of a computer. For a 
practical coder staircase characteristic, f ( x), the quantizing distor-
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FIG. 25-28. Comparison of 1- and 2-bit DPCM (same bit rate). 

tion introduced within the band from 0 to l/2T Hz (where l/T is the 
sampling rate) is given by 

e2 =f00 [x-Af (x)-B]2 p(x) dx 
- 00 

(25-18) 

where A and B are selected to minimize e2. This minimization is 
necessary because A and B are gain and d-c offset factors which do 
not represent distortion. Due to practical component tolerances, the 
resultant quantizing distortion will be larger than the theoretical dis
tortion given by Eq. (25-7). 

Idle Circuit Noise and Interchannel Crosstalk. In the absence of 
speech input, PCM channels can exhibit enhancement of weak inter
ference such as noise and crosstalk [27]. Although the enhancement 
varies with the amount of interference and d-c pedestal, it is most 
pronounced when an idle channel is biased at a decision level. Under 
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this condition, any minute interference changes the output code word. 
For this worst case the decoder output is a rectangular wave with 
peak-to-peak amplitude equal to s, and with random zero crossings. 
The a-c power of this wave is s2 I 4. This is referred to as the system 
noise floor. For biasing at other than a decision level, the output 
noise power depends on both the bias and the noise amplitude. This 
is shown in Fig. 25-29 where the noise input power, x2, is normalized 
to the step size. 

Crosstalk arriving at the coder can be evaluated in a similar 
manner. With a low level crosstalk signal exciting a coder that is 
biased at a decision level, the zero crossings of the decoder output 
will be governed by the crosstalk signal. The power in the funda
mental frequency of the square wave is 
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FIG. 25-29. Idle circuit noise versus reference drift. 

(25-19) 
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which is independent of input crosstalk power. As with noise, Px is 
referred to as the system crosstalk floor. 

The crosstalk situation is improved with additive noise because the 
zero crossings tend to become scrambled and thus the recovered 
crosstalk power at the fundamental frequency is reduced. With 
sufficiently large noise power, crosstalk will not be enhanced, as 
shown in Fig. 25-30. 
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FIG. 25-30. lnterchannel crosstalk when biased at a decision level. 

25.3 FRAMING 

Each pulse stream in a digital transmission system is composed 
of components from one or more signal sources. Usually the digitized 
signals are combined serially in a periodic fashion. This periodic 
structure is known as the line format, and one basic period is called 
a frame. A framing strategy is necessary to identify the various 
signal components and to bring the receiver into phase with respect 
to the line format so the digits can be properly assembled for decod
ing and demultiplexing. For single channel terminals, framing serves 
only to identify the PCM code word structure since only one signal 
is involved. 

At the transmitter an identifiable pulse sequence associated with 
the periodic output format of the terminal, or some multiple of this 
format, is inserted into the digital stream. This framing character-
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istic defines the frame length. For a frame length of N digits, 
there are N different phases that the receiver can assume, only one 
of which possesses the framing characteristic. The framing strategy 
consists of a procedure that searches through the N possible phases 
until the correct phase is found and verified. The receiver is then 
said to be in-frame. 

Framing strategies utilize pulse patterns that are transmitted 
either by an inserted characteristic or by an intrinsic characteristic 
of the signal itself. In one method of inserting a framing pattern, 
called added digit framing, a dedicated digit position in a frame is 
used. In another method, called robbed digit framing, the charac
teristic pattern is transmitted by the insertion of framing digits 
in place of the information-carrying digits. In .certain situations 
the statistical behavior of one digit position in a frame is significantly 
different from all the other digit positions. A strategy based on such 
an intrinsic characteristic is called statistical framing. 

A framing strategy is evaluated by considering its effects on system 
performance as measured by impairments to the signal, reframe 
time, susceptibility of the framing circuit to line errors, and the 
required complexity of the framing circuitry in the terminal. For 
added digit framing the impairment to the signal is a reduced in
formation rate for a given line digital rate. Furthermore, if the 
added framing digits interrupt the periodicity of the code groups, 
impairment arises from the residual jitter of the sample times even 
after smoothing. Of the three strategies mentioned, robbed digit 
framing has the greatest signal impairment because replacement of 
information digits with framing digits increases quantization noise. 
Statistical framing requires no dedicated digits and incurs no added 
quantization noise; however, as will be seen later it is not as 
reliable as the other strategies in maintaining frame. 

Reframe time is the length of time required for the receiver to 
reestablish the in-frame position after inadvertent loss of frame. 
This involves searching through all possible pulse positions in order 
to locate the correct framing sequence. Requirements on reframe 
time depend upon the type of signal being transmitted and on the 
number of channels affected by the loss of frame. 

Inadvertent loss of frame is usually caused by line errors which 
may temporarily alter the framing characteristic and cause the 
receiver to declare itself out-of-frame. Such an unnecessary reframe 
and attendant loss of information is called a misframe. The mean 
time between misframes even under conditions of high error rates 
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must be made long to prevent excessive loss of information. Statis
tical framing can misframe even without line errors. This occurs 
whenever the short term statistics of the signal being transmitted 
deviate from the expected norm. 

All of these measures of performance can be made arbitrarily 
attractive at the expense of increased complexity of the framing 
circuitry. Since complexity increases terminal cost, the trade-off 
between these performance criteria must necessarily include circuit 
complexity. 

Added Digit Framing 

The most straightforward method of identifying a frame interval 
is to add a unique pattern to the line format [28, 29]. The receiver 
then searches for this pattern and locks onto it. The pattern chosen is 
usually an alternating one-zero sequence. An all l's or all O's 
pattern, although simple, can be easily confused with the binary code 
words of an idle circuit. The alternating framing pattern is verified 
by comparing the incoming framing digits with the framing digits 
generated internal to the receiver. If the pulse pattern of the time 
slot under examination is not the expected pulse sequence, the next 
position is searched. This procedure continues until a framing posi
tion is found where the one-zero pattern persists. 

In order to provide long times between misframes and yet short 
reframe time, the receiving framing circuitry has two modes of op
eration. When the receiver is in-frame, a single framing digit error 
will not initiate a reframe search. It takes repeated violation of the 
expected framing pattern, such as three errors in seven frames or 
less, to cause the receiver to enter the out-of-frame mode. In this 
mode a single violation of the expected framing digit will cause a 
shift to the next position in the frame. 

The total digital rate increase due to added digit framing depends 
on the desired reframe time. On the average, the receiving terminal 
dwells at a false framing position for two frame periods during a 
search, since l's and O's are statistically independent and equally 
likely. Searching through all possible positions requires N such tests, 
where N is the number of pulse positions in the frame. Therefore, 

Maximum average reframe time = 2NT = 2N2T (25-20) 

where T is the period of the frame and is equal to N times the digit 
period, r. For example, in the Dl bank, N is 193 and T is 0.125 milli-
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second, yielding a maximum average reframe time of 48 milliseconds. 
Equation (25-20) shows that reframe time increases as the square 
of the frame length. 

In general, many digits can be assigned for framing in a given 
frame period, and these digits may be clustered together or dis
tributed. The receiver can search every possible position in the 
frame simultaneously to achieve the fastest reframe, or it can search 
a portion of the frame as a compromise between fast reframe and 
complexity. Requirements on reframe time for message channels 
seldom require the rapid reframe provided by multiple framing 
digits. 

Robbed Digit Framing 

When the natural frame period is very short, inserted digit fram
ing becomes inefficient. This occurs in single channel terminals where 
the frame is only the 9 digits of each PCM code word. Insertion of 
a framing digit with every word results in a 10 per cent loss in 
information capacity. A longer frame can be used, but inserting a 
framing digit destroys the periodicity of the code words. Since 
sampling and interpolation require periodic PAM pulses, both the 
transmitter and receiver must provide variable delay circuits to 
account for aperiodic transmission of the code words. Even then 
residual jitter will distort the signal. A simple solution to this fram
ing problem is to replace the least significant digit of every kth code 
word by the framing digit [30]. The search strategy at the receiver 
will be the same as for added digit framing. The difference is that 
robbed digit framing introduces additional quantization impairment 
to the signal while added digit framing does not. 

The parameter k is chosen as a compromise between reframe time 
and signal impairment. Since the number of digits in a frame, N, is 
proportional to k, Eq. (25-20) indicates that the reframe time is 
proportional to k 2• However, quantizing distortion decreases with 
increasing k. From Eq. (25-8) it can be seen that the resulting total 
noise is the weighted sum: 

- k-1 
e2=~k-

(25-21) 
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Thus the impairment due to robbing is 

l(k) = 10 log (1 + 3/k) dB (25-22) 

If k = 10, the impairment is 1 dB. Equation (25-22) assumes that 
the receiver takes proper action to decode to the center of 'the doubled 
step sizes. If no action is taken, the framing digits will be treated as 
signal information and will result in digital errors. Equation (25-22) 
is also a good approximation for a nonuniform coder and for non
uniform amplitude probability distributions as long as the S/D ratio 
is high. 

Statistical Framing 

Framing information may be contained in the digital output of a 
coder without having to add or rob digits [31]. One of the easiest 
statistical framing methods is to monitor the one-zero probability 
of a digit position in the incoming digital stream [32]. When the 
Gray code is used, the second digit is a 1 in the central half of the 
code range and a 0 at the extremes, Fig. 25-20. Therefore, a centrally 
peaked amplitude distribution such as that of a mastergroup· signal 
generates a high probability of a 1 in the second digit. At the load
ing that results in minimum distortion, the rms value of the master
group signal is one-quarter of the overload point of the coder, result
ing in a probability of 0.95 of a 1 in the second digit. For all the 
other digits this probability is less than 0.5. 

Digit statistics can be monitored by many methods. An RC inte
grating circuit followed by a threshold detector is perhaps the 
simplest. When a 0 in the second digit of a PCM code word is 
detected, a pulse is.generated at the input to the RC integrator. The 
time constant and threshold are designed so that when the occurrence 
of second digit O's is 5 per cent, the threshold is rarely exceeded, 
and when the occurrence increases towards 50 per cent, the threshold 
is exceeded in a few frame periods. For a mastergroup coder the 
misframe interval is longer than one day, and the maximum average 
reframe time is about 160 microseconds. 

Although statistical framing has the attractive feature of no in
crease in digital rate, it must be used with caution. When the master
group transmission facility is tested with a sine wave or when the 
entire facility is to carry a signal with unknown statistics, the fre
quency of misframes may be intolerable. 
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25.4 TERMINAL PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

To provide good quality service, the terminal performance should 
be monitored so that when a failure occurs or when the quantizing 
noise exceeds a maintenance limit, the terminal is removed from 
service. The maintenance limit and the time allowed for restoration 
of service depend on the required grade of service and the number of 
message channels affected. Generally, terminals that serve 600 or 
more channels must be restored rapidly which requires automatic 
switching to spares, while terminals serving fewer channels are 
allowed more time and service may be restored by manual connection 
to spares or by repair. 

Framing information recovered at the receiving end provides a 
good indication of the performance of clock circuits at both the 
transmitting and receiving ends and of the performance of the digital 
transmission facility used. Continuous or frequent misframing is 
therefore used to initiate alarms at the terminal so that proper 
action can be taken. 

Framing, however, cannot monitor the codec quantizing noise or 
other analog portions of the terminal. Other means must be used. 
Per channel monitoring is economically prohibitive for channel 
banks, and the philosophy is to monitor those parameters that can 
be monitored cheaply. For example, in the D2 channel bank the 
coder is made to code a known signal and the output code is monitored. 
Similarly, the decoder is given a known code word and the analog 
output is monitored. Such schemes are only partial solutions since 
they do not cover all possibilities of failure. 

For the mastergroup terminal serving 600 message channels, 
monitoring is more inclusive. The in-band spectral nulls and the 
mastergroup pilot are monitored as a measure of the performance 
of the codec. Whenever the pilot levels or noise at the special nulls 
goes beyond prescribed limits, another terminal is substituted. 
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Chapter 26 

Digital Multiplexers 

In the same way that various analog systems are used to transmit 
analog signals of different bandwidths, there are various digital trans
mission facilities designed to transmit digital signals of different 
rates. These facilities must be interconnected into a network that 
allows a digital signal to reach its destination using one or more of 
these facilities. Interconnections must be flexible enough to provide 
for alternate transmission paths in case of equipment failures, chang
ing traffic patterns, and routine maintenance. Interconnection of fa
cilities of the same digital rate involves either manual patching or 
automatic switching. Interconnection of different digital rates re
quires multiplexers that combine several signals to share a higher 
speed digital facility. 

Time division multiplexing of several digital signals to produce 
a higher speed stream can be accomplished by a selector switch that 
takes a pulse from each incoming line in turn and applies it to the 
higher speed line. The receiving end will do the inverse of separating 
the higher speed pulse stream into its component parts and thus 
recover the several lower speed digital signals. The main problems 
involved are the synchronization of the several pulse streams so that 
they can be properly interleaved and the framing of the high-speed 
signal so that the component parts can be identified at the receiver 
end. Both of these operations require elastic stores, which constitute 
important parts of a multiplexer. 

Elastic stores are also called data buffers. Information pulses 
arriving at the multiplexer must await their turn to be applied to a 
higher speed transmission system. Due to delay variations of the 
incoming lines and to the framing and synchronization operation of 
the multiplexer terminal, this wait is variable in time. 

608 
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The framing problem is similar to that of digital terminals, and 
the same techniques are available. For reasons of flexibility, added 
bit framing is chosen for all multiplexers. This choice assumes no 
given input signal statistics and leaves the digits intact so that a 
multiplexer can handle any digital signal regardless of its source. 

26. l METHODS OF SYNCHRONIZATION 

The major problem of multiplexer system design is synchroniza
tion. Digital signals cannot be directly interleaved in a way that 
allows for their eventual identification unless their pulse rates are 
locked to a common clock. Because the sources of these digital sig
nals are often separated by large distances, their synchronization is 
difficult. Synchronization methods which can be used are : ( 1) master 
clock, (2) mutual synchronization, (3) stable clocks, and (4) pulse 
stuffing. 

Master Clock 
An obvious method of synchronization is the use of a master clock 

for timing the entire system [1]. One outstanding difficulty of this 
approach is the vulnerability of the system to failures of either the 
master clock or the transmission links. A system with enough re
dundancy and automatic protection against failures presents a diffi
cult design problem and is expensive to establish. 

Mutual Synchronization 
In this method of synchronization (referred to also as phase 

averaging), each station or central office has its own clock whose 
frequency is the average of all the incoming frequencies and a local 
standard [2]. It can be shown that all stations will approach a com
mon ,steady-state frequency. This method avoids one aspect of the 
master clock reliability problem since now no one clock or transmis
sion path is essential. Further studies are necessary, however, to 
determine the optimum averaging algorithm for each station such 
that the network can grow gracefully from a few nodes to a large 
network and that minor disturbances such as protection switch
ing of a transmission link will not cause the system frequency to 
swing beyond the design limits [3]. 

Stable Clocks 
A third method of synchronization is the use of very stable clocks at 

each office containing digital terminals. Elastic stores are then used 
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to absorb the very slowly varying phase errors. Since their capacity 
is finite, these stores must be reset periodically with some loss of 
information. With atomic clocks stable to one part in 1012 and with 
large enough elastic stores, loss of information will be acceptably 
infrequent. A combination of the preceding three methods is likely 
to be used in the future. Each region will have stable clocks supple
mented by mutual synchronization while the master clock scheme 
will be used within each region. 

Pulse Stuffing 

The final method of synchronization is pulse stuffing, presently 
being used in the design of multiplexers [ 4]. The concept is to have 
the outgoing digital rate of a multiplexer higher than the sum of 
the incoming rates by stuffing in additional pulses. All incoming 
digital signals are stuffed with a sufficient number of pulses to raise 
each of their rates to that of the locally generated clock signal, Fig. 
26-1. 

*Represents stuffed pulses 
Stuffed signal to be 

multiplexed 

Destuffed signal after smoothing 

FIG. 26-1. Pulse stuffing synchronization. 

Pulse stuffing is the least complex of the four methods proposed 
because it needs the least amount of buffer storage. In each of the 
other methods, even assuming that the clocks are perfectly synchron
ous, propagation delay variations may cause a surplus or deficit of 
pulses at any one location. For example, a 1000-kilometer coaxial 
cable carrying 3 X 108 pulses per second will have about one million 
pulses in transit, each occupying about one meter of the cable. A 
0.01 per cent increase in propagation velocity, as would be produced 
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by a 1 °F decrease in temperature will result in 100 fewer pulses in 
the cable; these must be absorbed by elastic stores in the multiplexer. 
With pulse stuffing, a deficit of one pulse is immediately made up by 
stuffing so that one cell of storage is all that is needed to handle such 
variations. 

Pulse stuffing is done independently for each multiplexer, and this 
contributes to system reliability. The pulse rate on a particular trans
m~sion line is determined locally and will not influence any other 
clock in the system. Failure of one multiplexer or line will only 
affect those signals passing through that multiplexer or line. 

By choosing pulse stuffing, network synchronization is not pre
cluded. Asynchronous low-speed digital signals are stuffed in order 
to use a higher speed transmission line; they are destuffed and the 
original rate restored before they leave the transmission system. If 
digital switching is established in the future, the lower speed signals 
can be made synchronous and the higher speed transmission lines can 
still be used. Flexibility is thus preserved. 

26.2 MULTIPLEXER SYSTEM DESIGN 

In addition to pulse stuffing, other design choices must be made to 
characterize the family of digital multiplexers. When a pulse is 
stuffed, an additional communication channel is used to inform the 
receiving terminal of the location of the stuffed pulse. Either this 
channel can be provided separately for each signal being stuffed or a 
common data channel can be shared. Separate stuff channels would 
be more flexible but because shared equipment is more economical, 
stuffing information for all signals entering a multiplexer is processed 
and transmitted on one channel. This common data channel is multi
plexed along with the information pulses for transmission over a 
higher speed digital line. 

Another choice concerning the system design of the family of 
multiplexers is the structure of the digital hierarchy. Certain digital 
rates are designated as belonging to the hierarchy, e.g., 1.544 Mb/s 
is Tl rate, 6.312 Mb/s is T2, and 46.304 Mb/s is T3. Multiplexers 
accept signals of one rate and multiplex them only to the next higher 
rate. To combine several Tl-speed digital signals into a T3 rate, it 
is necessary to go through two multiplexers. Multiplexers are named 
for the rates they bridge. Multiplexer Ml2, for example, is designed 
to combine several Tl signals into a T2 signal. 
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Signal Format 

These design choices fix the general structure of the line formats 
of all multiplexers. Figure 26-2 illustrates a typical format, that 
of the Ml2 multiplexer [5]. Digit-by-digit interleaving of four 
signals at the Tl speed forms the fine structure of the format. After 
every 48 information time slots, 12 from each of the four Tl signals, 
a control digit is inserted by the multiplexer. Control digits labeled 
F are the main framing digits. Between F digits are control digits 
labeled M and C. Three successive C digits denote the presence or 
absence of a single stuffed pulse, and the corresponding M digit 
identifies in which of the four multiplexed Tl signals the stuff 
occurs. The M digits thus form secondary framing digits and iden
tify four subframes. The subscripts of the M and F digits identify 
the digit as a 0 or a 1. Thus, Fi is always a 1 and the next control 
digit is either an M1 or Mo. The three C digits in the subframe follow
ing Mo are stuffing indicators for the first Tl signal, three l's for the 
presence of a stuffed pulse and three O's for no-stuff. If the C digits 
indicate a stuff, the location of the stuffed pulse is the first informa
tion pulse position associated with the first Tl signal following the 
next Fi pulse. The other sequences of C digits denote stuffing in the 
second, third, and fourth Tl signal. The use of three digits for a 
stuff indication provides a single digit error correction code. 

The demultiplexer at the receiving Ml2 first searches for the 
FoF1FoF1 sequence. This establishes identity for the four Tl signals 

M,, [48] C1 [48] Fo [48] C1 [ 48] C1 [48] ft [ 48] 

Mt [48] Cu [48] Fo [48] Cu [48] Cu [ 48] ft [48] 

Mt [ 48] Cm [48] Fo [ 48] Cm [48] Cm [48] ft [48] 

Mt [ 48] C1v [48] Fo [48] C1v [ 48] C1v [48] I ft [ 48] 

_J --------- I 
IF1hlnlmlivlil11li11 -------------Im livl 

""'--Location for possible stuffing pulse for Tl line for this subframe 

FIG. 26-2. M12 multiplexer format. 
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and also for the M and C control digits. From the MoM1M1M1 se
quence, secondary framing of the C digits is established and the four 
Tl signals are properly demultiplexed and destuffed. This format 
has two safeguards. The first is framing. It is possible, although un
likely, that with just the FoF1FoF1 sequence, one of the Tl signals 
could contain a similar sequence. The receiver could then lock onto 
the wrong sequence. Presence of the MoM1M1M1 provides verification 
of the genuine FoF1FoF1 sequence. The second safeguard is the single 
error correction ability of the stuff indicators. Error rate objectives 
of digital transmission lines make double errors very unlikely. 

The capacity of the Ml2 format to accommodate different input 
signal digital rates can be calculated from the format. In each M 
frame, defined as the interval containing one cycle of MoM1M1M1 
digits, one pulse can be stuffed in each of four signa1s. Because each 
signal has 12 X 6 X 4 or 288 positions in each M frame, it can be 
incremented by 1.544 Mb/s X 1/288 or 5.4 kb/s, which is much 
larger than the expected frequency tolerance of the incoming Tl 
signal. The local clock that determines the outgoing speed also deter
mines the nominal stuff rate, which must be high enough to accommo
date the highest expected incoming rate. In more precise formulation 
the nominal T2 rate is 

49 288 
1.544 x 4 x 48 x 288 - s Mb/s 

where 4 is the number of Tl signals, 49/48 is the ratio of tota1 time 
slots to informatfon time slots, and S is the ratio of nominal to maxi
mum stuffing rates. Choosing an S of 1/2 gives the greatest fre
quency tolerance each way from nominal. A lower S reduces the 
waiting time jitter imparted to the signal as is explained subse
quently. It is also desirable to select a nomina1 T2 clock frequency 
to be a multiple of 8 kHz. With these considerations, the T2 rate 
was chosen to be 6.312 megabits per second, and the resulting S is 
about 1/3. 

Although it seems that the Ml2 format has far greater stuffing 
capability than that warranted by the long-term frequency stability 
of the terminal, there are reasons for the extra margin. One is that 
the instantaneous frequency of a signal as it reaches a multiplexer 
can deviate beyond terminal frequency limits. This deviation is 
caused by timing jitter of the digital repeaters. In the case of Tl, 
the instantaneous frequency deviation is estimated to be ± 1 kHz. 
The main reason for the extra margin, however, relates to the 
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reframe time of the multiplexer. In Chap. 25, it was seen that 
reframe time is proportional to the square of N, the number of digits 
between framing digits. To ensure that reframe time is at least 
shorter than that of the channel banks, N is constrained to be between 
100 and 200. The stuffing control digits M and C are then located in 
fixed positions between the F digits, which results in a simple fram
ing circuit. These constraints lead to the M12 format which has 
some extra stuffing margin. 

Designs with fewer control digits are possible, but the increase in 
cost of the multiplexer must be weighed against the decrease in re
quired channel capacity. 

System Block Diagram 

A typical block diagram of a multiplexer is shown in Fig. 26-3. 
At the transmitting portion, each incoming pulse stream has a termi
nating repeater and code translator. This equipment converts the 
incoming multilevel pulse signal into binary digits and extracts the 
timing information. The binary information is then written into 
individual elastic stores under control of the derived timing signal. 
The information is read out of the elastic store under control of 
the local clock in the multiplexer which has a higher frequency than 
the incoming clock signal. 

The occupancy of all the input elastic stores is sampled in turn 
by a common control circuit. The common control contains a local 
clock and countdown circuitry to time all its operations. When the 
occupancy of an elastic store is sampled, nothing is done if the state 
of depletion does not indicate a stuff; otherwise, a stuffing operation 
will take place as follows. First, a series of l's will be transmitted 
in the C positions of the format, and then reading of the elastic 
store will be suspended for one time slot at a predetermined location 
in the frame. The common control then cycles to sample the next 
elastic store. The binary digits as assembled by the common control 
are then converted into an appropriate pulse stream for application 
to the transmission line. 

The receiving portion of the multiplexer, Fig. 26-3, has a termi
nating repeater and code translator to convert the multilevel pulse 
signals from the high-speed line back to the binary form. The re
ceiving common control contains a clock and countdown circuit, 
similar to that of the transmitter, for demultiplexing and destuffing 
operations. A framing circuit keeps the receiving common control 
in phase with the line format. 
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The C pulses are accumulated in a register as they arrive. If at 
least two C's in a subframe are l's, the next available time slot after 
the Fi pulse for the appropriate Tl signal is assumed to contain a 
stuffed pulse that will not be written into the elastic store. Other
wise, information is demultiplexed and written into the respective 
elastic stores for each channel. Since information is put into the 
elastic stores periodically but with occasional interruptions due to 
destuffed pulses, a phase-controlled clock is used to read information 
out of the store as smoothly as possible. After the binary information 
is read out of the store, it is converted back to a Tl signal. 

Elastic Stores 

In a synchronous network, elastic stores compensate for delay vari
ations, and it has been shown that the required size may become very 
large. In pulse stuffing, the elastic stores can be as small as one 
cell since single pulses are stuffed. However, other functions in 
the multiplex require some elastic delay, so elastic stores of four 
cells or more are usually used. 

Incoming digits are written into the store under control of the 
incoming timing clock and read out under control of an independent 
local clock. Since the number of digits an elastic store can hold is 
limited by the number of cells provided in the design, the delay 
between writing and reading is bounded by the store size. Elastic 
stores can be designed in several ways [6, 7] ; one design has the 
commutator analogy of Fig. 26-4. Segments of the commutator are 
connected to storage cells. One brush writes into the cells ; another 
reads out of the cells. The angular velocities of the brushes corre
spond to the frequencies of the writing and reading clocks. If the 
reading clock is slower than the writing clock, then the reading 
brush will slowly lag behind and eventually be overtaken. When that 
happens, a block of digits equal to the store size will be lost. Con
versely, if reading is faster, reading will overtake writing and a 
block of digits will be repeated if reading is nondestructive. In both 
of these situations, the elastic store is said to have spilled. Synchron
ization can be thought of as a technique that prevents indiscriminate 
spilling of elastic stores. 

Pulse stuffing is in one sense controlled spilling that allows the 
eventual recovery of the correct sequence of digits. Two conditions 
are necessary. First, the reading clock must be faster than the 
writing clock and second, insertion of extra digits must be done at 
prearranged times to permit proper removal. 
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The first condition is satisfied by assignment of nominal fre
quencies and allowed frequency tolerances. The second condition 
is satisfied by periodically monitoring the delay between writing and 
reading. When the delay is below a given threshold, reading is caused 
to dwell at a cell for an additional time slot. This effectively simu
lates spilling of an ideal one-cell elastic store. 

The measurement of the delay between writing and reading is made 
by a phase comparator as shown in Fig. 26-4. This can be imple
mented by a flip-flop that is set when the writing reaches a given cell 
and reset when the reading reaches the same cell. Under normal con
ditions when readings of each cell occur midway between writings, 
the flip-flop will generate a 50 per cent duty cycle square wave. As 
the delay of writing and reading changes, the duty cycle will change. 
The average output of this flip-flop is a measure of the duty cycle 
and thus of the store occupancy, Fig. 26-5. 

Cell 4 Cell 4 
write time read time 

Elastic store + + 
Half lull .J I I 

Near depletion _ri _________ ri~-------

Near lull LJ L 

FIG. 26-5. Phase comparator output. 

With pulse stuffing, even when the incoming information stream 
is uniformly spaced, the outgoing stream is not uniform. It will 
have occasional interruptions where the information pulses are inter
leaved with a stuffed pulse, Fig. 26-1. Thus, even after successful 
removing of stuffed pulses, the received information digits have jitter 
which must be smoothed before the digits can be processed further. 
Smoothing of this jitter is the function of a receiving elastic store and 
its phase-locked loop. 
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Phase-Locked Loop 

In order to smooth a jittered digital stream, a read clock is needed 
that has a frequency equal to the average frequency of the incoming 
jittered clock. Since measuring the frequency of a jittered clock is 
difficult, the read clock can only make the best running estimate of 
the average input frequency. Such a read clock can be generated by 
a phase-locked loop. 

Phase 
comparator 

Vi (t) Filter 
H(s) 

Voltage 
controlled 
oscillator 

</>u(t) 

FIG. 26-6. Phase-locked loop. 

A phase-locked loop, Fig. 26-6, consists of a voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) whose frequency is a function of a voltage, and a 
phase comparator whose output voltage is proportional to the phase 
difference between the incoming sinusoid and the sinusoid of the 
VCO. A filter is used between the phase comparator and the VCO to 
improve performance. The phase comparator is the same as that 
used in the transmitting portion to measure elastic store occupancy. 
The output voltage for the phase comparator is [8] 

vi(t) = a1cf>e(t) = a1[<f>i(t) - <f>o(t)] I cf>e(t) I <N7T (26-1) 

where <(>. is the adjusted delay between input and output clocks, and 
N is the number of cells in the elas-
tic store. When the reading of a 
cell is exactly centered between 
writing times, <f>e is zero. When 
reading overtakes writing or vice 
versa, the store spills and N digits 
are gained or lost, producing a 
sawtooth characteristic for the 
phase comparator as shown in Fig. 
26-7. The output phase is the in-

q,, -<Po 

FIG. 26-7. Phase comparator charac
teristic. 
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tegral of the VCO frequency which is proportional to v2(t). 

<l>o(s) = aa V2(s) 
s 

aa = 8 V1 (s) H(s) (26-2) 

where <l>o(s), V1(s), and Vi(s) are the Laplace transforms of cf>o(t), 
vi( t), and V2 ( t). Assume for the moment that the filter has gain only 
so that H(s) = a2. The total forward gain is a = a1a2aa which is a 
primary parameter of a phase-locked loop. With unity feedback, the 
system response is 

<l>o (s) a 
<l>1(s) = s +a (26-3) 

which resembles a low-pass filter. Jitter at frequencies above a 
will be smoothed, while jitter at lower frequencies will still appear 
at the output. 

If the VCO frequency with zero input voltage is not identical to 
the signal clock frequency, there will be a steady-state phase error. 
The comparator converts this error to a voltage that pulls the VCO 
frequency by an amount !!..f to match the input frequency. From 
Eqs. (26-1) and (26-2) this steady state error is 

c/Je(t) = 27T!!../ 
a 

(26-4) 

Since cf>e cannot exceed NTT, the phase-locked loop can only lock onto 
a finite range of input frequencies. From Eq. (26-4) this range is 

11!..fl<~a (26-5) 

Steady-state error is undesirable because it causes the loop and the 
elastic store to operate away from the desired half-full quiescent 
level. The margin against spilling will thus be reduced. 

The steady-state phase error can be reduced by increasing a, but 
good filtering requires a small a. The trade-off situation can be 
improved by using a phase lag filter. 

H(s) = a2G(s) = a2 ~ t ST2 (26-6) 
ST! 

The loop response is now 

<l>o ( s) aG ( s) 
<l>1(s) = s + aG(s) 

(26-7) 

and the time constants n and T2 afford additional freedom of design. 
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Without changing a, the output filter bandwidth can be reduced 
by suitable choices of 71 and 72. However, other undesirable effects 
appear and must be recognized in arriving at a compromise 71 and 
72. The use of a filter can introduce enhancement of jitter in certain 
frequency bands. When many multiplexers are used in cascade, 
this enhancement accumulates. Another possible consequence of add
ing a filter is the overshoot of the VCO output frequency in response 
to rapid changes in input frequency. This can cause spilling of the 
elastic store and must be considered in the overall design. 

The lock range of the loop is determined by Eq. (26-5). However, 
when a filter is present, Eq. (26-5) is valid only if the loop is initially 
locked. The range of mistuning for which lock is possible under any 
initial condition is smaller than that indicated by Eq. (26-5). This 
pull-in range depends on 71 and 72 and should exceed the expected 
frequency deviations of both the VCO and the incoming signal. 

If pulses are stuffed one at a time, the maximum jitter is one time 
slot. To smooth this jitter an ideal one-cell store is needed. It has 
already been shown that because of constraints of phase-locked loop 
design, more than one cell is needed to accommodate frequency off
set and possible overshoots. Digital signals arriving at a multiplexer 
from a long transmission line can have phase jitter, which produces 
instantaneous frequency deviations. The phase-locked loop can be 
designed either to smooth or to pass this line jitter. The first choice 
requires additional elastic storage capacity and small a, while the 
second choice requires a large a and smaller storage capacity. 

Other functions of the demultiplexing operation also require their 
share of storage. Practical electronic circuits take finite time to oper
ate and place minimum phase separation requirements between writ
ing and reading clocks. Insertion and deletion of control pulses also 
require storage. Finally, there is waiting time jitter, which is treated 
in more detail in Section 26.3. 

Taking all this into account, an estimated requirement on storage 
capacity can be made. For example, the following allocations for 
the M12 result in an eight-cell elastic store: 

Read-write time 
Control pulses 
Stuffing and waiting time jitter 
Line jitter 

Total 

0.25 cells 
0.25 
2.00 
5.50 

8.00 cells 
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26.3 DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER IMPAIRMENTS 

Impairments arise when digital signals are processed by multi
plexers. These impairments must be understood, and the multiplexers 
must be designed for negligible degradation to the original signal. 
Two significant impairments are waiting time jitter and multiplexer 
reframes. 

Waiting Time Jitter 

While it is obvious that pulse stuffing produces jitter of one time 
slot, there is a more subtle jitter caused by the fact that stuffing 
takes place only in certain allowed time slots [9]. This process 
can be demonstrated by a few simple examples. 

A simple case occurs when the frequencies of the write and read 
clocks are such that stuffing takes place every third allowed time 
slot. This is called a stuffing ratio of 1 :3. Consider the waveform of 
the phase comparator at the transmitting multiplex, and assume an 
ideal two-cell elastic store with writing immediately following the 
reading of a cell. The store is now full; however, it will slowly deplete 
because the read clock is faster. When the first opportunity for stuff
ing arrives, the store has depleted by only 1/3 of a cell; therefore, 
stuffing does not take place. At the second stuffing opportunity, the 
store has depleted by 2/3 of a cell, and stuffing still does not take 
place. At the third opportunity, the store has depleted one full cell 
so that stuffing can take place. After stuffing, writing immediately 
follows reading again and the cycle repeats. The phase comparator 
waveform, which is also the jitter imparted to the signal, is a saw
tooth as shown in Fig. 26-8. For this case, a one-cell ideal store would 
be sufficient. 

If the initial condition is such that writing occurs 1/6 time slot 
after reading, then at the second stuffing opportunity the store will be 
depleted by 5/6 of a cell. When depletion reaches one cell, stuffing 

Stuffing opportunities 

Full 
l e-m-pty-c,.=I ----=----~--~---~--~~----

2 empty cells 

Fm. 26-8. Jitter due to stuffing at 1/3 of maximum rate. 
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cannot take place until the next allowed stuffing time. By that time, 
the depletion has reached 1-1/6 cells. The conclusion is that because of 
various initial conditions, at least 1-1/3 cells of elastic store are 
needed to stuff at one-third the maximum stuff rate. 

Next, consider the case where the correct amount of stuffing is 
5/14 of the maximum. The slope of the phase comparator is such that 
at the first stuffing opportunity, 5/14 of a cell is depleted. Initially, 
stuffing takes place at every third opportunity. However, since 
store depletion is slightly faster than 1/3 of a cell for each stuffing 
possibility, there is a gradual buildup of excess depletion which after 
14 stuffing opportunities causes stuffing to be spaced by only two 
periods instead of three. This is shown in Fig. 26-9. Since stuffing has 
occurred five times in 14 intervals, the deficit has been made up 
exactly and the cycle repeats. What has been demonstrated is the 
phenomenon of waiting time jitter, which is a lower frequency jitter 
envelope superimposed on the faster jitter. It can be shown that if 
the nominal stuffing ratio, S, is n/m, where n and m are relatively 
prime, the period of the waiting time jitter is m stuffing intervals 
long. The ratios of two uncontrolled frequencies are, in general, 
irrational ; therefore, the nominal stuffing ratios are irrational. Wait
ing time jitter is thus expected to have components down to zero 
frequency. The peak-to-peak waiting time jitter is S; thus a lower 
stuffing ratio results in lower waiting time jitter. 

Stuffing opportunities 

Full 

lemptycel~ ~ ~ ~ ~"' 
_,,,.~~~-... 

2 empty cells 

Fm. 26-9. Jitter due to stuffing at 5/14 of maximum rate. 

The elastic store at the demultiplexer is designed to filter all 
jitter; however, since waiting time jitter extends to zero frequency, 
it will not be completely eliminated. For this reason pulse stuffing 
invariably imparts to the digital signal some low-frequency jitter 
which by design can be made insignificant. Usually, the low-frequency 
component of waiting time jitter tends to accumulate linearly with the 
number of tandem multiplexers. This will not cause any difficulty in 
digital transmission because low-frequency jitter is preserved by the 
stuffing operations, the phase-locked loops, and the digital repeaters. 
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This low-frequency jitter is passed on to the decoded baseband analog 
signal and, as long as the frequencies of the residual jitter are held 
low enough, negligible degradation to the signal results. 

Multiplex Reframe 

In a digital hierarchy, framing serves to hold the structure to
gether so that each digit can be correctly demultiplexed. Since the 
impairment to the baseband signal due to loss of frame has no 
counterpart in analog transmission systems, it is important to recog
nize its effect in digital systems. If a channel bank loses frame, 
all channels served by the bank will have unintelligible signals until 
frame is reestablished. The requirement that a channel bank re
frame within 50 milliseconds is based both on practicality and the 
impairment to message service, i.e., message signals and signaling. 
Reframe time is usually fast enough so that the impairments to 
message signals are inconsequential; however, some signaling may be 
affected. To minimize these impairments, either the reframe time 
must be short enough to have no effect or the incidents must be 
infrequent. 

In a digital network the overall signal outage due to reframe 
anywhere in the network must be considered. Multiplexer reframes 
are particularly important for the following reasons: 

1. Multiplexers serve a large number of circuits. 
2. Multiplexer reframe causes loss of pulse stuffing information, 

which results in loss of frame for all individual signals. 
3. Multiplexers are connected by higher speed digital lines which 

tend to be long and prone to protection switching and lightning 
hits. 

In the worst case, each multiplexer waits until all of the higher 
speed multiplexers reframe and then incurs the maximum reframe 
time itself. The signal outage in this case becomes the sum of the 
maximum reframe times. To reduce total reframe time, two ap
proaches can be taken. In the first, both multiplexers and channel 
banks are designed for a very short reframe time. In the second 
approach, the channel banks are allowed a long reframe time, but 
each multiplexer in the hierarchy is designed to aid the reframe of 
terminals. connected to it and of lower speed multiplexers. As an 
example of the second approach, the M12 multiplexer, when it re
frames, produces higher than the nominal pulse rate, which is equiva
lent to adding pulses to the bit stream. The assumed framing pulse 
position at a channel bank then occurs before the true framing pulse. 
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Normal search procedure of the channel bank will then test the next 
pulse positions for possible framing position. If the multiplexer 
reframe is fast and the number of pulses added is small, the chan
nel banks need to search only a few positions before finding the true 
framing pulse. 

26.4 MULTIPLEXER PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

Since both inputs and outputs of a digital multiplexer are digital 
signals, precise monitoring of the performance of a multiplexer 
can be accomplished by putting another multiplexer in parallel and 
comparing the signals digit by digit. The second multiplexer is called 
a monitoring unit and is time shared by many multiplexers. 

To monitor the transmitting part of the multiplexer, the higher 
rate digital output is demultiplexed by the monitoring unit and the 
resultant signal compared digit by digit with the input. To monitor 
the receiving part, the incoming digital signal is demultiplexed by 
the monitoring unit, and the resultant signal is compared with that 
of the multiplexer being monitored. An elastic store is used to adjust 
the relative delays. 

The time necessary for the monitoring unit to cycle through each 
of the multiplexers in a bay determines the maximum time that a 
failure goes undetected. Failure of the monitoring unit itself is 
indicated by apparent failures in all the multiplexers. 
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Chapter 27 

Digital Transmission Lines 

The most important feature of digital transmission is the ability 
to reconstruct the transmitted pulse train after it has traveled 
through a dispersive and noisy medium. This process of recon
structing the pulse train is performed at intervals along the trans
mission path by regenerative repeaters. Three basic functions are 
performed by such repeaters: equalization, timing, and regeneration. 

This functional division is depicted in Fig. 27-1, where a block 
diagram of a complete repeater section is shown. For purposes of 
illustration, it is assumed that the pulse train at the output of the 
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FIG. 27-1. Regenerative repeater section. 
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previous repeater, point 1 in the figure, consists of a series of posi
tive pulses, negative pulses, and spaces. The pulses appear at point 2 
and are distorted by the transmission characteristics of the cable as 
well as corrupted by additive interference. 

The primary functions of the preamplifier and equalizer are to 
shape the pulses and to raise their level to the point where a pulse, 
no-pulse decision (level decision) can be made. Final reconstruction 
of the pulse train is accomplished by the simultaneous operations of 
timing and regeneration. The regenerator is enabled when the incom
ing pulse plus interference at point 3 exceeds the decision level 
(threshold) and when the timing signal at the output of the timing 
path, point 4, has the proper amplitude and polarity (decision time). 
The timing path provides a signal for the following purposes: 
(1) to sample the equalized pulse where the signal-to-interference 
ratio should be a maximum, (2) to maintain the proper pulse spac
ing, and (3) to turn off the regenerator at the proper time. 

In the ideal situation, the reconstructed pulse train at point 5 would 
be an exact replica of the pulse train at point 1. In practice it de
parts from the ideal in three ways. First, if the interference is 
sufficiently large at the decision time, the wrong decision will be made 
and an error will occur. These errors introduce noise into the de
coded analog signals. Second, if the spacing between pulses departs 
from its proper value, the resulting pulse position jitter introduces 
distortion and intermodulation noise. Finally, if the transmitted pulse 
shapes are not identical, the probability of making an error at the 
following repeater is increased. 

27.1 ERROR RATE AND EYE DIAGRAMS 

Performance of a regenerative repeater is measured by its error 
rate. The relationships between error rate and other system 
parameters such as signal-to-noise ratio, bandwidth, and number of 
transmitted levels are examined. The eye diagram, a technique for 
the quantitative evaluation of error rate, is introduced. 

Error Performance With Gaussian Noise 

To detect reliably the correct symbol at the input to the regenera
tor, some minimum signal-to-noise ratio is required. First, consider 
the case in which either positive or negative pulses (polar binary sig
nals) of amplitude + Vv or -Vv with equal probability are received 
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T = signaling interval 

FIG. 27-2. Random polar binary pulses. 

as shown in Fig. 27-2. For this situation, the decision threshold 
would be set at zero. At the decision time, if the signal plus noise 
is greater than zero, the regenerator would make the decision that 
a positive pulse had been transmitted, and if the signal plus noise 
is less than zero, a negative pulse would be regenerated. To find 
the probability of error, assume that the noise added to the signal 
is gaussian (discussed in Chap. 7). For a positive pulse an error 
occurs if at the decision time the noise is more negative than - Vv; 
for a negative pulse an error occurs if the noise is more positive than 
+vv. 

The error probability is 

1 . 1 
PE= z prob (Vn > VP) + 2 prob (Vn < -Vv) 

1 1'° -V 2/2u 2 = e n n dVn 
y21T O"n v 

p 

1 ( Vv ) = 2 erfc v2 O"n 
(27-1) 

where O"n is therms value of the noise and erfc is the complementary 
error function. This relationship between probability of error for 
random polar binary and peak signal to rms gaussian noise (S/N) 
ratio is plotted in Fig. 27-3 as the curve labeled m = 2. In the range 
above 15 dB the probability of error decreases very rapidly with 
small increases in S/N ratio. This phenomenon is referred to as the 
threshold or cliff effect in digital transmission. To achieve a prob
ability of one error in 1010 symbols, which is a typical repeater sec
tion requirement, an S/N ratio of approximately 16 dB is needed. 
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Fm. 27-3. Probability of error versus peak signal to rms gaussian noise 
for random m-level polar transmission. 

Flexibility in the trade between S/N ratio and bandwidth (which 
is directly related to signaling rate in bauds) may be effected by us
ing multilevel* transmission [1]. Consider the transmission of 
pulses which can take on with equal probability any of m rather 
than two amplitude levels. These levels are equally spaced from 
+ Vv to -Vv, as shown in Fig. 27-4. With this approach the in
formation capacity of each transmitted symbol is log2m bits and 
therefore, for a constant information transmission rate, the band
width can be reduced by the same factor. The separation between 
levels now is 2Vvl (m-1) rather than the 2Vv for polar binary. 
Consequently, an error will be committed if the magnitude of the 
noise at the decision time is greater than V vi ( m-1) . Only at the 
extreme levels, + Vv and -Vv, must the noise have the appropriate 
sign to cause an error. Thus the probability of error for polar 
m-ary is given by 

m -1 [ Vv J 
PE= m erfc (m - l)y2 un. (27-2) 

This expression is plotted in Fig. 27 -3 for various values of m. 

*Multilevel is used to mean multiple decision thresholds, which implies three 
or more transmitted levels. 
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As discussed in Chap. 8, the S/N requirement 
at each repeater is not a strong function of the 
number of repeaters or the length of the sys
tem. This characteristic is in sharp contrast to 
the noise accumulation laws of nonregenerative 
systems. The difference is illustrated in Fig. 
27 -5 for a digital transmission system with re
generation and for another system without re
generation, where the S/N requirement for each 
repeater section is given as a function of the 
total number of sections. 

Eye Diagram 

A convenient graphical technique for deter
mining the effects of the practical degradations 
introduced into the pulses as they travel to the 
regenerator is the eye diagram [2]. This dia
gram of two signaling intervals duration is the 
result of superimposing all possible pulse se

polar m-ary. quences. Such an eye diagtam is given in Fig. 
27 -6 (a) for a ternary system in which the 

individual pulses at the input to the regenerator have the cosine 
squared shape illustrated in Fig. 27-6 (b). The decision area or 
"eye" for each of the two decision levels is evident. In an m-level 
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FIG. 27-5. Noise accumulation advantage of digital transmission. 
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system there will be m - 1 separate 
eyes. In Fig. 27-6(a), the horizon
tal lines labeled +1, 0, and -1 
correspond to the ideal received 
amplitudes. The vertical lines, 
separated by the signaling inter
val, T, correspond to the ideal 
decision times. 

The decision making process in 
the regenerator can be represented 
by crosshairs in each eye as illus
trated. The vertical hair repre
sents the decision time, while the 
horizontal hair represents the de
cision level. To regenerate the 
pulse sequence without error, the 
eyes must be open, meaning a 
decision area must exist, and the 
decision crosshairs must be within 
the open area. The effect of prac
tical degradations of the pulses is 
to reduce the size of the ideal eye. 
A measure of the margin against 
error is the minimum distance be
tween the crosshair and the edges 
of the eye. 

Error Rate With Nonideal Eyes 

T == signaling interval Decision crosshairs 

-1------....iii .. "-----.ai 
-T 0 +T 

(a) Eye diagram for 
ternary reception 

p(t) ={: cos2 (7r/2 · t/T) 

p = (+l, 0, -1) 

-T 0 +T 

(b) Pulse shapes for 
eye diagram 

Fm. 27-6. Eye diagram. 
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The various practical repeater section degradations shrink the 
ideal eyes. The additional S/N requirement to maintain the error 
rate is a function of the amount of degradation and the number of 
levels. 

The margin against error is reduced by the various degradations 
added to the waveform as it travels to the regenerator and by the 
imperfections in the decision process itself. The first of these de
creases the size of the eye, while the second moves the crosshair 
relative to the boundaries of the eye. It is more useful, however, 
to account for the latter by holding the crosshair fixed and shrinking 
the boundaries. 
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The degradations usually fall into the two categories of amplitude 
and timing, corresponding to vertical and horizontal displacement. To 
obtain the shrunken eye, the amplitude degradations such as inter

symbol interference, echoes, regen-
t erator output variations, and deci-
AA sion threshold uncertainties are 

FIG. 27-7. Shrinking the eye to ac
count for practical de
gradations. 

summed. This sum is referred to as 
M. The boundaries of the eye are 
then shifted vertically, as shown 
by the arrows in Fig. 27-7, to ac
count for these amplitude degrada
tions. Next, the timing degradations 
such as static decision time mis
alignment and jitter are summed. 
This sum is referred to as !!.T. The 
boundaries of the eye are then dis
placed horizontally, as shown in the 
figure. Finally, the placement of the 
crosshair is chosen so as to maxim

ize the vertical distance between its center and the boundaries of the 
shrunken decision area. The only remaining degradation is noise, 
and to keep the probability of error unchanged from its value for 
the ideal system, the S/N ratio must be increased by 

H 
A S/N = 20 logh dB (27-3) 

where H and h are the vertical openings of the ideal and degraded 
eyes, respectively, as illustrated in the figure. 

Since the degradations are usually related to the maximum value 
of a pulse rather than to the number of levels, it is useful to define 
a peak normalized eye degradation, D, as 

H-h 
D= VP 

Thus, A S/N for an m-level eye can be expressed as 

( H-h) A S/N = - 20 log 1 - -U-

= - 20 log [ 1 - ~ ( m - 1) J 

(27-4) 

(27-5) 
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The relationship between S/N ratio, eye degradation, and number 
of levels is shown in Fig. 27-8. The figure presents the S/N re
quirement for random polar m-ary transmission and a 10-10 error 
probability as a function of D. The cliff phenomenon of digital trans
mission is again clearly evident. 

For example, let D = 0.6. In this case, five-level transmission 
cannot be used since the five-level eye closes at D = 0.5. Four-level 
transmission would be quite difficult, requiring the S/N ratio to be 
45.7 dB since the four-level eye closes at D = 0.667. Three-level 
transmission, however, would require only 30.l dB. 
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FIG. 27-8. Signal-to-noise requirements for random m-level trans
mission with degraded eyes. 

An additional technique for evaluating degradations is the eye 
degradation plane. With AA and AT as coordinates, contours along 
which A S/N is a constant can be plotted. Figure 27-9 shows such 
contours for a polar ternary and a polar quarternary system in which 
the pulses at the input to the regenerator have the shape illustrated 
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FIG. 27-9. Eye degradation contours. 
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previously in Fig. 27-6 (b). The combinations of AA and AT which 
completely close the eye are given by the curve labeled ii. S/N = oo. 

27.2 CABLE MEDIA 

One important medium for digital transmisson is cable, both 
paired and coaxial. The properties of cable media were discussed in 
Chap. 2. Here the effects of these properties on digital transmission 
are treated. The primary constants of PIC twisted pairs are plotted 
as a function of frequency in Fig. 27-10. It can be seen that those 
constants contributing to loss, R and G, increase with frequency. 
From Chap. 11 it is seen that crosstalk also increases with frequency. 
With repeater spacings of about one mile, these limitations restrict 
the signaling rate on PIC twisted pairs to about 10 megabauds. 
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FIG. 27-10. 22-gauge PIC cable primary constants. 
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Coaxial cables are designed for low attenuation at carrier fre
quencies and have only the skin effect loss of the R term which in
creases as the square root of frequency. A gigabaud signaling rate 
with a half-mile repeater spacing is possible. At this high signaling 
rate, however, a significant source of digital signal degradation is 
the periodic structural irregularities that are introduced by the cable 
manufacturing process. These repetitive discontinuities produce 
multiple reflections of the applied signal and limit the transmission 
capability of coaxial lines. At higher signaling rates the polyethylene 
discs used for supporting the center conductor become important im
pedance discontinuities. 
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Propagation Characteristics 

In Chap. 2 the secondary propagation constants have been derived 
from the primary constants as follows : 

(27-6) 

where 

y(iw) = a(w) + jf3(w) 

. - ( R G RG ) 1'2 
= JwJLC 1 + --;--L + --;-----c - 2LC J (J) J (J) '(J) 

Since the last three terms are much less than unity for digital trans
mission frequencies, a binomial approximation simplifies the above 
equation to 

. -( RG R G ) 
'Y = Jw\} LC 1 - 2·w2 LC + 2jwL + 2jwC (27-7) 

Skin effect can be accounted for by replacing the R term in Eq. 
(27-7) by a complex impedance term proportional to yjw. This 
accounts for the variation of both R and L due to skin effect [3]. 
The G terms can usually be neglected. 

y = Ayjw + jwyLC 

A A -
= y2 w112 + j y2 w112 + jwyLC (27-8) 

This expression is a good approximation for both coaxial cables and 
plastic-insulated paired cables. To find the cable response, the last 
term, a linear phase term contributing only to delay, is ignored. The 
inverse transform of Eq. (27-6), which is the impulse response of the 
cable, is 

1 f u+joo - Al (A2!2) 
h(t) = 21T. . e-A!js e 81dS - --= e- 4t 

J u-300 - 2\}1Tt3 
t > 0 (27-9) 

This is plotted for several values of Al in Fig. 27-11. 
Since Al increases with increasing cable length, the peak of a 

pulse in transit decreases and its base width widens as the cable 
lengthens. In order to successfully detect these pulses, the width 
must be compressed by means of pulse shaping networks at the 
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FIG. 27-11. Response of hypothetical cable to a unit impulse. 
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receiving end. Pulse shaping networks, also known as equalizers, 
not only must compensate for the length of the cable over which the 
pulse has traveled, but also must take into account the effects of 
temperature variations on cable constants. 

Crosstalk 

Crosstalk is an important limitation in the design of digital trans
mission systems for use over paired cables [ 4]. Chapter 11 dis
cusses the characteristics of crosstalk in cable pairs. For systems 
with the two directions of transmission in the same cable sheath, 
near-end crosstalk (NEXT) is the major interference, and for sys
tems where the two directions of transmission are isolated, far-end 
crosstalk (FEXT) is dominant. Other crosstalk paths can be con
trolled by frogging, repeater spacing, and other engineering rules. 

Because regenerative repeaters are used in digital systems, cross
talk does not accumulate from one repeater section to the next. 
Averaging techniques for analog systems, discussed in Chap. 11, can
not be used in the design of digital systems. For example, as shown 
in Fig. 27-3, a single repeater section with a slightly lower than 
average S/N ratio will degrade the performance of the entire chain 
of repeater sections. Therefore, careful studies must be made of the 
distributions of crosstalk coupling loss. 

The distribution of the pair-to-pair equal level coupling loss 
(ELCL) has been found to be log normal. Because excessively low 
ELCL will cause the cable to be rejected at the factory, the dis
tribution will be truncated at the low loss end. A representative 
distribution of pair-to-pair ELCL for pulp cable measured at 3 MHz 
is shown in Fig. 27-12. Crosstalk coupling loss at frequencies other 
than 3 MHz can be inferred from the relation that crosstalk increases 
with frequency at 6 dB per octave for FEXT and 4.5 dB per octave 
for NEXT. 

In a multipair cable, a given pair will receive crosstalk inter
ference from many other energize~ pairs. The techniques used by 
Wilkinson [5] can be used to obtain the distribution of ELCL as 
the power sum of many interferers. The resulting distribution is 
again log normal. Figure 27-13 illustrates the distributions of NEXT 
and FEXT when 49 pairs of a 50-pair cable unit crosstalk into one 
pair. It should be noted that ELCL is not signal-to-interference ratio. 
Because of the effect of signal levels, NEXT is far worse than FEXT. 

Figure 27-14 illustrates the relationship between crosstalk coupling 
loss and the number of interferers. Because of random addition, ELCL 
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FIG. 27-12. Pair-to-pair ELCL at 3 MHz for 1000 ft of 50-pair unit, 22-gauge 
pulp cable. 

decreases about 3 dB when the number of interferers doubles. The 
minimum FEXT shown represents the 99.9 per cent limit of the 
distribution and does not reflect the truncation of the original pair
to-pair ELCL distribution. The variation of FEXT with cable length 
is shown in Fig. 27-15. It verifies the assumption of random phase 
coupling along the length of FEXT exposure, which produces an 
interference that varies as the square root of the length of exposure. 

Because crosstalk depends on the statistical nature of the manu
facturing process, it is essential that extensive pair-to-pair coupling 
loss measurements be made on new designs of paired cable so that 
statistical distributions can be established for engineering digital 
transmission systems. 
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Echo Interference 

38 

While crosstalk causes interference from one cable pair to an
other, echoes cause interference among pulses traveling in the same 
pair. It is a form of intersymbol interference. The periodic disc 
structure and manufacturing irregularities of coaxial cables have 
already been mentioned as sources of degradation for digital trans
mission. For paired cables, manufacturing techniques, field handling, 
cable structure, splices, and gas plugs all contribute to impedance 
discontinuities that give rise to echo interference. Two such causes 
of impedance discontinuities which affect repeater section design are 
gas plugs and splices. 

Gas Plugs. Because most high capacity transmission cables are 
pressurized to prevent moisture accumulation, gas plugs are usually 
found in paired cables at points where they enter central offices 
and at maintenance boundaries. A gas plug is an airtight seal, usually 
formed from epoxy resin forced into the cable sheath, that allows 
application of pressure between plugs. The electrical effect of such 
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a plug is to add a lumped capacitance to each of the pairs in the 
cable, creating a discontinuity in the characteristic impedance. The 
magnitude of the discontinuity is frequently large enough to reflect 
20 per cent of a transmitted pulse. Near gas plugs, repeater spacings 
are chosen short enough to accommodate the impairment. 

Splices. One indirect effect of cable splicing is the reduction of the 
standard deviations of such cable properties as attenuation and 
crosstalk. There is a good chance that . "bad" pairs in one length of 
cable will be spliced to "good" pairs in the next length, thus im
proving the worst pairs at the expense of impairing the best pairs. 
However, splices introduce impedance discontinuities and capacitance 
unbalance in the transmission paths and can thus enhance echoes and 
crosstalk. The enhancement depends upon the splicing procedure, 
and it is usually necessary to measure representative cables to char
acterize this effect. 

Impulse Noise 

Unlike thermal noise, impulse noise consists of extremely large 
amplitude peaks occurring in infrequent bursts against a relatively 
quiet background. In many practical situations, thermal noise is 
completely masked by the effects of impulse noise. The known sources 
of' impulse noise include natural phenomena such as lightning and 
man-made sources such as switching transients occurring in telephone 
central offices. For digital systems operating on paired cables, high 
impulse noise levels are expected wherever the cable leaves a central 
office. Hence, preventive action is taken by shortening repeater 
spacings near central offices, thereby increasing the signal to impulse 
noise ratio. 

The primary source of coupling of the impulse noise into the digital 
system is switched voice-frequency pairs that share a common cable 
sheath with the digital system. The coupling mechanism is pair-to
pair crosstalk coupling in the cable. Thus, many of the characteris
tics of central office impulse noise found in digital systems can be 
explained on the basis of the known properties of cable crosstalk. 
When necessary, dedicated cables or cable units are used for digital 
transmission near central offices, thereby eliminating much of the 
impulse noise. 

It has been found empirically that impulse noise distributions on 
cables leaving the central office can be described quite accurately by 
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cumulative distributions of the form [6] 

Pr( Ix I > x> = F(x) = (x~ar (27-10) 

where a and b depend on the particular office and the time of day. 
This equation may be used to calculate error rates where impulse 
noise is dominant. 

Telephone 
central office 

~:f.~lse [---1---------]~~q.ic;~ncy 
sources 

pairs 
---+ 

)NEXT )NEXT 

~--11----------_.::;--1 "l----J . .,., .,..~ 
____ _.I,. Distance from _J 

central office 

FIG. 27-16. Digital system entering and leaving a central office. 

Figure 27-16 shows a typical 
digital line layout in a cable leav
ing a central office. Figure 27-17 ;;;

:!!. 
shows qualitatively the manner in 1 
which the impulse noise power ·ii 

~ 
measured at the output of a re- 1ii 

Q.~ peater equalizer varies with dis-
tance from the central office. Noise -~ c 

coupled through near-end crosstalk ~ 
paths decreases with distance be- ! 
cause of its attenuation by the 
voice-frequency pairs over which 

Distance from central office it is propagated. Noise coupled 
through far-end crosstalk paths is 
also decreased by the voice-fre
quency pairs, but the crosstalk 

FIG. 27-17. Variation of impulse noise 
with distance from central 
office. 
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coupling coefficients themselves increase with length. Thus, there is 
a peak in the noise power at a certain distance. 

Signaling Rate and Repeater Spacing 

The effects of cable properties on digital systems may be sum
marized by obtaining the approximate repeater spacing limitations 
that they impose. A typical computed eye opening is shown in Fig. 
2.7-18 [7]. Actual cable measurements were used for echo inter
ference; computer simulations were used in determining intersymbol 
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FIG. 27-18. Computed eye-opening versus repeater spacing for a two
cable spatially-frogged operation on 22-gauge pulp cable 
with a three-level 6.3-megabaud signal. 
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interference; and repeater measurements and calculations were used 
in determining the equivalent noise bandwidth and noise figure of the 
repeater. The error rate was calculated from Eq. (27-1) using the 
gaussian interference power given by 

where 
a-T2 = mean square interference 
<rn2 =mean square thermal noise 
a-t2 = mean square far-end crosstalk interference 

(27-11) 

At 4100 feet, the system error rate objective is just satisfied. Impulse 
noise was not included in the calculations, and Fig. 27-18 refers 
to repeaters that are not adjacent to central offices. 

If the eye closure due to impairments other than noise is assumed 
roughly independent of the signaling rate of the system, the propa
gation and crosstalk characteristics of the paired cable can be used 
to extrapolate repeater spacing calculations for a three-level 6.3-
megabaud signal to systems operating at other signaling rates. 
Figure 27-19 shows approximate repeater spacing limits versus 
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signaling rate due to various types of crosstalk, thermal noise, and 
impulse noise. To obtain reasonable repeater spacings, complex 
cable layouts must be used as the signaling rate is increased. For ex
ample, at 1.5 megabauds, with adjacent unit separations of opposite 
directions of transmission, only adjacent unit NEXT is limiting 
and a repeater spacing of 6000 feet is possible [8]. At 6.3 mega
bauds, on the other hand, both NEXT and NE-NE-IXT present severe 
spacing limitations. To circumvent these problems, opposite direc
tions of transmission are placed in separate cables or in nonadjacent 
units of a large cable to remove NEXT paths, and spatial frogging 
is used to eliminate the NE-NE-IXT paths. Except in the vicinity 
of central offices, where impulse noise is severe, spacing is limited 
by a combination of FEXT and thermal noise. 

Figure 27-19 also suggests that signaling rates much greater than 
6 megabauds are not attractive on 22-gauge pulp-insulated cables. 
However, new cables are being developed that have more desirable 
attenuation and crosstalk properties. These may be used to increase 
repeater spacings with a given signaling rate or to allow higher 
signaling rates at repeater spacings similar to those used with pulp
insulated cables. Of course, at some signaling rate it is appropriate 
to abandon the paired cable approach in favor of coaxial cables [9]. 
For comparison, the repeater spacing curve for 0.375-inch coaxial 
cables is shown in Fig. 27-20, where only thermal noise contributes 
to signal interference. 

27.3 PULSE SHAPING 

After transmission through a length of cable, the high-frequency 
content of each pulse is severely attenuated and, as shown in Fig. 
27-11, the pulse is spread over many signaling intervals or time 
slots. A PCM train consisting of such pulses cannot be easily re
generated, and it is the function of the equalizer in the digital re
peater to compensate for the distortion introduced by the transmission 
medium and to shape the pulse into an acceptable form for regener
ation. Generally, due to noise and other circuit considerations, it is 
impractical to provide equalization which narrows the pulse to the 
extent that it is confined to one signaling interval. The shaped pulse 
will therefore still have some spillover into adjacent signaling inter
vals. In a given signaling interval in the composite pulse stream, 
the summed contribution of tails and precursors arising respectively 
from pulses in preceding and following signaling intervals is called 
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Fm. 27-20. Signaling rate versus repeater spacing. 

intersymbol interference. Equalization is designed so that the maxi
mum intersymbol interference is small enough to allow for regenera
tion with low error probability even when noise, timing jitter, and 
other system degradations are included. 

Theoretical Considerations 

Consider the generalized model of a single repeater section depicted 
in Fig. 27-21. A sequence of m-level data symbols, {a,.}, is trans
mitted as the pulse stream ! an8 ( t - nT) through a signal shaping 

n 

filter, a transmission medium, and a receiving filter. Generally, 
equalization refers to both the signal shaping filter and receiving 
filter. In practice, however, the transmitted signal shape is assumed 
to be fixed and equalization refers only to the receiving filter. In 
the repeater, the equalized pulse train is sampled by comparing the 
sampled value to a given set of thresholds and a decision is made 
by the regenerator as to which symbol in the set of m levels was 
transmitted at time t = nT. Degradations caused by intersymbol 
interference, noise, and timing jitter obscure the decision process so 
that the regenerated sequence, {bn}, differs from the transmitted 
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FIG. 27-21. Model of a single repeater section. 

sequence, {an}. The optimum design of a repeater link involves the 
appropriate choice of transmitting and receiving filters to minimize 
the error rate contributed by that link in the presence of system 
degradations. 

As an introduction, generalized channel shaping that results in 
zero intersymbol interference at the nominal sampling times is con
sidered. Subsequently, the influence of noise and timing jitter upon 
choice of shaping is discussed. 

Characteristics for Zero Intersymbol Interference. Consider the 
channel frequency characteristic given by R (/) = S (f) T (f) W (f) 
in Fig. 27 -21. The corresponding time response function, r ( t), is 
said to belong to the class of Nyquist I signals [10] if r(O) = ro 
and r(kT) = 0 for all integer k not equal to 0. Such a pulse shape 
results in a zero intersymbol interference contribution at the nominal 
sampling times. Hence, the amplitude value of the signal at the 
nominal sampling time in a given signaling interval is due entirely 
to the message symbol transmitted in that interval. 

To determine the generalized frequency characteristics corre
sponding to Nyquist I signal shapes [11] , consider the pulse, r ( t) , 
given by the inverse Fourier transform of R (f). 

ir( t) = [ co R (/) ei2Trftdf 
• - co 

(27-12) 
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At the sampling times, t = kT, Eq. (27-12) may be written as 
00 

~ f (2n+1)/2T 
r(kT) =rk= ~ R(f)ei2rrfkTdf 

(2n-1) /2T 
n= - oo 

(27-13) 

where the infinite frequency interval is divided into subintervals 
of width 1/T and where the last equation is obtained by substituting 
(u + n/T) for f. 

Note that rkT is the kth coefficient of an exponential Fourier 
series expansion of 

n= - oo 

in the interval J u J < l/2T. Hence, imposing the Nyquist I con
straint on rk yields the requirement in the frequency domain given as 

00 00 

2: R ( U + ; ) = T 2: rke-JZrrukT = roT (27-14) 
n=- oo n= - oo 

If A (/) and a:(/) are defined respectively to be the amplitude and 
phase of R (/), Eq. (27-14) may be written in the form 

00 

2: A (u + ; ) cos a: ( u + ; ) = roT 
n= - oo (27-15) 

00 

2: A ( u + ; ) sin a: ( u + ; ) = 0 
n= - oo 

Equation (27-15) clearly indicates that there are an infinite number 
of channel shapes, not necessarily bandlimited, which satisfy the Ny
quist I constraints and that there are possible trade-offs between 
amplitude and phase shaping. The following discussion is confined 
to a more familiar class of Nyquist I channel shapes where the phase, 
a:, is linear with frequency and where the band is limited to the 
interval J f I :=::; 1/T. Under these restrictions, the Nyquist equations 
reduce to 

(27-16) 
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FIG. 27-22. Minimum bandwidth Nyquist I 
channel. 

nel which satisfies the Nyquist I 
constraint of Eq. (27-16) is the 
flat channel extending across the 
interval I f I < 1/2T [Fig. 27-
22 (a)]. The corresponding time 
response given by 

• 'TT' t 
smT 

a(t) = ro--
'TT' t 
T 

is shown in Fig. 27-22 (b). As 
expected, the time function has 
zeros at the desired time points. 
However, the strong ripples in 
the time response result in an 
eye pattern with zero width. 
Since some deviation from the 
ideal sampling time must be ex

pected, wider bandwidth channels are required for useful digital 
transmission. 

One particular class -0f useful channel shapes that satisfies the 
Nyquist I requirements is the family of cosine roll-off channels given 
by 

R(f) = roT o < It I < (1 - b) 2~ 

roT [ . ( T 'TT' )] R (f) = -2 1 - sm 2b 21T I f I - 2.b <1 - b) 2~ <It I 
1 

:'.S (1 + b) 2T 

R(f) = 0 (1 + b) 2~ < If I 

(27-17) 
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where b is chosen between 0 and 1. The frequency spectra corre
sponding to various values of bare shown in Fig. 27-23(a) and the 
corresponding time responses in Fig. 27-23 (b). 

From the signal shapes shown in Fig. 27 -23, it may be seen that 
as b increases (wider bandwidth channel), the ripples in the time 
response decrease. The worst-case eye diagrams corresponding to 
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FIG. 27-23. Cosine roll-off Nyquist I channel. 
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these channel shapes are shown in Fig. 27-23(c). The eyes become 
wider as the channel bandwidth is increased and thus allow for 
greater tolerance to sampling jitter. 

The preceding discussion has shown the advantages of wider band 
channel shaping to limit the increasing intersymbol interference 
with sampling offset. Wider channel bandwidths, however, require 
that the equalizer gain be large at high frequencies to compensate 
for the increase of cable loss with frequency. This leads to an in
crease in the noise detected at the input to the sampler, and thus 
degrades the system error performance. The curves of Fig. 27 -24 
illustrate this point for the family of cosine roll-off channels. For a 
constant peak received equalized pulse, the increase in noise relative 
to the fiat channel shape is plotted as a function of b. Note that the 
detected noise relative to the fiat channel at first decreases as b 
increases. This is because less gain is required at frequencies just 
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FIG. 27-24. Noise in cosine roll-off channel relative to flat channel. 
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below the frequency 1/2T as the channel shape begins to deviate 
from the fiat shape. The result is a corresponding decrease in noise, 
which overcomes the noise increase due to the wider bandwidth. 
Eventually, however, a point is reached where the noise begins to 
increase rapidly with increases in b. The region of rapid noise in
crease with bandwidth is generally the operating region of digital 
systems. The choice of channel bandwidth in this region represents 
a compromise between noise considerations requiring smaller chan
nel bandwidths and jitter considerations requiring wider channel 
bandwidths. 

Analytical Methods for Optimization. Nyquist I signal shaping is 
not necessarily optimum when noise performance, timing jitter, 
average and peak signal energy constraints, and other system factors 
are considered. The more general problem, taking the above system 
factors into account, is to design the jointly optimum transmitting 
and receiving filters whose resulting channel shape leads to minimum 
error probability in the regenerator decision process. Analytical 
solutions have been found for certain situations [12, 13, 14, 15]. The 
resulting optimum channel shape is generally not Nyquist I, but the 
deviation from Nyquist I is not great for cases of interest. 

Practical Considerations 

These analytical methods for the optimization of equalizers have 
various shortcomings in practical design situations. One is that the 
equalizer amplitude and phase characteristics derived by analytical 
methods must be approximated by the transfer function of a phys
ical network of limited complexity. When the equalizer is thus 
approximated, there is no assurance that the limited degrees of 
freedom available in the physical network are fully utilized. Another 
shortcoming is that analytical methods of optimization become in
tractable when practical impairments are taken into consideration. 
For example, normal variations in repeater spacing and cable tem
perature lead to significant pulse shape degradations which require 
compensation. Since only certain of the equalizer singularities can 
be varied to change the equalizer shape, only partial compensation is 
achieved. A compromise equalizer design over the given length and 
temperature range does not lend itself to analytical methods. 

An approach is needed that results in a physically realizable equal
izer network that achieves minimum error probability under practical 
situations. One such approach makes use of computers to take into 
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account (1) the unequalized pulse shape at various cable lengths 
and temperatures, (2) noise and crosstalk, (3) vertical eye degrada
tion of the regenerator, and (4) sampling offset and jitter of the 
timing circuit [16]. By use of an optimization strategy [17], the 
equalizer parameters are adjusted until the error probability based 
on the computed equalized pulse response is minimized. 

Equalizer Example. Equalization of the three-level 6.3-megabaud 
signal over 6000 feet of PIC cable is accomplished by applying the 
received pulse through a fixed section and then an adaptive section 
of an equalizer, as shown in Fig. 27-25. T'he fixed section of the 
equalizer consists of two or three cascaded constant resistance 
bridged-T networks. The purpose of the fixed section is to provide 
gross compensation of the cable characteristic. 

Transmission 
line 

Preamplifier 
Fixed 

equalizer 
section 

Adaptive 
equalizer 

section 

I 
I 
I 
L 

Regenerator 

Control 

FIG. 27-25. Block diagram of T2 repeatered line equalization. 

The adaptive section, shown in Fig. 27 -26, has a transfer function 
characterized by the positions of two real poles plus ga.in. The 
variable resistors adjust the output pulse peak to a constant refer
ence. The adaptive section is meant to compensate for cable tempera
ture variations and for variations in cable length in a given range. 
Such variations translate into level changes in the received pulse 
peak. The adaptive equalizer is designed to insert a frequency-shaped 
loss, corresponding to an effective addition or subtraction of an appro
priate cable length, which keeps the overall channel characteristics 
approximately constant over the total range of variation. In effect, 
the adaptive section builds out the channel characteristics; thus it 
is also called the automatic line build-out (ALEO). Since the ALEO 
adjustment is peak dependent, any changes in the received pulse 
level due to effects other than cable variations (such as fiat gain 
variations) can cause misequalization of the received pulse. 
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FIG. 27-26. Schematic diagram of an adaptive equalizer. 
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Low-frequency cutoffs arise from transformer or capacitor coupling 
used in the repeater. This a-c coupling is desirable for a number of 
reasons; e.g., it permits the repeater to be powered by direct current 
carried on the signal leads, and it isolates the repeater from low
frequency noise on the line. The effect of a single low-frequency 
cutoff on an isolated rectangular pulse is baseline wander. 

One technique for dealing with this is to restrict allowable pulse 
patterns by use of coding or scrambling. Another technique is to use 
quantized feedback together with d-c restoration [18, 19]. Quantized 
feedback is an arrangement whereby the low-frequency components 
removed from the signal by the coupling networks are replaced by 
the low-frequency components in the regenerator output. Its use 
is illustrated in Fig. 27 -27. Compensation for a single pulse is 
indicated where the low-frequency cutoff is characterized by a single 
pole. The coupling network and quantized feedback network re
sponses are matched so that C ( s) + Q ( s) = 1, and the pulse tail is 
therefore canceled. Clearly, to maintain matched conditions requires 
precise control of both the regenerator output pulse area and the 
gain and pole position of the quantized feedback filter, Q (s). Also, 
repeater errors can cause improper feedback leading to error en
hancement. To aid the operation of quantized feedback, d-c restora
tion can be employed to establish the baseline at times when the d-c 
level is known, e.g., when a known symbol is inserted periodically. 
The baseline can then be set at the known symbol to bring the direct 
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Fm. 27-27. Quantized feedback. 
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current to the correct level. With this arrangement, quantized feed
back serves to correct for baseline variations within the symbol block 
and the d-c restoration serves to correct for the residual long-term 
baseline wander. 

27.4 TIMING 

After equalization, the pulse train in the repeater is in a form 
suitable for regeneration. The timing circuits in the repeater control 
the regeneration process by providing a clock signal to ( 1) sample 
the equalized pulse train near the center of the eye, (2) maintain 
proper pulse spacing at the regenerator output, and (3) assure cor
rect pulse width. 

Timing is extracted from the pulse train after equalization and 
amplification. It is important to note that in general no discrete sig
naling rate component is present in the spectrum of the transmitted 
signal. This requires that timing information be extracted from the 
equalized pulse train by nonlinear means. 

A generalized block diagram of the repeater timing path is shown 
in Fig. 27-28. The equalized pulse train first undergoes nonlinear 
processing (rectification and clipping) which introduces a discrete 
component at the signaling rate. The timing extractor, which is a 
high Q circuit tuned to the timing frequency, extracts the desired 
sinusoidal component. The timing component is then amplified and 
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FIG. 27-28. Repeater timing path model. 

limited to produce an approximate square wave at the signaling rate. 
The resulting signal controls a clock-pulse generator which yields 
narrow positive and negative clock pulses at the zero crossings of the 
square wave. A phase shifter in the timing path adjusts the phase of 
the timing pulse so that it occurs at the maximum eye opening. The 
clock signal obtained in this fashion is termed forward acting timing 
and the digital repeater is said to be self-timed [ 4]. 

The narrow clock pulses generated at the positive-going zero cross
ings of the timing wave are used to gate the incoming equalized pulse 
train to the regenerator. Similarly, the clock pulses generated at the 
negative-going zero crossings are used to turn off the regenerator, 
thus controlling the width of the regenerated pulses. This action, 
known as complete timing with pulse width control, is depicted in 
Fig. 27-29. 

Sources of Timing Jitter 

The random phase modulation, or timing jitter, introduced at each 
repeater can be shown to accumulate in a repeater chain and may 
lead to crosstalk and distortion in the reconstructed analog signal. 
The sources of timing jitter may be classified as systematic or non
systematic according to whether or not they are related to pulse 
pattern. Systematic jitter sources yield effects which degrade the 
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FIG. 27-29. Timing methods. 

pulse train in the same way at all 
repeaters in a repeater chain. Ex
amples of such sources include 
intersymbol interference, finite 
pulse width, and clock threshold 
offsets [20]. Nonsystematic jitter 
sources such as mistuning and 
crosstalk result from timing degra
dations which are random from 
repeater to repeater. Thermal and 
impulse noise are not serious con
tributors to timing jitter because, 
if the total noise is small enough to 
permit a low regenerator error 
rate, the narrowband timing wave 
extractor will be affected even less 
[21]. In a long repeater chain the 
total accumulated jitter is domi
nated by components produced by 
systematic sources. 

Finite Pulse Width and Pattern Effects. When the pulses ex
citing the high Q tuned circuit of Fig. 27 -28 are not impulses 
or 50 per cent duty cycle pulses, the zero crossings at the output 
of the tuned circuit are perturbed from their nominal positions 
[22]. This is because the pulses driving the tuned circuit are not 
zero at the points when the timing wave goos through zero. These 
deviations depend on the pulse pattern and result in amplitude-to
phase conversion. 

Intersymbol Interference. Imperfect equalization due to tempera
ture and other systematic cable and repeater variations can affect the 
equalized pulse shape in the same way in a large number of repeaters. 
The result is that the position of the pulse peak in a given time slot 
depends upon the surrounding pulse pattern. The shift in peak 
results in phase variations in the output of the tuned circuit. 

Clock Threshold Offsets. In the timing path shown in Fig. 27-28, 
clock pulses are generated at the zero crossings of the limiter output 
signal. If the threshold for generating the clock pulses is not exactly 
at zero, then the phase of the clock signal depends on the timing wave 
amplitude since the slope at the zero crossing is proportional to that 
amplitude. This is another pulse pattern dependent effect. 
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Mistuning. Both static and dynamic timing deviations can result 
from mistuning of the timing extractor. Static phase shift, ii<{Jo, is 
directly proportional to Q and to fractional mistuning, t::.fo/fo 
[23]. Thus, 

t::.f 0 
tan ii<{lo = 2Q To (27-18) 

Mistuning also causes dynamic phase fluctuation due to the random
ness of the incoming pulse train. The rms value of this jitter is 
proportional to the product of the square root of Q and the fractional 
mistuning [24]. It is closely related to the pulse density of the signal 
and decreases substantially as the pulse density increases. 

If the assumption is made that all timing tanks are mistuned in 
the same direction, it can be shown that the systematic propagation 
of jitter in a long repeater chain is limited to approximately twice 
the jitter arising in a single repeater. 

Crosstalk. Signal crosstalk from other digital systems can intro
duce phase shift in the repeater timing wave. This phase shift is 
generally nonsystematic because of the differences in crosstalk coup
ling from repeater to repeater. 

Timing Jitter Accumulation 

Timing jitter accumulation in a chain of digital repeaters is caused 
primarily by systematic sources related to the pulse pattern. Several 
sources contribute significantly. As a result, a simple model is more 
useful than a more complex, precise model which considers each 
jitter source separately. The model [25] for jitter accumulation em
ployed in this approximate analysis is shown in Fig. 27 -30. The digital 
signal is not represented since it acts only as a carrier for the timing 
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wave. Delays between repeaters are eliminated since they do not 
affect the manner of jitter accumulation. A number of assumptions 
have been made to make the model tractable. These are: 

1. The same jitter is injected at each repeater. This assumption 
is based on the fact that the same pulse pattern appears at 
each repeater. 

2. All significant jitter sources at the input of each timing ex
tractor can be represented by a step source for transitions 
between two fixed patterns and by a white noise source for 
random patterns. 

3. Jitter adds coherently from repeater to repeater since the same 
pulse pattern appears at each repeater. 

4. The timing extractor in each repeater is a single-tuned circuit 
tuned to the pulse repetition frequency, f o. 

5. For phase modulation, the tuned circuit can be represented 
as a low-pass filter with a single pole corresponding to the 
half-bandwidth of the tuned circuit. 

Jitter Analysis. The consequence of the low-pass nature of the 
the tuned circuit to phase modulation is that low-frequency jitter 
is unchanged by the timing filter, while higher frequency jitter is 
attenuated and shifted in phase. The jitter at the end of a chain 
of N repeaters will be the sum of the jitter introduced by the last 
repeater and operated on by one tuned circuit, the jitter introduced 
by the next to last repeater and operated on by two tuned circuits 
in cascade, and so on, back to the first repeater. Since the jitter 
waveforms introduced in each repeater are identical, the accumulated 
jitter is 

(27-19) 

where E>(s) is the transform of the equivalent jitter source in each 
repeater. 

The right side of Eq. (27-19) is the sum of a geometric series 
and is given by 

(27-20) 
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Neglecting short-time (high-frequency) phenomena, 

s 

(7Zo) << 1 

0N ( s) may, for large N, be approximated by 

[-Ns] 
0N(s) = 0(s) 7{; 1- exp (1T~o) (27-21) 

For a transition from fixed pulse pattern i to another fixed pulse 
pattern j at t = 0, with associated steady state phase shifts 0; and 
Oi, respectively, the injected jitter source 0 (s) corresponds to the 
transform of a step of height (Ji -

0;. Hence, from Eq. (27-21), the 
phase transition is linear as shown 
in Fig. 27 -31. Note that the phase 
variation is directly proportional to 
the number of repeaters, but the 
phase transition slope (instantane
ous frequency deviation) is inde
pendent of the number of repeaters 
and approximately equal to 
( 1Tfo./Q) ( Oi - 01). The worst-case 
jitter for both phase and frequency 
deviations is characterized by the 
maximum value of (Oi - 01) for all 
possible pairs of repetitive pat
terns. This value can therefore be 

No, 

N / 1Tfo 
Q 

FIG. 27-31. Jitter at end of N re-
peaters due to transition 
from pattern i to pattern 
j. 

used as a figure of merit for the regenerator. The smaller this value, 
the less will be the maximum phase excursion for a given length 
repeater chain and the less will be the frequency deviation. 

A typical photograph of transitions between two fixed patterns 
obtained from measurements on a chain of repeaters is shown in 
Fig. 27 -32. The photograph agrees quite well with the curve of Fig. 
27-31. The linear increase of phase shift with the number of re
peaters was also demonstrated by measurements. 

Analogous to Eq. (27-20) for the case of random pulse pattern, 
the jitter power density at the end of a chain of N repeaters is 
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Time-

FIG. 27-32. Photograph of phase shift of timing signal due to a transition from 
1/8 pattern (top) to an 8/8 pattern (bottom), with 84 repeaters; 
lo = 1.544 MHz and Q """' 100. 

given by 

(27-22) 

where <I> is a constant equal to the value of the flat power spectral 
density (two-sided) of the jitter source in each repeater. The jitter 
spectrum is plotted in Fig. 27-33 for a range of values of N. At very 
low frequencies, the jitter spectrum is flat and the power density is 
proportional to the square of N. For higher frequencies, the spec
trum falls off as the inverse square of frequency. As a result of 
the spectral shaping, the bulk of the jitter energy for large N is at 
low frequency. 

The mean-square value of jitter, <PN, can be found by integrating 
Eq. (27-22) over all frequencies. The result of the integration can 
be shown to be 

(i>N = <I> ~o P (N) (27-23) 

where P (N) is given by the expression 

1"° 1 I ( 1 )N 12 
P(N) = - "° (2nf)2 I 1 - l+j27T/ ' df 

{ 1/2 (2N - 1) ! } 
= N-4(N-o[(N-1)!]2 (27-24) 
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FIG. 27-33. Jitter spectrum due to a random pattern (computed from the model). 

For large N, P(N) """'N so that in a long repeater chain the accumu
lated mean-square value of the timing jitter is given by the approxi
mate expression 

(27-25) 

Therefore, the mean-square value of jitter in a long chain increases 
with N, and the rms value of jitter increases with the square root 
of N. Also, the jitter is proportional to the timing filter bandwidth. 
This confirms that high Q tuned circuits in the repeaters will reduce 
jitter. 

Timing Extractor. Important considerations in the design of a 
timing extractor are (1) mistuning, (2) jitter, and (3) simplicity 
and low cost. The simplest circuit for timing extraction is the single
tuned LC circuit. At the output of the timing extractor shown in 
Fig. 27-28, the signal is a sinusoid at the pulse repetition frequency. 
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The Q of the tuned circuit must be large enough to provide adequate 
suppression to timing jitter and small enough to meet the stability re
quirements. One serious disadvantage: of the tuned circuit, the 
amplitude variation with changing pulse pattern, can be overcome 
by the use of a phase-locked oscillator which provides constant 
voltage output under all pattern conditions. 

Effects of Jitter. The ultimate reconstruction of the transmitted 
message signal in the digital receiving terminal is accomplished by 
converting the PCM code words to PAM pulses and then inter
polating with a low-pass filter. The PAM pulses are representations 
of periodic samples of the original signal. At the transmitter, the 
time interval between PAM samples is determined by the frequency 
of the transmitted clock. The clock at the receiver is slaved to 
the frequency of the incoming digital signal. Due to the accumu
lation of timing jitter along the digital line, the instantaneous re
ceived frequency may differ appreciably from the transmitted fre
quency. Thus, since the pulse position of the PAM pulses at the 
receiver is controlled by the receiver clock, the sample positions will 
vary about a nominal spacing and give rise to a PAM pulse sequence 
with undesired pulse position modulation. This can lead to crosstalk 
and distortion in the recovered analog signal as shown by the follow
ing simplified analysis. 

Consider an analog signal v ( t) which at the receiver is repre· 
sented by the phase-modulated train of PAM impulse samples defined 
by 

00 

y(t) = L. Vn8(t - nT - En) (27-26) 
n= - oo 

where T is the nominal spacing between samples and En is the time 
deviation of the nth sample from its nominal time. The PAM pulse 
amplitudes are given by the sequence { Vn}· The spectrum of this 
impulse train is determined by taking the Fourier transform of 
Eq. (27-26) term by term yielding the expression 

00 

Y(f) = L. - j21TfnT - j27r/< 
Vne e n (27-27) 

tt= - 00 
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When the maximum jitter amplitude is small relative to the recipro
cal of the highest frequency of interest at the filter output, the 

-j27r/f 
approximation e n = 1 - j27Tf En is valid. If the interpolating 
filter has transmission, T (f) = 0 for I f I > l/2T, the spectrum at 
the system output is Y (f) · T (f) = G (f). Under these conditions 
G (f) reduces to approximately 

G(f) = T(f) [ V(f) - j211f l~ V(x) E(f - x) dx J (27-28) 

where E (f) is the spectrum of the jitter. This yields the original 
signal spectrum V (f) plus a differentiated bandlimited convolution 
of the signal and jitter spectra. The latter gives rise to noise and 
distortion. 

A more complete analysis of the effects of jitter would consider 
the finite width of the pulses in the PAM train and the spectral 
density and correlation function of the jitter. Based on this analysis, 
terminal requirements on timing jitter may be derived. An ex
ample of terminal requirements for a PCM system transmitting 
coded mastergroups is shown in Fig. 27 -34. The curve reflects the 
consideration of message channel distortion and crosstalk. High
frequency jitter ( > 4 kHz) must be kept small since it causes inter-
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FIG. 27-34. Jitter requirement for mastergroup terminal. 
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channel crosstalk whereas low-frequency jitter causes only distortion 
within a channel. 

Control of Jitter Accumulation. For a given timing path design, 
the jitter accumulated through a chain of N repeaters is given by 
Eq. (27-23). This jitter is reduced by elastic stores in conjunction 
with high Q phase-locked loops which may be inserted for this 
purpose. 

27.5 LINE CODING 

For transmission over a digital repeatered line, the binary in
formation generated within a terminal must be coded into a sequence 
of symbols. Conceptually, the simplest transmission code is unipolar. 
In this format, the binary l's and O's are coded for transmission 
as presence and absence of pulses, respectively. If the pulses are 
independent, the power spectral density of the unipolar pulse train 
is [24] 

00 

P(f) =IG(f) 1 2 [p(l-;;p) + ~:l:a(r- ;)] (27-29) 
n=- oo 

where G (f) is the Fourier transform of the pulse shape; p is the 
probability of a pulse; and l/T is the signaling rate. This spectrum 
is plotted in Fig. 27-35 for a rectangular pulse. 
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FIG. 27-35. Continuous and line spectral density components for binary on-off 
signaling. 
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There are three significant practical problems associated with this 
unipolar code. First, transmission of long sequences of O's results 
in a reduction of the discrete timing component, which in turn yields 
poor jitter performance. Second, since the unipolar spectrum con
tains significant energy at low frequencies, the pulse stream is sub
ject to d-c wander when a-c coupling is used. Third, in-service per
formance monitoring of the line error rate is impossible unless source 
statistics are known. 

These three problems can be overcome by introducing redundancy 
into the coding process. Two possible techniques for introducing 
redundancy are (1) the transmitted signaling rate can be made 
greater than the input binary rate, and (2) selected forms of multi
level signals can be transmitted over the line while keeping the sig
naling rate equal to the input binary rate. 

Bipolar Coding 

Bipolar coding is a form of ternary coding where the signaling 
rate is equal to the input binary rate [28]. * Binary O's are 
coded as absence of pulses; binary l's, however, are alternately 
coded as positive and negative pulses with the alternation taking place 
at every occurrence of a 1. The block diagram of a circuit for per
forming the coding is shown in Fig. 27 -36, along with an example. 

Counter 
(mod 2) 

(a) Unipolar to bipolar converter 

(b) Example of bipolar coding 

FIG. 27-36. Bipolar coding. 

c 
Unipolar 

Bipolar 

*Strictly speaking, the binary information rate is slightly less than the signal
ing rate in order to meet the pulse density requirements for timing recovery. 
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The power spectrum of a bipolar sequence with unequal magnitudes 
of positive and negative pulses contains both discrete and continu
ous components. For balanced positive and negative pulses, how
ever, the discrete spectrum vanishes and the continuous portion re
duces to 

2p(l - p) 2 1 - cos 27r/T 
P(/) = T I G(/) I 1 - 2(2p - 1) cos 27r/T + (2p -1) 2 

(27-30) 

where G (/) is the Fourier transform of the positive pulse, and p is 
the probability of a 1 in the original binary sequence. Part of the 
spectrum is plotted in Fig. 27-37, normalized to G (/) = 1. There are 
nulls in the spectrum at zero frequency and at integer multiples of the 
signaling rate because successive pulses, independent of intervening 
spaces, alternate in sign. The reduction of low-frequency energy 
eases the d-c wander problem. 

The pulse alternation property also provides a means of accom
plishing in-service performance monitoring. Any isolated error, 
whether it deletes a pulse or creates a pulse, will cause a violation 
of this property. 
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FIG. 27-37. Power spectra of bipolar coding. 
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In bipolar coding, however, all discrete components which could 
have been used for timing have been suppressed. Rectification of a 
bipolar train produces a unipolar train which has a discrete fre
quency at the signaling rate. The energy for this frequency comes 
from cross-modulation of frequencies located symmetrically about 
half the signaling rate where the original spectrum has the greatest 
energy. While bipolar coding solves the d-c and performance moni
toring problems, it does not solve the timing problem occasioned by 
a long string of O's. This problem can be minimized by restricting the 
terminals to produce a signal which contains a minimum density 
of l's. 

Another solution to the pattern density problem is to substitute 
a sequence of symbols having a special characteristic in place of 
a long string of O's. Such codes are called bipolar with N zeros 
substitution (BNZS) codes. 

A fundamental requirement for the substituted word is that it 
have an easily identified characteristic. In a bipolar stream, one 
such characteristic is a violation of the sign alternation property. 
Furthermore, the substituted words should be d-c balanced, and they 
should avoid confusion of the receiver by bipolar violations arising 
from randomly occurring line errors. 

A B6ZS code which embodies the preceding considerations sub
stitutes either o+-0-+ or 0-+0+- for blocks of six consecutive 
zeros, depending on the polarity of the last pulse transmitted [27] ; 
if the last pulse is a +, then o+-O-+ is used. An example of 
B6ZS coding is shown in Fig. 27 -38. 

JL -- n ..... ----~--nJl...,....Jl _n_ 
Unipolar signal 

Substituted word Substituted word Substituted word 

Converted B6ZS signal 

FIG. 27-38. Conversion of a unipolar signal to B6ZS. 

Part of the power spectrum is plotted in Fig. 27-39 normalized to 
G (f) = 1. There are many other generalizations of bipolar codings. 
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Most of these have power spectra that achieve low energy at frequen
cies other than zero or the signaling rate. The usefulness of such 
spectrum shaping is limited however. 

Paired Selected Ternary Coding 

So far, coding plans in which one binary symbol at a time is 
translated into a ternary symbol have been considered. By trans
lating in blocks of two or more binary symbols at a time, the three 
practical problems of d-c wander, timing, and performance monitor
ing can be solved. The binary sequence to be transmitted is framed 
into pairs and translated into a ternary format according to the 
coding table given in Fig. 27 -40 (a). Two modes are employed, and 
the mode is changed after each occurrence of a zero-one or a one-zero 
binary pair. This is known as paired selected ternary (PST) coding 
[28]. An example of PST coding is given in Fig. 27-40 (b). With this 
code, d-c wander is controlled by the alternating mode which is 
equivalent to the alternating polarity of bipolar coding. Pairs of 
O's in the binary sequence are translated into pulses so that timing 
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(a) PST translation table 
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FIG. 27-40. PST coding. 
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information is assured. Finally, the properties of the PST sequence, 
of which mode alternation is one, provide the error monitoring 
capability. 

The comparison of the power spectra of PST, bipolar, and B6ZS 
coding is shown in Fig. 27-41. More power is transmitted with PST 
coding than with B6ZS at almost all frequencies. This additional 
power, while desirable for timing purposes, accentuates crosstalk 
problems in paired cables. 

Framing of the received PST sequence is essential in order to 
correctly recover the original binary sequence. Statistical framing 
can be used because the occurrence of any unused ternary pairs 
( ++, --, and 00) indicates an out-of-frame condition. 

However, if the original binary sequence contains only l's or only 
O's, an alternating sequence of +-+- ... is transmitted; there
fore, the out-of-frame condition cannot be recognized. This problem 
is minimized by a modified PST code shown in Fig. 27-42. For this 
code, the binary sequence which may be decoded incorrectly due to 
lack of framing information has been changed to 101010 which is 
a sequence less likely to be transmitted than the all l's or all O's 
sequence. 
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All of the codes discussed so far have a signaling ·rate equal to 
the input binary rate. A ternary symbol has a theoretical informa
tion capacity of log2 3 = 1.585 bits. Consequently, the efficiency of 
these codes is only l/log2 3 = 0.63. Concepts employed in PST 
coding can be used for more efficient selected ternary codes. Block 
codes in which each N bit binary word is coded into a selected M 
digit ternary word where M < N have been designed with good d-c 
wander and timing performance [29]. 
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These concepts may also be generalized to the design of codes for 
other than three-level digital transmission. A balanced binary code 
has been developed for two-level transmission, which translates each 
input ternary symbol into selected binary words of length 2 [30]. 

Another Coding Approach 

To this point, the use of redundancy and block coding to minimize 
the dependence of the line performance on the statistics of the signal 
source has been discussed. Other approaches are possible. Consider
ing separately the three basic problems-repeater timing, d-c 
wander, and in-service performance monitoring-results in another 
coding approach. 

The repeater timing problem arises because the timing component 
in the input spectrum is subject to large variations as the signal 
statistics change. A burst of symbols of alternating sequence can 
be inserted into the information sequence at a periodic rate to pro
vide timing information. In each repeater, the timing burst can be 
identified by its specific characteristics and periodic occurrence. 
Hence, each repeater can derive timing from the burst rather than 
from the information sequence. 

The d-c wander problem arises because all possible signal sequences 
can be emitted from the terminal, thereby causing a large variation 
in the low-frequency energy. Pulse scramblers can be used to reduce 
the variation in the low-frequency energy of the transmitted signal 
so that line sequences that contain long strings of l's or O's rarely 
occur. If this can be achieved, quantized feedback and d-c restoration 
can be used to control the remaining d-c wander. If, instead of base
band transmission, frequency shift keying on radio or waveguide is 
used, d-c wander is not a problem. To provide in-service performance 
monitoring, a parity check bit can be added as part of the timing 
burst. 

Choice of Coding Method 

In addition to the three fundamental problems, there are other 
factors which must be considered when choosing a code for digital 
transmission. These factors include crosstalk and economics. 

Crosstalk. In paired cables, crosstalk not only reduces the signal
to-noise ratio at the input to the regenerator, it also reduces the 
signal-to-noise ratio at the timing extractor, thereby increasing the 
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timing jitter. As an example, B6ZS is preferable to PST in a cross
talk limited environment since it contains less energy than the PST 
signal. 

For crosstalk-induced jitter, a bipolar format is preferable to a 
unipolar format because with the former the energy for repeater 
timing is derived from frequency components near the half-signaling 
rate, while with the latter this energy comes from a discrete com
ponent at the signaling rate. 

With many existing paired cables, some of the pairs are in use 
for other types of transmission. Crosstalk coupled interference from 
the new to the existing systems can prevent the application of the 
new system to the remaining cable pairs. A choice of code format 
with low spectral energy in the frequency band of the existing sys
tems may be necessary. 

Economics. In the final analysis, the optimum code format for 
a digital transmission line is the one which provides suitable per
formance at minimum cost. The major economic considerations are 
those associated with code efficiency, repeater spacing, cable cost, 
and code translator cost. As an example, for short-haul applications, 
the higher efficiency attainable from coding that translates four 
binary symbols into three ternary symbols usually does not justify 
the additional code translator cost. This situation is reversed, how
ever, for long-haul applications. 

27.6 LINE MONITORING AND FAULT LOCATION 

Digital transmission lines can be continuously monitored in service 
so that a spare can be substituted immediately in the event of a 
failure. To facilitate repair, means are provided to isolate the 
failure to one repeater section. 

For the transmission codes discussed, violation of the coding se
quence is used by monitors to detect line errors. Monitors can be 
located along the digital transmission route at maintenance offices. 
The lines between such offices are called maintenance spans. The 
monitors remove all violations detected so that violations do not 
propagate beyond the maintenance span, hence the name violation 
monitor and removal (VMR) unit. Removal of a violation may either 
remove the error or create a second error since the codes only have 
error detection capability. Failures that result in complete loss of 
signal must also be detected. In this case, a substitute signal is 
generated by the VMR to prevent alarms in other spans. 
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After a failed line is removed from service, the fault must be 
further isolated. For the codes that are d-c balanced, an effective 
technique for fault location is to introduce intentional violations of 
the code format. Since the repeater operation depends on absence of 
direct current, the net effect of violations is to move the regenerator 
crosshair relative to the input eye and to create a d-c component 
at the regenerator output. The regenerator outputs of all repeaters 
at a given site are coupled to a tuned circuit whose resonant fre
quency is identified with that site. The outputs of tuned circuits at 
all sites along the maintenance span are coupled to the maintenance 
office through a common pair. When the violation density is varied 
at a slow rate, a low-frequency component will appear at the re
generator output. If this frequency corresponds to that of the tuned 
circuit, it will be detected at the maintenance office and will indicate 
that all repeater sections of the cable pair being tested up to this 
site are operative. The magnitude of the violation density (and hence 
the amount of direct current) that the repeater can tolerate and re
main operative is related to the distance from the crosshair to the 
eye edge and is a measure of the regenerator margin. 
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Chapter 28 

Syllabic Companding and TASI 

This chapter discusses the uses of two special techniques and their 
transmission effects on multichannel analog system design. The 
techniques covered are syllabic companding and time assignment 
speech interpolation ( T ASI) . 

Two characteristics of the speech signal allow the use of these 
techniques to enhance the capability of transmission systems. Basic
ally, the telephone speech signal has a wide volume range with a high 
peak factor and is intermittent in nature. Companding takes advan
tage of the wide volume range, and T ASI utilizes the intermittent 
characteristic of speech. 

28. l SYLLABIC COMPANDORS 

Syllabic compandors [1, 2, 3] are voice-operated electronic devices 
used to improve the telephone channel speech-to-noise ratio. The 
word compandor is coined from a contraction of compressor and 
expandor. A compressor is associated - with each channel in the 
transmitting terminal, and likewise a complementary expandor is 
associated with the receiving terminal. These devices are generally 
part of the voice-frequency channel portion of such systems as N
type carrier, where the use of inexpensive cable media is permitted 
by the S/N advantage realized by companding. In such applications, 
terminal costs are increased; however, this is justified by the low 
cost of the transmission line. 

A compandor provides noise advantage for speech transmission 
in several ways. The compressor raises the weaker speech signals 
and reduces the volume range before the signals are exposed to the 
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noise of the transmission system. Thus, in the transmitting medium, 
the speech-to-noise ratio has been improved. The compressor acts 
as an amplifier of the input speech signals, but the gain decreases 
as the speech volume increases. Typically, the output from the 
compressor varies 1 dB for every 2-dB change in input signal. The 
expandor performs the opposite function, inserting loss which in
creases with decreasing speech volumes. During a syllable, the gain 
of the compressor and the loss of the expandor are dependent upon 
the average power of the talker. During quiet periods, the loss of 
the expandor is constant and very high. Thus, noise during the latter 
period is heavily attenuated. This action provides the major part 
of the noise advantage realized by companding. 

The level diagram of Fig. 28-1 (a) shows the action of an N system 
compandor for sine-wave signals. The ideal input-output characteris
tics of the compressor and expandor which produce this level diagram 
are shown in Fig. 28-1 (b) and can be expressed as follows : 

power in ( dBmO) 
Compressor power out (dBm) = K +A 

(28-1) 

Expandor power out (dBmO) = K [power in (dBm)] - KA 

where Kand A depend upon the compandor design. The value of K, 
the compression ratio, is determined by the compressor characteristic, 
and KA/(K-l) is the crossover level of the compressor and expandor. 

The values of K and A should be as high as possible for maximum 
noise advantage. From practical considerations, however, the value 
of K is made 2 and KA is typically 5.0 dBm. The value of K is 
limited in practice because the loss variations in the medium between 
the compandor and expandor are multiplied by K. Using higher 
values of K would require increasingly tighter tolerances for the 
loss variations and for the relative frequency response across the 
voice-frequency band of the transmission facilities. In addition, keep
ing the matching or tracking error of the compressor and expandor 
characteristics to a small value over a wide input range becomes 
more difficult. The value of KA is restricted by the peak power that 
can be transmitted. 

In the absence of speech energy Fig. 28-1 (b) shows that noise 
signals of about -22 dBm or less at the expandor input will be 
attenuated by 28 dB. In the presence of speech energy, there is no 
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relative noise reduction since speech will control the action of the 
expandor. However, in this case the noise is generally masked by 
the speech and is much less annoying than in the absence of speech. 
The overall result is to permit a system to operate with considerably 
more noise, crosstalk, or interference up to the input to the expandor 
than could be otherwise tolerated. There is no noise advantage for 
data transmission, and the data signal energy level must be constant 
and continuous (like an FM or PM data set) to eliminate possible 
errors due to compandor transient action. 

Another important characteristic of syllabic compandors is the 
response to suddenly applied signals such as speech bursts and 
pulsed signaling tones. For example, a sudden increase in input 
signal will appear initially as a sudden increase in the output signal 
of the compressor, which will immediately start dropping toward its 
compressed value. The converse action takes place for a decrease in 
input signal. These actions have been called the "attack" and "re
covery" times and are under the control of the designer. If these 
times are too fast, the output signal will require wider bandwidths 
for faithful transmission. If the attack time is too slow, the duration 
of signal overload may be excessive. If the recovery time is too 
slow, noise between syllables could become objectionable. Recommen
dations of CCITT [ 4] specify attack time as equal to or less than 
5 milliseconds and recovery time as equal to or less than 22.5 miIIi
seconds. 

The compressor changes the amplitude distribution of the speech 
signal and, as a result, the effects of the compressed signal on the 
multichannel loading and on modulation noise must be considered. 
To understand the nature of these effects, consider the compandored 
system of Fig. 28-2. Let A and B be fixed level points before the 
application of compandors. The multichannel load, Ps, at point A 
can found from Eq. (9-22). 

Ps = Vo - 1.4 + 0.115<T2 + 10 log TL + 10 log N +Ac dBmO (9-22) 

After companding, Ps will be changed because the compressor changes 
the values of V(), <T, and Ac. Assume that the mean talker power, 
Vo - 1.4, is -16 dBmO and that <T is 5 dB. From Eq. (28-1) the 
mean talker power becomes -16/2 + 2.5 = -5.5 dBmO, an increase 
of 10.5 dB. The standard deviation, <T, is reduced by the factor of 
K = 2 or from 5 to 2.5 dB, and the 0.115<T2 term is reduced by 
2.2 dB. The value of Ac is a function of <T for constant TL and N 
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FIG. 28-2. System with compandors-block schematic. 

as indicated by Eq. (9-21), and values of ac are tabulated in Fig. 
28-3. For a 100 channel system, ac decreases by 2.2 dB. Thus, for 
this system, companding increases the multichannel load, P., by 
+10.5 - 2.2 - 2.2 = 6.1 dB. It is therefore usually necessary to 
lower the line level accordingly with a pad (labeled X on Fig. 28-2) 
to keep the same peak load. This reduces the companding advantage 
correspondingly since gain is required at the receiving end to restore 
the proper level. 

The thermal noise at point B is independent of the input signal 
and can be computed by methods developed in previous chapters. 

ac for Decrease in ac 
Number of <r = 2.5 for <r = 2.5 VS 5.0 
channels (dB) (dB) 

10 18.4 3.4 
20 16.9 2.9 
50 14.6 2.5 
100 13.0 2.2 
200 11.9 1.8 
500 11.0 1.2 
1000 10.4 1.0 

FIG. 28-3. The multichannel load factor for compressed voice signals. 
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Modulation noise at point B can be computed by using the new values 
of Vo and <r of the compressed load in Eq. (10-27). It will be found 
that the increase in modulation noise is usually greater than the 
increase in P s· 

The relationship between the noise at point B and at the expandor 
output must be considered. Figure 28-1 (b) indicates that the noise 
between syllables will not be expanded unless it exceeds -22 dBm 
at the expandor input. Below this power it will be attenuated by 
28 dB in passing through the expandor. Not all of this loss can be 
taken as an advantage, however, since the expandor action is not 
instantaneous, and because noise during syllables is not attenuated 
relative to the signal. Listening tests indicate that a 5-dB allowance 
should be made for these effects. Thus, the net compandor advantage 
for thermal noise in dB is 28 - 5 - x where x is the increase in Ps due 
to compression. The advantage for modulation noise in dB will be 
28 - 5 dB less the increase in modulation noise found above. 

28.2 TASI 

TASI, an abbreviation of time assignment speech interpolation, is 
a voice-operated switching and channel assignment system to inter
polate additional talkers onto communication facilities [5]. In the 
past, T ASI systems have usually been used with submarine cable 
voice channel facilities. New systems may operate with mixed 
satellite and cable voice channels. 

In a normal telephone conversation each subscriber speaks less 
than half of the time. The remainder of the time is composed of 
listening, gaps between words and syllables, and pauses. Measure
ments on working transatlantic circuits show that speech energy as 
detected by the T ASI speech detectors is present on the average for 
only about 40 per cent of the time the circuit is in a "busy" state 
at the switchboard. This is the T ASI activity factor and should not 
be confused with the speech activity factor used in modulation and 
load computations. Since long distance circuits use separate paths 
for the two directions of transmission, each one-way circuit is, on 
the average, free about 60 per cent of the time. T ASI takes ad
vantage of this free time by detecting the presence of a talker's 
speech and assigning him an unused channel. He will keep that 
channel until he is silent and his channel is needed for another 
talker. During low traffic periods the system does no switching and 
the talker may keep the same channel throughout a conversation. 
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During high traffic periods, however, successive speech spurts may be 
assigned and switched to different channels. The assignment and 
switching processes are made in milliseconds so that little of the 
initial syllable is lost. The increase in circuit capacity (TASI ad
vantage) is dependent upon the TASI activity factor, the allowable 
"freezeout" percentage (percentage of time that the number of active 
talkers exceeds the number of channels), and the number of channels 
available. For example, with T ASI B, 96 speech channels in the 
medium can serve 235 customers. 

The implementation of T ASI involves expenditures for switching 
and logic control equipment, but when compared with the cost of 
additional long cable or satellite facilities, the system may provide 
a substantial reduction in the per-circuit cost. The problems involved 
in recognizing speech energy, coordinating the connections at both 
ends, and controlling the system to make the subjective effects of 
freezeout negligible are complex. This requires what is essentially a 
special purpose computer for each terminal. 

So far as the design of the transmission system between T ASI 
terminals is concerned, the application of T ASI is merely an in
crease in the telephone load activity factor, TL, to a new value 

' NT 
TL =Ne TL 

where NT is the number of off-hook talkers and Ne is the number of 
· available channels. The factor TL' must be used to compute the 
modulation noise. There will be two effects on the multichannel load: 
the average value will increase, and Ac will decrease. To find the 
new value of Lie, curves such as shown in Fig. 9-4 may be generated 
using TL'. In a practical case, however, a simpler approximation is 
to compute the multichannel load for N r talkers. For example, with 
96 channels about 235 talkers can be served. Thus, the multichannel 
load for the 96 channels would be computed for NT = 235, TL = 0.25, 
with Vo and a- as measured with the given talkers. 
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Chapter 29 

Television and Visual Telephone Transmission 

The Bell System has in operation many thousands of route miles 
of wideband transmission circuits which serve the television broad
casting industry. The television signals transmitted over these cir
cuits are described in this chapter, and system objectives for the 
transmission circuit are discussed. In addition, a brief description 
of the visual telephone system now under development is included. 

29.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TELEVISION SIGNAL 

The television signal [1] contains information in electrical form, 
from which a picture can be recreated with fidelity. A still mono
chrome picture may be expressed as a variation in luminance over 
a two-dimensional field. In a moving picture, however, the luminance 
function also varies with time. The moving -- icture, therefore, is a 
luminance function of three independent variables. 

The electrical signal consists of a current or voltage amplitude 
which is a function of time. At any instant, the signal can represent 
the value of luminance at only one point in the picture. It is neces
sary, therefore, in the translation of a complete picture into an 
electrical signal, that the picture be scanned in a systematic manner. 
If the scanning pattern is sufficiently detailed and conducted rapidly, 
a satisfactory reproduction of picture detail and motion is obtained. 
The basic system consists of a series of scans in nearly horizontal 
lines from left to right, starting at the top of the image field. When 
the bottom of the field is reached, the process is started again from 
the top with alternate fields interlaced. This scanning process is 
illustrated in Fig. 29-1. 

685 
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FIG. 29-1. Television scanning process. 

For the successful decoding of the signal into a picture at the 
receiver, it is necessary to transmit a key to the scanning pattern. 
In the standard signal, this consists of frequent short-duration pulses 
(synchronizing or sync pulses), indicating characteristic points in 
the course of the scanning pattern such as the beginning of scanning 
lines and fields. This is coupled with the condition that the motion 
of the scanning spot between pulses is uniform with the time in the 
field of view. 

The synchronizing pulses must be distinguishable from the picture 
signal. This is accomplished by time and polarity separation. 
An illustration of a portion of the signal is shown in Fig. 29-2. 

The picture signal is interrupted during retrace time and replaced 
by a black signal known as a blanking pulse. Because of this, the 
return trace will not be visible in the picture. The line synchronizing 
pulses are superimposed on the blanking pulses and occupy the 
amplitude range from b to c. Since the picture signal extends from 
white at a to black at b, this region is "blacker than black," and the 
sync pulses do not register in the picture. 

The line pulses synchronize the individual horizontal scanning 
lines. Similarly, it is necessary to synchronize field (vertical) scans. 
This is done by a longer pulse in the same amplitude range, as shown 
in Fig. 29-3. Serrations in this pulse maintain horizontal line syn
chronization, and the horizontal and vertical sync pulses are identified 
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FIG. 29-2. Portion of a television signal showing line synchronizing pulses. 
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FIG. 29-3. Portion of television signal showing field synchronizing pulses. 

at the receiver by their greatly different durations. During the field 
retrace time, the picture is again blanked. 

Waveforms 

Figures 29-2 and 29-3 show portions of the normal waveforms for 
both line and field synchronizing pulses of the National Television 
Systems Committee (NTSC) 525-line television signal. The time 
interval from the start of one line to the start of the next, H, is 63.5 
microseconds (15.750-kHz line frequency). The picture is scanned 
vertically at a rate of 60 fields per second. Each complete frame con
sists of two interlaced fields giving the frame rate of 30 per second. 
For proper interlace, alternate fields start at the midpoint of a hori
zontal line. This is accomplished by using equalizing pulses at twice 
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the line rate during the vertical blanking interval. Of the 525 hori
zontal scanning lines per frame, only about 93 per cent are visible 
because of blanking during the vertical blanking interval. 

The most direct method available for measuring the amplitude 
and time relationships between the various components of a video 
signal is to observe the waveforms on an oscilloscope. The method 
of measurement and the specifications and adjustments of amplitude 
relationships were standardized by the IRE (now IEEE). The IRE 
standard scale is shown in Fig. 29-4. 

FIG. 29-4. Television signal amplitude relationships. 

Vertical Interval Test Signals 

The television signal received from the major television networks 
may also include test signals for use in measuring certain trans
mission characteristics. The vertical interval test signals (VITS) 
are inserted by the broadcaster in the vertical blanking interval on 
lines 18 and 19. These signals, patterned after full frame signals 
used for out-of-service testing, allow an approximate transmission 
evaluation without interfering with the picture seen by the viewer. 
Commonly introduced signals are shown in Fig. 29-5 and include: 

1. A multiburst signal (a burst of white and separate bursts of 
six sine wave frequencies) to permit frequency response meas
urement. 

2. A sine-squared pulse and bar signal to provide transient re
sponse information. 

3. A stairstep signal with a 3.58-MHz carrier burst superimposed 
on each step to provide differential gain and phase information. 

Additional test signals intended particularly for color transmission 
are under consideration. 
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FIG. 29-5. Vertical interval test signals. 
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The bandwidth occupied by a television signal is a function of the 
frame rate and the fineness of detail to be transmitted. Important 
components will appear as low as the 30-Hz frame scanning rate. It 
is necessary, therefore, to transmit frequencies almost down to zero 
to maintain good phase response at 30 Hz. Subjective viewing tests 
indicate that an upper frequency limit of about 4 MHz results in very 
little degradation; a greater bandwidth results in an improvement 
which analysis indicates would not be economically worthwhile. A 
reduction to a 3-MHz bandwidth, on the other hand, results in a 
noticeable degradation for monochrome transmission. For color, 
this bandwidth is unusable since the color carrier is at 3.58 MHz. 

It is instructive to compute the required bandwidth, making cer
tain simplifying assumptions. The standard television picture in the 
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United States uses a frame rate of 30 Hz with 525 lines per frame. 
The ratio of picture width to height (aspect ratio) is 4 :3. 

Vertical Resolution. Because of the loss of lines during blanking 
time between fields, the vertical resolution is reduced to about 93 per 
cent. Further loss of resolution is inherent in the scanning process. 
Since the scanning lines are discrete and of finite width, the relative 
position of the scanning lines and any horizontal lines in the scanned 
original will affect reproduction. For example, if the original con
sists of alternate black and white lines of the same width as the 
scanning lines and perfectly coincident with them, reproduction will 
be accurate. If these same scanned lines are centered on the boundary 
between scanning lines, however, they will produce a gray picture. 
Experimental study indicates that for typical pictures this effect 
decreases vertical resolution to about 70 per cent. The resulting 
number of vertical elements which can be resolved is then nv = 525 X 
0.7 x 0.93 = 342. 

Horizontal Resolution. Horizontal resolution is determined by the 
highest frequency component which can be resolved along a line. 
If the simplifying assumption is made that a simple sinusoid will 
generate a series of alternate black and white spots, it is easy to see 
that the finest detail which can be reproduced will be determined by 
the highest frequency sinusoid that can be transmitted (assuming 
that spot size is not the limiting factor, of course). Subjective tests 
indicate that satisfactory results are obtained if horizontal resolution 
is made approximately equal to vertical resolution. Thus, since the 
aspect ratio is 4 : 3, the desired number of horizontal picture elements 
per line scan would be nh = 4/3 X 342 = 456. 

Required Bandwidth. A sinusoid which would generate 456 alter
nate black and white spots would go through 228 cycles along a 
scanning line. As shown on Fig. 29-2, the duration of the scanning 
line is 52.4 microseconds. The top transmitted frequency must then 
be !max = ( 228 cycles per line) I ( 52.4 microseconds per line) , or about 
4.3 MHz. In spite of all the simplifying assumptions made, this result 
does not differ substantially from the generally used value of 4.2 MHz. 

The significant thing to note in this discussion is that the upper 
frequency cutoff of the channel bandwidth determines the horizontal 
resolution. If this cutoff is lowered, the horizontal detail suffers. 
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Spectrum 

The scanning process determines the basic distribution of energy 
in the signal band. Line scanning of picture information concen
trates the signal energy into harmonics of the line-frequency. The 
60-Hz field scan gives rise to 60-Hz sidebands on each line-frequency 
harmonic. The television signal, therefore, consists of a number 
of fixed frequencies which vary in phase and amplitude at a slow 
rate only as a result of motion in the picture. Each of these fre
quencies can be considered as a carrier and the effect of motion as 
sidebands added around the carrier. The net result is a signal fre
quency composition similar to that shown in Fig. 29-6. 

MHz 

(a) Typical spectrum showing every tenth line-frequency harmonic 
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-600 
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-300 -60 +60 +300 
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+600 

(b) Typical sidebands around each line-frequency harmonic 

FIG. 29-6. Signal frequency composition of monochrome TV spectrum. 
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Figure 29-6 (a) illustrates the entire 4-MHz bandwidth, indicating 
the relative amplitude of line-frequency harmonics for a typical 
signal. Only every tenth harmonic is shown and the 60-Hz components 
near zero frequency have been omitted for clarity. A small section 
of Fig. 29-6(a) magnified to illustrate the presence of the 60-Hz 
sidebands that cluster about each line-frequency harmonic is shown 
in Fig. 29-6(b). 

Color Signal 

The NTSC color television system [2] is based on the principle 
that color may be adequately defined in terms of three characteris
tics : luminance, hue, and saturation. Luminance is defined as inten
sity or brightness and is the basis on which the present monochrome 
system operates. Hue is the color in terms of whether it is red, blue, 
green, yellow, etc. Saturation is the degree to which the hue is mixed 
with white. For example, pink is a low saturation red. A high 
saturation red would be a brilliant crimson. 

The color signal, therefore, must contain luminance, hue, and 
saturation information. The color system uses the same type of 
signal to transmit luminance information as is used in the mono
chrome system. To this is added the saturation and hue information 
which is the basic difference between the monochrome signal and a 
color signal. The necessity of transmitting three pieces of informa
tion instead of one, simultaneously and without interaction or dis
tortion, imposes new requirements on the transmission facilities. 
This situation is analogous to the transmission of two or more voice 
signals simultaneously in a carrier telephone circuit. If the circuit 
is perfectly linear, there is no difficulty in separating the various 
voice channels at the receiving end. If the circuit is not linear, the 
channels modulate with one another and crosstalk occurs. 

The saturation and hue information is added to the luminance 
signal in the form of a new broadband signal which is modulated on 
the 3.58-MHz color subcarrier. The amplitude of this signal repre
sents the saturation of the color. A large amplitude represents high 
saturation or brilliant color. Distortion of color saturation will occur 
if the gain of the transmission system at the color carrier frequency 
is a function of the amplitude of the luminance signal. This variation 
in the amplitude transmission of the color signal caused by variation 
in the amplitude of the luminance signal is called differential gain. 
The presence of differential gain in a system used to transmit color 
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television may result in a picture in which some colors may appear 
dim or washed out while others may appear oversaturated. 

The instantaneous phase relationship of the color subcarrier to a 
reference synchronizing signal of the same frequency (color burst) 
determines the hue of the color. The color burst consists of approxi
mately 9 cycles of the color carrier frequency placed on the back 
porch of the horizontal blanking signal, as shown in Fig. 29-7. 

~Line sync Line sync~ 

FIG. 29-7. Color signal waveform. 

Distortions of hue will occur if the instantaneous phase shift of 
the transmission system at color carrier frequency is a function of 
the amplitude of the luminance signal. This variation in color carrier 
phase shift caused by variations in amplitude of the luminance signal 
is called difjerential phase and results in a distortion in the hue of 
the colors. 

The frequency of the color subcarrier, 3.579545 MHz, is an odd 
multiple of half-line frequency (7867 Hz for color television). The 
effect of this is to interleave the components of the chrominance sig
nal spectrum betwee11 the luminance signal components. The fre
quency composition of a typical NTSC color signal is shown in Fig. 
29-8. The smaller chrominance components on either side of the sub
carrier are produced by the scanning as in the case for luminance, 
and they vary in amplitude and phase in accordance with the hue 
and saturation information being transmitted. 

29.2 TELEVISION TRANSMISSION IMPAIRMENTS AND OBJECTIVES 

Television objectives, like telephone objectives, are based on the 
results of many subjective tests. Extensive viewing tests have been 
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made in which various impairments were added to the picture and 
the result judged in terms of seven preworded comments ranging 
from "not perceptible" to "extremely objectionable." The data for 
all observers were combined to determine the curve for a median 
observer. In general, the objective for a particular effect has been 
set so that the median observer will find the picture impairments to 
be "just perceptible." Picture impairments are primarily due to the 
following: 

1. Bandwidth limitations. 
2. Transmission deviations. 
3. Crosstalk. 
4. Random noise. 
5. Single-frequency interference. 
6. Nonlinear effects. 

Bandwidth Impairment 

An unimpaired test signal or test pattern as reproduced on a 
television monitor is shown in Fig. 29-9. Note that the vertical 
lines in the pattern can be resolved into the central circle. 

To illustrate an impairment due to reduced bandwidth, assume a 
low-pass network having a transmission characteristic which is flat 
to 1 MHz and which then falls off at the rate of 6 dB per octave 
is inserted between the picture source and the monitor. The test 
pattern will then be reproduced as shown in Fig. 29-10. The picture 
is no longer crisp ; the vertical bars cannot be resolved close to the 
central circle (see the lower wedge). 
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FIG. 29-9. Unimpaired signal. 

FIG. 29-10. 1-MHz roll-off. 
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Transmission Deviations 

Departures from flat gain and delay characteristics over the re
quired bandwidth may result in a number of picture impairments. 
These impairments, such as streaking, smearing, overshoot, ringing, 
and echoes, are described qualitatively. 

Streaking and Smearing. Streaking is caused by transmission dis
tortions in the lower frequency range up to about 200 kHz. Smearing 
is generally caused by distortions at somewhat higher frequencies. 
Streaking and smearing affect both color and monochrome signal 
transmission. Amplitude and phase distortion tolerances at the low 
end of the frequency band (below 5 kHz) are relatively less critical 
because of the use of electronic circuits called clampers. Clampers 
restore low-frequency signal components which were not faithfully 
transmitted. They permit at least a 35-dB relaxation of gain and 
phase distortion at 60 Hz, but their effectiveness decreases as fre
quency increases. All Bell System television networks include 
clampers [3]. 

Overshoot. In a television signal, an overshoot is an excessive 
response to a sudden change in signal. A sharp overshoot is com
monly referred to as a spike and is generally caused by excess gain 
at high frequencies. There is a black outline to the right of white 
objects and a white outline to the right of black objects. 

Ringing. Multiple overshoot, or ringing, generally results from the 
transmission of sudden transitions over a system that has a finite 
passband with a sharp cutoff at the upper end of the frequency range. 
It may also result from a marked transmission irregularity at some 
frequency below cutoff. When a signal containing a sudden transi
tion is applied to such a circuit, damped oscillations or ringing occurs 
at approximately the frequency of cutoff or other discontinuity. The 
duration of the ringing depends upon the sharpness of the irregu
larity. Ringing is accentuated by a rising gain characteristic pre
ceding the discontinuity. 

Echoes. An echo signal [ 4], or ghost, can be defined as an approxi
mate duplicate of the original video signal displaced horizontally 
from the original signal. Echoes are due to impairments in the 
transmission circuit, which cause the signal pulses to reach the 
viewer at two or more discrete times. The impairment effect of the 
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echo picture not only varies with echo signal amplitude but also 
with the time offset and the nature of the original video signal. As 
a practical matter, echo signals are generally not true reproductions 
of the original signal since the deviations in a transmission system 
are usually not continuous throughout the band. 

Objectives for Transmission Deviations 

The several types of impairments that have been considered have 
one thing in common-they are all caused by transmission deviations 
and can be reduced by providing gain and phase equalization. Ob
jectives may be placed on gain and phase deviations, but the overall 
transmission objective is usually stated in terms of echo rating. 

Gain and Phase. Objectives for gain and phase characteristics are 
given in terms of coarse structure and fine structure deviations in 
the frequency domain. 

Figure 29-11 shows an illustrative steady-state phase deviation 
versus frequency after the linear component has been subtracted. 
Widely spaced variations like that indicated by the broken line are 
known as coarse structure. Such variations are also described as 
having low periodicity in the sense that they would represent a 
slowly changing function to an observer who scanned the trans
mitted band. Closely spaced variations as shown by the solid line 
are known as fine structure or high periodicity variations. Quanti
tatively, a deviation is fine structure if !::.f is much less than 555 kHz, 
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FIG. 29-11. Steady-state phase curve illustrating coarse 
and fine structure transmission deviations. 
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coarse structure if Af is much more than 555 kHz. The definition is 
obviously a somewhat arbitrary one and is applied to gain deviations 
versus frequency as well. 

The coarse structure objectives for monochrome television from 
7875 Hz (half-line frequency) to the upper cutoff are given as 
±0.025 microsecond for envelope delay and ±1.4 dB for gain. How
ever, for color transmission the gain at 3.6 MHz (color carrier) 
should be very nearly the same as at low frequencies. 

The fine structure objectives for a sinusoidal ripple across the 
band are ±0.8 degree for phase, and ±0.12 dB for gain (each 
corresponding to -40 dB echo rating). These objectives are for loss 
and phase (or delay) deviations occurring separately. Where they 
occur together, the limits must be divided by y2. When the devi
ations occur only over part of the band, the objectives can be relaxed. 
The allowable deviations at the upper end of the band, except near 
the color subcarrier, may be appreciably larger than those at the 
low end. 

Echo Rating. Transmission deviations can also be expressed in 
terms of echoes having various amplitudes and delay times with 
reference to the main signal. The effects of these echoes have been 
evaluated by subjective testing in respect to the echo time delay 
and to the frequency of a deviation that occurs over a part of the 
transmission band. The time weighting and the frequency weighting 
and the manner in which multiple echoes add in their interfering 
effect provide a means for evaluating a circuit in terms of an 
echo rating. 

It can be shown that a small cosinusoidal gain deviation over the 
transmission band produces a pair of symmetrical echoes of the 
same polarity, one leading and one lagging the signal. The relation
ship between the periodicity, Af, of the transmission deviation (gain 
or phase) and the time displacement of the echo which it produces 
is T = 1/ Af. If the deviation of the gain-frequency characteristic 
has a coarse structure, the resulting echo displacement, T, will be 
small. For example, a coarse cosinusoidal gain ripple with !::.f = 2 
MHz will result in a pair of echoes 0.5 microsecond away from the 
signal, or about 0.13 inch on a television screen 17 inches wide with 
the standard scanning rates specified previously. A fine structure gain 
ripple (high periodicity) with Af = 200 kHz would produce echoes 
displaced 5 microseconds, or about 1.3 inches from the signal. 
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Similarly, it can be shown that a small sinusoidal phase deviation 
over the band results in a pair of echoes, one leading and one lagging 
the signal, but of opposite polarity. 

The examples that have been discussed are, of course, simple cases 
of the general problem. Usually, the transmission characteristic does 
not exhibit continuous sinusoidal deviations versus frequency, but 
is more complex. However, these more complex characteristics can 
usually be analyzed by Fourier methods, whereby a complex gain 
or phase transmission pattern may be separated into a number of 
sinusoidal deviations over the whole frequency band, each one of 
which will produce a pair of echoes. 

The remaining step is to obtain an overall "rating" of the circuit. 
This is done by taking the root sum square value of all the weighted 
individual echoes to determine the magnitude of a single equivalent 
echo. It has been found by subjective tests that the impairment of a 
number of echoes, however complex, is the same as a single, well 
displaced (greater than 10 microseconds) echo of appropriate ampli
tude. The ratio expressed in decibels of the amplitude of this equiva
lent echo to the amplitude of the total composite video signal is defined 
as the echo rating of the transmission circuit. 

Time Weighting. Subjective tests have demonstrated that the 
visual impairment due to an echo is a function of the time spacing 
between signal and echo. Close-in echoes tend to be masked by the 
signal. Those further out stand more by themselves and tend to be 
more annoying. The time weighting function shown in Fig. 29-12 
is applicable to either leading or lagging echoes. For example, an 
echo 0.5 microsecond away from the signal is about 11 dB less 
annoying than one of the same amplitude spaced 10 microseconds 
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FIG. 29-12. Echo time weighting. 
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away. The time weighting must be taken into consideration when 
deriving an echo rating. 

Frequency Weighting. When the transmission deviation extends 
oply over a part of the band, the echo effect is reduced by the ratio 
of the bandwidths. The effect is more severe when these deviations 
occur at the lower video frequencies. It produces an echo which is 
a low definition replica of the picture, whereas the same amplitude 
deviation occurring at high frequencies produces echoes consisting 
of narrow spikes corresponding to each sharp vertical line of the 
picture. The spikes tend to be masked by noise and are much less 
objectionable than the replica. These effects are taken into account 
by the frequency weighting curve of Fig. 29-13. Here it can be 
seen, for example, that a deviation centered at about 1 MHz is 
about 14 dB less severe than the same deviation at 50 kHz. The 
absolute values of the weighting function are chosen to make the area 
under the curve (0 to 4 MHz) have a value of unity so that a deviation 
over the whole band would have 0 dB weighting. For color, how
ever, the frequency weighting is not applicable in the vicinity of 
the color subcarrier frequency because of increased sensitivity in 
this area. 

To apply the frequency weighting curve to a given sinusoidal 
gain or delay ripple centered at a frequency fi and having a band
width B, two factors are involved: the bandwidth factor, 10 log 
B / 4.2, and the weighting factor given by Fig. 29-13. Thus, if such a 
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FIG. 29-13. Frequency weighting for monochrome television. 
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deviation is centered at 2 MHz and extends over a band B of 0.42 
MHz, the bandwidth factor would be -10 dB and the frequency 
weighting factor would be -10 dB. The sum, -20 dB, is the amount 
by which the impairment due to this deviation is less severe than 
one which has the same amplitude and periodicity but extends over 
the entire bandwidth. 

Echo Rating Objective. The Bell System echo rating objective 
for a 4000-mile television network including microwave radio and 
coaxial cable toll circuits, video circuits, and all switching facilities 
is -40 dB. 

Crosstalk 

Video crosstalk [5] is an important consideration when two or 
more video transmission systems operate on adjacent cable facilities. 
If coupling between systems is excessive, crosstalk from one system 
will seriously impair the picture transmitted by the other. 

Video crosstalk produces an image of the unwanted signal moving 
erratically back and forth across the wanted picture. This motion 
occurs because of the lack of synchronism between independent 
video sources. As the crosstalk image moves across the main picture, 
it appears to be framed. This frame is formed by the horizontal and 
vertical blanking and is much more noticeable than any feature in 
the interfering image. At the threshold of interference, there is no 
semblance of frame or image, and only a slight flicker appears as the 
frame moves across some gray area of the main picture. When the 
coupling has a rising gain versus frequency characteristic, a differ
entiated crosstalk image will appear in bas relief. 

The crosstalk coupling loss objective for monochrome signals be
tween equal-level points is plotted in Fig. 29-14, in which coupling 
loss required at 4 MHz is plotted against the loss slope in dB per 
octave of the coupling path. If the coupling path from one video 
circuit to another is flat versus frequency, the loss required at all 
frequencies is 58 dB. If, however, a high loss is obtained at low 
frequencies, the 4-MHz objective is eased. For example, if the 
coupling path loss decreases at 6 dB per octave, a loss of 23 dB 
at 4 MHz is satisfactory; the corresponding loss at 20 kHz will 
then be 69 dB. 

The curve of Fig. 29-14 represents lumped rather than distributed 
coupling. When the coupling is distributed over a long distance, as 
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in adjacent pairs, the crosstalk image will be less clear, and probably 
somewhat less severe requirements would be imJ)<>sed. 

Despite the easing of the 4-MHz coupling loss objective in going 
from flat to sloping coupling, it is more often the latter requirements 
that are the hardest to meet. This is particularly true in instances 
of near-end crosstalk in cable circuits carrying video signals in 
opposite directions. As the length of cable to the nearest repeater 
or terminal is increased, two things occur: ( 1) the magnitude of the 
incoming signal is decreased, and (2) the steepness of the equaliza
tion slope of the receiving amplifier is increased. The first increases 
the effective coupling between circuits, and the second increases the 
high-frequency transmission of the crosstalk signal. 

Random Noise 

In a video transmission system, wideband random noise is gen
erated primarily in the input amplifiers of each repeater or receiving 
terminal. The subsequent equalizers and amplifiers shape this noise 
spectrum. Figure 29-15 illustrates the overall noise shapes for 
several systems used to transmit television. 

Subjective tests have been made to determine the interfering 
effects of broad, narrow, and mixed bands of random noise dis
tributed throughout the television band [6]. Figure 29-16 gives noise 
versus a frequency weighting characteristic obtained by the testing. 
This weighting is applicable for both monochrome and color facilities 
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and is used in conjunction with a simple power summing device, such 
as a power meter, for direct measurement of weighted noise. 

The general principles derived from these subjective tests have 
been summarized as follows: 

1. Low-frequency noise is more interfering than high-frequency 
noise of equal power. 
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2. A given amount of noise power is more objectionable if it is 
concentrated in a narrow band than if it is spread out over a 
wider band in the same frequency region. 

3. Human vision in combination with present television monitors 
does not precisely add weighted noise powers in arriving at 
an overall assessment of the interfering effect of random noise 
bands. A reasonable compromise, however, can be obtained 
with weighting applied to a power meter. 

In order to measure the actual signal to weighted noise ratio of 
a television system, a network having the loss shape of the weighting 
curve of Fig. 29-16 can be interposed between the output of the 
system and a wideband rms meter. The meter reading will then 
give the total weighted noise in rms volts, EN. If the normal tele
vision signal at this point is Es volts peak-to-peak, then the signal 
to weighted noise ratio in dB is defined as 20 log Es/EN. Here a 
peak-to-peak voltage, which includes the sync pulse as well as the 
picture signal, is compared with an rms voltage. These voltages 
are the values most readily measured, however, and for the video 
signal the peak-to-peak voltage is well defined. 

The overall signal to weighted noise objective for a 4000-mile 
system as determined from subjective tests and use of the weighting 
curve of Fig. 29-16 is 53 dB. 

The objective for a component video section is considerably more 
stringent, of course. The current allocation of the noise objective 
allows about 57 dB for all of the local video systems in an overall 
television network. If five of the local video sections are of maximum 
line length and hence absorb all the requirements, the objective for 
each maximum length section becomes 57 + 10 log 5 = 64 dB. 

Single-Frequency Interference 

The addition of an interfering sine wave to the television signal 
superimposes a bar pattern on the picture. If the frequency is a 
rational multiple of either the line scanning or field scanning funda
mental, the bar pattern will be stationary. If the interfering fre
quency is not a rational multiple of the scanning frequency, the 
interfering pattern will move. 

The visibility of a bar pattern, either vertical or horizontal, de
pends on the amplitude of the interference and on the angle which 
the bars subtend at the eye of the viewer. For a given viewing dis
tance, therefore, a 4-MHz pattern is more difficult to see than a 
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1-MHz pattern. A high-frequency interference pattern which is 
nearly synchronous with a line scanning component is much more 
disturbing than an interfering pattern that results from a frequency 
which falls midway between line scanning components. This fact 
influenced the choice of the color subcarrier frequency of 3.579545 
MHz which falls midway between the 227th and the 228th har
monics of the horizontal frequency. The interfering effect of a bar 
pattern is also a function of the picture background; the effect is 
most easily observed in the grays. 

Threshold observations have been made to determine an objective 
for this type of interference. A complete plot of the results would 
show a large number of maxima and minima as the interfering 
frequency approaches or recedes from synchronization with multiples 
of the line scanning frequency. If only the most stringent threshold 
points are plotted, the curve of Fig. 29-17 is obtained. 
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FIG. 29-17. Single-frequency thresholds-monochrome signal viewed on mono
chrome monitor. 

Flicker. When an interfering signal [7] below 100 Hz is super
imposed on a television picture (a normal scene containing highlights, 
shadows, and various values of gray) and the interference is just 
visible, it may not be noticed as a horizontal bar pattern at all, but 
rather as a flicker in some areas of the picture. The rate of flicker 
will be the beat frequency between the interfering signal and the 
60-Hz field signal. This flicker is much more noticeable and disturb
ing than the brightness distortion caused by an interfering frequency 
which is synchronized with some component of the field frequency. 

Viewing tests have been made to determine the tolerable level for 
low-frequency interference. Here again the signal-to-interference 
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ratio which a median observer finds to be "just perceptible" is taken 
as the objective. This curve has been reproduced in Fig. 29-18, and 
shows that the most sensitive flicker rate is in the vicinity of 5 Hz. 

Another source of moving bar patterns and flicker is the modula
tion of a television signal (transmitted either at video or carrier 
frequencies) by power frequency voltages in the repeaters of a trans· 
mission system. Objectives on transmission systems with respect 
to this effect have been greatly eased by the use of clampers at the 
TV receiving terminals. 
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FIG. 29-18. Tolerable limits for low-frequency interferences. 

Effects Due to Nonlinearities 

Nonlinear distortion is contributed by the system amplifiers. It 
is usually evaluated in amplifier design work by measuring second 
and third order modulation. The odd order terms, particularly the 
third, contribute a fundamental frequency term which can be inter
preted as a compression term. As the overload point of the amplifier 
in question is approached, there is no longer a 1 :1 relationship be
tween input and 'output, and the output is said to be compressed. In 
television transmission this may result in compression of the synchro
nizing signal and the video signal (monochrome or color). The 
controlling requirements on compression for the color television 
signal, however, are determined by the differential phase and gain 
performance of the transmission system. It has been established that 
a critical observer can detect hue changes due to differential phase 
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distortion of about 5° to 10° and for differential gain distortion of 
about 2 dB to 4 dB. These judgements are strongly dependent on 
picture content and shape of the distortion. 

As before, these values are established for an overall transmission 
system. When color transmission is satisfactory, monochrome trans
mission will be better than just adequate as far as compression is 
concerned. 

Summary of Objectives 

The various objectives for an overall 4000-mile system for satis
factory transmission of television signals may be summarized as 
follows: 

1. The bandwidth should be approximately 4.2 MHz, preferably 
with gentle roll-off above that frequency. 

2. Gain and delay objectives are given in terms of the echo rating, 
which should not be worse than -40 dB. 

3. The weighted rms noise should be 53 dB below the peak-to-peak 
video signal. Figure 29-16 gives the weighting curves for color 
or monochrome television. 

4. Single-frequency interference objectives are the threshold values 
given in Figs. 29-17 and 29-18. 

5. Differential gain and phase objectives are 2 dB and 5 degrees, 
respectively. 

6. The objective for crosstalk flat with frequency is 58 dB. For 
non-flat coupling, Fig. 29-14 applies. 

29.3 VISUAL TELEPHONE 

Plans are under way to provide a video adjunct to the voice service 
now offered telephone subscribers [8, 9, 10]. This PICTUREPHONE 
service is primarily intended for face-to-face communications, how
ever a means for transmitting limited resolution graphics has been 
included to fill business needs. Initial application will be in down
town areas of large cities, i.e., areas with high business telephone 
concentration. The capability of the visual telephone switched net
work initially will include computer access and wideband data services; 
eventually it may be extended to include such services as compatible 
color and high resolution graphics. Since this service is relatively 
new, the information contained in the following brief description may 
be subject to change. 
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The Video Signal 

Since the video characteristics of PICTUREPHONE service are 
based on providing acceptable picture quality at reasonable cost 
over limited bandwidth transmission links, many compromises in 
design have been made. The picture size, 5-1/2 by 5 inches, has been 
chosen to display a head and shoulders view of a user with space 
allocated for side to side movement such as might occur during normal 
conversation. Two-to-one inter.lace is used, as in broadcast TV, with 
an approximate frame rate of 30 frames per second and a field rate 
of approximately 60 fields per second. Each frame consists of about 
250 lines. To transmit this signal, approximately 1 MHz of bandwidth 
is required. The actual bandwidth of the video channel, excluding 
the station set, is flat from essentially 0 to 1 MHz. .. 

Figure 29-19 shows a portion of the video waveform consisting 
of odd and even fields with synchronizing pulses and vertical blank
ing intervals. Special signal shaping is employed to reduce noise and 
interference effects incurred in the transmission network. The ampli
tude of the synchronizing pulse is used to set the gain of the receiver 
automatically to correct for variations in the low-frequency loss of 
the transmission channel. 

Video Transmission 

The general network plan for PICTUREPHONE service is shown 
in Fig. 29-20. Starting with the baseband output signal from the 
PICTUREPHONE station set, the signal remains in analog form 
for transmission in the local plant and is converted into digital form 
for transmission in the long-haul plant. Special care must be taken 
in the design of the local plant since the video signal in analog 
form is vulnerable to such impairments as deviations in gain and 
phase characteristics, crosstalk, interference, and noise. Keeping 
these impairments to acceptable levels at reasonable cost is one of 
the major design challenges. In allocating impairments between the 
loop and the toll plant, the larger portion is allowed for video loops 
to minimize the cost of these facilities. The allocation to short-haul 
trunks limits the length of baseband analog transmission at each end 
of the connection to about 20 miles. When these trunks exceed this 
length, digital transmission, which is relatively immune to transmis
sion impairments other than the coding process, will be required to 
prevent further degradation of the video signal. The allocation to 
digital trunks allows only one encoding and decoding of the video 
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signal in an end-to-end connection. Hence, once in digital form, it 
is necessary to continue with this transmission mode until the signal 
can be delivered close enough to the distant station set so that it 
can be transmitted over analog trunks and loops. This digital trans
mission is employed in the higher levels of the switching hierarchy. 
The plan results in analog switching at the local office and digital 
bit stream switching in the toll plant. In the analog portion of the 
video network, nonloaded cable pairs of 19, 22, 24, or 26 gauge will 
be used with special equalizers spaced at about 1-mile intervals. Auto
matic temperature regulation will be required on all trunks and on 
long loops. Three cable pairs are required: one pair for each direction 
of video transmission and a third pair for two-way voice with the 
usual signaling and supervision features. Dialing will be accomplished 
over the voice pair, and the video will be switched at local offices by 
means of a video switching adjunct slaved to the voice switch. 

For the digital portion of the network, the audio will be coded and 
multiplexed with the digital video signal to make a 6.3 Mb/s data 
stream by means of a digital video telephone terminal discussed in 
Chap. 24. One 6.3 Mb/s channel is required for each direction of 
transmission. Initially, short-haul digital transmission will be over 
T2 carrier facilities and long-haul digital transmission via TD2 
radio and L4 carrier. Eventually, waveguide and PCM coaxial 
systems are expected to be used. 

The voice transmission plan for PICTUREPHONE service will 
take advantage of the fact that the major portion of the telephone 
connection will be via the digital channel. A new plan has been 
developed which results in a design for loops identical to that in the 
DDD network and in a design for toll-connecting and intertoll trunks 
which unlike the VNL concept used in the DDD network produces a 
fixed loss from end-office to end-office, independent of the distance 
and number of trunks in a connection. Thus, the average loss of a 
voice connection on the PICTUREPHONE network is significantly 
lower, and the variation around this average is minimal. Echo sup
pression, when needed, will be accomplished by either digital or analog 
suppression of the audio path, depending on the type of trunk involved. 
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Chapter 30 

Wideband Data Transmission 

The network of Bell System communication facilities is designed 
primarily to interconnect telephones, but it is capable of transmitting 
other than voice signals. Data signals have been transmitted over 
the telephone network for many years, ranging from supervisory sig
nals and dial pulses through data signals occupying the entire mes
sage channel bandwidth. 

The network can also be adapted to transmit signals occupying 
bandwidths wider than a message channel to provide the trans
mission capability referred to as wideband services. This chapter 
deals with a specific type of wideband service known as wideband 
data service. Wideband data signaling rates range from tens of 
kilobits to multimegabits per second. 

Some signals are continuous (analog) while others are quantized 
into discrete form (digital). It is interesting to note that information 
supplied for human interpretation is usually quantized into discrete 
form, for example, language in the form of speech sounds or written 
characters. The electrical signal generated by a telephone instru
ment is analog, however, as are many forms of purely machine
oriented information. Examples of the latter are continuously vari
able electrical currents generated by temperature or pressure trans
ducers. Certain signals have characteristics that are both analog 
and digital in nature. For example, some facsimile signals are 
analog in time but are quantized into discrete levels. 

The majority of data signals are quantized in both amplitude and 
time. As a result, the terms data signals and digital signals are often 
used synonymously. This chapter deals exclusively with the problems 
of transmitting wideband data signals that are quantized in amplitude 
but may or may not be quantized in time. 

713 
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Just as signals can be classified as analog or digital, transmission 
systems can also be classified as analog or digital. Analog trans
mission systems are those whose transmission properties are pre
dominantly linear; i.e., any nonlinearities are inadvertent by-products 
of physical realizability and are held to tolerably small values. Such 
systems comprise the overwhelming majority of present transmission 
facilities. Digital transmission systems are designed to transmit a 
finite set of symbols and classify the received signal only in terms 
of members of that set. Hence, these systems handle only quantized 
information and usually incorporate certain nonlinear characteristics. 

Four permutations of signal and transmission system types may 
be considered for study. They are 

1. Analog signals on analog transmission systems. 
2. Analog signals on digital transmission systems. 
3. Digital signals on digital transmission systems. 
4. Digital signals on analog transmission systems. 

The first two of these are discussed in previous chapters of this book. 
The third and especially the fourth items are principal subjects of 
this chapter. 

l1<1 .. ----Wideband data communication system-------1 .. ~1 

JLJUL.I I J1...JUL 
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machine .. transmitter receiver ~ .. machine 

I I 

FIG. 30-1. Block diagram of data communication system. 

A wideband data communication system can be represented by the 
block diagram of Fig. 30-1. The principal objective of the data com
munication system is to deliver to the receiving business machine 
the same time domain signal wave shape that was accepted from the 
transmitting business machine. The only imperfections in signals 
delivered to the distant business machine are probabilistic; i.e., there 
is a small probability that some of the binary digits will be in error. 
The signals are free of noise and any other form of signal distortion. 
(Transitions in the signal, however, may depart somewhat from ideal 
timing.) This objective for data transmission represents a departure 
from that for speech transmission in which the time domain wave 
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shape is often altered when it reaches the output of the receiver by 
bandlimiting and by phase distortion, neither of which significantly 
affects speech communication [1]. Similar distortions of digital sig
nals must be controlled sufficiently to permit the receiver to recon
struct a replica of the original time domain wave shape. Since the 
present transmission facilities were designed principally to handle 
voice-frequency transmission, further conditioning is required to 
accommodate wideband data signals. 

30. l BANDWIDTH RESTRICTIONS 

The spectral content of rectangular-shaped data signals extends 
over an unlimited frequency band. In analog transmission systems, 
however, bandwidth is a valuable resource and should be conserved. 
It is therefore important to minimize the required bandwidth while 
permitting accurate reconstruction of the data signal at the receiver. 
In practice, the available bandwidths are already established by the 
nature of the existing analog carrier systems. The problem, there
fore, becomes one of determining the optimum transmitting and 
receiving filter shapes which will maximize the signaling rate for a 
given signal power, channel bandwidth, noise spectral density, and 
performance criterion [2]. 

There are numerous data signal formats which can be considered 
for wideband data transmission. A very efficient data signal format, 
and the one most commonly used, is pulse amplitude modulation 
(PAM). In this format the information is encoded into signal am
plitudes or data symbols, ak, which are transmitted at uniform time 
intervals to seconds apart. A PAM signal, x ( t), can be represented 
by 

"' 
x (t) = 12 akf (t-kto) 

where f(t) is the pulse shape. After the signal, x(t), is trans
mitted through a bandlimited channel, H (w), the received signal, 
y (t), becomes: 

"' 
y(t) = 12 akg(t-kt0 ) 

k= - 00 
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where 

g(t) = 5' - 1 [F(w) H(w)] andF(w) =5' [f(t)]* 

The receiver samples the signal at time jto to determine which of the 
allowed symbols, ai, was transmitted. Let y (jto) be an estimate for 
the jth digit, aJ. 

"" 

Y (jto) = 2: akg (jto-kto) 
k=- 00 

= aig (0) + 2: akg (jto-kto) 

k*i 

(30-1) 

The second term in Eq. (30-1) represents intersymbol interference 
which arises from the overlapping tails of adjacent pulses. The 
intersymbol interference will be zero for all j if, and only if, g(ito) = 
0 for i =F 0. To satisfy this condition, the Nyquist criterion requires 
that the sum of the translates of the Fourier transform, G ( w), of 
the received pulse, g ( t), be a real constant [3]. 

"" 2: G ( w - 2~n) = real constant 
n=- co 

If the input pulse shape, f ( t), is a unit impulse, then H ( w) =G ( w), 
and the minimum bandwidth channel which satisfies the Nyquist 
criterion consists of an ideal low-pass filter, Hi(w), where 

Hi (27Tf) = 1 

Hi (27Tf) = 0 

1 
If I :S 2to 

otherwise 

Impulses can be transmitted through this ideal filter at intervals 
of to seconds without intersymbol interference, provided the signal is 
sampled at the peaks of the received pulses. The symbol rate is l/to 
symbols per second, or 1/to bauds. The frequency 1/2to is referred 
to as the Nyquist frequency. In practice, the ideal low-pass filter can 

* 5' indicates the Fourier transform and 5' -1 the inverse transform. 
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only be approximated by use of complicated networks. Furthermore, 
the performance of such a channel would be very sensitive to small 
distortions. As a result, the Nyquist frequency is generally selected 
to be less than the bandwidth of the channel in order to permit 
gentle shaping at the band edge. In order to satisfy the Nyquist 
criterion under this condition, the frequency response of the channel 
must consist of an ideal low-pass function plus an arbitrary function 
whose real part has odd symmetry and whose imaginary part has 
even symmetry about the Nyquist frequency. A frequently used 
class of Nyquist channels utilizes a raised-cosine amplitude charac
teristic [ 4] which is of the form: 

Hrc (21Tf) = 1 
1-a 

111::;~ 

otherwise 

The corresponding impulse response is 

(t) _sin (7rt/to) cos (a7rt/t0 ) 

g - 1Tt 1 - (2at/to) 2 

The parameter a establishes the width of the roll-off band (that band 
in excess of 1/2to) as illustrated in Fig. 30-2. As a decreases, less 

1 1 

2to to 
1-

(a) Frequency response 

t 

1 

to 

-2to t-

(b) Impulse response 

FIG. 30-2. Raised cosine pulse shaping. 
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bandwidth is required for a given rate of transmission; however, the 
tails of the response, g ( t), become larger, and the problems of timing 
and channel equalization become more difficult. An optimum choice 
of roll-off bandwidth and roll-off band shape can only be made after 
consideration of all signal distortions together with an appropriate 
measure of performance. One example of bandwidth optimization 
is discussed in Chap. 27. 

If the input pulse shape, f ( t), is rectangular and of width ta, the 
pulse spectrum is · 

F(w) _ F(O) sin(taw/2) 
- (taw/2) ta< to 

The received pulse shape, g (t), may be kept the same as for the 
transmission of impulses in order to satisfy the Nyquist criterion 
by modifying the transmission characteristic of the channel to have 
the form H(w)/F(w) instead of H(w). 

30.2 SIGNAL LEVEL AND NONLINEAR DISTORTION 

The accuracy of data transmission is enhanced by max1m1zmg 
the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio in addition to optimizing channel 
shaping. For example, an increase in S/N ratio by as little as 1 dB 
can improve the error rate performance more than an order of mag
nitude when the controlling interference is gaussian noise. The 
maximum average power level at which the data signal can be trans
mitted depends upon the nonlinear characteristics of the analog 
carrier transmission system and upon the spectral characteristics of 
the signal. A typical channel imposes three independent restrictions 
on the signal power : 

1. Peak signal amplitude-controlled by system overload. 
2. Power spectral density-controlled by intermodulation distor

tion which generates modulation noise. 
3. Maximum single-frequency amplitude-controlled by inter-

modulation distortion which generates crosstalk. 
The causes and consequences of these phenomena have been dis
cussed previously in this text. In practice, the wideband signal is 
generally transmitted at approximately the same average power 
spectral density as the speech signals displaced. The amplitude dis
tribution for random data signals after modulation is considered no 
worse than that for many uncorrelated voice signals (gaussian) so 
that peak signal and modulation noise effects are comparable. 
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The single-frequency restrictions are imposed by the risk of in
telligible crosstalk. For example, a single-frequency signal must be 
limited to -14 dBmO in the L-type multiplex facilities if the 
frequency falls at or near a multiple of 4 kHz because intermodulation 
of a message signal with such a sinusoid may appear as undistorted 
speech in another channel. The requirement becomes more lenient 
at other frequencies because the product is shifted in frequency, 
which reduces the inband power and distorts intelligibility. High 
level sinusoids can arise from repeated pulse patterns. Special ran
domizing circuits can be included in data terminals to reduce the risk 
of intelligible crosstalk to a negligible factor. One such circuit is 

· described on page 7 42. 

30.3 WIDEBAND CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 

The analog carrier systems which derive a multiplicity of wide
band channels by frequency division multiplex require bandpass 
filters to isolate individual channels. These filters provide a steep rise 
in attenuation at both edges of the band which contributes large 
inband phase distortion. In addition, minor systematic attenuation 
distortion in each channel filter can accumulate to intolerable pro
portions in a 4000-mile circuit. 

Deviation from linear phase in analog transmission systems con
stitutes the most damaging distortion to wideband data signals. 
For successful wideband data transmission, this distortion must be 
equalized by the addition of corrective networks. These equalizers 
frequently contain many network sections, which leads to residual 
attenuation and phase ripple across the band. If the ripple is sinu
soidal, the resulting data system performance can be estimated by 
classical echo theory [5]. In general, simultaneous ripples in both 
gain and phase or ripples having several frequencies result in inter
active terms which complicate the analysis. Simple addition of the 
echoes from the separate ripple components can give a good insight 
into the system performance, however. Assume that residual devi
ation from the desired characteristic is given by 

H(w) = A(w)e-J<I>(wJ 

where A (w) is the amplitude characteristic, and <I> ( w) is the phase 
characteristic. The distorted output signal resulting from these 
deviations is given by 

g(t) = ;r- 1 [F(w)A(w)e-J<1>(<»] (30-2) 
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where F(w) is the bandlimited input signal. Since it is only necessary 
to evaluate residual distortion after equalization, the magnitude of 
deviation from linear phase and from uniform amplitude will be 
small, permitting the use of certain simplifying approximations. 
Let 

A (w) = 1 +a cos CJJT 

<I> ( w) = wT + b sin CJJT 

The constant, T, is equal to the number of cycles of sinusoidal ripple 
across the equalized band divided by the bandwidth in hertz. For 
b < < 1, Eq. (30-2) can be written as 

g (t) = ff _, [F (w) · (1 +a cos wT) (1 - jb sin wT) e-;ruT] 

The term, e-;"'T, which results from the linear phase component, 
represents a constant delay for all frequency components and can 
be neglected. For a and b < < 1, the output signal becomes 

or 

1 ["' b ["' g (t) = - F (w) &"'tdw - -
~ o 2rr o 

+ ~ 1 00 

F (w) cos CJJT eMdw 
rr o 

g(t) = f(t) +(a-; b) f(t + T) +(a! b) f(t - T) 

A channel that exhibits amplitude ripple with linear phase (b=O) 
produces an output signal that consists of the input signal plus two 
echoes of amplitude a/2. The echoes are displaced ±T seconds from 
the input and are of the same polarity as indicated by the solid lines 
in Fig. 30-3. This symmetrical distortion does not alter the peak 
time of the pulse. For a channel with phase ripple and uniform 
amplitude (a=O), the two echoes have an amplitude b/2 and are 
of opposite polarity. In contrast to amplitude ripple, the distortion 
is antisymmetrical so that nearby echoes tend to shift the peak time 
of the pulse. For equal amplitude and phase ripple (a=b), the 
output consists of the input signal plus a single lagging echo which 
is twice the amplitude of the echoes which would result from the 
corresponding amplitude or phase ripples alone. High order ripples 
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FIG. 30-3. Echoes resulting from amplitude and phase ripples. 

result in distant echoes; slowly varying ripples lead to nearby 
echoes which may overlap the main pulse to form a single distorted 
pulse. 

Usually, phase distortion is measured in terms of the envelope 
delay, which is defined as the first derivative of the phase function 
with respect to angular velocity, d<P / dw. If the phase function is 

<P ( w) = b sin W7 

then the envelope delay, D (w), is 

D (w) = d<P I dw = b 7 cos W7 

A pair of echoes of amplitude b /2 is associated with a sinusoidal 
phase deviation of amplitude b. However, the corresponding devi
ation in the envelope delay is dependent on the location of the echoes 
as well as their amplitude. For a given magnitude echo, the tolerable 
envelope delay distortion will be larger for remote echoes resulting 
from many cycles of deviation across the equalized band. Because 
of the ease of m<lking envelope delay measurements rather than 
phase deviation measurements, most wideband channels are charac
terized and specified in terms of envelope delay distortion*, i.e., 
the departure of the envelope delay from a constant value. This is 
satisfactory providing the importance of the associated characteris
tic shapes is not ignored. 

*The envelope delay is measured by applying a low-frequency amplitude
modulated carrier which is varied in frequency over the band of interest. The 
variations in phase of the low-frequency envelope are measured, which is 
equivalent to measuring the slope of small segments of the phase characteristic. 
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There is a practical limit as to how well a particular analog chan
nel can be equalized with fixed networks designed on the basis of 
average channel amplitude and phase distortion. Further improve
ment in equalization can be realized, however, by the addition of 
various types of adjustable equalizers as described in Chap. 15. A 
most useful form of adjustable network for wideband data signals 
is the tapped delay line transversal equalizer. It can be used for 
the specific purpose of minimizing the probability of error of a data 
signal, although this goal may be somewhat at odds with the tradi
tional one of flattening the amplitude and linearizing the phase 
characteristics. 

This adjustable equalizer consists of a delay line tapped at inter
vals of to seconds where to is the symbol period. Each tap is con
nected through a variable gain element ( I G I :::; 1) to a summing bus 
as indicated in Fig. 30-4. The signal is available at the center tap 
unaltered in amplitude, while appropriate adjustments of the other 
tap settings introduce echoes of the signal. Thus, in the frequency 
domain the tapped delay line is a finite Fourier series synthesizer 
that compensates for the deviation of the overall channel character
istic from the desired characteristic. The equalizer is quite effective 
in correcting all types of amplitude and phase deviations; it is 
particularly effective in correcting ripples which result in echoes 
that fall within n/2 symbol intervals of the main pulse, where 

to 

Output 

Fm. 30-4. Tapped delay line transversal filter. 
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n is the number of delay sections in the equalizer. The tapped delay 
line transversal equalizer readily lends itself to automatic adaptive 
operation [2]. 

30.4 SYSTEM NOISE 

Noise imposes a fundamental limitation to the transmission of 
information by electrical signals. The electrical noise found in an 
analog communication channel generally falls into three distinct 
categories: gaussian, impulse, and single-frequency. Gaussian noise, 
because of its omnipresence and mathematical tractability, has been 
established as a reference impairment with which all the other im
pairments are compared. The effect of intersymbol interference is 
to make received signals more vulnerable to noise, and thus a higher 
S/N ratio is required for equivalent performance. The change in 
S/N ratio, measured in dB, which is required to give the same 
performance with and without the distortion is the S/N impairment. 

Most of the noise power in a long-haul carrier system is approxi
mately gaussian, but impulse noise is often controlling in a wideband 
data channel. The occasional large impulses which have amplitudes 
comparable to the signal will almost always cause errors. As a 
result, the system may have to be designed so that the ever present 
gaussian noise does not significantly add to the error rate resulting 
from impulse noise. Impulse noise has many natural and man-made 
sources, such as lightning, deep microwave fades, switching tran
sients, and transients caused by system additions and maintenance. 
Such noise is not readily characterized in that the probability of 
encountering large amplitudes is not predictable nor is it simply 
related to the average noise power. Practical engineering evaluation 
of a particular facility is generally based on direct measurement of 
the number of times a critical threshold is exceeded in a test interval. 

Single-frequency low-amplitude signals are often found in wide
band facilities derived by frequency division multiplex. They arise 
from crosstalk couplings or intermodulation within the multiplex, 
with the fundamental source being the numerous carriers used for 
frequency translation. Since the frequencies of all such carriers 
are integral multiples of 4 kHz, the frequencies of the interferences 
are also 4-kHz multiples. These interferences are of little or no 
consequence in message service because they always correspond to 
zero frequency or 4 kHz in voiceband channels. Such interferences 
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are seldom of sufficient amplitude to effect two-level wideband data 
signals, but they may be quite troublesome in multilevel data trans
mission. 

30.5 TRANSMISSION VARIATIONS WITH TIME 

Amplitude and Phase 

The problems associated with the design of equalizers to compen
sate for wideband channel amplitude and phase deviations are com
pounded by short-term and long-term variations in these character
istics. For example, the amplitude characteristics of transmission 
cables are dependent upon ambient temperature. Many long-haul 
cable systems require periodic adjustment to maintain transmission 
within specified limits. Microwave radio propagation is subject to 
large daily and seasonal variations. Multiple propagation paths may 
cause deep fades and severe phase distortion for short intervals. 
If residual variations of amplitude and delay distortion are a prob
lem, some form of automatic equalization for the wideband channels 
may be necessary, utilizing, for example, the transversal equalizer. 

Quadrature Distortion 

Carrier telephone systems commonly employ single-sideband sup
pressed carrier amplitude modulation. The demodulating carrier at 
the receiving end may differ slightly in frequency from the modulating 
carrier. To avoid significant speech distortion, the maximum fre
quency offset must be less than approximately 10 Hz; however, 
most systems are designed for a maximum offset of 2 Hz. This 
phase precession makes the channel a time-varying system and can 
lead to a variable phase intercept and quadrature distortion. When 
there is a non-zero phase intercept at zero frequency in the base
band signal, the harmonic relationship between the signal com
ponents is affected, resulting in a distortion of the wave shape. 
Typical wideband data receivers incorporate phase coherent detectors 
which recover the proper frequency and phase of the original modu
lating carrier. However, a small phase error often remains which is 
proportional to the frequency offset of the channel. The sensitivity 
of the particular data signal to a constant carrier phase error sets 
the requirements for the design of the carrier recovery circuit. 
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Phase Instability 

Noise interference in the generation of transmission system carrier 
frequencies may cause phase jitter of the received data signal. This 
jitter, or incidental FM, appears as a low-index frequency modulation. 
The most satisfactory method of minimizing frequency jitter has been 
to reduce it at the source as much as possible. Low-frequency jitter 
can often be mitigated, however, by proper design of the coherent 
detector bandwidth. 

Large abrupt changes in phase may occur on wideband channels 
as a result of switching two carrier supplies not in phase, or switch
ing to alternate transmission facilities having different propagation 
times. These changes may cause all data to be in error for the period 
of time required for the phase coherent detector to recognize and 
correct the phase of the recovered carrier. Thus, the transient re
sponse of the detector can be an important factor in overall per
formance. 

Noise 

A large proportion of long-haul facilities is derived from radio 
systems, and the noise may increase for short intervals due to radio 
propagation fading. Fading radio circuits often establish the mini
mum S/N ratio which may confront the wideband signal. Studies of 
fading phenomena indicate that about one per cent of the time noise 
increases as much as 11 dB in a 4000-mile system before diversity 
switching acts to prevent further performance degradation. 

Signal Level 

Virtually all modern carrier systems employ some form of gain 
control to maintain the flat loss of the system within specified bounds. 
Generally, the system requirements which are dictated by speech 
signal considerations are not adequate for wideband data signals. 
Impairments due to signal level variations may arise in two ways : 
( 1) if the signal level is allowed to drop at the input of a link, the 
S/N ratio in that link will be reduced; (2) a signal level variation 
at the input of a threshold detector may be equivalent to a variation 
in the threshold level and hence decrease the immunity to noise. 
Each wideband digital receiver, therefore, must incorporate a pre
cision automatic gain control circuit. 
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30.6 PROBABILITY OF ERROR CRITERION 

Consider the polar signal x ( t) * shown in Fig. 30-5 having peak
to-peak amplitude, A, and with a threshold detector adjusted to oper
ate at 0 volts. The waveform must be distorted in excess of ±A/2 
before an error is made. If gaussian noise is present and is the 
only form of impairment, the probability of error is related to the 
probability of the noise component exceeding ±A/2 at the threshold 
detector. 

Gaussian 
noise 

probability 
distribution 

function, p (E) 

t Slicing 
level 

x(t) 

t-

FIG. 30-5. Polar signal with gaussian noise. 

The probability of making an error for a two-level signal, 'P2, is 
found by integrating the probability distribution function for 
gaussian noise, p (E), 

1-A/2 1 [ ( A )] 
p2 = _ 

00 
p (E) dE = 2 1-erf 20-n V2 

2 Ix where erf (x) _ v7i 
0 

e-z2dz, and un is therms noise voltage (Chap. 

27). The error function is tabulated in many handbooks [ 6]. Note 
that the expression for P2 also applies to a bandlimited two-level 
signal satisfying the Nyquist criterion if only the sampling instants 
are considered. 

*A polar signal is one which has equal positive and negative amplitudes. 
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For equally probable signal levels, the average probability of error 
for an n level signal is [7] 

(30-3) 

This expression represents the probability of error in correctly iden
tifying a particular received level (symbol) and does not take into 
account any consideration of bit error rate which depends on the 
particular coding of the levels. 

Echo I ntersymbol Interference 

Consider the effect of the echo distortion on two--level random data 
in the presence of gaussian noise. An objective for maximum tolerable 
amplitude of echo could be derived by recognizing that, depending on 
polarity, the echo may either reinforce or weaken the signal. In 
view of the wide variety of possible signals and controlling inter
ferences, it seems conservative to assume that the presence of echo 
will always reduce the margin for distinction between pulse and 
no pulse, which leads to the following probability of error expression 
for a two-level signal with echo amplitude a/2 : 

1 [ (A (1-a) )] 
P2 = 2 1-erf 2CTn V2 

The corresponding signal-to-noise impairment in dB is:* 

Impairment= 20 log ( 1 
1 a) 

Gaussian lntersymbol Interference 

Solution of the probability of error expression for all but the most 
simple types of distortion is quite complex [8]. Approximate solu
tions can be found if certain simplifying assumptions are made. For 
example, it may be assumed that the probability distribution for 
intersymbol interference is gaussian when the sources are many and 
varied. There is substantial evidence to suggest, however, that this 
assumption invariably leads to a pessimistic result. A calculation 
of this type therefore represents an interesting upper bound on error 

*The parameter, a, is also referred to as eye closure. 
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rate. Of course, if the system is primarily noise limited, the com
puted performance is largely independent of the assumed intersymbol 
interference distribution. 

The theoretical probability of error, assuming the presence of both 
gaussian noise and gaussian intersymbol interference distribution, 
can be found in the following manner. The mean-square intersymbol 
interference is given by Lucky, Salz, and Weldon [9] as: 

where A is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal at the decision 
point, and n is the number of signal levels. The term g2 represents 
the mean-square distortion in the channel impulse response and can 
be written as 

g2 = 2: g 2 (ito) 

i*O 

which follows from Eq. (30-1). Thus, in Eq. (30-3), therms noise 
voltage, <rn, is replaced by <TT where 

<TT = ( U"1sr2 + U" n2 ) l/2 

and the probability of error becomes 

Pn = ( 1- ! ) { 1-erf [ 8(n-1) 2 (~n Y + 2g2(~-l)]- 112 } 

(30-4) 

This expression is plotted in Fig. 30-6 as a function of peak signal 
to rms noise ratio (20 log A/2a-n) for g = 0 and g = 0.04 and for 
various values of n. 

To evaluate the performance of an existing data transmission 
system, it is necessary to measure the occurrence of errors since no 
other criterion is as meaningful. The signal can be quite badly dis
torted and yet still be received essentially error free if the decision 
thresholds are not violated. For this reason, special test equipment 
has been designed and manufactured to count errors directly. A 
pseudo-random sequence of pulses is generated at the transmitter 
for transmission over the channel. An identical pseudo-random 
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FIG. 30-6. Symbol error rate of random n-level signals with gaussian noise and 
gaussian intersymbol interference. 

sequence or test word is generated at the receiver and it is syn
chronized with the received signal. Comparator circuits make a 
bit-by-bit error check and record the number of received bits that 
differ from the locally generated ones. Gaussian noise is often added 
to permit margin checking. The test word must have characteristics 
sufficiently close to a truly random sequence to give a performance 
measurement that is representative of normal transmission. 

30.7 DATA SIGNAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Most digital data signals are synchronous; i.e., the time scale is 
quantized into equal symbol intervals, and the voltage in each interval 
represents a specific quantity of information. Such synchronous 
signals have the distinct advantage of permitting intermediate signal 
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regeneration to prevent the accumulation of transmission distortions 
from one link to another. Other signals, such as black and white 
facsimile, are nonsynchronous and require the freedom to send at 
any time transitions which are not necessarily spaced at multiples 
of uniform time intervals. 

Multilevel data signals permit an increase in the information rate 
over the two-level signals for a specified bandwidth. The maximum 
number of permitted levels is determined by the average noise and 
intersymbol interference in the channel as demonstrated by Eq. 
(30-4). Each level is often coded into a unique binary word. The 
information rate, or bit rate, will increase from 1/to for two-level 
data to a maximum of (1/to) log2 n for a multilevel signal, where n 
is the number of levels and to is the sampling interval. The bit rate 
is sometimes less than the maximum to gain other advantages of 
special coding techniques, e.g., partial response [10]. 

Data signals are generally random in nature and must be char
acterized in terms of their statistical properties. A property of 
particular interest is the power spectral density which can be com
puted by formulating a mathematical model for the signal. 

Facsimile Signal 

A model for a random facsimile signal, x ( t) (Fig. 30-5), is formu
lated by assuming a sequence of points with a random distribution in 
time according to a Poisson process and with an average density A.. 
At each point a transition may occur in the polar signal. In the succes
sive intervals between the points, the signal may have amplitude 
+ A/2 with a probability p1, or -A/2 with a probability P2 = l-p1. 
The values of the signal in these intervals are assumed to be statis
tically independent. The power spectral density is obtained by taking 
the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function, :Rx ( r). The 
autocorrelation function for the random facsimile signal is [11] 

A2 
:Rx(T) =4-A2p1(1-p1) (1-e-Xl,.I) (30-5) 

The power spectral density of x ( t) is therefore 

Sx(<i>) = 1_: :Rx(r)e-i"'"dT 

= 2~A2[1-4pi(l-p1)] 8(w) + 2A2A.:2~~-;-P1) 
(30-6) 
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The probability, Ptr, of a transition at a potential transition point 
equals the probability that x (t) was +A/2 and changed to -A/2 
plus the probability that x ( t) was -A/2 and changed to +A/2 

Since the average number of potential transition points per unit 
time is A., the average number of actual transitions per unit time is 

If A is in volts and the signal is impressed on a 1-ohm line, then 
Sx (w) has the dimensions power per unit bandwidth. The first term 
in Eq. (30-6) includes a delta function and represents the d-c power 
in the signal, while the second term represents the a-c power dis
tributed over the spectrum. Note that the d-c term in any data 
signal contains no useful information and hence need not be trans
mitted. 
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FIG. 30-7. Power density spectrum of facsimile signal. 

Figure 30-7 shows the spectrum of a typical polar facsimile signal 
which could be transmitted in an L-type multiplex group band. The 
following assumptions have been made: 

1. The average transition rate, N, is 4000 per second. 
2. Pages are 10 per cent black and 90 per cent white (P1=0.1). 
3. Signal power spectral density at ru < < A. is -16 dBm0/3-kHz 

band. 
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The envelope of the power spectral density has a corner frequency 
at f c = A/27T = 3.537 kHz, followed by a 6 dB per octave asymptote. 
The total power, Px, in the signal is 

1 /"" Px= 217 Sx(w)dw 
-oo 

which is equivalent to 9\ x ( 0) . 

When the facsimile signal is bandlimited by a Nyquist channel, 
the data receiver cannot accurately resolve transitions that occur 
at intervals less than to seconds, where l/2to is the Nyquist fre
quency. Therefore, the Nyquist bandwidth is generally selected to 
provide a resolution that is comparable to that of the business 
machine. 

Synchronous Binary Signal 

The following model for a random synchronous binary signal, 
y ( t), is similar to that for the facsimile signal with the exception 
that the points distributed in time are uniformly spaced. A transition 
may occur in the signal only at intervals of to seconds. Let the 
probability that the amplitude is + A/2 equal p ; hence, the probabil
ity that the amplitude is - A/2 is 1-p. The value of the signal in 
any one interval is assumed to be statistically independent of the 
values in all other intervals. The autocorrelation function for this 
signal is similar in form to that for the facsimile signal and is 
given by [12] 

A2 
9\y(T) =--:r-A2p(l-p)[l-q(T)] (30-7) 

where q ( T) is a triangular function of width 2to given by 

q(T) =1-1;01 I 7" I ::; to 

=0 I 7" I > to 
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The power spectral density of y ( t) is 
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(30-8) 

Figure 30-8 shows the power spectrum for a polar signal correspond
ing to the parameters to = 20 microseconds and p = 0.5. The total 
power, Py, in the signal is 
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FIG. 30-8. Power density spectrum of synchronous polar signal. 

Restored Polar Line Signal 

It is common practice to alter the baseband signal in such a way 
as to remove the low-frequency components. This relieves the diffi
cult requirement of providing transmission channels with good 
response down to zero frequency. The design of local loop baseband 
repeaters and line equalizers can be greatly simplified by the use of 
line coupling transformers. Suppressing the low-frequency energy 
in the data signal also facilitates the design of the coherent detector 
in the receiver of a carrier channel by providing a guard space about 
the carrier frequency. A low-level carrier pilot can be transmitted 
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so as to provide the necessary reference information to permit re~ 
covery of the correct frequency and phase of the demodulating car
rier. In addition, the low-frequency reduction can greatly reduce 
the maximum signal power on the line (after modulation). This is 
particularly true for facsimile signals in which long periods of all 
black signal might correspond to a continuous transmission of the 
carrier frequency. The addition of a high-pass filter approaches 
the desirable condition of transmitting transitions only, and the 
percentage of the copy that is black or white is no longer significant. 
The line power is now related to the time-density of transitions. The 
name restored polar has been used to describe this modified baseband 
signal. The missing low-frequency components can be restored in 
the receiver by quantized feedback as indicated in Fig. 30-9. The 
d-c reinsertion circuit is a low-pass RC configuration having a cutoff 
frequency to match the one at the transmitter [13]. The principle 
applies equally well to bandlimited or nonbandlimited signals. The 
slicer output is a two-level signal similar to that produced by the 
business machine at the transmitter. 

J1fUl JlJ't.Jt Jlfl.Jl 
I ' --1 / ,------, \ ITl __ I + Slicer j 

I c I I 
I R I I I 
I I I I 
I ~ I v R I 
L ___'.•=:"'.'.__ J / L _ ~ c___'."""' _ _ J 
~ 

.. 

FIG. 30-9. Principle of d-c restoration. 

The effects of high-pass filtering on the random facsimile signals 
and synchronous binary signals characterized previously are derived 
as follows. Let x ( t) , the random facsimile signal with power density 
spectrum Sx(w), Eq. (30-6), be passed through the linear single-stage 
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RC filter having the transfer function: 

jw 
H(w) = + . a JW 

735 

where a = 1/RC radians/second. Then the power density spectrum 
of the restored polar signal, Xo ( t) , is : 

(30-9) 

The accompanying autocorrelation function is 

Thus, the average power of the signal is 

whereas from the second term of Eq. (30-5) the average power of 
the a-c component of input signal x ( t) is 

Therefore the power loss in rlB due to the filter is 

P,,. 
dB loss= -10 log p ac = -10 log(l+a/>.) 

"'o 

Equation (30-9) is plotted in Fig. 30-7 for the case where 
a=4'1TX 103 radian/ second. 

For the synchronous binary signal, y ( t) is characterized by Eqs. 
(30-7) and (30-8). Where p = 1 - p = 0.5, Eq. (30-7) becomes 

9l y(r) = A 2/4 q(r) 

and Eq. (30-8) becomes 

• 2 (tow) 
A 2to sm 2 

Sy ( w) = -r ( t;' r 
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Passing y(t) through high-pass filter H(w) yields the restored polar 
signal Yo ( t), whose characteristics are: 

and 

From Eq. (30-7) the average a-c power in y(t) is 

Az 
Py =-4 ac 

and from Eq. (30-10) the average power in Yo(t) is 

The dB power loss due to the filter is therefore 

Pyac 
Loss = -10 log p = -10 log 

Yo ( ex.to ) 
1-e -ato 

(30-10) 

(30-11) 

Equation (30-11) is plotted in Fig. 30-8 for cx.=41TX103 radians/ 
second as before. 

30.8 SYSTEM DESIGN 

The following design example illustrates many of the data trans
mission principles discussed previously in this chapter. The assumed 
channel characteristics of the short-haul and long-haul carrier facili
ties are somewhat idealized in order to simplify the computations. 
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System Objectives 

The design objectives listed below are patterned after existing 
half-group, group, and supergroup standard wideband systems. 

1. The data system will utilize the 48-kHz group band of the long
haul carrier and should be capable of transmitting synchronous 
or nonsynchronous, two-level data at any bit rate up to 50 kb/s. 

2. Transmission facilities will consist primarily of existing analog 
systems; however, the Tl digital system is available and is 
included in the example. 

3. Introduction of wideband data services must not degrade the 
performance of other services sharing the same facility. 

4. Coordination or control information required between business 
machines must also be handled. 

5. The average error rate should not exceed one error per million 
bits of random data 95 per cent or more of the time. 

Figure 30-10 shows a possible coast-to-coast wideband connection, 
although all carrier systems shown will not necessarily appear in 
every circuit. This connection will be used as a model to define the 
allocation of transmission impairments in order to yield a high 
standard of performance for a large percentage of all possible con
nections. The circuit shown does not include the maximum lengths 
at which satisfactory transmission is desired, but rather a length 
beyond which that kind of transmission system would seldom be 
required for wideband service. 

The data set transmitter converts the two-level input signal from 
the business machine into a restored polar format. In addition to 
having desirable spectral characteristics, this signal format permits 
either synchronous or nonsynchronous operation as specified above. 
For the local loop, a baseband repeater system is needed to transmit 
the signal over ordinary telephone cable pairs at distances up to 
20 miles. It is needed to span distances from customers' premises 
to the nearest telephone office having wideband access to the carrier 
transmission facilities. The N carrier transmission system was de
signed to accommodate 12 or 24 voice-frequency channels and is used 
on short-haul routes up to 200 miles. The Tl carrier system utilizes 
pulse code modulation and time division multiplexing techniques to 
provide short-haul transmission of 24 voice-frequency signals. The 
lengths of Tl carrier systems range from about 10 to 25 miles, 
although longer routes are possible. The long-haul transmission plant 
is made up of L-type multiplex (LMX) terminals together with 
repeatered coaxial cables and microwave radio channels. 
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The baseband signal must be recovered at the output of each of 
the transmission facilities depicted in Fig. 30-10. Thus, the data set 
will be able to operate directly into any one of them, and further
more, the order of interconnection of the various systems will be 
unimportant. 

L-Type Multiplex Wideband Modem 

In this example, the wideband modem for the LMX can utilize 
vestigial sideband, suppressed carrier AM, and coherent demodu
lation. Vestigial sideband operation permits optimum utilization of 
the available bandwidth. Suppressing the carrier results in maxi
mum signal-to-noise performance since the long-haul transmission 
systems impose limitations on both total and single-frequency power. 
The basic group band extends from 60 to 108 kHz. The available 
bandwidth is somewhat restricted by a 104.08-kHz pilot which is 
used for automatic gain regulation of the LMX broadband terminals. 
The frequency band between the pilot and the 108-kHz band edge 
is available, however, for a voice-frequency coordination channel. 
The voice-frequency channel will permit coordination and control of 
business machine operation by voice communication or by termination 
of the voice channel in a data set to handle automatic control signals. 
A wideband modem carrier frequency of 100 kHz will divide the 
band into a 4-kHz vestigial upper sideband and a 37-kHz lower side
band, as indicated in Fig. 30-11 (a). 

The resulting baseband channel characteristic is shown in Fig. 
30-11 (b). The 37 -kHz bandwidth will permit a raised cosine roll-off 
band of 12 kHz. The square band characteristic exhibited by the 
modem contributes no inband shape and therefore will permit several 
carrier links to be connected in tandem as required by the network 
model of Fig. 30-10. 

N Carrier Wideband Modem 

The N carrier system is not single-frequency power limited; there
fore, in this example, the wideband modem can utilize vestigial side
band, transmitted carrier AM, and envelope detection. The wideband 
signal will consist of a 40-kHz lower sideband and a 12-kHz vestigial 
sideband, as indicated in Fig. 30-12. In addition, there is sufficient 
bandwidth for two double-sideband voice-frequency signals, together 
with their transmitted carriers. 
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Tl Carrier Wideband Terminal 

The Tl digital transmission system with a bit capacity of 1.544 
Mb/s provides opportunities for the transmission of a variety of 
high-speed data signals. A T1 repeatered line should have a much 
better error rate than the nominal requirement of one error per 
106 pulse positions for wideband data transmission. Of primary 
concern is the determination of the minimum sampling rate neces
sary to reproduce the wideband data signal adequately. This rate 
is established by the maximum amount of time quantization jitter 
that can be tolerated. Thus, the sampling rate must be set sufficiently 
high to provide adequate performance for facsimile, which is the 
data signal most affected by time quantization since jitter in a 
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synchronous signal can be removed by regeneration. Acceptable 
performance requires that the maximum timing error due to quanti
zation be about 10 per cent or less of the minimum data bit interval 
which corresponds to a sample rate about five times the maximum 
data bit rate. Subjective evaluation of an asynchronous facsimile 
signal has substantiated that this sampling rate is sufficient. 

Signal Level 

An important limitation in the overall performance of the long
haul analog transmission system is the intermodulation noise that 
is proportional to total signal loading. To avoid degradation of 
other services, the wideband data system should transmit no more 
average signal power than the message load displaced, which, for 
the group band, corresponds to approximately -5 dBmO. This can 
be allocated between the wideband signal at -5.5 dBmO and the 
carrier pilot at -14.5 dBmO. 

Discrete frequencies appear in the transmitted signal as a result 
of repetitive sequences of input data. In synchronous transmission, 
the amplitude of single-frequency components can be reduced to 
negligible proportions by a scrambler. This can be accomplished 
by modulo 2 addition of a quasi-random bit sequence and the data 
train [14]. At the receiving end, the descrambler will perform the 
inverse operation to recover the original data train. 
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The method used to synchronize scrambler and descrambler is 
shown in Fig. 30-13. The scrambler and descrambler both consist of 
an n-stage shift register with feedback from stages j and n. It can 
be seen that the bit sequences entering the shift registers at the 
scrambler and descrambler are identical. Consequently, the de
scrambler becomes synchronized with the scrambler as soon as the 
descrambler shift register is filled. 

The data train sequences may be expressed as follows: 

Input data 

Mad 
2 

Scrambler 

Descrambler 

Mod 
2 

Output data 

Am= (Bm CB Am-j CB Am-n) 

Shift register stages 

2 

2 

Shift register stages 

j 

j 

Mad 
2 

Mod 
2 

FIG. 30-13. Scrambler and descrambler block diagram. 

n 

n 

Clock 

Clock 
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where Bm is the data input, Am is the scrambled line sequence, and 
ffi indicates modulo 2 addition. The descrambled data train, Cm, 

is then shown to be identical with the original data train, Bm: 

Cm = (Am ffi Am-; ffi Am-n) 

= (Bm ffi Am-; CB Am-n CB Am-j CB Am-n) = Bm 

Even though most commonly used repetitive input sequences are 
properly broken up, there are still a few inputs that result in un
desirable line sequences. A data input sequence of alternating O's 
and l's, for example, if started at a time when the scrambler shift 
registers are in alternate 1 and 0 states, would produce a sinusoid 
at the Nyquist frequency with a power approximately equal to the 
power of a random data signal. 

Figure 30-14 shows a monitor logic circuit that can be applied to 
the scrambler to guard against most of the troublesome cases. The 
NAND gate A senses an all O's state in the shift registers and forces 

Bm 

r( 
-

!Et -; 
vd l(] 

~Lt.., 1 
1 0 l 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Mod ..... 
2 --

• l l l l l l l ...._Clock 
Am - -- -- -- ......-

Shift register stages 

FIG. 30-14. Scrambler with monitor logic. 
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a 1 at d to prevent the possibility of an all O's line signal. Similarly, 
NAND gate B senses an alternate 1, 0 state in the registers and 
forces a 1 at d to avoid the possibility of a prolonged alternate 1, 0 
train for Am. The descrambler contains the identical monitor logic 
and, consequently, provides appropriate descrambling. (Additional 
circuitry is required if it also becomes necessary to guard against 
the all l's condition.) 

Signal-to-Noise Margin 

For this example, the mean value of noise is assumed to be -45 
dBmO per 3-kHz band for a 4000-mile system. The data signal dis
places 37 kHz, resulting in an average noise power of -45 +10 :0g 
37 /3, or -:;-34 dBmO. The S/N ratio is therefore 34 - 5.5, or 28.5 
dB. On the assumption that impulse noise may often be controlling, 
it is desirable that errors caused by random noise be an order of mag
nitude less than the objective for error rate. A probability of error 
less than 10- 1 for two-level data requires at least a 14.4-dB peak 
signal to rms noise ratio as indicated in Fig. 30-6. 

The probability of error for an n-level signal with optimum filter
ing and raised cosine roll-off is [15] 

{ [ 3Ps ] 112
} 

Pn = (1-1/n) 1-erf (n2-l)PN 

where Ps is the average signal power from the line and PN is the 
average noise power measured in a bandwidth equal to the symbol 
rate. Therefore, from Eq. (30-3) for a two~level signal, 

Ps ( A ) 2 

PN = 2<Tn y2 

and 

Ps ( A) 10 log~= 20 log- - 3 
PN 2<Tn 

dB 

Thus, the Psi PN ratio which will also give a 10-7 error rate is 
11.4 dB. Since the effective bandwidth of the long-haul facility is 
0.75 times the symbol rate, the actual requirement for the S/N ratio 
becomes 11.4 + 10 log 4/3, or 12.7 dB. The margin for other im
pairments is thus 28.5 - 12.7, or 15.8 dB. 
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Signal-to-Noise Impairments 

Since a large proportion of long-haul facilities is derived from 
radio systems, it is important to consider the increased noise that 
may prevail for short intervals due to radio propagation fading. 
Studies indicate that about one per cent of the time, noise may 
increase by as much as 11 dB in a 4000-mile system; this corre
sponds to 2.30" if a normal distribution is assumed. In order to 
maintain the desired error rate performance at least 95 per cent of 
the time as stated in the system objectives, a minimum S/N margin 
of 7.8 dB must be maintained_ after all other impairments are con
sidered. The other impairments, therefore, must not degrade the 
system more than 15.8-7.8, or 8.0 dB. 

Laboratory tests indicate that a restored polar data set will 
contribute in the order of 1.5 dB of S/N impairment. This results 
from imperfect quantized feedback in the slicer and minor errors 
in the roll-off band shape and timing recovery circuitry. An addi
tional 1.5 dB of impairment will result from the jitter in the time 
of data transitions introduced by the Tl system. 

Net loss variations in most individual links will be within 1 dB 
of nominal. Since noise will generally accumulate uniformly with 
distance, the net effect on noise variations is about half that of 
signal deviation, or 0.5 dB. The signal-to-noise impairment can 
thus be characterized as having a mean value of 0 and a O" of 0.5 dB. 
In order to assure satisfactory operation at least 95 per cent of the 
time, an S/N impairment of 1 dB is assumed. 

In the worst case the impairments from independent sources might 
add linearly, but in other instances the impairments could be comple
mentary and cancel. The simplest method of dealing with them is to 
assume that they add in quadrature, i.e., on a root sum square basis. 
This is consistent with the goal of having satisfactory performance 
for 95 per cent of all situations. Any impairment measured in dB 
at a particular probability of error can be associated with an equiva
lent eye closure, a, where the impairment is 20 log [l/ ( 1 - a)]. The 
total effective eye closure, at, for n independent sources becomes 

Thus the combined eye closure for data set, Tl carrier, and net loss 
becomes 0.25, and the corresponding impairment is 2.5 dB. If the 
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remaining impairment is allocated to amplitude and phase distortion, 
it can be divided equally among the five transmission system links 
given in Fig. 30-10. The maximum eye closure per link that can be 
tolerated becomes 0.18 which corresponds to approximately 1.7 dB 
of impairment. Since deviations in similar systems are often sys
tematic, impairments in the two local loops can be added linearly 
as can impairments in the two links of L carrier. An objective 
for the degree to which envelope delay distortion should be equalized 
in the L carrier faciHties can be determined by considering the 
residual distortion after application of corrective networks. The 
primary source of delay distortion is the group connector filters. 
The addition of a delay equalizer to each connector with, for example, 
13 delay sections results in fine-grain attenuation and delay ripple 
which has therefore 13 cycles within the 48-kHz band. Paired echo 
theory can be used to relate the allotted 1.7 dB of S/N impairment in 
the time domain to limitations on residual distortion in the frequency 
characteristic. The resulting requirements for an echo amplitude 
of 0.09 are approximately ±0.8 dB of attenuation ripple or ±25 
microseconds of envelope delay ripple per L carrier link. 

Multiple section delay equalizers are not required in the local loop 
or N carrier facilities ; however, distortion can arise in the form of 
amplitude and delay slope. Echo theory computations for close-in 
echoes due to this type of distortion can be misleading. An echo 
which is displaced a symbol period or less primarily affects the pulse 
that produced it. The effect is to alter the apparent net loss and 
flat delay of the circuit, both of which can often be compensated by 
minor circuit adjustments. Thus, the presence of a close-in echo 
is not as damaging as a remote echo of equal amplitude. As a result, 
the expected S/N impairment for linear delay and amplitude dis
tortion often must be determined with the aid of a digital computer. 

This design example points up the important sources of impair
ments in a wideband network and also their relative effect on prob
ability of error performance although the transmission characteristics 
and computations are somewhat simplified. As a result, the impair
ments that have been allocated to amplitude and phase distortion 
are larger than those normally encountered in the actual analog 
transmission systems. Additional analyses would also be required 
to establish the effects of other parameters such as timing error, 
incidental FM, and roll-off bandwidth. 
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Intermodulation products, 128, 241 
addition, 321 

Intermodulation requirements for 
analog systems, 326 

International power load, 235 
Interpolation filter, 555 
Interpolation of sampled signal, 567 
Intersymbol interference, 647, 716, 727 

effects of, 658 

Jitter 
accumulation, 659 
analysis, 659 
control of, 666 
due to pattern transition, 660 
due to stuffing, 613 
effects of, 664 
in digital repeaters, 657 
phase, 725 
quantization, 740 
random, 661 
sources of, 657 
waiting time jitter, 622 

Johnson noise, 152 

L600 mastergroup, 134 
L-type multiplex, 134, 306, 719, 737 
Lattice, 125 
LBO (see line build-out networks) 
Limiter transfer action, 537 
Limiting, 126, 465 
Limiting effects, 465 
Limiting frequencies, 55 
Line build-out (LBO) 

networks, 87, 375, 654 

Line coding, 666 
an approach, 673 
bipolar, 667 
BNZS, 669 
choice of, 673 
problems of, 667 
PST, 669 

Line pilot, 137 
Linear circuit, 14, 237 
Listener echo, 56 
Load activity factor, 40 
Load capacity, 235, 315 
Load objective, 221 
Loading, 22 
Loading, noise, 510 
Log normal density function, 228, 300 
Logarithmic companding, 577 
Long-haul, 306 

carrier, 51 
radio, 423 

Longitudinal currents, 93 
Long-term average power, 222 
Loop, 2 

local, 737 
Low noise devices, 198 
Low-frequency noise, 163 
Low-index, 112 
Luminance, 693 

Maintenance (see monitoring), 383, 605 
Margin 

AN, 313 
AP, 316 
A 2 and A 3, 3~8 

Mark and space, 43 
Master clock synchronization, 609 
Mastergroup, 134 
Mastergroup terminals, digital, 559 
Mean-square frequency deviation, 112 
Mean-square phase 

deviation, 112, 209, 458 
Mean volume talker, 228 
Measuring regenerator eye margin, 675 
Message channel, 38, 129 

objectives, 45 
Message circuit noise, 49, 173 
Metallic circuit currents, 93 
MFKP (multifrequency keypulse), 41 
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Microwave antennas, 442 

Microwave radio effects on wideband 
transmission 724, 725, 737, 745 

Misalignment, 351 
penalties in intermodulation-limited 

systems, 364 
penalties in overload-limited 

systems, 358 
penalties on thermal noise, 352 

Misframe, 601 

Mistuning, effects of, 659 

Modem, 124 

Modulation, 96 
amplitude, 97 
angle, 109 
coefficients, 246 
delta, 594 
DPCM, 592 
four-phase, 44 
index, 100, 112, 452 
product, 96, 239, 242 
product addition, 321 
pulse, 116 
pulse amplitude, 118, 716 
pulse code, 120, 554 
pulse duration, 119 
pulse position, 120 
reference point, 251 
requirements for analog systems, 326 

Modulator, 124, 125 

Modulators, power law, 242 

Monitoring 
digital multiplexers, 625 
digital transmission line, 67 4 
terminal, 605 

Monochrome TV spectrum, 691 

Mu-law companding, 577 
performance of, 578 

Multiburst signal, 688 

Multichannel load factor, 231 

Multifrequency keypulse system 
(MF or MFKP), 41 

Multilevel signaling, 628 

Multiplex, 123 
frequency division, 124 
time division, 139, 555, 562, 608 

Multiplexer 
block diagram, 614 
digital, 555, 562, 608 
format, 611 
framing, 612 
M12, 611 
performance monitoring, 625 
reframe, 624 
system design, 611 

Mutual synchronization, 609 

N carrier system, 138, 296, 737 
Narrowband, 54 
Narrowband data, 44, 129 
Natural samples, 569 
Near-end crosstalk 

(NEXT), 285, 286, 638 
Negative impedance converters, 85 
Net loss factor, 62 
Net loss variation 

(data signal level), 725 
NEXT (see near-end crosstalk) 
Noise, 31, 49, 703 

addition in radio hops, 483 
allocation in analog systems, 331 
allocation in FM system, 549 
at 0 TL in an FM system, 480 
bands of, 254 
bandwidth, 170 
bandwidth factor, 260 
contour chart, FM systems, 520 
crosstalk, 279, 719 
diode, 189 
due to echoes, FM systems, 519 
effect on angle-modulated signals, 209 
effect on PCM signals, 215 
electrical, 14 7, 723 
equivalent circuit, 157 
FM system, 477 
Gaussian 

(random), 154, 718, 723, 726, 744 
idle, 483, 598 
impulse, 165, 723, 744 
in data transmission systems, 723 
in video transmission systems, 703 
intermodulation, 253, 260, 263, 265, 

271, 492, 723, 741 
low-frequency, 163 
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Noise (cont) 
message channel, 49, 173 
objectives, 49, 52 
objectives for TV, 702, 707 
quantizing, 166, 571 
quantum, 152 
radio, 725, 7 45 
random, 460, 469 
Rayleigh, 164 
reference, 34 
resistance, 152 
semiconductor, 189 
shot, 162, 482 
single-frequency, 149, 718, 723, 741 
thermal, 151 
weighting characteristic, 

C-message, 32 
weighting characteristic, 

message circuit, 172 
weighting characteristic, TV, 703 
1/f, 163, 469, 482 

Noise figure, 182 
attenuator, 188 
average, 183, 205 
measured, 202 
repeater, 398 
spot, 182, 205 

Noise loading, 233, 265, 510 
Noise of two resistors, 158 
Noise power ratio, 266, 512 
Noise temperature, 160 

effective input, 181 
effective system, 199 

Nonintelligible crosstalk, 280 
Nonlinear crosstalk, 280 
Nonlinear distortion 

compensation of, 243 
effects on data transmission, 718 
in a transistor amplifier, 404 
TV, 706 

Nonlinear effects on angle 
modulation, 243 

Nonlinear elements, 237 
Nonlinearity, collector capacitance, 407 
Nonlinearity, exponential, 404 
Nonlinearity, hFE• 405 
Nonuniform codec, 574 
Normal distribution, 48 
Number of active channels, 226 

Nyquist 
criterion, 648, 716 
frequency, 716 
interval, 116 

Nyquist I shaping, 648, 718 

Overload, 315, 400, 578 
Overload characteristic, 126, 403 

digital transmission, 578 
Overshoot in TV, 696 

Pair selected ternary (PST) coding, 669 
PAM (pulse amplitude 

modulation), 142, 555 
Parabolic antenna, 447 
Path characteristics, 433 
Path clearance, 438 
Path loss, free space, 435 
Pattern, effects of, 658 
PCM (pulse code modulation; 

see digital transmission), 141, 142 
differential, 592 
hierarchy, 143 

Peak factor, 40, 155, 224 
Peak frequency deviation, 115 
Peak phase deviation, 112, 452 
Phase 

comparator for elastic stores, 618 
delay, 18 
deviation, instantaneous and 

mean-square, 109, 112, 209 
differential, 272 
distortion, 9, 20, 53, 101, 719, 724, 746 
equalizer, 722, 724, 746 
hits, 725 
jitter, 725 
precession, 724 

Phase-locked loop, 619 
response, 619 
spilling, 620 
steady-state error, 619 
use of phase lag filter, 620 

Phase modulation, 102, 109, 460 
Phasor representation of angle 

modulation, 113, 464 
Picowatts psophometric, 175. 
PM distortion-sinusoidal baseband 

signals, 504 
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PM due to random noise, 210, 473 
PM system noise, 210, 475 
Poisson process, 165, 730 
Polar signal, 627, 726, 730 
Polarization, 445 
Post-equalization, 368 
Power law modulators, 242 
Powerload,221,234 

international, 235 
Power per talker, 229 
Power spectrum of random pulse trains 

bipolar, 667 
PST, 669 
random facsimile signal, 730 
random synchronous binary, 732 
unipolar, 666 

Predistortion, TV, 486 
Pre-emphasis in FM systems, 483 
Pre-equalization, 368 
Probability distribution, 148, 727 
Probability of error, 216, 628, 726, 744 
Probable number of products, 259 
Product amplitude, 240, 254 
Product amplitude factor, 260 
Product count, 256, 508 
Product modulation, 96, 97 
Product modulator, 125, 242 
Propagation, 433 
Propagation constant, 20 
Properties of FM and 

PM signals, 109, 450 
Protection against deep fades, 530 
Protection of system continuity, 430 
Psophometric noise weighting, 175 
Pulse amplitude modulation 

(PAM), 118, 555, 715 
Pulse duration modulation ( PDM), 119 
Pulse modulation, 116 
Pulse pattern, effects of, 658 
Pulse position modulation (PPM), 120 
Pulse shaping, 646 

cosine roll-off channels, 650, 717 
example of, 653 
low-frequency cutoff, 655 
Nyquist criterion, 716 
Nyquist I, 648 
practical considerations, 653 
quantized feedback, 655, 734 

Pulse stuffing synchronization, 610 

Quadrature distortion, 105, 724 
Quantized feedback, 655, 734 
Quantizing, 121, 571 

overload, 573 
Quantizing distortion, 555 
Quantizing error, 573 

of a companded codec, 574 
Quantizing noise, 571 
Quantum noise, 152 
Quasi-stationary, 115 

Rain-barrel effect, 58 
Raised-cosine 

characteristic, 631, 717, 739 
Random crosstalk, 300 
Random noise (see noise, gaussian) 

in FM and PM systems, 209, 469 
Range extender, 76 
Rayleigh noise, 164 
Reference noise, 34 
Reflected near-end crosstalk, 292 
Reflection coefficient, 21 
Reframe time, 601 

added digit framing, 602 
Regulators, 379 
Repeater, 305, 626 

design, analog, 396 
digital, 563, 626 
four-wire, 89 
gain, 396 
intermediate frequency, 426 
noise figure, 398 
overload, 400 
regenerative, 553, 563, 626 
regulating, 379 
spacing, 311, 334, 425, 644 

Resistance design, 76 
Resistance noise, 152 
Resonant transfer, 570 
Restored polar signal, 733, 737 
Retiming (see timing) 
Return loss, 21, 56, 78 
Ring modulator, 126 
Ringing effects in TV, 696 
Rms crosstalk, 300 
Robbed digit framing, 603 
Roll-off band (data), 650, 717, 739 
Round-trip delay, 56 
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SID (see signal-to-distortion) 
Sampling, 116, 142, 555, 566 

natural, 555, 569 
Sampling interval, 117, 142 
Sampling theorem, 117, 142, 566 
Saturation in TV, 692 
Scanning process in TV, 685 
Scrambler, digital 

(randomizer}, 719, 741 
Section loss, 436 
Selective detector, 172 
Semiconductor noise, 189 
SF supervision, 41, 151 
Shaped load, 236 
Shaped signal levels, 261, 346 
Short-haul, 306 

carrier, 50 
radio, 423 
systems, 138 

Shot noise, 162, 482 
Side-to-side antenna coupling, 445 
Sideband power, 101 
Signal shaping, 261, 346, 647, 715 
Signal-to-distortion (SID) 

performance of DPCM, 595 
performance of Mu-law 

compandor, 578 
ratio of a codec, 573 

Signal-to-noise 
impairment, 723, 727, 745 
margin, 744, 745 
objective for TV, 705 
ratio, 40, 718, 723, 725, 739, 744 
requirement for digital 

transmission, 632 
Signaling, 41, 91 

in digital channel banks, 558 
Signaling rate, 644 
Simplex circuits, 26 
Sine synchronizing pulses, 686 
Sine-squared pulse and bar signal, 688 
Singing, 58 
Single-frequency interference, 539 

in TV, 704 
Single-frequency thresholds in TV, 706 
Single-sideband 

( SSB), 98, 104, 105, 127, 138 
Smearing in TV, 696 

Space division multiplex, 123 
Spectra for high modulation index, 463 
Spectral density, 267, 666, 730, 733 
Spectrum shape factor, 260, 267 
Speech load, 220 
Splices, effects of, 642 
Spot noise figure, 182, 205 
SSB (see single-sideband) 
Staggering advantage, 281 
Stairstep signal for TV, 688 
Statistical framing, 604 
Streaking in TV, 696 
Stuffing rate of a multiplexer, 613 
Submarine cable circuits, 136 
Supergroup, 131 
Supervision, 41 
Syllabic companding, 677 
Symbol rate, 716 
Synchronization (see framing), 559, 609 

in a digital multiplexer, 608 
master clock, 609 
mutual, 609 
pulse stuffing, 610 
stable clocks, 609 

Synchronizing pilots, 137 
System load, 220 
System noise and pre-emphasis, 482 
System noise shapes, 704 

Tl carrier, 556, 737, 740 
T2 carrier, 556 
Talker amplitude distributions, 255 
Talker echo, 56 
Talker volumes, 40 
Talkspurts, 39, 222 
Tandem binary coder, 585 
Tandem Gray coder, 591 
TASI (time assignment speech 

interpolation), 140, 677 
TASI activity factor, 682 
T ASI advantage, 683 
Taylor series expansion, 238 
Telephone load activity factor, 225 
Telephone set, 68 
Telephone speech signal, 39 
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Television, 134, 685 
bandwidth, 689, 690 
color signal, 692 
crosstalk, 701 
digital terminals, 559 
echo rating, 698 
echoes, 696 
frequency weighting, 700 
interferences, 702 
monochrome signal, 685 
predistortion, 486 
resolution, 690 
signal amplitude relationships, 688 
signal bandwidth, 689 
time weighting, 699 
transmission objectives, 707 
vertical interval test signals, 688 

Terminals 
data, 561, 738 
digital, 555, 559, 566 
mastergroup, 134, 559 
performance monitoring, digital, 605 
television, 134, 559 
visual telephone, 143, 560 
wideband modem, 739 

Terminating set, 4 
Thermal noise, 151 

in analog cable systems, 311 
Thermal noise- and intermodulation

limited system, 309 
Thermal noise- and overload-limited 

system, 309, 316, 318 
Threshold detector (slicer) , 726, 734 
Time assignment speech interpolation 

(see TASI) 
Time compression, 140 
Time division multiplex 

(TDM), 139, 555, 562, 6.08 
Timing 

block diagram, 656 
extractor, 663 
in digital repeaters, 656 
jitter (see jitter) 

Transfer admittance, 181, 183 
Transfer characteristic, 237 
Transformer coupling, 196 
Transformers, 25 
Transistor amplifiers, biasing, 407 
Transistor noise, 190 

Transmission 
crosstalk, 282 
deviations, 492 
deviations in TV, 696 
level effects, 297 
level point ( TLP), 27 
lines, digital, 626 

Transmittance, 170 
Transverse crosstalk, 292 
Trunk,2 
Trunk efficiency factor, 224 

U600 mastergroup, 134 
Unbalance capacitance, 284 
Uncontrolled talker volumes, 229 
Uniform codec, 571 
Unigauge, 76 
Units, cable, 21 

Variation in repeater spacings, 294 
Vertical blanking interval in TV, 688 
Vertical interval test signals 

(VITS) for TV, 688 
Vertical resolution in TV, 690 
Vestigial sideband (VSB), 107 
Via net loss (VNL), 60 
Video crosstalk in TV, 701 
Video signal, 708 
Video transmission, 708 
Violation monitoring, 675 
Visual telephone, 707 

digital terminals, 560, 592 
VNL (via net loss), 60 
VNLF (via net loss factor), 62 
Voice-frequency coordination, 737, 739 
Voice transmission plan for 

PICTUREPHONE service, 711 
Voiceband data, 11, 42 
Volume, 30, 39, 48, 220 
Volume units (vu), 39, 222 
Vu meter, 39 

Waiting time jitter, 622 
Washout effect, 102, 128 
Waveform distortion, 43 
White noise (see noise), 152 
Wideband 

data, 11, 54, 129, 561, 713 
modem, 739 
transmission, 713 

Zero intersymbol interference, 648 
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